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Preface 

lt is the principal intention of these two volumes to help prepare the 
ground for a sincere and thoroughgoing d ialogue between Christians and 
Muslims. Subsequent to the exposition and discussion of central aspects 
of Jslamic faith in volume 1, Christian theologians and philosophers are 
now asked to explain central aspects of their Christi an faith and di scuss 
them in the presence of scholars of lslamic studies w i th all the other 
participants in the symposium. Basic commonal iti es and d ifferences can 
be observed in the riches of both trad iti ons. And it seems to be advisable 
neither to minimize nor to gloss over the differences by means of abstract 
formulas. Nor should we try to construct a new Islam or a new Christianity 
in an artificial attempt to reconcile the two tradit ions. 

We shou ld never tire of promoting the spirit of d ialogue between Chris
t ian and Muslim beli evers, let persona l friendship overcome all hostility 
and antagonism in former and present times, unmask and eli minate fa lse 
di fferences through cri ti ca l investigation and research, and deepen our 

belief in God. 

Furthermore, we must develop, together w ith all peoples of good w ill, 
a new spirit of joint responsibil ity in the face of all the many problems that 
have tobe so lved on our way into the future - and, increasingly, they w ill 
be soluble onl y by a joint effort. This goal w il l be attainable if we search 
for a sound and stable dialogue ethos: an ethos that is built on the eth ical 
values of the pa rtners in dialogue and their readiness toset out for a unity 
in diversity and common goa ls and procedures based on the var ious argu
ments that can be derived from, w hile remaining fa ithful to, the different 
rel igious and cultural identit ies in w hich they are rooted. 

Bibl ical reflections on the fu l lness of God and time, on the new creation, 
and on the vocation, mission and criteria of the prophets are presented in 
this second volume, together w ith dogmatic considerations on the ulti
mate finali ty of the Christ revelati on and on the Trinity as the core of Chris
tian fa ith. The reader w i 11, moreover, f ind rel igious-phi losoph ical approaches 
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to the relationship between dialogue and tru th, the transcendence and 
immanence of the divi ne Word, as weil as a paper that deals wi th the top ic 
' Islam as seen by Christian theologians'. A ll these papers are again fol
lowed by extensive discussion, which tries to evaluate the papers and, so 
to say, digest what was said in them. 

Name and source indexes as weil as indexes of terms and dicta from 
the lslamic tradition and a general index of subjects for both volumes help 
interrelate the various topics and moti fs taken up in the different contexts. 

The editor w ishes to express once again sincere thanks to all w ho have 
co-operated in producing these two vo lumes on "Christian Faith in the 
Encounter wi th Islam", in particu lar to al l speakers and part icipants in the 
symposia and to al l who have contributed to the English edition. 

Andreas Bsteh, SVD 

St Gabriel, March 2007 
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The Prophets: 
Vocation - Mission - Criteria 

Notker Füglister 

The three Abrahamic religions Judaism, Christendom and Islam, are also the 
three prophetic religions sti ll existing today. The prophetic plays an impor
tant role in them, and they attribute their origin to a 'founding prophet' : 
Moses, Jesus, or M ubammad. 1 At the first Symposium on the encounter of 
Christianity with Islam, in the discussions subsequent to Ludwig Hagemann's 
lectu re "Mubammad -And the Claim that He Was the Last of the Prophets 
Sent by God" 2

, there arose a three-fold question, wh ich is generally relevant 
to the phenomenology of religion as weil as to specifically Christian theol
ogy: a) to what extent is Mubammad's claim to prophethood authenti c?, 
b) can a Christian believer accept Mubammad as a prophet - and even as 
"the Seal of the Prophets" (Qur'än 33,40)3- and the Qur'än as a revelation?, 
c) w hat is the meaning of Mubammad and the Qur'än in the economy of 
salvation of thc one and only God who is and works "above all and through 
all andin all" (Eph 4:6), w ho is common to Jews, Christians and Muslims? 
In order to approach at least a partial answer to this complex of questions 
(which, in my view, cannot be full y answered), we may consider the fol
low ing ten aspects of the essential characteristics of the Biblical prophets 
(of which only the first and most important four will be elaborated in this 
lecture) as a basis and starting point for the subsequent discussion: 

1. Prophecy as a phenomenon in the history of re ligions 
1.1 Defini tion of the prophet 

' Zoroastrianism (Parsism) and Manichaeism, the (originally) monotheist ic religions which 
originated in the region of present Iran and w ith whom Mubammad very weil might have come 
into contact, are also attributed to 'founding p rophets' (Zarathushtra [Zoroaster] c. 630 BC and 
Mani 216- 276/7 AD). They too have canonica l scriptures w hose author is their 'founding 
prophet', but they differ from the Abrahamic religions in their specifica lly dualistic worldview. 

' The lecture is publ ished together with the subsequent discussions in: A. Bsteh (ed.), Islam 
Questioning Christianity (Christian Faith in the Encounter with Islam, vol. 1 ). Mödling, 2007, 
pp. 11-20 and 21-33; cf. L. Hagemann, Propheten - Zeugen des Glaubens. Koranische und 
biblische Deutungen (Islam und westliche Welt; 7). Graz etc., 1985. 

' In general we quote the Q ur'än from: Abdullah Yusuf Ali, The meaning of the Clorious 
Qur'än. Text, Translation and Commentary. Beirut - Cairo, ' 1938. The relevant names and tech
nical terms are, as a rule, rendered according to The Encyclopaedia of Islam. 11 vols. Leiden etc., 
1960- 2002 (= EI' ). 
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1 .2 W hat does not belong to being a prophet 
1 .3 W hat characterizes a prophet 

2. Propheti e self-u nderstanding 
2.1 Positive: messenger - warner - bringer of joy - w itness -

prophet - servant of God - fr iend of God 
2 .2 Not a soothsayer - not possessed - not a poet - not a sorcerer 

3. Reception of the propheti c revelation 
3. 1 lt does not happen inductively 
3.2 but intu itively: as a heard message - as a vision 
3.3 The experience of being called 

4. The criteri a for prophetic authenticity 
4. 1 Doubtful Biblica l criteria: miracles - prediction - success 
4.2 Functioning Bibl ical cr iteria: selflessness - perplexi ty -

'analogia fidei' 
4.3 Additional Qur'änic criteria: advance announcement of 

Mubammad - originality of the Qur'än - unsurpassabil ity 
of the Qur'än 

In addition we should consider: 
5. The prophetic message 

5. 1 The one and only God 
5.2 Judgement and eschatology (individual - universal/cosmic) 
5.3 The ethos: " revolutionary reactionaries" - the pri ority 

of "orthopraxis" 
6. Prophet of the people and peoples 

6.1 Every people has its ow n prophet(s) 
6.2 Islam as universal message ('anonymous Muslims'?) 
6.3 Parti cu larism and universa li sm in the prophetic messages 

of Bible and Qur'än 
7. From the prophetic ward to the prophetic book 

7.1 The originally oral proclamation is necessari ly conditioned 
by individual situations 

7.2 The ward that became a fi xed and final canon of scripture 
7.3 Application of the historico-critica l exegesis of prophets 

to the Qur'än? 
8. End and perfection of prophecy 

8.1 The end of prophecy in Judaism 
8.2 The conclusion of revelation in Christi an ity as the end of prophecy 
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8.3 Mubammad's claim to be the final and universal prophet, 
and the Qur'änic image of the prophet 

9. The prophet as mediator between God and humankind 
9.1 The prophet in dialogue w ith God 
9.2 The prophet as intercessor (mediator from below upwards) 
9.3 The prophet "torn asunder" Uer 15:10: "a man of strife") 

1 o. The existential engagement of the prophet 
10.1 The prophet as a sign 
10.2 The prophet as a man who suffers and fails 
10.3 The prophet giving himself as a " ransom for many'' 

(ls 53 - Mk 10:45; 14:24 par.) 

We must keep in mind both Mubammad and the Qur'än, and post-Bib
lical Judaism, the latter both for its own sake and because, in the light of his
tory, Mubammad on ly knew the Bible via Jewish and, to a minor degree, 
apparently Jewish-Christian trad it ions.4 From a religio-theological per
spective, moving on from the double dialogue between Christians and 
Muslims and between Jews and Muslims, a ' trialogue' between Jews, Chris
tians and Muslims, should develop, especially in view of the historical 
background to the situation of our present world.5 

1. Prophecy as a phenomenon in the history of rel igions 

The comparative history of religions shows that prophecy is a phenome
non which can be authenticated in pre- and post-Biblical periods and tra
ditions. The prophet (prophetess) is a type of 'homo religiosus' to whom a 
very definite ro le is allocated w ithin the structure of his society. Following 
Manfred Weippert, it may be defined as fo l lows: 

• Cf. in this context J. D. Thyen, Bibel und Koran. Eine Synopse gemeinsamer Überlie fe
rungen (Kölner Veröffentlichungen zur Religionsgeschichte; 19). Köln etc., 1989; H . Busse, Die 
theologischen Beziehungen des Islams zu Judentum und Christentum. Grundlagen des Dialogs 
im Koran und die gegenwärtige Situation (Grundzüge; 72). Darmstadt, 1988; J. Bouman, Der 
Koran und die Juden. Die Geschichte einer Tragödie (WB-Forum; 53). Darmstadt, 1990; A. 1. 
Katsch, Judaism in Islam. Biblical and Talmudic Backgrounds of the Koran and lts Commen
taries. New York, ' 1980 (concerning Süras 2 and 3); and, particularly related to our topic, W. 
M. Brinner, "Prophets and Prophecy in the lslamic and Jewish Traditions," in: id . - St. D. Ricks 
(eds.), Studies in lslamic and Judaic Traditions II (Brown Judaic Studies; 178). Atlanta, 1989, 
pp. 63- 82. 

' lncluding Judaism w ill lead Christians to a twofold result: a) the main theological diffi
culties between Christians and Muslims and between Christians and Jews are largely the same; 
b) as to theologically classifying Islam as a world religion, Judaism suggests so lutions wh ich 
Christianity (and the New Testament) cannot provide. 
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"A prophet(ess) is a person [ ... ] who, 

1. in a cognitive experience, a vision, a voice, a dream, etc. receives 
the revelation of a deity and 2. conceives him/herself as being called by 
the deity to convey the revelation via language or meta-language to a third 
person, the actual addressee.116 

1.1 On the basis of this religio-phenomenological definition of the 
prophetic, not everything that is denoted in the Bible as prophet, prophecy 
or prophesying (nb'htpocprrcr1c; Ktl.) is in fact prophetic in this sense. ' 

1.1.1 The prediction of the future is not specifically part of the prophetic, 
as the New Testament implies, partly following the Old Testament (cf. the 
deuteronomistic concept of the prophet) and Judaism (cf. Qumran). And 
Mubammad remarks that predict ions are not part of his proclamation 
(Qur'än 46,9).8 

1.1.2 Nor is the prophet necessaril y characterized by the ecstatic. The 
true prophet need not be an ecstatic, although in the Old Testament ec
statics, who resemble the lslamic dervishes, are called "prophets" or "sons 
of prophets" (i. e. members of Guilds of Prophets) even though they do 
not have to convey a message given to them by God. On the contrary: the 
so-called clnssical scriptural prophets, ofwhom, interestingly, Mubammad 
does not seem tobe aware at all,9 are definitely sceptical about everything 
ecstatic, and in the community of Corinth Paul makes a clear distinction 
between, on the one hand, those w ho speak ecstatically in tongues and, 
on the other, the prophets who speak reasonably and are much more im
portant to him (cf. 1 Cor 14:6-19). And Mubammad does the same: he re
fuses tobe considered as a mantic or 'possessed' in some other way. 10 

' M. Weippert, "Aspekte israelitischer Prophetie im lichte verwandter Erscheinungen des 
Alten Orients", in: G. Mauer- U. Magen (eds.), Ad bene et fide/iter seminandum. Festgabe für 
Karlheinz Dei/er zum 21. Februar 1987 (Alter Orient und Altes Testament; 220). Neukirchen
Vluyn, 1988, pp. 287- 319 (here: pp. 289 f.). 

' Cf. M . Weippert, op. cit. (fn. 6) p. 307: "Die alttestamentliche Prophetie gibt es nicht. Es 
handel_t sich weder um eine homogene noch um eine isomorphe Erscheinung. Sie wurde aus 
verschiedenen Quellen gespeist, sie hat Entwicklungen durchlaufen ... " [The Old Testament 
prophecy does not ex ist. lt is neither a homogeneous nor an isomorphous phenomenon. lt 
dre~ from various sourc_es and in its devel~pment passed through several stages ... ]. 
. Occas1onal except1ons (perhaps Qur än 48,27) prove the rule. Mubammad's proclama
t1_on of the Last Judgement, and the "Day of Resurrection" connected with it, cannot be clas
s1fied as 'prophetic prediction' since they are part of generally valid rel igious truth. 

' With the except ion of Jonah - the Book of Jonah contains not collected words of prophets, 
but a single narrat1on about a prophet - the Qur'än mentions none of the three (or four) 'great' 
and the twelve 'small' prophets. 

'° Cf. what will be sa id below in chapter 2 about p rophetic self-awareness and in chapter 3 
about the reception of a revelation. 
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1.2 Positively, one must add: 
1.2 .1 When Mubammad denotes as prophets figures who do not appear 

as prophets in the Bible, he does so rightly insofar as, according to him, they 
are people who preach because they are particularly called and inspired 
by God to do so. This also happens in the cases of Noah and Abraham, 
for example, in the Jewish Midrashim, by which M ubammad is obviously 

influenced. 
1.2.2 According to the above definition, Mubammad, on the basis of 

his own self-understanding as it is expressed in the Qur'än, is w ithout doubt 
a prophet. From a socio logical perspective, in Medina (i. e. in the second 
half of his prophetic activity of more than twenty years) his functions of 
course extended far beyond the role of a prophet. As an organizer hebe
comes a 'politician' and a 'statesman': at firstthe head of his 'community', 
then very soon arbitrator and legislator, first in the city state of Medina and 
then among the Arab tri bes united by him, whose leader and commander 
he finally becomes. Of course, w ithin that Mubammad also remains a 
prophet insofar as all the proclamations contained in the Qur'än are the 
ward of Alläh, directly addressed to Mubammad. In this respect Mubam
mad possibly rcscmbles the 'prophet' Moses who is very often mentioned 
in the Qur'än 11 and into whose portrayal some autobiographical features 
of Mubammad have certainl y been inserted. And Jesus too was, in his pub
lic mini stry of two years at the most, on the one hand a true 'prophet', 12 

and on the other more than a prophet - but completely different from 
Mubammad, although in the New Testament Jesus is expressly identified 
as a prophet, l ike Moses (Ac 3:22 f.; cf. 7:3 7), whom God wants to raise 
up from his own brothers (Dt 18:1 5.19). 

2. Prophetie self-understanding 

In the strict sense of the ward, a prophet is anyone who receives charis
matically (i. e. not by means of an al ready existing oral or wri tten tradi
tion), directly from God, a message which he has to communicate to the 
people around him (i. e. primarily to his contemporaries). This applies to 
Mubammad whose self-understanding, as it is expressed in his ' titles' (seif 

11 Muhammad is mentioned in about 40 Süras. 
12 In this context amongst others: F. Schnider, Jesus, der Prophet (Orbis Biblicus et Orien

talis; 2). Freiburg etc., 1972, as weil as H. Balz - G. Schneider (eds.), Exegetisches Wörterbuch 
zum Neuen Testament. vol. 3. Stuttgart, 1983, pp. 441 -449 (iit.). 
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designations), is astonishingly ident ical w ith that of the 'class ical' prophets 
in the Bible. 

2.1 Posi tively, thi s emerges in the fo llowing terms: 
2 .1.1 M ubammad is Alläh's 'messenger', his 'apostle' (rasül). Th is is what 

he is called in the second half of the lslamic profession of fa ith: " [ ... ] and 
M ubammad is the Messenger of Alläh" . This is how he is add ressed by 
God. "Probab ly the words [ ... ] given to Mubammad at the occas ion of his 
first revelation were: 'You are the Messenger of God' ."' 3 The same also 
applies to the Bib l ical prophets: God 'sends' them or has 'sent' them (slh) 
-starting w ith Moses (Ex 3:14 f. ), then lsa iah (ls 6:8), Jeremiah Uer 1 :7) and 
Ezekie l (Ezek 2 :3 f.) up to Jesus (for example Jn 1 7:3 .8 .18.21 .23 .25). '4 

2.1 .2 Right from the start, Mubammad knows himself to be cal led by 
God tobe a 'warner' (nadhfr):'5 "Ari se and deliver thy wa rning!" (Qur'än 
74,2) : l ike the prophets w ho precede him Mubammad shares this voca
ti on to warn his compatriots of God's j udgement. lt very much calls to mind 
Ezekiel to w hom, on the occasion of his cal l, God says, "Mortal, 1 have 
made you as sentinel for the house of Israel; whenever you hear a word 
from my mouth, you shall give them warni ng from me [i. e. from my side] 
[ .. . ]" (Ezek 3 :1 7-33; cf. 33 :1-9) . 

2 .1 .3 But Mubammad is not only a 'warner'; he is at the same time 'mes
senger of glad t id ings' or 'evange list' (bashfr)-these terms are coupled not 
only w hen used in connection w ith Mubammad (e. g. Qur'än 5, 19) but 
also in princ iple w ith the other prophets (e. g. 2,2 13) . For God utters th reats 
as weil as promises (wa'id, wa'd)'"; as in Bibl ical prophecy, j udgement as 
wel I as sa lvation are spoken of in threatening words and in oracles of sal
vation. The Q ur'änic term "bearer of glad tid ings" also has its terminologi
cal paral lel in the Bible; it corresponds to bsr pi./rua'Y'ft1i t;ccrt'>at "the 
messenger of good news" (cf. ls 52 :7; 61 :1), which is also used to refer to 
the prophets. 

" W. M. Watt -A. T. Welch, Der Islam I (Rel igionen der Menschheit; 25, 1 ). Stuttgart etc., 
1980, p. 56. Others place the appearance of the ti t le 'messenger' in Mubammad's second 
Meccan period. 

" Of course in the Bible the noun 'messenger' (sä/T'/J/arc6crw1or:,) is not used for the 
prophets or for Jesus. On the prophet as 'envoy': ls 44:26; Hag 1 :13; Mal 3:1; 2 Chr 36:15. 

" In the Qur'än M ubammad is called "warner" more than 40 times; cf. W. M. Watt - A. T. 
Welch, op. c it. (fn . 13) p. 68. 

" Cf. M. Talbi, " Hören auf sein Wort. Der Koran in der Geschichte der islamischen Tradi
tion", in: A. Bsteh (ed.), Hären auf sein Wort. Der Mensch als Hörer des Wortes Gottes in 
christlicher und islamischer Überlieferung(Beiträge zur Religionstheologie; 7). Mödling, 1992, 
pp. 119- 150 (here: p. 132). 
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2.1.4 As"[ ... ], a Bearer of Glad Tidings, and a Warner" Mubammad is 
the "witness" (shahid: 33,45; cf. 48,8)" sent by God. He has to bear wit
ness to God's message, j ust as, in Deutero-lsaiah, Israel, as God's "servant", 
should be "witness" to the peoples (ls 43:10.12; 44:8; 55:4 f. ). 

2. 1.5 Analogous w ith the Bibl ica l prophets, whose awareness of being 
called and sent he shared, M ubammad fi na l ly claimed thetitle of "prophet" 
(nab, = näbl' in Hebrew) .18 At first he sees himself as a prophet of his peo
ple (an-nab, al-umm!)- every people has (or had) its "prophets" and " mes
sengers"'9; then he takes his positi on wi thi n the succession of a long l ine 
of prophets, reaching from Noah (and Adam) up to Jesus; final ly he con
siders himself to be the "Sea l of the prophets": he not only confirms the 
message of his predecessors, but surpasses it and finally concludes it. The 
prophet of his people became the un iversal prophet of the peop les. 

2.1.6 As prophet, Mubammad is in a special way 'servant of God' ('abd 
= 'bd in Hebrew) like the Bibl ica l prophets quite generally, and Jesus in 
particular. Like them, he is seized by God and taken up in his service. 

2 .1 .7 As in the Bib le the prophet is the confidant of God,2° so w ith 
M ubammad too, being the 'servant' does not exclude, but include int i
mate closeness to God: "For my Protector is God, [ ... ]" (7, 196). Accord-

" O ne has to differentiale between this kerygmatic bearing witness and the witness which, 
according to the Qur'än, Mubammad and the rest of the prophets wi ll give at the Last Judge
ment against their individual peoples, insofar as they did not believe thei r message. 

" In the second Meccan period? But then cf. R. Paret, Mohammed und der Koran. Geschichte 
und Verkündigung des arabischen Propheten (Urban-Taschenbücher; 32). Stuttgart etc., ' 1991, 
p. 56: Mul)ammad wusste "zu Beginn seines öffentlichen Auftretens noch nichts von Prophetie 
[ ... ] . Mit den alttestamentlichen Propheten ist er erst spät und zudem äußerst mangelhaft bekannt 
geworden. Sie konnten ihm deshalb nicht schon bei seinem Berufungserlebnis als Leitbild 
dienen. Auch muss es eine gute Weile gedauert haben, bis er sich zu der Gewissheit durchgerun
gen hat, ein 'Gesandter' Gottes zu sein. Jedenfalls lag der Gedanke, dass irgendein Mensch 
mit einer göttlichen Botschaft an sein Volk betraut sein könnte, seinen arabischen Zeitgenossen 
fern [. .. ]." [At the beginning of his public appearance Mubammad did not yet know anything 
about prophecy [ .. . !. The prophets of the Old Testament became known to him rather late and 
very inadequately. Therefore they cou ld not serve as his ideals in the first experience of his 
being called. l t must also have taken quite a while until he arrived at the persuasion to be a 
'messenger' of God. Anyway, the idea that a human being could be entrusted w ith a divine 
message for his people was far from his Arab contemporaries]. 

19 To all appearances, in the Qur'än the two terms are still mostly used synonymously; cf. 
W. M . Brinner, op. cit. (fn. 4) p . 66. 

2° Cf. among others Jer 23 :22 and Am 3:7: the prophet participates in YHWH's council and 
his secrets are revealed to him, as weil as Wis 7:27: w isdom "makes them friends of God, and 
prophets" . 
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ingly, in Islam Mubammad is called " friend of God" (/:,ab"ib alläh)21
1 

as 
Abraham is the "friend of God" (ls 4 1 :8; Jas 2:23), whom God "[ ... ] d id 
take [ ... ] for a friend" (4,125). 

2.2 This positive awareness of what a prophet is, if we look at it now 
from a negative point of view, is confirmed by what Mubammad exp lic
itly is not and by no means wants to be. 22 Mubammad's closeness to the 
'classical' prophets is shown in that he, li ke them, rejected anything man
tic, magic or irrational-ecstatic. 

2.2 .1 To the Meccans, Mubammad vehemently denies that he is what 
he was in itial ly afraid of becoming: a kähin, one of the soothsayers, pro
fessionally active in the old Arab tribes, who used mantic techniques to 
reveal secrets and tel1 the future. W hat Mubammad did take from them is 
only thei r way of speaking: the rhymed prose which characterizes the whole 
Qur'än and - at least in the first period of his preaching - the often ellip
tically reduced short sentences, delivered w ith passionate emotion. 

2.2.2 Nor is Mubammad 'possessed', mad or bewitched. He is not 
'meshugga', as Hosea had been accused of being (Hos 9:7). He does not 
behave like an ecstatic but speaks clearly and rational ly. 

2.2.3 Mul:,ammad also denies being a 'poct'. Not on ly were his Süras 
directl y reported and not invented, but he did not want tobe a poet either 
because at that time poets were considered to be inspired by a 'spi ri t' (a 
gjinn, a 'genie') and possessed.23 

2.2.4 Finally, Mubammad categorically denies being a 'sorcerer': he 
considers himself unable to work 'miracles' or 'signs', as it were, at the 
bidding of his audience, as magicians or shamans do. According to his 
own words, Mubammad is an 'ord inary' human being, called by God to 
be nothing but his 'prophet' and 'messenger'. 

21 In this context: A. Schi mmel, Und Muhammad ist Sein Prophet. Die Verehrung des 
Propheten in der islamischen Frömmigkeit (Diederichs Gelbe Reihe; 32: Islam}. München, 
' 1989, p. 86 (engl. ed.: A. Schimmel, And Muhammad is His Messenger. Chapel Hill [Uni
versity of North Caro lina Press], 1985). 

" Cf. in this context the explanations and evidences in A. Th. Khoury, Wer war MuJ:,am
mad?. Lebensgeschichte und prophetischer Anspruch (Herder Taschenbuch; 1719). Freiburg 
etc., 1990, p. 27; R. Paret, op. cit. (fn. 18) pp. 24 f. and pp. 56 f. ; W. M. Watt - A. T. Welch, 
op. cit. (fn. 13) p. 87; W. M . Brinner, op. cit. (fn. 4) pp. 69 f.; L. Hagemann, Propheten, op. cit. 
(fn. 2) p. 165. 

" In Greece the poets were called 'prophets', since they spoke in the name of a Muse, who 
had taken possession of them. 
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3. The prophet's reception of the revelation 

The rophet conveys a message given to him personally by God. Thi s ~re
su poses that, according to our definition, he "partakes in the revelat1on 

PP · · · " H d th· h 7 of a deity in a cognit1ve expenence . ow oes 1s appen. . 

3 .1 Aga in, to look at it first negativel y: it is not sel f-induced, and that 1 n 

two senses: 
3 .1.1 lt is not a case of induced divination, insofar as the prophet does 

not use technical means to receive his message. For instance, he does not 
cast lots and is not concerned wi th " interpreting signs, prodigies, omens, 
either natural ones like observing the stars, the flight of birds or acc iden
tal human utterances, or those brought about artificially like viscera and 
oil divination, etc."24 None of this occurs either with the Biblical prophets 

or w ith Mubammad. 
3.1.2 Above all, true prophecy is not induced becausethe revelation is 

not induced or artific ially brought about by the prophet. He does not use 
drugs, whirling or ascetic practices (e. g. fasting) to reach a s~ate of t_ra.n_ce 
in order to attain an experience of revelation by means of h1s own 1n1t1a
tive am.l energy, so to speak. 25 lnstead, the rcvclation seizes him w ithout 
warning, without his desire and often even against his will. This is also the 
case with Mubammad.26 He says of himself: "Your Companion is neither 
astray nor being misled. Nor does he say (aught) of (his own) Desire. lt is 
no less than inspiration sent down to him" (Qur'än 53,2-4). 

3 .2 Accordingly, the revelati on is not induced but comes about intui 
tively - spontaneously and inadvertentl y. This is not a question of intuition 
which, li ke the intu it ion of a poet or scientist, for example, emerges from 
the subconscious of the prophet and suddenly enters his consciousness. 
lt is the prophet's firm conviction that he is overcome by the revelation as 
by an alien experience from outside himself. In it he experiences God who 
reveals himself to him 'face to face'. His self-awareness is by no means ex
t ingu ished; on the contrary, it is even intensified and sharpened. No ecstatic 

,. M. Weippert, op. cit. (fn. 6) p. 290. 
25 An exception is found in 2 Kgs 3 :15 f .: " the power ofYHWH" came on Elisha, the (non

classical} prophet, as he played the lyre. 
" The fact that when he was ca lled he was alone on M ount l:lirä', where, according to ls

lamic tradition, he had for years withdrawn for one month every year to offer prayers that can
not be defined more closely (ta/Jannulb}, must not be understood to mean that he induced a 
revelation; cf. in this context W. M. Watt - A. T. Welch, op. cit. (fn. 13) p. 56. 
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de-personalization and no mystical fusion wi th the divine takes place, but 
rather a personalization as a result of an intensely experienced interactive 
1-You relationship. There is no doubt that this was also the case with Mul:iam
mad, whose self-awareness as a prophet was very distinct. But how does 
this intuitive reception of the revelation by the prophet actually happen? 
lt is quite impossible to reconstruct a psychology of prophetic knowledge 
on the basis of the Biblical or Qur'änic texts. lt is especially futile to try to 
find out what is 'outward' and w hat is ' inward' in the prophetic experi
ence, what happens objectively and w hat is 'merely' experienced subjec
tively. Usually one distinguishes between voices and visions, which is risky, 
since in the Semitic languages 'hearing' and especially 'seeing' can sim
ply mean 'perceiving', 'realizing', 'experiencing'. 

3.2.1 We are dealing w ith voices insofar as what the Biblical prophet 
experiences is above all a verbal event, as the well -know n formula shows: 
"Now the ward of the LORD came to me saying [ .. . ]" (e. g. Jer 1 :2.4). The 
Biblical prophet is in the first place a man of the ward (cf. Jer 18:18), which 
he receives again and again from God to pass on as he is commanded to 
the individual people to w hom he is sent. God speaks to him (Hos 12:1 1 ), 
and this spoken ward of God makes him a prophct (Am 3:8) and means 
that the ward of God is in his mouth (cf. Ezek 2:8 ff.) so that he can say: 
"Thus says the Lord GOD [. .. ] ." And the prophet distinguishes clearly be
tween the ward of God and his own word- in contrast to the Qur'än w here, 
according to lslamic belief, the whole text is equally Alläh's word: God 
taught Mul:iammad the Qur'än (85,3). This happened by God revea ling 
himsel f voluntarily to the prophet. For, " lt is not fitting for a man that God 
should speak to him except [1 ] by inspiration [wa/Jy], or [2] from behind 
a veil [i. e. in what is an actual audition one hears the voice of God w ith
out seeing him], or [3] by the sending of a Messenger [i. e. an angel] to 
revea l [to him], w ith God's permission, what God wi ll s [ ... ] " (Qur'än 
42,51 )27• 

" Cf. in this context W. M. Watt- A. T. Welch, op. cit. (fn. 13) pp. 72 f., where reference 
is made to a tradition according to which Mubammad is reported to have said, " Sometimes it 
(waby)comes to me like the resonance of a bel l, and this is w hat is worst forme; then it Jeaves 
me again and thereby (by the experience?) 1 have understood what He (God) sa id". According 
to Watt, the simple inspi ration or revelation (i. e. the first of the three modes of prophetic knowl
edge mentioned in the Qur'än) happens purely by intuition, so that "the recipient neither has 
a vision nor hears voices, yet nevertheless becomes conscious of the message" (p. 73). 
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3.2.2 A voice may be accompanied or even replaced by a vision. Tore
turn to Mul:iammad: "His awareness of being sent was fortified by vision
ary experiences, but did not depend on them" 28

• '.he Biblical prophet 'be
holds' the 'word' (däbär) which, for the Hebrew, 1s not merely an abstract 
means of gaining knowledge, but also a concrete matter of fact or an event. 
The prophet (whether the early figures of seers or the classical type of 
prophets) is essentially a 'seer' (rö'~h) and 'beholder' (/Jöz~~): He sees 
things and connections that other people do not see: he sees v1s1ons (e. g. 
Am 7:1 - 9; 8:1 - 3; 9:1-4; Ezek 8- 11; 40-48; Zech 1-6; cf. also Lk 10:18; 
Rev 1 :1 f.; 4:1 , etc.).29 Apart from these actual visions, the prophet 'sees' 
something eise: he perceives what is behind things. Commonplace th ings 
and events, whether a simple basket of summer fru it (Am 8:1 f.), a branch 
of an al mond tree Uer 1 : 11 ), the potter worki ng at h is w heel Uer 1 8: 1- 12) 
or the painful experiences in his own married life (Hos 1 and 3) also be
come transparent and thus symbolic to him. In the prophetic v ision any
th ing may become a revelation, a sign and a reference to the action and 
being of God. This perspective is not found in the Qur'än. 

3.3 The first revelation the prophet experiences, w hich, as a vocational 
experience, establishes a lasting, uniquc, personal, immediately divine
human relationship, is decisive for him. Through it the prophet knows him-

„ R. Paret, op. cit. (fn . 18) p. 51, states, "Wenn man alles in allem nimmt, ?ewinnt m~n 
den Eindruck dass der Prophet wohl einige visionäre Erlebnisse gehabt hat, dass seine Prophetie 
aber nicht eigentlich von ihnen getragen worden ist. In seiner~erkü.~digung macht er auffäl
lig wenig davon Gebrauch. Das lässt sich am einfachsten damit er~laren, dass er ihnen keine 
grundlegende Bedeutung beigemessen hat." [All in all, one has the 1mpress1o n that the Prophet 
did have some visionary experiences, but they d1d not actually convey h1s prophecy. In h1s 
proclamation he makes strikingly little use of them. The easiest way to explain this is to assume 
that he attributed no fundamental importance to them.] Cf. R. Paret, Der Koran. Kommentar 
und Konkordanz. Stuttgart etc., •1989, p. 460: " Der Koran besteht im großen und ganzen aus 
Proben eines höheren Wissens, die Mohammed im Wortlaut als Offenbarungen empfangen 
zu haben glaubte, und die er in derselben Form an seine L~ndsleute_und G laubensgenossen 
weiterzugeben sich berufen fühlte. Man kann sie als prophet1scheAud1~1onen ~eze1chnen. N ur 
ganz vereinzelt äußert sich der Prophet über Visionen, d. h. über Erlebnisse, bei denen er etwas 
zu sehen bekam. Am ausführlichsten geschieht dies in den Versen 1-18 der vorliegenden Sure 
53. Weitere Stellen: 81,23 f. ; 17, 1; (17,60); (48,27); (8,43)". [On the w hole, the Qur'än con
sists of items of a higher knowledge which M ubammad is believed to have received verbatim 
and which he feit called to hand o n to his compatriots and fellow believers. One may call them 
prophetic voices. But the Prophet speaks only rarely about visions, i. e. _experiences during 
which he saw something. This is done in great detail in verses 1-18 of Sura 53, w h1ch 1s re
ferred to here. Further passages are: 81 ,23 f.; 17, 1; (17,60); (48,27); (8,43).J 

" In the lslamic tradi tion, Mubammad's ru'ya - the "behold ing" - is usually interpreted as 
dream experience. O n the dream as a means of prophetic revelation cf. Nm 12 :6- 8 and 
JI 3:1 f., on the one hand, and )er 23:25-32, on the other. 
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seif chosen and consecrated by God Uer 1 :5). The hand of the LORD is 
upon him (1 Kgs 18:46), has touched him Uer 1 :9) and is strong upon him 
(ls 8:1 1; Ezek 3:14). Thus he feels "taken" (Am 7:15), "overpowered" and 
"enticed" by God Uer 20:7). This initia l experience, unexpectedly break
ing into the life the prophet has lived so far, may be described in a narra
tion of vocation (supposedly in most cases composed retrospectively) wh ich 
supports its legitimation (cf. ls 6; Jer 1; Ezek 1-3; cf. Ex 3 f.). 

Mubammad's first revelation, which is not in doubt and wh ich also seems 
to have included a visionary element (cf. Qur'än 53,5-10.1 3-18), is hard 
to reconstruct from the fragmentary and enigmatic texts of the Qur'än.30 

The narrations handed down in the STra (the biography of the Prophet) in 
which Mubammad's vocation th rough Gabriel is mentioned, including the 
former's subsequent reaction to it,31 are remarkable - last but not least -
for thei r Biblical parallels. 

4. The criteria for prophetic authenticity 

In the O ld Testament we already find that there are fa lse prophets, people 
who arc of the opin ion (which may be subjectively honest) or who claim 
and pretend (without a subjective awareness of a vocation) tobe prophets, 
without in fact having received from God that specific vocation or capabil
ity. The New Testament also mentions such "fa lse prophets" (cf. amongst 
others Mt 7:15; 24:11 par.; 1 Jn 4:1 ). From this the important question 
arises, which also appl ies to Mubammad, of the criteria by means of which 

. '° Cf. in this context W. M. Watt - A. T. Welch, op. cit. (fn. 13) pp. 53-60. Cf. R. Paret, op. 
c,t. (fn. _18) p. 48 refers to 2, 185; 97, 1; 44,3, where a "blessed night", "the N ight of Power" in 
Ramac;lan (on 27 Ramac;län according to the tradit ion) is ment ioned in which the " Book", i. e. 
the Q ur'än, was "sent down" and he remarks in this respect, "daß die 'Herabsendung' des 
Korans sich der Sache nach nicht auf die koran ische Offenbarung insgesamt, sondern auf den 
Beginn der Offenbarungen, d . h. auf das einmal ige Berufungserlebnis bezieht. Das erste Of
fenbarungserlebnis wäre demnach für den Propheten nachträglich zum Symbol der ganzen 
Offenbarung geworden, so daß er sagen konnte, in jener gesegneten Nacht sei der Koran über
haupt, und nicht nur ein Stück daraus, auf ihn herabgesandt worden". [ .. . the 'sending down' 
of the Q ur'.än does not in fact refer to the whole Q ur'änic revelation, but to the beginning of 
t~e revelat_1ons, 1. e. to the once-and-for-all revelat ion experience. Accordingly, the first revela
t1on expenence would, for the Prophet, later become the symbol of the whole revelation, so 
~hat he could say that !n that bl_es_sed night the Qur'än altogether, and not only a passage from 
1t, was sent down to h1m]. lf th1s 1s so we encounter here a remarkab le analogy to the Biblical 
vocat ional narratives. 

" In W. M. Watt - A. T. Welch, op. cit. (fn. 13) pp. 53 f. and W. M. Brinner, op. cit. (fn. 4) 
pp. 69 f. 
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true and false prophets can be distinguished from each other. The first and 
foremost criterion of prophethood is the prophet's personal awareness of 
his mission as explained above, together with an irresistible urge to speak 
in the name of God (cf. Jer 20:9; Am 3:8). Th is criterion is necessarily sub
jective. But even the New Testament, wh ich places the charisma of "the 
discernment of spirits" (1 Cor 12:10) alongside the charisma of prophecy, 
is of no further help here. For, ultimately only someone who himself has 
the spirit, can assess what really does and does not come from God (cf. 
1 Cor 2: 11 ), which again is an explicitly subjective criterion. Nevertheless 
both the Bible and the Qur'än try to offer objective and thus measurable 
criter ia for a prophet's authenticity.32 

4.1 First there are three criteria which, as the Bible already acknowl
edges, are rather precarious and fragile. 

4.1.1 Authenticating miracles. The prophets Moses, Elijah and Jesus, as 
is also emphasized by the Qur'än, worked miracles and signs, in order to 
make their mission cred ible. This appl ies above all to MoseS.33 However, 
the O ld and New Testaments refer to the fact that fa lse prophets too can 
announce and work miracles (Dt 13:2 f. as weil as, for example, Mt 24:24 
and Rev 13:13), and Pau l expressly separates the charisma of prophecy 
from that of working miracles (1 Cor 12:10.29). Mubammad, who admits 
in public that he does not work miracles (17,90-93), also explicitly rejects 
the logical necessity and persuasiveness of the authenticating miracles he 
is asked in vain to work. 34 

4. 1.2 Fulfi lment of predictions. The O ld Testament does indeed ac
knowledge this criterion (Dt 18:22; cf. Jer 28:9.1 5 ff.). lt led to prophecies 
of disaster being preserved because they proved right, and to their final ly 
being included in the canon. But what about the salvation prophecy of a 
Deutero-lsaiah that remains as unfu lfilled as ever? What about the uni
versa l ki ngdom of God, announced as imminent by Jesus, or the parousia 
of Christ? Apart from the fact that true prophets call upon people to make 

" On the topic 'true and false prophets in the Bible': F. L. Hossfeld - 1. Meyer, Prophet 
gegen Prophet. Eine Analyse der alttestamentlichen Texte zum Thema: Wahre und falsche 
Propheten (Biblische Beiträge; 9). Fribourg, 1973; G. Münderlein, Kriterien wahrer und falscher 
Prophetie. Entstehung und Bedeutung im Alten Testament (Europäische Hochschulschriften. 
Series 23, Theology; 33). Bern etc., ' 1979. 

" On the authenticating miracles of Moses and Jesus: L. Hagemann, Propheten, op . cit. 
(fn. 2) pp. 69 f. and pp. 102-105. 

" Further details in L. Hagemann, Propheten, op. cit. (fn. 2) p. 166 and A. Th. Khoury, op. 
cit. (fn. 22) pp. 32 ff. 
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up their minds and decide here and now. As already stated (1.1 .1 ), pre
diction does not belang to the core of what is prophetic and accordingly 
was rarely part of Mubammad's proclamation, except that he was firmly 
convinced of the success of his religion. 

4.1.3 Success. " Nothing is more persuasive than success" (Leopold von 
Ranke). Mubammad did in fact have success. Beginn ing with the Higj,ra 
(622) and up to his death (632), he steered a triumphant, irresistible course 
to success, apart from insignificant setbacks which he could dismiss as ' tri
als'. He himself would live to see how his Islam united the whole of Ara
bia and was about to gain a footing in the Persian and Byzantine domin
ions. And only a few decades later, Islam was a world religion. Does not 
the ward of Jesus apply here: "You w ill know them by their frui ts" (Mt 
7:16.20), which of course he said referring above all to the false prophets? 
But the fate of the prophets up to and including Jesus, in fact shows that 
"success is not one of the (ninety nine) names of God" (Ernst Bloch). 

4.2 This leads to a second, less problematical series of three Biblical cri
teria for authenticity. 

4.2.1 Selflessness. There is first an ethical cr itcrion: one whose life does 
not correspond to God's demands has not been sent by him (cf. Jer 23: 14 f.; 
29:23 the false prophets' preaching and way of life). According to Christian 
standards, a true prophet is one who himself lives what he preaches and 
claims (Did [Didache] 11 :10), who has " the Lord's way of life" (Did 11 :8). 
An essential part of th is is unselfishness and selflessness. In contrast to the 
false prophets, the true prophet is not profit-oriented and so cannot be bribed 
(Mi 3:5.11; cf. Ezek 13:19 and Did 11 :9.12). He is therefore no flatterer and 
no opportun ist, complyi ng wi th the w ishes of the powerfu I and the rich, and 
pleasing them by constantly promising salvati on where there is no sa lvation 
(e. g. Jer 23 :1 7). Rather, he is ready to become selflessly committed to hi s 
God and his people (above all the poor, the deprived and the oppressed, 
w ith whom he takes sides) (cf. Ezek 13:5). And Mubammad? In Mecca (i. e. 
in the first half of his prophetic ministry) he undoubtedly, to his own disad
vantage, stood up against the powerful merchant-pri nces in support of those 
who were economical ly weaker. However, what about Medina? Here doubts 
could arise. Did he rea lly never succumb here to the temptation of using 
the ward of God to advance matters concerning his family and his property 
as weil as his political plans and his (and Medina's) aggrandizement? This 
leads to a further cr iterion: 
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4.2.2 Perplexity. The prophet does not have God and his ward at his di s-
osal· God has the prophet at his disposal and reveals himself to him when 

~nd ~ here and how he wills. While the 'professional prophet' _at_ any time 
and for everything and everybody always has a ready answer, 1t 1s not un
usual that the 'prophet by vocation' remains si lent, because he cannot pro
duce the ward of God at his own behest, but is often, as it were, let down 
by his God, left without any help or counsel, and may have to wai t for 
days, weeks, perhaps even for years for the hour of revelation (cf. Jer 

28:11-17; 42:2 ff.7; 15:18). 
To al l appearances this does not apply to Mubammad. Whereas "at first 

the revelations began unexpectedly, even explosively, later on they be
came rather a habit, so that, before all important decisions, the Prophet 
could practically reckon that a divine inspiration wou ld be granted to him. 
This development also implied a danger. A revelation could, so to speak, 
be wished for, in such a way that the final result could be prejudged by 
some kind of factual decision taken in advance, w hich had already been 
taken in Mubammad's consciousness or subconsciousness."35 

4.2.3 'Analogia fidei'. "We have gifts that differ according to the grace 
given to us: prophecy, in proportion to faith [ .. . ] " (Rm 12:6). Setting aside the 
individual ity and uniqueness of each of the prophets, which is conditioned 
by time and character, there is a continuity of message, and in Deuteronomy 
(cf. Ot 18:9- 22 and the Deuteronomical historical work) as weil as in Juda
ism generally, every prophet has his position within the Mosaic succession 
and so is in the service of the one Torah. Thus the prophecy of the true prophet 
is in agreement wi th that of his legitimate predecessors (cf. Jer 28:8 f.). Tobe 
credible, prophecy in the New Testament must also correspond to the fun
damental assertions of Christian faith (Rm 12:6; cf. 1 Jn 4:1 ff. and 1 Cor 12:3 
and Did 11 :3). lt is wel l known how great an importance Mubammad 
attached to this continui ty, which he considers to affirm the legitimacy and 
authenticity of his message. 36 His proclamation (i. e. the Q ur'än) affirms and 

" R. Paret, op. cit. (fn. 18) p. 66. However, Mu~ammad is warned by Alläh: "Move not thy 
tongue concerning the (Qur'än) to make haste therewith. lt is for Us to collect i t and to pro
mulgate it: but when We have promulgated it, follow thou its recital (as promulgated): nay 
more, i t is for us to explain it (and make it clear)." (75, 16-19). Cf. also 28,86 as weil as 10, 16; 
69,44 ff. and in this context W. Zimmerli, "Der Prophet im Alten Testament und im Islam" 
(1943), in: id., Studien zur alttestamentlichen Theologie und Prophetie. Gesammelte Aufsätze. 
vol. 2 (Theologische Bücherei; 51). München, 1974, pp. 284-310 (here: p . 295). On the so
called fatra (interruption of the revelation) in 93,3 cf. R. Paret, op. cit. (fn. 18) p. 58, as weil as 
W. M. Watt - A. T. Welch, op. cit. (fn. 13) p. 59. 

" Cf. among others L. Hagemann, op. cit. (fn . 2) pp. 26 f. and 168 f. 
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completes what all prophets before him - above all Abraham, Moses and 
Jesus - essentially proclaimed by command of one and the same God: Islam 
as the one and universal re ligion. ls this true? Seen in a historico-critical 
perspective, certainly not. The Hebrew prophets did indeed all plead for 
Jahvism, but not for absolute monotheism. Nor did they know and preach 
an eschatology wh ich i nvolved the hereafter (paradise and hel 1) or, con nected 
w ith it, individual resurrection including a judgement passed on each indi
vidual. And as for the New Testament (which Mubammad hardly seems to 
have known), it has tobe admitted purely and simply that, concern ing Chris
tology (which impl ies the Trinity) and soteriology, there is no agreement -
unless Christianity could be reduced to the New Testament statement: "[ ... ] 
whoever would approach him must believe that he exists and that he re
wards those who seek him" (Heb 11 :6). 

4.3 Final ly, three further criteria based on the Qur'än should be mentioned 
at least briefly. 

4.3.1 Mubammad sees himself in the legitimate line of prophetic suc
cession insofa r as he is the "apostle" (61,6), requested by Abraham (2,129), 
predicted " in the Law and the Gospel" (7, 1 .S7) anrl ;rnnounced by Jesus as 
his successor.37 Mubammad thus locates himself in the 'promise - fu lfi l
ment' pattern of argument which the Christians use w ith reference to Jesus. 

4.3 .2 Although on the one hand Mubammad refers to the earl ier prophets 
and their 'Scripture' in order to confirm his message, on the other hand, 
he strangely puts the greatest emphasis on the abso lute originality of his 
Qur'än. He thus rejects the judgement of his compatriots that he is a pl a
giarist wh.o only copies and repeats what has al ready been said before him 
and elsewhere (by the Jews and the Christians) and what already exists in 
writing.38 W hat M ubammad absolutely does not want is thatJeremiah's re
proaches about the ly ing prophets of his time - that they "steal from one 
another"YHWH's "words" Uer 23:30) - should be applied to him. 

" Cf. A. Th. Khoury, op. c it. (fn. 22) pp. 71 f., as weil as on "Ahmad" W. M . Watt - A. T. 
Welch, op. cit. (fn. 13) p. 11 9, and J. van Ess, "Muhammad und der Koran: Prophet ie und Of
fenbarung. islamische Perspektiven", in H. Küng et al., Christentum und Weltrelig ionen. Hin
Führung zum Dialog mit Islam, Hinduismus und Buddhismus. München, 1984, pp. 31-48; see 
also p. 160. 

1
• Cf. L. Hagemann, Propheten, op. cit. (fn. 2) p. 168, as weil as R. Paret, op. cit. (fn.18) 

pp. 63 ff.: "Die Aneignung fremder Stoffe als psychologisches Problem" (!) [The appropriation 
of alien material as a psychological problem]. - In order to affirm Mul)ammad's originality, the 
lslamic tradition interpreted the Qur'änic nabT ummT to mean not prophet of the people, but 
illiterate prophet, who could neither read nor write. 
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4 .3.3 Thus, for Mubammad the Qur'än becomes the ultimate cri terion 
of truth and authenticity because of the uniqueness and unsurpassability 
of its language as weil as of its contents (cf. for example 17,88); it alone, 
and nothing eise, is the mi racle claimed by Mubammad.39 On w hether the 
linguistic quality of the Qur'än is indisputable, it is for the Arabists to give 
their opin ion . As for the contents - ther.e is a wide f ield of controversy for 

theologians to discuss. 

" Cf. L Hagemann, Propheten, op . cit. (fn. 2) pp. 167 f.; A. Th. Khoury, op. cit. (fn . 22) pp. 
29 and 34; J. van Ess, op. cit. (fn. 37) pp. 45-47. On this basis the tradition inferred the "inimi
tability of the Qur'än". 
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Mubammad-
a prophet for 
Christians? 

Questions and Interventions 

LEUZE In the encounter w ith Islam, Christ ian faith wil l 
always face the question of Mubammad's claim to 
prophethood. Can the Christian believer acknowledge 
Mubammad as a prophet? And if this is not possible, 

how should hebe regarded? Following on from the lecture, there is also 
the question of the criteria for the authenticity of his prophetic mission 
from a Christian perspective. 

prophecy and 
the reception of 
revelation 

KHOURY ls it possible in the theology of the New and 
O ldTestaments to distinguish between prophecy in the 
sense of a prophetic mission on the one hand, and the 
receiving of a revelation on the other? Would it be pos

sible to call somebody a prophet wi thout it necessarily being connected 
w ith the reception of a revelation? 
FücusTER When Christian theologians speak of revelation, of course they 
do so having in mind revealed fundamental religious truth: w hat God re
veals about himself, and w hatJesus says about himself or about God. From 
the Christi an point of v iew one speaks in this context above all about the 
revelation of the triune God, his selfcommunication and the belief that 
Jesus is San of God and Kyrios. 
On the other hand, revelation according to the understand ing of the phe
nomenology of re l igion, in the sense of Manfred Weippert's definition 
quoted in the lecture, would be much w ider and refer quite generally to 
'what one is told', independent of whether it is a matter of a great and cen
tral religious truth or something marginal and incidental. 
By the way, the definition used in the lectu re stems from an article by the 
O ld Testament exegete Manfred Weippert, in which he deals with proph
ecies in the Ancient East w hich are parallel w ith the Old Testament. So the 
definition does not emerge on the basis only of the OldTestament prophets, 
but generally of the phenomenon of what is prophetic in the Ancient East, 
that is in the period from the 18th century BC to the New-Babylonian pe
riod in the 6th century BC. lt is generally accepted in the history and phe
nomenology of religion and seems an appropriate expression of w hat is 
essential: a cogn itive experience w hich comes from the deity or, as Weip
pert says, from deities. Here revelation is defined in a w ide sense, qu ite 
generall y in the sense of a communication, which may even be of a very 
occasional, simple kind, as for instance the communication that this or 
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that should be done, or that something has been neglected in the cu ltic 

practice. 

why is there al
ways a need for 
new prophets? 

SCHAEFFLER There is no doubt that the figure of Mubam
mad comes under the general definition of a prophet 
in the phenomenology of re ligion as it was presented 
in the lecture-which therefore would not irritate Mus

lims. Subsequently criteria were referred to, which partly stem from the 
Christian tradition and so do not apply to Mubammad. 
ßut a third element, something in between, seems tobe necessary and this 
is exactly what makes Mubammad's prophetic claim provocative: why are 
prophets necessary at all, thinking here of O ldTestament prophecy as weil 
as Mubammad (whereas for the Christians this does not seem tobe so es
sential)? 
(1) First, because the world is fu ll of idolatry, although God has spoken in 
many and various ways in every generation and to all peoples. The fact 
that most people have refused to l isten to the voice of God is to be found 
in the Rabbin ical writ ings as weil as in the Qur'än. 
(2) Yet, beyond th is the prophet is sti 11 necessary because even in the com
munity of those to w hom the prophets - like Moses, the Old Testament 
prophets, Jesus - formerl y spoke, this tradition has been falsified. lndeed, 
even the Mosaic tradition was used as a pretext for idolatry, as for instance 
in the case of the golden calf, w hich is in fact not a false god, but an at
tempt to portray and venerate the God who led Israel out of Egypt. Thus 
new prophecy is necessary, because "at the beginning it was different" and 
then someth ing crept in that misgu ided people. The provocation lies in 
Mubammad's applying this pattern to Jews and Christians: the Torah, wh ich 
had existed from the beginn ing, and which had been announced by Abra
ham, Moses and Jesus, was falsif ied in the community of Moses in Judaism, 
and in the community of Jesus in Christianity; and according to Mubam
mad it was used in Christian ity to blur monotheism. 
The Prophet is therefore necessary, since the world is full of idolaters and 
even the tradition of the prophets may be used as a pretext for new ido la
try. So the Prophet understandably proclaims that through his message 
such a relapse into idolatry wi ll be prevented for ever. Th is is w hy he is the 
last prophet. 

Pau l as rasül 

ZIRKER One may indeed distingu ish correctly between 
the phenomenon of 'prophet' and the question of the 
valid ity of his claim. This is why the lecture referred to 
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much common ground between the figure of the prophet in the Old Testa
ment and Mubammad as a proclaimer who warns, promises, admonishes, 
etc. However, it would be very stimulating for the encounter between Islam 
and Christianity (and beyoncl that with Judaism too) to include in the dia
logue as examples of the rasa/ not on ly the figure of Jesus, but also that of 
Pau l, especially since Paul is always called rasa/ in the Arabic translations 
of the New Testament. As is weil known, the comparison between Mubam
mad and Jesus as prophets has already often been discussed. But what about 
Paul 's rasa/-claim, his claim tobe an6aw1oc;?This claim is particularly ve
hemently rejected by Muslims (and similarly also by Jews) on the basis that 
he, Paul is after all the main despoiler of the Jesus message. However that 
may be, it does not seem unimportant to put Paul forward as rasa! in the 
Jewish-Christian-Muslim tr ialogue, in order to find out how much common 
ground can be discovered on the evidence of Paul's cognitive, emotional 
and perhaps also ecstatic awareness of his vocation. 

on distinguishing 
between rasa! 
and nabT 

By the way, it is interesting that the distinction between 
nabT (he who rem inds of the ward of God) and rasa/ 
(he w ho brings the new Book) cannot be traced back 
to the Qur'än, but is only to be found later in lslamic 

theology. Now the rasa!, who brings the new Book, does not found a new 
religion, but only reminds people of the original faith. In this respect Mubam
mad places himself not only in the line of the Biblical prophets, but in that 
of the prophets of all peoples, and of mankind as a whole. To speak of the 
'Abrahamic religions' therefore seems, not simp ly wrang, but very mis
leading in this context. Just as the prophets of all peoples announced the 
ward of God, Mubammad is again the proclaimer of the same word; here 
there is no 'Bib lical line', no history of prophets in the sense of a connec
t ion between the individual prophets within history. 
VANONI Paul begins his Letter to the Romans with an argumentation deal
ing specif ically w ith idolatry. In this prophetic cri ticism of people w ho "ex- · 
changed the glory of the immortal God for images resembling a mortal 
human being" (Rm 1 :23), there is a parallel with the figure of the rasa/. 

according to the 
Qur'än, is no 
idolatry possible 
any langer? 

FücusnR This can only be underlined. However, ac
cording to the lslamic understanding, we have only 
known since M ubammad that we shou ld no langer 
practise idolatry. Now everybody defin itely knows this, 
and so no further prophet is needed. 

SCHAEFFLER Whether a relapse into idolatry is in fact no langer possible 
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because the Qur'än so clearly expresses the wi 11 of God and can no langer 
be used as a pretext for idolatry is a different question. However, this is 
what the claim suggests. The result would be that there is no need of a fur
ther revelation later in history, but only of a further interpretation of the 
Qur'än - unlike Christiani ty which, in Mubammad's view, could not pre
vent Christians from giving up monotheism again by professing the deity 

of Jesus. 
NEUMANN ls it not problematic to apply the term rasa/ to Paul, if we take 
into consideration that in Q ur'änic usage the term is in fact only used for 
Moses, Jesus and Mubammad, who each brought a new book? And, con
cerning the concept of prophet, can one argue generally from the per
spective of relig ion phenomenology that, since Mubammad saw himself 
in the line of the Biblical prophets, we too are justified in so assessing him 
in the context in which he is placed? 

FücusTER There is no doubt that Pau I is an apostle of 
Pau~ a~d M 

1
. Jesus Christ, a1t6a101oc; (cf. 1 Cor 1 :1, etc.), and thus 

Christian- US 1m . f -, f M 1· h · b d"f d. 
1 

in act rasu . or a us 1m, owever, 1t seems to e 1 -
,a ogue ficult to approach Paul, because we find in his writ ing 

the whole doctrine of justification and reconciliation, of which nothing is 
tobe found in the Qur'än. Mubammad probably did not know Paul at all . 
Certainly, what applies to the apostle also applies to the rasa!: that nobody 
can become a prophet un less he is sent by God. But it is interesting to note 
thatthe noun sa/T"f:,, messenger, although it occurs in the Hebrew of a later 
period, does not appear in the Hebrew of the Old Testament. On the other 
hand, in connection w ith the prophetthe ma/'ak(messenger, angel, envoy) 
also occurs in the O ld Testament, though only in post-exi l ic texts. So we 
should expect discussion among lslamicists concerning the actual or al leged 
difference between apostle, rasa/ and prophet, nabT. 

what is it that 

+ 

DuPRE lf we accept that the prophet is somebody who 
feels ca lled to hand on a revelation which he receives 

makes someone 
a prophet? in the context of a cognitive experience, the question 

arises of the prophet's special circumstances: to what 
extent is it a matter of psychological factors which make him capable of 
receiving a revelation, or is it a question of a personality with a very spe
cific relation to the tradition who understands his own existence on the 
basis of the specifici ty of this relation? lf we think of Zarathushtra who 
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is known as the founder of a prophetic rel igion, we have to ask ourselves 
(in accepting how little we know about him) whether he discovered the 
original truth within his own tradit ion as it existed, so to speak, and then 
proclaimed it with al l the consequent ram ifications. 

From the point of view of a form critical approach to 
the prophet and the question of the emergence of a religion and then 
his community 

to the understanding of what is a prophet, we may ask 
how far such reflections can be appl ied to the situation of the Qur'än. There 
is no doubt that referr ing to Paul could also be of decisive importance be
cause the prophets are, in a certain respect, made by their communities. 
A prophet is after all not a prophet simply because he himself claims to 
be one. A prophet is rather somebody who is made a prophet in the mind 

of the communi ty. 

the prophets -
'revolutionary 
reactionaries' 

VANONI lf, in defining a prophet, we are to go be
yond the Christian revelation, it seems quite possible 
to start out w ith the definition of Manfred Weippert, 
as Notker Füglister did in his presentation. In his essay 

"Prophet gegen Institution im alten Israel?. Warnung vor vermeintlichen 
Gegensätzen"' , Walter Groß cri tically discusses much that has recently, in 
the years after Vatican 11, been linked with the concept of prophecy: when 
people (w ithin or outside Christianity) who were considered tobe charis
matics were also called 'prophets', or when 'propheti c deeds' were spoken 
of, referring to the activities of certain personal ities such as Pope John XXII 1. 
Groß' aforementioned article is probably also a source of the idea that 
prophets are reactionaries rather than revolutionaries - as Füglister said in 
connection with some points made in his lecture and not developed fur
ther that the prophetic ethos is the ethos of " revolutionary reactionaries" 
[cf. above p. 1 O] . This would also be supportive of what Mr. Dupre said 
earl ier, namely that what is prophetic does indeed have someth ing to do 
w ith tradition, but that again and again what is absolutely new w il l break 
through when the prophet cannot but act in the way he does. 
As for the psychological element, in the Bible there is hardly any prophet 
about w hose psyche anything can be said. So in our context we should 
not pay much attention to this question. 

• 
' In Theologische Quarta/schrift 1 71 (1991 ) 15- 30. 
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the defin itional 
problem 

DUPRE For us the hermeneutical or defin itional prob
lern which is certa inly legitimate, i. e., in which con
text should the figure of the prophet be defined, is open 

to two possibil ities: to define it in a Biblical context, or to start on the basis 
of Mubammad, which at first sight may seem anachronistic, but which at 
the same time makes it possib le to build up a number ofother perspectives. 
In any case, the choice of definition will have to be made in accordance 
with the demands of the context. 

KAHLERT Right up to the identification of the 'false 
how to deal w ith prophet', the O ld and New Testament tradition knows 
the title how to deal w ith the titl e of prophet w ith an open 
mind. However, w hen it comes to the question of whether it is possible 
for Christians to apply the title prophet to Mubammad, we have always to 
ask whether this rea lly achieves much. lf we understand the title differ
ently from the way it is understood in Islam, we may perhaps be 'polite' 
towards Muslims, but we wou ld in fact make little, if any, contribution to 
solving the dilemma. 
On Even though it may not be sufficiently detailed, perhaps a simple 
scheme in three parts may hclp to express possible Christian positions on 
whether or not Mubammad is a prophet: 
First, we might assert that Mubammad is not a prophet and does not bring 
a message from God, because he preaches matters of faith and raises truth 
claims which contradict the Chri stian teachings. 
Second, Mubammad might be seen as a partial prophet: he stands for his 
people in an era outside our own and we assume that God makes himself 
known to all peoples, not only through nature or through their innermost 
conscience, but also through the testimony of human beings. In this sense 
Mubammad may be called a prophet and we might consider that here, in 
a context of an open - not plurali stic - theology of religions, we could 
meet Muslims w ith a certain acceptance. 
The third possibility would be to acknowledge Mubammad as the " Seal of 
the Prophets" (Qur'än 33,40) and as a universal prophet. Here, however, 
great theological difficulti es would begin. 
Because this scheme Jacks detai l, we could perhaps improve it. Should the 
second approach be preferred (and it would be possible to apply this not 
only to Mubammad but also to other founders of rel igions as weil as to 
other prophets), the question would ar ise of how God cou ld make 
himself know n to_ another people in another culture, through human 
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beings whose teaching is in conflict with what we may call Christian 

teaching. 

how can God 
ultimately 
be spoken of? 

+ 

BsTEH A. ls it not an essential precondition for under
standing a prophetic proclamation, as weil as every at
tempt to speak of God, that we remain aware of the 
question of whether and to what extent human language 

is capable of communicating God at al l? Does not this problem demonstrate 
part of the complexity mentioned in the lecture? lf God really is God and 
neither apart (not even the most important and essential part) of the reality 
that is this world, nor the world as a whole, but the one w ho is beyond all 
beings and embraces the whole world - then how can the invisible and in
effable God ultimately be reflected by the means available to a creature? 
This develops into the crucial question of the extent to which human lan
guage can be held to speak of God at all. 
lf, and to the degree in which, it is possible not only to speak of God and 
about God, but to have words that communicate God himself, and if this 
distinguishes the prophet, then the question will arise of whether the term 
denoting someone as a 'proclaimer uf God' can be considered as a com
prehensive definition of the prophet. However, does this not risk the dan
ger of constantly neglecting an at least equally important factor - that the 
prophet in everything he says should draw people towards the mystery of 
God, i. e., to man's speech lessness in the presence of God? ls not all 
prophetic speaking ultimately mystagogy, leading humankind deeper and 
deeper towards an encounter w ith the mystery of God? ls there not a beau
tiful statement in the lslamic tradition that on Mubammad's journey to 
heaven the angel Gabriel had from a certain point to stay outside, away 
from the actual place of encounter.2 This implies that it is the deepest ca ll
ing of the prophet to guide man towards God, towards the encounter with 
God, in order tobe told, like Gabriel, to stop before entering the actual 
place of encounter. Can the prophet reall y be understood as a 'proclaimer 
of God', a human being who says 'what God says'? 

Z 1RKER As for Mubammad, in the self-understanding 
God is definite in of the Qur'än, he is a proclaimer of God, ordained by 
his precepts God and belonging to God, who announces the pre-

2 Cf. T. Andrae, Die Person Muhammeds in Lehre und Glauben seiner Gemeinde. Stock
holm, 1918, p. 68 (Engl. ed .: Muhammad. The Man and His Faith. London, 1936). 
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cepts of God by means of the Book, of w hich it is said that it is under
standable for you - that it belongs to you, that it is your Book, in your lan
guage, not difficult to understand. Although there are ambiguities, the 
mutashäbihät, it is always only those " in w hose hearts is perversity" who 
are "searching for its hidden meanings" (Qur'än 3,7; 4 1,3 f.). Against this 
background, in lslam's sel f-understanding there is of course no question 
of whether such a prophet can or cannot ex ist. He does exist, along with 

a great many others. 
BsTEH A. ls not the prob lem of whether there can or 
cannot be a prophet simply solved for Islam 'per viam 

mystery facti ', wi th the argument that he exists? Can a human 

being really 'quote' God, can he say: such and such is what God says - as 
we can sometimes hear almost unbearably in Jewish-Christian-Muslim tria
logues, where every participant claims to know exactly what God says 
and, as it were, quotes God verbatim (often one against the other)? W ith
out doubt it is one of God's characteristics to be neither ambiguous nor 
equivoca l. But this is a question of the mystery of God, which is not on 
the same level as the matter of distinguishing between what is clear and 
what is unclear. In the Christian tradition, for instance, if we forget that 
even formally defined dogma speaks of the ineffab le God, we spoil the 
dogma as a statement of faith. After all, dogmas, as truths that ultimately 
have their truth in God, can only be formulated when we accept the ten
sion between what is expressible while at the same time remaining infi
nitely more inexpressible.1 lf, and to the degree to which, this tension is 
forgotten in the understanding of Christianity and the revealed religions in 
general, the ordinances of God become ordinances of man. 

God remains a 

A b. h NEUMANN In Islam this problem seems to be even 
ra ic - t e t . . th 1 1 . . h d language of God? more a~u e smce, in e s am1c concept1on, t e war 

of God 1s given to man verbatim in Arabic, leading to 
the Arabic text of the Qur'än being considered untranslatable. We there
fore have the impression that Arabic is the language in w hich God him
self speaks as it were. On the other hand, even in Islam the prophetic self
understanding impli es that the prophet, as God's w itness, points to the 
ward of God and thus testifies to the way in which God can be worsh ipped 
and his paths fo llowed. 

3 _Cf. on this topic the statement of Lateran IV (1215) concerning the dissimi lari ty, which 
remains infinitely great despite all similari ty, between the Creator and his creature (Dz 807). 
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DUPRE lf we ask who speaks of God and how we can 
the prophet and 
what is ineffable understand what is meant by his speech, the figure of 

the prophet attains a completely new meaning based 
on the assumption that the prophet can be defined as a human being who, 
in an excellent, paradigmatic manner, speaks of God - whatever that may 
mean in detai l. The question of what is ineffable seems tobe immediately 
implied in what is actually meant and leads into a context which invites 
further reflection. 
ElsAs The problem of the way in which we can speak of God, and in 
which a prophet too can speak of God, reminds us of the fact that even in 
Islam a distinction is made between the Qur'än as a book (to which one 
may then refer -whether or not as a fundamental ist) and the spoken or re
cited word, wh ich, in being spoken, is already gone again with the wind. 
At the moment when it is recited, it is a prophetic word, the word of God, 
but w hen it is fixed in its written form, it is in some sense made human. 
So in what sense can we say that the word of God is given in its original
ity wherever it is spoken 'actu', and that when man later speaks it again, 
it is in his very human way? Th is should be taken up for further reflection 
in fu ture. 
Here we mustalso ask more closely what language can in principle ach ieve 
(especially seen in the perspective of Creek, and of the word q:n'Jµri in con
nection w ith the term 1tpocpf]·n 1<;), what language means as a word ad
dressed to someone, a word that comes from somewhere, as the prophet 
is called to speak to the people around him. 
W ISSE Atthis point we should certainly remember what Gisbert Greshake 
said concerning th is problem some years ago on the occasion of a Chris
tian-Muslim dialogue meeting here in St. Gabriel. He was then dea ling 
with the question of how to understand the Holy Spiri t and his act ivity in 
creation and that it is this same Holy Spirit who makes man capable not 
only of apprehending revelation, but also of speaking about God.• 
The question of how God can enter into a real relationsh ip with man 
through speaking has always tobe seen in connection w ith the fact that -
from a Christian perspective - on the one hand every instance of God's 
speaking and our understanding him culminates in Jesus' divine-human 

' Cf. G. Greshake, "Gött liches und vergöttlichendes Wort", in: A. Bsteh (ed.), Hären auf 
sein Wort. Der Mensch als Hörer des Wortes Gottes in christlicher und islamischer Über
lieferung (Beiträge zur Religionstheologie; 7). Mödling, 1992, pp. 89-1 18 (esp. pp. 110- 112). 
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being, and that on the oth~r ha.nd ~ur own speaking and unde:standing of 
God's word is also compnsed in h1m because he 1s the pre-ex1stent logos, 
and as a human simu ltaneously not only speaks of God but also lives him 
so that he can say to Philip, "Whoever has seen me has seen the Father" 

Un 14:9).
5 

• • • • 

VANONI A Biblical approach to progress on th1s 1ssue m1ght also cons1der 
the so-called messenger formula used more than 400 times, "Thus says the 
LORD". This formu la is used by the true prophet (cf. Jer 28:13) as weil as 
by Hananiah, who also comes and says, "Thus says the LORD" Uer 28:2.1 1 ). 
In connection with this discussion about true and false prophets, the spe
cific question could be asked of whether there really is one who rightly 
says, "Thus says the LORD". A comparison could then also be ventured with 
the claim which, according to Qur'änic understanding, Mubammad made 

in public. • 

differentiation 
between 
definition and 
criterion 

ScHAEFFLER The differentiation made in the lecture be
tween defi nition and criterion, between the question 
of what is a prophet and who is a prophet, was very 
apt. But whether the criteria in fact help us recognize 
the characteristics previously explained in the defin i

tion seemed to remain somewhat open. 

'perplexity' 
as a criterion of 
authenticity 

KHOURY In the lecture 'perplexity' was mentioned as 
a criterion for the genuineness of prophetic vocation: 
the sense that the prophet does not have God and his 
word at his disposal, but, on the contrary, places him

self at God's disposal. lf Mubammad is suspected by one or the other, in 
the Medinan period, of having had the word of God more and more at his 
disposal, there may be some evidence to support this impression. How
ever, the Qur'än should also be taken seriously in this matter, where, ad
dressing Mubammad, it says, "Move not thy tongue concerning the (Qur'än) 
to make haste therewith . lt is for Us to collect it and to promulgate it: but 
when We have promulgated it, fo llow thou its recital (as promulgated)" 
(Qur'än 75, 16- 18), w hich means something like: do not deal w ith the rev
elation yourself, but leave it at the disposal of God alone. Accordingly, 
Mubammad was conscious of being subject to the ward of God, and not 

' Cf. in this context also A. Bsteh (ed.), Islam Questioning Christianity (Christian Faith in 
the Encounter w ith Islam, vol. 1 ). Mödling, 2007, pp. 231 ff. 
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in a position to summon it. And it is often said with reference to the words 
of the Qur'än that he had to wait again and again unti l the revelation came. 
So we should not be hasty in reproaching Mubammad with tending in the 
Medinan period of having acted as if the revelation were at his disposal, 
for to the extent that we perceive this tobe the case, we would be denying 
that he speaks as a prophet. . 

histarico-critical 
method as a way 
towards under
standing the holy 
Scriptures 

FüGLISTER But the intention here was not at all to bring 
up this old controversy. Rather it was a reference to the 
fact that in Medina Mubammad is always immediately 
told what to do when he needs it and always to his own 
advantage [cf. above p. 23]. This is str iking and some
how arouses scepticism. 

Concerning the Old Testament prophets ar Jesus, we no langer have diffi
culties as Christians in asking what they really said or what was only for
mulated later by the communi ty of believers and put into their mouths. Even 
though, in applying th is historico-critical method, we have probably often 
gone and still go too far, in principle the question arises of why we should 
not also apply it to the Qur'än. After all, as we understand it, this is indeed 
a prob lern area with regard to the inspircd book. Whcn in thc Dogmatic Con
stitution on Oivine Revelation "Dei verbum" Vatican II asserts that the Bible 
is the ward of God, that it does not simply contain the ward of God but that 
it is his ward, this is not incompatible for us w ith the fact that the Bible is 
initiall y a genuinely human ward, emerging historically and therefore si tu
ationally conditioned; and from a historico-critical perspective we must di s
ti nguish between the various strata, until we final ly somehow hypothetically 
find the ' ipsissima vox' of Jeremiah or Jesus. 
The whole prob lern of the ' ipsissima vox' w hen applied to Mubammad, is 
a historico-cri tical problem. On the other hand, references can be found 
in the Qur'än itself to differentiate between what Mubammad says directly 
on behalf of God - where God therefore is the speaker, the direct subject 
of the wards - and what Mubammad says about God and to God. The 
prophets have always expressly distinguished between the direct word of 
God - "Thus says the LORD": then God speaks in the first person: 1 will 
come to judge you, etc. - and w hat the prophet says himself: words of sup
plication and complaint, for instance, in which the prophet himself is speak
ing. Moreover, in Pau l there are also many parallels in this respect, for in
stance in 1 Cor 7, where he speaks about celebacy and distingu ishes very 
precisely between his own opinion and that of Jesus. 
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lt is weil known that in the Old Testament and in the Gospels we rarely 
find the directly authentic words but rather w?rds tha_t were collect~d and 
edited later into a form that became canon1cal. Th1s contrasts w1th the 
Qur'än, in whose case the ca non was formed very quickly. About ten years 
after Muf:iammad's death, the first text was fixed and it was then fi nalized 
about ten years later, whereas the process of writing down and forming a 
book of the words of the O ld Testament prophets often took several cen
turies and, in the case of the New Testament, at least half a century. 
lf we apply our methods, we arrive at certain concl us ions, w hich should 
perhaps first be articu lated in the form of questions. After all, it is simply 
surprising how weil informed about everything Mubammad is in Medina, 
even concern ing things that are of special interest to him personally, for 
instance concerning his own family matters - with reference to 'Ä'isha, 
and certain financial circumstances, etc. - or how the armed robberies of 
his people in the holy month of Ra.ci.j.ab can be justified. And he has a jus
tification for everything. This is not meant to question the authenticity of 
these texts, but it does raise certain questions. lt goes without saying that 
a Muslim should be respected when, from his perspective, he is persuaded 
that al l this is the word of God. However, the questi on arises of whether 
there has tobe a similar respect on the Christi an side when, for instance, 
a Christian fundamental ist claims that every ward in the Bible, beginning 
with the creation in six days in Gn 1, is historically authentic. The prob
lern is: can a 20th century historico-critical perspective deal w ith the Qur'än 
differently from the way it deals wi th the Bible? 

The question of whether there are objective criteria for 
objective criteria the phenomenon of prophecy is certainly of funda-
of prophecy? mental importance. Are not these criteria, whether ap

plied to the Bible, the Qur'än, Jewish tradition or the understanding of 
other re ligions, profoundly subjective and then conveyed in various ways? 
For 'outsiders' these cr iteria are not necessarily stringently applied as ob
jective: one may acceptthem, butone may al so reject them. So how should 
we approach the question? Can the Biblical and Q ur'änic prophetologies 
simply be compared w ith one another, or should we not restri ct ourselves 
to religio-phenomenological data which bring out how the issue is pre
sented in the perspectives of the Bible and the Qur'än? 
Th is also appl ies specifically to the area of ethi cs, which has historically 
always played a significant role in Christian-Muslim relations. To what ex
tent can we criti cize Mubammad for a particular conduct performed com-
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pletely within the frame of what was considered as given at his time, when 
he was behaving in this respect as his contemporaries did?The same applies 
to the Biblical domain. Here too, much is in keeping with what was the 
custom at the relevant ti me. 

H AGEMANN Does the prophet necessarily have to be 
one who suffers or fails? This cri terion wou ld after all 
originate from a Christian pre-understanding and we 
could hardly use it to approach the Qur'än. 

is the prophet 
necessarily 
somebody who 
suffers? 

f üGUSTER This elementwas noted in connection w ith 
some other points too, w hich wou ld have deserved being examined more 
closely wi thin the frame of the lecture. But it actually goes beyond Weip
pert's definition given at the beginning. So, from a logica l perspective, suf
fering and fa ilu re need not necessarily be included in the definit ion of a 
prophet. 

u ncerta i nty 
in the criteria 
of assessment 

• 
KAHLERT The point is to ensure the possibi lity of hold
ing a dialogue on as broad a basis as possible. One ob
viously has to proceed from the fact that Christi ans are 
similarly uncertain about the ccntral criteria of asscss

ment: we may think for instance of the key issue in the preaching of Jesus 
about the close, even imminent coming, of the kingdom of God - but in 
fact the parousia is delayed. 
As for the li fe of Mubammad, since he lived considerably later, there ex
ists of course much more authenticated histori cal material than about the 
li fe of the O ld Testament prophets and Jesus. W hat, for example, is actu
ally known about w hat Arnos did when he was a landow ner before the 
t ime of his prophetic preaching and then perhaps also afterwards? This ma
teria l is much more fragmentary. 
FüGUSTER This is certainly true. The canonica l texts at our disposal now, 
both Bibli cal and Qur'änic, are the basis of an argumentation - w ith the 
great difference that perhaps two decades after Mubammad's death the 
Qur'än was already finally edited and the canon fi xed, whereas, for ex
ample, with regard to the Biblica l books of Jeremiah and Arnos a very long 
process has to be taken into account. This applies to most texts, w hich 
somehow brings in the question of true or fa lse prophets - as for instance 
the Jeremiah texts, which were edi ted in the time after Jeremiah and deutero
nomicly, and w hich are al ready on a higher level of reflection. 
Historica l crit icism may have gone too far at some points, and the histori-
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cal Jesus is given more credit today. However, what he actually said re
mains hypothetical. Whatever the case may be, in principle the historico
critical method has its validity. After all, the Bible and the Qur'än are his
torical and historica lly conditioned and hence also relative. There is no 

getting away from it. 
HAG EMANN The Qur'än itself presents, not explici tly, 

starting points of but indirectly, a re lative chronology of its Süras, inso
a historical far as it says repeatedly: 'revealed in Mecca', or: 're-
dimension in the 

,-
7 

vealed in Medina'. Even though this would not be said 
Qur an. by Musl ims in this way, it does imply a relative chronol-

ogy of the individual Süras of the Qur'än. 
f üGU STER There is of course a certain problem. On the one hand the 
Qur'än itself alludes to the fact that the revelation took place Süra by Süra 
and verse by verse through their recitation (cf. Süra 25,32; 17,106). The 
tradition also says that under ' Uthmän (644-656), the second Ca liph, the 
first canonical ed it ion was completed and that Süras which were written 
down on palm leaves or already known by heart were collected. On the 
other hand (probabl y from a retrospective viewpoint, as w ith the prophets), 
thc Qur'än also says that the Qur'än as a whole had already been sent 
down or handed over (cf. Süra 97, 1 ), as is said in the Jewish tradition that 
the Torah had been written down eternally in heaven, before it was handed 
over to the lsraelites through Moses on Mount Sinai . 
, d f G d' LEUZE Concern ing the question of what the appli ca
wodr ho h. 

0
t . 

1 
tion of th e historico-cri tical method implies for the 

an t e 1s orica . . . . 
t
. problems d1scussed here, there 1s stil l another 1mpor-

ques 10n 
tant aspect: to think that only the words w hich Jesus 

himself spoke have tobe taken as the word of God (as was the case in the 
Protestant liberal theology approach, which is in fact hardly supported any 
langer) would be a fatal misunderstand ing. lf the application of the hi s
torico-critica l method in a particu lar case leads to the assumption that this 
or that word in the form under discussion was not spoken by the histori
cal Jesus, it can nevertheless, regardless of that, be considered as the word 
of God. The rea l diffi culty lies in the fact that the doctrine of verbal inspi
ration on the one hand and historico-critical research on the other have 
mutually exclusive consequences. 

• 
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dialogue 
and criteria for 
prophecy 

LEUZE The other question concerning the criteria for 
prophetic authenticity and their importance for dia
logue may be formu lated as whether there are criteria 
which can be objectively applied beyond the under

standing of one's own rel igion. That is, is it possible to find criteria, w hich 
Christians can not only agree on between themselves, but can also extend 
to monotheistic prophecy in general? lf Christians regard these criteria as 
valid for the O ld Testament, wou ld they not also have to see Mui)ammad 
as a prophet? 
HAGEMANN lt would be hard to imagine that this could happen beyond 
certain groups wh ich agree on certain linguistic rules. One group would 
keep saying, for us this is a prophet, and another, for us this is not a prophet. 

analogia fidei -
the decisive 
criterion 

KHOURY Asking theological questions is not an at
tempt to verify someth ing beyond one's own faith, as 
if we were asking in the name of all people who be
lieve in God and are searching for him. What we seek 

are not criteria that lie outside our own faith, on the basis of general com
parative rel igion, or wi thin a general monotheistic framework. In fact, the 
question about the genuineness of the criteria is essential ly linked wi th the 
question about the truth of the message. There can ultimatel y be no other 
criterion for faith except the criterion of inner coherence, of analogia fidei. 
This already applies to the Old Testament, as weil as later to the Christian 
tradition: whoever is against Jesus Christ, is outside Christianity. Does a 
consistent theological attitude not imply that it is not possible to accept 
Mul)ammad's prophetic mission, because and insofar as his claim to be 
announcing the final valid religion is simply not compatible with the ulti
mately bi nding assertions of Christian ity? So coherence in bei ief general ly 
emerges as the real criterion when it comes to the genuineness of a prophetic 
mission. 
SALMEN But then how far would it be possib le to learn from another re
ligion? Does not the encounter with another religion also entail the very 
possibil ity that questions may arise which open up new approaches to
wards understanding one's own truth and enriching its interpretation con
siderably? 
KHOURY From the Christian point of view, one also certainly has to pro
ceed from the fact that the search for truth is by no means concluded. The 
Gospel according to John says, "When the Spirit of truth comes, he will 
gu ide you into all the truth" Un 16:13) and this remains valid. Christ ian 
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faith, therefore, is on its way towa~ds this goal, and Christians can learn 
uite a lot from others, although th,s does not shake the fact that we have 
~ proceed from the binding assertions of our faith if we want to find out 
~hat is acceptable and w hat is not acceptable. Christians must never for
get that in their present situation they do not yet possess the fu ll truth. 

SALMEN How then should the criteria of analogia fidei 
on concretely be applied in practice? 
apply_ing te KHOURY In the Catholic tradition there are the dog-

critra .0 
f,'d . mas of the Church, the fundamental Statements of fa ith 

ana og,a 
1 

e, summarized in the Creed. These truths are not at our 

disposal in such a way that we may say it does not matter w hether Mui)am
mad says Jesus is the Son of God or not, or that he is the Saviour or not. lf 
it is impossible to agree with him on these fundamental questions, there 
is a real difference which makes it impossible for the Christian believer to 
accept Mul:iammad's claim tobe called by God to announce the final truth 
_ and this will be the case as lang as there is no agreement between his 
message and these binding statements of faith. 
At this point another minor reservation seems advisable. What has been 
said so far is valid as long as Muslims interpret the statements of the Qur'än 
as we have assumed so far, in the sense of openly contradicting the bind
ing statements of Christian doctri ne. But there is also the possibility w ithin 
lslamic theology (and this is in fact affirmed by some Muslim theologians) 
of understanding certain Qur'än ic statements somewhat differently from 
the usual traditional interpretation. There are, just to mention a particularly 
re levant example, some Muslims who, in Christi an-Muslim dialogue, hold 
the opinion that if two passages in the Qur'än addressing Christians say, 
"Say not 'Trinity' : [ .. . ] for God is One God" (Süra 4,171; cf. 5,73), th is re
proach should not be addressed to the major Christian Churches who do 
indeed differentiate between the one God and the three persons, but who 
do not say "three gods", but it should rather be addressed to smaller groups 
and sects, who did not accept these differentiating assertions and did hold 
a tritheistic position. lf the path of dialogue continues in th is direction, it 
would in fact become possible to achieve in the futu re a more meaning
fu l rapprochement. But as lang as open contradiction continues, it is hard 
to see how the genuineness of Mui)ammad's whole claim could be ac
cepted if we apply the criterion of 'analogia fidei ' . 

+ 
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FücusTER Of course there is a continuous develop
the prophetic in 

ment in Christianity, a process led by the Spirit, who Christianity 
"will gu ide you into all the truth" Un 16:13). However, 

in Christian understanding, there is no longer anyth ing essentially new to 
be expected. Th is is also true for the lslamic faith. The revelation as such is 
concluded. Anyone who publicly claims to be a prophet after that wil l be 
excluded in Islam. However, things are d ifferent in this respect in Chris
tianity: w ith Jesus and the Jesus event, the prophetic charisma breaks out 
again. In Judaism, with the end of the first temple or immediately afterwards 
with Haggai, Zechariah and Malachi, when prophecy died out, there was 
sti ll the expectation that in the messian ic period the spirit would break out 
again in different ways (and in Judaism the spirit is always the Holy Spi ri t, 
the spirit of prophecy). In the New Testament th is same expectation is revived 
again. Jesus is the "prophet" (cf. for example Mk 6:4 parr. and Ac 3:22), and 
those who surround him, announce him and refer to him are led by a pro
phetic vocation, like the Baptist who is the new El ijah (Mt 11 :14; 17:11 f.). 
So, what is prophetic re-emerges and continues. With Pentecost, Joel's 
prom ise that now all become prophets is ful fi l led (Ac 2); for the sp irit of 
God, as it says in Joel 2:28 f., shall be poured out on all flesh, that is, indc
pendent of gender: on men and women, independent of age: on young and 
old, on masters and slaves: al l shall prophesy. 
Andin the New Testament communit ies there actuall y were such prophets 
(cf. 1 Cor 12:28 f.; 14:29 ff.; Eph 2:19 f.) unti l prophecy was replaced by 
the 'office' and gradual ly 'extinguished' . lt is of course a w idespread phe
nomenon in the history of re ligions that the institutions try to stifle what is 
charismatic and prophetic, because to them it is always inconvenient. This 
happened as early as the second century, especially in the fight against 
Montan ism, after a shift of emphasis from the charismatic towards the in
stitut ional had already become conspicuous in the post-Pauline "Pastoral 
Epistles". All the same it remains true that the congregation of Jesus only 
exists where the prophetic is alive, w here all can and w ill partake of the 
spirit of prophecy. After all, according to Jer 31 :31 ff., the nature of the 
new covenant impl ies that, "they shall all know me, from the least of them 
to the greatest", so there will be no further need for them to "teach one 
another" (cf. Jer 31 :3 1-34). 
In Protestant theology in particular, as everybody knows, in the context 
of the 'triplex munus Christi', of which all believers partake according to 
1 Pt 2, the munus propheticum is also mentioned, but it is simply reduced 
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. ·nacceptable way to preach ing and the sermon. Jesus himself had al-
,n an 1 • 

d differentiated clearly between prophets and teachers, when he sa1d, 
rea Y . . 
" I send you prophets, sages and scnbes''. ~Mt ~3:34 par.). And ac~ording_ly 
there are then in the Pau line communit1es f1rst apostles, the d1rect w1t-

sses second prophets who, in direct contact with God, speak the nght 
ne , d 1 · 
ward, the ncxpaKA,ricrn;, and only then teachers, who preserve an exp ain 

the tradition (1 Cor 12:28). 
An important paral lel with Judaism should be taken 

an irnport~nt . into consideration concerning the question of the 
relat!onship wi th 'prophet' Mubammad's function in the history of sal
Judaisrn vation. After all, it is much easier for Judaism to deal 

with this subject than for traditional Christianity w ith its claim to absolute 
truth as expressed in the New Testament. Orthodox Jews can very wei l ac
knowledge Christ ian ity as something positive with in God's plan of salva
tion, insofar as Christianity spread the knowledge of YHWH, the message 
of the one God throughout the world, especially since from a Jewish point 
of view whether one is a Jew or not was and is not decisive as far as eter

nal salvation is concerned. 
This positive Jewish assessment of Christianity could be transferred to the 
relationship with Islam: Islam announces the one God to all people. And, 
j ust as it is in principle no problem for Judaism that a Christian or a M us
l im be saved, this also applies to Islam, since the Qur'än says that those 
who believe in God and fol low God's way "shall have their reward w ith 
their Lord" (Süra 2,62; cf. 5,69; 4,123 f.). However, the claim that Mubam
rnad is the final, universal and absolute prophet cannot be accepted by a 
Jewish (nor by a Christian) believer. For an orthodox Jew, it is Moses who 
is the prophet, and all the others are prophets in his line, people who pass 
on the Torah; these prophets existed in fact only up to the Exile or until 
shortly afterwards; then the sages and scribes took over the task of hand

ing on the tradit ion. 
. . Now what about th is in Islam? Even though nobody 

the prophetic in after Mubammad can say that he is a prophet, the 
Islam h . . f 1 . . 1 1 b 11 . c ansmat1c o course a so ex1sts in s am, a ove a in 

the form of its very important mystical tradition. lt goes without saying that 
no Muslim Süfi (any more than a Christian charismatic) can say anything 
that contradicts the nature of the message, the analogia fidei. On the other 
hand, he can in a charismatic, inspired and inspiring exegesis truly revive 
the word again, so that it strikes the individual personally, because the 
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charismatic himself has already been personally struck by it. 'Cum grano 
salis', one could call this 'prophetic' as weil. 

lshmael as a 
prophet beside 
Isaac? 

ElsAs In the Qur'än individuals from the Biblical and 
Arab tradition, who are traced back to Abraham via 
lshmael - the ancestor of the Arabs - are mentioned 
by name. The point here is the fundamental command 

of God not to worship idols, so that, according to the Qur'än, Abraham 
and lshmael are ordered to purify the Ka'ba of all traces of idolatry (cf. 
Süra 2,124 ff. ). So alongside the lineage of Isaac via the Biblical prophets, 
a prophet has now arisen in the line of lshmael too - Mubammad, whom 
Jesus has already announced (cf. Süra 61,6) and whom Abraham has asked 
God tosend (cf. 2,129). 
FücusnR That's right. The relevant Qur'änic passage can be understood 
as an etiologica l legend for Mecca, and specif ically for the Ka'ba. But it is 
only the lineage of Isaac that continues via Moses and David up to John 
the Baptist and Jesus. Twenty-four prophets are named in the Qur'än, about 
twenty of w hom also are mentioned in the Bible (although not always as 
prophets). Only three or four are non-Bibl ical. 

b kt h 
We get the impression that thc Qur'än begins with the 

ac o w at was . „ th b . . , assumpt1on that there are also prophets elsewhere and 
in e egmnmg 

Islam is not only the religion of Abraham, but, as itwere, 
the primeval rel igion as such. Thus, Mubammad can rightly be cal led a 'rev
olutionary reactionary' [cf. above pp. 10 and 30], insofar as he goes back to 
the origins, ultimately to Adam, holding the view that every human being is 
born a Muslim and only human tradition turns him into an idolator.6 

lt is interesting that this thread is also found in the Biblical prophets and 
in Jesus: they repeatedly refer to the origins - "[ ... ] from the beginning it 
was not so" (Mt 19:8) - to the Exodus from Egypt, to the original ly egali
tarian society, etc. And Paul can omit the whole period of legislation - re
ferring to Abraham "our ancestor" (cf. Rm 4:12). This common trait also 
shows in lslam's self-understanding as the universal primeval religion, re
ligion corresponding to the nature of man (cf. Q ur'än 30,30). 

• 

• Madi!.h in al:_Bukhäri, Muslim et. al.: see A. Th. Khoury, So sprach der Prophet. Worte aus 
der islamischen Uberlieferung (GTB; 785). Gütersloh, 1988, no . 104, p. 95. 
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. RIEDL ls there any objective criterion at al l for some-
certainty_off~it~ - thing being true or false, or can it only be a subjective 
only subJective. in the sense that someone is finally persuaded that this 

is the truth? Does this not give the impression that certainty of fai th is al

ways subjective? 
KHOURY Subjective and intersubjective at the same time. From a Christian 
point of view, one can certainly not be searching for the truth independent 
of al l other people who believe in Christ, but only within the community 
of Christian faith. And in this community, this one criterion of analogia 
fidei emerges as val id; everything eise can be relativized. 
LEUZE lf every statement of fa ith were only subjective, talking to each 
other would become superfluous. Everyone would simply believe what
ever he wanted. Conversely, however, the question remains open, of 
whether, w ithin a monotheistic context there are ultimately more general 
criteria that go beyond what is Christi an. 
WESS lf we refer to dogmas, we should question them once again, and 
examine how they came about. A statement in the Gospel according to 
John shows that Jesus did not demand blind faith and did not expect us to 
follow a c losed circle (that he speaks in the name of God and that there
fore everyth i ng he says is true and that therefore it is also true that he speaks 
in the name of God): "Anyone who resolves to do the w ill of God wil l 
know w hether the teaching is from God or whether I am speaking on my 
own" Un 7: 17). In the spirit of the New Testament, Jesus expected people 
to recogn ize the truth of his teaching with a subjective objectivity, that is, 
with an inward certainty. We have to confront these questi ons of funda
mental theology and the question of which practice testifies to the truth of 
thi s teaching - otherwise we shall make no progress in the dialogue with 
other rel igions either. • 
the question 
concerning the 
criteria and 
their assessment 

the other. 

Z 1RKER Mr. Füglister rightly stated that Mubammad 
was different in some respects in his first period in 
Mecca from what he was in the second, in Medina. lt 
would, however, be very problematic, if we were to 
evaluate this apologetically and play the one off against 

Taking this dangerous raute would make obvious how questionable it is 
to establish criteria such as 'se lflessness'. In Medina there are perhaps ci r
cumstances where Mubammad's selflessness appears quite differently from 
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the Meccan period, as the attitude of someone building up a community 
poli tically and finding success in doing so. For the Muslim at any rate, even 
Mubammad the victor is a se lfless person. 
Further clarification is needed of the statement that a charismatic must al
ways only be assessed by a charismati c, when it is a question of the ob
jective validity of certain criteria for judging a person who claims to be a 
prophet. Who in fact is this charismatic? W ho is it today? W ho is it in the 
context of interreligious dialogue? How much did Vatican II actually say 
about Islam when it said noth ing about Mubammad? (In the meantime the 
Pontifical Counci l for lnterrel igious Dialogue has now said more in this 
respect.) lf we do not want to remain silent vis a vis non-Christian prophecies, 
we shall have to say something about Mubammad and not be allowed to 
hide ultimately behind a statement that this is a matter that belongs to the 
range of questions about charismatics. 
NEUMANN Does the concept of prophet not come from the Biblical tra
dition? And are not the necessary criteria for what should be considered 
a true or a false prophecy therefore tobe found in the Biblical tradition? 
CLADKOWSKI Here we have come to the decisive question in Christian
Musl im dialogue. Can we say that Mul:iammad is the true prophet of God? 
In dialogue with Musl ims we wou ld then hold the same position as they do. 
ZIRKER To what extent are the alternatives 'true' or 'fa lse' prophet ult i
mately appropriate? True for whom, fa lse for w hom? Does the prophet 
constitute himself, or is he constituted by the reception of those who hear 
him? In the dialogue w ith Muslims we feel embarrassed about Mubam
mad: if we try to say, for instance, that he was doubtless a prophet not 
only in the general sense of religious phenomenology, but also in the sense 
that we could acknowledge him in our Christ ian understandi ng as a 
'prophetic f igure', that he, in his personality, credibl y embodies 'prophetic 
elements' - as is even suggested by the Pontifical Counci I for lnterreli
gious Dialogue, what is our answer if the Muslims then ask why we say 
'prophetic figure' and 'prophetic elements'? Why not simply 'prophet'? 
On the other hand, if we did use this term it wou ld on ly lead to further 
misunderstandings; for the Muslim understands it different ly from the 
Christian. 
The question concerning the decision between false and true prophets should 
be passed to the O ld Testament exegete. W ho was for whom the true prophet? 
And how much reception had to happen before somebody was a true and 
inspired prophet for a particular re ligious community? 
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the actual 
criterion is a 
matter of content 

FücusTER Not all criteri a mentioned in the lecture 
apply to the prophet's nature. The definition presented 
at the beginning of the paper, for instance, does not 
refer to the prophet's selflessness, or, more importantly, 

his failure and suffering. The way the general definition was given gives 
the impression that Mubammad corresponds to what is considered tobe 
essential for a prophet. The Bibl ical criteria mentioned in chapter 4 of my 
paper are to be understood, as was emphasized several times, in the sense 
of a gradual applicabil ity: the first group (performing miracles -fu lfilment 
of predictions - success) being extremely precarious and disputable, while 
the second group (se lflessness - perplexity - 'analogia fidei') are cr iteria 
often encountered in the Biblical prophets, but which do not apply to the 
general definition of prophet. In any case, we could not use them as a line 
of argument; they provide at most circumstancial evidence. 
However, Professor Khoury rightly drew attention to the fact that the real 
criterion - analog ia fidei - is a matter of content. For Christians this cer
tainly means above all the profession "Jesus Christ is Lord", KYPIO:[ 
XPll:TO:[ or KYPIOE 'IHEOYE (Phil 2:11 ), and it is clear that this did not 
original ly mean that he was the second divine person, even though today 
the fu ll doctrine of the Trinity as formu lated by the first four great Councils 
is, for a Christian believer, implied in it -that is for Catholics and all Chris
tians represented in the Ecumenical Council. Thi s is also where the differ
ence lies between us and the Jews. Just as the separation between Jews 
and Christians eventuall y became final at the Council of Nicaea, so it is 
from there too that the div ision between Christians and Muslims is pre
figured. We cannot go back to the time before these great formu lations of 
rel igious belief. Similarl y the three criteria deduced from the Qur'än (the 
preaching of Mubammad as weil as the originality and the inimitability 
of his message) refer to the content of the message, so it is only from that 
that the real criteria can be obtained. 
Expressly and emphatically reference must be made here to a cri terion or 
even the criterion that is essential as far as content is concerned, which the 
Bible (the Old and the New Testament) and the Qur'än share (apart from 
the specifically Christ ian "Jesus is Lord"): the one and only God who, though 
he is the Judge, yet is above all the Compassionate, the Merciful. "Hear, 0 
Israel: The LORD is our God, the LORD alone", or: "The LORD is our God, the 
LORD is one" (Dt 6:4; cf. Mt 22:37 parr. ). EIE 0EOE! "One God and Father 
of all, who is above all and through all and in all" (Eph 4:6). He is at work 
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in all and through all, even in the 'false' prophets (cf. Ezek 14:9 and 1 Kgs 
22:20- 23) as weil as in those whose hearts are hardened when they listen 
to the true prophets (cf. ls 6:9 f. and Mt 13: 14 f. parr.; J n 12 :40; Ac 2 8:2 6 f.) 
and who do not believe them. 

This also answers the questions addressed to the Bible exegete, "Who was 
for w hom the true prophet?": to the believer, a prophet is one who is be
lievable to him! And, " How much reception has to happen before some
body becomes a true and inspired prophet for a particular religious com
munity?": the whole process that led to the canonization of the Bible (and 
of the Qur'än?). For, to the Jew and to the Christian believer a prophet is 
one who is characterized as authentic in the Holy Scriptu res. However, 
accepting the canon is again an act of faith! Thus it is faith (above al l as 
fides qua), 'emunä, nicr'tt<;, ' Islam' as absolute surrender, that- beside the 
O ne God- unifies and un ites Jews, Christians and Muslims. A l ready now! 
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Dialogue and Truth 

Wilhelm Dupre 

lt is a historical fact that the one earth is not only the ground on which the 
life of human beings has unfolded in various directions, but also that it has 
become a space wi th in which various traditions and cultures exist alongside 
one another. As a resu lt of specific circumstances, people and traditions are 
compel led or challenged to commun icate with one another and, beyond ~he 
obvious differences, to become members and partners of one worldw1de 
community. Since the living space for mankind is limited, the necessity of 
territorial divisions entai ls that a meaningful coexistence of people and cul tures 
is only possible when it is preserved by a general order of rights which em
braces the whole world, wh ich is nobody's property and everybody's obli
gation, and which consists in the cooperation of all people with all people. 
In contrast to the actual division of mankind into many different cultures and 
traditions, which are linked more or less accidental ly (if at all) with one an
other, we are confronted w ith the idea of a necessary coex istence, in which 
the principle of territorial division loses its provisional val idity and the mean
ing of a shared humaneness has become, in different traditions, the decisive 

criterion for being human. 
lt is seif-evident that the coexistence of human cultures and traditions 

refers to a situation in w hich contacts and relations of different kinds are 
conceivable. At the same time it must be emphasized that, in and beyond 
the possibili ties of the actual coexistence of cultures and traditions, we face 
a necessity wh ich, though it might be superficially repressed for a time, has 
to be ultimately acknow ledged and accepted as a characteristic trait of 
human existence as a w hole. Ever since the world became the object of 
political planning, we have had to stop thinking as if mankind's living space 
were unlimited and the territorial dependence of human existence were no 
problem for the shaping and the meaning of cultural space. 

1 mention these points, fi rst, because I think that the problem of interre
l igious contacts and re lations is al ready a given through the very existence 
of different rel igious tradi tions, and secondly, because I want to draw at
tention to the fact that the solution to this problem is characterized by the 
same necessity which appl ies to mankind as a whole and cal ls for a general 
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order of rights as a requirement for humanity. W ith regard to the first propo
sition we could also say that it is important to familiarize ourselves with the 
historical facts, that it is necessary to become knowledgeable about the vari
ous contacts and relations wh ich have (or have not) come to exist between 
rel igious traditions, and which, in one way or another, have become part of 
the various rel igious traditions themselves. With regard to the second propo
sition, however, we are concerned with the question of whether and how 
far rel igious tradi tions, in their contacts and re lations, meet the requirement 
of humanity; whether and to what extent it is possible (or impossib le) to fuse 
the meaning of religious existence with the requirements of being human 
in different traditions; and then, what the consequences of our answers wil l 
be. - Do we have to assume that the solution to the problem lies in the cul
tural and spiritua l uniformity of all humans? Or does the idea of a general 
order of rights rather imply that diversity and difference are brought into 
concordance, and that the unity of mankind has to be found in different 
forms of compatible traditions and ways of being human? 

In what fol lows I shall not deal with all the questions which arise here, 
but restrict myself to the problem of dialogical re lations between religions. 
Since I am convinced that one of the main obstacles to peace between reli
gions derives from certain forms of religious truth consciousness, 1 wou ld 
l ike to start with a discussion of th is problem. Next, 1 shall try to show that 
the issue of truth cannot be developed or adequately treated w ithout giving 
priority to the practical dimension of truth . Against this background, 1 would 
l ike to defend the thesis that dialogue is in itself an event in which truth mani
fests itself, and that this form of truth precedes the forms of propositional 
truth. Moreover, since dialogical truth is essential to the integri ty of being 
human, 1 would li ke to point out that dialogue and the pursui t of dialogical 
relations are, in fact, a requirement of religious truth consciousness. Finally, 
1 want to deal with the consequences of this approach inasmuch as they con
cern the prefiguration of the relationship between rel igions in the form of 
dialogical relations, and enable us to come closer to the meaning of truth in 
the mode of religious self-understanding. 

1. Demands and forms of truth consciousness 

N icholas of Cusa (1401- 1464) drew attention to the fact "that for the sake 
of re ligion many use weapons against each other, force people to renounce 
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bei iefs they have observed for a lang time, or ki 11 them" 1
• He saw the rea-

n for this attitude in the observation that "it is part of the earthly human 
s:ndition to defend as truth a long-practised habit which is considered to 
~elong to man's nature"2

• Similarl y, though differing in emphasis andin
terest, David Hume (171 1- 1776) remarks: "The intolerance of almest all 
religions, which have maintained the unity of god, is as remarkable as the 
contrary principle in polytheists"3

• The explanation which David Hume 
gives us consi sts in the observation that "the corruption of the best things 

gives rise to the worst"•. 
There are certain ly good reasons in favour of the argumentation of both 

Nicholas of Cusa and Hume. But to me it seems more important to reflect 
on the central argument which in both cases concerns the persuasion that 
lies and falsehood are in principle unacceptable, and that there can be 
neither peace and justi ce, nor piety and freedom if they are not grounded 
and expressed in truth and honesty. From what Nicholas of Cusa main
tains, we could say that truth makes us fight because it requires us to ac
cept the consequences of our awareness of truth and act accordingly. With 
regard to Hume's observation we could add: it does so all the more the 
betler we understand that the truth of the One God is indivisible and is not 
under our control in any circumstances whatsoever. 

Since language and communication are not possible without the idea 
of truth and the compelling force of truths once we have recognized them, 
1 do not see how-we could contradict the principle of the unacceptabi lity 
of l ies and falsehood without undermining the meaning of human exis
tence and destroying the foundation upon which human cu lture rests and 
develops. There is no 'beautifu l lie', even though the opposite impression 
may sometimes be given. lf one assumes that religion and truth are essen
tial ly linked (i.e., that the idea and awareness of truth are not only precon
ditions for thinking and acting in general, but features of explicit concerns 
in what we call religion) then it becomes perfectly clear that the !struggle 

' " [ ... ] ob religionem plerosque in invicem arma movere et sua potentia homines aut ad 
renegationem diu observatae sectae cogere aut mortem inferre": in Depace fidei (Philosophisch
Theologische Schri ften), ed. by L. Gabriel, vol. 3. W ien, 1989, p. 706. 

2 "Habet autem hoc humana terrena condicio, quod longa consuetudo, quae in naturam 
transisse accipitur, pro veritate defenditur." Op. cit. (fn. 1) p . 710. 

' A. W. Colver (ed.), The Natural History of Religion. Oxford, 1976, p. 60. 
• "From the comparison of theism and idolatry, we may form some other observations, 

which w ill also confirm the vulgar observation, that the corruption of the best things gives rise 
to the worst" (op. eil. [fn. 3] p. 62). 
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with truth' does indeed belang to the very nature of relig ious existence. 
For this very reason the contest for truth is nowhere as uncompromising 
as here, because it has tobe undertaken per defin itionem without any 'i fs 
and buts'5 • Truthfu lness demands that we call a spade a spade. What is 
"true and holy'' cannot be rejected. Nor is it acceptable to support what 
is not true and holy and defend the opposite6

• 

In the development of rel igious traditions there are certainly many rea
sons and motives that have been, and sti ll are, decisive for the shap ing of 
their inner l ife and thei r relations to other traditions, and which need not 
all be interpreted in terms of truth contests. On the other hand it is at least 
strange that the same reasons and motives should be l inked w ith the claim 
to truth and draw thei r strength from it because and to the extent that they 
are understood as religious reasons and motives. 

Individual cases may be open to discussion. We might wonder whether 
the claim to truth can be justified, whether and to what extent forms of in
tended or unintended self-deception are identifiable, whether and to what 
extent one has to speak of a conscious or unconscious obfuscation of mo
tivations. Al l this is possible. But I do not think that it inpinges upon the pri n
ciple of the unacceptabi lity of lies and falsehood, or that the meaning and 
claims of religious truth consciousness would be disproved by the history 
of rel igions. However, 1 certain ly think that the recurri ng phenomenon of 
disguising true motivations clearly ind icates that the question of truth is far 

' The idea refers to a basic possibility of human existence. lf, as I assume, this supposition 
is correct, one could say that religion defines itself as religion to the extent that it is the explicit 
representation of what is implicitly given as the reality of truth. Cf. also Hegel: "Religion ist der 
O rt, wo sich ein Volk die Definition dessen gibt, was es für das Wahre hält." (Religion is the 
place where a people gives to itself the definition of what it considers to be true.) (Vorlesun
gen über die Philosophie der Geschichte [Reclams Universal-Bibliothek; 4881 ]. Stuttgart, 1961, 
p. 100); as weil as H. M. Vroom, Religions and the Truth. Philosophical Reflections and Per
spectives. Amsterdam, 1989, where he examines the relation between the concept of God and 
the awareness of truth in particu lar. In add ition, 1 would like to stress the difference between 
the 'beautifu l lie' and all those statements in wh ich p ropositional truth has tobe rejected beause 
of the demands of existing truth, as for instance, when saving human life is at stake. To say that 
1 am hiding someone when I am asked by some authority and know that this person will be 
murdered, is not an expression of truthfulness, but a lie because it joins and supports the un
lawful and mendacious behavior of the murderer. 

• Cf. Declaration an the Relationship of the Church to Non-Christian Religions "Nostra ae
tate", art. 2, where the relation towards the other religions is briefly formulated as follows: "[ ... ] 
The Catholic Church rejects nothing which is true and holy in these religions. She looks with 
sincere respect upon those ways of conduct and of life, those rules and teachings which, though 
d iffering in many particu lars from what she holds and sets forth, nevertheless often reflect a 
ray of thatTruth which enlightens all men. 1 ... J". 
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simpler and at the same time more complex than we are generally wi ll ing 
to perceive7. This is connected w ith the fact that truth does not primarily 
consist in the theoretical correspondence of th inking and being, but in the 
compliance and conformity of being human w ith the principles of human 
development. The actual configuration of being human is in itself a form of 
truth which differs from lies and rejects them because mendacious behav
iour defaces the meaning of integrity and is an insult to humanity. 

What is essential to real ize when we juxtapose the 'simpler' and the 'more 
complex' relates to our experience that, on the one hand, in the context of 
personal re lationships we know very wei l what is important for the fulfi l
ment of human life whi le, on the other, we come to appreciate that the truth 
which we recognize in perceptions and judgments is only conditionally the 
whole truth. Since the truth we recogn ize includes by no means al l that can 
be known about truth, it is obvious that truth is inconceivable without the 
thought of an ever greater truth - 'veritas semper maior'. In the first instance, 
we could think of the possibil ity, and necessity, of questioning the truth of 
what we are doing when we persecute fe llow human beings for the sake of 
truth which we believe we have recognized. ls the one truth truly compat
ible wi th the othcr? and if not, what docs thc lattcr say about thc former? 1 

am convinced that what the Declaration on Non-Christian Religions says is 
very much to the point: "We cannot truly call on God, the Father of all, if 
we refuse to treat in a brotherly way any man, created as he is in the image 
of God".8 Nor do I see how it cou ld possibly occur to somebody who really 
loves his neighbour as himself (Mk 12: 31) to torture this neighbour for the 
sake of God9

• In the second point, 1 am thinking of the joint effort of vari
ous people in all traditions to attain the one truth, and of the fact that the 
truth wh ich we come to know cannot be conceived apart from the signs 
through which it presents itself. Truth has its history, not because truth shou ld 

' Cf. Aristotle, Met. 993a 30. 
• "Nostra aetate", art. 5. 
• Quoting Nicholas of Cusa, we could also say in this context: "Divina mandata brevis

sima et omnibus notissima sunt, et communia quibuscumque nationibus. lmmo lumen nobis 
illa ostendens est concreatum rationali animae. Nam in nobis loquitur Deus, ut ipsum diliga
mus, a quo recipimus esse, et quod non faciamus alteri nisi id quod vellemus nobis fieri. Dilec
tio igitur est complementum legis Dei, et omnes leges ad hanc reducuntur." (The divine com
mandments are most concise and very weil known to all; they are shared by all peoples. Veri
ly, the light that shows them to us is co-created with our rational soul. For, within ourselves, 
God says that we should love him from whom we receive our being, and not to do unto others 
except that wh ich we want done unto us. Therefore, love is the fulfilment of the divine law, 
and all other laws refer back to it. J In: Oe pace fidei (fn. 1) p. 784. 
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not be· definitive and timeless, but because it creates time and history. Even 
though truth, when it is recognized, is binding, this does not mean that it 
may not be questioned again and again; that there is nothing more to be 
learned; that it should not be possible to achieve new and perhaps deeper 
insights; that it could not be understood differently and better. In particular, 
1 think of the fact that the connection of theoretical insights with forms of 
truth as they present themselves in terms of personal, communal and tradi
tional reality, not only requires that we examine this connection in the light 
of the ever greater truth, but also enables us to find perspectives which allow 
us to understand, and learn to assess, the truth-claims of our own and other 
tradit ions in the I ight of I iving faith and the insights which are gained through 
the practice of that faith 10

• 

2. Priority of the practice of truth 

Formally, the juxtaposition of a 'simpler' and 'more complex' truth means 
firstly that the truth in personal encounters is more immediate and reaches 
farther than the truths we believe we know, and secondly that the truths 
wc scck in terms of knowlcdge and understanding can only bc addrcsscd 
as binding and obliging truth if they agree with the truth of personalen
counters and are part of them, that is to say, if and to the extent that they 
are expressions of truth in terms of being human. In both cases it is obvi
ous that practice as weil as theory are determined by the truth that "l ives 
and exists" in them 11

, and become effective in modes of distinctions where 
necessary, and of connection where possible and desirable. The question 
of truth is 'simpler' than we assume because, and to the extent that, prac
tice comes first, and the actual acknowledgment of fellow human beings 
provides the decisive principle for the development of humanity. 12 Yet, at 

'
0 Cf. R. Schaeffler, "W ahrheit, Dialog und Entscheidung", in: A. Bsteh (ed.), Dialog aus der 

Mitte christlicher Theologie (Beiträge zur Religionstheologie; 5). M ödling, 1987, pp. 34 ff. and 
K. Klostermaier, "A Hindu-Christian Dialogue on Truth''., in: W. Foy (ed.), The Religious Quest. 
A Reader. London, 1988, pp. 682-698. 
.. 

11 E. He intel, Die Stellung der Philosophie in der "Universitas Litterarum"(Sitzungsberichte/ 
Osterreichische Akademie der Wissenschaften, Philosophisch-Historische Klasse; 557). Wien, 
1990, p. 1 66. 

" Truth, one could also say, has tobe done in order tobe and become real as truth. On 
the other hand, truth can (!) also be done because the reality of being human always and al
ready emerges because of the demands made by truth. W ithin and on the grounds of the ac
tua lity of being, we know, therefore, in one way or another the 'guidelines' which are decisive 
for its development. 
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he same time it is also 'more complex', because the conceptual unfolding 
t f truth has to fo llow its own rules whi le remaining bound to the truth of 
~eing and acting by which it became possible. Thus, a theoretical state
ment of the problem of truth is seriously lacking as long as its practical rel 
evance and real ity are not taken into account13

• Against the background of 
the tension between the practical and theoretical aspects of the problem 
of truth, the unfolding of what it means to be human presents itself over
whelmingly as a task which speaks for itself and needs no other parameters 
than those which appear in the unfolding. The first question we must ask 
about the relationship between relig ious traditions does not concern the 
exclusivity of revelation (or whatever the obstacles may be that bar the de
velopment of theoreti cal consciousness), but is about whether the relations 
that already ex ist, or are being sought, agree with the principles on which 
the development of human existence is grounded14. However, humans do 
not exist without consciousness and neither must human conscience be 
separated from the insights in the light of which it decides against what is 
bad and in favour of what is good. lt would therefore not only be unrealis
tic, but wou ld also amount to a perversion of being human, if we did not 
immediately add to the first <1uestion a second, which concerns the truths 
we know and the truths we may find, as weil as the limits of human poten
tial. For in order to respond to the demands of ever better and more com
prehensive insights into the truth of all things, the knowledge of limits is no 
less important than the exploration of possibilities. 

lf only for the sake of our own dignity, we can and shou ld expect nei
ther ourselves nor others to overrule their insights, even though our actions 
may quite often speak another language. Moreover, since truth itself is al
ways greater and more comprehensive than the way it is presented in modes 
of behaviour and understanding, and because the tension between prac
tical and theoretical truth is such that it will not disappear, we must ex
pect ourselves and others to strive continuously for better insights. But for 
the sake of truth we should also ask how truth can be binding at all if the 

" What is decisive is not only the idea that there is always more to know than w e actually 
understand, but also the insight that the truth of being human comprises the truth of under
standing and therefore requires that this understanding be integrated as a concrete aspect of 
truth. 

" In line with "Pacem in terris", we could also say that what it all depends on is a change 
of relations as they exist, which is necessary " until world events follow a course in keeping 
with man's destiny and dignity". (Pope John XXIII in his Encyclical "Pacem in terris" [April 11 , 
19631, art. 11 7). 
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greater truth necessarily relativizes the truths we have understood. This 
question is part of the answer, wh ich consists in the effort to acqu ire bet
ter insights. At the same time, it points to a special task, w hich is that, in 
and among recognized truths, we search for the way where beginning and 
end become present, and the meaning of human existence makes itself 
known in the affirmation and reconciliation of opposites. lmportant as it 
is that we fo llow the principles of being human and orient ourselves in re
lation to recogn ized truths, we must not forget that appealing to truth re
quires searching for truth and th at searching for truth cannot avoid ending 
in futility unless it succeeds in maintaining the reality and meaning of its 
effort by connecting theoretical and practical truth '5 • 

W hoever real ly adheres to truth knows that truth is true to its promise. 
The principle that I ies and fa lsehood are unacceptable is valid. But to main
tain this va lidity, it is not sufficient that we should stay w ith recognized 
truths. There is no theoretical truth that should be binding at the expense 
of practical truth. The relation between theory and practice is not deter
mined by providing a theoretical blueprint for the solution of practical 
problems, as va rious kinds of rat ionali sm would like us to believe when 
they assume that forms of human existence and cul tural reality are no more 
than a problem of technocratic engineering. The important thing is rather 
to acknowledge the truth that emerges when priority is given to practice, 
and subsequently to take care that theoretical truths, w hose va lue and va
l idity lie in the service they perform for human existence, be understood 
and developed in ways that make sense of practical truth. 

3. Dialogical relation and the truth of being 

We have to consider two basic questions when we turn towards dia logue 
w ith the intention of understand ing and shaping relations between reli
gions through dialogica l encounter. The first concerns the meaning of dia
legesthai in the fulfilment and unfolding of human existence. The second 
refers to the place of dialogue on the path towards the recognition of truth 
and the assessment of recognized truths with the aim of deepening, enlarging 

" Unlike 5. J. Samartha (cf. id., "Christen im Verhältnis zu Gläubigen anderer Religionen. 
Entwicklungen und Perspektiven", in Dialog der Religionen 1 [1991] 46), 1 would like to em
phasize that searching for truth cannot be defined in opposition to 'having found the truth', 
but that searching and 'having found' express moments inherent in the relation with truth, 
which can be separated only at the expense of truth and sincerety. 
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d critiqu ing them by including and giving priority to practice. With regard 
an the first question, we must ask whether and to what extent dialogue be
to een people makes a decisive contribution to the understanding of the 
:th of human existence and the formation of religious attitudes. The sec
ond question concerns the role of dialogue in the struggle for truth and the 
achieving of a humane world. lt focuses on the consequences of dialogical 
experiences for relations between rel igious traditions and the shared truth 
of all being and thinking. 1 shall begin with the first question. 

lf we proceed from the fact that the ward 'dialogue' means no more or 
less than that people speak wi th one another, it is clear that the experi
ence of dialogue is an event w ithout which it would be impossible to be 
and become a human being. The language we know and with w hich we 
identify ourselves has been spoken to us by others before we learned to 
speak it as our own language. Nobody can say '1' without reference to the 
'You' that has addressed him/her, w ithout ' I' and 'You' having found each 
other and distinguished themselves from each other in the commonness 
of 'we', without there being a ' tertium quid' to which all who say ' I' could 
refer'6• Language can certainly be used in different ways. Wherever peo
ple meet, many n=~l;:itions ;:ire rossihle. We c.;:in think of v;:i rious forms of 
speaking and conceive of many ways of giving an answer. We may reflect 
seriously together, we may dispute w ith each other, we may converse about 
God and the world, or even crack jokes. But whatever possibilities there 
are, sooner or later we come back to the experience that our human na
ture bears the imprint of mutuality, that our own thinking and speaking is 
in need of the other person who thinks and replies in his own way, that 
the community of those who speak in their personally distinct manner is 
a necessary requirement for the emergence of culture and the va lidity of 
ethical relat ions. 

The reality of dialogue suggested above may be reduced to the almost 
trivial fact that people talk to each other, and do it in such a way that there 

" With Martin Buber we could say that what corresponds to the tertium quid is the "Es
Welt'', the "it-world", to which '1' and 'you' are related in the same way. However, this is a 
matter not only of the factual givenness of of things but also, and primarily, of the fact that the 
'other' is a shared form of meaning which is shaped in personal encounters, and is not iden
tica l with the world, or with th inking, but represents its own (i. e. cultural) reality resulting from 
both. Cf. also the idea of a "third presence that must accompany the dialogue, so that the part
ners of interreligious dialogue can in fact turn towards each other". N. Solomon, "TheThird 
Presence: Reflections on the Dialogue", in: T. Bayfield et al. (eds.), Dialogue with a Difference. 
London, 1992, pp. 147- 162. 
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are no limits to this talking. But it should be noticed that this takes place 
with the fundamental assumption that partners are acknowledged in the 
spontanei ty of their individual being. Anyone who engages in dialogue 
must not only speak but must also be ready to let others speak and l isten 
to them, for the intended dialogue becomes a reality, if, and only if, the 
partners in dialogue are ready to let each other speak and to listen to one 
another. In contrast to the unlimited extent to which speaking is possible, 
we are confronted with limits which are imposed by dialogue itself. But 
they are limits w hich presuppose as we il as constitute freedom by their 
very necessity. However we think of dialogue, one thing is sure; namely, 
that dialogue, tobe dialogue, cannot be enforced. 

In the configuration of acknowledgement and spontaneity, we have to 
leave it to the power of the ward and to whether and how the word inte
grates the dialogue partners into its meaning; whether it confirms and ex
pands the dialogical communi ty in its initial integrity and integrality, or de
nies and destroys it. This is the one aspect of dialogue that results from the 
fact that the preconditions for speaking with each other are basically fulfilled 
but not necessarily guaranteed. However, if we respect the preconditions, 
the other aspect of clialogue emerges: this is the acknowledgement of the 
partners - whether we cultivate or neglect it, whether we deepen it or allow 
it to become shallow. In the movement which sustains the unfolding of dia
logical encounters, we discern an opposite movement wh ich is manifest in 
the constitution and preservation of dialogical relations, and is concerned 
with the conditions under which it is possible to have and maintain dia
logues. The one movement presupposes the establishment of dialogical re
lations. The other relates to the formation of these relations, both as it has al
ready taken place, andin its potential and possibilities for development both 
during and separately from their actualization. 

We need not emphasize that the meaning, possibi lities and truth of dia
logue on the one hand depend on the formati on of dialogical relations, 
and on the other are determined by the manner in which the development 
of dialogical encounters relates to the inherent demands and standards of 
the conditions required for their feasibility. Actual dialogues do continue 
and put (more or less) into practice what is possible in the specific condi
tions of human existence. They take account of w hat the partners in dia
logue have to offer. But the problem has a deeper dimension: if we look 
at dialogues as they take place, we have also to consider the formation of 
dialogical relations and all the relevant factors. The formation of these re-
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. ns necessarily precedes words in dialogue, but it does not have the 
latJO h d . . h "d . 1 • h h h e rneaning as t e war s, nor 1s 1ts trut I ent1ca w1t t e trut s ex-
sarn ed in the words. Nevertheless, in spite of this difference, we cannot 
press 
disregard the fact that the fori:nation of relatio~s dra~s these words and 
their truths into itself, at least in the sense that 1t cames them and makes 
hern possible, and inevitably continues after the word has been spoken. 

~ndeed, because the formation of dialogical relations has tobe maintained, 
it is not only a necessary requirement for words, but is also shaped by 
thern. In the unfolding of propositional truth through the words of dialogue 
we discover the truth of being which makes itself known in, and as a re
sult of, the formation of dialogical relations. As organisms w ho have been 
born and are trying to stay alive, the partners in dialogue do not create 
their own being. But inasmuch as they acknow ledge each other as per
sons, they predicate and enact themsel ves as beings who change and be
corne different in the process of this predication. In the mode of mutual 
recognition they confirm the structure of propositional truth by becoming 
'subjects' and 'predicates' of, and in, an event w hich defines them as per
sons and as parts of the order which gives substance to this event, and for 
which they are responsible as they establi sh themselves in its relations. lt 
is an order wh ich comes into being as they acknowledge it in their mutual 
recognition, but which also in turn carries and sustains them because it 
enables them tobe themselves as representatives of this order. What is de
cisive is not on ly the experience that language allows us to portray reality 
and present it as a nexus of meanings which (depending on whether and 
how the presentation succeeds) is relevant and true, but also and primari ly 
the fact that the truth, presented as image and portrayal, regains its being 
and re-emerges by becoming one with the relations in which it is concret
ized, and through which we are what we can be as persons and commu
nities. The truth of these relations implies that we accept the claims of 
humanity: it manifests itself as we compl y with these claims, and fades as 
we miss and lose the meaning of humanity11

• 

" Of the various forms of truth, that of v isual correspondence is probably the most con
vincing, especially when, as in sensual seeing, model and image di rectly fuse w ith one an
other. How ever, i f we pay attention to our capacity to imagine things, which enables us to 
separate the tw o images again, we are not only reminded of a general experience, namely, that 
with the help of what w e imagine, we are more or less successful in orienting ourselves in th is 
world, but we are also confronted w ith the idea that impressions of difference and unity initi
ale the game of assigning and attributing meaning to reality, and are thus essential to what w e 
call language. The form of truth that we come to know is that of the correspondence between 
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People talking with each other is certainly not the on ly thing that matters 
in life. But because the continuity of dialogical relations is essential to the 
meaning of being human and an indication of its truth as weil as a guaran
tee of its ful filment, dialogue is of decisive importance. In the conjunction 
of necessity and freedom, dialogue occupies the place where it is possible 
to turn towards the existential truth of human life and to cultivate the For
mation of dialogical relations in order to let their simple and substantial truth 
be the principle and goal of, and in, the unfolding of being human. W hether 
we think of dialogue as achievement or as challenge, it is evident that truth 
claims cannot be raised apart from experiences of dia logica l encounter 
which, directly or ind irectly, are part of these claims. First and foremost, 
however, it is clear that wherever the truth of human existence is under dis
cussion, we have to deal wi th the forrnation of dialogical relations. More
over, since religion is intimately interwoven w ith the meaning of being 
human, we have to add that it is not possible to conceive of a rel igious tra
dition which would abstain from the formation of dialogical relations, that 
is, if and to the extent that rel igion is rooted in, and striving for, the truth of 
being human as it is wi lled by God. On the contrary: whether we under
stand the formation of dialogical relations as the criterion for existential truth 
or as a task which takes shape w ith in the actualization of our being, inas
much as we believe in the truth of re ligious traditions, we have to say that 
d ialogue has become indi spensab le and the dialogical principle has tobe 
considered as an integral part of the formation of religious tradi tions. W her
ever religion is tru ly rel igious, it must also be dialogical. lf it is not, it is either 

idea and thing (adaequatio intellectus et rei), as it is presupposed by the assessment of reality 
and developed and performed in processes of assessing. - This is not the place to go into fur
ther details concern ing the problem of truth. Nevertheless, 1 would like to point out that the 
figure of dialogue, in its own way, can certainly be compared with the figu re of judgments, 
which means that, when dialogue takes place, it is a liv ing predication as far as the affirma
tion and development of its structures is concerned. This comparison fa ils if we only keep in 
mind the idea of presentation. Since the beginning of dialogue is always also its ending, its 
meaning is necessarily fulfilled in the affirmation of mutuality which, in dialogue, comprises 
the discourse itself as wei l as the partners who speak. Conversely, the comparison gains more 
depth and content, if we keep in mind that the point of the exercise is precisely this rnutuality, 
the dignity and integri ty of the participants within the integrality of what is happening. In fact, 
what characterizes dialogue is not the correspondence of thoughts vis-a-vis what (and how it) 
is the case, but the commonality of being human in the togetherness of human beings who ad
here to the principles of humanity in the realization of their possibilities; who in the com
monness of their being are consistent w ith themselves and their humanity - in a si milar way 
as the formation of j udgments should be consistent in i ts specific ways; who not only know 
truths but who, in truth, are what they can reasonably be in the circumstances of thei r re
spective ex istences. 
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1
. ·on at all or eise is not in keeping wi th the principles that are at the 

no re 1g1 . . . 
f religious life. Th1s bnngs me to the second quest1on; namel y, the 

rool t~on of the place and the importance of dialogue in the struggle for truth 
ques 1 
and the achievement of a humane world. 

4. The validity and limits of the d ialogical principle 

Even if we are persuaded that the dialogical principle is a constituent of re
li ious traditions, it cou ld sti l l be argued that the development and unfold
i;g of dialogue is primari ly a task of the spiritual life w ithin the tradition into 
which one has been born, or to which one has converted, and to which one 
feels bound by a sense of a shared form of life. This is true insofar as it does 
not make sense to search for dialogue w ith others if life at home has be
come speechless, if the acknow ledgement of one's fellow human beings is 
counted unimportant, or if they are excluded for the sake and on basis of 
the pattern of life of one's own community. However, if we bear in mind 
that the limits of human existence are not primarily drawn by human be
ings but are defined by the truth that is given w ith being human and the pos
sibilities of human potential, it becomes clear that this argument is onesided 
and untenable as expressed above. We could, of course, assume that being 
human is not identical, or is only conditional ly identical, wi th the culture 
in which the human has grown up and that it is therefore necessary to dis
tinguish between the two, that is to say, to abstain from identifying the en
counter of human beings w ith an encounter between tradi tions. 1 think this 
distinction must be made. But at the same time I would argue that the inter
relation between being and truth from which culture originates is such that 
man and cu lture, religious tradition and human existence, can be distin
guished to the point where they fall apart or, at best, that in one or the other 
tradition they tend to form some sort of a un ity. lt is hard to say w here and 
how the lines must be drawn. But whatever the answer to these questions, 
since human existence cannot be conceived of without culture and tradi
tion, and because religious traditions need human beings and their cultu res 
in order to come into existence, the opposition between human existence 
and culture cannot be pursued to the extent that their essential interdepend
ence is lost. 

In fact, as these distinct elements resist separation, 1 would li ke to argue 
that the val idity of the d ialogical principle cannot be suspended, whether for 
personal or rel igious or cu ltural reasons, nor could we th ink of a configu-
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ration of religious traditions in which it wou ld be acceptable to give up 
the formation and development of dialogical re lations for the sake of truth. 
At first sight, there might be good reasons to think of models of confrontation, 
of inclusion and exclusion, of demarcation and neutralization, in order to 
cope with the relation between religious traditions. But there is no alter
native to dialogue as long as we accept truth and humaneness as standards 
of human existence worth pursuing. Since truth is in itself, and essentially, 
indivisible, the development of dialogue w ithin one's own tradition can 
only be true and truthful if the dialogical principle is also valid for being 
human outside that tradition, even though such an extension might be dif
ficult and problematic. 

But we should not forget that being oneself is only possible through 
being with others, and that the self-recognition, which our conscience 
needs in order to be conscientious, always includes the recognition of 
other human beings and cannot be called true if that recognition is missing. 
This applies when one human being encounters another. But it also ap
plies to cultures and traditions, which are present in the encounter of human 
beings and which, in the encounter, set free meanings which have till then 
been bound in various ways to particular paradigms of meaning. 

The idea of a model in which dialogue is essential to the formation and 
arrangement of relations between rel igious traditions is initially and basically 
grounded in the truth of being human, which consists in the formation of 
dialogical relations and is distinguished by these dialogical relations as a re
ality of truth. The development of this model is essential for the perception 
of existential truth which on the one hand precedes the unfolding of being 
human (gratuiter et per necessitatem), and on the other is implemented and 
shaped (impliciter et per intentionem) by the attainment of humanity. 

These findings are relevant in that they point to the responsibili ty for ex
istential truth and confirm it as both a general and a specific task in the dia
logical encounter; but they are also significant because and inasmuch as 
they attribute special importance to the connection between the truth of 
being human and propositional truths. With regard to the first, we may say 
that the meaning of a dialogical model is found in the challenge to com
pl y with the cond itions under w hich human beings communicate with 
each other in such a way that they are free to become themselves; this 
means that, being responsible for themselves, they have the right to ex
press themselves freely w ithout any fear that they may be risking death or 
punishment. With regard to propositional truths, the issue is whether and 
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. what sense experiences of dialogical encounter themselves are a start
:~g point where the truth of being huma~ can be recovered, and through 
which new aspects of that truth can be d1scovered and developed w ithin, 
and together with, already acknowledged truth. 

5. Dialogue and the general order of rights 

When I speak of the cultural conditions in which it is possib le to meet each 
other freely, 1 do not think immediately of religious dialogues between 
partners of different traditions, but of all kinds of contacts which occur for 
various reasons and, to the extent that they are not an expression of power, 
aim at a generally applicable order of rights. Within this order, dialogue 
has its own proper place. But dialogue is not necessarily the first and is 
certainly not the only purpose of its realization. Accordingly, the respon
sibility for this order is not only inherent in the nature of dialogical rela
tions, but extends to all aspects of human existence. 

Nevertheless, if we bear in mind that it is precisely the reality of dia
logical relations w hich depends on the general order of rights under which 
dialogue becomes possible (because it is not restricted by decrees or uther 
considerations), it follows that such an order has always been and already 
is requi red by dialogue, and that the truth in (and of) dialogical relations 
is not only sustained by the reality of the order of rights, but also needs to 
be seen and developed in connection with that reality. lnasmuch as the 
formation of dialogical relations is an indispensable trait of the truth of 
being human, it is in itself part of the general task of achieving a compre
hensive order of rights. Conversely: to the extent that a general order of 
rights is an indispensable prerequisite for dialogical relations, the develop
ment and form of that order is necessarily implied by the truth of dialogical 
relations. In w hatever form we have to conceive of religious truths, from 
the viewpoint of formal considerations we must declare that religious tra
ditions are challenged and obl iged to co-operate in the development and 
the acceptance of a general order of rights. This is a challenge w hich origi
nates in the truth of being human, and an obligation wh ich is partof human 
responsibility. But co-operation and development are also a task w hich 
belongs to the essential meaning of dialogue, for dialogues do not only 
take place wi th certain intentions and goals in view, but are also an event 
expressive of being human which shows there is a truth already, before in
tentions and goals can set out to recover that truth. 
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Apart from this basic correlation between dialogue and the general order 
of rights, there is also a more specific reason to connect them which lies in 
the fact that the idea and reality of rel igious freedom are found in various 
religious traditions and persuasions, but cannot be fulfilled unless there is 
a general order of rights that supports them.The development of such an 
order and the form it should take is a complex problem. We may think of 
the solution to it in terms of principles, but we cannot anticipate what it may 
mean precisely in concrete terms, for development and form depend on the 
specific circumstances of human existence and whether they are more or 
less in agreement w ith th is order, or need it more than ever, because times 
have changed considerably. Therefore, we cannot expect rel igious traditions 
always to cooperate openly and fu lly; nor is it justifiable to expect that they 
wi ll structure and establ ish the general order of rights alone. On the other 
hand, 1 am convinced that the idea of religious freedom is a topic of deci
sive importance not only because of the self-understanding of rel igious tra
ditions, but because it is an issue that underli nes more than any other their 
responsibility for the general order of rights. 

lt is essential to the inner life of rel igious traditions that it should develop 
freely. The idea of freedom in religion thcreforc rcfcrs to an ideal which cvcry 
tradi ti on likes to claim for itself. But matters become problematic when di
vergent developments take place w ithin a particular tradition, or when claims 
of one tradition come into conflict with those of the other. The situation of 
religious traditions is comparable w ith that of human beings and cu ltures. 
Both si tuations interblend, since it is ultimately one and the same human 
nature which, according to varying circumstances and interests, is getting in 
people's own way. We al I face the same possibi l ity of destruction, oppression 
and loss of freedom on the one hand, and commonal ity, co-operation and 
freedom on the other. But separately and together these situations reveal the 
need for a general order of rights to deter negative developments and support 
whatever is positive and in line w ith the needs of human ity. 

Since the freedom of dependent beings, who owe their existence to the 
gift of others, cannot be reasonably realized wi thout the imperative of mu
tuality, the ideal of rel igious freedom becomes necessari ly a question of 
how the claims of various traditions can be integrated into a general order 
of rights which presents itself as the basis of religious freedom, and grants 
and requires that freedom where it is den ied. Whether we think of the es
tabli shment of a general order of ri ghts, or of the right to re ligious free
dom, it should be clear that religious traditions are also ca lled to make 
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their contribution. First and foremost, however, religious freedom presents 
itself not merely as an issue w hich brings religious traditions directly into 
confrontation w ith the order of rights, but as a test case where their mean
ing within the realm of humanity is at stake. In coping with religious free
dorn, the various traditions have to decide for themselves whether their 
time is over, or whether they represent real forces capable of dealing with 
self-inflicted suffering, and strong enough to guide afflicted people into a 

life of truth and dignity. 
To the extent that it is possible to speak of a general order of rights in 

the present world, we have to concede that it has been established largely 
apart frorn, and outside the sphere of, religious traditions. In many in
stances, its development has been inspired by motives of religious origin, 
but the motives themselves have not been provided directly by rel igious 
traditions. These facts raise critical questions concerning the formation and 
development of the order of rights wi thin frameworks of cultural actual
ity, and the role of religious traditions in the implementation and accep
tance of this order. The most important question in this context, however, 
is whether dialogue between religious traditions (which has become pos
sible bccause the existing order of rights grants rel igious freedom) is not 
only clear evidence for the right of religious freedom, but also an essen
tial feature of its meaning and reality; that is to say, whether dialogue is a 
necessary element in the formation and development of the general order 
of rights, and of decisive importance as far as the relationship between re
ligious traditions and the order of rights is concerned18

• 

With this question, 1 return to the observation that the meaning of truth 
in dialogical relations expands into the reality of the general order of rights, 
and that encounters in the form of dialogue can be identified as a possibi l
ity prefigured in the essence of this order. In the movement which links the 
general order of rights with the advent of dialogical encounter, and in turn 
connects the unfoldi ng of the latter w ith the development of the former, dia
logue proves itself to be a confirmation of what it means to be a human 
being. lt presents itself as a medium in which we recognize possibi lities 
which pertain to the meani ng of being human in the diversity of its modes 
and appearances. The occurrence of free dialogues is not only a giftfor which 
we are indebted to particular tradi tions, but it also points to the general order 

" lt is no coincidence thatVatican 11, as weil as the Declaration on the Relationship of the 
Church to Non-Christian Religions "Nostra aetate"also formulated a Oeclaration on Religious 
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of rights as a gift of and to humanity'9 • In whatever form they take place, by 
virtue of the truth which is expressed in the event, dialogues benefit frorn, 
and participate in, the unfolding of the general order of rights, which in prin
ciple is given w ith the act of being human. At the same time they constitute 
a place where human beings are obliged to care for the general order of 
rights, in accordance wi th the potential of their tradition and beyond the 
limitations of particu lar situations. To care for th is order of rights is a task 
which is not on ly important to the development of humanity, but which be
comes even more important with increasing possibilities of being and be
coming human in differentforms of dialogue. Dialogue is a duty which every 
religious tradition must accept if it does not want to lose its credibi lity. But 
it is also a right to wh ich each tradition is entitled as long as it is oriented 
towards truth and human dignity. 

The successful realization of a genera l order of rights requ ires the in
teraction and co-operation of many forces, including those wh ich mark 
and determine the life of religi ous traditions. lt shou ld be evident that the 
objective of these efforts is not the construction and enforcement of a gen
eral order w ith in which the different cultures, tradit ions, and religions 
would havc to ccasc, or whcrc thc history they express should be eradi
cated20. Rather, it is of first importance that the standards of the general 
order of rights, wh ich have always and already been operative in various 
situations, are enacted and that what has become real ity within the vari
ous expressions of human existence be connected again wi th its precon
ditions and principles, so that th is reality may f ind its rightful place within 
the essential truth of being human, that is a reality w hich confirms it in the 
mutuality of intrinsic relations. In the constellation of these relations, dia
logue proves itself to be a token and sign of the va lidity and presence of 
the genera l order of rights. lt stands for the fact that the one truth which, 
in and w ith the formation of dialogical relations, manifests itself in the idea 
and reality of a general order of rights, can be scrutin ized and examined 
in dialogue. 

Freedom "Dignitatis humanae". Even though the two declarations have motives of thei r own 
and as it were, speak for themselves, one shou ld not forget that they share the same implicit 
logic. As far as their purpose is concerned, the one declaration cannot be isolated from the 
other. 

19 1 think of verse 35 of Süra 5, which points out that he who murders a human being (and 
thus, who definitively ends all dialogues) acts "as if he slew the whole people" . 

10 To set up such a construction could indeed be understood as a 'solution' to all the prob
lems which result from the fact that people are different from one another. But since neither 
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6. Oialogue as an experiment in mutual ity 

The conjunction of dialogue and a general order of rights on the one hand, 
nd of the order of rights and rel igious freedom on the other, affi rms noth

~ng more or less than that the possibi l i~y and reality of.dialogical encoun
ters are an indispensable feature of being human. In v1ew of the form and 
circumstances in which human ex istence presents itself, various forms of 
dialogue are tobe expected. We can distinguish dialogues between peo
ple of different com':1un ities fro.m .dia logues w ith!n. a specific commun ity. 
In distinction from d1alogues w 1thin the same rehg1on and cu lture webe
come aware of the possibi l ity of encounters which can be described as ex
amples of intercultural and interrel igious dialogues. In all these instances 
people necessarily ta lk with each other, wh ich means that the meaning of 
being human is recognized as truth and manifests itself in dialogical rela
tions; that wherever dialogical relations already ex ist, they are tobe main
tained, deepened and not severed; that wherever they do not yet ex ist, they 
are to be established and developed. But dialogical engagements are also 
an involvement with a general order of rights, which means that dialogues 
are not only a confirmation of thc actuality of this order, but also a means 
to understand and improve that order; that the truth which emerges in them 
is a criterion as we il as a guide in the pursuit of the meaning of th is order 
and its reality. In the specificat ions and guidelines wh ich dialogue pro
vides for work on a general order of rights, both that work and its subject 
are referred back to the actuality of the dialogue itself. In order to achieve 
these goals in the spirit of dialogue, compatibility between people, cu l
tures and traditions is both necessary and critical. What is effective is not 
uniformity and the levelling of difference, but the togetherness of people 
who are both the same as and different from each other which proves its 
truth in peaceful plurality on the basis of the same general order of rights 
that encourages and sustains that plural ity. 

The relations which mark this characterization of dialogue unite in the 
idea that the practice of dialogue is not only a touchstone of mutual ac
knowledgment, but also the place and the medium w here, and with the 

conceiving nor implementing plans is possible outside a particular language and cul ture, any 
design of this kind remains bound to the particulari ty of its origin. Even if the opposite seems 
tobe true, the result does not do away with the concrete diversity of what has come about, but 
rather confirms it in the sense that the power of those who are stronger determines the ' law' 
to which the weaker have to submit. 
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help of which, it is possible to test the peace-keeping capacities wh ich can 
somehow be found in all human beings as weil as in thei r cultures and 
traditions. The ability to relate to each other in dialogical contexts allows 
us to focus an dialogue as an experiment in comprehensive mutuality, and 
to discover in truth and truthfulness what remains to be learned in order 
to improve the general order of rights and to attain the ideal of religious 
freedom. Since the annihi lation of the partners' identity cannot constitute 
dialogue, the real question to be raised and answered in dialogue is, first 
and last, not whether one or the other is the better human being, whether 
one or the other culture, or one or the other religion, is the on ly true cul
ture or religion which deserves to be fulfilled. lt is rather a question of 
whether ancl how all can find and recover the truth of their being in the 
primeval meaning of dialogue in such a way that the truth that is recov

ered agrees fully with the order of rights that makes it possible to exist and 
develop one's potential. In the light of this, the purpose of inter-religious 
dialogue is not the removal of difference, but its purification in the knowl
edge that difference originates in the truth of being human. As an experi
ment, the practice of dialogue can teach us how to find the way back to 
the essentials where the right to one's own re ligious freedom provides the 
basis for the rel igious freedom of others, and where the experiences of this 
possibility and its initial realization in dialogue enable the pursuit of the 
road to the fulfi lment of their full potential. 

The goals and tasks that emerge from these deliberations are first and 
foremost of a practica l kind. They concern real life, as it actually presents 
and defines itself in expressions of a mutuality wh ich determines andre
veals the meaning of being human. And although dialogue and the for
mation of dialogical relations call for the realization of these goals and 
tasks, they are not restricted to dialogue. By being its own purpose and 
beginning, dialogue is in fact different from other ways of being human. 
When it takes place, dialogue draws the w hole of human existence, as it 
has developed and come to ex ist, into the moment of particular encounter 
and binds it to th is moment in an act of original spontaneity. When ward 
and being are linked w ith one another, world and rea lity begin to reveal 
themselves in dialogue and become a subject of shared inquiries about 
common goals. The importance of dialogue is beyond question. But no 
less important are the various conditions and features wh ich form the back
ground to the dialogical encounter event, and w hich must not be disre
garded, for it is they that make it possible for dialogues speak for themselves. 
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On the other hand, for the same reason that it is possible to trace the move-
ents which place dialogue at the centre of human reality and allow us 

: Jook at it in the light of dialogical re lations, we can also come to an 
~nderstanding of reality as a w hole in the spirit of dialogue, and merge it 
with insights that have been gained and may be developed through dia
logical experiences and experiments. 

7. The concept of truth in the spirit of dialogue 

The question that arises at this point concerns the concept of truth as truth 
rnanifests itself in the formation of dialogical relations, and as it reveals it
self in the spirit of dialogue. The appeal to the spirit of dialogue implies 
that the truth we seek has to be approached under conditions wh ich ac
cord with the practice of dialogue, and can be confirmed and verified in 
the actuality of the dialogical event. We have to ask ourselves particular ly 
what the principle of acknowledging what is true and holy really means 
when we approach it in the spirit of dialogue, that is to say, when we fol
Jow the ru les of theoretical reasoning, and accept the practical uncondi
tional ity of the truth of being human as it presents itself in contexts of d ia
Jogical encounter. We cannot and must not put truth aside. But before we 
stop short at the inexorabi lity of truth expressed in the form of judgments, 
we should ask ourselves whether we have understood what we call truth, 
or whether the relentlessness with which we block off other conceptions 
may not after all represent an expression of self-complacent dogmatism 
rather than obedience in freedom21

• 

Since the understand ing of truth depends on the insights which have been 
achieved, it does not matter how truth has been arrived at in terms of theo
retical reasoning. In this regard, we cou ld argue that dialogue may be im
portant in a didactic sense or as a source of information, but that this does 
not change the fact that the battle for truth has to be fought with means 
accessible to understanding. Nor do dialogical experiences change the obli
gation to acknowledge what is true and holy and to reject what is untrue and 
unholy. On the other hand, dialogue retains its meaning, even if recogn ized 
truths are contradictory. Even if claims to hol iness seem to have turned into 

" lt would not surprise me if what keeps us away from a meaningful and God-willed order 
of existence, on a small and a large sca le, were not only lack of benevolence and necessary 
virtues, but also opinions about trulh which we adopt in assessing our own tradition and es
pecially the tradition and symbol systems of others. 
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its opposite, they should be maintained at least as lang as we can speak 
with each other. The val idity of th is requirement rests at least partly on the 

grounds of the search for the greater truth. But the requirement derives 

strictly speaking, not directly from the specific truth itself, and certainly no~ 
from an indifference to spiritual values and other religious truths; it results 
rather from the truth of being human which presents itself originally and un

condi tionally in contexts of dialogical relations22
• 

The core of d ialogue which manifests itself in possible contradictions be
tween the demands of recognized truths and the continuity of dialogical en
counters, consists primarily in the real ity of the simpler truth which is taken 

as given in the formation of dialogical re lations, and w hich cannot be un

done by recognized truths because they themselves are rooted in it. lndeed, 
w hereas truth in the context of dialogical relations is at once simpler and 
more complex than we tend to assume, the event itself re lates to the un

fathomable presence of truth both as a necessary condition of its possibil ity 

and as the implici t objective of its occurrence. The connection between 
simpler and more complex truth turns out to be a principle which emerges 
in dia logical experiences, and to wh ich we can appeal w hen we fol low the 
inspi rations of these cxperiences and lct oursclvcs bc guidcd in our cfforts 
to deal w ith both known truths and those still tobe recognized. 

O f primary importance is not w hat is said in dialogue, nor that dialogi
cal encounters reveal the truth of being human, but that d ialogue itself is 
an event w hich presents itself as a means of understanding and orienta

tion because, in principle, it is the actual co nnection between the simpler 
tru th and the more complex. As a medium of truth, dialogue is, in essence, 
also an instrument by wh ich to find truth . In emphasizing the event in d ia

logical encounters, 1 do not impl y that d ialogue has no didactic qualities 
or that it could not be a source of information (which it certainly is), but 
that dialogue offers the chance to improve the understanding of one's ow n 

t radit ion and of other t raditions; that it enables us to study them in the spirit 
of dialogue, and connect them in practice and in theory w ith the simpler 
as wei l as the more complex truth that are essential to the event. The ques

t ion about w hat is true and ho ly cannot be answered d irect ly, and the 
answer becomes even more d ifficult if it concerns other cultu res, tradi-

22 Cf. also M. Wiles, Christian Theology and lnter-religious Dialogue. London, 1992, p . 80: 
"The only requ irements that one participant can make of his or her partner in dia logue are re
quirements imposed by the nature of dialogue as such." 
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. ns and religions. For this reason and because it is a question where truth
~'~ness is as important as it is difficu lt to achieve, 1 am convinced that this 

uuestion can only be answered in the spirit of dialogue and in no other 
q y The attempt to answer in the spirit of dialogue means that the con
wa. 

ection between simpler and more complex truths serves as a principle of 

:rientation in the light of wh ich we begin to realize that we could think 

and act as representatives of how other cultures, traditions and rel igions 
truly think and act. The emphasis is on truth in the thoughts, acts and at

titudes of others. lt is complemented by the insight that we comply w ith 
the demands of truth when we follow our own way and not the ways of 
others, if and to the extent that this way is compatible with the idea and 

real ity of a general order of rights23
• 

The realization of possibilities which originale in dialogical encounters 
presupposes the actual occu rrence of these encounters. As this realization 
takes place, it seeks good and better encounters with everyone willing and 

capable of joining the process. But to think and act in the spirit of dialogue 
is not identical ei ther wi th d ialogical encounters or with the experiences 
that accompany them. The task is rather to reflect anew on ourselves and 
everything we know and understand, what we believe and hope, w hat we 
do and are, in the light of truth proper to dialogue and let the result of our 

reflection make itsel f feit in unity with this truth. 
The meaning of dialogue, w hich aims at the understanding and real iza

tion of truth, concurs w ith the spirit of dialogue inasmuch as the latter re

veals itself primari ly in the anticipation of the fu lfilment of human destiny, 
spontaneously andin various signs, but also as impetus towards order and 
unity. In the light of this revelation the endeavorto establish a general o rder 

of rights is a task w hich concerns al l and excludes none. lt is an order 
which turns rel igious freedom into a human right, and in which ta lking 
with each other is a seif-evident feature of being human. 

" Cf. also M. W iles: "There is a minimal sense in which the word 'dialogue' indicates no 
more than the basic courtesy of allowing the other person to speak, even though one is con
vinced that he or she is wholly mistaken and that one has nothing to learn from what he or she 
has to say. But in speaking of inter-religious dialogue or interfaith dialogue, something more 
than that is implied. Dialogue in that context is not just the name of a more civilized or so
cially acceptable way of achieving the same ends that were previously intended by the one
sided preaching to the unconverted. lt involves a genuinely reciprocal process, in wh ich the 
two parties stand on an equal footing of readiness to receive as weil as to give. And i f that is 
implied by 'dialogue', it necessarily involves seeing the other rel igion as in some sense a rev
elation of God from which we need to learn." Op. cit. (fn. 22) p. 4. 
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However, by accepting the invi tat ion to enter dialogue, w e also under. 
stand that true togetherness can only be achieved if it remains bound to 

solitude, in wh ich a "quiet conversation", das "stille Gespräch 1124, w ith truth 

takes place. In the certainty that truth is one, the spi ri t of dialogue invites 
and compells us to study the history of rel igions in accordance w ith the 
ideals of 'objective scholarship'; that is to say, that we suspend al l judg. 

ments in order to receive anew and from changing perspectives what we 

know already and w hatever eise may be understood. But the same spirit 
also rem inds us that truth is personal; that there is no truth w hich, in essence 
is not mediated in human nature and tradition, w hich is not shaped by cul~ 

ture and language and does not obtain a l iving meaning in the practice of 

being human, w hich does not need insights into the relations between 
being and growing in order to be understood as truth. How one is con
nected to the other cannot be expressed in a few w ords. But it is obvious 

that the efforts requ ired by dialogue do not cease w hen we are alone or 
among people of simi lar convictions. On the contrary, they have tobe con
tinued in the light of insights w hich are ga ined in dialogue, and aim at the 

transformation of our own existence as weil as an understanding of truth 
that is in tune w ith the basic needs entailed in being human. 

" F. W. J. Schell ing, Die Weltalter. Fragmente. In der Urfassung von 1811 und 78 73 (ed. 
by M. Schröter). M ünchen, 1946, p.1 14. 
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Questions and Interventions 

(Study Group 1] 

On W hat we call 'convergence of t ruth' and 'ad-

what does 'truth aequatio intellectus ad rem' may in fact not suffice for 
of being' mean? the understanding of t ruth. lf, complementarily, we 

want to use the term 'truth of be!ng', we m_ust clarify more clearly w hat 

this expression means. From the h1story of p~1losophy w e may assum ~ that, 
while the meaning of the former concept 1s generall y know n, that 1s not 

for the concept of 'truth of bei ng' . lt may wel I be that a new approach 

~~intended through the use of th is concept but w hat is meant by it should 

be explained more clearly. 
KHOURY Could we not find an approach to the concept 'truth of being' 
in human nature, w hich reaches out towards others? Man is a social being. 

lf he/she is generally dependent upon the other in order to become a human 
being, this must be true also in the religious context: i. e. only in an atti

tude of dialogue, opening ourselves up to others, can we fully rea lize our 

religious identity. 
And the other central concept, a 'general o rder of rights' , 

on the concept obviously has tobe understood as a necessary precon-

of a 'gefn~rahl , dition for religious dialogue to take place at al l, although 
order o rig ts . . · · f d 

in th1 s context the concept of re l1g1ous ree om seems 

more concrete than that of a general order of rights. Or does this general 

order of rights have only a protective function: that people can open up in 
dialogue without any threat from outside, so that religious freedom is thereby 
protected? How would a general order of rights have tobe defined in greater 

detai l w ith regard to the dialogue situation which we are supposed to enter 

in order to realize our identity as religious persons? 
81RK Perhaps we cou ld understand such an order of rights as an order of 

life enabling peop le to live together? Are people, including groups, sup
posed to arrange their life in such a way that they can all live and lead a 
good life? lf so, agreements are certain ly required, and certain ways of be

having have to be incu lcated. lt would not be possible to deduce such an 
order of life from the Charter of H uman Rights; it would have to be able to 
grow as a process right up from below. We might also associate such an un

derstanding w ith the concept of 'truth of being': that we mutually allow each 

other to live and say: 1 want to live, and I al so want you to l ive. 
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' truth of being' 
as precondition 
for dialogue 

SALMEN lf we start wi th the assumption that the event 
of dialogue may already be understood as a mode of 
truth, th~~ the_ truth of being would be it~ necessary 
precond1t1on, in the sense of Kant's regulative idea, as 

something that has always to be presupposed if dialogue as a process of 
truth is to take place at all. In such an event, tru th would not be 'made' in 
the dialogue, but revealed; and, as a prerequ isi te, it would at the sarne 
time have in itself a space for freedom, a legal space. Or, in the sense of 
Habermas' thesis, freedom of speech simply has to be possible.' 

truth and LEUZE Truth, as defined by Habermas, also forms a 

d
. 

1 
contrast wi th 'dialogue' . Or should the process of dia ,a ogue , -
logue, according to Dupre, be itself regarded as truth? 

After al l, truth must be sought only behind the dialogue, whether in the sense 
of the old correspondence theory, or in Habermas' consensus theory. To look 
more closely, can interrel igious dialogue be truth if, in spi te of dialogue, 
everyone ul timately maintains his position? Or is it truth only if a consen
sus emerges through th is compuls ion-free discourse? lt certain ly cannot be 
that we say: al though we are not of the same op inion, we have at least ta lked 
wi th each other, and this is alrcady truth. In the dispute between rel igions, 
is it not primarily truth claims that compete with one another? Andin view 
of that could webe content with having heard th is or that about each other? 
Could one simply leave it at that or is there something more? 

nexus between 
an order of rights 
and discourse 
ethics? 

WOLBERT lf we enter into dialogue w ith another per
son, we must already have acknowledged certain ethi
cal principles. Following the line of Mr. Khoury's ques
tion and Habermas, would this not make us think of a 
nexus between an order of rights and discourse ethics? 

multifarious KHOURY Since we cannot real ize our identity in iso-
lation but on ly in communication, the human truth of 

levels of dialogue 
being is expressed in dialogue. Just as the va rious levels 

of communicati on at wh ich human existence is actualized may be dif
ferent, so, in consequence, the levels of dialogue in discourse wi th others 
on the truths of faith are equally multifarious. Before anyth ing is 'achieved' 
in this discourse, dialogue itself is already indicated as an essential ex-

' Cf. J. Habermas, Theorie des kommunikativen Handelns. 2 vols. Frankfu rt/M., 1981; 
Mora/bewußtsein und kommunikatives Handeln (Suhrkamp-Taschenbuch W issenschaft; 422). 
Frankfurt/M., 1983. 
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. f human existence and is characterized by w hat we may mean 
ression ° · · h. h 1 P cept of 'truth of being'. Thus the area in w ,c peop e agree or 

by the con · f d" 1 S . certain truths would hold cons,derable scope or ,a ogue. o 
d,sagree on . . 

1
. of Mr Oupre's ideas would be convmcing. 

the ,ne . . . 
WEss An early scholast1c ax1om, ens et verum con-

ens et verum vertuntur, refers to an ontological truth, a general lu-
convertuntur cidity or cognizabil ity of being. And this being is (if 1 

d tand Dupre's ideas) a priori to be understood not as static or monis-
un ers . . . 
. b t as a dialogical being. In actual d1alogue the truth already g,ven 

tJCd ~eformed in the dialogical being would then unfold, moving w ithin 

~~e :Ontext of this dialogical ly designed being and borne by it. 
SALMEN The fact that the bei ng of the person has to be 

become what understood not as something static, but as unfolding, 
you are and can perhaps also be expressed as: become what you are 
what you are not and what you are not, and also what you can never be-

come on your own, where a mutual relation is needed. In this sense, dia
Jogue, no matter what its outcome ac~ually i~, woul_d in itself already be a 
way of real izing one's own personal being. Th1s growing self-awareness then 
becomes parl of the person's growth. Seen from this pcrspective, the fun
damental question arises of w hether and to what extent it is possible or nec
essary (even in the context of religious dialogue) to hold onto one's own 
viewpoint, or whether being a person always presupposes that one's own 
standpoint has to be considered as open and exposed to dialogue. 

KHOURY Mr. Dupre's paper called for an understanding 
to what extent of the tenets of faith in the spirit of dialogue. Did this 
are we supposed imply only an ever deeper cognition of these truths, or 
to be ready to d d d · h · 

ld d
. 

1 7 also an openness towar s un erstan 1ng t em 1n 
ho a 1a ogue. d d"ff < Th. · f h radically new an , erent ways. 1s quest1on o t e 
extent of one's openness and read iness to communicate in the context of 
dialogue shou ld be taken very seriously. 
On Karl Rahner has expressed in an interesting short essay his ideas 
about a collective mode of find ing truth2

: where the issue is not so much 
speci fic facts, but rather being human, so religious truths are primary. lf 
dialogue is concerned with this kind of truth, we cou ld conceive that it 
may occasionally become a place where elements of truth shine out. 

' K. Rahner, "A Small Fragment 'On the Collective Finding of Truth'" in: id., Concerning 
Va tican Council II (Theological lnvestigations; 6). London etc., 1974, pp. 82- 88. 
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is there truth Another question is, of course, whether truth can emerge 
only in dialogue? only in dialogue. lt is one thing to say that truth is not 

only seen in the form of Aristotelean truths of 'adequa. 
tion' (adaequatio rei et intellectus), but can also take various other forms 
andin certain cases may only emerge in dialogue. But it is quite anothe; 
to claim that truth (at least for us) could only become clear in dialogue. 
Then the w hole adequation understanding of truth would lose its validity. 
Extending the concept 'truth of being' in this way might lead to a misunder
standing of Mr. Dupre's deliberations on the subject. In any case, the con
cept needs further clarification. 

dialogue with 
whom ... 

KHOURY The question that arises next is how we should 
differentiate in this context between dialogue within a 
certain religious community and dialogue between dif

ferent religious communities. In other words, can the truth of a particular 
religious community only become visible w ith in that same community or 
can it - for instance the truth of Christianity- onl y be discovered if dia
logue is held with all the other rel igions of the world? 

... and of what 
kind? 

WOLBERT And the question must also be raised of 
whether any kind of convcrsation is tobe understood 
as dialogue - for example, an exchange wi th people 

who wou ld refuse a blood transfusion even if it were necessary to save the 
life of their child. Wou ld not the goal of such a discourse be, at most, to 
understand better how these people have arrived at such a view and not 
real ly to find the truth in it? W hat kind of conversation would ultimately 
be considered ' dia logue' in the sense d iscussed here? 

dictum and 
contrad i ction 

FücusnR Does not dialogue in fact presuppose die
turn and contradiction, a certain idea and a response 
to it or even a contradiction of it? Can there be a d ia

logue between people of the same opinion? Does it not assume different 
opinions and in some way a confrontational situation? 

... and prophetic 
intuition in 
dialogue 

We may add another question too: if truth can become 
obvious and plausible- may we not also see this as an 
intui tion that may possibly be granted on quite a smal l 
scale, particu larly in dialogue, through the contradic

tion? For example, the ancient Greeks did not speak about God in an ab
stract manner, but said, 11'Öe6<; tcruv" w hen they had some sort of experi
ence of something divine or numinous, which may also have been love or 
meetings between people - "'(}e6<; fouv". Likewise we could also speak 
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·i 1'}6v tcr1:tv, if something suddenly dawns upon us intuitively - for 
of a. 11

1
e during the discourse, in dictum and contradiction . lf we apply 

exam~om of an adaequatio rei et intellectus to religion - is God and the 
the ax1 . . 

. . then the 'res'? lf so, we are talking about something that cannot be 
d1v1ne . 

fned but must somehow dawn upon us. So here I would l1ke to refer 
de t

1
he i~portance of prophetic intuition which may, even w ith prophets, 

:ppen in dictum and contradiction, in the dialogical process between 

God and man. 

'truth of being' 
and 'tru th of 
revelation ' 

KRÜGER Concerning the concepts we are discussing 
here, we should perhaps regard ' truth of being' as a 
philosoph ical concept, whereas as theologians we 
would in this context preferto speak of revelation. Then 

the discussion would take on another aspect. 
LEUZE 'Truth of being' seems tobe a concept that goes beyond ' revea led 
truth', since truth of being expresses a general proprium of human exis
tence, which is then realized in dialogue but which, in its nature, is not 

directly dependent on revelation. 
Togo on to another point, w hat is meant by the proposition thatthe process 
of dialugue itself is already a form of truth? In any case if we say that we 
realize our being by speaking w ith each other, this means something dif
ferent from Platonic dialogue. Furthermore, the relation in dialogue be
tween being in general and the truths of religions needs tobe clarified in 

greater detai 1. 
SALMEN lf we raise the question as one of classical metaphysics, the axiom 
"ens et verum convertuntur" would refer to factual or objective truths, 
which nevertheless in themselves exist by referring back to being itself -
si nce initially we think of 1'ens et verum convertuntur" (not: esse et verum) 
and ens is after al I derived from esse. 
Again, someth ing like this flash of the divine as Plato expressed it, can also 
be found in Aquinas and the same is ultimately at the heart of al l dialogi
cal efforts. In classical metaphysics, when esse is interpreted as symboli c 
of God, all attempts to attain truth (including every dialogue characterized 
by such efforts) are oriented towards making us more conscious of this di
vine reality. When religions then publicly put forward a revelational claim, 
the implication is certain ly that God is revealing himself in it. Dialogue 
would then provide the possibi lity of tracing these differences back to the 
point where the original experience is referred to or recalled or even ex

pressed in the prophetic message. 
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B1RK Following on from what Mr. Khoury has said in 
anthropological h d 
observations on this context, w at we are iscussing here can be much 
these discussions better understood in the I ight of anthropology. lf some-

thing happens, such as an experience of an intuitive 
opening up or breaking in (which, as Mr. Füglister mentioned, the Creeks 
called cxi11-ö6v ecmv, fü:6c; E<J'ttV, a reality which overwhelmed humans 
and which was suddenly present within them), nobody can suppress it; we 
have to share it with others. 

lt may be that what is experienced and communicated in this way is ac
cepted, and that those to w hom it is granted try to acknowledge and even 
affirm it, for something of a truth has come into being that is compell ing 
for them. 

But others might protest, referring to diverse experiences which are perhaps 
already integrated into a tradition, and from w hich quite different points of 
reference for the perception of reality understandably develop. As is weil 
known, Peter Berger posits Jerusalem as the spiritual topos of a rel igion that 
arises from outside, in contrast to Benares as centre of those re ligions that, 
so to speak, emerge from within. Here the classical opportunity for dialogue 
emerges, dialogue based on aspects of existential background and experience, 
where we may f ind various approaches to the actualization and under
standing of religious reality and where we would have to Jive together and 
communicate with each other for quite a while in order to grasp the con
text in which certain religious experiences are encountered by somebody 
eise and what they mean to her/him. So a considerable period of Jife, form
ing a process of concretely experienced interaction, has tobe involved. In 
any case, what is important here first is mutual communication, from which 
a wel l-founded dialogue can develop. 

a reference to CLADKOWSKJ Carl Custav Jung was of the opinion that 

C C J 
it is impossible for a human being to identify him/her-. . ung 
seif completely with another cu lture, and simi larly, just 

as we are not able completely to understand another culture, so it is w ith 
another religion. 

FücusnR Affirming this, Jung also speaks about archetypes that are gen
eral ly valid and exist in the collective subconsciousness, and are therefore 
common to all human beings. This theory did not go uncontested, butJung 
acknowledges both elements- that each human being has his/her rel igion, 
and that, on the other hand, everyone who really Jives his/her religion and 
participates in it thoroughly, discovers w hat is essential and common to 
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1 
According to him, there is a universal commonness even in the reli-

a! · and this conception then finds concrete expression in his doctrine 
g1ous, 
of the archetypes. 

KHOURY Religion refers to a ward of Cod, but that 
truths of faith only word is quite sparingly given. What takes up far more 
tobe recognized space w ithi n the various religions are people's re-
in th~ ~ialofue sponses to the word of Cod. There are so many dif-
of rel igions. ferent people and rel igious communities, each of them 

expressing their own reply to the (supposed or real) ward of Cod, so that 
the full truth of religions only unfolds in dialogue between them. In this 
sense we can only recognize the ful l extent of this truth of religions in dia
logue, but we would then no langer be speaking of 'the truth of faith', but 
of 'the truth of religions in general'. ls this what the lecture meant by say
ing that the truths of faith are tobe understood in the spirit of dialogue and 
that the truths of faith of a particu lar religion can only be grasped in dia

Jogue between religions? 
On Despite the diversity of the questions we are rais
ing, much of this discussion seems tobe moving in the 
same direction. First, with regard to the last idea re
ferred to, we have to wonder whether and to what ex

truth of being -
propositional 
truth - truth as 

person tent there can be dialogue of all with all, whether we 

can be in dialogue w ith all. Do not generalized intentions ofthis kind con
tradict the historical reality in which there have always been only quite 
concrete and specific dialogue situations? 
Moreover, the term 'truth of being' seems to have been introduced by Mr. 
Dupre because he wanted to differentiate between this kind of truth and 
'propositional truth' which an individual is in a position to articulate by 
making his/her own statement without reference to another truth . This propo
sitional truth may or may not correspond to real ity. 1 n contrast, the 'truth of 
being' would suggest that a number of people- a group, a culture or a re
ligious orientation - discover together what becomes evident to them to
gether. Neither the ' truth of adequation' nor the 'truth of consensus' can 
provide an exhaustive understanding of truth. In the Bible, for example, an
other truth is expressed, in Heidegger's interpretation of the Creek ward 
cx-1v11-öe10:.: something manifests itself, becomes bright and clarifies; or in 
the sense of the Hebrew word 'aemaet: this truth is now valid, and one can 
rely on it and build upon it. And then there is the significant passage in Jn 
14:6, "1 am the way, and the truth, and the life" - truth being a person; or, 
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to put it less religiously: tru th is like an organ ism, not a system of facts or 
a system of possible statements of those facts, but an organism, develop
ing in the history of one in one way and of another d ifferently. 

As for the person of the Lord who himself is the truth: obviously there is 
also a type of truth, which, in the form of a human being, can encounter 
various people in the i~tersubjective personal context very differently. 
Everyone who knows th1s human being perceives him somewhat differ
ently, and there is no need to say that only one is right and the other is 
w rang, as if only one perspective corresponds to real ity. The truth of this 
person reveals itself in d ifferent ways, and all can participate in this truth 
in their own individual way. This cou ld perhaps be a model for reflecti ng 
further on the concept of truth of bei ng. 

B1RK Perhaps this is the place to refer to a statement found in the joint 
document of the Pontifical Counci l for lnterrel igious D ialogue and the 
Congregation for the Evangel ization of the Peoples on "Oialogue and Pro
clamation" (May 19, 1991 ), w hich says among other things that al though 
Christians believe "that in Jesus Christ [ ... ] the fu llness of revelation has 
been g iven to them", they also know that "in the last analysis truth is not 
a thing we possess, but a pcrson by whom we must allow ourselves tobe 
possessed" (nnr. 48 f.). 

truth as person -
differently 
perceived 

KHOURY When truth is a person, as is expressed in 
Christian faith in Jesus Chri st, that person can of course 
be differently perceived. And in dialogue, in exchanging 
the different modes of experiencing and recognizing 

t~at person, it becomes possible to attain an ever deeper understanding of 
h1s truth. On the other hand, how can we discern which of the different 
""'.ays of expe~iencing are in fact related to that person and in keeping with 
h,m, and w h1ch are not? lt cannot suffice simply to say that another per
sonor another community have this or that experience of truth which can 
be accepted, j ust as it is, as one more small stone in the mosaic of the en
ti re image of truth. lt must be somehow possible to examine critically the 
truthfulness of assertions which refer specifically to Jesus Christ, and con
f irm whether or not a particu lar sma ll stone does in fact accord w ith the 
image of his person as a whole. 

exclusivist or LEUZE ldent ifying truth w ith a particular person does 
open to all? of course carry the danger and the problem of becom

ing a position w ith a pronounced exclusivist character. 
KHOURY lf it is true that Jesus Christ is the way to the Father, it cou ld ul-
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1 

ean that people who have had an experience of God must al
t,mate i mhave something to do with Christ. lf Jesus Christ is the truth that 

~~~s au~~e all human beings on th~ir_':'ay to God, then the P?ssi_bi lity_of 
15 . ~ God also implies the poss1bil1ty that they should be in lme w1th 
attaining · h ·d ·f· · f h 'th uth of Jesus Christ. Seen in th1s way, t e I ent, 1cat1on o trut w, 
the tr on of Jesus Christ would in principle not be exclusive, but would 
the pers · · · d II 

thinking in terms of the relat1onsh1p of Jesus Christ towar s a 
propose 
h man beings who seek the truth. 
u fücusTER Saying simply that Muslims have the truth 

personal and of their faith in the Qur'än, Jews in the Torah and Chris-
propositional tians in the person of Jesus Christ is not w ithout prob-
truth lems. As for the person of Jesus Christ, we must not for-

t that access to him is essentially provided by the Scriptures, that is by 
~ k . 
propositional truths. The _truth of f~i.th certainly wa_nts to ta e ~ossess,on 

f us but it is expressed in propos1t1onal truths wh,ch we can 1nvest1gate 
~urth~r. At any rate, this is implied in our reflections on the juxtaposit ion 

of personal and propositional truths. . . . 
Kusrusz Christians certainly have the content of the,r fa1th expressed in 

the form of staternents, but at the same time they also have Christ in his 
person, in the Church andin the sacraments; and Christ in his person takes 
possession of those who believe in him before, and more than, they relate 

to any statement. . 
füGUSTER We can find experience of God, and people bemg deeply 
rnoved, as wei l as sacraments and simi lar realities, in other religions too. 
As humans we can only have experiences in a personal way; but, as soon 
as we want to communicate them, we have to clothe them in sentences. 
Christians have to do this wi th regard to the various ways in which they 
experience Christ. Here it seems remarkable that the mystics in all re li 
gious traditions speak a similar language, obviously because, despite all 
the differences, they ultimately have quite similar experiences. 
LEUZE There is no doubt that every rel igious person must make statements 
to express what he/she wants to convey about his/her fa ith. lt is from the 
meaning of these statements that differences arise. In the Christian faith 
they refer to a person and this is central in a very special way, because for 
Christians the encounter w ith Chri st is also in the nature of an encounter 
with God. Compared with the lslamic faith, there is a difference in w hat 
is behind the propositional truths, what is meant by them and what is ex

pressed in them. 
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socia l equality 
and the question 
of truth 

MrnERHö FER In the lecture a general order of rights 
was proposed which wou ld guarantee freedom of re. 
ligious practice and religious speech, so that every fol. 
lower of the various religions cou ld make their indi

vidual contribution to the d'.alogue of religions. Does this not grant every 
religion fundamental equality and equal status? And if so, does it mean 
the fi nal rejection of any claim to absoluteness? 
KHOURY Concern ing equality and the equal status of people w ithin the 
frame of a general order of rights, what is meant is the right to one's own 
experience of God and the right to express it. No theological assessment 
of any kind about whether and to what extent these experiences of God 
are equal and of the same status is intended. The ultimate aim of such an 
order of rights would be that no one would be excluded by law from dia
logue between partners enjoying equal rights. Th is is quite distinct from 
equality and equal status on the question of tru th. 
LEUZE But if the event of dialogue itself is defined as truth, the impres
sion could ari se that there are in fact no langer any gradations. The mean
ing of truth, as referred to in the lecture, still needs further explanation. 
M nTERHl'>FER lf Christian revelation undcrstands itself as a conclusive 
revelation and if we assume that this truth can be better understood only 
in dialogue w ithin one's own religious community, w ith other Christian 
communities and also w ith other religions, do we not also have to allow 
Muslims or any other believers to make the same assumptions? Are they 
not entitled to consider their religion to be just as absolute? From this per
spective, do we not gain a picture of a c ity where all the houses are equal 
in size and the hause I live in is more or less a matter of coincidence? 
LEUZE Th is wou ld represent a pluralisti c theo logy of religions. 

th d 
On As Mr. Fügl ister has sa id, it is right that Christian 

ewor . 
in the context fa1th shou ld not present itself as being superior by say-
of personal ing: we have a person, you only have books? lt is also 
encounter true that Christians have the testimony of Christ in the 

form of words. However, words and sentences are not 
necessarily propositional truths. Similarly, not every grammatical sentence 
is an affirmative sentence; whether it is or not depends on its grammatical 
structure. In the context of personal encounter, a verbal asserti on may be 
made, but is not essential. 
1 would like to agree w ith Mr. Khoury's proposition that not every subjec
tive, ind ividual experience can be simply accepted just as it is presented. 
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t be ready to examine critically, argue and counter-argue, by jus
we. rnus . ally or by appeal ing to the other to rethink his/her positions 
t'fying rat1on . f h' 1 his/her experiences. Among the poss,ble consequences o t 1s 
or deepen complementarity (if we initially have the impression that cer-
process are . . 1 . h' contradict each other, but later discover they contain part,cu ae 
ta1n t ings · · ·t . h' h may complement each other) and contrad1ct1on (1 we are con-
ven, w ,c . . 
. d that certain things are s1mply wrang). 

v1nce . 1 · h 
Of course a simi lar situation may also apply in secu ar matters, w1t . re-

d t the interpretation of a work of art for example: there are certamly 
\W 0

etat·,ons that can be said to be made with a tauch of genius, and 
1nterpr . . . . . 

h 
where we gain the 1mpress1on that the cnt1c has thorough ly m1s-

ot ers dl h' · · 
d tood the work of art completely. We can har y prove t 1s op1n1on 

un ers . . h 
to others who do not share it; we can only argue over 1t w1thout those w o 
bel ieve they understand and can spell out exactly the reasons why they 

derstand. Even in this critical examination we can never leave the 
~~alogue; we have to present the differences of opin.io.n and ~y d?ing so 
'ther reach a conclusion or not. In any case, remainmg subJect1vely or 

~
1 
tersubjectively in dia logue does not contradict the rationality of the 

in atter but we have no criteria to use outside this frdme of dialogue. Per
;aps here again something of the close interweaving of dialogue and truth 

appears. 
WEss In dialogue between religions based on rev

revelation . elation, each partner in dialogue appeals to a revela
in t~e expenence tion that can no langer be called into question, so here 
of h1st0ry the dialogue must become very difficult. Should we 

not di stinguish more clearly between revelation i~ creation and rev~lation 
in hi story? Revelation ultimately takes place mainly through expenenc~s 
in history since, according to the Book Exodus, God is the One who w il l 
prove himself in the history of his people. So can dialogue betwe~n t~e 
rel igions of revelation only take place to the extent that the partners in d,a
logue can refer to experiences which make possible a mutual approach to 

the shared experience of God? 
Christ said, "For where two or three are gathered in my name, 1 am there 
among them" (Mt 18:20), so could we not infer (on the basis of the event 
of a really successfu l dialogue, if we persevere with it ti ll to the end) the 
necessary common ground that mutually relates us which must already 
include a relationship? ls it not only on this ground that revelation can be-

come true and credible? 
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[Study Group 2] 

dialogue-
a form of truth 

ELsAs We should have a detailed discussion, espe
cially in v iew of what is happen ing in our world today, 
about the idea that the event of dialogue is a form of 

truth and that refusing dialogue fundamentally affects human existence. 
PESCHKE On the one hand we say that dialogue itself is already a form of 
truth, by which we probably mean a source of knowledge. On the other 
we say that in dialogue we agree w ith the truth of being. ls this based on 
the fact that in dialogue each acknowledges the other as a person, as one 
w ho has equal rights, and w ho must be taken seriously? 
DUPRE That is one part of it, but we should still take a further step. lf it is 
truth we are talking about, we cannot hold rigid ly to the formula that truth 
is adaequatio intellectus ad rem. We must always also consider the ques
tion about the " identity of identity and non-identity", as Hegel puts it, the 
fact that al l difference is preceded by unity, and about the ante omne di
versum, which in its difference is after all one. Then it is by the way we 
address each other and thus allow ourselves to come into being, that re
lati ons of idenlily am.l c.Jifference are formed in thi s process. This is why 
truth is l iv ing and operative in a very original way in this process and finds 
expression in it. 

stated truth or 
truth accessible 
by means of 
reason? 

NEUMANN In the case of interreligious dialogue we 
are deal ing with a very specific form of truth, a stated 
truth, in which it is therefore not the res as such, but 
its statement or expression which becomes v isible. This 
expressed truth is essential ly different from what can 

otherwise be directly perceived and compared. However, it is also differ
ent from a conviction developed from an idea, wh ich then, as an ideol
ogy (as in the case of Marxism), may become a truth which excludes every
thing eise because it simply considers it tobe wrong. Such an attitude may 
go as far as negating the relig ious freedom of others, because w hat is dif
ferent contrad icts the truth people believe they have found. 
When we speak of dialogue here, it must therefore be clear wh ich kind of 
truth we mean - and whether the partner in dialogue is operating on ap
proximately the same level and wants to hold the discourse there. This also 
applies to dia logue w ith Islam; it has tobe clear which understanding of 
truth we are dealing w ith: to what extent are we speaking of a mystery ex
pressed as a testified truth, or are we speaking of something evident w hich 
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. erhaps even considered to be 'the most reasonable religion'; are we 
~:ierring to testimony or to reason? ls it essent ially a question of the rev
elation of a mystery, or the restateme~t what has always been from the be-
inni ng, and has always been access1ble to reason? 

g DUPRE What connects the various forms of truth with 
intra-religious and 
inter-rel igious 
dialogue 

one another is the idea and the reality of consonance 
and conformity which are variously inherent in them, 
such as the consonance of sounds (in the sense of the 

Latin 'consonare') or the conformity ('conformitas') of conceptions. They are 
elaborations of the semantic field of correspondence and compatibili ty. 
The problem of truth in inter-religious dialogues seems to arise from the fact 
that speaking results primarily from various processes towards conformity 
wh ich take place within a certain religious tradition and then enter into dia
logue with other religions. lf we intend to understand each other, we must 
learn constantly to understand anew the truth of other traditions, as wel I as 
the truth of our own, in the light of the processes towards conformity which 
have preceded them and led to these different traditions. lf we are, at least 
to some extent, always participating in such processes of translation wi thin 
our own tradition, wc must not, in the encounter with another tradition, 
shirk the effort of trying consciously to follow the process towards confor
mity which has led in that tradit ion to the truth of its religious persuasions; 
for instance, we should try to understand what is really written down in the 
Qur'än when we contemplate encounter with Islam. 

'performatives' -
a language 
creating reality 

1 n rel igious language particu larly, it is often not an issue 
of mere statements, but of 'performatives', creative 
speech, where it lies primarily within the dynamics of 
words to create reality and develop life. In this sense, 

language does not speak of a reali ty that exists independent of it, nor does 
it summarize what is already known. In the religious context, language 
rather creates the reality about w hich it speaks. The question remains of 
how we can express this in the form of a judgment about things, that is, 
in forms of proposi tional truth. 
WrssE In the case of such performatives which create what they are speak
ing of, does this not also occur on the level of personal attraction, what 
we also li ke to call love? After all, is it not especially love that mobilizes 
energies that would otherwise lie fa llow? ls it not love that gives rise to 
what we cal l commun ication and community?Through the process of mu
tual attention the ward creates new reality; should the occasion arise it 
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even creates the real ity it speaks about; it makes accessible what is ne 
Actual ly this should have something to do w ith w hatwe mean by the ' tru; 
of being'. 

DUPRE lf we are referring to what God has granted to man, this would in 
fact be the case. 

'performatives' SCHAEFFLER lt is clear that language in general andre-
and predicative ligious language in particular are not l imited to 'state-
sentences ments', which describe what al ready exists before the 

speaker begins to talk. lt also contains expressions that 
create something that would not come about wi thout these expressions
what we well describe as 'performatives'. And these performatives have a 
~r_uth of their own, for there are, within the dynamic of the word, possibil
rtres of successful, and also unsuccessful, creations of reality. 
~ o~ever, this should not lead to a downgrading of the importance of pred-
1cat1ve sentences. Luther is known to have said "Tolle assertiones, et Chris
tianismum tulisti - Remove the assertions and you have taken away the 
whole of Christianity."3 lt is not a question of constructing or allowing the 
development of an either-or mentali ty.• 
Even though performatives musl al luw themselves tobe measured against 
the fact that they do not make statements unimportant, but rather under
l ine their importance, the question remains of w hether there are not special 
re~uireme~t~ in the context of rel igious dialogue, whether intra-religious 
or rnter-rel rgrous. After al I it is proper to many rel igions that their adherents 
say something they could not have said by themselves, but which they are 
aware was put into their mouth, or on their lips or written in their heart. 
W hat they have to say they therefore consider ultimately not to be their 
own speech. 

In this case the dialogical capacity of the speaker seems restricted to the 
extent that it is impossible for him/her to permit the decisive tenets of his/her 
religious persuasion tobe discussed (except ~ith those who share his/her 
faith) because s/he does not know morethan s/he has been told. Th is makes 
inter-religious dialogue considerably more difficult and we may ask whether 
the truth of being, in this context, is only the truth of being of the listeners, 
who do not speak their own word. 

' M artin Luther, De servo arbitrio, WA XVIII, p . 603 . 
' Cf. R. Schaeffler, Religionsphilosophie (Handb uch Phi losophie). Freiburg etc. 1983 

pp. 155 ff. ' 1 
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ZIRKER Discussion w ithin the general scope of the ques
d alogue in general tion of what dialogue means in general is one thing; but 
a~d actual dia- something quite different is brought into play if we raise 
logue wi th Islam the specific question of the meaning of dialogue with a 

. lar rel igion, such as Islam, for example. Here a very concrete spec-
partrcu I h "Th . 1 1 erges ranging from Mus ims w o say, ere 1s no onger any p ace 
trum em d I d h' h . k " d 

d
. logue given what we have ec are , w 1c 1s nown to you - an 

for ,a · · f h ld · h' h 1· 
h ho considering the plural s1tuatron o t e wor rn w rc we rve, 

ot ers w , . 
"I order tobe able to live side by side, we have to talk w1th one an-

say, n h · f · · b t d' 1 · other." so the question oft _e varrety ~ presup~os1trons a ou 1a ogu~ rn 

h arious religions in the light of the1r foundat1onal documents seems 1m-
t e v . f f'h tant here. Otherw ise it might happen that rn Islam, rom a a1t per-
por t·,ve in which "conjecture avails nothing against truth" (Qur'än 53,28; 
spec - d . h b 
f 1 o 36· etc.) - the unconditional obl igation to the word of Go m1g t e 

C . ' ' 1 f h imposed, whereas dialogue, on the other hand, is left to the rea m o uman 
onJ·ecture and experiment, which is irrelevant to the fai th. 

C . h 
NEUMANN In this context we cannot 1gnore t e ques-

purpose of tion of the actual meaning and purpose of dialogue. ls 
dialogue it to reach a consensus that seems desirablc, or is it a 

certain form of testifying to one's own fai th before the other in the sense that 
dialogue is an interpersonal event in which we try to re move misund~r
standings and acquaint each other more closely with our own personal farth 
and make it understandable? ls eventual agreement considered to be the 
purpose of dialogue and thence a future ecumene, especially between ~he 
monotheistic rel igions, or is it a matter of deepening mutual understandrng 
and achieving a new togetherness notwithstanding lasting differences? 

VANONI We must agree that we cannot argue about 
rem~ining open the 'performatives' mentioned above, but w hen peo-
to dralog~e rn ple have become open to dialogue, we could still be 
the ex_perrence of in conformity if we agree that the other says things he 
pluralism h' is bound to say because the statements are not 1s own. 
Conformity can be fou nd in the fact that such statements belang to the 

realm of religious truth . 
On the other hand, is it not a fact that reactions to plural ism in the history 
of mankind have mostly been belligerent? We may think, for instance, of 
Israel at the time of the Babylonian exile, when (in a state of insecurity 
caused by pressures from worlds built on other meanings which were ap
parently also viable) it developed a very militant monotheism and began 
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to deride other rel igions, claiming that its God cou ld do as much as theirs· 
for we think that we shou ld not allow insecurity tobe created by a health ' 
pluralism, but should fight against it. In a most inspiring essay on the topi~ 
of culture and conflict, Aleida and Jan Assmann work out the relevant con
text: that man's potential for conflict must not simply be traced back to th 
animal in man, but rather that culture itself creates conflict and the cl ima: 
of culture has arrived when we are no longer in a position to speak w ith 
each other.5 lt should be considered an important agreement that, given 
the conflicts which will always recur in the plural ism of relig ions, we will 
not fight each other for the sake of truth and faith, but keep speaking with 
each other in spite of everything. 

horizons of HAGEMANN In bu ilding up dialogical relations, the 
understanding search for possibilities of understanding w ith people 
have to overlap who come from a completely different cultural tradi-
each other tion is of great importance. Unless hori zons of under-

standing in human relations 'overlap' each other, as it 
were, dialogue and encounter between people from different cu ltural tra
ditions are impossible. 

the necessity of ScHAEFFLER Not to negate is equivalent to saying noth-
finding civil ized ing. Every assertio needs a negatio, otherwise the for-
ways of discussing mer ceases to have meaning. lf we ignore the objec
problems tion of another, it means we have not listened to him. 

In inter-rel igious dialogue too, the way we contradict 
each other is as important as the way we affirm each other. When Mus
lims, or others, accuse Christians of having abandoned true monotheism, 
it is not enough to say, this is simply the way Christians understand monothe
ism and we have no need to deal with what Muslims cal l tritheism. This is 
as if we said to each other: 1 am content to leave your problems to you and 
you shou ld be cöntent with my having no problems. lt amounts to a re
fusal of dialogue. When the Christians' conscience does not react and give 
a reply that shows how serious they really are about their monotheistic 
profession taking into account their theology ofTrinity (the indispensabil
ity of this doctri ne will be the topic of Mr. Greshake's lecture later in this 
symposium), and if they do not take the objection seriously, it means they 
have not listened to whatthe other has said. A culture of controversy, which 

' A. & J. Assrnann, "Kultur und Konfl ikt. Aspekte einer Theorie des unkomrnunikativen Han
delns", in: J. Assmann - D. Harth (eds.), Kultur und Konflikt (Ed it ion Suhrkamp N. F.; 612). 
Frankfurt/M., 1990, pp. 11 -48. 
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for dialogue is only achieved when we each allow oursel ves 
· necessary ' . . 15 make the other feel uneasy in his/her consc1ence. Uneasiness feit as a 
to 

I 
f the other's otherness has to extend to an awareness of our own 

resu t o · h 
too otherwise although we may have an argument w 1t one 

otherness ' ' . . 
h 

the matter basically culminates with the statement: plural1sm 1s a 
anot er, . . b 'f h 

ft all . so let many flowers bloom - and 1t 1s etter I t ere are many fact a er , , 
that do not annoy each other. Considerations of such issues seems 

flowers . , . 
be decisive for the d1alogue s truth of being. 

to HAGEMANN lf a dialogue or trialogue between the 
communication Abrahamic religions is taken seriously in this way, it 
between the will in practice be difficult to find a typical Christian, 
different worl~s Jew or Muslim, capable of contributingto the discourse 
of understanding an expression of the general concern of his faith in a 

resentative way. However weil a delegate from al-Azhar may be able 
~~~peak for the lslamic faith, this w_ill p_ossibly be of little h:I~ t~ t~e dia-

1 
ue between Christians and Muslims in Germany, where 1t 1s d1ff1cult to 

og · · bl 1,· · h find a 'typical Musl im', who 1s at the same time a e to empat 1:e w1t 
the general approach his partners in dialogue have to understandin~ an~ 
conceiving things. Fur, wi thout a shared foundation of undcrstanding 1t 
may happen that one's own theology - as Peter Antes once said- becomes 

the stumbling block in the way of dialogue. 
ElSAS There are certain ly various quite different horizons of understand
ing and this need for them to 'overlap' so that dialogue can get started, is 
significant. But it is not unusual for this difference in the ho~izon of und~r
standing to exist - often even within shared traditions of fa1th - when dif
ferent generations want to start a dialogue with one another. Conversely, 
many Muslims are already growing up in our society and this is the source 
of many new commonalities which result from various shared social experi
ences. However it comes about, dialogue is essential and must be sought 
after. And we can be grateful if it begins to develop profitably at least now 
and then. We should be able to assume that today, all in all, a basis of un
derstanding between the partners in dialogue is developing which makes 
many things easier, and some occasionally more difficult. 

dialogue between 
religions in a 
secular society 

rel igion. 

Z 1RKER What seems to be very important too is that 
dialogue between Islam and Christianity is not between 
two religions in isolation, but in a secular society; that 
there has been the En l ightenment; there is criticism of 
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What would also be relevant, besides taking contradictions seriously, is 
the desi rabi l ity ment ioned al ready by M r. Schaeffler, of a form of dialogue 
wh ich is currently hard to achieve in Germany. That is dialogue where 
there is not only the Christian theologian speaking about Christianity or 
the M uslim about Islam, but the Christian speaking about Islam and the 
M uslim about Christiani ty; and the M usl ims are then asked to say w hether 
it was thei r Islam w hich they heard being spoken about, and the Chris
tians, w hether they found their Christianity expressed in the presentation 
of the M uslims. 

mutually 
p reparing a 
dwelling place 
for each other 

+ 

BsnH A. The special problem in dialogue between 
religions w hich understand themselves as rel igions of 
revelation is obv iously implied in the fact that the be
i iever w ho speaks w ith others knows h imself obl igated 
by God and must ask himself how he should expose 

to discussion w ith another what God committed to him. In this context it 
seems worth reflect ing an the extent to w hich such people, in their indi
v idual otherness, can mutually prepare a harne for each other, and to what 
extent it is inherent in intersubjectiv ity that a human bcing, w ithin his own 
mind, can grant to another the right to ex ist despite the latter's radica l other
ness, and can then accept him in his otherness w ithout givi ng up his own 
identity; to what extent can one real ize an essential aspect of one's own 
ident ity precisely by granting the other, no matter how different he may 
be, the right to remain in hi s own spiritual identity - in other words, in a 
radical sense not wanting to be who he is w ithout the other, even before 
God. 

God in the 
d ialogue of 
bel ievers 

W hen human beings are concerned w ith God, is God 
then not always the thi rd party, we might ask, wher
ever two such people encounter each other - all the 
more so if their ex istence is characteri zed by a lived 

piety and fa ith that is taken seriously? So it is then our very awe of God, 
present and hidden in our own existence as weil as in that of the other, 
that must characterize our re lationship in d ialogue. 

. d' 
1 

DuPRE Following an from the quest ion concerning 
so 1s not 1a ogue . . 

lt
. t 

1 1 
d the other's nght to a harne in the realm of my own 

u 1ma e y a rea y . . . 
a form of truth? 1dent1ty, 1s the fo llow ing reflection: is it acceptable for 

the sake of an easy peace to leave out questions of 
truth and solve all problems o nly an a practica l level? ls it not of decisive 
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. rtance at this point to take into account that d ia logue is a possible (if 
,mp;e primary) form of truth? The truth of statements must not be set aside; 
noth they are supported by a background of w hich performatives are an 
rat er, 
integral element. 

a general order 
of rights as space 
for dialogue 

Religious freedom is important. The idea of a general 
order of rights, however, goes beyond that, since it con
cerns not only interreligious dialogue, but also the elab
oration of conditions needed for a world in w hich peo

le can exist and live with one another in a great variety of cu ltures. This 
is approximately what Hegel meant by the term 'urbanity'6; the attitude of 
a human being who is ready to acknowledge w hatever she/he comes across, 

and to deal w ith it courteously. 
A general order of_ rights co~ceived in ~h!s way expr~sses the idea of a 
global task which 1s not restncted to re hg1on, though 1t hardly seems at
ta inable w ithout the efforts of re ligious traditions to support it. lf these ef
forts are absent, the general order of rights is l ikely to turn into a world
wide technocrat ic network, which might be usefu l in some respects, but 
ul timately destroys the ea rth : for the economic order and the technology 
in th is network do not care for local tradi tions, questions of explo itation, 
human dignity, etc. To a rel igious person this could be an argument in 
favour of th inking that it is better to be in d ialogue than to live in con
frontat ion with those one does not yet understand. 
ScHAEFFLER What has been said invites the question of w hether the con
cept of a divine real ity which is involved everywhere, of a God who is the 
fourth party where three are in conversation, is not open to question. Have 
we not arri ved at a concept which avoids the relation between God and 
world in the specific understanding of the individual re ligions and comes 
close to a philosophical concept of God? 

BsnH A. lt was certainly not in this context, if ever, 
Ghod .who accepts that I had in mind a god of the philosophers. 1 mean 
t e sinner 

rather the God of whom the Letter to the Romans (11 :32) 
says he "has imprisoned al l in disobed ience so that he may be merc iful to 
all", the God who makes Jesus say that one day "many w ill come from east 
and w est and w il l eat w ith Abraham and Isaac and Jacob in the ki ngdom 

' Cf. G. W. F. Hegel, Vorlesungen über die Geschichte der Philosophie, Werke, vol. 19 . 
Frankfurt/M., 1971, p. 25. 
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of heaven while the heirs of the kingdom w ill be thrown into outer dark
ness" to make room for "the tax collectors and the prostitutes" (Mt 8:1 1 f. 
and 21 :31 ). He is the God w ho, speaking in human terms, was the first to 
set an example of what it means to welcome another in his otherness to 
be at harne in his own divine being. He is the God who is infinitely holy 
and yet grants the sinner a right of abode within his own divine being, the 
God in whom the problem of the simul iustus et peccator finds its solu
tion, not because he ca ll s black w hite, but because he, the infinitely just 
one, loves the sinner and embraces him w ith his mercy. 
SCHAEFFLER Only a Christi an can speak in this way. A Muslim would not 
acknowledge this as a shared point of reference in dialogue. 

NEUMANN We can see very weil from the Easter nar
faith and its place 

ratives in the Gospels how one person can fee l at home in the dialogue 
w ith another. In these narratives the Risen Christ is not process 
depicted directly; rather there are different people who 

encounter him and then, in a personal way, narrate their experiences, each 
of them as he has accepted the Risen Christ in faith and prepared a home 
for him w ithin himself. With this in mind, can we not also define dialogue 
as giv ing room to the other, in ordcr to lcarn to know him better in his 
otherness and respect him? In this context some subjects w ill sometimes 
arise which are supported by a consensus, notw ithstanding the variety of 
concepts that ex ist. We may assess differentl y the extent to which this con
sensus may also apply to Muslims' understanding of Jesus in particular 
cases. Here there w ill always be a w ide range of tensions. 

rel igious freedom 
as a topic of 
Christian-Muslim 
dia logue 

HAGEMANN As th e specific image of God, as Prof. 
Schaeffler already noted [see above p.88 f.], belongs 
to the most problematic areas of interreligious dia
logue, we must still expressly broach here the ques
tion of religious freedom. ls rel igious freedom as it is 

understood by Christians the same as the religious freedom of whi ch the 
Muslims speak w ith their specific way of understanding? Wh ile Christians 
think that the Western cultural tradition cannot be conceived of without 
religious freedom, Muslims for their part hold the v iew that they find rel i
gious freedom already codified in the Qur'än. Given these two concepts, 
how can we find a way to dialogue? In any case, one's own presumed 
understanding of this issue cannot be laid down as the norm for communi
cation with others. In this context we may also ask whether the recent 
paper on the understanding of human rights in Islam published by the 
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f Ce of the German Bishops7 is not too optimisti c, if we really take 
con eren . . . 

ff. . tly into account the various kinds of understand1ng wh1ch are part 
su 1c1en . . 
of the discussion on t~1 s quest1on . . . . 

This again ra1ses the quest1on of the actual purpose of d1alogue. 
ZIRKER 
. he aim to work for a consensus, or is it enough to accept each other re-
is t tfully despite the individual otherness of the other? Perhaps no gen-
spec h . h f . 

II Valid answer can be given to t is quest1on. In t e case o certain 
era Y . 
d matic issues we may be qu 1te content to assess whether some more or 
le:~ substantia l rapprochement was achieved '.n. the dialogue. ~ owev~r, 

hen it is a matter of the understanding of relig1ous freedom w1th all 1ts 
:cial consequences, or the understanding of human _ri_ghts in general, th~n 

are immeasurably more concerned with the pos1t1on of the partner in 
::logue and whether or not dialogue can bring about a narrowing of dif-

ferences. 
ELSAS At a time in history when people are and wi ll be more and more de-
endent on l iving together peacefully, it seems important to bui ld on the 

~pecial arguments Christian ity has contributed to the shaping of human_ righ_ts 
in the Western secular tradition, and the special arguments Islam cla1ms in 
this connection and how they cdn be related to the secu lar understanding 
of human rights. There is no doubt that as social conditions change, quite 
new insights into these fundamental questions of human coexistence also 
develop -for example, in a society which grows from a more or less closed, 
monocultural space into a rationall y polymorphous situation. Such devel
opments need t ime. Each person has to allow the other the necessary s~~ce 
for searching, for reca lling his own individual sources and for self-crit1cal 
confrontation with current deve lopments. 

VANONI A particular problem for dialogue arises 
dialogue whenever people are persuaded that they 'have the 
and truth truth' . For example, the reaction of some Chri stians to 
the Assisi event was that they took it for some kind of apostasy w hen the 
Pope went to Assisi some years ago in order to pray for peace w ith repre
sentatives of other religions. Or, to quote a completely different example: 
some Old Testament exegetes consider a chapter like lsaiah 19 to be a text 
that is actually not part of the Old Testament. For them, it falls outside the 

' Cf. J. Sehwartländer - H. Bielefeldt, Christen und Muslime vor der Herausforderung der 
Menschenrechte (ed. by Wissenschaftliche Arbeitsgruppe für weltkirchliche Aufgaben der 
Deutschen Bischofskonferenz). Bonn, 1992 . 
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Old Testament, because it says: "On that day Israel wil l be the third Wi h 
Egypt and Assyria, a blessing in the midst of the earth, whom the LoRo 

1 
f 

hosts has blessed saying, ' Bless~d be,:gypt my people, and Assyria the wo~k 
of my hands, and Israel my heritage. (ls 19:24 f.). Does this not contradi 
Old Testament principles? But there can be no doubt that these assertio~: 
are in fact tobe found in the Old Testament and are thus part of the Bibl ic 

1 

truth. This demonstrates the on-going need to account for how the Bible a Un-
derstands truth and the fact that, when referri ng to this truth we must neith 
break each other's heads nor refuse dialogue. Moreover, we would probab~r 
be more open to communication with other rel igious commun ities, if wy 
aready cultivated dialogue with in our own religious community, without a~ 
ways being afraid that this might lead to abandoning the truth. 

readiness to DuPRE As in situations of tolerance, we are confronted 
engage and with 'polemics' in dialogue. We engage in dialogue; 
to learn we are even ready to have arguments in its interests. 

But the argument is for the sake of peace, so that those 
engaged in this struggle will be ab le to cont inue to live. 
At the same time dialogue is a matter of learni ng. W hat happened in for
mer_times - even in the age of lhe Enl ightenment- was largely restricted 
to d,alogue on paper. Today people do in fact meet in order to talk with 
one another. Here, something new has begun to take place: we must ask 
ourselves the direction in which things should be developed fu rther. The 
concept of the 'truth of being' is meant to j ustify the axiom that it is better 
to be in dia logue than to remain in confrontation, and that this is in line 
w i~h something that belongs essentially to being human, although the forms 
of 1t~ de_velopment have sti ll tobe found. On ly our being ready to learn 
can JUSt1fy the hope that the task we are fac ing will be carried out. 
HACEMANN A will ingness to hold talks and encounter other re ligions has 
of course existed in the past - for example, at the time of the lslamic rule 
~ver Spain w hen, for four centuries, Jews, Muslims and Christians mostly 
l1ved together in peace and also disputed w ith each other. 

general order N EUMAN_N The genera_l order of rights which was dis-
of rights _ a cussed in the lecture ,s obviously not a right to be 
fundamental right granted, but ~ fundamental right in itself. Therefore it 

shou ld not be 1mportant whether the right to bui ld places 
~f w_orship for various rel igious communities is expressly granted in the leg-
1slat1on of a certa in country or not. lt rather belongs to the more basic human 
right to have one's own re l igious convictions and practise them. 
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liRKER We can legit!mately assume that f~r Muba_mm~d the main strug-
le was not primarily in support of monothe1sm agamst 1dolatry, but rather 

g deal with an order of rights which was disturbed in many respects. Where 
10
eople who deal w ith power in respect of widows, o~phans and the poor 

p 
O 

langer think of being j udged one day, the need arises for a prophet to 
n orne and re-establ ish the order willed by God. Since this concern to re
~stablish an order of rights had such a high priority in the original prophetic 
rnessage, should dialogue between the prophetic religions not have to deal 
frorn the beginning w ith issues of a general order of rights and questions 
of an order of righ ts which is disturbed in many respects, or no longer (be
cause of changed social conditions) responds to the legal requirements of 

today? 
DUPRE Logical ly, the concept of a 'general order of rights' has a 'tran-
scendental' character because no specific law will ever be able to express 
such an order fully, and also in the sense that it includes the conditions for 

the possibi lity of peaceful coex istence ... 
ScHAEFFLER ... and for moral developments in general, since important 
rnoral experiences are impossib le in the face of a corrupted legal system, 
where everyone distrusls everyone. 

[Plenary Discussion] 

dialogue as 
an expression 
of religious 
existence 

DuPRE lt is the pattern of dialogue which clearly in
dicates that human fa ith is not primarily a matter of 
theoretical interpretations of speci fic phenomena in 
the world, but of how the human person matures in 
her being. Fides facit personam. Only when there is 

faith (fides qua) can we discuss tenets of faith (fides quae). lf, in one and 
the same communi ty, d ialogue is needed to establish religious community 
and to develop a rel igious spiritual ity, then the first issue is not dialogue 
as it grows out of t ruths, but real and productive dialogues out of which 
truths w il l grow. This understanding of dialogue and truth is a defining as
pect of what is meant by the ' truth of being'. 

In connection with the understanding of truth, the con-
in dialogue truth cept of conformity seems to be of great importance. 
is set free Conformity can be understood to app ly to imaginative 
thinking, but it also means to l ive and act in accordance with principles. 
Wherever the rights and obl igations of humane behaviour are recognized, 
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w~ere there i: conformity w ith the rules of humanity and the meaning of 
fa1th, t~ere will be space for the dynamism of truth. Truth is after all not 
somethrng that has to b~ weil ~uarded and kept in a safe place like jew
ellery to be used from time to time. On the contrary: it is the quality that 
marks the way we are; that is, how we live and allow this l ife to unfold h 

I Ü\\ 
we take care to let ourselves become true and beautifu l. In this sense truth 
means to be creative, and to al low things and humans to comply w ith the 
demands of their integrity. This is where the concept ' truth of being' corn 
in. The question that must be asked concerns the meaning of truth in /~ 
tions, ideas and attitudes: how does truth become manifest in dialogue? ~s 
the event of dialogue not in itself already a form of truth? In the light of these 
questions it makes sense to base further deliberat ions on intra-religious dia
logue and the dialogue with in our own rel igious communi ty, including even 
trivial experiences, in which we acknowledge each other and take care of 

one and the same humanity in communities of independent individuals. 
This is the point at which we are exposed to what we mean by the concept 
'.truth of being', and at wh ich it becomes possible to develop this concept 
rnto conceptual forms of truth. lt is not a matter of asserting the truth of being 
at the cost of conceptual truths. Whal is crucial is the overal I concept of the 
various features and kinds of truth. 

shared As for the formation of consensus, the hi story of philoso
responsibility for phy (and presumably also of theology) certainly knows 
everyone tobe of someth ing like the need for clear doctrines w ith which 
who she/he is everyone can agree. Since this idea has become rela-

tively weil established in the field of mathematics, it is 
highly valued. But what does th is real ly have to do w ith what happens in 
daily life where ultimately everyone has a different face - namely, her/his 
own - and where we are glad that everyone can be a human being in her/h is 
own individual way, and be able to develop her/his own ideas. Of course 
there are also developments of un iform concepts. But prior to this idea of a 
universal abstraction which we are quite often incli ned to equate wi th truth, 
there is responsibil ity for each other, by which we must see that each of us 
may be who she/he is - namely, different from one another and yet still the 
same. In the light of this responsibility we address the meaning of being 
human in terms of my, our and everybody else's humanity. These are features 
of unity and diversi ty which pass into actual consciousness and concrete ac
tions, and so forma unity of their own. And, if we focus on dialogical rela
tions, is it not the acknowledgement and elaboration of these relations that 
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. h recise meaning of dialogue? The main question is not whether and to 
15 t e P · f · d · h h d what extent it is poss1ble to be o one min w1t onefahnot e

1

~ ~r to un er-

da religion in such a way that even the followers o t at re 1g1on can say, 
stan · II 1 'you have understood me', but that we are able tobe authent1ca y ourse ves 

'thin the context of inseparable coexistence. 
;'\ way, we ourselves are therefore the meaning of religious dialogue: the 
~her who is different, and 1, who am (from this perspective) also different 
~ for the purpose of both searching and discovering together how we can 
stablish within our manifold otherness a network of relations within which 
~ becomes possible to be truly pious. How piety defines itself in the pre
conditions of individual faiths, God alone knows. lt is up to us to make ef
forts to work at it and certainly also to try to speak about these issues w ith 
each other. lt is not out of indifference that we accept that not all questions 
have tobe answered straightaway - such questions as, for instance, the un
derstanding of God's uniqueness in the light of the Christian doctrine ofTrin
ity, or the doctrine of the Holy Book, the Qur'än. The consensus that mat
ters within this context consists in the integrity and interdependence of 
human beings, that is of beings who live in this world and who have to reach 
out for consensus because thcy have no other choice. 

In this concept of dialogue the question of truth has an 
struggling h authentic right to be included, for the occurrence of dia-
for the trut logue represents the fact that truth has already begun 

to be present. Both the freedom of dialogue and the risks of that freedom 
can be reduced to this awareness of truth and the idea of the priority of prac
tical life, just in the sense of Anselm of Canterbury's simple and yet pro
found axiom: "melius est esse quam non esse" . Whether and to what extent 
this dialogue w ill be successful is hard to predict when dialogical encoun
ters are taken seriously. The important thing is to prepare ourselves for these 
encounters and - like Jacob who wrestled with God (cf. Gn 32:23-33) -
struggle with truth in order to work for a common world order. There w ill 
hardly be a more relevant contribution towards a peaceful world than that 
which a theologian, or anybody eise for that matter, can make when we try 
to be really pious human beings - when we learn to think in the spirit of 
dialogue and start to revise the phi losophical terms by means of w hich we 
both order reali ty and, at the same time, quite often do violence to the world 
and things in it. When we are willing to let our thinking change in accor
dance with these fundamental experiences, the story begins. How it w ill 
continue, is dependent on our shared endeavours. 
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dialogue and MmERHÖFER lf dialogue, as it were, belongs to the 
mission order of the indispensable for the understanding of re. 

ligion, how is mission tobe understood? 
DUPRE lt must be understood by observing the specific historical condi
tions w ith which we are confronted when we consider the question. Three 
aspects appear tobe important: the first is pragmatic in the sense that we 
have to ask ourselves: if there were no mission, what would be the alter
native? Are the conditions of the present world not of such a nature that 
mission is the only hope left for people who are being uprooted, even if 
mission itself is a contributory factor in this uprooting? 
The second concerns the testimony of traditions. lf it makes sense that 
h~man beings are con:erned wi th first and last questions, then bearing 
w1tness to the answers 1s part of the li fe of all people. And is it then not of 
compelling urgency that every religion convinced that it contains glad 
tidings should share its answers w ith everyone? From th is perspective the 
idea of a mutual presence of religions in various cultures and traditions 
seems to be not only justified but also necessary. 
The third l ies in our attitude towards cultures without scriptures. The wealth 
of so-ca lled primitive culturcs is such a wonderfu l gift that we have to ask 
ourselves over and over again w hat are the fundamental insights provided 
by these cultures in the variety of their existence. lt is particu larly the tra
dition of St. Gabriel, w hich is associated w ith the names ofWilhelm Schmidt 
Paul Schebesta, M artin Gusinde and others, that should be a sound basi~ 
for fundamental reflection on this question: how far does the manner in 
which 'pol ytheistic' religions are assessed and condemned by the 'high 
religions' agree w ith the spi rit of the Gospel and the Bible, on the one 
hand, and w ith that of the Qur'än, on the other, even though condemning 
them seems to be in the line of Biblical and Qur'änic traditions? Do not 
certain developments occur in their own special t ime, and is not w hat 
real ly matters that we permit whatever is prima! in our human ex istence 
to re-assert its primality? Reference to the prima! features of being human 
underlines once more the truth of being as it emerges in the mutuality of 
becoming persons, as it reveals itself when we do what is right and try to 
do justice to one another - not because it is up to us to be j ust, but be
cause justice is a divine gift whenever it can be achieved. 

questions about KHOURY At this point a number of questions suggest 
sincere dialogue themselves : what is the function of a 'general order of 

rights' w ith regard to the si tuation of dialogue?, what is 
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t by affi rming that the truths of fa ith should be understood in the spirit 
rneda~ logue?, and: although we w ish that Musl ims should be able to live 
of 13 d h · · 1· h · l' f 

d. g to their faith and equally conce e to C r1 st1ans to 1ve t e,r I e 
accor in 

h t·,cally the two do not really seem to be compatible, because the 
aut en , . . 

henticity of lslamic l ife does not, according to the understandmg of some, :~~w Christians to l ive an authentic Christi~n life, so ~ow sh~uld we p'.oceed 

h 7 And a last question: how does one in fact amve at d1alogue, 1f there ere. 
too many preconditions on the way to it? 

are DUPRE lt is precisely in this context that an attempt 
aim of dialogue: could be made to help us understand more deeply what 
to bring to bear a is actual ly meant by a 'general order of rights'. W hen 
con:imon order today, here and there, despite many seemingly irrecon-
of rights cilable objecti ons, peaceful discourse between Jews, 

Muslims, Christians and other believers is possible, we have to ask ourselves: 
is this due to the good spiri t of their religious traditions, or is it one of the 
henomena of a secularized world, for which the idea of a general order of 

~ghts is in fact more important than ~heological quarr:ling? On the other 
hand, theological controversi es are 1mportant to us 1f they are pursued 
honestly. From the point of view of this prescntation of the problem, it is ob
viously not the first purpose of dialogue to develop a theory, but to allow 
the emergence of this common order of rights, which ultimately allows us 

to be human beings of different traditions and persuasions. 
lt is in the nature of tolerance, w hich is part of such an order, and rel igious 
freedom, which is a human right, that they are debatable and the result of 
the debate wil l al low us to recognize whether something has been achieved: 
whether there are fewer wars, whether Christians are al lowed to build 
churches in an lslamic country and Muslims their mosques in traditionally 
Christian countries. These are signs of the history of salvation. A major ro le 
w ill always be played here by what we may call 'authentic piety', for in
stance, as Pau l refers to it when he speaks of love that bears all things and 
endures all th ings (cf. 1 Cor 13). Something similar can also be found in 
the lslamic context. These aspects are no less important than questions 

about the interpretation of dogmas. 
When we are concerned w ith learn ing to think in the spi rit of dialogue, a 
first requirement is to try to think w ith others, especially in connection 
with the question: who is the God in whom I bel ieve and how does this 
belief shape my re lationship w ith my neighbour? To think in the spirit of 
dialogue means that we learn to think more radically in many respects 
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than is suggested by traditional understandings of propositional truth. 
On lf we approximate the concept 'truth of being' 

tru
th 

.as h . to that of dialogue, we may initial ly understand it to 
grantmg aut ent1c h d' 

1 
· lf · h h th d' 1 . mean t at 1a ogue 1tse ,s t e trut , or at 1a ogue ex1stence . . . 

1s the place where truth becomes obv1ous (for mstance 
in the sense of the famous excursus of Plato's Letter 7). 
lf we fol low the latter concept rather than the former, the question arises 
of whether we may perhaps paraphrase the former as follows: truth is to 
be understood as an event in which the human being becomes authentic 
and this happens in dialogue and under the conditions of openness that 
make dialogue possible. In this sense, can we understand truth tobe that 
which grants authentic existence, as for example, implied in Jesus' saying 
in the Gospel of John: "and you wi ll know the truth and the truth w ill make 
you free" Un 8:32)? 

DuPRE Freedom must be understood from the per
trultlhf a

nd 
frehedohm spective of truth, but this should not be misunderstood 

ca or eac ot er . . d d · h f to 1mply that truth m1ght be un erstoo w1t out ree-
dom. The important thing is not on ly the event that leads the ind ividual 
towards authenti c humanity, but also always the event in which we are 
authentic human beings. Truth of being means that dialogue is truth, that 
dialogue is the setting where tru th happens. Dialogue, especial ly where it 
succeeds (as in the Platonic Dialogues), can even be the place where truth 
is revealed. In dialogue the truth, which is the dialogue, and the place, where 
truth is revealed, are becoming one. In this sense dialogue as dialogue is 
already a form of truth, although it is not necessari ly comprehensive; it is 
a form that opens up to other forms of truth and, in its way, brings them 
into being, as in the si lent discourse w ith truth that we hold with each 
other and have tobe for each other, but which ultimately each has to hold 
w ith him/herself and wi th his/her God. 

a shared theory -
presupposition 
of a shared order 
of rights? 

LEUZE lf the mean ing of dialogue is not only a shared 
theory but also a shared order of rights, we must ask 
whether the two can u lt imately be separated from one 
another. ls it possible to establ ish a shared order of 
rights before a shared theory has been found? Differ

ent theoretical foundations also lead to different orders of rights. Discussing 
a shared order of rights necessarily implies working towards a shared theo
ry too. So is it adequate to speak of truth as dialogue, as Mr. Dupre has, 
and does it mean we have found a sound basis for dialogue? ls not con-
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. the awareness of the controversial character of truth, unrealisti-
(lict, or · f 1 · 1 d d · 1 M 1 · II absent here? We would in act u t1mate y eny 1a ogue to us 1ms 
~a w~ simply told them, "Go on considering Mul:iammad as the last and 
1
. 

1 
rophet, although we, on our part, do not see him that way". After 

f,~a ~ set out to do dialogue only if we are searching for a shared theo
a '. wl basis upon which it will become possibl e for us to communicate 
~~ . 

·th each other about a certai n question and to argue for 1t. 
wi DUPRE The concern for a general order of rights does 
a general or~er not mean that we shou ld not attempt to forma theory 
of rights b~~ms. of that order, or that such a theory cou ld not help us 
with practismg it to achieve a better understanding of the reality of that 

order. However, the conditions under which the order of rights becomes 
ossible only come about if we learn, i ndividually and socially, not to tread 

~n each other's toes. When th is and other things are practised, the order 
of rights begins to emerge. The question of whether Mul:i~mma~ was or is 
a prophet of God for Christians could hardly be conce1ved w1thout the 
idea of a general order of rights according to which it is no langer accept
able simply to disregard another human being's sense of what is sacred. 
There is obviously an inner connection . 
For the rest, 1 wou ld li ke to emphasize that I understand the concept of a 
general order of rights in terms o: a pdn~ipl~ (that is, as .a. claim that exists 
in its own right), and that I do not 1dent1fy 1t w1th any spec1f1c legal structure, 
no matter how ideal. 

revelational faith 
has to prove itself 
as true in history 

• 
WEss Dialogue does not only mean speaking about 
someth ing; ultimately it is encounter, andin dialogue 
truth happens. Whenever a blind revelational faith is 
presupposecl, however, dialogue becomes impossible. 

Revelational faith rather has to prove itself in history. lts truth is demon
strated in creati on and in history. 
And dialogue has a pre-eminent place in human history. " I AM WHO I AM, 

and I shall prove myself in your history" (cf. Ex 3:14); here we may also 
recall Jn 13:34 f.: "Just as I have loved you, you also shou ld love one an
other. By this everyone will know that you are my disciples, if you have 
love for one another." The truth of Jesus' message and its authenticity ap
pear in a more deeply understood dialogue, a dialogue that leads to the 
experience of fa ith and the love of God. In encounter with others we dis-
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cover the common ground on which we find ourselves related to one an. 
other and this is exactly the point where the horizontal becomes the ver. 
tical. lf, however, it is common ground that makes dia logue possible, that 
common ground must al ready ex ist in a relationship. So this interpretation 
of dialogue as a truth event can only be actua lized w hen the experience 
is possible. 

dialogue as 
cooperation for 
the benefit of 
humankind 

NEUMANN In its initiative to promote and deepen dia. 
logue w ith other rel igious tradit ions, the Church cer. 
tainly had in mind the exchange of ideas on an aca. 
demic and theological level but perhaps intended even 
more the making of common cause w ith them for the 

benefit of humankind. Numerous as the obstacles may be on a theoreti
cal level, by doing w hat is true we w ill experience truth (cf. Jn 3 :2 1) and 
become capable of approaching it together. 

b t d 
. DuPRE Referring to the statement: "We have to do 

a ou oing h . , d f 
w hat is true w at 1s true', 1 wante to point irst of al l to the fact 

that the concept of truth has to be developed essen
t ial ly in the light of this fundamental assertion. This doing what is true hap
pens in a special sense whenever we enter dialogue. This is a form of truth. 
In dialogue itself, not only w ithin its framework, parts of the structure of 
truth become visible, truth as it permeates our w hole life. In this sense it 
can be rightly affirmed that intense dialogue is an excellent measure of the 
intra-religious life, and the life between people(s), cultures and religions 
genera ll y: it is a sign that we are doing w hat is true. lt seems that the prin
ciple of mission, shaped by the idea of testimony and conveyed in the right 
to religious freedom has its proper place in this context, too. 

no dialogue 
w ithout confi
dence-bu i ldi ng 
measures 

B1RK There can be no dialogue w ithout confidence
bui lding measures w hich - sometimes in a roundabout 
way - strengthen human relat ions and sometimes even 
establish them for the first time. Dia logue, after all, 
often means asking a lot, since truth can be challeng

ing and relentless and often calls for uncomfortable decisions to be made 
1 

as in the above mentioned example of 'dia logue' w ith people who believe 
for reasons of personal conviction that they must refu se their chi ld a life
saving blood transfusion. ls this really the l iv ing God who is worshiped 
here or is it some Moloch? How many requirements wou ld have to be met, 
so that a question of this kind could lead to a dialogue on the subject? 
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DUPRE lt is clear that I ife does not only consist of dia-
but no dialogue logue, although dialogue touches al I aspects of human 
either without existence. There are for instance also condit ions that 
spontaneity from have to be considered from the standpoint of socio
within political responsibility w ithin a certa in society. More-

ver even allowing for al l the preconditions required for dialogue, it remains 
0
t a' decisive degree something that has to grow from w ithin, and is de-
0 d ' h' pendent on sp~ntaneity on our own part an our _partner s. In t 1s sense 
dialogue is as l1 ttle under our control as truth and 1ts demands. 
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The Fu 11 ness of God and Time: 
On New Testament Christology 

Martin Karrer 

In Basel, in 1542, Theodor Bibliander produced the firstedition of the Qur'än 
in Latin, at that time the language of European science. The opposition in 
Basel City Council was intense. When the type setting had already been 
completed, printing was prohibited and the printer (Oporin) arrested. After 
determined intercession from outside the city, these measures were lifted, 
but the printer was prohibited from making any reference to Basel, the place 
of publication, and was not allowed to seil the edition in the city. 1 The pref
ace to the publ ication alludes to these anxieties: "Some are afraid that weak 
rninds, as it were, might be infected by reading this book and cou ld be torn 
away from Christ."2 The concern was that people's attitude towards Christ 

would be affected. 
However, the author of the preface (no less than Martin Luther, together 

wi th people from Strasbourg3, who decisively advocated the edition of the 
Qur'än) was not at all arguing in favour of Christianity opening up more 
receptively towards the Qur'än. His conviction is rather that readi ng the 
book could strengthen rejection of it, for he perceives Muslims as " idola
trous" like Jews and Papists. His reasons for reading the Q ur'än are "that 
the Church of God has to defeat the errors of all enemies"4. 

Certainly under the influence of the political situation of that time, Islam 
is here identified as the enemy of the Church and Luther is encouraged by 
statements contradicting (Latin: antitheses) the Qur'än; christological ly, an 
example is, "by the message of the Gospel, according to the will of the eter
nal Father, the Son of God shou ld become the sacrifice for our sins"5

• 

' K.-H. Kandler, "Luther und der Koran", in: Luther 64 (1993) 3-9, here: p. 3. 
' "Quod autem aliqui metuunt, hac lectione imbecilles animos quasi contagio laedi et a 

Christo avelli [ ... ]" : Martin Luther, ''Vorrede zu Theodor Biblianders Koranausgabe", lat. WA 
(= Luther, Werke. Kritische Gesamtausgabe [Weimarer Ausgabe]) vol. 53, pp. 569-572, quo
tation p. 570, lines 34 f. 

' Martin Bucer and his cooperators; cf. Kandler, op. cit. (fn. 1) p. 3. 
' "[ ... ] Ecclesia Dei errores omnium hostium Euangelij confutare debet [ ... ]: WA vol. 53, 

p. 570, lines 14 f. 
' " [ ... ] vox Euangelij, quod filium Dei victimam fieri pro peccatis aeternus Pater voluerit": 

WA vol. 53, pp. 571 f. (quotation p. 572, lines 2 f.). 
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With regard to Luther, our approach has changed. 6 Reproach ing the 
" Papists" with " idolatry" has been superseded in recent decades by internal 
Christian, ecumenical dialogues. The reproach addressed to Judaism has 
proved tobe based on an inadequate perception of lsrael 's concept of God 
and therefore ultimately one of the roots of modern European anti-Semi
tism. The crucial issue for Christians and Muslims is to bring to an end the 
perpetuation of hostil i ty and, for the sake of their common responsibility 
for the world at a time when peace is hard to find, to promote peace to
gether.7 Therefore, w hat is needed today is christological reflection that is 
against hostil ity, fear and theological ideas that justify enmity. 

The question is: what does scripture have to say to th is current concern? 
The subject in my title seems to avoid it. To say that in Christ the " fullness 
of God and time" is revealed does not encourage the rash bui lding of in
terrel igious bridges. lt evokes the christological characteristic of Christian
ity, which claims that in Christ, and now here eise, does the fullness of God 
appear. Can progress nevertheless emerge from this towards a Christian 
theology of religions that opposes hosti le exclusions? 1 think it can, but it 
is not an easy path to walk. The title, if I do not want to evade it, makes 
mc depart from a 'h igh' christology. To make the contours as sharp as pos
sible, 1 shall concentrate on the motif of fullness and shall not spare you 
a comprehensive reflection on the Biblica l findings. On ly after making this 
long excursion shall I fina ll y return to the initial question. 

1. Presupposi tions 

1. The excursion begins at the beginn ing and that means, according to the 
holy scriptures of the early Christians, w ith the story of creation. When 
God created the earth, the early Christians read there, it was " tohuwabohu 
- a formless void" (Gn 1 :2).8 But God's creat ive action did not leave it in 
this state. God created l iving creatures and humankind, so that they "fi lled" 

• O n further statements of Luther see especially L. Hagemann, M artin Luther und der Islam 
(Christ lich-islamisches Insti tut. Abhandlungen; 2). Altenberge, 1983. 

' In this context, a recent example is the "Vienna Declaration" passed by the International 
Christian-lslamic Conference " Peace for Humanity", Vienna, M arch 30 to April 2, 1993 (since 
published in: A. Bsteh led.], Peace for Humanity. Princ iples, Problems and Perspectives of the 
Future as Seen by Muslims and Christians. New Delhi, ' 1998, pp. 278 f. }. 

• Luther translated "wüst und leer" (WA. D B [Deutsche Bibel] 8,37). For an interpretation 
see e. g. C. Westermann, Genesis I (Bib lischer Kommentar. Altes Testament; 1, 1 }. Neuki rchen
Vluyn, ' 1976, pp. 141 ff. 
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aters and the earth (1 :22.28; the LXX reads 1t1T]p6w). A void is an in-
the W . · · h 1 lete state; fullness, in contrast to 1t, 1s t e goa . 
comp · · · d. h G d th· 1 A d the early Christians cont inue rea ing t at o pursues 1s goa 

n d theguiltof humankind.9 Until the turn of the times, lsrael' 0 reflects 
beyon . . · h 
the hoped-for fullness over and again_st human guil~.

11 
On the,r o~n, _u_-

mankind can neither bring about nor f ind fullness. lt 1s to God and h1s sp1nt 
h t the fullness of heaven and earth belang, as a Qumran hymn celebrates 

:h~rtly before the New Testament (1 Q ~ [~ymns] 16:2 f._) .'~ . 

2. Fullness - f illing something, making ,t brim-full - 1s in 1tself a con
ce t that refers to space. lt can, however, be transferred to time. Then ti'.11e 
be~omes a space of time (ein "Zeitraum"); and like the space of creat1on 
described above, it is also onl y complete when it is filled.13 

Thus, in the late Old Testament period, eschatological components are 

emerging. For example, the concluding admoni_tions in the b~okTob'.t ',?ok 
to the continued existence of the temple, rebuilt after the Exile, until the 
times (kairoi) of fulfillment", determined by the present aeon, shall come 
(14:5).'4 Even in the so-called apoca lyptic literature'5, there is no 'pure' 

conception of time to be opposed to space. 16 

• Gn 9:1.7 repeats Gn 1 :28 after the flood (between comes the declaration of guilt and 
the motif of fullness in 6:13}. Since in New Testament times the Pentateuch had been com
pleted, in the present context q uestions on sources have to be set aside. 

,o In tension w i th the motif of fullness, Israel hears from Am 6:8 on (probably already for
mulated before Gn 1) that God could also w ithdraw the full ness as a judgement. 

11 Old Testament records having the leading stem ml', see L. A . Snijders, art. " m l'", in 
G. J. Botterweck - H. Ringgren (eds.}, Theologisches Wörterbuch zum Alten Testamen!. vol. 4. 
Stuttgart, 1984, pp. 876- 886, especially pp. 885 f. Follow ing the Old Testame~t penod, CD 
[Damascus Documentl 2 reflects the promise of God to " fil l" the earth (2 :11 }, in contrast to 
the destructive action of God (2:5 ff.}, in order to explain the special position of the CD-com
munity in or opposed to Israel. 

" Here the Dead Sea Scrolls (Qumrän} reflect especially sharp contrasts: when God grants 
plenitude, it is his blessing in action in contrast to the expected destruction of the enem ies 
(1 QM lscroll of war] 12:1 2; 19:4). 

" Thus, for instance, the days of a pregnancy or of a vow have to 'be fulfilled' . Finally, the 
days of one's life 'are fulfi lled', not only positively, but even painfully experienced: see L. A. 
Snijders, op. cit. (fn. 11 ) p. 878 (concerning the examples ment ioned see Gn 25:24; N m 6:5 
as weil as the field of tensions between 2 Sm 7:1 2; Jer 6:11 and Lam 4 :18). 

" S [manuscript] varies to 'until the chronos o f the kairo i w ill be ful filled' . 
" Cf. there our terminology starting w i th Dn 9:2 (LXX uvcx1t>.:r1poxrn;, Theodotio n: cruµ

nlfipwm<;). 
1• 4 Esr 4:35 ff., at the time of the late New Testament literature, hears an angel reply to the 

question by the just of how long they had to go on waiting, that the Most High "" mit dem M aß 
die Zeiten gemessen" (measured the times with the gauge} and "setze nicht in Bewegung I ... ], 
bis das festgesetzte M aß erfüllt ist" (does not set any thing in motion [ ... ], __ until the fix~d meas
ure is fulfilled} (German translation by J. Schreiner, Das 4. Buch Esra Uud1sche Schriften aus 
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3. Further transfers follow. 17 Ful lness, being fulfil led, the Lord's word and 
order (1 am selecting these terms) are pushed forward. The former · · 
1
. d . h Jd IS irn. 

p 1e in t e O Testament phrasing " the word of the Lord shal l b f 1 
f'.!led"'. n~

1

~ely by being done. 18 In Cerman the paraphrase 'das Wo~ ~r: 
fulle sich (the word shall be fu l filled), which is not quite identical with 
the Hebrew and the Creek, passed into current use. 

Just as operative as his announcing word, is Cod's ordaining word. Thi 
too, ~ec~mes real ":'he~ '.t is perfor_med, when it is made concrete by man:; 
obeying 1t and p~tt1ng '.t 1nto pract1c~. Israel articulates this, particularly in 
New Testament _t1m:s in the se~ant1c vocabulary of ' filling' .20 Again, the 
Cerman express1on Cesetzeserfullung' (fulfillment of the law) is only partly 

hel lenisti~ch-römi~cher Zeit; V 4]. Gütersloh, 1981, p. 321 ): The times have their measurement 
Where 1t 1s a quest1on of fullness, components of space and time permeate each other _ L"t · 
ture on the_ much disc~ssed passage in Schreiner, ibid., and especially in R. Stuhlm~nn: ;:~ 
eschatologische Maß 1m Neue~. Testament (Forschungen zur Religion und Literatur des Alten 
und Neuen Testaments; 132). Gott1ngen, 1983, pp. 109-112.1 24-129· the latter also refer · 
t~ On 9:2 (28 ff.). In addition, cf. around the New Testament period CD

1

(Damascus Docum~~~ 
4: 10, 1 QM lscroll of war] 1 :8; AssMos (Assumptio Mosisl 10:13; LAB (Liber Antiquitatum 
B1b~!carum) 3:1,?;. syr~ar (Synan Baruch-Apocalypsel 40:3 and 4 Esr 11 :44. 

Thu~ the. f1ll e_d . _ha_nd belongs to _the servi_ce of the Lord; in Israel, a rite of fillin the 
hand charactenzes 1111t1at1on 1nto the pnestly office (starting at Jg 17·5 12)· on th· t ~ M 
Dei t „ I'"· · . E J . · · · 1s op1c . 

1 
cor, ar . m , 111. . enni - C. Westermann (eds.), Theologisches Handwörterbuch zum 

A ten Testa'.71ent. vol. 1. München, 1971, pp. 897-900, more closely pp. 898 f. and L. A. Sn i·
der~~ op. c1t. (fn. 11 ) pp. 881 -884; 111 both, further areas of transfer. J 

. LXX 3 _Reg (f?r 1 Kgs) 2:27 and 2 Chr 36:22 rc?..riprothivm (16) pf\µa. )(\)piou 2 Chr 36·21 
~1th the _va ~1ant )..oyo~ for "ward", in LXX 1 Esr 1 :54 with the noun ava.rc)..f\p~tc;, intensify-
111g the s1gn1f1cance of 'fi lling' to 'filling up'. 

" The paraphrase shifts somewhat t_he basic Hebrew-Greek structure, according to wh ich 
the ~ord of G od ?oes not rema1n v?1d and meaningless, but produces event and action. 
Israel s un?erstand111_g of the term, w h1ch, according to modern linguistic categori zation is of 
~ pragmat1c nature, 1s narro~ed down to a specific concretization in Christian tradition,'tu rn-
111g the "".ord of God, wh1ch 1s fundamentally operative and therefore creating realit~ into the 
systemat1c ~atler_~ of promise and fulfillment. - Cf. the explanations of J. Roloff at 'a former 
conference 111 Modling: J. Roloff, " Hören auf sein Wort. Das nahe Wort als lebensschaffende 
M~cht nach dem Neuen Testan:ie~t", in: A. ~steh _(ed.), ljören auf sein Wort. Der Mensch als 
Horer des Wort~~ Gottes in chnsthcher und islamischer Uberlieferung (Beiträge zur Religions
theolog1e; 7). Modling,_ 1992, pp. 71-88, here: pp. 71 ff. (on ls 55:1 O f., etc.). In the New Tes-

f
tam1f_e11nt context the sub1ect would have tobe discussed in consideration of the 'quotations on 
u I ment'. 

• 
20 ,,~ en~e;, accor,~i~g to -~hilo, God's ,??monitions must not remain void, "spoken to the 

"".111d '. the1r _words ( log?,'. )_ha~e tobe filled" _wit_h praiseworthy deeds (De Praemiis et Poe
n1s 83, rc?..ripo°:1 stands for f1ll111g ). An example 1s g1ven by Sib (Sibyllines) 3:244 ff.: when the 
wealthy man ~1ves h1s share to the needy, he "fills" the word (q>a"tt~) of the great God, his hymn 
of pra1se that 1s alive 111 the commandment (ltvvoµo~ üµvoi;). Further examples are tobe found 
1,n ~ M c -~:55; TestNaph (Testament Naphtalisl 8:7. Related examples are tobe found in U Luz 
D ie Erfullung des Gesetzes bei Matthäus (Mt 5, 17-20)", in: Zeitschrift für Theologie und Kirch; 
75 (1978) 398-435, here: p. 415, fn. 84. 
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d at
e for neither the Hebrew nor Creek formulation takes its point of 

a equ , 
de arture from man who is confronted with the co'.11m~ndmen_t and ~as 
h ~efore to fulfill it, but from the word of Cod, wh1ch 1s espec1ally alive 

~ ehis ordaining word. Thus when the word is performed, its effectiveness 
'.n manifested and fills the otherwise formless living-space of man. Cod's 
~omrnand is not a law alien to man, but supportively orients his/her life 

wwards ful lness.
21 

4
. The hoped-for fu llness on earth and fullness of time, word and order 

urging fulfi lment- for all this, Israel can look to their God. He himself, it 
must be added, fill s w ith his glory the place where he makes himself pres
ent. Frorn Ex 40:34 f. onwards, it is said that he fills his tabernacle, the 

temple, with his glory.
22 

Since his glory lays claim to the earth, ls 6:3 further formulates, "full-
ness of the whole earth" be his glory.23 In the Hellenistic period, the LXX 
reads: "Holy, holy, ho ly is the LORD of Sabaoth. The whole earth

2
• is full of 

his glory." Al l over the earth - far beyond the temple - there is no space 

that has become bereft of Cod's glory. 
God's filling the earth is a two-edged event, for where his glory is pre

sent or is hoped for25, there is no room for misdecds.26 At the time of the 
New Testament, the w isdom literature summarizes it thus: "Because the 
spirit of the Lord has filled the world, [ ... ] therefore those who utter un
righteous things wi ll not escape notice, and justice, when it punishes, will 
not pass them by" (Wis 1 :7 f.).27 The curve we have extended, now finally 

21 Since E. P. Sanders, Paul and Palestinian Judaism. A Comparison of Patterns of Religion. 
Minneapolis, MN, 1977) this progression has been discussed in a somewhat changed form, 
especially under the catchword of "covenant nomism" . The connection with the covenant con-

cept is not binding. 
" See further (up to the opposite in Ez 1 O) L. A. Snijders, op. cit. (fn. 11 ) pp. 878 f. 
21 According to the translation of L. A. Snijders, op. cit. (fn .11 ) p . 879. 

" rc?..f\pri; rcdm:,. T\ yii. 
" Cf. Ps 72:19;Nm 14:21. 
2• The LXX-translators of Jeremiah find there in 23:24 the formulation that no evil-doer 

could hide from the Lord so that he would not see him, for "Do I not fill heaven and earth? 
says the LORD." They translate the last words of the verse literally (as rc?..rip6ro), but intensify 
the introduction in v. 23. There the Hebrew text called into question the idea that God is a God 
of proximity; for the evi l-doers he rather is a God at a distance. Conversely, the LXX reads, 
"1 am an approaching God and not a God who is far away" : the God w ho is theologically far 
away becomes in space terms the near God and thereby especially frightening to evil-doers. 

27 In Creek, in v. 7a we find the perfect nerc?..f\proKEV, which intensifies "the spirit of the 
LORD has filled the earth so that it is fu ll of him". Verse 7a, which is not translated, is hard to 
interpret; in each case we are in the process of transition towards the philosophy of that time 
(cf. for example A. Lindemann, Die Aufhebung der Zeit. Geschichtsverständnis und Eschatolo
gie im Epheserbrief [Studien zur Umwelt des Neuen Testaments; 12]. Gütersloh, 1975, p. 60). 
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leads back, at a deeper level, to the first section. Even Philo's theologico
phi losophical speculation that God fi lls the world28 ma intains its reference 
to ethics.29 

5. 1 cannot conclude the section on the New Testament premises with
out going b_ey~nd Israel, f~r the specificities mentioned above concerning 
the semant1c f1eld of "to fill" are largely not only rooted in Hebrew and 
the Greek translations of Hel len istic Judaism, but are also related to general 
Gree( so there too we encounter the transfer of space into t ime. 30 The 
Greeks likewise know of an announcing or ordaining ward (including com
mandments) that urges "fulfillment" th rough events. 31 

Onestep still further on, we may fo llow the structure of these thoughts 
in the envi ronment. In Antiquity, the period that interests us, the idea is 
widespread that the void is ephemeral, if not negative. Of course outside 
Israel, there is not only one God present in space; there are rather a plu
ra lity of gods who fi ll the universe (i. e. everyth ing). 32 Around the begin
ning of the Christian era, the Stoies even thought that a void should not 

" Cf. De Coniusione Linguarum 136; De Somniis II 221, etc., continued towards a state
ment on the spirit De Gigantibus 27 (the pneuma is said tobe 1:6 1tav1:n 8t' ö)..oov EK1te-
1tAT]pooµevov). 

2
• The story of creation in Genesis, with wh ich our section 1.1 began, moves on in chapter 3 

to the fall of humankind. H umans perceive that they are naked - and hide (3 :8). Philo inter
prets this to mean that evil-doers hide from God, but at the same time could not be h idden 
from him; for God "fills" and permeates everything, and does not leave anyth ing void and 
"unfi l led" w ith his nature (Legum Allegoriae III 1.4; cf. as continued in III 6 f.). See further De 
Gigantibus 47. 

'
0 Even in an apprenticeship contract OxyPap [Oxyrhynchus Papyri] 275, clated 66 AD the 

formula ~' time" (here the time of apprenticeship agreed upon) has to be "filled" (;,:p6vov 
!tAT]püll~T]Vat 1. 24; 1n German we have to paraphrase with "erfüllen", "absch ließen", etc., cf. 
the translation in C. K. Barrett - C.-J. Thornton [eds.l, Texte zur Umwelt des Neuen Testaments 
[Uni_-Taschenbücher für W issenschaft; 1591 ]. Tübingen, ' 1991, p. 44). Further examples in H. 
G. L1ddell - R. Scott- H. S. Jones, A Greek-English Lexicon. New ed. w ith a Supplement 1968. 
Oxford, 1983 s. v. (1420) 1113. 

" To ful fill what is orclainecl, a law (v6µoc;): OxyPap 1252 r.9 (1tAT]p600), Herodotus 1 :199; 
4:117 (eK!tiµn)..TJ_µt); to "fulfi l l" promises or oracles: Herodian II 7:6; Polyaen, strat. 1 18; cf. 
also Ep1ctetus, d1ss II 9: 1.3.22. T!1erefore, we must not restrict to Israel the pragmatic under
stancl1ng of_worcl and orcler. Fulfillment through events or deeds, urged on by the word, is in 
harmony w 1th w1despread Mediterranean th inking. 

" Since Aristotle, De anima 1 5. 411 a 7, Thales has been quoted in this context (he is saicl 
to have believed mxv,:a 7tATJPT\ ~e&v dvm; on this discussion see J. Ernst, Pleroma und Pleroma 
Christi. Geschichte und D eutung eines Begriffs der paulinischen Antilegomena [Biblische 
Unt~;s.uchungen; 5] . Regensb~rg, 1970, pp. 7 and 11 , fn. 2); cf. also in G. Oelling, art. "1tA1lPTJ c; 
K1:)... 1n G. Kittel - G. Friedrich (eds.), Theologisches Wörterbuch zum Neuen Testament. 
vol. 6. Stuttgart, 1959, pp. 283- 309, especially p. 286. 
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. tat all and affirmed, as Hippolytus summarizes briefly (in post-New 
exist ment ti rnes) that everything is "fi l led" and noth ing void .33 

Tosa ' . . 
6_ The above references may suff1ce. A diverse conceptual structure 

h. h existed in Antiquity clearly emerges and was particularly developed 
W IC . 
in Israel, but not restricted to ls:ael : full ness overcomes a formle~s vo1d. 
Full ness orients the passage of t ime tow~rds a ~aal. Fulln:ss prov1des ~c
t"on with orientation. Fullness, not emptiness, 1s appropnate to the de,ty. 1 

Of course up to the 1 st century, the verb plays a far greater role in all 
this than the noun. In Antiquity, formulations begin with action. 34 The ab
stract noun ("fu llness"35

) is derived from action and therefore follows the 
latter in its predicative weight. So, for instance, before the New Testament, 
n'.X,rJproµa. (fullness) is not yet attested in Israel as a name for God36

; andin 
philosophy, accordi~g to the ext~nt so

1

urces, Stoicism _had not yet sum
marized its concept1on of the universe s fu llness by using the noun.37 So 
wi th regard to the theological weight given to the noun, therefore, the New · 
Testament is of extraordinary significance. 

1 may - or must - conclude my first approach to the topic by referring 
to a problem: in late Antiquity, the conceptual movement towards fu llness 
was Lo continue broad ly, alongsidc ph ilosophy, especially in hermetism 
and Gnosticism.38 By the M iddle Ages it is already more restricted to Ju
daism. In modern times, apart from some specific thinkers, it has become 

" Hippolytus, refutatio omnium haeresium 1 21,5: 1tAT]pci>cn~m mxv,:o: KO:l µ11liev dvm 
KeVOV. Cf. J. Ernst, op. cit. (fn. 32) pp. 10 f. 

" Just logical ly following the pragmatic linguistic approach as described. 
is Before the New Testament, the derivatives 7tAT)püJ<nc; and 11:)..11pooµo: are to be distin

guished: the former is in form a nomen actionis and therefore denotes the bringing about of 
fullness (up to the LXX: see J. Ernst, op. cit. [fn. 32] p. 24). The latter is a nomen actae rei, thus 
referring to the fullness brought about by such actions. In the New Testament on ly 1tA1lPüJµo: 
is to be found, which suggests that it also integratecl the nuance of 11:)..11poomc;. Since t~e time 
of theearly Church, the resu lting possibil ity of distinguishing between two nuances of 11:)..11pooµo: 
has played an important role in New Testament interpretation (see J. Ernst, op. cit. [fn. 32] p. 
198 ancl passim). 

36 Which H. E. Lona, Die Eschatologie im Kolosser- und Epheserbrief (Forschungen zur 
Bibel; 48). Würzburg, 1984, pp. 126 f., tries imprecisely to bridge w ith the help of Philo, Oe 
Specialibus Legibus 1 272. 

37 Cf. J. Ernst, op. cit. (fn. 32) p . 11; examining the Thesaurus linguae Graecae, in the pres
ent state of the eclition, supports his observation. 

38 Focusing now on the noun. Most important records in the hermetic literature are: Corp
Herm VI 4 (now the cosmos as "fullness of what is evil" opposed to God as "fullness of w hat 
is good"), XII 15 and XVI 3. Through the Nag Hammacli discoveries, the gnostic records (Valen
tinianic Gnosticism according to Hippolytus, refutatio omnium haeresium VI 29, 1 ff., etc.) are 
now much more numerous; see C. A. Evans, The meaning ofn)..11pooµo: in Nag Hammadi, in: 
Biblica 65 (1984) 259- 265. 
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less important.39 Today, if I am not mistaken, in general usage "fullnes „ 
implies some ambiva lent connotations. lt is not a word that is frequent~ 
used and someti mes comes close to the sigh that is breathed because sorn:. 
thing is replete. And so our topic at first takes us on a langer journey than 
was perhaps expected at the end of the introduction. 

However, what are the points emphasized by earl y Christi anity? Are 
these emphases more relevant to us and to our present task? We move on 
to the second section: 

II. The fullness of God encountering us in Christ 

1. Early Christianity slow ly and cautiously approached the assertion that 
Christ is the n),;f\pffiµ<X, that in Christ the "fullness" (cf. Jn 1 :16), even "the 
whole fullness of deity" (Col 2 :9 after 1 :1 9) encounters us; he is the meas
ure of what is called "the fu llness of t ime" (Eph 1:10). 

But Paul did not yet use such a formul ation. W here he spoke of fullness, 
he pi cked up an Old Testament saying, "the earth and its fullness are the 
Lord's" (1 Cor 10:26 in keeping w ith Ps 24:1 ); or eise he was thinking of 
thc end that was to come, as in the f inal passage of Rm 9- 11 w hich has 
become famous in the course of recent decades: by meandering paths 
God's saving acts, which we have encountered in Christ, lead to lsrael 's 
fullness and the fu l lness of the Genti les (11 :1 2.25) . 

Therefore, the passage w hich is closest to our topic, " Bu t w hen the full
ness of time had come, God sent his Son" (Gai 4:4) has to be read w ith a 
certain restraint. For let us remember that for Jews and Greeks, time is ful
fi ll ed when it is running short. lt is fu lfil led if what is going on comes to 
an end. However, Gai 4:3 says of such events: "we were enslaved". This 
now comes to an end; slavery's space in t ime has reached its "fu llness", 
its end. This demonstrates the mission of the Son; it l iberates us from being 
under the law and ca lls us to receive adoption as children (4:5).40 

39 Cf. W. Ullmann, art. "Fülle", in: J. Ritter (ed.), Historisches Wörterbuch der Philosophie. 
vol. 2. Darmstadt, 1972, 1132 f. On Bernard of Clairvaux cf. M . Diers, Bernhard von Clairvaux 
(Beiträge zur Geschichte der Philosophie des M ittelalters; 34) . Münster, 1991, p. 11 5, etc. 

'
0 This careful interpretation is supported by Paul's use of xpovoc; for " time" rather than the theo

logically denser term Katp6c;. On the other hand, since the umbrella term he chooses is the 
noun 1t1i\pwµcx and not the verb n111p6w (as in the contemporary Papyrus cited in fn. 30), there 
is a step towards abstraction allowing us to speak of an intensified understanding of time in the 
light of salvation history and eschatology. The passage is discussed because of the 'Son' -formula 
integrated into it; cf. apart from the commentaries: J. M. Scott, Adoption as Sons of God. An ex
egetica/ investigation into the background of hyiothesia in the Pauline corpus (Wissenschaftliche 
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For this reason, Paul is our most important wi tness that early Christian
. . the first generation, eagerly accepts the framework explained above, 
,ty, ,n 
h t space, time and God's actions press on towards fullness.41 However, 

:h~s motif w ill be condensed into a_ christology of fullne~s, not by him,_ it 
is true, but by his churches. As a mam passage that sets th1s out, 1 shall d1s-
uss the assertions in Col (under point 2). The other texts in Eph and (from 

~nother central col lection of earl y Christian scriptures) in Jn 1 w ill be briefly 

touched on (under point 3) to supp lement. 
2. In the Letter to the Colossians two verses, namely Col 1 :19 and 2:9 

belong to this context. Our attention must focus on the former, in the con

text of the so-cal led Colossians hymn42
: 

2.1 As to its form: Col 1 :1 5 changes to a poetic metre, which continues 
ti ll v. 20. The poetic metre is not consistently maintained thereafter, so 
scholars43 assume various interpolations. The early post-Paul ine author of 

Untersuchungen zum Neuen Testament. Reihe 2; 48). Tübingen, 1992, especially pp. 121-186 
(without necessarily having to accept Scott's typological interpretation as a w hole). 

" In this context the expressions " the fu llness of the blessing" Rm 15:29 (used christologi
cally by Pau l) and " the fulfilling of the law" Rm 13:1 0 must also be included; cf. Gai 5:14. lf 
we intcrpret these passages accnrrling to the senses elaborated in section 1, the result is a re
markable sequence of argumentations in Paul: the law presses for "fulfillment", according to 
1 3 through acts. But it also refers decisively within itself to love and Paul emphasizes this in 
both passages. The order to love is w ritten in the law (Lev 19:18), and at the same time love 
performs the law. W ith th is the perspective shifts to love s~ much that it finally lea_ds to a com
mutation; the commandment to love becomes the dec1s1ve commandment aga1nst w h1ch -
even cri tica lly - the whole law is tobe measured (this is an attempt briefly to take a position 
in a thoroughly controversial field; cf. apart from the commentaries, see H. Hübner, Das Gesetz 
bei Paulus. Ein Beitrag zum Werden der paulinischen Theologie (Forschungen zur Religion und 
Literatu r des Alten und Neuen Testaments; 119). Göttingen, ' 1982; K. Kertelge, "Freiheits
botschaft und Liebesgebot im Galaterbrief", in: id ., Grundthemen paulinischer Theologie. 
Freiburg etc. , 1991 , pp. 197-208, especially pp. 203 ff., and Th. Söding, Das Liebesgebot bei 
Paulus. Die Mahnung zur Agape im Rahmen der paulinischen Ethik (Neutestamentliche Ab
handlungen. Neue Folge; 26). M ünster, 1995, pp. 191 ff. 

" According to more recent hymn research, "hymn" is an imprecise term (see M. Lattke, 
Hymnus. Materialien zu einer Geschichte der antiken Hymnologie [Novum testamentum et 
orbis antiquus; 19]. Göttingen, 1991, especially pp. 227-235, etc.), but since i t has become 
widely accepted, we shall continue to use it carefully in what follows for simplicity's sake. 

" We cannot discuss them here individually. Relevant general characterist ics, apart from 
the commentaries (or supplementing them) are presented by N. Kehl (Der Christushymnus im 
Kolosserbrief. Eine motivgeschicht/iche Untersuchung zu Kol 1, 12-20 [Stuttgarter bib lische 
Monographien; 1 ]. Stuttgart, 1967), E. Schweizer (among others "Kol 1 :1 5-20", in: id., Beiträge 
zur Theologie des Neuen Testaments. Neutestamentliche Aufsätze [ 1955 bis 1970}. Zürich, 
1970, pp. 113-1 45), N. Walter ("Geschichte und Mythos in der urchristlichen Präexistenz
christologie", in: H. H. Schmid [ed .J, Mythos und Rationalität [Veröffentlichungen der W is
senschaftlichen Gesellschaft für Theologie] . Gütersloh, 1988, pp. 224-234, here: pp. 230 ff.), 
H. Gese ("Gottes Bild und Gottes Wort", in: E. Luhbahn - 0 . Rodenberg (eds.), Von Gott 
erkannt. Gotteserkenntnis im hebräischen und griechischen Denken !Theologische Studien-
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Col seems to have taken up a somewhat older hymn to weave into the text 
of his Letter. This means that the christology we shall discuss in what fol
lows, even though the on ly fi rm evidence for its origin is in the late New 
Testament, has roots that must go back to the first Christian generation. Bald 
far-reaching christological assertions begin soon in early Christianity. ' 

Characteristic of the song-like form of expression is the d irect begin
ning: " he" (Col 1 :15; cf. in Pau l ine churches Phi l 2:5 and 1 Tm 3:1 6), 10 
w hich we spontaneously add: "namely Jesus Christ" (" is the image of the 
invisible God", etc.). lt seems that the connection with Jesus Christ would 
ultimately have tobe made exp l icit, 44 although the early Christian churches 
cou ld make do w ithout such expl icitness.45 That the subject of their songs 
is Christ goes w ithout say ing, even though it is not mentioned in the song46 
or at least only at the end47

• The christo logical focus in the early Christian 
div ine serv ices (where our songs certainly belang) cou ld not be more ob
v ious. 

2 .2 A specificity of form therefore already signals an essential trait of con
tent w hich we need not discuss in detai l. The "pleroma" ("fullness") state
ment is to be found towards the end of the sang in its last strophe (v. l 9).4a 

lniti;:il ly this may seem tobe a negative observation: the statement is not at 
the beginning, w here we have: " He is the image of the invisible God, the 
firstborn of all creation. For in him all things were created [ ... )" (1 :15 f.).'9 

Th is means that the christological ful lness is not formulated in our song on 
the basis of Christ's role as creation's mediator. 

beiträge; 3]. Stuttgart, 1990, pp. 42- 67, here: pp. 62- 67, J. Habermann (Präexistenzaussagen 
im Neuen Testament [Europäische Hochschulschriften. Reihe 23, Theo logie; 3621. Frankfurt/M. 
etc., 1990, pp. 225- 2 66) and R. Hoppe (Der Triumph des Kreuzes. Studien zum Verhältnis des 
Kolosserbriefes zur paulinischen Theologie [Stuttgarter Biblische Beiträge; 28]. Stuttgart, 1994, 
pp. 146- 225). 

" This is w hy in the literature a preceding introductory sentence starting w ith "Jesus Christus" 
or the like is often assumed (cf. concerning our hymn J. Habermann, op. cit. [fn. 43] p. 227). 

" So it seems to me that in this case negative deductions from the text do not apply; cf. the 
approach in R. D eichgräber, Gotteshymnus und Christushymnus in der frühen Christenheit. 
Untersuchungen zu Form, Sprache und Stil der frühchristlichen Hymnen (Studien zur Umwelt 
des Neuen Testaments; 5). Göttingen, 1967, p. 146. 

46 Sie in Col 1 :15-20 and 1 Tm 3:16. 
" Sie in Phil 2:1 0 f. 
46 In this formulation w e leave it open whether the song as a whole should be structured 

in three strophes (as, for example, by E. Schweizer, op. eil. lfn. 43] and N. Walter, op. cit. [fn. 
431 p. 230), or in two major parts (as for example by J. Habermann, op. cit. lfn. 43] p. 238 and 
R. Hopp e, op. eil. [fn. 431 p. 167) or in two groups of two st rophes (as for example by 
H. Gese, op. cit. [fn. 431 pp. 62 f.). 

49 Translation according to New Revised Standard Version: Catho/ic edition. 
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lt does, however, presuppose the latter. Therefore we have to try initially 
reflect on how it is tobe understood in the Colossian hymn. Let us call to 

toind that this is hardly one generation after the activities of the earthly Jesus, 
:ut even so that is not the song's starting point. In the course of the sang, the 
arthly Jesus is only touched upon in w hat follows.50 How is this possible? 

~o pose the question more concretely: how did the transition come about 
frorn what we like to call a christology "from below" (starting from the earthly 
Jesus and his being human) towards a christology that transcends our human 
existence and even the existence of creation in general? We can never be 
ultirnately certain, but our hymn reveals the starting points: 

The key event is the experience of Jesus being raised from the dead 
which, not on ly to us, but also in the 1 st century, appeared as a total break 
with conformity to the laws of creation.51 The previously held theories of 
the order of creation (we would say the laws of nature) fail here. A new 
'first event', so to speak, appears. However, it is only an inadequate con
ception, and again not only to our modern way of thinking, as lang as we 
think here simpl y of a sundering of natural law s. God may indeed disrupt 
his own order. From God's side, it is indeed more appropriate to the im
portance of the event of Jesus' being raised from thc dcad, if we connect 
it with the event of creation at the very beginning (i n Greek apxi)), for
mulated as it is in the verse in our passage which leads to the statement of 
Christ's being raised (v. 18b): " He (Christ) is apxi)", foundational origin. 
"He is the firstborn from the dead", the text cont inues, "so that he might 
become what he himsel f is, in everything having the first place" .52 

As a result, the structure of our think ing about creation in general is af
fected by christology. A pure exaltation-christology is tobe supplemented 
by a creation-christology. The most obvious premise allowing this devel-

so That he is "the firstborn from the dead" indirectly includes his dying; the reference to the 
cross at the end of the song v. 20bß, on the other hand, rather sounds as if the autho r of Colos
sians inserted it into his letter to create a transition (generally i t is taken as an addition; for dis
cussion see J. Habermann, op. cit. [fn. 43] pp. 237 f.). 

" Just as the expectation of an individual resurrection, beyond created space, was at that 
time restricted to a limited circle, as more recent critical reviews of the sources show (cf. G. 
Barth, "Zur Frage nach der in 1 Korinther 15 bekämpften Auferstehungsleugnung", in: Zeitschrift 
für die neutestamentliche Wissenschaft und die Kunde der älteren Kirche 83 [19921 187-201 , 
especially pp. 195-200). 

" By translating it in this way, 1 am trying to render most precisely the combination of the 
verb 'to become' yivoµm and ' to be' 1tpro1:e1'.lro. On a more detailed interpretation, see the com
mentaries and the literature mentioned in fn. 43 up to j . Habermann, pp. 251 ff., and R. Hoppe, 
pp. 176 ff. In the sequence of the proposed interpretations, <XPXTJ need not yet be directly re
ferred back to Gn 1 :1. 
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opment was in lsrael 's w isdom literature shortly before and at the begin
ning of the Christian era, specifically the conviction that "the order per
ceptible in the world, the order of creation and of being is pre-existent to 
the un iverse" (already existing in God before its concretization in its crea
tion - briefly summarized in Gese). The order does not develop with and 
after the actual act of creat ion, but is the "structure and means of creation" 
(Prv 8:22 ff.; Jb 28:21 ff., etc.).53 

Now if the structure of creation in general is affected by the Christ event, 
that structure must be reflected on anew in view of that event and in the 
1 ight of it. The Christevent does not si mply enter at a later stage into an order 
already given, but determines its structu re right from the beginn ing. As ex
tracts from Col 1 :16 and 17 say: " In him (sc. in Christas the paradigmatic 
structure of creation, in the above mentioned sense) al l things in heaven and 
on earth were created ( ... ]. He himself is before al l things, and in him all 
things hold together."54 According to what the beginn ing of the hymn says 
(v. 15), "he is the image of the invisible God, the firstborn", not only "from 
the dead" (v. 18), but for the destiny "of al l creation".55 

" H. Gese, op. cit. (fn. 43) p. 63. 
" Fora more detailed interpretation see, apart from Gese, the above-mentioned literature 

up to J. Habermann, op. cit. (fn. 43) pp. 248 ff. From here a cross-reference must be made to 
1 Cor 8:6. 

55 Various impulses originating from the ambience of th is 'wisdom' we refer to enter into 
the image-assertion. 1 refer to the two most prominent: 1. In the texts mentioned, God shapes 
the world according to Prv 8:22 ff.; Jb 28:21 ff. in "wisdom11

1 in which he also makes his peo
ple participate. He, the completely 'other', thus in wisdom grants a "similarity11 to which human 
knowledge is given access. Wis 7:26 concret izes th is as a reflection of the eternal light and 
image of God's goodness. Philo thereupon describes wisdom - overlapping with the logos -
as the beginn ing, and as image and manifestation of God (Legum Allegoriae 1 43). 2. We shall 
find a somewhat different and supplementary line of thought, if we begin with Gn 1 :26. At the 
beginning of the Christian era this passage was not necessarily seen as referring to humankind 
in their present historical nature. lf we read Gn 1 f. , as it was read at that time, as referring to 
an on-going process and not as it is read today as present ing separate stories, this suggests the 
creation of a "heavenly" human being preceding the creation from the dust of the ground ac
cording to Gn 2:7 (Philo, Legum Allegoriae 1 31, etc.). Man's being created in the image of 
God is then seen as prior to his being given physical shape; i t is an incorporeal creation, be
yond gender and immortal (Philo, Oe Opificio Mundi 134). Philo connects this being created 
in the image of God w ith the "logos", the "word" of God as the concept developed later (De 
Confusione Linguarum 146 f.). 

Both aspects can be read as indirect or direct premises behind the Colossians hymn: what 
was previously reflected in Israel as w isdom, logos and the heavenly man, antecedent to crea
tion, is fullfilled and fuses into a new unity in Christology. An earlier attempt at interpretation, 
referring to early gnostic texts, can be regarded as secondary by comparison. For a deeper view 
of this in the light of history of religions, apart from the literature already mentioned, see 
J. Fossum, "Colossians 1.15-18a in the light of Jewish mysticism and Gnost icism", in New Tes
tament Studies 35 (1989) 183-201. 
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An Excursus 

1 am inserting an excursus here with Christian-Mus! im dialogue particu
iarly in mind. In the line of thought we have descri bed, mediatorship in 
creation has to be conceived of as a process that lays the foundation of the 
cosmos. 1 do not intend to extend th is to the creative acts of the earthly 
Jesus or his earthly activit ies. lndeed, the subject is remote from them. 

lt is true that, later on, a story about the childhood of Jesus that dates 
from the t ime of the early Church makes this connection. When Jesus "had 
become five years old", the story goes, "he was playing by a ford across a 
brook [ ... ]. He made some soft clay and from it he formed twelve spar
rows. lt was Sabbath, when he did this", that is, the day on which God's 
people remember that God rested on the seventh day from all the work he 
had done (Ex 20:11; cf. Gn 2:1-3). Jesus offends against the day of rest 
from the work of creation. Joseph was summoned and asked him gruffly, 
"'Why do you what one is not al lowed to do do on Sabbath?' But Jesus 
clapped his hands and shouted to the sparrows: 'Go away!' The sparrows 
opened their w ings and, shouting, they flew away."56 Jesus stops playing, 
but in a way that brings it to a climax: he brings the sparrows to life. From 
clay that is suddcn ly no longcr simply material taken from the bed of the 
brook to play wi th, but a variant of the dust of the ground from wh ich the 
LORD God formed man (cf. Gn 2:7), they become creatures -through the 
clapping of his hands, in keeping with a chi ld's game (not through breath
ing the breath of l ife into them, as in Gn 2:7). A distance from the stories 
of creation in Gn 1-2 is retai ned, but at the same time Joseph's criticism 
is answered: this chi ld participates in God's creative acts, so much so that 
he can continue creating even on the day when God rested from all the 
work he had done in creation at the beginning. 

1 mention this legend in detai l because it became known to Mul:iam
mad57 and entered the Q ur'än in a version that was developed a step fur
ther. For in both places w here the Qur'än quotes the legend, the child like, 
playful motif of clapping the hands is replaced by "breathing" (into the 
clay); the Qur'än places Jesus' action closer to breath ing the breath of life 
in Gn 2:7 than the legend of the early Church (Qur'än 3,49; 5, 113)! "( ... ] 

•• Story of the lnfancy ofThomas 2 in extracts (from 1.2.4), according to the edition of 0. 
Cullmann, Neutestamentliche Apokryphen in deutscher Übersetzung. 1 Evangelien. Tübingen, 
'1987, p. 353. 

57 According to G. Risse, "Gott ist Christus, der Sohn der Maria" . Eine Studie zum Christus
bild im Koran (Begegnung. Kontextuell-dialogische Studien zur Theologie der Kulturen und Re
ligionen; 2). Bonn, 1989, pp. 184 f. probably through Mariya, a Copt, who was also his w ife. 
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God "createth w hat He willeth", Süra 3 prepares the incorporation of our 
legend (3,47), and confirms: Jesus did this not as an associate, but as an 
"apostle" of God, "by God's leave" (3,49). 58 

lt is clear that, for the Qur'än, the creative acts of Jesus must not lead to 
the claim that he is divine; as an apostle Jesus simply carries out what God 
wills. Nevertheless, the Qur'än preserves one of the most suggestive state
ments about Jesus' participation in creation that has been handed down to 
us in the history of religions - and, may I say, in the history of theology?sg 

The Christian theologian faces the challenge of giv ing reasons for the 
basis on w hich the claim about the divinity of Jesus is made, in contrast 
to the Qur'än. We can return to this challenge by discussing the conclud
ing assertions in the Colossians hymn and their reception in the Letter. 

2 .3 So let us turn to the conclusion of the Colossians hymn. lt is so densely 
formu lated that a translation is extremely difficult. Luther tried to retain the 
density of the text more preci sely than the modern translations, which are 
therefore satisfactory for our purposes only to a limited extent.60 He trans
lated: " 19Denn es ist das Woh lgefa llen gewesen, dass in ihm al le Fülle wohnen 
sollte 20und al les durch ihn versöhnt würde zu ihm selbst, damit dass er 
Friede machet [For it was pleasing that in him (Christ is sti l l adequately in
dicated by the pronoun) al l fullness should dwell and by having made peace 
by him to reconcile al l things unto himself]." 61 1 wi ll concentrate on three 
components taken from the complex sentence structure: 

2.3.1 "For it was pleasing that in him ... " (euö61C11m::v K'tl .): the open
ing verbal phrase no langer speaks of the creat ion of everything that ex
ists .62 lt rather presupposes that al I th ings had been created, as the fi rst part 
of the hymn indicates. Against the background of all things having been 
created, there is now a special "pleasure" - in C reek "good" (eu) pleas
ure.63 Together w ith all that is good, which is included in the prefix eu, the 

•• Translation of Abdullah Yusuf Ali, The Meaning_of the Clorious Qur'än. Text. Trans lation 
and Commentary. Beirut - Cairo, ' 1938. 

" The proh ibition of images having been enforced by the 1-;ladT.th, the existence of these 
passages in lslamic literatu re is even more striking. 

60 lncluding the German 'Einheitsübersetzung' which, in v. 19, introduces God as the sub
ject and, in v. 20, inserts the add itional verb "(zu Christus) führen" [to guide towards Christ] . 

61 Luther, WA.DB 7,229. lt is questionable whether the text after v. 20 is part of the hymn; 
cf. above fn. 50. 

•
2 In Gn 1 f. the verb is missing. 

63 Ps 44 (LXX 43):4 constructs t:uooKero ev w ith the dative like Col 1 :19; cf. also 2 Sm (LXX 
2 Kgs) 22:20. In this context see also G. Münderlein, "Die Erwählung durch das Pleroma. Be· 
merkungen zu Kol 1, 19", in: New Testament Studies 8 (1962) 264-276, here 267 ff. 
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hymn conceives of creation as concluded in Christ, the first-born from the 

dead of v. 18.64 

2.3.2 Who decided that this should be so? We instinctively answer: God. 
The Greek sentence rather suggests the translation "the ful lness decided", 
a definite and chosen good way of " living in him (Christ)". Ourthemeword 
'fullness' is the subject65, which, for the first time in the literature handed 
down to us, has replaced a direct reference to God. We are sti ll able to 
perceive the starting point of it, if we go on reading: the fullness decided 
"to dwell" . Here the background66 is what we referred to in 1.4, the dwel l ing 
of God in ful lness in the Temple. This means that the community that sings 
our sang or says it as a profession of fa ith, experiences the fu llness in w hich 
God makes his imprint on his dwel ling w ith humans and from where he 
supportively chooses to shape history, oriented towards Chri st. 

In the latter formulation, 1 am aware of being rather tentative: fullness 
represents God, but at the same time makes it possible to avoid the d irect 
assertion "God dwells in Christ". 67 We are confronted here with a chri sto
logical formu lation that is transitional. There is no doubt, however, w hich 
way christological thinking must continue, as is reflected by the author of 
Colossians. In our passage the author simply quotes. In chapter 2 he goes 
back to the quotation, changing it at a central point: " in him (Christ)", he 
writes, "dwells divinity in all its fullness" (2:9). The word -öe6c; (God) is sti ll 
avoided, but it is now represented by the closest possible derivative-öe6-rric; 
(divinity). Thi s is the f irst use of the term in early Christian ity; the history 
of languages shows that it is an expression for "being God" that was already 

.. "Beschließen" lto be the pleasure) is the most familiar meaning of tUOoKero ev. Refer
ence of ev au,:q, following v. 18 in J. Habermann, op. cit. (fn. 43) p. 253 (lit.). 

" As a rule, th is is the view taken in the relevant literature: cf. discussions in J. Ernst, op. cit. 
(fn. 32) pp. 83 ff. (references to the earlier preference of "God" as the subject, which the syn
tax of the hymn neither excludes in principle nor directly implies: according to v. 16a, a pas
sivum divinum should rather be expected here) and in H . E. Lona, op. cit. (fn. 36) pp. 124 f. 

66 Cf. especially Ex 40:34 f.; further references (from Ps 68 [LXX 67]:17 up to 2 Mc 14:35) 
for instance in H. E. Lona, op. cit. (fn. 36) pp. 127 f. 

•
1 At least as long as we take the background from Israel, as explained in section 1, as a 

standard. For some time, research gave more weight to the sources that regard " fullness" as a 
di rect predicate of God (see 1. 6, fn. 38; in addition cf. OdSol [Odes of Solomon] 7:11 , God 
is said to be "unvergänglich; Fülle der Äonen und ihr Vater" leverlasting, full ness of aeons and 
their father] [German translation according to E. Lohse, Die Briefe an die Kolosser und an Phile
mon (Kritisch-exegetischer Kommentar über das Neue Testament; 9/2). Göttingen, 1968, p. 99; 
there also I it.]). Then the assertion grows even stronger. On the other hand, the relevant sources, 
as mentioned above, have tobe considered as later than early Christianity. 
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in use before the New Testament, and this meaning for it was widely 
thentieated in th_e early Chur~h.68 Even if it is not in the hymn itself, ::~ 
author of Coloss1ans here plainly sees the fullness of being God dwell" 
. Ch . ing in nst. 69 

1 pause here in order to address the above-mentioned question eo _ 
~erning the justifieation for asserting the divin ity of Jesus whieh sets Chri~
t1an theology apart from the Qur'än. One basie assumption must also b 
ealled to mind. lt is fundamental for the early Christians beeause of theie 
origin in Israel (Dt 6:4), and it unites Christians and Muslims: God is One~ 
His being-one is inviolable. Early Christianity takes this as expressly af
.firmed by Jesus (Mk 12:29.32).70 

This is therefore clear to the early Christians no less than to the Mus
lims later on, and Christology must be consistent with this premise.71 One 
solution could be: to subordinate Christ to God on princip le, although as 
on~ w ho is eminently distinguished.72 The alternative of not subordinating 
ehnstology to theo-logy, but making God's expression of his deity the basis 
of one's thinking is more theologieal ly foeussed. 73 The Colossians hymn 
shows the inner logie and rigour that point to the assertion that if Christ 
determines the structure of ereation, he, as we have noted before, has to 

63 
Cf._ the comm~ntaries on this passage (for example E. Schweizer, Der Brief an die Kolosser 

IEvangel1sch-~atho l1scher Kommentar zum Neuen Testament!. Zürich etc., 1976, pp. 107 f. ) 
and G. Schneider s. v., 111: H. Balz - G. Schneider (eds.), Exegetisches Wörterbuch zum Neuen 
Testament. vol. 2. Stuttgart, 1981 , p. 353 . 

" VVe find this already expressed in essence in 1 :19, then 'tfi<; fü,6T111:0<; ultimately becomes 
a genit1vus epexeget1cus: see P. Pokorny, Der Brief des Paulus an die Kolosser (Theologischer 
Handkommentar zum Neuen Testament; 10, 1 ). Berlin, 1987, p. 102 (li t.). 

Problems 111 the churches may have motivated the author of Colossians to make the state
ment more focussed. For implicitly one may read: the whole fullness dwells in Christ, and not 
parts or even the who le fullness elsewhere. Then our passage is part of the controversy with 
opponents w ho, for example, attributed more importance to the 'world-elements' (see 2:8· ac
centuat_ed especially in J. Lähnemann, Der Kolosserbrief. Komposition, Situation und Argu
mentation [Studien zum Neuen Testament; 3). Gütersloh, 1971, pp. 78 f. 

1
~, Cf. en larging ~- M~r~lein, "Die Einzigkeit Gottes als die sachliche Grundlage der Botschaft 

Jesu , 1n Jahrbuch fur B1bl,sche Theologie 2 (1987) 13-32 (there via "Gottesherrschaft" (king
dom of Godl). 

" In a wide context, this premise is evoked in the early Christian scriptures: see 1 Cor 8:6 
for the stereotypes taken up by Paul; concerning Paul himself Rm 3:30, etc., in the Deuteropaulines 
Eph 4:6 and 1 Tm 2:5, and apart from them Jas 2:19. 

" The best known statement of th is solution is in 1 Cor 15:23-28. 
73 

Choosing this alternative begins very early, as is shown in the New Testament formulas 
wh1ch :;ombine ''.~od is one" with a christo_lo9ical statement at the beginning of which they 
repeat and one 1s (1 Cor 8:6; 1 _Tim 2:5); 11 1. 1n J. Habermann, op. cit. (fn. 43) pp. 159-188 
and J. Roloff, Der erste Bnef an T1motheus (Evangelisch-Katholischer Kommentar zum Neuen 
Testament; 15). Zürich etc., 1988, pp. 11 O ff. 
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neeived of as preeeding it. lf in him, against the baekground of the 
be eo 

1 dy existent creation, al l the "fullness" was pleased to dwell (as the 
a rea 

cluding part of the hymn says), he transeends ereation at present and 
~~~il the end. Creati on needs him in its per:peetive on God and ?n the di
vinity of God. lt needs him, as th_e eoncl_us1on_of the hym_n ex~lieates, for 

2.3.3 reeoneiliation (v. 20). Th1s assert1on will be explamed in more de
tail later. "Fullness" for God's people, as we saw in part 1, means pri_marily 

resenee within the bounds of God's tabernacle, however otherw1se, for 
rhem and the surrounding aneient world, goal. The Colossians hymn makes 
this bear fruit for its eonclusion: the fullness that dwells in Christ reali zes 

a goal, even the goa l of whieh the_ "."'h?le cosmos - "all th'.ngs", a~ v. ~O 
says _ is in need. lt grants reeoneil1at1on to the cosmos d1sregardmg 1ts 

noticeable imperfeetion.7
• 

In Antiquity, reeoneil iation meant doing away with overt hostility so that 
there may be peace.75 Col 1 :20 aetualizes this in a clear-eut way: reeon
ci l iation does not onl y happen in Christ, but also towards him (d<; <XU't6v). 
Since Christ is conceived of, from a theo-logieal perspeetive, as the one 
in whom God's acts and expresses himself, the beginning as wei l as the 
end are bounc..l up in him. 76 As v. 20 continues, this is grounded in thc fact 
that it is the ful lness that is in Christ that made peaee.77 In Greek, the aoris
tic partieiple is used: the fundamental aet has already been performed, al
though it is not yet eompletely and perfeetly pereeptible.78 lt was oriented 
towards all things, w hether in heaven or on earth, through the blood of his 
eross, the author of Colossians concludes the hymn (v. 20bß-e) .79 Reeon
ciliation has a eosmie effect.80 

,. For "reconcile" v. 20 uses the composite form wi th the prefix cm6, "away from". 
75 Cf. the investigation of the term in: C. Breytenbach, Versöhnung. Eine Studie zur paulini

schen Soteriologie (Wissenschaftliche Monographien zum Alten und Neuen Testament; 60). 
Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1989, especially pp. 40- 83. . 

76 This is already intimated at the end of v. 16; cf. H. E. Lona, op. c,t. (fn. 36) p . 130. 
" elprivo1totl]cra<; contains the verb 1totElv which, according to Gn 1 :1, etc., has ~onno

tations of creation . Since it shi fts towards masculine, a direct reference to the neuternÄ.11Pwµa 
is impossible. There must be a constructio ad sensum. Research has f<;>und that, as a rule, God 
becomes accepted as the subject presented in 1tÄ.T]pwµa (Lona, op_. c1t. _[fn. 3~) p. 131 , etc.; 111 
R. Hoppe, op. cit. [fn. 43 I p. 163 as an editorial note). More obv1ous 1s the 111fluence on the 
construction by the immediately preceding afrt6<; which has to be seen as refemng to Christ. 
Luther adjusted his aforementioned translat ion in the light of th1s (and of course s1multaneously 
lessened the tense construction of the verb). 

" To be expressed by means of the Creek perfect. 
79 On the relevant literary criticism cf. above fn. 50. 
"' This is seen in lsrael 's conceptions of God as peace-maker in the universe (cf. especially 
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Let us not forget, of course, that the cosmic effect can be professed even 
though it is not directly experienced. Therefore the concretization leads 
the author of Colossians to the Church where he sees reconciliation mani
fested (1 :22), and sees the whole fullness of deity dwell ing bodily in Christ 
(2 :9).8' The cosmi c christology of Colossians has its centre in the Church.s2 

3. Before we come to conclusions, we shall, as I said, have a quick look 
at Ephesians and John 1: 

3 .1 The Letter to the Ephesians touches our topic in the great hymn of 
praise in its first chapter. As in the Letter to the Colossians, the language 
of praise al lows the most concentrated christological utterances. 1 here 
draw your attention to the three most important points: 

3 .1 .1 Read more attentively, Eph 1 :3- 14 is not, li ke Col 1: 14- 20, a song 
to Christ, but a song in praise of God. The christological reflection not only 
as a matter of assumption, but also formal ly, begins wi th the understand
ing of God: God's people have know n God already, before the New Tes
tament, as working through his Spirit.83 Ephesians takes this up. So we find 
1 :3, the formula relating God, Christ and the Spi rit to one another: "B lessed 
be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Chri st, who has blessed us w ith 
cvcry b lcssing of his Spirit [ ... ] ." 84 Many generations before the period of 
the early Church in which the dogmas were formu lated, the progression 
from Colossians to Ephesians shows that christological reflection, which 
begins with the divinity of God, presses an to "t riadic" structures (the Father 
- in Christ - in the Spirit).85 

Ph ilo, De Specialibus Legibus 11192). There is a presupposed understanding of the cosmos as 
fragile, even as contradictory in itself, which is, from the perspective of history of religions, not 
completely unproblemat ic (as to the discussion see for example E. Schweizer, " Versöhnung 
des Alls. Kol 1,20" [19751, in: id., Neues Testament und Christologie im Werden . Aufsätze. 
Göttingen, 1982, pp. 164-178 and N. Walter, op. cit. [fn. 43] pp. 231 f.). 

81 Beyond the corporality of Jesus (cf. 1 :22), oroµanK<ix; 2:9 points to the Church as body 
(cf. 1 :1 8); see especially P. Pokorny, op. cit. [fn . 69) pp. 102 f. 

82 Correspondingly, 2 :10 further develops the motif of fullness: in the Church it is possible 
to say by using the perfect tense, describing something unrestrictedly and last ingly founded, 
"you have come to fullness in him (Christ)"; the Church participates in the fu llness of Christ; 
cf. especiall y J. Ernst, op. cit. (fn. 32) pp. 103 f. and P. Pokorny, op. cit. (fn . 69) p. 103. 

83 For examples from our semantic field of 'filling', see 1. 
04 The translation taken from the German Einheitsübersetzung again slightly simplifies the 

basic text: "Gepriesen sei Gott, der Vater unseres Herrn Jesus Christus: er hat uns mit allem 
Segen seines Geistes gesegnet [ ... ] ." 

" According to the opening, via a broad unfolding of God's blessings " in Christ", the eu
logy again leads towards an utterance about the Spi rit (vv. 13 f.). lf we go on reflecting on this 
systematically, we will first discover the components of God's acts / blessings in the Sp irit in 
Christ; a path emerges towards the doctrine of Trinity via its 'economic' aspects. However, 
v. 3 also already contains the impulse towards the inner, ' immanent' refleclion; for it starts "in 
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3 .1 .2 For the purpose of our topic, the centre of the hymn is v. 10. The 
'Einheitsübersetzung' renders "(Gepriesen sei Gott ... ) in Christus wollte 
er die Fülle der Zeiten heraufführen, in Chri stus alles vereinen, alles, was 
im Himmel und auf der Erde ist [(Blessed be the God ... ) as a p lan for the 
ful lness of time, to gather up all things in Christ, th ings in heaven and things 
on earth] ." We hear the echo of Col 1 :20. But now the hope for the full 
ness of time, mentioned in 1.2 , becomes vibrant: God communicates him
self in Christ, the Ephesians hymn summarizes, in such a way that time 
wholly and conclusively (eschatologically) attains fullness. As time-space 
it is complete. As with a space offering pleasant accommodation, ru les are 
given for residents ("Hausordnung", in Greek oh:ovoµi.a.86, which is not 
clear in the German Einheitsübersetzung) .87 The next part ial sentence is 
also extremely concise. The 'Einheitsübersetzung' gives only a reduced 
meaning of the verb. In Greek, however, two components are included: 
all things experience being gathered up and also recognize their cu lmi
nation.88 Nothing in the cosmos therefore remains outside the process of 
salvation. Christ is its absolute cu lmination. 

3 .1 .3 Sovereign-christology encompasses the cosmos. At the same time 
its proper place is in the Church, as Colossians showed. [ phesians focuses 
on this last component after the eu logy: as head of the Church, Christ is 
the head over all things.89 In the Church as his body, hi s fu llness comes 
upon us (1 :22 f. ).90 

the heavenly places" w ith God as the Father of Jesus Christ. The precise p lace attributed to the 
Spirit remains undecided (further details in J. Adai, Der Heilige Geist als Gegenwart Gottes in 
den einzelnen Christen, in der Kirche und in der Welt. Studien zur Pneumato logie des Epheser
briefes [Regensburger Studien zur Theologie; 31]. Frankfurt/M. etc., 1985, pp. 61 ff., 273 ff.); 
here the history of dogma w ill meet its most difficult prob lem. 

86 "Haus-Ordnung" [house-rules] renders both components of the term; for further discus
sion see H. E. Lona, op. cit. (fn. 35) pp. 272 f. 

87 So is time still conceived of temporally after all ? In a slightly different rendering of 1:10 
A. Lindemann, op. cit. (fn. 27) p. 202, proposes to see it as a clear " renouncement of tempo
rality". According to section 1.2 (where we have already found " filling" in combination w ith 
" kairoi") this does not seem to me to be abso lutely required. In Ephesians the progression to
wards 3:19 becomes more plastic, if time-space in its fundamentally ordered fullness still con
tains aspects of the future. 

,. avo:KEq>o:1m6ro 'dissolved' according to its general meaning and the noun KEq>a1m ov, 
contained in it. Further details on th is much-discussed term can be found in the commentaries 
and in H. E. Lana, op. cit. (fn. 36) pp. 2 72 ff. As to i ts historical effectiveness cf. the term " re
capitulat io" in lrenaeus. 

" In Creek a progression of KEq>almov towards KEq,o;)..ft can be perceived. 
'° On the discussion of this central ecclesiological passage in the New Testament see, be

side the commentaries, for instance A. Lindemann, op. cit. (fn. 27) pp. 62 f. and H. E. Lona, 
op. cit. (fn. 36) pp. 31 2-335; Eph 3:19; 4:10.1 3 fol low (cf. also 5:18). 
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3.2 In 'fu l lness' Colossians implies the reconci l iation of al l thi ngs, Ephe
sians the destinati<;>n of time and space in Christ. Compared with this, Jn 1 
the passage we mentioned last here, is restrictive. Only assertions in th~ 
first person plural acknowledge the root:91 "The Word became flesh [ ... ], 
and we have seen his glory, the glory as of a father's on ly son, full of grace 
and truth. [ ... ] From his fu llness we have all received grace upon grace." 
U n 1: 14.16).92 In grace and truth93 everyth ing that God grants attains fu l l
ness; the law given through Moses (cf. above 1.3) does not seem tobe ex
empted from this.94 However, the experience of the saving fu llness of God 
in Christ is entirely concentrated in the witnesses of Christ, the Cr.urch .9s 
How the grace and truth of God in Christ spread beyond this remains open, 
and is not even looked at critically by the Johannine community. Turning 
away from the world seems tobe a stronger impulse than turn ing towards 
it. 96 

'
1 lts being different from Colossians and Ephesians speaks against a "deuteropauline in

sertion" {versus P. Hofrichter, Im Anfang war der "Johannesprolog". Das urchristliche Logos
bekenntnis - die Basis neutestamentlicher und gnostischer Theologie !Biblische Untersuchun
gen; 17). Regensburg, 1986, pp. 63 ff. 

" Thc Gcrman 'Einheitsübersetzung' has, "Und das Wort ist rleisch geworden 1 ... ), und 
w ir haben seine Herrlichkeit gesehen, die Herrlichkeit des einzigen Sohnes vom Vater, voll 
Gnade und Wahrheit. [ ... ) Aus seiner Fülle haben wir alle empfangen, Gnade über Gnade." 

" Behind the Greek, we can sense the Hebrew expression !1sd w'mt {see H. Gese, "Der 
Johannesprolog", in id., Alttestamentliche Vorträge zur Biblischen Theologie. München, 1977, 
pp. 152- 201, here: p. 186 and the other literature mentioned in M. Theoba ld, op. cit. [fn. 951 
p. 58) referring to God's free, unconditional and untiring attention {as, for the Old Testament, 
E. Kellenberger showed in: /:läsad wä'!imät als Ausdruck einer Gotteserfahrung. Gottes Offen
Werden und Bleiben als Voraussetzung des Lebens [Abhandlungen zur Theologie des Alten 
und Neuen Testaments; 69). Zürich, 1982, p. 81 and passim. 

" Since i ts two lines follow one another without any adversative particles, v. 17, which fol
lows our verses, can rather be understood as a synthetic than as an antithetic parallelism. In 
th is case, the grace and truth through Christ are not to be understood as an antithesis to the 
law given through Moses. Gained from the scripture, they are rather to be interpreted as a ci r
cumscription of the salvational happening, in which the law is ultimately fulfilled {one should 
not forget that "grace and truth" is a formu la previously coined by the law itself; as far as that 
goes, the process can be compared mutatis mutandis with the fulfilling of the law, described 
in fn. 41, via the commandment of love in Pau l, taken from the law). Moses is only relativized 
insofar as the fullness surpasses all that there was before, which only guides towards the goal. 
The fact that, in the course of the Gospel of John, Moses is understood as w riting about Jesus 
(1 :45; cf. 5:45 f. ) fits in weil w ith this interpretative approach. - Fora further discussion of Jn 
1 :17 see e. g. M . Theobald, op. cit. {fn. 95) pp. 60 ff.; J. Schoneveld, "Die Thora in Person", in: 
Kirche und Israel 6 (1991) 40-52 extends the relation of Logos and Torah beyond the text as 
far as an identification {on v. 17 pp. 44 ff.). 

" On the interpretation of the 'We', cf. M . Theobald, Im Anfang war das Wort. Textlin
guistische Studie zum Johannesprolog {Stuttgarter Biblische Beiträge; 106). Stuttgart, 1983, pp. 
56 f. {extension from the witnesses in v. 14 to the 'pluralis ecclesiasticus' in v. 16). 

,. Cf. the much-discussed negative assessment of the cosmos in Jn (1:10, etc.). 
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II I. Consequences 

In conclusion, let us return to the initial question: does a christology of 
fullness open up approaches for a theology of religions that resists hosti le 
divisions? lt does indeed in a stri king way, if we agree to approach faith in 
a way that follows the urgings of the Letter to the Colossians: 

In Christ the fullness of divin ity encounters us. Fullness, however, over
comes a formless void. lt does so especially where it happens to encounter 
a world disintegrated through hostility. God's fullness, as the Colossians 
hymn expresses it in Christ, leaves nothing on earth or in heaven in a state 
of al ienation from God. Fullness is incomplete where it excludes anything 
or anybody (the speculation of the hymn comes to a head here, going be
yond what was said in 1.1 and 1.4). lt is complete where it reconciles or, 
more precisely, w here it has already essentially brought about reconci lia
tion. God's fullness in Christ is l ike this. Even before the present we are ex
periencing, it has granted to creation the structure of peace (Col 1 :19 f. 

before 2:9). 
lf we do not play down the Letter to the Colossians' line of thinking, we 

perceivc all our fc llow human beings, fellow creatures and even creation 
as a whole, as reconciled. Our perspective receives its orientation from a 
fundamental structure of peace not only hoped for in Christ, but already 
granted. 'High' christo logy permits, even demands, a theology of peace 
against hostili ty, extending it to everythi ng there is on earth andin heaven. 

Our actual reality is not in keeping with this. lt falls short of the peace 
that, in the ful lness of the Christevent, precedes everything that is tobe 
formed. We notice this, and the early Christians noticed it. On the other 
hand, a structu re of creation that does not apply to experienced reali ty is 
hol low. lf Christ gathers and structures the fullness of t ime, then his full 
ness must gain ground in the time we experience. Tobe this ground is the 
gift of the Church (Eph 1 :22 f. after 1:10) - as Colossians sketches out and 
Ephesians unfolds in its most focussed form. 

lf we hold onto this idea, then, before the world, the Church must de
clare that the world has been reconciled. The reconcili ng and peace-mak
ing fu l lness of God in Christcalls for embodiment in the Church. How is 
this to be expressed? Negative experiences with the actual reality of the 
world can easi ly bring about new restrictions. The New Testament is not 
free of this tendecy, as l had to mention specifically with regard to Jn 1. 
But an extensive unfolding corresponds better to God's grace and truth in 
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Christ. To leave hostility as it is, when people believe that reconciliation 
has been brought about, is wrang. Therefore, to return to the very begin
ning, we are right to correct Luther's reasons for reading the.Qur?n. Be
yond all unavoidable restrictions, a christology of ful lness g1ves nse to a 

theology of religions in the spirit of reconciliation and p~ace. . 
A final remark on the strangeness of the term 'ful lness noted in part 1. 

lt forbids us, from a hermeneutic perspective, to regard the lecture as sim
ply finished. On the other hand, the term 'fullness' is not easy to replace. 
lts special good fortune is that, etymologically, it is very remote from t~e 
terms superiority, absoluteness, etc., which happen tobe very problemat1c 
in the theology of religions. These terms are Latin, post-Bibl ical foreign 
words. ' Fullness' belongs to a Biblical image context of 'high ' christology.

97 

Perhaps the development of an image, although it h~s. to be perceiv~d 
anew, is helpful, despite its limits, in the presently d1ff1cult state of dis-

cussions.98 

9 7 An intellectually consistent line runs up to the forrnatio.n of the early ~hurch's creed, 
even though a synopsis with the Nicene Creed is not to be so d1rectly rnade as in H. Gese, op. 

cit. (fn . 43) p. 65 . · , 1 I' 1 
98 lt hardly needs tobe stated after what has been said before that this goes a.gainst a P ura 

15 

theo logy of religions' (cf. in this context of our term.inology for exarnple ) . H1ck, Cod and the 
Universe of Faith. Essays in the Philosophy of Rel1g1ons. London, 1973). 
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Questions and Interventions 

[Study Group 1 J 

what happened ZIRKER The lecture has addressed what hinders Mus
to Jesus' message li~s ~rom sharing the Christian understanding of faith. 
- reason for Th1s is exactly where their reservations about Chris
Christian discord? tianity come from - whether and to what extent is Chris-

tian preaching stil l faithful to the original message of 
Jesus, the ~p~stle and prophet of God, or have Christ ians changed the mes
sage, beginning at the t ime of Pau l and from Paul through to the Counci l 
of Nicaea? 
Maybe, f:om th~ ~uslim perspective the difficulty does not primarily come 
from the1r susp1c1on that in Christian dogma somebody is associated with 
God, but rat.h~r that (primarily due to Paul) a theology developed which sub
sequen~ly.d1v1ded the community of Jews and Christians, and then divided 
the Christians the1:1selves. lf God is one and if a theology of unity and full
ness 1s pursued, th1s shou ld work itself out in the unity of the bei ievers. His
tory, however, wh!ch le~ ~o division between Nestorians, Monophysites and 
others, has also d1squalif1ed the theological idea itself. 

tension between 85:EH P. ls Mul)ammad's interest in bringing about 
theologies u~ity ~ot in the first place related to the universality im-
of creation and pi ied in the order of creation and mankind? Does he not 
election? perceive the basic trait of exclusivity which is part of the 
. . . Jewish and Christian theologies of election, as contradic-

t1ng th1s ~niversality insofar as they consider the uniqueness of their election 
as the p~1~t of culmination in the revelation of God's uniqueness? However, 
the ~~rist1an understanding of fa ith would in fact be contrary to that, since 
Chnst1an.s understand the uniqueness of Jesus precisely in terms of his w itness 
to t.h~ un1qu~ love of God that includes all people and which grants universal 
valid1ty to h1s own mediatorship. This tension should be worked out. 

pleroma- KAHLERT Cou ld Islam follow something like an ' in-
christology and ca rnatory progression', as mentioned in the lecture 
transcendence w ith reference to w isdom speculation in the Jewish 
of God tradition? Wou ld a conception of God's name in the 

temp le, for example, that God's name is present there 
be possible in lslamic thinking? ' 
WESS Do we not risk denying the transcende~ce of God if we assert that 
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the ful lness of the Godhead encounters us in Christ? When the Old Testament 
says that God dwells in his temple, it was certainly clear to every Jew that 
God is sti ll much greater than what can be experienced of him in the temple. 
ls it not possible that the Fathers of the Counci l of Nicaea, in the under
standing of Apollinarios of Laodicaea, replaced the human rational souJ 
w ith the divinity of the Logos (which was actually the issue at th is Coun
ci l), thus defining the divinity of this Logos in such a way that they in fact 
affirmed the divinity of Jesus Christ? And is there not much to support the 
view that the misleading (in that it sounded monophysite) statement of 
Nicaea, wh ich was then possibly corrected, though only half-heartedly, 
by the Council of Chalcedon, is actually where the history of this Chris
ti an disagreement has its roots? Does not the hymn in the Letter to the 
Philippians (2 :5 ff.) say that Jesus Christ did not regard equa lity with Gocl 
- the sin in its very essence - as someth ing to be exploited, but, on the 
contrary, humbled himself and became obed ient to the point of death, 
even death on the cross? The Latin Fathers sti 11 translated: he did not want 
to seize being-like-God like a stolen good, whereas the Greek Fathers trans
lated: he did not see it as a prey which one has anxiously to hold fast. 
Z IRKER Islam makes us realize that in fact the consequence of this thcol
ogy of pleroma and non-del imitation has been a story of restriction and 
discord in a quite massive way. Of course Mul:iammad did not need tobe 
informed about Nicaea and Chalcedon in order tobe very clearly aware 
of the story of discord between Jews and the Christians as weil as between 
Christians themselves. 
He cou ld easily see it without having to know how it al l came about in 
the history of dogma. The Qur'än repeatecl ly affirms that it was particu
larly th is christology that clrove the Christians into discord: they speak about 
Christ, but they have no certain knowledge - and sects from among them 
fe il into disagreement (cf. Qur'än 4,157; 21,92 f.; 23,53; 43,63-65, etc.). 
The Christians are the example that illustrates the opposi te of a un ited 
Umma - not wi thstanding the tragedy that Islam, contrary to its original 
intention, did not achieve the unity of mankind either. 
On lt would be helpful if two statements made in the lecture could be 
explained in more detail: 

pleroma
christology a 
Christian motif? 
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first, the statement that pleroma-christology was the 
christology of the first generation, earl ier than one that 
concentrates on the earthly and historical Jesus; this 
of course makes it qu i te clear that the idea of the 

cosmic Christ is not of modern origin, but is well-grounded in the Bible. 

does pleroma
christology lead 
towards discord? 

The second statement which should be clarified more 
closely refers to the transition from pleroma-christol
ogy to the concept of peace and non-exclusivity: that 
where there is the nirwcoµa nothing is excluded, but 

everything is included - as also in the sense of the Non-aliud concept of 
Nicholas of Cusa: how does this interlocking of the two motifs 'pleroma' 
and 'peace' work out, if we look at it in a critical, systematic and histori
cal way, and specifically vis a vis the idea al ready mentioned here several 
times, that the departure from pleroma-christology during the history of 
Christianity has in fact been a strong cause of discord? 

h istoricity of Jesus 
in view of the 
unchangeability 
of God 

KRÜGER Should we not understand the problems con
nected with the Council of Nicaea in the light of a cer
tain historical situation: at that time they had learned 
to reflect on theological issues from the perspective of 
Greek philosophy?That, given the problem we are dis

cussing here, Christians were looking for a possibility to l ink the concept 
of God, which is characterized by etern ity and unchangeability, with this 
concretc human being Jesus of Nazareth? In other words, is it not the dif
ficulty of combin ing history, dynamism and change in the context of the 
historical Jesus with the concept of God that really made them discuss all 
these controversial matters? This was then further defined at the Council 
of Chalcedon wi th regard to the second Person of the Trinity, but without 
finding a way of expressing it other than the via negativa. 

does chaos 
continue 
to threaten 
'fullness'? 

SCHREINER Fol lowing on from the lecture, the ques
tion also arises about the relation between 'fullness' 
and 'fu lfi llment' and what is called "tohuwabohu" in 
Gn 1. Does 'chaos' simply vanish when 'fullness' takes 
its place or is a power that threatens fullness sti ll in

herent in 'tohuwabohu'? 

pleroma and the 
earthly Jesus 

KARRER O f the various problem areas which were ad
dressed here, 1 wil l try to take up three. First the inter
Christian key issue: pleroma and the earthly Jesus. 

Pleroma christology makes up only a small part of early Christian th ink
ing; it is only one among several different approaches between wh ich one 
had to choose. There is much in favour of the view that the kyrios-chris
tology expressed in the profession "Jesus Chri st is Lord", is a related ap
proach. 'Lord' is after all the circumscription of God in the Septuagint. The 
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choice of the title implies that being the Lord must be thought of in the 
context of God being the Lord. 

But, how is this tendency towards the proclamation of high-ness to be 
reconci led w ith the perception of the earthl y Jesus? lt is striking that the 
proclamations of high-ness in the New Testament documents are older 
than the stories about the earthly Jesus. The letters of Paul with their hymns 
- including the Colossians hymn - are probably somewhat older than al l 
gospels. This fact reflects the fundamental problem already addressed by 
Mr. Wess: what happens with regard to the earthly Jesus, if we get involved 
in a 'high christology'? 

Here we ultimately face a demarcation line. Fora New Testament exegete 
it is quite obvious that the gospels choose another approach. lf we look at 
the Colossians hymn, we notice that the earthly Jesus is only touched on 
in passing. A lthough it says that he died, at the moment when the earthly 
Jesus should be included more extensively the subject is changed. On the 
other hand, the gospels as they unfold are fol lowing not a hymn ic, but a 
narrative line. 

Early Christianity does not therefore succeed in attaining a systematic and 
ful l integration of the assertions about the earthly Jesus in relation to God by 
narrating how he lived as the earth ly Jesus. We may regret th is, but we may 
also recogn ize in it the considerable inner strength of the New Testament 
from which both impulses come. There are on the one hand the words that 
arise from the experience of resurrection and give the most plausible expla
nation for it, in which Jesus is seen shining w ith God's divin ity. Wi th this vital 
impu lse that originates from the first Christian generation, the narrative im
pu lse has tobe simultaneously maintained. This gains importance to the ex
tent to which there was a danger of losing the insight that the one whom we 
see shining with God's divinity was earthly, so that his earthly existence had 
to be spoken of through a narrative about his activities. Thus both ways of 
understa_nding result, which are reflected in the words of the New Testament: 
to conceive of Jesus in the context of God's divini ty and, simultaneously, to 
tel1 of him as the one who acts and speaks among his people. 
lt remains the task of systematic theology to constantly make new attempts 
to synthetize both lines of teaching about the one Jesus and so keep open 
a way towards understanding christologica l dogmas. In the interest of forg
ing l inks between both sides, we have to explain how this has developed 
and improve people's understanding that it was a plausible outcome of the 
efforts made by the early Church to th ink th rough these issues. 
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pleroma and 
As to the second group of questions: pleroma and peace 
on the one hand and p leroma and restriction or pleroma 

peace versus chaos on the other. To start w ith the latter: ever 

since creation as we have it related, fullness has been the goal , but never
theless chaos retains its threatening power. The saying in the W isdom of 
Solomon, "The spiritof the Lord has filled the world [. .. )" (Wis 1 :7), excludes 
the source of chaos which is injustice (cf. point 1.4 above pp. 109 f.). In 
the context of p leroma, statements are always directed against injustice, 
which is opposed to the wide-ranging peace of fullness. 

pleroma and 
Christian unity 

Final ly the third group of quest ions, which emerges, 
as it were, automatically from the second: pleroma 
and Christian concord or discord. lf we proceed from 

or disunity fu llness, we have to reject everything that does not 

contain fullness. We fi nd in the Letter to the Colossians relevant assertions 
of great (pri marily ethical) importance. In the Letter to the Ephesians the 
ethics of fullness are taken forward towards a struggle against the dark 
powers in which the forces of chaos are again at work. 
Fullness that is known and believed in does indeed meet w ith opposition. 
And this opposition has to be dealt w ith, which leads from the start to a 
difficult decision being taken: to oppose the opposition. Thus, what is char
acteristic of early Christ ianity is not an attempt to overcome opposition 
through love (which in early Christianity is certa inly considered tobe the 
highest commandment), but to confront it with resistance. This is not on ly 
true w ith reference to the fullness statements in the Letters to the Colos
sians and the Ephesians, but also to those in the Gospel of John. 
As soon as this approach is adopted, it can also be applied to the inter-Chris
tian realm - when one comes across Christian groupings who do not seem 
to attain or exempl ify this ful lness. The fact that fai ling to live a life of fu l l
ness has someth ing to do with discord is not only relevant in the history of 
dogmas, but also already evident in the New Testament. Since pleroma-chris
tology is on ly one part of early Christian christology, something simi lar might 
also be said in the context of other conceptions, for example with reference 
to the kyrios tit le al ready mentioned. Where there is belief in Christ, the Lord, 
shining w ith God's divini ty, a barrier is immediately set up against any con
text where th is profession becomes somehow problemati c, so that, from the 
beginning of Christianity, there were fierce controversies. 
Although it is unimaginable that one cou ld persuade a Muslim of the chris
tological elements of our faith, we must sti ll face the even more pressing 
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question about the divisions with in the Christian tradition itself which have 
resulted in relation to the christological contents of the Christian creed. 
O n the one hand there is no doubt that the disputes in the course of Chris
ti an history have exhibited a falling short of w hat should in fact have been 
the task of the Church accord ing to the Letters to the Colossians and the 
Ephesians. There is after all, especially in the context of the ' fullness' state
ments in the New Testament, the most highly developed ecclesio logy and 
it is considered to be the task of the Church to embody this n1r,pwµcx, a 
task w ith wh ich any kind of sch ism or division is incompatible. 
O n the other hand, if a high christology wou ld result in th inking of unity in 
a way that objects to any diversity, we would probably be confron ted with 
the greatest difficulties in thinking adequately of God the Father and the Son 
as being interrelated. By affirming 'ful lness', the New Testament preserves 
an open space, open to an understanding of God's oneness that can be de
veloped and renewed, that simultaneously says ful lness and difference. As 
a result, in Christianity a concept of God's oneness has developed which is 
different from that in Islam: in the light of chri stology the understanding of 
God's oneness progresses with a certain dynamism, so that the counter to 
the disunity of Christians no longer has to be un ity at al l costs, but unity 
w ithin a dynamism which allows for variety and differences. 
LEUZE In thi s case, Islam would be justified in its criticism of Christian
ity insofar as the chri sto logica l pleroma-statements are not 'exaggerations' 
that were only made later, but belong to what is originally Christian, and 
that there is no way round this as liberal theology, for instance, has pro
posed. 

unity and the 
oneness of God 
in Islam 

Conversely, w ith regard to christology, the question 
must also be raised of w hether God can in fact be 
thought of as one, in the strict way in w hich it is for
mulated in lslamic theology. Here reference must be 

made among other things to lslam's ow n controversy concerning the ques
tion of whether the Q ur'än is created or uncreated, w hich, in some sense, 
is in parallel w ith the christologica l discussion. ls lslamic theology not too 
quick to say: "God is one", w ithout taking into consideration that unity 
can onl y be conceived of through difference? 
HAGEMANN In forming their own fa ith in God, the Q ur'än and Mul:iam
mad were not initially opposing the christologica l disputes. The deter
mining factor was rather the dispute w ith old Arab paganism, whose cult 
addressed many gods and goddesses (such as Hubal the city-god of Mecca). 
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In this early period, while he did not yet have to break w ith them deci
sively, Mul:iammad conceded that his M eccan compatriots could continue 
to venerate their gods, although he persisted in confessing that there was 
only one God. However, in the course of the confrontation w ith the M ec
cans, this kind of henotheism was replaced by the clear assertion that their 
gods and goddesses were nothing but non-beings, because it was obvi
ously not in their power to do anything comparable to what God had the 
power to do (cf. Qur'än 27,59-64). lt was onl y in the th ird Meccan period 
(from 618/619), if not in the Medina period (from 622) of his procl ama
tion that Mul:iammad gradual ly distanced himsel f at first from the Jews and 
later also from the Christians (and then everything took its course as Mr. 
Zirker has said: see above pp. 127 f. ). 

h
. h h . t I In this context the cri tical problem seems tobe not so 
1g c ris o ogy-
h t

. 
1 

much whether to think in terms of the pleroma or the 
a ermeneu 1ca 

earthly Jesus. lt is rather a hermeneutica l question: if 
question 

we consent to the thought patterns underly ing the Bib
lical assertions in the Letter to the Colossians, then th is approach is rigor
ous and coherent. lf we do not consent, the approach becomes incom
prehensible, and a Musl im w il l not be able to go along w ith thinking of 
Jesus alongs ide God's divinity. There is then no need to refer to Chalcedon, 
because the decision has already been made, in Biblical christology. 

where does KAHLERT In the history of ideas, what is the origin of 
th is strict form this strict monotheism, w hich one always suspects can-
of lslamic not be thought through rigorously? And where does 
monotheism this unquesti oned decision come from, according to 

come from? 
which we tend to think of God as transcendent in such 
an absolute way? Are there any connections with Greek 

phi losophy, l ike the linkages by which Christianity got involved with th is 
thinki ng? 
ZIRKER The determination to hold to this absolute monotheism has its roots 
in the fact that world ly contradictions and worldly chaos can be explained 
by a heavenly diversity: if there are several parties in heaven they will start 
quarre ll ing with one another - as happens in this world. lf we want tobe of 
one mind on earth, we have to conceive of a very stri ct un ity existi ng at the 
top. Otherwise worldly forces flee first to one side, and then to the other -
and their quarrel is transferred to heaven; or, conversely, the heavenly powers 
cou ld divide and destroy their own work, creation. 
So the Prophet's main protest does not at fi rst seem to be directed so much 
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against idolatry as against a disturbed social, legal and moral order, and 
of course as we have just said, these are closely linked w ith one anoth er. 
un ity of God and HAGEMANN Th~ idea of t~w/:,Tct God's unity, cannot 

·ty f . t be valued too h1ghly, but 1t must not be restr icted to uni o soc1e y . 
the 1mage of God. lslamic ethics, after all, are no autono-

mous'. b~t theonomous. T~ere is also, for instance, a very distinct concept 
of un1ty 1n the area of social doctrine and policy - as it is represented in 
~he 'unity parties' in some countries: in this way the unity of God is, albeit 
1mperfectly, transferred to certain realms of worldly actuality. 

does Islam fulfil LEUZE How do lslamic theologians deal with the fact 
its own claim that Islam has obviously not been able to fulfil the clairn 
about unity? about unity which it initially set out to bring about? ls 

this lack of unity disputed or are there any supple
mentary theories, which can help explain the dilemma? 
Zl~KER The problem of actual disunity, which is considered tobe a great 
evil, confronts the lslamic world very forcefully. lt was referred to from the 
beginning in the 1-:ladTth of Mubammad himself, when, shortly before his 
death, he was walk ing in a graveyard and extolling the dead because they 
could not see the looming shadows that were plain to him. 
HAGEMANN Efforts have recently been made to find a way back to the 
trans-denominational unity of the umma al-islämiyya, especially by re
solving disputes between Sunnfs and ShT'fs, and to re-establish a unified 
Islam w ith one religious-pol itical character, not ignoring the possibility of 
using gj.ihäd to bring this about. 
ZIRKER Here the fundamental question arises of how to deal with the fact 
that a religious doctrine or theory is not borne out in reality. The usual 
apologetic scheme, in Islam as elsewhere, simply puts the blame on real
ity: it is people's fault, because they have not put the ideal into practice. 
Ultimately, th is is the easy way out. A more far-reaching option would be 
to establi sh this unity by means of violence, by simply 'excluding' the 
others. Then of course the result is the una Ecclesia catholica: unity is 
guaranteed - at the expense of those who no langer belang there. 
On the other hand, this sense of unease should certainly be taken more 
seriously and the problem behind it admitted to the field of theological in
vestigation. Does the theory not tend too much towards the utopian? When 
confronting reality, it may easi ly tend towards coercion, often only intel
lectually, but sometimes, in the political arena, w ith more dangerous im
plications. 
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similarity 
between Muslim 
and Christian 

WESS Beside these specific concerns to ground the 
unity of society in the unity and oneness of God, did 
not a strictly theological issue also play a decisive role 
for Mubammad, which is the desire to safeguard the 

basic concerns? transcendence of God? ls this not a fundamental con-

cern in Islam which was also initially operative in the context of Christian 
christology, though perhaps not so clearl y articulated? As for christology, 
following on from the hymn in the Letter to the Philippians, 1 would like 
to refer back to kyrios christology. When, at the end of this hymn, it says, 
" [ ... ) and every tongue shou ld confess thatJesus Christ is Lord, to the glory 
of God the Father" (Phil 2:11 ), does it not mean that he has re-established 
the glory of God the Father, or w ill re-establish it? O r we may think of 
1 Cor 15:28, where it says, "When all th ings are subjected to him, then 
the Son himself will also be subjected to the one who put all things in sub
jection to him [ ... ) ." This means that the rule of Jesus Christ consists in es
tablish ing the rule of God and as far as thatgoes a rightly understood kyrios 
christology wou ld not necessarily result in placing Christ on the same level 
as God. We could here also refer to 1 Tm 2:5, "For there is one God, and 
there is also onc med iater between God and humankind, Christ Jesus, him

self human." 
Should we not also take account of the li terary genre of the hymn in the 
Letter to the Colossians? lf it proclaims enthusiastically w hat we can experi
ence in the encounter wi th Jesus, we should not directly translate this into 

theological language. 
WoLBERT Perhaps this is a quite general weakness of religious people that 
when they disagree, they quickly suspect underly ing dubious motives, or 
a lack of faith, or someth ing similar. There may of course be a grain of truth 
in this, in that worldly or pol itical interests do play an important role in 
such matters; th is is clear from the historical background to the christo
logical controversies. However, these politi cal or worldly interests need 
not necessari ly be immoral or suspect; there may also be underlying le

gitimate concerns. 
In this context, should we not consider more seriously the possibility that 
different formu las may be used to mean the same thing, as for example 
when Pope Paul VI and Patriarch Shenouda III declared to each other that 
they meant the same thing, even though one side used the dyophysite 
formula and the other the monophysite? lf we underestimate the difficul
ties of communication inherent in the use of language, we may also take 
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insufficiently into consideration the various possible causes of disagree
ment. 

theocentric FOGLISTER The subject addressed by Mr. Wess is of 
orientation of the great importance. In fact the orientation of the New 

Testament is not so much christocentric as theocen
tric, so that the w hole Bible forms a unity based on a 

general Biblical theology. The synoptic Jesus does not announce himself 
but the ßcxm11,i::icx 'tOÜ -öwü, the kingdom of God and, according to th~ 
Gospel of John, Jesus expresses his task as: " 1 made your name known to 
them, and I wi ll make it known, so that the love with which you have loved 
me may be in them, and I in them" Un 17:26). Furthermore, it is Pau l who 
as we have already quoted, says in 1 Cor 15:26-28 that Jesus, w hen th~ 
last enemy is subjected to him, w i ll hand over the kingdom to God the 
Father, "so that God may be al l in al l" (v. 28). lt is interesting that in the 
Letter to the Ph i lippians there is a text from Deutero-lsaiah, which origi
na I ly refers to Yahweh, that is here i nterpreted as referri ng to Jesus: "so that 
at the name of Jesus every knee should bend", but of course "to the glory 
of God the Father" (Ph il 2:10 f.) . The whole New Testament finall y ends in 
the Revelation to John w ith the Old Testament King-Yahwch-Psalms, "eßa.cri-
11,i::ucrev riptoc; 6 'Öe6c; - For the Lord our God the Almighty reigns" (Rev 
19:6) . 

New Testament 

Whatever the case, the profession of Kuptoc; ' lricroüc; should not be un
derstood in the sense of Jesus being Yahweh, but - at least primarily- as 
a formu la of enthronement: as, for example, Peter says in the 'sermon of 
Pentecost' that, by raising him up to life, "God has made him both Kuptoc; 
and Xptcr't6c;, Lord and Messiah" (Ac 2:32-36). In th is way it also says at 
the beginning of the Letter to the Romans, "and was declared to be San of 
God with power" (Rm 1 :4), which means enth roned as Messiah. Similarly 
also in the creed, " He is seated at the right hand of the Father" - fol low
ing Psalm 110, "The LORD (Yahweh) says to my lord (to the king): 'Sit at 
my right hand [ ... ] ."' (v. 1). 

As for the oneness of God, and the oneness in God, it seems worth noting 
that the Bible is concerned with God as Yahweh, the God who is, who 
shall be and who is Emmanuel, God w ith us, and whose being-Yahweh 
found its highest manifestation in Jesus. lt is interesti ng here that, although 
Moses is referred to extensively in the Qur'än, in forty Süras, the revelation 
of the name in Ex 3 :1 4 is, probably deliberately, never mentioned - j ust 
as the Jews too have avoided pronouncing the name Yahweh. Probably in 
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a similar way the being-Yahweh, which actually comprises not only tran
scendence but also immanence, is somehow remote from Mubammad. 

KARRER First the question of the relation between the 
clarification from history of religions and theology. In the light of the his-
the perspective tory of rel igions a fundamental clarification takes place 
of ~h~ hiStory of which indirectly also concerns Islam as a scripture-based 
rehg,ons religion: we have become too accustomed to proceed 

on the basis that high christology rests on a Hellenistic rather than a Jewish 
foundation. The exact opposite is probably the case: it was precisely the 
heritage of Israel that led towards Christ being conceived of in the light of 
God's divinity. The decisive presuppositions underlying this strict assertion 
are first: God is one; and second: the W isdom speculation before and at 
the beginning of the Chri stian era, already mentioned in the lecture [s. 
above pp. 114- 116], that the structure of the world is prior to the world. 
Christian ity has taken up both of these from Israel. We can regard the fact 
that the very emergence of Christianity out of Israel separated Christianity 
and Israel as a great tragedy in the history of religions. Nevertheless, th is 
separation does not seem to be due to a shifting of Christianity towards a 
Hel lenism alien to Israel. Rather it was the heritage of God's people, Israel, 
that had to be conceived anew, on the basi s of the fundamental experi 
ence of the resurrection and exaltati on of Jesus Christ. 

categorization 
of theocentric 
and christological 
structures 

Connected with this religio-historical clarification is 
the second, theological, question w hich arises from 
the interventions of Mr. Wess and Mr. Füglister: in inter
reli gious dialogue, which is the best way of dealing 
w ith a certain ambivalence found in the New Testa-

ment, namely that eh ristological ideas incl ude some subordi nation ist com
ponents? Should these be more strongly emphasized today or should we 
not rather begin on the basis of God's divinity? 
lf we read them closely, the subordinationist components do fi t into the 
overal l structure of christologica l propositions. Two examples mentioned 
by Mr. Wess may be cited. One passage is 1 Tm 2:5: " For there is one God; 
there is also one mediator [ ... ], Christ Jesus, himself human." Here one can 
very clearly recognize the progression: it begins w ith the assertion, there 
is one God, i::(c; -öe6c; - w hich corresponds exactly to the assertion in Dt 
6:4 of the oneness of God. Then it goes on: de; Kcxl µrni'tllc; 'ÖEOÜ Kat 
av-öpwmov: Christ is conceived of from the perspective of God's oneness. 
Then thi rd ly there is the assertion, " there is also one mediator between 
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God and humankind, Christ Jesus, himself human". So 1 Tm 2:5 is not a 
passage that may be used against conceiving of Christ in the light of God. 
We cannot say that the thinking here is theocentric and not christocentric. 
On the contrary, theocentric and christocentric thinking seem to intertwine 
very closely. And anyone who conceives of Christ in the light of God must 
freely add avt>pconrn; with due emphasis. The humanity of Jesus cannot 
be ignored here. 

The most subordinationist passage in the New Testament is 1 Cor 15:23 ff 
which says that at the end the Son "hands over the kingdom to God th~ 
Father" (v. 24). Here again we find the ßacrtlcia-motif which has been re
ferred to. lt demonstrates that an enlarging religio-h istorical impulse has 
to be received: it is Jesus' kerygma that drives the idea that where God is 
all in all and fu llness, God has also tobe linked with the ßacrtlcia con
cept. The result is a l inking of different ideas that complement each other: 
Christ before al l, and Christ atthe end, and the emphasis of a special father
ship of God in relat ion to Christ, must not hide the fact that the ßamlda 
is that of God's kingdom and that God shall be all in all. Here too Christ 
is conceived of from the perspective of and facing towards God. There is 
no doubt, however, that thc passagc allows a certain withdrawal of the 
idea of oneness, because in 1 Cor 15:28 it ends subordinational ly. 
But w ithin the subordination ist thread there is a passage in Paul, which is 
opposed to others. The most str iking one contains the unresolved syntac
t ic problem of Rm 9:5, the famous passage where Paul affi rms in the con
troversy over the vocation of the Israel ites, "to them belang the patriarchs, 
and from them, according to the flesh, comes the Mess iah", in order to 
pass di rectly (in the old manuscripts there is no punctuation) into praise, 
"who is over all, God blessed forever. Amen." The final sentence may be 
read as an independent eulogy. The christological statement leads to it: 
God shou ld be praised. But it fo llows on so closely, even w ithout Paul 
using any punctuation, that the theocentric statement necessarily has a 
christological effect: the divine praise also (and according to the syntax of 
the verse, even directly) appli es to Christ. Th is mutuality of theocentric and 
christocentric structures inherent in the New Testament must not be lost. 
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[Study Group 2] 

BsTEH A. The lecture made clear that faith in God 
creation as a leads into the breadth of creation as a whole. lf we 
whole is where Jook for a generally valid criterion by which to judge 
God bri n?s about whether one th i ng or another may be attributed to God, 
his salvat1on h' . . . . f' d · h · · th· or to 1s 1nit1at1ve, we may in 1t ere: 1s 1t some ing 
that happens for the benefit of creation as a whole or is it restricted to serv
ing only particular interests. As far as Biblical faith in God is concerned, 
it is certain ly t rue that the world in itself and as a whole is his creation and 
"without him not one thing came into being" Un 1 :3). And if even human 
beings do not in reason do anything w ithout being mindful of the goal of 
their acti ons, how infinitely more shou ld we assume this is true of God. 
Especially when God visits the world in order to bring about salvation in 
it, it is that world which (before and within all its unfolding into diversity 
and detai l) is and remains the one creature of his w isdom and omnipo
tence. In whatever context we reflect about the relation of God towards 
the world - and particu larly when we focus on the relationship of God to
wards a specific community or individual (howcvcr elected or chosen) -
we are always initially dealing w ith creation as a whole, as the one nlacrµa 

of his hands (cf. Rm 9:20). 
NEUMANN This addresses the comprehensive horizon which also applies 
to christology. But how does this actually affect our understanding of Christ? 
or, in the encounter with Islam, is it not rather the understanding of God 
within the context of creation as a whole, on w hich we shou ld focus? 
BsTEH A. In the encounter with Islam we should also focus on the basic 
understanding of the world as creation, which is shared by Christi ans and 
Muslims. For both of us there is a question of creation as a whole, in its 
origin and therefore in its destiny too, as a whole that cannot be divided. 
And the matter of what God intends to do w ith the work of his hands, 
which is one in all its diversit y, should therefore be a consistent way of ap
proach ing dialogue between Christi ans and Muslims, encompassing the 
different responses they may give to it. 
VANONI In the dialogue with Islam it is without doubt good and neces
sary for Christian th inking to concentrate on central issues. The topic we 
are discussing here has a special place in thi s: to what extent is God al
ways concerned w ith creation as a whole in his redeeming work. For, even 
in the New Testament, there are texts that give a rather different view on 
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this central matter. We may, for example, think of the Gospel according to 
John, where in Jn 3:16 there is the wonderful statement: " For God so loved 
the world [ ... ] 11

1 but then we find in 1 Jn 4:10 f. a parallel statement, w here 
it no langer says that God loves "the world", but (only) "us", and that we 
do not have to love everybody but (on ly) the "brothers". So it seems to be 
important, particularl y in encounter with 'others', to recall such statements 
in which the horizon of fa ith is open without restriction, and to develop a 
hermeneutical approach that allows us, for the sake of our fa ith in the one 
Creator of all things, constantly to refer to central assertions like Col l and 
to interpret all other assertions in that broad perspective. 

the fu 11 ness of 
God only in the 
Church? 

PESCHKE Since the Letter to the Colossians says that 
in Christ "the fullness of God was pleased to dwell, 
and through him God was pleased to reconcile to him
self al I things" (1: 19 f. ), and in view of the fact that this 

has not been made good in the real ity we experience, the Church has begun 
not to see this fu llness, this reconci liation, in the w hole world, but to be
lieve that (for the time being only) it has become real w ithin her, and that 
consequently the world should be integrated into her. This will ultimately 
be an obstacle for Muslims in their relation to the Church, andin any case 
this ful lness is not exactly put into practice in the Church either. 
NEUMANN The lecture did not say that the structure of peace exists only 
in the Church. lt is present in the whole world, but in the Church it can be 
experienced, probably because th e Church is open to it. lf Christ shapes 
the structure of creation, the lecture said, he must also precede creation . 
KHOURY In fact this was not only intended as an observation, but also as 
a vocation, a vocation for the Church: she is expected tobe the place where 
all this can be experienced - if she is not, then she has to change. 

mediatorship of 
Jesus in creation -
no bridge towards 
lslamic faith 

Muslims would agree with us on the statement that this 
creation is one that is reconci led- but directly, for the 
sake of God, not in Christ. In Islam it is hardly possible 
to accept the mediatorship of Jesus Christ in creation, 
as was suggested in the lecture after the passage about 

Thomas' story about the infancy w ith reference to certain statements in the 
Qur'än [cf. above pp. 11 7 f.]. Although the word khalaqa is used in the 
Qur'änic texts (cf. 3,49; 5,113), the commentators point to the different 
use of the ward in the context of God's creation and the passages quoted. 
lt is the same verb: when God is the subject it means ' to create', but in the 
context of what Jesus does (in order to protect monotheism from any per-
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version) it means ' to make' . The idea of the mediatorship of Christ in crea
tion cannot build a bridge towards Islam because it immed iately reinforces 
the suspicion that Christ would in this way become an associate Creator 
and subsequently a god. 
Musl ims can see a possibili ty of salvation being granted to all human be
ings (as some of them have even statedL because God wants to guide all 
humans towards salvation. However, they do not acknowledge a human
ity that is reconciled with God in Jesus Christ, and they wou ld never be 
able to say that they are redeemed in Jesus Christ. The idea of the mediator
ship of Jesus Christ, w hether in redemption or in creation, cannot therefore 
be seen as a bridge towards the faith of Muslims. For them, this idea raises 
very serious problems. 
As for the fact that the same legend is tobe found in the Gospel ofThomas 
and in the Qur'än, we cannot conclude from this that the Qur'än took the 
narration from the Gospel of Thomas or that Mubammad knew about it. 
Parallel ism does not prove origin. For the Muslim, the Qur'än from the very 
beginning, has no human source: as long as no connection has been proved 
in the tradition, we can initially on ly state the fact that there are parallels 
bctween the Qur'än and thc Gospel ofThomas, but no one can claim that 
Mubammad took it from this source. 
VANONI The lecture did not say that Mubammad knew about the Gospel 
ofThomas, but only that this legend was of course known. There was no 
reference to how the legend found its way into the Qur'än. On the other 
hand, we have tobe honest: in the case of parallels, which are obvious in 
connecti on with the story of the birds, there must be some relation be
tween them. lf we reject this a priori, we could no langer speak about con
nections in general. Are we really able to take in the position of a Muslim 
in this matter when he says that everything in the Qur'än was introduced 
only by higher authority? 
There is no question of the difficulty already experienced in Old Testament 
critic ism of developing elaborate methods of comparison and establish
ing criteria which make it possible to determine when authors actually 
copy each other, when they have come to know each other through other 
sources and when they did not know each other and only by chance say 
the same things. lt is regrettable that the necessary tools of phi lological re
search are not yet available. 
KHOURY The main difficulty concerns contents: to proceed from the literary 
parallels between the passages quoted in the Gospel of Thomas and the 
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Qur'än, to link them wi th the text of the Letter to the Colossians and to speak 
of a possible mediatorship of Jesus Christ in creation even in the Qur'ä 
W h~reby, of c~urse, in the lecture attention was also drawn to the very e:~ 
sent1al reservat1on that, what Jesus then did, was done "by God's leave". 
ELSAS In any case, M r. Ka rrer said quite cautiously: "it became known to 
Mul)ammad"; whether it was made known to him by human beings who 
handed it on to him, or by God (as M uslims see it) was left open. Con
cern ing med iatorship in creat ion, on the other hand, he said that it was 
granted to Jesus, as already ment ioned, "by God's leave". And God is 
almighty: if he can do this wi th Jesus, he can also do it w ith anybody eise. 

• 
Christ ian and SCHAEFFLER When the lecture referred to the theologi-
M usl im bel ief in cal standing of the passage in the Letter to the Colos-
creation sians where someth ing li ke the cosm ic meaning of 

Christ seems to be expressed, the difference between 
the Christian and the M usl im understand ing of creation becomes particu
larly clear: on the Christian side there is no independent doctri ne of crea
tion; rather it develops in thc I ight of the proclamat ion of the resurrection 
from the dead; we cou ld even say that it is a commentary o n this procla
mation. lf Jesus has been raised from the dead, a new creation has come 
about, but then he has also tobe seen in connection wi th the first creati on. 
This is a claim based on the interpretation of revelation and it makes the 
issue w ith Musl ims more d ifficul t rather than easier. 
lf Christians could develop a doctrine of creation that is separate from 
christology, it wou ld make things easier. Neither the hymn nor the editor 
who integrated it into the Letter to the Colossians, does this. Rather it says 
that he as the 1tpco1610Koc;, the firstborn from the dead, is also the 1tpco16-
"COKoc; of all creation. This doctrine of creation is therefore part of chris
tology. This makes the whole matter more d ifficult and we must not, for 
w hatever reason, make it easier ourselves. There is much to ind icate that 
something similar is the case elsewhere too: the O ld Testament truths on 
creat ion and the stories of creation, for example, are not autonomo us and 
cannot be separated from other subjects of the kerygma. 

bel ief in creation ELSAS The encounter w ith God that took place in his 
and resurrection people's march through the Red Sea was extended in 

Judaism to become the profession that God is the Lord 
of the whole world and created the world. Connected w ith this is the ex-
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erience of Christianity, in that when Christians arise from baptism they 
~ontinue along the path of Israel, and experience in it the power of God 
thatforms the new creation and is re lated to resurrection. But in the Qur'än 
there are also verses that speak of a connection between resurrection and 
the belief in creation: why should it be difficul t for God to raise the dead 
on the day of resurrecti on, w hen, at the beginning, he made them from 
dust and gave them li fe (cf. Q ur'än 17,98 f.; 30,27; 36,79.81-83)? So res
urrection is possible because God " is the Creator Supreme", who called 
all things into being. In al l three re ligions there is therefore a relation be
tween creation and resurrection, although differently assessed, and this 
should constitute an interesting basis of dialogue between them . 
DUPRE W hen the Gospel according to John says, "the Word was with God", 
and: "the Word became flesh", could it not be differently translated as "the 
Torah was w ith God", and " the Torah became flesh"? And, taking that as a 
starting point, could we not go on to ask: what is the heavenly Qur'än w hich 
is now given to the Arabs? In the understanding of Islam, does the Qur'änic 
revelation not follow the line of someth ing simi lar, continu ing what is ex
pressed in the fundamental idea that in the beginning the Torah was w ith 
God and has now (as this Qur'än) appeared visibly? 
VANONI The assumption that the Torah is behind Jn 1 :1 should rather be 
contested. There are those texts in the O ld Testament tradition, such as Sir 
24:23, where the Torah is mentioned, but already Sirach goes stil l further 
back to creation in the beginn ing. And as for Genesis, in the Aramaic trans
lation (Targum) it does not say: "In the beginning when God created the 
heavens and the earth", but: " In the beginning when theword of God created 
the heavens and the earth". So it seems tobe rather certain that Jn 1 :1 wi th 
" In the beginn ing was the Word" goes back then to the Aramaic trans lation 
of the Bible. This word of God that in the beginning created the earth was 
not the Torah, but his ward, and the Torah is not pre-existent, but given on ly 

later, in the period after the Exodus. 
KHOURY In the Qur'än there are no references whatsoever to a paral lel ism 
between Logos, Torah and Qur'än. "And the Logos was God" -there is noth
ing comparable in the Qur'än to thi s saying in John's prologue. lt does say 
that the Qur'än in its earthly form is a copy of a heaven ly "Mother of the 
book" (cf. Qur'än 43,4; 56,77-80; 85,2 1 f .), but beyond this statement no 
possible para ll elism can be found. In any case, Islam would never accept a 
statement such as "And the Qur'än was God" . The question of the etern ity 
of the Q ur'än and whether it is created or is uncreated, is on another level. 
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reconciled 
creation - basis 
of a common 
ethic of peace 

The shared call for a theology of peace, despite all the 
different bases for it, can be perceived as a sound bridge 
of common understanding w hich could possibly resul t 
from the high christology of the Letter to the Colos
sians. The call for such a theology, as far as Christian 

faith is concerned, has its roots in the conviction that we are all reconci led 
w ith God in Jesus Christ and therefore also reconciled with one another 
and for Muslims, this same cal l cou ld be seen as directly resulting fro~ 
their belief in the all-merciful and alm ighty God. Th en there is, for Chris
tians as weil as Muslims, for the sake of God, a reconci led creation, which 
obliges them to practise together an ethic and policy of peace. lf we are 
al l reconciled, it involves the obligation to live w ith one another in peace 
and to ask ourselves w hich ways may lead towards that peace. This shows 
how important it is, at least for Christian-Muslim dialogue, to prove that 
our christo logy, as it affects our self-understanding, does not necessarily 
and in every respect separate us from others but, on the contrary, could 
also lead us towards others. 

how can fullness 
be recognized 
and professed? 

fessing'? 

• 
PESCHKE What are the factors which make it possible 
to profess the 'fu l lness' that was mentioned in the lec
ture? And furthermore, how should we conceive of the 
'possibi li ty of recogn izing' and the 'possibil ity of pro-

DuPRE Apart from the quest ion of the factors that make it possible to pro
fess something, the question arises of how these possibi lities of professing 
something look in other traditions and whether there are different ways in 
which it is possible to profess something and include their specific intrins ic 
consequences. Mr. Karrer seemed to contrast the concept of 'what can be 
professed' with the 'possibi lity of experiencing' fullness withi n the context 
of the Church. Do we not here tauch again on the problem of 'performatives', 
creative speech, which has been discussed before [s. above pp. 85 ff.]: that 
something may also be presented in the form of a hymn - and to what ex
tent we may make use of it to bui ld up something as a creation in which 
we live and are at harne? 
Do we also f ind in other traditions thi s potential of arriving at the possi
b il ity of professing something? W hat are its premises and does this repre
sent a kind of logic of establishing rel igion? 
SCHAEFFLER The reconcili ation achieved by the death of Christ can, for 
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example, be professed in the context of a church service in which the 
memoria passionis is celebrated, and where we can also at the same time 
celebrate the memoria passionis as reconcil iation between bel ievers. lf we 
ask, apart from this general context, whether we can experience ourselves 
tobe reconciled Christians, we would have tobe honest and say: this is 
perhaps what we are, more or less, but the experience does not live up to 
what we celebrate in our church service. Nevertheless, the reconciliation 
achieved by the death of Christ can be professed an the basis of a promise 
which is also part of the church service: in the case of the Colossians hymn 
it is not a matter of a doctrinal letter, but of a hymn that also has its per
formative context. lf we were to deprive it of this context, its meaning 
would change. lt is a profession l iving on the promise that, because Jesus 
died for us and was raised from the dead, we are capable of granting for
giveness and receiving it from each other. 
For Muslims there is certainly another performative context in which they 
find themselves able to profess the un iversal state of reconciliation of crea
tion, although for them too this is not l ived up to by experience, because 
the world is full of quarrels. To this extent Muslims too, have tobe asked 
about the actual context in which they can profess the general reconcil i
ation of creation when it confl icts with their everyday experiences. 
GLADE When the Church prays in the prayerfor peace du ring the celebra
tion of the Eucharist, "Look not on our sins, but on the faith of your Church", 
she professes her fai th that reconciliation is possible and remains possible 
despite our sinfulness. So the profession of this faith in the gift of recon
ci liation becomes the profession of an ever-widening faith. 

[Plenary D iscussion] 

KARRER In the study groups, the question ra ised by 
the lecture is in itially a christological one: to what ex
tent was the lecture oriented too far towards a Nicene 

questions 
concerning the 
lecture 

reading of the New Testament? Another question con
cerns how Christians cope with the fact that the fullness presented in the 
Letter to the Colossians is not evident in the present real ity. A statement 
concern ing this twofold problem was formulated by Mr. Z irker as follows: 
Christians have to rea l ize that, until eschatological perfection is attained, 
they w i 11 fal I short of what is written in the New Testament. And they have 
to exercise restraint when putting forward their theories so that the impulse 
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that is given does not result in more and more fixed ideas, w hich would 
very qu ickly set limits. 

Another question raised in the study groups referred to the issue of whether 
fullness ~an b~ profe~sed in o~her traditions to~. ls Christ the on ly way? 
Concerning th1 s quest1on, a qu1te open answer: 1f fu llness is professed and 
experienced elsewhere, we must take note of it. Nevertheless, on the basis 
of early Christ ian teaching, we would only be able to interpret these per
ceptions and professions within the context of that fullness that comes from 
Christ. The meaning of the Colossians hymn culminates in the assertion that 
reconcil iation has been perfected. As explained in the lecture, this deci
sive assertion shifts into the aorist, the preterite: something has happened 
- it is not only something that is expected in the ultimate future. Where 
fullness is perceived in the world, we therefore perceive it from the per
spective of the Christ event. On the basis of the formu lati ons in the Letter 
to the Co lossians it is not possible, from the divine perspective, to con
ceive of fullness in the world 'apart from Christ' . 
A final question: does the assertion that Christ is the firstborn help us along 
in the dialogue with Islam? In fact it does not seem to make the discourse 
easier. RathP.r, a point has been reached where it is becoming clear that 
awareness of differences is also part of the dialogue. However, attention 
has tobe paid to the fact that the consequences could help us along where 
the profession in itself does not get us any further. Accordingly, 1 tried at 
the end to frame the lecture w ith these consequences. This wou ld mean: 
even where a high ch ristology is fei t by Islam as a strict separating line and 
has tobe resolutely rejected as such, attention must be paid to possibili
ties of approach ing each other which might be inherent in the conse
quences. 

intra-Christian 
plurality helpful 
for dialogue with 
the religions? 

Z IRKER Might granting more space to an intra-Chris
t ian plu rality be helpful to Christians in dealing with 
other rel igions? Thi s also leads us to ask how early 
Christianity dealt w ith plural christologies. Norbert 
Brox referred to the deplorable history w hich started 

in the Syrian region wi th the attempt to come to terms with christologies 
that tried, in their own way, to adhere consistently to the New Testament. 
Eventually they stopped asking many questions out offear of division, valu
ing harmony in the community of faith more highly than continuing in 
speculation w ith the aim of attaining a uniform theory and language. The 
problem in the history of dogmas does not lie so much in their fo llowing 
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his one intellectual path, but in the desire (1) to make this the only lan
t uage that shou ld be used, (2) to sacralize it by incorporating it into pub
fic worship, and (3) to introduce with it rules and regulations that became 
canon law. ls not Christiani ty the only religion in the religious spectr~m 
in which dogma has been formed specu latively to such an extentand wh1ch 
has developed its theological language with such artistry to make a co
herent whole? And does this not also have dangerous implications? 

KARRER The great strength of the New Testament seems 
formation of the to lie in the fact that the formation of the canon had 
canon concluded been basically concluded before the formulation of 
prior to formu- dogmas took place. In the New Testament, therefore, 
lating dogmas the diversity of early Christian approaches is found to 

be incorporated: side by side there are for example the Colossians hymn 
and the narration about the humanity of Jesus in the Gospel according to 
Mark. However, the history of dogma also has its answer: we cannot deny 
that in the New Testament there are clear l ines which, in ancient thinking, 
were rightly continued by the Council of Nicaea. lt wou ld be of little avail 
to play off the one against the other, but we may maintain that, as far as 
this question is concerned, the New Testament makes things easier for us 

than the subsequent history of dogma. 

all the fullness 
was pleased to 
dwell in him 

• 
SCHAEFFLER Fi rst a purely textual question concern
ing Col 1: in the lecture the translation referri ng to 
n').:f)Pcoµa in v. 19 was: " In him all the ful lness was 
pleased to dwell " . But in the text it says, tv au-c«i 

euo6Kr1crev miv w n111pcoµa KmotJd\crat, with an ACl-construction at the 
end, so that the translation should be: " lt pleased God that all the ful lness 
should dwell in him." But perhaps this is just a philological remark of mar

ginal significance. 
KARRER The traditional or older interpretation should be translated: " lt 
pleased God that all the fullness should dwell in him." But if we make God 
the subject, we have to go back through the whole sequence to the be
ginning of the hymn. This not only makes the subject more remote, but 
also raises difficulties wi th regard to the structure of the sentence, since 
there are several syntactic sections. Present-day exegetes therefore prefer 
to read n111pcoµa as the subject of the sentence, which is very plausible. 
ScHAEFFLER First, eu86Kr1crev would have to govern a dative: 'to whom' 
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did it please?, not a nominative. For it pleased God, t}1c:~ EUOOlCT]cri::v _ or 
all the fullness, 't~ rc111pmµan, which, however, is not written here. Sec
ond, there is no need here to look for the ward 'God'; we can proceed 
from the fact that (under the i nfluence of the Jewish way of speaking) there 
is no subject at all. And especially where there is no grammatically de
fined subject, we have to assume that God is the implied subject. The more 
important argument, however, l ies in the first point. 
KARRER In the Greek of that t ime EUOOKElv does not necessarily govern a 
dative. Beyond that, in my interpretation I cautiously referred to the tran
sition from 'fu llness' as predicate of God to God conveying fullness. That 
is why I emphasized the factthatthe point is not that God dwelled in Christ 
but that we have here a transitional formulation. The question can then b~ 
held open philologically between the various possible interpretations, even 
though the arguments in favour of rc1f]Pcoµa being the subject make that 
the more probable alternative. 

"the firstborn SCHAEFFLER In christology we are used to speaking of 
from the dead _ µovo')'EVT]<;, but the term rcpco-r6-roKo<; is less current. 
the f irstborn of Concerning the firstborn from the dead, implying that 

there are, so to speak, morc who have been raised from 
the dead or will be raised at the end of time, is not so 

difficult. lf, however, Christ is the firstborn of al l creation, then there is also 
a secondborn and a thirdborn. The fact that he is the fi rstborn of all things 
in heaven and on earth, things visible and invisible, would imply a brother
hood of all creatures. So how shou ld the term 'firstborn' be interpreted, if 
it is used in the theology of creation? 

all creation" 

KARRER The interpretation of 6 rcpco-rfrtoKo<;, the fi rstborn, in the context 
of mediatorship in creation leads to an analogous open-ended formula
tion. "The firstborn" is mentioned tw ice in the hymn. The first text is prob
ably " the firstborn from the dead". "The fi rstborn" does not make Christ 
the first with others to fol low, but rather means that he is the first to rise 
from the dead. At the same time the matter is left open as to whether others 
follow after. Probably the same tension is tobe found in the creation pro
position: "the firstborn of all creation " need only be interpreted to mean 
the firstborn in the sense that he belongs to all creation, but even more 
that he is the firstborn before all creation, although in the hymn the prob
lern is not explicitly resolved. 
The open-ended formulation is only resolved by the later history of dogma. 
On the basis of the preceding assertion wi th which the hymn begins: "He is 
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he image of the invisible God", which does not say, he is the image of us 
t ho have been created, but " the image of the invisible God", the history of 
; gma was to infer that he is therefore the firstborn before all creation. 
;ur hymn does not exclude this assertion, but it does not state it. This is 
consistent if one calls to mind that the creation proposition derives from the 
esurrection proposition. lts roots have to be understood in the context of 

;he fact that God does not disrupt his own creation. Therefore it is impor
tant that the firstborn from the dead should be the firstborn of all creation, 
the one who determines the structure of creation. lt is only then that the next 
question arises of whether Christ is su:h that he pre:edes al I crea:ion in .the 
divinity of God. Only wi th this assert1on do we amve at the christolog1cal 
specu lation that brought so many problems to the early church. 

howdo 
Christ hymns 
come about in 
general? 

+ 
ScHAEFFLER In the lecture, the hymn quoted here in 
the Letter to the Colossians was dated rather early. 
What is most astonishing and hard to understand is 
how it eventually came about in the early Christian 
communities that in church services hymns were sung 

about Christ and addrcssi ng Christ. For al I the questions dealt with at N icaea 
and in certain developments in christology are preceded by the fact that 
in church services hymns were sung that were not of a theological but of 
a christological character. In any case, we have good reason tobe sure that 
through the language used in the act of singing hymns, all later christology 
had already been init iated. The mere fact that Christ Resurrected became 
the topic of hymnological language (and this can also be seen in the con
text of invoking the name of Jesus in church services) constitutes a turning 
point in the history of rel igions which seems rather hard to explain in the 
context of the community of the disciples and the Jerusalem community, 
until it then entered the two miss ionary communities which are the sub
ject here. This turning-point may be considered more radical than any later 

dogmatization. 
KARRER In its structure and the way it begins, the Christ hymn is without 
doubt one of the most remarkable christological phenomena in early Chri s
tianity. lts " He" beginning is usually interpreted differently in the literature 
from the way it was presented in the lecture. The literature says that this in
sertion is so vital that one wou ld in fact have to clarify it by adding, "We are 
now singing a song about Christ, who ... ". However, according to what was 
said in the lecture, this does not seem tobe absolutely necessary. 
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pneumatological 
formulation 
and intellectual 
rigour 

As for the exact dating, the first Christ hymns - as is also 
shown by the Letter to the Philippians - could go back 
to the first Christian generation. There is a problem in 
interpreting New Testament hymns and it has not yet 
been decided whether they are better understood as a 

'pneumatological profession', expressing in a pneumatological manner what 
moves the congregation when celebrating the church service, or should 
rather be seen as a resu lt of early Christian reflections, a liturgical conden
sation of what had been experienced and then intensively thought through 
and reflected. lf the hymnic propositions receive their validity from an inward 
pneumatological experience of Christianity, it would make things easier i~ 
interrel igious dialogue, forthen a particular hymnic liturgical language could 
be distinguished from the language of general theological reflection. However, 
the consequence would be that the liturgy of the Church and theological 
reflection would suddenly pursue two different paths. 
Even though the view put forward in the lecture w hich, in all pneumato
logical worship, assumes a reflective hymnal text, cannot be philologi
cally-historically proved, it is supported by the fact that the hymn has such 
a sharp impact. All in all we may consider this analysis morc probable in
sofar as, at the beginning, there was no pre-reflective pneumatological for
mulation w hich was only later examined intellectually, but rather hymn 
and reflecting formulation blended from the beginning, so that the New 
Testament hymns, of course, are far from the last ward in dogmatics. 

dogmatic 
christology 
grounded in the 
New Testament 

• 
KHOURY lf we are right to see the later development 
of Christian christology as grounded in the New Tes
tament, as was shown in the lecture, we may infer, on 
the one hand, that authentic christology cannot be re
duced to a certain scripture or a certain group of New 

Testament scri ptu res, but th at an attempt has constantly to be made to 
reach a christo logy that reflects the New Testament testimony as a whole. 
On the other hand, when we consider it more carefull y, an inner conver
gence is recogn izable between the assertions made in the various New 
Testament scriptures and those of the later Counc ils, which makes it diffi 
cult to differentiate between the fa ith of the Church, as it developed to
wards the Councils in the later history of dogmas, and a so-called authentic 
christology in the testimon ies of the New Testament. 
Neither is there any need to feel that the fixed formulation of faith by means 
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of the early Christian dogmas is fatal if we bear in mind the th_eological chaos 
which this brought to an end. What would have happened 1f the chaos had 
continued? What is more disastrous, chaos or a certain ki nd of firm formula
tion in the context of christology, which is after all grounded in the New Tes
tament? In addition, despite that formulation, christology ultimately remained 

open tobe deepened further, for example, by fait_h i~ a general ~e~onciliat_io_n 
in Jesus Christ which makes a theory of peace binding on Christians. So 1t 1s 
a forrnulation that has remained open to further developments. 

subsequently, 
exclusion of 
whole Christian 

ZIRKER Obviously, in early Christianity and atthe Coun
cils the main concerns were not only forms of language 
and the search for a creed of faith, but also the exclu
sion of whole Christian traditions that existed and have 

traditions even continued to exist, and forming l ines of demarca

tions from them. The result was a specu lative culmination, a sacral consoli
dation, a juridical del imitation and a violent policy. The complex manner 
of this development is even reflected in the Qur'än. And this is, as historians 
tel1 us, also obviously the reason why Christian commun ities in North Africa 
and other areas frequently welcomed Islam as liberator. 
FüGLISTER From a merely historical perspective, we may also doubt whether 
the four Councils did in fact create a cosmos out of the chaos. The Arians 
remained, and so did the Nestorians; Christianity in the East and the Mono
physites were separated off. Did not these Counc ils rather create chaos 
and was it not, to a considerable extent, also a matter of politics and im-

perial interests? 

whom do the 
The so-cal led Christ hymns in the Letters to the Colos
sians and Ephesians are ult imately only Christ hymns 

Christ hymns 
II dd 

? in the sense, as Pliny the Younger says, that Christi ans 
actua y a ress. 1 h dd h Ch · B · f are peop e w o a ress ymns to nst. ut in act, 
both hymns have God the Father as their addressee: " Blessed be the God 
and Father [ ... ] " (Eph 1 :3), "[ ... ] giving thanks to the Father [ ... )" (Col 1 :12). 
Does the Colossians hymn (Col 1 :12- 20) in fact start on ly w ith the " He" 
(v. 15)? After all, it says: "[ ... ] w hile joyfull y giving thanks to the Father [ .. . ] . 
He has rescued us from the power of darkness and transferred us into the 
kingdom of his blessed Son [ ... ]." And at the end: " For in him all the fu ll
ness of God was pl eased to dwell, and through him God was pleased to 
reconcile to himself all th ings [ ... ] ." And perhaps even more insistently in 
the eulogy of the Letter to the Ephesians (Eph 1 :3-1 O; cf. v. 14): "Blessed 
be the God and Father" - and in its refra in : "[ .. . ] to the praise of his glory". 
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Except for some acclamations addressed to the lamb in the Revelation to 
John, none of these are hymns addressed to Christ. In the New Testament 
in most instances, especially in prayer and liturgy, the old formula: "through 
Christ to God - oicx Xptcrwü etc; 0e6v, is applied. 

not hymns 
addressed to 
Christ, but hymns 
about Christ 

KARRER These important observations have tobe noted 
because they prevent misunderstanding. At the same 
time they may be seen to support the substance of the 
lecture: hymns in the New Testament are not hymns 
addressed to Christ, but hymns about Christ. They would 

not be hymns that attempt to reflect the Christ event arising from God's 
divinity - or, to put it more precisely, from the one God and his divinity
if they were hymns addressed to Christ w ithout keeping in mind God's sole 
divinity. Drawing to its logical conclusion, the hymn about Christ in the 
Letter to the Ph il ippians culminates in the assertion: " [ ... ] to the glory of 
God the Father" (2: 11 ). These are thoughts that begin with God's divinity 
and are oriented towards the divinity of the one God. 
As for the pronoun "He", from a formal point of v iew, distinctions must be 
made: the Phil ippians hymn and the Colossians hymn, as weil as that in 
1 Tm 1 :1 fi, ;:ill hf>gin wi th "He-Ö<;". We do not allow the Colossians hymn 
to begin wi th the thanksgiving statement since v. 12, which was quoted 
above w ith its "joyfully giving thanks to the Father", takes us back to v. 3 
at the beginning of the Letter: "We always thank God, the Father" . Paul 
normal ly started his letters by writing "Paul, an apostl e of Christ Jesus, to 
.. . " and then continued, "We give thanks to God". This structure shows 
how much Paul is oriented towards this one God. Follow ing his form of 
thanksgiving, the Letter to the Colossians integrates the hymn it takes up. 
Therefore the phi lological probability is all in favour of the words, "[ ... ) 
joyfu l ly giving thanks to the Father" being part of the tradit ion of the Pauline 
letters and the hymn in v. 15 beginning w ith " He - öc;". 

God's praise in 
Eph 1 

The so-ca lled hymn in the Letter to the Ephesians is a 
completely different matter: it is not a Christ hymn, but 
a hymn of praise to God wh ich the author either inte

grates into his letter at this point, having found it in Christian tradition, or 
formulates himself. W hat is relevant for us is the structure of the ideas: the 
author of the letter continues to proceed from the convicti on that every
thing that can be sa id chri stological ly has to be thought of in the light of 
the one God. For him, it is the one God in the Old Testament or in Israel 
who - as the scriptures say - works through his Spi rit. W hen he praises 
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this God at the beginning of his letter, he therefore praises him as the one 
who works through his Spirit. At the same time he praises him in the light 
of his Christ experience. Thus in Eph 1 the result is a eu logy in three parts, 
not a hymn: "B lessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who 
has blessed us w ith every spiritual blessing [ ... ] ". Further reflection on the 
eulogy in the l ightof the one God leads to tri adic structures (which of course 
are much earlier than the trinitarian reflections of the 4th century). 
In the immediately ensu ing history, christology was formulated first, i. e. 
the relation between Father and San, in order for speculation to continue 
on what this meant with regard to their being together with the Spirit. 
Mutatis mutandis an analogous further development appears between the 
Colossians hymn, which the author of the Letter to the Ephesians probabl y 
knew, and the progression towards the triadic structure of the Letter to the 
Ephesians. Even though th is is not the triadic structure of the 4th century, 
it sti ll initiates, we may assume, the impulses which were then carried for
ward by the early Church. 
At th is point the necessity becomes obvious of reading New Testament 
christology in the perspective of theology and integrating it into the latter. 
This would also avoid giving the imprcssion that the Christians' christo
logical confession impl ies someone who is associated w ith God. This is 
important for the dialogue w ith Islam. lt is never a matter of association, 
but rather of thinking in the light of God. 

f h I VANONI At the beginning of the Letter to the Romans 
rom tdeo ogy there is first the author's statement that he is called to 

towar s 
announce the euayyi:,\tov l}wü, and then, in the very christology 
next verse, reference is made to the fact that it is the 

Gospel concerning his San. This is another example of the fact that this step 
from theology towards christology was actually taken in the first generation, 
but we must not see it as a leap into something quite separate. 

hymn about 
Christ and the 
category of 
professing faith 

DuPRE lf the Colossians hymn is not a hymn addressed 
to Christ but is rather about him, does it not mean that 
we have changed the category of what may be pro
fessed into the category of what may be known? 
KARRER How are we to understand the connection 

between the statement that we have here a hymn about Christ and the cat
egory of confess ion of fa ith? In this context I would like to remind you of 
a term which is not commonly used in the context of hymns, but is taken 
from elsewhere: w hen the New Testament speaks of confessing it uses the 
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term oµo)..o~lv. In confessing, therefore one speaks (see the part A.O~lv 
of the term) in such a way that something is expressed that is adequate to 
the object and through the confession makes the speaker equal or similar 
to it (oµo- is an abbreviation of öµm0<; or 6µ6<;). The term oµo)..o~lv thus 
expresses the structure of confessing, of uttering something in a way that 
expresses the object as adequately as possible, and is in agreement and 
harmony with it. This is precisely what seems to be the case when the 
hymns are pronounced. 

God's activity 
ad extra and its 
categorization 
ad intra 

WEss The Letter to the Ephesians brought up 'triadic 
structures'. ls it not fatal that in theology and in the 
popu lar understanding of the confession of faith, the 
triad of God the Father, the San Jesus Chri st, and the 
Holy Spirit are much too easil y interpreted as a triad 

internal to the divine? U ltimately, the Sanis rather the one mediator, Christ 
Jesus, himself human, and the Spirit is the activity of God in his creation, 
who cannot so easily be equated w ith a 'third inner-divine person' . This is 
where many misunderstandings actua lly arise, even in Islam. 
KARRER The problem touched upon here is of substantial interest for Chris
tianity too. My exegeti cal explanations tried to convey that the christological 
approaches in the New Testament have their linkage with the early Church. 
lt would not be consistent to ignore the fact that in these approaches foun
dations can also be discerned for continuing our reflect ions towards the 
immanentTrinity. Here however, particularly with respect to the Ephesians 
eu logy, a certain progression can be observed. The eu logy is formulated on 
the basis of what we would like to call the activity, the working of the Tri nity 
' ad extra', outwards. lt actually says at its opening: "Blessed be the God [. .. ], 
who has blessed us with every spi ritual bless ing [ ... ]". The triadic structure 
takes God's activity as its starting point. 
However, there is already implied in it the component which would later 
initiate the formulation about the immanent Trin ity, namely: "Blessed be 
the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Chri st." Thus the attempt is made 
here, in discern ing the outward acts of God, to find too a special inward 
categorization, by following up w ith the question: when we experience 
the acts of God 'ad extra' through Jesus Christ in the Holy Spirit - how are 
we to think of th is in connection w ith the relation of Jesus and the Spirit 
to God? 
Usually references to the San precede references to the Spirit. As we all 
know, the title 'San' in the New Testament is a much simpler title than what 
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it came tobe in the history of dogma, for the chi ldren of God are of course 
al l the lsrael ites. But from this title of San the impulse to think of the rela
tion between the one God and Christas a particular sonship quickly de
velops. On the other hand, the more detailed categorization of the Spirit 
in the Ephesians eu logy remains unsolved. Logically, this implies thatthere 
are the most enormous trinitar ian difficulties. 
Once we allow ourselves to look in the New Testament for the christo
logical foundations of the later development of dogma, we must at the 
same time be sure that these foundations are not mistakenly identified w ith 
the formulations that systematically fixed them in a language which dis
engages itself substantiall y from the language of the New Testament in 
favour of a philosophical idiom. This shou ld be discussed and dealt w ith 
separately. 
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The Ultimate Finality of the Christ Revelation 

Heinrich Ott 

'Theology of Religions', as a field of theological study, is becoming in
creasingly important in Christi an thinking. lt has to be classed alongside 
systematic theology, and probably with fundamental theology. But, un like 
other systematic fields of study, there is no way of presenting it as a sys
tem. lt is rather a continuous process, a journey- and nothing but a jour
ney. At least, that is the case if theology of rel igions is not conceived of as 
a theology about religions or even a theology of re ligion, that is a kind of 
phi losophy of rel igion, a 'systematic stocktaki ng of rel igious truths'. lt shou ld 
rather be seen as a constant process of encounters, of dialogical events, 
pointfor point, so to speak, but in such a way that these events are 'heuristi
cally' linked w ith one another so that, w ithin the event of dialogue, a ray 
of truth may sh i ne out. 

Bccause of this process-l ike, dialogical approach characteristic of the
ology of religions, it is always essential to include a specific methodolog
ical stage, even in the most diverse contexts, which is that the sense of 
each ind ividual step one is about to take must always be checked. W here 
does it lead? What fru its may it bear? And what is the general purpose of 
this whole process of theology of religions? 

1. The assessment of our question in the context of Christian-Muslim 
encounter. The 'popu lar' concept of the ultimate finality of the Christ 
revelation that makes communication impossible from the beginning. 

lf we venture onto the path of dialogue between Christian ity and Islam, it 
wi ll quite soon arrive at the checkpoint of questions about 'finality' . Here 
in our symposium, right at the start we raised the question: is Mubammad 
a prophet who must be acknowledged as such by us too? In the context 
of the terminology of comparative re ligion, an affirmative answer is qu ite 
possible. But this would be irrelevant for our rel igio-theological project, 
because for us this is a theological question. In order to illustrate the state 
of affairs with w hich we are confronted here, 1 would like to begin by sug
gesting a perhaps somewhat simplistic th ree-stage scheme: 
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Stage 1 From the viewpoint of traditional Christian dogmatics, the answer 
is simple: compared with the substance of Christi an revelation, the fol
lowers of the Prophet and he himself make truth claims that are in many 
ways different, and even contradictory. Therefore, Mubammad can only 
be a 'false' prophet. His word of revelation does not come from God. 

Stage 2 However, it seems possible to make a concession: among sup
porters of a liberal (not pluralistic) theology of religion, it could be ac
cepted that Mubammad was a prophet chosen by God, an ' inspired' 
and commissioned (and as far as that goes, a 'true') prophet for a cer
tain people, a certain culture and a certain time. So, for example, Hans 
Küng, in his book on Christianity and the World Religions (London 
1993), referring to Wilfred Cantwel l Smith, holds the view that Mubam
mad, through a "special relationship to God" (i. e., u ltimately as some
one commissioned and 'inspired' by God), radical ly proclaimed the one 
and on ly God at a time of particular religious and social crisis. When 
the people of his time and culture heard him rightly, a deep and vibrant 
religious cu lture came into being. Musl ims would perhaps take this con
cession as a friendly gesture in doctrinal dialogue, but they wou ld cer
tainly not bc satisfied with it. For - and here we reach 

stage 3 -according to lslamic fa ith, Mubammad is the final and conclusive 
witness to the divine truth, whereas Moses and Jesus were on ly precursors. 
Therefore at this third stage anyth ing like a 'compromise' is certainly no 
longer theologically possible. One ultimate finality, one unsurpassable 
claim, here confronts another. 

At this stage, 1 w ill still nevertheless be looking for possible understand
ing, even though not for agreement, and I would like to insert an interme
diary consideration. The deliberations at stage 2, as we saw, remain unsatis
factory for a real encounter with Muslims and have tobe accepted basical ly 
as not a subject for di scussion. The problem as such, however, remains in
teresting for us Christians. After all, we reserve the right to i nterpret the 
prophets of another re ligion from the perspective of our own convictions, 
just as we must grant the same right to others. This mutual interpretation 
'iuxta modum' is legitimate as lang as it does not include false, hosti le and 
discriminating elements, but is performed in a spirit of friendship and re
spect. This is a kind of 'dialogue-ru le' for interrel igious dialogue that also 
corresponds to the methodological approach to th is whole enterprise that 1 

outl ined at the beginning of my paper. Perhaps one could speak here of an 
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'interreligious circle'. lndeed, we have to ask ourselves in religio-theologi
cal thinking, a thinking that arises from commitment to our own religious 
tradition: if it is true that, from the beginning, God did not leave mankind 
without a testimony to himself (and we must make this assumption), and if 
we continue to assume (which is most plausible!) that God has not given 
th is testimony only through the wonderfu l works of creation or through our 
individual conscience, but also through human beings, then the serious theo
logical question must be ra ised of how such a testimony of divine truth can 
actually work in another rel igion. What are the extent, the content and the 
specifics of this testimony that God entrusts to human beings in another re
ligion? ls it possible that 'truth' is there, mixed with 'error', and if so, how? 
What enabled the people of the time to accept their testimony? In the light 
of the formu lations of "Nostra aetate11

1 continuing to ask such questions 
makes the utmost sense. lf there is such a thing as 'anonymous Christians' , 
they have probably come to be what they are not outside of all non-Chris
tian re ligions, but emerging from among them, because it is, after all, rel i
gions whose theme is w hat is holy and transcendent. 

After this interven ing comment, 1 return to stage 3, where two different, 
mutually exclusive 'ultimate revelations' confrunt each other and the situa
tion seems to be one of complete incompatibility. But this incompatibility 
has perhaps tobe traced back to the fact that a conventional, however insuf
ficient, understanding of 'u ltimate finality' has been assumed, according to 
which final ity must be conceived of as that revelatory statement that came 
last, which surpassed everything that had come before and after which not 
only nothing greater, but also nothing essentially new can be expected. Per
haps we should modify the concept of finality as weil as the conceptof revela
tion in order to continue tobe able to proceed. Here modifying does not of 
course mean manipulating, but rethinking, and doing so in the light of ap
proaches in one's own religious tradition that already exist from lang ago. 

2. Questioning the intention of encounter and the level at which 
an approach seems tobe poss ible at all 

1 have no illusions: even if, as I suggest, we modify the concepts of finality 
and revelation with reference to our own Christian tradition and with theo
logical integrity, we will not arrive at a consensus w ith our Musl im part
ners in dialogue on the level of doctrine. Nevertheless, for the sake of our 
own religious heritage and understanding, it could be good and fruitful, if, 
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precisely at this point, we take a step forward in our thinking, not only for 
our own sake, but also for the sake of our relations w ith fo llowers of another 
faith. Therefore, as suggested in my introductory methodological remarks, 
we must raise the question: what do we actual ly expect from interre ligious 
dialogue? What sort of d ialogue is this ul timately? Do we want to achieve 
a consensus-declaration, comparable for example to the "Leuenberger Kon
kordie" between the Lutherans and the Reformed or the so-called Lima
paper in the context of the Ecumenical Counci l of Churches on the topics 
of office and sacraments, or whatever such intra-Christian, interdenomina
tional 'convergence-papers' may be called? Would th is be the right under
standing of interrel igious dialogue or is it rather a thorough misunderstanding? 
1 am qu ite definitely of the opinion that the latter is the case. 

For, what would such convergence-papers or simi lar resu lts achieve? Here 
we have to make a qualitative distinction between an intra-Christian ecu
mene and an 'ecumene' of the religions. We must not even want to find 
doctrinal consensus between the di fferent religions! We must not blur or 
water down the differences, the individual specific character, the different 
fundamental fee lings. W hat would be the good of being able, by shaking 
hands and contracting, to affirm "we agree ... , we agree at least in the essen
tial points ..... "? ls it not more than enough if one day we shake hands and 
are able to say, "We are friends ... "? 1 shall never forget the remark once 
made by my dear Catholic colleague Professor Johannes Feiner, one of the 
two editors of the post-concil iar Catholic work "Mysterium Salutis", who 
was forme something l ike an ecumenical teacher: " lf God had wanted Chris
tiani ty to finally triumph in hi story, he cou ld have ordained this already a 
lang time ago. Obviously he does not want it. He wants to maintain the 

fruitful tension between the religions .. . " 
Nevertheless (and this sounds paradoxica l only initial ly) we can and 

should strive for certain 'agreements' with other rel igions, even and particu
larly w ith Islam. For if we make friends, the dynamism of this friendship 
has also to be maintained and strengthened. For - to put it in trivial terms -
what would be the good for me of having him for a friend, or the good for 
him of having me for a friend, if we just meet once a week in the evening 
to have a beer without anything to argue about, nothing to get excited about, 
to disagree about and agree again, expressing in this way our thoughts and 
feel ings and entrusting ourselves to one another? In Augustine's "Confes
siones" there is a wonderful description of the dynamism and richness of 
tensions in a good friendship showing that true friendship cannot be main-
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ta ined without such tensions. In order to retain an integral tension and there
with also the ultimately distinct identi ty of all participating, new exchanges 
are always needed, a lively pursuit of the controversy and the consequent 
partial agreement. W hat I have in mind here can perhaps be illustrated bet
ter by the experience of the first interreligious conference which the World 
Counci I of Churches held in Ajaltoun (Lebanon) between representatives of 
Christianity, Islam, Hinduism and Buddhism: Professor Hans Jochen Margull, 
the rnoderator, reported that in the evening of the first day which was spent 
in intensive ta lks, the Muslims came up to him declaring: "Now we have 
been ta lking about God for such a long t ime, why don't we also pray to him 
together?" In response to this proposal, various degrees of reluctance ap
peared among the participants, the strongest, typically, among the Chris
tians. But final ly every evening there was a short time of prayer or med itation 
according to the ri tual of one of the religions. 

Meanwhile there are not only interdenominational, but also interreligious 
occasions of prayer. They have become a widespread phenomenon. Such 
shared spirituali ty and liturgy only makes sense if it does not remain purely 
ritual, but is also accompanied by reflection and dialogue between the par
ticipants and in this way trigger~ the experience of "neighbourliness" (Martin 
Heidegger), that is, simultaneous closeness and distance. But perhaps on this 
level we may already be seeing a new practice of the old rule, "Lex Orandi 
Lex Credendi". Therefore, in the reflections and discussions which accompany 
the shared practice of spirituality, 'doctrinal' topics should not simply be left 
aside completely. We can and should discuss even theological ly, but not under 
the obsessive expectation of reaching a consensus. Nevertheless, according 
to the principle " Lex Orandi Lex Credendi", of course we must know and 
want to know what we are do ing! lf no consensus seems possible or perhaps 
even desirable, certain points of contact can stil l be brought out between the 
spiritual conceptions of religions that encounter each other. Ultimately, even 
a joint "praying and doing what is just among people" (Dietrich Bonhoeffer) 
is already dialogue. But it is the theoretical, theologically-oriented dialogue 
that strengthens the dynamic framework for future praying and acting. And 
through it, agreements about interreligious language can occasionally emerge 
in shared theological reflections, and perhaps here and there even a partial 
"merging of horizons" (Hans-Georg Gadamer) and, stimu lated by that, new 
learning processes on both sides. One rel igion can be enriched by the other's 
spiritual language and the experiences behind it. And where something like 
that happens it is not only a li turgical, but indeed also a theological event. 
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lt is at this level of theological discourse and theological-existential ex
perience of neighbourliness that we must place what w il I have tobe thought 
and said - beyond widespread popular understanding of revelation and 
final ity- about the "ultimate finality of .the Christ revelation". And this is 
where areas of contact may also appear that allow us to develop amicable 
discourse further and for the time being simply leave aside the irremovable 
contrast of doctrines and ideas. 

3. The ecumenical-interdenominational potenti al in Christi an thinking 
as a possibil ity of solv ing these new kinds of theological problem 

Here again a short intervention must be made, appropriate for the consid
eration of the special situation of rel igio-theological thinking. In Wider
stand und Ergebung (in the text "Gedanken zum Tauftag von D. W. R.11

)
1 

Dietrich Bonhoeffer once formulated this expressive sentence: "But also 
we ourselves (l ike the child tobe baptized, who does not understand yet 
what is happening to him/her when he/she is baptized) are thrown back 
again to the beginnings of understanding." Bonhoeffer wants to say that, in 
the new 'non-religious' age, we no longer understand the great old Biblical 
concepts such as reconci liation and sa lvation, rebirth and Holy Spiri t, cross 
and resurrection. We must try a new language, and perhaps one day a new 
"l iberating and redeeming" language really wil l be given to us. We probably 
can and should say something similar today, although we live in a wholly 
different context from Bonhoeffer, namely the context of the 'globalization' 
and the recent erupt ion of intercultural and interreligious encounter. But 
here we also are thrown back to the beginnings of understanding and have 
to express old, familiar terms such as ' revelation' or 'finality of revelation' 
in an entirely new way, beginning, as it were, from their roots. We can only 
be ready for thi s task because we have already been equipped for it by 
decades of experience in intensive and amicable interdenominational dia
logue. 1 believe that here there is a real historical link and a new basis for 
understanding. As a Protestant theo logian I have to confess today that in the 
face of these new questions, what wou ld we do today without, for example, 

' "Aber auch w ir selbst lso wie der Täufling, der noch nicht versteht, was in der Taufe mit 
ihm geschieht) sind w ieder ganz auf die Anfänge des Verstehens zurückgeworfen." In: id., 
Widerstand und Ergebung. Briefe und Aufzeichnungen aus der Haft, ed. by E. Bethge !Sieben
stern-Taschenbuch; 1]. München etc., ' 1968, p. 152 (Engl. edition: D. Bonhoeffer, Letters and 
Papers from Prison, ed. by E. Bethge. New York, NY, 1997). 
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the document "Nostra aetate" or Karl Rahner's transcendental theology which 
distinguishes between transcendental and categorica l levels, or wi thout the 
biograph ica l and intellectual experience of a scholar in theology of religions 
such as Raimundo Panikkar - all landmarks reliant on the theology of an
other denomination, which we have adopted in encounters of friendship! 
Engaged in questions such as we are dealing w ith here and now, 1 feel com
pelled to include the thinking of Cathol ic theologians, not in the sense of 
'foreign aid' which we regrettably depend on, but in the sense of a property 
we have acquired together, that is dear to us. 

Perhaps in thi s context something sim ilar wi l l have tobe said on the 
side of Catholic theology. Through ecumenical development in its tense 
diversity in the environment of Vatican 11, a new spiritual potential has 
emerged that alone enables us to confront the problems of our times. 

4 . Revelation seen as happening on the level of 'fides qua creditur12 

In theology it is still commonly accepted that revelation has tobe placed 
on the level of 'fides quae creditur', as far as doctrine is concerned. God 
reveals 'something', w hich has new content, and this gives rise to the corn
plete incompatibil ity of the contents of the Christ revelation wi th any other 
revelation. On the other hand, 1 would like to maintain that the concept 
of revelation should be radically ('in its roots') placed on the level of ' fides 
qua creditur', i. e. on the level of the act of faith. This is of course not a re
cent conclusion, but is very closely linked with an understanding of rev
elation which already has gradually achieved a far-reaching consensus, 
even beyond denominational borders: revelation is essentially se/f-rev
elation of God. God does not reveal 'someth ing', but himself. This means, 
he encounters us persona ll y and establi shes a persona l communion w ith 
us. Thus the Catholi c document of the Vatican II Council "Dei verbum", 
the Dogmatic Constitution on Divine Revelation says that God "speaks to 
men as friends and Jives among them." 3 On the Protestant side this has al so 
already been the preva iling v iew for a lang time. Then, of course, we may 
ask ourselves, from this perspective what is to become of the propositions 
contained in the Christi an revelation, as they sti l l exist and are articulated, 
for example, in Bibl ica l formu lations or the statements of the Creed? This 

' Fides qua creditur, i. e., the act or p ractice of fai th through which we believe; whereas 
fides quae creditur refers to the content and propositions of faith. 

' Art. 2. 
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is indeed a problem for many theologians who have been thinking in this 
direction. Ultimately there seem tobe propositions of fai th which can be 
formulated in statements. In my view, simply applying an 'additive' pro
cedure in this context achieves nothing of theological relevance. lt simply 
makes no sense to say, "Revelation of God is self-revelation, and so is es
sential ly personal encounter, but then there are, of course, in addition 
Christian proposi tions about faith that can be formu lated." 

There is no way out: revelation, if it is pondered, has to be thought of 
radical ly and consistently as personal encounter. lt is "revelation for the sake 
of faith" ('fides qua creditur'). lt is the act of love, fidel ity and friendship of 
a personal God that awakens faith and is then mirrored in the act of loving 
fidelity of human faith. In this sense Karl Rahner in a late essay enti tled 
"Glaubensakt und Glaubensinhal t"• tried to integrate, so to speak, the ' fides 
quae creditur' into the 'fides qua creditur': it is true thatfai th in God in Christ 
does indeed have its specific propos it ions, bu t these proposi tions are 
characteristics of the act of faith itself. Rahner formulated his fu ndamental 
thesis as fol lows: "There is a fides qua which exists as someth ing that is a 
possibi lity for every human being [ ... ] and yet at the same time th is fides 
qua possesses a real ity of content in its own right, the free acceptance of 
which can be acknowledged as the acceptance of revelation in fa ith."5 This 
is exactly the basis from which we try to develop our thinki ng: the proposi
tions, the speci ficity of t rue faith in God (which means the specificity of faith 
in God's revelation in the history of salvation) is inherent in the kind, the 
structure and the characteristics of the personal act of fa ith, or of the en
counter of fa ith itself. In this way it is (for instance) insuffic ient and theo
logical ly inadequate, to say: we bel ieve in the fact of Christ's suffering as a 
redeeming event, or: we believe in the fact of Jesus' resurrection from the 
dead as a redeeming event. We should rather say: for the bel iever, the per
sonal encounter w ith God is formed by Christ through the sp irit of suffering 
and self-sacrifice, and through the spirit of overcoming death, of K<XtV'f1 

JCtlcrn;, of new creation. Faith is in itself and most deeply Passion-faith, Easter
fa ith, lncarnation-faith. 

Since my time is limited, 1 can only briefly set out the consequences of 
this approach to the idea of the ultimate finali ty of the Christ revelation. A 

• "The Act of Faith and the Content of Faith", in: id., Theological lnvestigations, vol. XXI, 
Science and Christian Faith. New York, 1988, pp. 151- 161 . 

' In: id., op. cit. (fn. 4) p. 153 f. 
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saying of Martin Luther, often quoted by Paul Schütz as proof of his oppos
ing "parousial time" to "historical time", is: "God does not see time accord
ing to length but crosswise."6 In other words: for him, the Eternal, all time is 
simultaneous. He, so to speak, sees all points in time at a glance. This also 
corresponds to Augustine's famous idea about time in Book XI of the Con
fessiones, that God did not make creation w ithin time, but time together w ith 
creation and that subsequently there is no one-after-the-other for the Crea
tor. Accordingly, 'what is final ' need not necessarily be what is chronologi
cally last. lt could just as weil be what is unimaginably early, what has been 
and is intended for and offered to al l human beings since the early stages of 
human history. Perhaps it is th is that is irrevocably final, namely that God is 
with them and for them in his love and fidelity. This "God with us", Emmanu
EI is indeed also an Old Testament name for Jesus Christ and it expresses the 
qu intessential meaning of the Christevent. Kar l Barth begins his whole chris
tology w ith a chapter under this ti tle. 7 His Japanese student, Katsumi Taki
zawa, concluded from it that the "Emmanuel event" is the primordial event, 
intended from the beginning for al l human beings. Here is indeed the point 
of all christology: God's unshakable being-for-us, happening and being tes
t ificd in Jesus Christ. In it is included and recap itulated the ful lness, the 
breadth, depth and w idth of christology. So the 'cosmic' Christ, who works 
worldwide, is at the same time the eschatological, final Christ. 

From this perspective it becomes easier for us to speak with Muslims, 
to encounter them, respect the wealth of their tradit ion and spiritual ity and 
learn from it. For atthe level of this perspective it is possible, even necessary, 
to leave as ide the question of the finality of revelation, because the under
standi ng of finality in both religions is in fact placed on quite different 
levels. lt has tobe left to Muslims to discover w hether, by means of such 
deliberations (if not in the doctrine, then) in deep ly feit religious experi
ence and ded ication, they also can move closer to us. 

In any case, since in that way God has eschatologically, finally and unsur
passably establ ished his presence in our midst, with us and for us, dialogue 
can go on with promise, despite all the differences. Speaking of final ity then 
takes on a different aspect: for, if God through his self-giving act is definitely 
present, so too the proofs of his presence w ill cont inue in the spirit. 

• "Gott sieht nicht die Zeit nach der Länge, sondern nach der Quer." Cf. P. Schütz, Das 
Mysterium der Geschichte. Eine Meditation der Christusapokalypse. Kassel, 1950, pp. 7 f. 
referring to Luther's works, Erlanger Ausgabe 52, 268/269. 

' Die Lehre von der Versöhnung (Die Kirchliche Dogmatik; IV/1 ). Zollikon etc., 1953, p. 1. 
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Question and Interventions 

[Study Group 1) 

'superabundance' LEUZE When God reveals himself, is there not a qual
in the seif- ity to it that must be differentiated from what the lis
revelation of God tener or believer is able to grasp and hand le? 

Orr lnsofar as it is accepted in fai th by the human 
being, the Christian understanding of God's self-revelation implies two 
things. One is the idea of participation: a sharing which, especia lly in Or
thodox theology, is understood as 'deification'. From this perspective, on 
the basis purely of terminology and doctrine, we may not get on w ith Islam, 
because there we meet w ith a different fundamental attitude which is ex
pressed in turn in its own terms. To make an attempt to understand rev
elation as se lf-revelation would, however, be a good th ing for the Christian 
bel ievers themselves w ith the dialogue encounter in view and could free 
them towards a greater openness. 
The second issue implied in the understanding of revelation as God's self
revelation is thc qucstion of thc cxtcnt to which w hat God revcals may be 
reduced to what man, in his weak fides qua, can actually grasp. lt is true 
that God offers so much - and man, in his weak faith, can grasp so little. 
However, in every personal encounter there is a 'superabundance', and 
there remains some kind of a surplus. Thi s is true of the very nature of per
sonal encounter. 

KRÜGER ls the concept of Emmanuel, a notion towards 
which christology was summarized in the lecture, re
ally so obvious? Accord ing to the New Testament, is 

the universal 
realm of grace 
and the fact of 
unrighteousness there not in fact apart from the 'ful lness' which is re-

vea led in Christ, also injusti ce, as was demonstrated in 
the lecture of Mr. Karrer [see above pp. 105-126)? Here we sense some
thing referred to in the New Testament as aµap1:ia, trespasses and sin, and 
wh ich should be included more fully in these deliberations. 
Orr Of course the revelation of Immanuel is not self-understood and not 
to be seen as a fact of nature. Grace remains grace, because it is unde
served, al though granted to all - a statement that one could learn and take 
over from Karl Rahner! Ca lvin declared: grace is grace, because it is granted 
to a small number on ly as an absolutely improbable salvation. Yet, as Karl 
Barth once explained, grace remains grace even if hell should remain 
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empty. Simi larly revelation is never a matter of course either. lt is, li ke 
existence, an act of grace. And the fact that there is evil in the world, and 
that there are rebell ious forces, does not contradict the universal ity of God's 
grace as an offer -what Catholic theology calls God's general will for sal

vation. 

dialogue
encounter and 
doctrinal 
exchange 

SCHREINER In dialogue we can rightly see a determi
nant form of encounter with Islam. But the question, 
" How do I encounter Muslims?" aims beyond that. 
Speaking of 'arguing friends', makes it obvious that 
doctrinal dialogue alone is no langer the decisive issue, 

but in addition other important components of shared human life and ex
perience must be included. First of all, when friends argue it is in the con
text of continuity, whereas in general dialogue is rather understood as a 
brief event, a conference of a week or only a few days. So there are two 
points that need more detai led information. One is the question of how 
we approach a Muslim personally and make friends with him, and the role 
played in this by doctrinal dialogue. Then there is the question of w hich 
other decisive factors may determine the conduct of the individual when 
life is shared. Hence, how can we move from the 'suhject of Islam' to the 
'human being in Islam'? 
On The basis of our thinking here should be a wide concept of dialogue. 
This goes back to the beginning of my own involvement in hermeneutical 
discussions. Dialogue is actually any form of encounter, not only w hat is 
happening here and now and during certain conferences, not on ly what 
is expressed in words and debates. A ll these are modifications of w hat is 
essentially happening in dialogue, which is encounter, opening up to each 
other, communication, participation and also contradiction. There are con
cepts that are watered down if they are defined too widely and other con
cepts w hich only gather thei r fu ll force when they are defined as widely 
as possible. For Gadamer and Martin Buber dialogue is indeed an event 
w ith essential meaning, and this should also apply to the understanding 
of interreligious dialogue in such a way that shared activity, shared prayer, 
the shared life of Muslims and Christians in a village- of people, w ho day 
by day participate in the same life and share the same concrete world - is 
already seen as a dialogue. In this context the more doctrinal and theo
logical element is only one specific form of dialogue. Th is kind of exten
sion of the concept seems to be the only way that makes sense, particu
larly for interreligious dialogue. 
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Originally my part icipation in a very early conference of the World Council 
of Churches in Chiang Mai (1977), an intra-Chri stian conference in the Bud
dh ist world ofThailand, led me onto th is way of approach ing interrel igious 
hermeneutics. The fundamental insight of the final document "Dialogue in 
Community" referred to the need to consider every form of commun ity as 
being already a beginning, a v irtual d ialogue- in a ward, w idening the un
derstanding of dialogue. Thus even what is non-verba l, non-verbal commu
nication, can be a form of dialogue. The 1-You-relationship in its most com
prehensive sense, is dialogue. 

+ 

'middle of time' SALMEN Karl Jaspers drew attention to the fact that in 
Christian tradition Christ is conceived of as the mid
dle of time, whereas from the poi nt of v iew of the whole 

history of civi li zation the ax ial time would have to be dated at 500 years 
earli er. lf time is seen in the perspective of Christ and interpreted in the 
perspective of the Christ event how would this be regarded from the per
spective of a different understanding of time? Would it give a different hori
zon of understanding, and how might we conceive of a merging of hori
zons or a mutual ;:irr roach? 

and 'axial time' 

On We may indeed ask whether the linearity of time, according to which 
someth ing is gradually fu lfilled, and which is an almost dogmatically fixed 
linear understanding of time, is necessari ly Christian. For instance, does a 
so-called cyclical understanding of time or life make it impossible for an 
Indian Christian to believe in the uniqueness of Christ's redeeming mi ssion? 
Can we not assume that it is possible to translate what is Christian into dif
ferent conceptions of t ime? 

faith as devotion 
and the specific 
propositions of 
faith 

+ 

FücusnR Fides qua is certainl y the most essential 
part (a fides qua which of course, as soon as we try to 
g ive an account of it, does contain speci fic proposi
tions). But then the Christ ian fides qua is in fact and 
in practice ident ical w ith Islam as devoti on, and sur

render. ls not the most essential thi ng to give oneself completely up to God 
and to bel ieve hini to be all-powerful? " I shal l be your advocate and you 
w ill leave everything to me." lndeed, as M artin Buber says, thi s is even the 
faith of Jesus. A ll myst ics, all denominations and rel igions agree w ith th is. 
And this also sets people free to invo lve themselves in the interests of their 
fellow beings and the world. Can we therefore consider the fides qua as 
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the point w here al I people can meet - as ide from the fact that, and the way 
in which, the f ides quae is and wil l remain different? 
on lf fides qua is considered to be the essential part in fa ith, this does 
not mean, of course, that fa ith propositions can be arbi trari ly inserted or ex
changed, as if it were simply a matter of our socialization or a personal fancy 
whether we prefer or adhere to th is or that proposition. This is why the essay 
by Karl Rahner that we have mentioned [see p. 164] seems so interesting -
because in it he makes an extremely original attempt to integrate the ap
proach to the thought and proposit ions of fa ith with its real ization. This fa ith, 
al though anonymous, may sti ll be true fa ith in God as revealed in Christ, 
because it is not on ly of an instrumental character. Faith rather implies in it
self the fundamental character of a propositional reference to a spec ific 
knowledge of being responsible, called and upheld. 

also different 
forms of fides 
qua? 

WEss lf we are right to see the fides quae conta ined 
in the fides qua, it raises the question of w hether there 
are not ultimately different forms of fides qua. In other 
words, are there not, because of the different proposi

tions, different forms of practice too? W ho expounds more correct ly the 
contents inherent in every fides, and w ho has the better way of discover
ing them? ls there not much to be said for the assumption that there are in 
fact d ifferent forms of the fides qua, different expressions of rel igious prac
tice, which may certain ly have the same name, but are not identical? So 
that there is difference arising not on ly from another example of a more 
or less good and complete expression of one and the same fides qua, but 
also from the practice of faith that is in itself different? 
Shou ld we not see here a different kind of fides qua, whereby one experi 
ences God as a God w ho loves the sinner, including the ultimate conse
quence, made possib le by Jesus through his action, and the other in hi s 
fa ith responds to a God w hom he experiences as the Lord who loves only 
believers? 
On Undoubtedly there are different fides qua, because there are also 
(infinitely many) different religious destinies and religious paths. Never
theless, perhaps they all share a common fundamental structure w hich in 
Christian understanding bears a christologica l stamp. O ne could for in
stance find this reflected in the f-:jadTth, which Mr. Khoury related at our 
last year's symposium. lt was the story of a man about whom nothing good 
was to be reported on Judgment Day and who therefore had to go to hell , 
but on his way there he turned one last t ime towards God and sa id, "Ti ll 
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now I thought you were merciful 11
1 and then, because of his fa ith, was al

lowed to enter paradise after al l. 1 Does this not evoke the idea of the infi
nite grace of God, a God who loves even the sinner? So perhaps, w ithin 
all the shifting and overlapping, we can recognize something like com
mon fundamental structures. The difference, however, w ith in the realm of 
f ides qua can be found not only between people of different religious com
munities, but also w ithin one and the same community - simply because 
of the individual people's different rel igious l ife stori es. 
füGLISTER The figures of speech in the New Testament w ritings andin the 
Qur'än must always be analyzed in their context. Can we really say that 
there is a contradiction between Islam and Christianity such as that, ac
cording to the New Testament, God loves sinners whereas according to 
the Qur'än he does not? lf God loves sinners, why is there hell in the New 
Testament? The Qur'än says that God does not love sinners insofar as they 
are damned. Could we not take the view that Mubammad actuall y took 
over from the Christians and Jews his teaching of a personal eschatology 
and a personal Judgment, including paradise and the fi re of hell, and the 
general resurrection? In any case, even in Islam God is the Mercifu l, the 
Compassionate, who is ready to forgive sinners, specifically without their 
making amends. 
WEss In the context of the question of how far God loves sinners and to 
what extent there is a difference between Christian ity and Islam in the an
swer they give, we do not intend to refer to the satisfaction theory of Anselm 
of Canterbury, but rather to the Christian understanding of God as one 
who, with a different kind of consistency, follows the sinner and meets him 
at the point w here he has gone astray. Such differences would be reflected 
in the fides qua, thus affecting the practice of fai th. To put it more con
cretely, should the Muslim feel equally obl iged to help all humans, even 
'unbelievers', or does M uslim solidarity remain directly focused only on 
the lslamic community? 
füGUSTER The commandment to do good to all people is also tobe found 
in the Qur'än. Conversely, especial ly in the Johannine writings, the com
mandment of love is repeatedly given wi th reference to the circle of one's 
ow n religious community onl y and is thus not immediately universal. So, 
in this respect too, we have tobe very careful about making general state
ments. 

' Cf. A. Th. Khoury, Gottes ist der Orient - Gottes ist der Okz ident. Lebensweisheit des Is
lams. Freiburg etc., 1983, p. 26. 
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. . . ZIRKER A Muslim would probably have found the 
lslamic ongrnality whole lecture difficult and would feel confirmed in his 
and simplicity conviction that the relationsh ip between Christianity 

and Islam is very complicated, because Christians make it complicated. 
For Islam everything is ult imately much simpler: there everything is con
sol idated in the belief that God created us, that in his mercy he accom
panies us and that at the end he calls us to account. From Adam and Eve, 
down to the last human being, this basic formula of lslamic faith does not 
change, there is nothing new to be learned, because the prophets do not 
develop history, but always remind us of the original law given by God to 
which history has been subjected. 
From this perspective, there is no linear progression in historical thinking, 
but rather a fa ith to w hich we have always to refer back. This is the fides 
qua, which is filled w ith a fides quae of a very simple kind. There are of 
course different commandments to different commun ities and the sha(i'a, 
that comes from Mubammad, for instance, is not simply the sharT'a that 
Jesus brought for his community. But this is of secondary importance com
pared w ith the basic faith. Nor is there within this fai th the problem that 
arises whcn God's self-revelation implies a partic ipation of man in the 
God w ho draws near to him. God gives commandments and makes 
promises; he also gives man a language th rough w hich he can turn to
wards God and pass on the promises of God. He teils man how he should 
see his relationship wi th God. But man is not to think about God himse lf, 
or about how to find access to and communion w ith him. From early on 
in the lslamic tradition, this has been considered an evil. (Here lies the 
great problem of mysticism by which quite different currents entered Islam, 
in strong tension w ith what has just been said, under the constant suspi
cion on the part of the orthodox that thi s or that element is no longer ls
lamic, may possibly even be Christi an, andin any case is outside the right 
fa ith.) 

what is new in 
the message of 
the Qur'än 

W hat is new in the message of the Qur'än must there
fore not be understood as a fulfi l lment, or a final 
supreme enhancement of what there was before, be
cause the basic elements of the human relation towards 

God is at al l times completely identical with the fa ith already professed by 
Adam and his wife and the fol lowing generations and to which we all, ac
cording to Muslim conviction, have always already testif ied in a 'pre-ex
istent' exi stence, "You are the Lord!" (Qur'än 7,172). W hat is new in 
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Mubammad and the Qur'än is only the fact that th is fundamental message 
is for the first time universally and final ly set down in the book in a guar
anteed form. In this sense it can be said that the history of mankind only 
begins w ith Mubammad; what went before was a particular history of in
div idual communities and individual peoples. 

This is why there is noth ing li ke a "middle of time", when God encounters 
man in a supreme way, nor anything that could be compared with Chris
tian symbol s, li ke the Eucharist, etc., in which we have to re-enact the pres
ence of God, because his most intimate symbolic presence, Jesus of Nazareth, 
is no langer wi th us. For Islam, the ward, the book, can be seen at any time. 
Islam knows that the nature of God transcends everything we can imagine. 
Faith, in its self-understanding, should always remain quite simple and un
pretentious, basically identical at all times. In the course of time, God does 
not draw closer to man than he has always been before. Faced with such 
a simplicity, the Christian believer w ill of course ask himself what part of 
the wealth of his own faith is ignored by it. 

ultimate finality 
of the Christ 
revelation tobe 
sought in the 
eschaton? 

KARRER Finding a way to understand the ultimate fi
nality of the Christ revelation by means of the faith in 
or through which we believe, may appear more and 
more difficu lt against the background of such deliber
ations. The problems multip ly even more when we 
consider that theology of rel igions is expected to try to 

develop positions that in principle can be held beyond Christian ity and 
Islam. 

On the other hand, the topic of faith seems tobe particul arly characteris
t ic of Christianity and Islam. Not even in Israel has fa ith assumed such a 
prominent position. lf we want to make fa ith a comprehensive topic, after 
all that has been said here, we must begin on the bas is that everyone has 
his/her own fides qua and that nevertheless there are at the same time 
shared fundamental structures. 
lf we continue asking wh ich fundamental structure is due to the fides qua, 
i. e., the faith through which I believe, then we inevitably end up again 
w ith christology. The expression "fa ith of Jesus Christ" in the New Testa
ment was until recently normally rendered as "fa ith in Jesus Chri st" . Thi s 
wou ld indicate that in Christian fa ith we cannot manage without a fa ith 
in Jesus Christ, and the very fa ith through wh ich we beli eve can in fact 
onl y be defined as a faith in Jesus Christ. 
Going a step further, "fa ith of Jesus Christ" can also be construed as fol-
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lows: from the point of v iew of grammar, there is much to support the idea 
that Paul often used the genitive as subject-geni tive, i. e., Jesus Christ is 
not seen as the object of the belief, but as the subject of the believing. 
Then, in believing, we encounter the fidelity of God towards us in Jesus 
Christ for the Greek term nlcrnc; originally means fidelity. The fides qua 
creditur thus includes an involvement w ith God's fidelity in Jesus Christ. 
However, this leads to the inclusion of all partners in dialogue in whom 
we find a simi lar involvement in God, in some sort of anonymous chris
tology and anonymous Christian ity. lt is doubtful whether this is very help
ful in interreligious dialogue. Would a simpler approach not be to deal 
with the issue of the finality of the Christ revelation via eschatology in
stead of v ia the faith through which we believe?This means leaving the fi
nality of things to the one who in the end brings it about. In this frame of 
reference, the finality of the Christ revelation wou ld only be verified in the 
perspective of the end, and it would be in the hands of God. 
On We can certainly agree w ith this view of the christological structure 
of faith without as a consequence having to share unconditionally these 
reservations about the conception of an anonymous Christi an-ness, for we 
definitely experience the fact that pcople from another religious commu
nity may not feel in the least incorporated against their will by this idea. 
On the contrary, they may well be glad to be seen as anonymous Chris
tians, since they may understand it as as sign of special respect and ap
preciation. Of cou rse Christians would also have to learn to welcome it 
gladly when Musl ims, in the spirit of appreciation, take them for 'anony
mous Musl ims' . Understood w rongly, however, this concept could look 
like quite a bit of Christian imperialism ... 
As for the proposal to shift the answer to the question about the funda
mental structure of fa ith into the eschaton, as it were, this cou ld initially 
be seen as some kind of theological 'extrinsicism'. That is to say, it would 
be as if the event of fa ith did not happen between God and man, but some
how remained extrinsic to man, as for instance in a merely forensic judi
cial situation nothing necessarily changes in the person concerned, but 
he/she is judged in a completely extrinsicistic sense from the outside only, 
without being touched by it as a person. Karl Rahner's strength was that 
he did not say that God would redeem these people somehow, without 
their contributing anything to it, but that, in what happens between God 
and them, there is something going on in them (even though perhaps w ith
out words and names), which one may call salvific faith. 
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faith as personal 
realization and 
the concept of 
participation 

WEss God is the permanent greater one, and man 
wi ll always be the creature living on his grace. There
fore, even in the state of perfection, man w ill only be 
able to participate in the life of God; there wil l be no 
deification of man, because the creature can never be

come God, for a created god is a contradiction in itself. 
On lt was not my intention to develop in this context a theology or phi
losophy ~f ~articipation, but rather a phenomenology of personal being. 
W hen fa1th 1s aff1rmed as a personal relation, what personality means has 
tobe clarified phenomenologically, andin this context reference should be 
made to the issue of whether the ancient ph ilosophical concept of partici
patio could perhaps help us along. lf on a theological level there is a sense 
of personal encounter, it may be that this can only be expressed as partici
pation. A relation consisting merely of action and reaction, an interaction 
as it were between robots, is not yet dialogue. Encounter only happens when 
the partners in dialogue share an overal l meaning in that they communicate 
spiri tually with one another. That is what is meant here and the possibil ity 
of attaining a certain raprochement in the fundamental understanding of 
what fa ith 'through which' one believes mcans for Muslims and Christians. 
For after all we have to proceed from the fact that for Muslims as weil as for 
Christians the relationship to God is one of a personal encounter. 

applying the 
concept of 
person to God 

Z rRKER In this context we should be aware of the fact 
that applying the concept of person to God is by no 
means unproblemati c for Islam. This is also mirrored 
in the history of the origin of the lslam-Declaration of 

Vatican 11, which originally spoke of a personal God, but after the inter
vention of experts on Islam referred instead in the fina l version to a "God 
living and enduring [ .. . ] - Deum adorant, viventem et subsistentem [ .. .]".; 
ScHMÜCKER On the other hand, Professor Schabestari did once speak very 
weil of God as infinite and of man as finite person.3 

On For Martin Buber the eternal You is also not a You like any other. Never
theless he speaks of a personal relation between God and man. lf we try to 
expound the reality of fa ith, we certainly have to do it in the best possible 

' Declaration on the Relationship of the Church to Non-Christian Religions "Nostra ae
tate", art. 3; cf. Q ur'än 2,255). 

' See M . M .. Schabestari, "The Theological and Legal Foundations of the Freedom, Autono
my and Sovere1gnty of M an in Islam as the Basis for an Earnestly Desi red World Peace", in 
A. Bsteh .(ed.), Peace for Humanity. Principles, Problemsand Perspectives of the Future as Seen 
by Muslims and Chnstlans. New Delhi, ' 1998, pp. 179-184. 
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earthbound way; it has tobe related to the phenomena of our life. To make 
a phenomenon such as responsibili ty before God accessible, for instance, 
one can only do it by taking what we know as responsibil ity between people 
and examining the similarities and differences. In this sense a phenom
enology of personal reality remains an indispensable tool for theological 
work. At the same t ime we must pay sufficient attention to the reservations 
put forward by M r. Zirker: the typical Muslim reaction ~e describes is c~r
tainly plausible. On the other hand, when they enter th1s encounter, Chris
tians are both gifted and burdened by their own tradition. And much of the 
theological discussion held at our symposium here is mainly in our own 
Christian interest, in the sense that it is making us Christians freer and more 
open to encounter rather than defensive. lt could also bear fruit in dialogue 
with a Muslim theologian, if the latter were as openminded as Professor 
Schabestari in the dialogue conference referred to. 

are competing 
spheres of 
salvation time 
necessary? 

Concerni ng the 'midd le of time' and the lack of such 
a concept in the lslamic tradition: the question was 
w hether and to what extent we can free ourselves from 
the concept of competing spheres of salvation time 
w ithout thereby sacrificing some of the essential fea

tures of the Christian understanding of salvation. Perhaps there are other 
things we have to say to each other (even theologically), and we may even 
consider discussing w hether and in what sense the idea of Mubammad as 
the last and final prophet is a question of great importance, w ithout having 
tobe reckoned as the question behind all other questions. 
As for simplic ity or complexity of faith, they may be very close to each 
other, and even included in each other. Faith is the most simple thing if it 
is lived. At the same time it is infinitely complex if we try to explain w hat 
happens deep down inside the believer. Thus in the course of their stud
ies, students have tobe provided with a variety of arguments - so that they 
wi ll afterwards be able to preach simple sermons and not spring a com
plicated theological wordgame on their commun ities. 

FüGuSTER W hen we Christians speak of a 'middle of 
imminent Day of time', should we not simultaneously also consider the 
Juhdgment an? fact that, according to the New Testament, for Jesus the 
t e present t1 me . . 

end of t ime has come? There 1s even the expectat1on 
of an imminent Day of Judgment. Can the Islam experts teil us whether 
there was a comparable situation in the life of Mubammad: was he also 
l iving in the expectation of an imminent Day of Judgment? 
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Z1RK~R There is, especially in the early preaching of the Qur'än, very in
~ens1~e reference to ~he Day o'. Jud~ment, so dangerously intensive that it 
1mpl1es the expectat1on of an imminent Judgment. An immediate expec
tat1on that would be comparable to that in the early Christian cornrn · 
· d'd . un1-

t1es I not ex1st, of Course, such that, in the expectation of an imminent 
end, some people thought they could fold their arms, and that they should 
not marry, etc. In the Qur'änic tradition we might describe this elernent 
more as a concept of a 'here and now-expectation': that for now we have 
to prepare ourselves for the Judgment. 
lt is true that in the Qur'än individual eschatology corresponds in sorne 
respects to the Biblical message; the difference, however, is that the Qur'än 
by its use of intensively threaten ing proclamation, is even more insisten~ 
than the New Testament. Nevertheless, the basic fact tha( according to 
the Qur'än, the hereafter is not seen in the light of a community with God 
but is rather characterized by the success of the human umma, remains ~ 
profound difference in eschatology. 
And then, for Muslims the question of where the eschatological statements 
in the Qur'än originate cannot be posed in this way for dogmatic reasons, 
no matter how on the Christian sidc we tend to think from a tradition-h is
torical perspective. 

FücusTER In the ancient Arab rel igion these eschatological aspects did 
not exist. 

Z IRKER They are common to the Jewish-Christian tradition. 

[Study Group 2] 

seeing different 
religious 
doctrines as a 
challenge 

KHOURY Following on from the lecture and in view of 
the difficulties we have in approaching each other about 
the teach ing of our two rel igions, i. e., the fides quae, 
we may ask whether we should try all the more to estab
l ish dialogue on the basis of the commonali ties which 

characteriz~ our faith. as it is practised, the fides qua. The last religio-theologi
cal sympos1um held in St. Gabriel under the topic "Listening to the Word of 
God"/ focused on the personal attitude of the bel iever as a unifying element 
between Christians and Muslims (as it is generally between believers of all 

. • Published in:.A. Bsteh (ed), Hären auf sein Wort. Der Mensch als Hörer des Wortes Gottes 
in chnstl,cher und islamischer Uberlieferung(Beiträge zur Religionstheologie; 7). Mödling, 1992. 
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religions). Should we in fact accept that the differences between Islam and 
Christianity in the field of religious teachings and dogmatic formu lations can
not be bridged, and therefore try instead at least to bring about an atmos
phere of personal friendship, so that Muslims and Christians (despite al l their 
differences, and even antagonisms) can come to terrns with each other? 
should not our cornmon search for the full truth actually encourage us to do 
moretogether than merely stating that we al l believe in God and, as believers, 
submit to his ward? lf God is real ly with us, the lmmanu-EI, as we heard at 
the end of the lecture, that shou ld certainly encourage us to do more. 

variety among 
religions also a 
valuable asset? 

8STEH A. In our further discussions two ideas men
tioned in the lecture shou ld be taken up: one refers to 
the differences between the religions, and suggests that 
they may constitute a great asset and will probably 

continue in the future. From the lslamic position we may see this in the 
Qur'änic saying, that "if it were God's will, He could gather them together" 
so that all people would be Muslims; but obviously it is not his w ill (cf. 
Sura 6,35 .107). The other idea refers to Karl Rahner's thesi s that theology 
is from the very beginning something internal to faith, because faith as a 
human act is only possible if it is r1lso a faith that tries to understand itself, 
a "fides quaerens intel lectum". From this perspective the fides quae is seen 

tobe part of the original fides qua. 
PESCHKE In view of the variety of religions that currently exist, can we 
conclude that the wi ll of God is revealed in that and we therefore have to 
accept it? Would God not otherwise have allowed Christianity to over

come Islam, or Islam Christianity? 
And w ith regard to inter-Christian differences too, surely we cannot ulti
mately simply state that it is all fine the way it is, or even that we should 

strive to preserve these differences. 
VANONI The lecture did not suggest that everything shou ld stay as it is sim
ply because that is how it is. In fact Johannes Feiner was mentioned, who is 
supposed to have said: if God really wanted unity the way we imagine the 
future and unity, he wou ld certainly have brought it about a lang time ago. 
Would inter-Christian unity really be ideal in the way some imagine it? 

dissent w ithin 
the framework of 
substantial 
common ground 

DuPRE The opin ion that no agreement between Chris
tians and Muslims about their teachings is in prospect 
or even possible and that doctrinal consensus cannot 
therefore be seen as the direct aim of dialogue, could 
end in resignation. But we can also take it as a chal-
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lenge. In that case the concept of common ground mentioned by Mr. Khoury 
could be important: we could think here of shared ideas with respect to 
the general order of rights or rel igous freedom [see above p. 63 ff.]. De
pending on how we assess the need for convergences, certain important 
conclusions w ill lead from there to particular v iews on the idea that a con
sensus on the doctri nal level does not seem possible. Here we could cer
tainly learn from the inter-Christi an experience of dealing with dissent on 
the doctrinal level. 
Two questions here still deserve attention: on the one hand, might not each 
of us, depending on the circumstances of our life stories, have belonged 
to the other's rel igious community? And: might we not also want to be
long to the other religious community? In any case, the discussion about 
a doctrina l disagreement underlines the chal lenge that results from dissent 
of this kind wi thin the framework of a certain amount of convergence. 

dissent not to 
be regarded too 
quickly as 
unbridgeable 

KHOURY Nevertheless, we should avoid being too 
quick to say that there is, or can be, no agreement. 
Whether and how far this is the case can on ly be stated 
after a long process of clar ification. We have first of 
all to consider how much theological effort is needP.d 

on both sides in order to uncover possible convergences. lt w il l certainly 
not be easy to arrive at a point where we can definitely say that here or 
there there really is an unbridgeable disagreement, a line beyond wh ich 
we cannot go in the search for common ground. 

individual 
doctrinal tenets 
and the basic 
content of faith 

W ith reference to Karl Rahner it has been said that 
there is no act of fa ith that does not of necessity in
herentl y contain fa ith propositions. For dialogue w ith 
other rel igious communities, it could be relevant to 
ask how far, in the practice of faith, we are always deal

ing w ith a certain basic proposi tion which is simply never identical w ith 
the particular propositions of ei ther Christian or lslamic doctri nes, but in 
principle goes beyond them. Here we should specifica lly think of faith in 
God, the Lord of life and death, the Creator. In this fundamental dimen
sion of our faith, is there not already immanent a consensus with all other 
believers who make the same act of faith ? So, before we come to the spe
cific propositions of a particular religion, there rea lly is a fundamental 
proposition of faith on which we must focus, which is the affirmation of 
God, his omnipotence and his sovereignty over humankind. 
So, we need to look more carefull y at which propositions are real ly at the 
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heart of the matter when we deal with the issue of doctrinal agreement or 
disagreement between religions, between Christiani ty and Islam for ex
ample, because it may be that a particular proposition may act as a con
necting bridge between believers. 

mutual challenge 
instead of 
temptation to 
resignation 

KLOSE lt might be counted an act of resignation if we 
exclude a priori from interreligious dialogue the issue 
of fa ith propositions simply because we do not see any 
chance of agreement in this area. Can we really imag
ine a sincere dialogue between friends where these 

questions of propositions are completely excluded? 
W1ssE lf we remember the extent to which healthy competition may have 
stimulating effects in different contexts of our life, should we not see even 
the diversity of re ligions more positively? After all, it is known that situa
tions of controversy and conflict, and even of political oppression, can 
provide a particular challenge and invigorate faith. So it is that Thomas 
Mooren5 speaks of a "Kokonsti tutivität der Religionen", of a 'co-constitu
tivity' of the rel igions, insofar as they can permanently learn from one an
other in situations of mutual challenge. And shou ld we not assume cor
rectly that this attempt to come to terms w ith other religions will be more 
fruitful than an attempt to engage with secularism? May God's providence 
not ultimately be involved? In addition, are there not many things in th is 
context that would appear differently, if we did not compare the different 
rel igious teachings of, for instance, Islam and Christian ity directly, but in
stead linked them more strongly with the relationship to God of the per
son who bel ieves in them and look at it from the perspective of the human 
being w ho is on his/her way to God, who, in all his/her troubles and with 
all his/ her burdens, is persuaded that God is his/her goal? 

8STEH A. In the reflections of Mr. Ott, Heidegger's 
neighbourliness b 
f h 1

. . concept of 'neighbourl iness' seems to e important 
o t e re 1g1ons . h d h 1 · h. b h 1· · w1t regar to t e re at1ons 1p etween t e re 1g1ons. 
lt is true that this concept assumes differences that wi ll be lasting, but they 
may become fruitful in their very interrelatedness. Neighbourliness after 
al l does not mean a resigned juxtaposi tion, or silent confrontation: rather 
it makes discourse possible and fills it with al l the colours of life, includ
ing civi lized ways of discussing controversial issues or argu ing out d iffer
ent views on the same subject. 

' In his book Auf der Grenze- Die Andersheit Gottes und die Vielfa lt der Religionen. Frank
furt/M., 1991. 
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convergence in 
the propositions 
of faith 

As for the convergence in faith propositions between 
Christians and Muslims, there is first of all their faith 
in Cod the Creator of the heavens and the earth, and 
that everything there is lives because Cod wills it by 

name and calls it into existence. Beyond this fundamental commonality, 
however, there is also faith in the ever-present care of Cod for his crea
tures, wh ich permanently supports and accompanies them. Does not this 
trust in Cod's salvif ic care for all his creatures unite Christians and Mus
lims in a deep commonality upon which we can build a resilient friend
ship and neighbourly relations? For Christians this is underlined again by 
their faith in the Cod who, in his divine being, opens himself up to all, be
ginning with Adam, and reveals his self-communication finally in Jesus 
Christ, "a ransom for many" (Mk 10:45 par.), as it is expressed in the Chris
tian doctrine of grace. 
Looked at this way, there is ultimately noth ing for Christians or Muslims 
(no matter how differently it may be articulated in the context of their par
ticular faiths) that does not relate to Cod, existentially, down to the deepest 
roots and fibres of their existence. This also sheds light on the diversity that 
is characteristic for our world and allows us to conceive of it as fundamcn
tally willed by Cod- despite al l the things in it that are not wil led by Cod, 
but have their roots in human sin. So the fact that there is in our world 'di
versity' that is a consequence of sin and manifests itself as division, schism 
and mutual alienation, must not b lind us to the fact that diversity sti ll has 
an initially positive meaning, quite in line with the inscrutable, inexhaustible 
richness of creation and the Creator's history with his creatures. 

to accept 
tensions 

VANONI We should not try to deny or eliminate doc
trinal disagreements, but should rather take them into 
account, not in the sense of resignati on, but with a 

healthy realism that is ready to live with what exists. Those who are mis
takenly optimistic eventually always end in resignation, because th ey 
over-exert themselves and are wrang from the start. But neither would it 
be real isti c to expect that in every case we should reach agreement; this 
cou ld make the beginning of dia logue even more difficult. 
As for the question of fides qua and fides quae: if we begin w ith the asser
tion "I bel ieve in Cod", we find in this statement both the fides qua: 1 be
lieve, and the object (in the grammatical, not in a theological sense): Cod 
as proposition, as fides quaecreditur. There is no " I believe" standing alone, 
but only: "1 believe in Cod". From a purely lingu istic perspective we can 
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therefore only glad ly agree with Karl Rahner's assessment that to every 
fides qua there belongs a fides quae. 

From the perspective of the sociology of knowledge, 
feeling ?f 'faith' is something like standing in an established world 
uncertai_nty of meaning and finding one's way in it by a link with 
makes ftdes quae . d · · d Th. f b · · . an mwar certa1nty, certttu o. 1s sense o emg sp1r-
more 1mportant . h h 

itually at home becomes problemat1c tot e extent t at 
different worlds of meaning- as in our plural world of today- coll ide. This 
brings about a state of uncertainty in which the fides quae becomes more 
and more important. We can trace this in the history of Old Testament faith 
as weil as in Christian history. lf one world of meaning looks at another, as 
for instance the young Christianity did on its way into the Creek world, they 
sudden ly have to explain who this Cod is whom they proclaim. In the early 
stages - as in the preaching of Jesus himself- it had been enough simply to 
say "Cod" . All Jews could associate a good deal with this. Encountering the 
world of Creek religion with its polytheistic character, we get into a linguistic 
context where it becomes necessary to articulate propositions about this 
God without which it wou ld be impossible to build up a new world of 
rneaning in this new environment. So, if the fides qua is in kccping with thc 
revelation that I can rely on God because he is backing me all the way and 
guides me, we have to start linking propositions with this and expounding 
them as soon as things become difficult in our faith. 
Does this apply to all rel igions? Can we find this concept of faith in all re
ligions and define a fides qua as a common denominator for their rela
tions with one another? In the encounter with the Muslims I assume this 
is the case, because they come from the same tradition; and even if we do 
not find agreement, it wi ll perhaps be possible to state that their fa ith and 
ours are tobe understood as similar. 

NEUMANN A sign ificant difference in the basic under-
propositions of standing of what faith means for Christians and Muslims 
faith in Islam not 

. probably also lies in the fact that, in Muslim under-
mystenes · h. h d standing, Islam knows of no mystenes w 1c nee a new 
revelation. The Qur'än wants to remind of w hat has already been known 
since the beginning of creation, what everybody should actually know al
ready, and what is accessible to reason. Therefore in Islam one cannot speak 
of revelational propositions that have now been announced for the first time, 
as for instance Paul speaks of the mystery that was " hidden for ages in God 
who created al l thi ngs, so that through the Church the wisdom of Cod [ ... ] 
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might now be made known" (Eph 3:8-11). When Christians link with th 
concept 'propositions of fai th' mysteries that are otherwise inaccessible ·,t _e 

• I IS 
obv,ous that they are taking a different approach. 

d d
. 

1 
DuPRE Coming back to the problem of whether and in 

oes 1a ogue . 
what sense doctnnal agreement can be found· it was im 

presuppose . . · -
the acceptance portan~ in t_h,s context to me~ti~n the fact that there is 
of religious both d_1 vers_1ty ~ubsequent to s1~, in the sense of conflict, 
diversity? and d1vers1ty in the sense of nchness. And we should 

also be dealing in this context w ith the crucial issue that 
has also already been stated, of whether, if our l ife circumstances were dif
ferent, we might j ust as well be Muslims and even wantto be so. 
So does advocating interrel igious dialogue as an expression of human truth
f~lnes~ in fa~t_also necessari ly entail the attitude of actual ly approving religious 
d1vers1ty as 1t 1s assumed by dialogue, and the way it has developed in history? 
Part of the answer to this crucial question is given in our intel lectual efforts 
to reflect about what exactly are the conditions needed for people no (longer) 
tobe at loggerheads because their rel igions are different, but tobe capable 
of being on friendly terms and speak calmly with one another about the doc
trinal sidc of thcir faith wi thout implying therewith a stance of identi ficc1tion. 
e·d Another question fol lows Mr. Ott's assessment that it ,, es qua . 
always a material 1s necessary through ref~ection to trace all fundamen-
a priori too tal c~ncepts back to the, r roots. As for the act of faith, 

the f,des qua, a hermeneutical problem arises since 
this fides qua is no theoretica l a priori but always also a material a priori, 
as it is expressed in the specific religious traditions. How is this expression 
tobe understood? Can it be understood wi thout at the same time also de
veloping a theory about the meaning of being human and of human culture? 
Are we here not also confronted w ith the need to differentiate between 
revelation as it took place and developed in history in very different forms, 
and history itself as revelation in w hich the fact of otherness really does 
have to be understood as a coded message, which we have to decode. This 
theme of history as reve lation and the hermeneutical problem resulting 
from it should be examined in more deta il. 

something 'new' 
even in the 
Qur'änic 
revelation? 
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KHOURY lt is not possible simply to transfer to Islam 
the concept of revelation as it is understood in Chris
t ian tradition as the self-communication of God and 
an event in w hich man is granted someth ing new by 
God. Islam rej ects an understanding of revelati on that 

is based on the arti culation of new propositions. Accordi ng to lslamic 
understanding, the revelation is rather characterized by the fact that God 
himself, on his ow n authority, guarantees that w hat is wri tten in the Q ur'än 
actually corresponds to His purposes. However, as for the question of 
whether the Qur'än contains something new, we would perhaps have to 
differentiate: the recollection of the primeval testimony which is trans
mitted in the Qur'än, takes the form of repeating the testimony that re
flects the reaction of humankind to the primeval revelation (cf. Qur'än 

7,172). 
So, faith is only possible here and now because the primeval testimony at 
the beginning of the world was already reinforced by the intervention of 
God, and fai th is still, or again, characterized by that new element, which 
was 'added' to the creation in God's intervention at the beginn ing. 

creative 
dimension in 
time for the sake 
of the Spirit 

Christi ans should be open to the future in a decisive 
way, because, from a Christian perspective, a creative 
dimension has entered t ime through God's being w ith 
us and through the working of the Spirit on w hom we 
can depend. This eschatological presence of the Spirit 

cannot be taken too seriously by them; it introduces into t ime a creative 
dimens ion, as Mr. Ott expressed it, which Christian faith can only meet 
with boundless openness. This is w hy we have to say of the God in w hom 
we believe that he is a 'God of surprises': who sends his Spirit so that 
God can share our ways, so that h is ways may become our ways and his 
thoughts our thoughts. And w hy should the encounter w ith other re l i
gions and w ith Islam not also be part of these surprises that God has ready 
for us along the path by w hich his Spirit w ill guide us into all truth and 
declare to us the th ings that are to come by taking w hat belongs to Jesus 

(cf. Jn 16:13- 15)? 
. . On the idea of the 'cosmic Christ' being the eschato-

ch?sm,.c C
1
hnst and logical Christ, fo l lowing on from the lecture the ques-

1stonca Jesus . . f h · h · t1on anses of how the concept o t e cosm,c C nst can 
be harmonized wi th that of the historical Jesus. A transcendental theology 
is certainly very i lluminating, but in the encounter w ith Muslims all these 
statements have to be linked w ith historical reality. Fi rst, however, this 
question concerning the relation of the cosmic Christ and the historica l 
Jesus shou ld be further clarified in inter-Christian reflection, and then we 
would have to examine whether such a conception cou ld be at all help

ful in Christian-Muslim dialogue. 
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should questions 
from the history 
of religions be 
part of the 
preconditions for 
dialogue? 

DuPRE Similarly, we should also examine the term 
'Xptcr't6<; - Messiah': bringing in questions from the 
history of rel igions, such as asking in what way Christ, 
the Messiah, is a category we encounter in various re
ligions, as for instance in figures like 1ancestor1

, 'hero' 
or even 'trickster'. ls this not ultimately also part of in
terreligious dialogue? Do we not encounter around the 

Christ-conception (to stay with this example) a broad spectrum of inter
pretations of this symbol? So here the question arises of how far Christian 
faith can recognize itself in the mirror of such diverse expressions in order 
to articulate its own identity again in this new situation of religious diver
sity as we find it in our present world, and in the area of tens ions between 
the various re ligions. 1 n this context we should fo l low up the term 'Christas' 
too, investigating what it means in the history of rel igions. On the Christian 
side we quite rash ly tend to assume that this is a specifically Christian term 
such that the concepts of other rel igions cou ld not be compared with it. 
And yet: when Peter answers, "You are the Messiah", 6 Xptcr't6<; (Mt 16: 16), 
he certainly refers to this as a more general category and the specificity that 
th is figure adopts here on ly comes about by vi rtue of the connection: it is 
he. But, before this connection is established, an extension takes place into 
dimensions in wh ich various traditions are represented. 

faith in the 
promise of God 
shared by 
Christians and 
Muslims? 

• 
BsTEH A. lf we take up 'u ltimate finality', the central 
theme of the lecture, looking for the quintessence of 
Christian belief in asserting this f inality, we could prob
ably say: for the Christi an bei iever final ity means that 
God has irrevocably promised to man th at he himself 
wants to be the destiny of humankind - and that this 

self-promise of God became true in the mystery of Christ. 
ls there not an irrevocable promise of God made to his creatures at the 
core of lslamic fa ith too, even though in a very different way and above 
all not as a 'self-promise'? In the lslamic tradition could not all the call
ings of the prophets, including Mubammad, ultimately be conceived of in 
the light of this primeval covenant w hich God concluded w ith all humans 
before the beginning of time (cf. Qur'än 7, 172)? Are not all the prophets 
meant tobe a rem inder of the original revelation and to show the straight 
path - up to Mubammad and the Qur'än w hich God sent down upon him 
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(cf. Qur'än 2,213)? Even though the Christian and lslamic conceptions are 
on quite different levels, is not the ultimate issue in both religions faith in 
a final promise of God, which God makes good in the course of history 
and maintains in the face of all human aberration and infidelity? 
NEUMANN On the one hand, Islam assumes that revelation was also granted 
to other prophets and these acts of God are in fact evidenced in Judaism, 
Christianity and Islam from the very beginning. In this respect Islam goes 
right back to creation and 'primeval time' (cf. Qur'än 7,172). But in spite 
of al l the commonalities this may imply, there remains on the other hand 
for the Christians the uneasiness of being confronted in the Qur'än with a 
quite different kind of finality- that its purpose is to correct what came be
fore, particularly what is in wri tten form, namely the Gospels. 

PESCHKE lt was said in the lecture that what is final was 
finality al ready at I d h h b · · h · · · f h · · 

b 
. . , a rea y t ere at t e eginrnng; t at 1t 1s in act t e orig1-

the eginningr . 
nal. How may th1s be understood more deeply? Should 

it not be only the development of creation that brings forth what is final? 
NEUMANN What may perhaps help us along in this context, is the con
cept of the fu l lness of time, the general theme of Mr. Karrer's paper, accord
ing to wh ich God does not see only the sequence of time, but the whole 
of time lies open before him, so that it may happen that what is ch rono
logically before or after is oriented towards what, in His eyes, is the centre 
since it is the ultimate reality; since it is that which ultimately matters . 
VANONI Time is a category of creation . God is above time or beyond t ime. 
The Bible tr i es to express this in words, when it says for instance, "with the 
Lord one day is like a thousand years and a thousand years are like one 
day" (2 Pt 3:8; cf. Ps 90:4). Eternity certainly must not be understood as a 
prolonged time; it is non-time. So we have a struggle to equate finality with 
the last word. 

the callings of 
God are 
irrevocable 

W hat is true of God's self-revelation in Christ, that it is 
irrevocab le, is also true of the revelation long before 
Christ, "For the gifts and the calling of God are irrevo
cable" (Rm 11 :29). In the first century the mistake was 

already being made of thinking that the irrevocability of God's self- revela
tion in Christ leads to God's condemning the Jews. This is mirrored in the 
discussion in Rm 9-11, which ends, however, with: "No, the callings of 
God are irrevocable! " The problem for Christian faith is how to apply th is 
to the lslamic understanding of revelation too. The odds are in favour of 
Islam, insofar as, compared with Jews and Christians, Islam can say that 
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chronologically it is the last. Ta respond that, al though it is last chronologi
cal ly, it is pre-Christian as far as its propositions are concerned, does not 
help. Can we attempt a solution to this problem by trying the perspective 
proposed by Mr. Ott: thattime cannot ultimately be appl ied to God? Deutero
lsaiah repeatedly states, " I am about to do a new thing" (ls 43:19; cf. 48:6); 
and, " Have you not known? Have you not heard? The LORD is the everlast
ing God, [ ... ] ." (ls 40:28 f.; cf. 41 :4; 46:10). He announces what is to come 
and asserts that this has been al ready from the beginning. How can this be 
conceptualized philosophical ly? 

revelation in 
different 
traditions? 

DuPRE Luckil y there are many incentives to dialogue, 
and Al läh knows more than humans. So we can speak 
w ith one another even w ithout having come to terms 
w ith the problem of finali ty beforehand. Nevertheless, 

there is a need to reflect cri tically about th is question in particular, and to 
ask how far certain conceptions intrude in this context that hinder or even 
block dialogue in a way that is actually not justified by the subject matter. 
Cannot the promise, " I am about to da a new thing" also refer to revela
tion, which is in fact given to d ifferent traditions that may be quarrelling 
and yet at the same time are also coming into harmony w ith each other? 
This means being open, knowing that God is always new. 

[Pl enary Discuss ion] 

dialogue 
characterized by 
a culture of 
friendship 

On lt was the declared aim of the lectu re to serve the 
cause of a cu lture of friendship. Even if it seems impos
sible to achieve a formal agreement in Christian-Mus-
1 im dialogue- and this statement may be taken to imply 
an attitude of resignation - this should by no means in

dicate that we should in future eliminate quest ions of fa ith proposit ions from 
dialogue. Ta renounce attempts at doctrinal unification or conversion does 
not mean renouncing theological reflection. On the contrary, reflection may 
perhaps become even more differentiated if it is part of th is culture of friend
ship. So the theological discussion which takes place in the context of these 
symposia is not only desirable, but also in some sense necessary, not w ith
standing the fact that this is an inter-Christian theological dialogue and not 
a direct dialogue with Muslims. These inter-theological reflections are ulti
mately intended to further clarify and deepen the preconditions for encou.nter 
and so improve our own atti tude towards other religions. 
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Now it w ill be possible to introduce into the encounter wi th other religions 
an important element from the inter-Christian ecumenical experience - the 
element of analogy. W ithin inter-Christian relations, so many commonalities 
have been established that we no langer stop short at controversial topics, 
but have learned to apply ourselves together to many problems, for exam
ple, the problem of encounter w ith other religions. By doing so we also grow 
together in other areas, into a kind of spiritual unity. Who knows whether 
Christians may have to speak about completely new subjects when meeting 
Muslims or Buddhists, subjects that go beyond the traditional controversies, 
such as their own and the others' concept of God or of revelation, which 
may certainly then become very fru itfu l for inter-Christian relations in turn. 
In this situation we should not fee l at al l resigned, as if we were entrusted 
with an unrewarding task that has no future. On the contrary, we shou ld be 
motivated to fo llow gladly a path that is full of new challenges. 

MITTERHÖFER Among the matters mentioned in Mr. 
on the c_onc~p_t ~f Ott's lecture, there was the concept of the ' cosmic 
a 'cosmic C nst Christ'. lt would be good to have this concept discussed 

herein greater detail. 
On We find today in many cases a common general understanding of this 
concept. W ithin the framework of this symposium, however, much has already 
been said in detail and most carefu lly by Mr. Karrer [see p. 105]. The concept 
aims to extend the historical figure of Jesus Christ into a cosmic and universal 
dimension, as it is expressed, for example, in the Prologue to the Gospel 
according to John, in the Colossian hymn, perhaps at the beginning of the 
Letter to the Hebrews and similarly by theologians of a past generation such 
as Bonhoeffer or Teilhard de Chardin. This motif of the cosmic Christ is an 
integral part of the Christian heritage. We may question whether it makes 
sense to introduce this theme into the dialogue with Muslims. But never
theless it reminds Christians that the Christ event must not on ly be under
stood in the sense of a new, final proclamation of supernatural knowledge, 
and does not on ly represent a claim to a religious truth alongs ide others, but 
it means that God's deepest turn ing towards humanity, as it happened in 
Christ, is a universal - and hence 'cosmic' - event. lt is intended to express 
something that, accord ing to Christian faith, concerns all human beings of 
all times: that the world as a whole is addressed in the Christ event. · 
In this context I would also like to mention Panikkar's book on The Trinity 
and the Religious Experience of Man (New York, 1973) in which he speaks 
of the fact that the truth of the incarnat ion of the Logos, the second per-
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son of the divinity, is ultimately a reality that calls to every human be·1 
d .. 1 . ~ 

an 1s in some way a so present in every authentic religion. 
BsnH A. 'The cosmic Christas the eschatological Christ' - is not this id 
true insofar as it remains embedded in the other idea that the 'historic:~ 

Jesu_s' _is the_ 'cosm'.c !esus'? '.hi s_ woul? mean that in the understanding of 
Christian fa1th Chnsts cosm1c d1mens1on depends on its inseparable inte
gration in the dimension of the historical Jesus. 

the 'cosmic On Mr. Karrer's lecture and the subsequent discus-
Christ' and the sions dealt very intensively and appealingly with the 
concreteness of historical primacy of Christ Risen, in whom "al l the full-
his figure ness of God was pleased to dwell " . Accentuati ng the 

cosmic Christ, wh ich is indeed very characteristic of 
our present theological si tuation, leads - even though perhaps in different 
ways - to losing the concreteness of the f igure of Jesus, since the cosmic 
Christ of course embraces the whole world; it is a salvational phenomenon 
as w ide as the whole of real ity. What does the concreteness consist in? In 
view of the discussion about the concept of the 'historical Jesus', it would 
perhaps be better to speak in th is context of the earthly Jesus, of that Jesus 
who speaks to me. What is decisive concern ing Lhis persunal-concrete Jesus 
is that fact-that he addresses me- in the Sermon on the Mount, in the Beati
tudes, wherever. This is part of this picture of Christ who is facing me, who 
is al ways present. So we can both be conscious of the imperative to speak 
of t~e cosm ic Christ, and at the same time be aware of the danger that may 
be inherent in it when it stops being concrete. 

Nevertheless, the Christian bel iever does have an uncommon relation with 
Christ: he is not accessible to him as a human personality, as a character, but 
only in adoration and praise. All we know of him is the testimony of faith of 
those who have called upon him. He is clear but we are unable to objectify or 
partly objectify him psychologically, as we can any other human being whose 
plans and intentions we can recogn ize or at least speculate on. In the case of 
Jesus we are utterly and only addressed, we are only facing this 'icon' of God 
that is looking at us. lf we think of the Pantocrator-lcon of Russian iconogra
phy, we know that there is no way to go behind it. In Rudolf Bultmann and 
in studying the theology of Martin Kähler, who speaks of the image of Christ,6 

• Cf. the famous lectu_re held_ in_ 1892 and today still up to date "Der sogenannte historische 
Jesus und der gesch1chtl1che, biblische Christus" [The so-called historical Jesus and the his
torical, Biblical Christi, Theologische Bücherei. Neudrucke und Berichte aus dem 20. Jahrhun
dert, vol. 2, new edition by E. Wolf. München, ' 1961. 
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we could learn that we must not keep asking about the historical Jesus, 
because then on ly our own preferences are at work; rather we have to con
front the whole Bibl ical, concrete Jesus. Living wi th Jesus as a person, as 
the Lord, as a friend, a brother, however, is still something never to be 

abandoned. 
BsTEH A. Of course referring to the historical Jesus has nothing to do with 
the call for a psychological reconstruction of his person. What was intended 
was Jesus, the Gal ilean, to whom Mary gave birth, who walks the path up to 
Jerusalem. This " today" (cf. Lk 4:21 ), this event of his earthly life at a certain 
time and in a certain place in history was in my mind when I pointed to the 
historical dimension of Christ, part of which must remain what, in Bibl ical 

tradition, is rightly cal led the cosmic Christ. 

intrinsic 
asymmetry in the 
event of faith 

• 
SCHAEFFLER lt was a good thing not to conceptualize 
the re lation between fides qua and quae on principle 
as additive. Nevertheless, it seems problematic to de
scribe revelation as an event on the level of fides qua 

creclitur, as was done before. For in th is rclation of personal attention, which 
is much more than a mere communication of information, there is an in
trinsic asymmetry, because God's turning towards man is always infinitely 
more important than the believer's tu rni ng towards God. As a resu lt, the 
fides qua, since it is an act of fa ith, w ill never match up to God's attention 
that is promised to us. W hat we are permitted to believe in is greater than 
our be lief. Understood in this way, the fides quae has a special kind of pre
ponderance. This plus of div ine attention in comparison wi th the believer's 
fa ith, is directed to him in the verbum externum, through which the fides 
quae, which is communicated to the believer only in the preached ward, 

has a justification and meaning of its own. 
The issue of the divine simultaneity is tied up with this question. "Koste die 
Zei t nicht nach ih rer Länge sondern nach ihrer Breite [taste time not accord
ing to its length, but according to its breadth) " is a saying of Luther on divine 
simultaneity and human temporality. A deeper understanding of God's atten
tion and man's response to it does not seem tobe served if the temporal axis, 
upon which human actions are si tuated, is faded out too much. 
Mr. Karrer explained very clearly in his paper the meaning of a chri stology 
that speaks of the fi rst-born of the whole creation. We must not forget in this 
context that this is an interpretation of Jesus' death on the Cross and his being 
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raised from the dead. He of whom it is said that he is " the first-born of all 
creation", is on ly known to us as the one who died and was raised from the 
dead. And this happened on the axis of time, as far as we are concerned, 
with the raising of Jesus crucified. We may weil say, " Before the creation of 
the world there was the Logos"; we may weil say w ith the Letter to the He
brews, " Before coming into the world, the San had offered his obedience to 
the Father". We may weil say all thi s. But we cannot say, " Before the whole 
world was created, he died and shed his blood". 
The issue of sufficiency does not so much refer to the sufficiency of infor
mation, beyond which no further information is needed; it refers rather to 
the sufficiency of this blood that was shed. Thi s is a question of the suffi
ciency of Jesus' death on the Cross, and we may say that beyond that there 
is no possible or necessary satisfaction. Th is is something that did not hap
pen before all time. There is God's attention, certainly; but what happened 
in time is the blood that was shed and the death on the Cross. 
On On the asymmetry, 1 gladly agree. Human faith can never grasp the 
mystery. There w i ll always be a surplus on the side of what God reveals. That 
is why I consciously moved on from the concept of fides qua to that of the 
encounter of faith, in order to include both sides, to include what transcends 
our subjectivity. There is a surplus - we can certainly not underline that 
enough - but the surplus does not consist in the way additional religious 
dogmas can be formulated on the level of fides quae. 

on the ward 
proclaimed 

SCHAEFFLER In this context I was not so much think
ing of articles of fai th, but rather of the ward we preach, 
which promises something that goes beyond the act of 

hearing and making it our own: here is the point of departure for every
thing that can be cal led fides qua. This is not primarily what theologians 
wri te in their books and which may then, after lengthy theological d is
cussions, perhaps be made into an offic ial statement by the Church. lt is 
rather first and foremost the 'viva vox' of the sermon, wh ich of course is 
also rooted in the fides qua, but which is more than a testimony to the 
preacher's faith. For w hat he preaches goes immeasurably beyond his own 
fa ith. In th is respect the element of what has to be said to the bel iever 
shou ld not be seen as what enters the (succeeding) encounter, which is, 
after all, always also a fa iling encounter. 
On In basic agreement w ith th is too, another idea that may perhaps be 
helpful in clarifying my view on this subject is this: in the Reformed profession 
of faith, the Confessio helvetica posterior, there is a dangerous sentence, 
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which is often quoted, "praedicatio verbi Dei est verbum Dei - the preaching 
of the ward of God is the ward of God". In a way this is true, but not in the 
sense that everything the pastor says in the pulpit (let alone all sermons of 
all times) is simply congruent with the ward of God. lt is rather that the process 
of proclamation and promise is on-going and that the Holy Spirit himself is 
working w ith in it. The matter of fai th is thus not merely an existential reality 
contained w ithin the human being, but it transcends him/her, even though 
it is received together w ith existence. So, the concept of fides qua must be 
extended and not restricted to the subjective human act of fai th . 

axis of time 
and divine 
simultaneity 

As for the question of time: here we may think of such 
interesting texts as the one that speaks of the lamb that 
was slaughtered before the foundation of the world (cf. 
Rev 13:8) which, in the Reformed tradition, is a refer

ence to people who lived lang before Christ being redeemed by Christ's 
salvific act - "intuitu Christi, Redemptoris" or, as is sometimes also sa id, re
deemed by the Jogas incarnandus, by the logos who was sti ll tobe incarnated. 
These teachings in the Catholic tradition' as weil as in the Reformed Churches, 
suggest that the importance of the event of the Cross must be extended - not 
only in its efficacity, but also in the pressing urgency of its reality. Thi s theo
logical debate about the Cross need not invalidate what should be said about 
the relativity of the time axis or about linear time. 
In judging other rel igions, Christian theologians sometimes seem to make 
a strange assumption, when they say that these religions have a 'cyclical ' 
concept of time and do not have a sense of history. We can easily deni
grate another religion by making a theological generalization of thi s kind. 
Of course time is manifested as a line, but the fundamental nature of time 
cannot be defined as linear, either philosophi cally or theologically. The 
uniqueness, the i'.:cpo:.m:x,~ of the Cross does not seem to conflict wi th thi s 
self-critic ism w hich is essential for Christians to apply with regard to their 
traditional understand ing of time and history. 
WEss What has been said about facing up to the diversity of faith propo
sitions in the encounter w ith other re ligions and what has been described 
as 'res ignation', seems to tend towards a complete equivalence between 
the religions. Would it not also be good and appropriate to put forward 
my own point of view, even and especial ly concerning my fa ith, in a way 
that is accessible to other people? lf we are not in favour of conversion by 

' Cf. Vatican 11, "Lumen gentium", art. 2. 
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fi re and sword, we cou ld still feel obliged to share with other people things 
we are sincerely convinced, not through any merit of our own, are closer 
to the truth . In doing so we must, however, be aware that this or that is an 
inivitation to conversion. lf we are not at all concerned about conversion 
it cou ld ultimately look very much like indifference. ' 
The consequence of this would also be that Christians who are oppressed 
and persecuted for their faith, as is cu rrentl y the case in some countries, 
would not really see why they should bear this burden. Why should they 
not adopt another rel igion instead of becoming martyrs for the sake of their 
Christian faith? 

sharing w ith 
others the wealth 
of Christian fa ith 

On The issue of interreligious encounter also raises 
a question about the mission imperative. Could we un
derstand the task of mission as a task of dialogue? De
c laring the great acts of God, wh ich means making 

what we have become aware of through the original testimony of our faith 
shine out - that is the glory of God, the love of God and our human re
sponsibi lity for our neighbours and the world, and allowing others to share 
it - would this not adequately express w hat is meant by 'Christ's mission 
imperative'? 
ls the message of Christi an faith not all-embracing so that it invi tes Chris
tians to recognize the hidden reality of fai th in all human beings, so others 
real ly are to us 'anonymous Christians' -or so thatwe recognize, as Panikkar 
puts it, the 'unknow n Christ' in the others' religion?0 We might think, for 
example, of the 'Sat-c it-änanda-Ashram-Movement' in lndia, of Raimondo 
Panikkar, of Bede Griffiths and above all of Henri LeSaux wi th his Benedic
tine Ashram among the Hindus. For LeSaux, it was the immediacy of reli 
gious experience that inspired him to recognize the presence of Christ in 
lndia, whereas Panikkar's perceiving 'Chri st in all things' was more strongly 
the result of theological interpretation. 
But when they step out of the world of their own interpretations, Chris
tians must be fair and accept it when others also interpret them in the light 
of their Jewish, lslamic, H indu, etc. religious tradi tions: an example is that 
Jews from the perspective of their understanding of faith, as suggested in 
the work of Leo Baeck, interpret Christianity and Islam as the original ly 
Jewish monotheistic faith spread th roughout the world. 
As for martyrdom, th is has today perhaps taken a new form: is it 'for the 

• Cf. R. Panikkar, The Unknown Christ of Hinduism. London, 1964. 
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me of Christ' or 'for the cause of Christ'? Dietrich Bonhoeffer was a mar
na not so much for the name of Christ, but rather for the cause of Christ. 
tyr f h f Ch . ' . k . BsTEH, A. ls not the expression 'dying or t e cause o rist in eeping 

ith Christian faith only insofar as it is also understood as 'dying forthe name 
~ Christ'? That is to say, the more we separate the cause of Christ from the 
name of Christ, the more it loses its Christian substance. "1 came that they 
may have life, and have it abundantly'' ~n 1?:1 0)-what is exp.ressed in these 
words, happens in the " today" of the h1storical Jesus "up to h1s death on the 
Cross", and becomes true on the path the historical Jesus walked to Jerusalem, 
even though Peter rebuked him and said, "God forbid it, Lord!" (Mt 16:21-23). 
lt is the historicity of this Jesus, which appears as the everlasting foundation 
for a right understanding of the whole cosmic dimension of Christ. lf th is 
were not so, it would mean not only that Paul presented an awful misunder
standing of Jesus, but also that Jesus himself would ultimately be the greatest 
misunderstanding of Christianity. The whole vitality of Christian faith, and 
with it also the stumbling block of Christian faith, depends on its being em
bedded into the event of the historical Jesus, and we have to take this on 
board - even theologically. • 

DuPRE The fact that a doctrinal consensus is not the 
the possibili ty of direct goal of dialogue is an idea that is to be thor-
Christian esteem d I h 

h 1
. . oughly welcomed. On the other han , it is c ear t at 

for ot er re 1g1ons . . h h 
behind d1alogue there 1s the concrete eart-to- eart 

encounter w here competing disagreements must have a part - a reason
ably arguing and at the same time concordant disagreement. In view of 
the many religions that exist, we may ask how far it is possible for Chris
tians to learn to appreciate these religions in their authentic life and truth, 
i. e. without the perversions which unfortunately ex ist everywhere, in order 
tobe able to say: it is good that you ex ist: someth ing of God's greater hon
our and the meaning of human and historical existence is revealed in you. 
This should not be seen so much as a task of dialogue but as a task of 
preparation for dialogue. lt may be summari zed in the simple and yet 
complex question: to what extent and under which conditions it is theo
logical ly, philosophical ly and cu lturally possible for Christ ians to see some
thing good in another religious tradition and wish that it stays al ive and 
continues to develop?This wi ll not be achieved w ithout quarrels, because 
in order to attain this goal, there are things that must change in both the 

Christi an and other fai ths. 
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understandingthe On Assuming that this is only to be seen as a task 
scope of dialogue preparatory to dialogue, we may certainly also add a 
as widely as different opinion : should not the scope of dialogue itself 
possible be conceived of as widely as possible? This would be in 

l ine with Martin Buber and Hans-Georg Gadamer, who 
both ~onceive ?f dialogu: a.s an absolutely univer~al anthropological reality. 
DuPRE The dralogue w1th1n the framework of thrs symposium is an exarn
ple of a dialogical process oriented towards dialogue with Islam. This refer
ence to its preparatory character raises the fundamental question of how far 
it is possible for Christians to go in appreciating another religion positively. 
A reasonable principle expressed in Vatican 11, is that rays of truth can be 
perceived in the other rel igions and "the Catholic Church rejects nothing 
which is true and holy in these rel igions"9 • At the same time, however, these 
statements are rather painful because they are made, it seems, w ith great dif
ficulty. ls it not a certain joyfulness that we are m issing in this statement? 
Should it not be a particular part of Christian preparation for dialogue to dis
cover really positive approaches? 

On At the time w hen the Declaration of Vatican II on the Relationsh ip 
of the Church to Non-Christian Rel igiuns "Nostra aetate" was made it was 
an initial breakthrough, and perhaps rather restrained formulations were 
appropriate in order for it to gain adequate acceptance. 
As far as preparation for dialogue w ith other relig ions is concerned, especial ly 
w ith Islam, 1 find myself strongly supported in my own personal appreciation 
of these re ligions by other Christians and also, vice versa, by non-Christians 
contributing in many respects to my appreciation of my own re ligion. 
VANONI We may very weil be persuaded that our own faith is best, or at 
least the best for ourselves, but we need not, as a result, denigrate others, 
particularly when we see that a Musl im may l ive his fa ith wi th greater con
viction. 

KHOURY As for the expression 'anonymous Christians' we might mention 
that as early as the twelth centu ry al-GhazzälT (d. 1111) developed an alter
native argumentation, in which good Christians are perceived as anony
mous Muslims'0 • This idea is also expressed in various ways in the present 

' Declaration on the Relationship of the Church to Non-Christian Religions "Nostra 
aetate", art. 2. 

'
0 Cf. A. Th. Khoury, Der Koran. Übersetzung und wissenschaftlicher Kommentar, vol. 1. 

Gütersloh, 1990, p. 289. 
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l ·m world Hence we need not be too anxious when the phrase 'anony-
,v1us, · . . . . . 

5 Christians' ,s used and drscussed on the Chrrstran s,de. 
rnou . lt is certainly correct that, compared w ith the dialogue 
dialogue of ltfe of ideas, the dialogue of life is more important. How-
and dialogue of ever, if the dialogue of life is not sufficiently accompa-
ideas nied by and reflected in the dialogue of ideas, terrible 

confrontations can very quickly come about. The Qur'än says that friend
ship with Jews and Christians is possible as lang as the interests ?f the ~om
rnunity are not threatened (cf. Süra 5,85 and 5,60). However, rf the sr~ua
tion is one of conflict, the command is to fight them "until they pay the},zya 
with w illing submission" (Qur'än 9,29). So it may weil be that somebody 
sits at the table with other bei ievers for a long time, even as a friend of the 

family, but then if the situation changes, they s~ddenly t.urn against on: ~n
other. This applies to Christians as wei l as Muslims. But rf we succeed rn rn
teriorizing the idea of peace and dialogue, the consequence should be that 
friendship would ho ld good in every situation. People really have to digest 
this idea mentally, so that, even when a crisis blows up, they can see that 
this must not lead to renouncing their friendship and peace with others. So 
both are important, the dialogue of life as wei l a~ the dialogue of ideas in 
which different orientations and value systems can be examined to assess 

their compatibility. • 
VANONI lf we look at the world from the perspective 

many cul tu res in of sociology and cultural-sociology, we must deal very 
a steadi ly seriously w ith the question of what the world is cur-
narrowing space h rently developing towards. In t is context we must cer-

ta inly assume that the trend towards globalization could be irreversible. 
Many religions and cultures live in a steadi ly narrowing space. Will hu
mankind in the long run be able to bear several worlds of meaning exist
ing side by side? Earlier solutions to the problem consisted in either try ing 
to strengthen one's own world of meaning when other worlds cal led it into 
question, or simply trying to resist them or incorporate them. On the level 
of the fami ly, or society at large, it was hardly imaginable in the past that 
there were several worlds of meaning existing alongside each other. Thus, 
during the Reformation, whole vi ll ages changed their denomination - and 
after some years changed back again, because living together interdenomi
nationally seemed impossible. On the level of the fam i ly, so-cal led mixed 
marriages have, unti l today, always been a critical issue. lf the patterns of 
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history are constant, we should actua lly expect that this tension wi ll 
. ~~ 

tinue and that we onl~ im_agine today that the world has become global 
and _tha~ from now on 1t ½_'III b: possible for people to live peaceful ly side 
by s1de in many houses w1th different meanings. These are, of course O 1 · "d 1 · h d ' n Y inc, enta quest1ons t at soun rather pessimistic, but they shou ld be take 
into consideration. Mr. Ott's suggestion that we should not strive a prio~ 
for a_ consens~s in the _various problem areas, but to try to establish good 
relat1ons of ne1ghbourliness really should be noted. lf this were to succeed 
the world would have changed. ' 

Orr An imposed religious uniformity of a fundamental ist kind wou ld in
deed represent a frightening idea. So how will mankind be able to cope 
w ith religious plurality, which is becoming more and more an intrinsic 
characteristic of the global world today? Perhaps medieval Andalusia is 
one historical example among others w hich can give rise to hope, for there 
the religions, w ithout denying their identity, simply lived peacefully side 
by side w ith a certain amount of interaction. 
lf someone adopts another religion, the Abrahamic religions assume that, 
by doing so, he or she abjures the fai th he or she had previously practised. 
In )dpdn, however, thi s is evidently not the case: one can adopt a new reli
gion and maintain the religion one held before. Obviously this is not out of 
indifference, but because there is a different attitude towards professing fa ith. 
Without suggesting that we shou ld see this as a model, it might stil l help us 
to consider whether it might be possible to somewhat limit the tendency to 
negate other worlds of meaning w hich is inherent in the pressure to abjure, 
and so bring about a more peaceful kind of pluralism, wh ich would be both 
rich in tensions and mutually enriching. 
VANONI But history has mostly taken another course, notably even in 
Spain : they were then ultimately not able to bear that peaceful together
ness. Something similar is currently happening in Bosnia. History shows 
that we cannot simply go ahead hoping that the coexistence of Muslim 
Turks and Christians in Europe is bound to turn out all right. Mr. Ott's pro
posal to practi se dialogue as the on ly hope in this situat ion points towards 
what soc iology and cultu ral anthropology also generally teach us. W hy 
shou ld people now suddenly be different from people in former times and 
manage suddenly to achieve w hat they could not achieve in the past, 
namely to live in complementarity w ith each other in dialogue? 
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Islam as Seen by Christian Theologians 

Adel Theodor Khoury 

Ever since Christian theologians have been working on evaluating non
Christian rel igions, there have been in this field different approaches adopt
ing various tones (from a strict claim to the absoluteness of Chri stian ity to 
the relativization of a plural istic theology of religions), different assess
ments (from the w holesale condemnation of non-Christian religions to the 
equal acceptance of al I rel igions on the basis of tolerance), different mod
els of integrating rel igions into a general plan of God's economy of salva
tion (from excluding non-Christians to assuming that all religions have an 
equal salvific relevance), and final ly different types of argumentation (from 
unequivocal reiterations of dogma to levelling statements that endanger 

identity).1 

1 On these questions see among other publ ications J. Danielou, The Salvation of the Nations. 
New York, 1962; id., "Christianisme et religions non chretiennes", in : Theologie d'aujourd'hui 
et de demain. Paris, 1967, pp. 65-79; Y. Congar, Außer der Kirche kein Heil. Essen, 1961 ; Karl 
Rahner, " Christianity and the Non-Christian Religions", in : Theological lnvestigations. vol. 5. 
London, 1966, pp. 115-134; id., "Anonymous Christians", in: Theological lnvestigations. vol. 6. 
Baltimore, 1969, pp. 390- 398; J. Dournes, Dieu aime /es pai'ens. Une mission de /'Eglise 
sur /es plateaux du Viet-nam (Theologie; 54). Paris, 1963; H. R. Sehlette, Towards a Theology 
of Religions (Quaestiones Disputatae; 14). New York, 1966; H. Maurier, Essai d 'une theologie 
du paganisme. Paris, 1965; G. Thils, Propos et prob/emes des religions non chretiennes. Tour
nai etc., 1966; J. Heislbetz, Theologische Gründe der nichtchristlichen Relig ionen (Quaes
tiones Disputatae; 33). Freiburg etc., 1967; P. Rossano, II Problema teologico delle religioni. 
Rome, 1975. - On protestant side see H. Kraemer, The Christian Message in a Non-Christian 
World. London, 1938; id ., Religion and the Christian Fa ith. London, 1956; id., World Cultures 
and World Religions. The coming dialogue. London, 1960; id., Why Christianity among 
All Religions? Foundations of the Christian mission. London, 1962; W . Pannenberg, " Erwä
gungen zu einer Theologie der Rel igionsgesch ichte", in: id., Grundfragen systematischer 
Theologie. Gesammelte Aufsätze. Götti ngen, 1967, pp. 252- 295; G. Vallee, M ouvement 
cecumenique et religions non chretiennes. Un debat cecumenique sur la rencontre interre
ligieuse; de Tambaram a Uppsala (1938-1968) (Recherches: Theologie; 14). Tournai etc., 1975; 
J. H ick, God and the Universe of Faiths. Essay in the Philosophy of Religions. London, 1977. 
- See also the whole series Beiträge zur Religionstheologie, ed. by A. Bsteh: vol. 1: Universales 
Christentum angesichts einer pluralen Welt. Mödling, 1976; vol. 2: Der Gott des Christentums 
und des Islams. Mödling, 1978, repri nt 1992; vol. 5: Dialog aus der Mitte christlicher Theolo
gie. Mödling, 1987; vol. 7: Hö'.en auf sein Wort. Der M ensch als Hörer des Wortes Gottes in 
christlicher und islamischer Uber/ieferung. Mödling, 1992; vol. 8: Peace for Humanity. 
Principles, Problems and Perspectives of the Future as Seen by M uslims and Christians. New 
Delhi, ' 1998. 
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In this lecture it w ill not be possible to deal with our topic in a con,. 
prehensive ":ay, but only to refer to the main threads of the most impor
tant concept1ons held today: Nor shall I try - since much is still in a state 
of flux - to offer an exhaust1ve theological appreciation of Islam, consis
tent in every respect.2 1 wou ld prefer to address the following points: which 
New Testament gu idel ines must not escape the notice of theologians when 
they open up to a theological encounter w ith Islam? which perspectives 
are relevant for them when they try to evaluate and classify Islam? what 
initial assessments can be made? w hich questions remain unresolved and 
challenge Christian theology to find so lut ions that are appropriate and 
humane? 

1 would like to discuss these points in the following stages: 
1. Theological point of departure and theological guidelines. 
2. Apologetic and polemic attitudes in the past. 
3. Modern developments. 

4. Attempts to integrate Islam into the economy of salvation. 
5. Further approaches to theological reflection. 

' Some titles may be helpfu l in th is area: my research-work: A. Th . Khoury, Les theologiens 
byzantins et /'Islam. Textes et auteurs (Vlle-Vllle s.). Louvain, 1969; Polemique byzantine 
contre /'Islam (VJ/Je-Xllle s.). Leiden, 1972; Apologetique byzantine contre /'Islam (Vllle-Xllles.) 
(Studien; 1 ). Altenberge, 1982; N. Daniel, Islam and the West. The making of an image. Edin
burgh, ' 1966; R. W. Southern, Western Views of Islam in the Middle Ages. Cambridge, 1978; 
L. Hagema~n,_ Der ru:'ä~ in VerstäncJnis und Kritik bei N ikolaus von Kues. Ein Beitrag zur Er
hellung_ 1slam1sch-chnstlicher Geschichte (Frankfurter theologische Studien; 21 ). Frankfurt/M., 
1 ~76; 1d., Chnstentum und lsläm zwischen Konfrontation und Begegnung (Religions
"".1ssensc~aftliche St~?ie~; _4). Würzbur_g ~tc., ' 1994; C. G effre, " La portee theologique du 
d1alogue 1slamo-chret1en , in lslamochnst1ana 18 (Rome, 1992) 1-23; H. Zirker, Christentum 
und Islam. Theologische Verwandtschaft und Konkurrenz. Düsseldorf, 1989 (' 1992); id., Islam. 
T~eoloff ische und gesellscha~/i~he Herausforderungen. Düsseldorf, 1 993. - L. Hagemann (ed.), 
N1c~la1 de_ Cusa Opera omnia 1ussu_ et auctoritate Academiae Litterarum Heidelbergensis ad 
cod,cum f,dem ed,ta. vol. 8: Cibrat10 Alkorani. Hamburg, 1986; the already published vol
u~nes of the Corpus lslamo-christianum, Würzburg-Altenberge: Series Latina: " Petrus Venera
bilis, Schri ften zum Islam", (ed. R. GleiJ, 1985; Thomas Aquinas, " De rationibus fidei", (ed. L. 
Hagemann - R. Glei), 1987; " Raimundi Martini, Capri stum ludaeorum", (ed. A. Robles Sierra), 
1, 1990; 11, 1993; "Wilhelm von Tripolis, Notitia de Machometo / De statu Saracenorum", (ed. 
P. Engels), 1992; - Series Craeca: "Georges de Trebizonde, De la verite de la foi chretienne", 
(ed. A. Th. Khoury), 1987; "Bartholomaios of Edessa, Confutatio Agareni", (ed. K.-P. Todt), 1988; 
"Johannes Damaskenos - Theodor Abü Qurra, Schriften zum Islam", (ed. R. Glei - A. Th. 
Khoury), 1994; "Manuel II. Palaiologos, Dialoge mit einem Muslim", (ed. K. Förstel), vol. 1- 111, 
1993-1996; SeriesArabica-Christiana: "Paul d' Antioche, Traites theologiques" (ed. P. Khoury) 
' 1994. ' ' 
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1 . Theological guidelines 

Without giving detailed commentaries, here I quote some New Testament 
texts which are of basic relevance for the Christian attitude and serve as 

guidel ines for further theological reflections. 

1.1 Salvation and truth are linked with one another. 

"[ ... ] of God our Savior, w ho desires everyone tobe saved and to come 

to the knowledge of the truth" (1 Tm 2:3 f.). 
" lf you continue in my ward, you are truly my disciples; and you w ill 
know the truth and the truth will make you free" Un 8:31 f.).3 

"And this is eternal life, that they may know you, the only true God, and 

Jesus Christ whom you have sent" Un 17:3). 
"ßut those who do w hat is true come to the light[ ... ] " Un 3:2 1).• 

1.2 Salvation and truth are closely linked with God and with Jesus 
Christ. Without Jesus Christ there is no salvation. 

" [ ... ] grace and truth came through Jesus Christ" Un 1: 17). 
" I am the way, and the tru th, and the life" Un 14:6). 
"For there is one God, there is also one mediator between God and hu
mankind, Christ Jesus, himself human [ ... ]" (1 Tm 2:5). 
"[ ... ] and through him God was pleased to reconcile to himself all things, 
whether an earth or in heaven, by making peace through the blood of 

his cross" (Col 1 :20). 
"There is salvation in no one eise, for there is no other name under 
heaven given among mortals by w hich we must be saved" (Ac 4:12).5 

1 .3 Salvation and truth have been entrusted to the Christian community 
(the Church) in a special way, as a trust and as a task. 

' In several New Testament texts, one of the ways salvation is defined by use of the term 
'freedom': "[ ... I and will obtain the freedom of the glory o f the children of God" (Rm 8:21 ); 
"where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is freedom" (2 Cor 3:17); "For freedom Christ hasset us 
free" (Gai 5:1); "So if the Son makes you free, you w ill be free indeed" On 8:36). 

• This verse makes clear that the issue here is not an abstract, purely intellectual truth, but 
a salvific truth, one that also determines our actions and which will become a sa lvific path, a 
path of the good life. 

' In addition we could also quote the following passages: " [ ... ] and no one knows the Son 
except the Father, and no one knows the Father except the Son [ .. . ] " (Mt 11 :27); "Anyone who 
does not honor the Son does not honor the Father [ .. . ]" On 5:23); "No one comes to the Father 
except through me" On 14:6). 
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"[ ... ] and truly our fel lowship is with the Father and with his Son Jesus 
Christ" (1 Jn 1 :3). 
"1 have given them your word [ ... ]" Un 17:14). 
"He [Christ] is the head of the body, the Church" (Col 1 :18). 

" [ ... ] whoever abides in the teaching has both the Father and the Son 
[ .. . ]" (2 Jn 9).6 

"When the Spirit of truth comes, he w ill guide you into all the truth" 
Un 16:13). 

"Go into al l the world and proclaim the good news to the who le crea
t ion. The one who believes and is bapti zed w ill be saved; but the one 
who does not believe wi ll be condemned" (Mk 16:1 5 f. ). 

2. Apologeti c and polemic attitudes in the past 

The question w hich earlier Christian theo logians in the Arab ic-speaking 
countries, in Byzantium andin the Latin West asked themselves, was: how 
can Islam be unmasked as a fa lse religion? For it was a priori obvious that 
Islam was not a true religion and was of no relevance for salvation. In this 
polemic venture use was made of the apologetic. system which the theo
logians had already developed in order to refu te the objections of those 
who opposed Christianity and to prove the truth of Christian teachings. lf 
Islam did not meet the cri teria set down by this apologetic system (and a 
simple comparison seems to make this easy to prove), Islam as a whole 
has tobe taken as a false rel igion, i. e., w ith reference to its proclaimer, 
its original record and holy scripture, and to its teaching and way of l ife. 
The Byzantine theologians, for instance, make clear that, compared w ith 
Christianity, Islam is so different in its teachings, ethics and piety, that it 
must be considered a false rel igion. Mubammad can bear no comparison 
w ith Jesus Christ, so he must be taken as a fal se prophet. Finally, the Qur'än 
contradicts the true scripture, which God revea led to Moses, the prophets, 
the Apostles and the Evangel ists, to such an extent that it must be declared 
a fa lse scripture. 

Very briefl y, the most important arguments of the Byzantines (and the 
arguments of the theologians in the West parallel them) may be presented 
as follows.7 

' Cf. also: "No one who denies the Son has the Father; everyone who confesses the Son 
has the Father also" (1 Jn 2:23). 

' See very comprehensive data in my research paper: Polemique byzantine contre /' Islam 
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2.1 Mubammad and his prophetic mission 

Aithough Mubammad succeeded in persuad ing the Arabs of his divine 
mission, he could not justi fy the genuineness of his mission: not a single 
one of the various criteria for cred ibi lity can be found in him. 

Mubammad has no witnesses 

Mubammad cannot present any w itness who - l ike the people on Mount 
Sinai in the case of M oses - was present when he received the revelation. 
On the contrary, the c ircumstances w hich, according to lslamic tradition, 
accompanied the event of his vocati on and receiving revelation (deep 
sleep, dreams, paroxysms) do not accord with a genuine action of God. 

Mubammad was not predicted by any prophets 

Although the Qur'än asserts that Ab raham prayed for the sending of an 
Arab prophet (2,129), that M ubammad is "mentioned [ ... ] in the Law and 
the Gospel" (7,157), that even Jesus has predicted his coming (61,6), the 
Byzantines do not accept thi s claim on the grounds that there is no pas
sage in the Bible in which Jesus announces the sending of Mubammad. 
The other Bible texts quoted by M uslims are not at all convincing to the 
Byzantines. 

Mubammad himself did not utter any prophecies 

Mubammad has no propheti c gift. His message contains no evidence of 
knowledge of hidden and future th ings w hich would indicate the divine 
origin of hi s mission. 

Mubammad worked no miracles 

According to the general view of the Qur'än, prophets present signs of their 
divine mission, especiall y in form of miracles. This was the case wi th Moses 
and Jesus. Mubammad received no miracles, nor was his divine mission con
firmed by other proofs.8 The miracles, which the lslamic tradition later as
cribed to Mubammad are brushed aside by the Byzantines as false legends. 

(V/lle-Xl/le s.). Leiden, 1972; a summary is to be found in my book: Der theologische Streit 
der Byzantiner mit dem Islam. Paderborn, 1969; L. Hagemann, Propheten - Zeugen des 
Glaubens. Koranische und biblische Deutungen (Religionswissenschaftl iche Studien; 26). 
Altenberge, ' 1993, pp. 182- 193. Cf. further literature in fn. 2. 

' Cf. brief data concerning this subject area in my book Einführung in die Grundlagen des 
Islams (Religionswissenschaftliche Studien; 27). Altenberge, ' 1995, pp. 68-72. 
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Muf:,ammad's conduct is not exemplary 

The Byzantines reject the genuineness of Mul:iammad's mission since he 
does not demonstrate the exemplary conduct which characterizes the high 
moral ideal manifested in Jesus Christ. Neither do they find in Mul:iammad 
that truthfulness and charisma wh ich distinguish the true prophets. His 
alleged mission is only the adventure of an epileptic, who was confirmed 
in his erroneous belief by the utterances of a heretic Christian monk. Finally 
his conduct shows serious negative sides: theological ignorance, exces
sive sensuality, brutal aggression. 

2.2 The Qur'än 

In order to expose the Qur'än as a false scripture wi thout genuine divine 
origin, the Byzantines deal with three of the Qur'än's own assertions: 1. ls 
the content of the Q ur'än really compatible with that of the Bible? 2. ls the 
Qur'än the ward of God? 3. ls the Qur'än the final form of revelation? 

The Qur'än too often contradicts the Bible 

The Qur'än contains numerous reports on various Bibl ica l figures, from 
Adam through Noah up to the prophets of the Old Testament and certain 
events in the life of Jesus Christ. However, what the Qur'än relates is, to 
vary ing degrees, mixed up w ith details taken from the Apocrypha and the 
Arab traditions. An exact comparison w ith the Biblical data shows that the 
Qur'än is in many ways not faithful to the Biblical texts, and frequently even 
contradicts them. So when its correspondence wi th the Bible is mentioned 
(cf. Qur'än 26,196 f.; 20, 133; 35,31; 46, 12, etc.)9

, in order to prove the 
authenticity of its prophetic mission, we must infer from the contrad iction 
between its content and the Bible's that it is not a true revealed scripture. 

The Qur'än is not 'ward of Cod' 

Here the Byzantines dea l w ith the lslamic doctrine concerning the eter
nity of the Q ur'än. They see this as confl icting with the negative attitude 
of Muslims to the Christian doctrine about the divinity of Jesus Christ, the 
eternal Logos. Moreover, according to lslamic teach ings, the ward of God 
should be incarnated in a book, which is to say in a l ifeless matter. 

• See the comments in my book Einführung in die Grundlagen des Islams (fn. 8) p. 74, pp. 
78 f. 
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The Qur'än and progress in revelation 

Q r'än is based on the assumption that the revelation of God has a 
The u · , h · J Ch . t' certain continuity and pr?gress, 1. e., fr~m _Moses T?ra v ia esu_s ns. s 

J up to the Qur'än 1tself. The Qur'an 1s then sa1d tobe the f inal valid 
Gospe I f h 1· . 
and perfect form of revelation, establi shing the ast stage o t e ~e 1g1on 
willed by God. Nicetas of Byzantium10 also work;_ o~ the ~ssump~1on _of a 
Jaw of rel igious progress. He deals w ith the Qur _anic cla 1m that 1t brmgs 
· the last stage of religious development and wntes: 
in "Mul:iammad says that his message brings a real advantage to mankind 
(Qur'än 10,2). However, Jet us reflect a little. lt is easy to follow up the 

anifestations of religious progress from Abraham to Jesus. Abraham re
; cted idolatry and adopted the monotheistic faith . Through ~oses mankind 
received better knowledge about God and a more demanding law: Moses 
indeed brought them 'the good order of the law ' . W ith Christ the knowl
edge of God became more precise still and the law more perfect. Moses 
said for instance: You shall not kill! Jesus says: You shall not get angry! 
Religious progress is not only a fact; it forms a law of the devel_opment of 
religions. Let us see now w hether at the time of Mubammad th1s progress 
was cuntinued [ ... ]. Mul:iammad does not need to measure himself against 
Abraham and the Law, but he absolutely has to surpass the Gospel which 
represents the last stage of the revelation that prec~des th~ Qur'än. How
ever, since Mui)ammad has nothing to show that 1s supenor to or on the 
same Jevel as the commandments of Christ, we must draw the conclusion 

that his message is not of divine origin." 11 

2.3 The rel igion of Islam 

Islam and salvation 

For the Byzantines it is a foregone conclusion that the rel igion of Islam has 
no salvifi c relevance. Redemption is founded on Jesus Christ's act of sal
vation - his Jife, his death on the cross and his resurrection; the vehicles 
for obtaining salvation are the sacraments of the Church. Since Islam does 
not believe in Christ's act of salvation or in the sacraments, the forms of 

10 O n this author (9th/beginning of the 10th cent.) who determines the Byzantine attitude 
towards Islam and influenced it substantially in the following centuries, see my book: Les 
theologiens byzantins et /'Islam (fn . 2) pp. 11 0- 162 . . . 

11 f rom his work Widerlegung des Korans II, IX, pp. 64- 65, m: Patrolog1a Graeca 105, 752 
B-753 C; see further sections in my book Polemique byzantinecontre /'Islam (fn. 2) pp. 285-288. 
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lslamic religiosity have no salvific relevance; they are ineffective acts, de
spite their outward similarity with some Jewish or Christian rites. 

The law of Islam 

The moral standards of Islam are so easily satisfied that they are not ca
pable of bringing mankind closer to God. This is true with regard to sex
ual ethics, the order of the family, fasting, etc. The lslamic ethos not only 
promotes the sensual and sexual desires of human beings but even goes 
so far as to arouse thei r aggressiveness and their bell igerent inclinations. 

The teachings of Islam 

In thei r controversy with lslamic teachings about God, the Byzantines adopt 
two different attitudes: some theologians acknowledge the monotheism of 
Islam as true and they never express any doubt about the identity of the 
one God worshipped by Islam; they are tobe found primarily among the 
Greek-speaking theologians in Syria. Their reproach against Muslims is 
that they reach a dead end when they try to find an explanation for the 
existence of evil in the world and w hen they speak about the relation be
tween God's omnipotence and man's free w ill. 

Other Byzantines, however, fol lowing N icetas of Byzantium, da attack 
the God of Islam and tend to consider the monotheistic statements of the 
Qur'än simply as a ruse to deceive the Arabs and make them worship idols, 
and even the devil. They say the alleged monotheism of the Qur'än is not 
to be compared w ith the monotheism of the Bible, nor can the God of 
Mubammad be identif ied w ith the God of Abraham, and Muslims have no 
share in the covenant God made w ith Abraham. Neither can the God of 
Mubammad be equated w ith God the Father, since the knowledge of the 
Father is revealed to mankind through Jesus Chri st, the one mediator be
tween God and humankind, and any knowledge of the Father leads to ac
knowledging his San Jesus Christ. lf Islam knew about the Father, it wou ld 
not fight against Christian fa ith and deny the divin ity of Jesus Christ. 12 

The result of this controversy w ith Islam inevitably leads the Byzantines 
to a condemnation of Islam. The general assessment is: Mubammad is a 
fa lse prophet; the Qur'än is a fa lse scripture; Islam is a false religion. 

" O n this centra l topic see the comrnents in rny book Polemique byzantine contre /'Islam 
(fn. 2) pp. 315- 352. 
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3. A new development in our time 

In the 20th century, Catholic theology underwent a new development in 
the theological appreciation of non-Christian religions, and this happened 

nder the influence of the new understandings of comparative religion and 
~ncreasing interaction between people, which_ led to a new perception of 
the religious traditions of other peoples. In 1ts documents, part1cularl y 
"Nostra aetate", the Declaration on the Relationship o f the Church to Non
Christian Religions, Vatican II clearly articulated this development and 
therewith sanctioned the work already carried out by many theologians. 13 

3.1 The impact of re ligions an the li fe of peoples 

Vividness of religions 

The Christian Churches are becoming more and more aware of the recog
nition that should be accorded to the religions in our world and the role 
they have in the I ife of the various peoples. Most of them support or at least 
help to support the life of their communities, and hence also of the world 
community. Even though secularists and Enl ightenment-romantics say that 
there is no future for rel igions and repeatedly proclaim their death, the re
ligions prove to be very much alive. The religions' current renaissance in 
most countries of the non-Western world testifies to thi s. lt is a renaissance 
whose vitality surprises some of the sceptics and makes futurologists quite 
confused. The re-awakening of spiri tual ity - even though it may not be tied 
to a particular religion - the emerging search for meaning and transcend
ence, also clearly confirms that humankind is oriented towards God, in 
need of salvation and searching for ways to find it. 

Value system and message of salvation 

In this human context the religions have an indisputable function, for they 
offer a system of sa lvific truths and interpretat ions about God and the re
lationship of humans to God, about the world, life and death, and the uni
versal history of mankind. In their interpretation models for world and l ife, 
for genesis and history, they offer an orientation that is helpfu l for master
ing the present, integrating the past and planning the future. 

" On the assertions of the Council cf. rny surnrnary and further comments in my paper: 
"Auf dem Weg zu einer Ökumene der Religionen - die Etappe des II: Vati kanu_m", in: K. Richter 
(ed.), Das Konzil war erst der Anfang. Die Bedeutung des II. Vat,kanums fur Theologie und 
Kirche. Mainz, 1991, pp. 106-11 8. 1 take some of the following explanations from this artic le. 
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Above all the religions offer an answer to the question of how tobe
have and find a value system, and finally, and most importantl y, an answer 
to the question of salvation and redemption. They guide people along paths 
that lead to reconciliation with themselves and others, with creation and 
the environment, and with God. 

Culture and identity 

Even though the various religions have the same human concerns, their 
specific answers and solutions are I inked w ith the cultural context in which 
they find themselves. Thus human commun ities try to safeguard their iden
tity; they resist alienation and concepti ons and models forced upon them 
by the stronger industrialized societies, for they do not want to copy the 
aberrations and disturbances of the societies dom inated by technology and 
themselves become their victims. Through their traditions they are search
ing for their own cu ltural pattern under the formative influence of religion, 
with which they can identify and live a reconci led and peaceful life. At 
the same time, beyond the borders of a stable identity, they are in search 
of a common basis, a system of shared fundamental values for structuring 
thc one world and shaping the universal culture of mankind. 

3.2 Readiness for dialogue 

Taking into account that the world is drawing closer together and distant 
peoples are getting closer and closer to us, the Christian Churches are try
ing in our time to emphasize those things in non-Christian religions that 
are beyond divisive factors and held in common by all human beings and 
al l the religions. In Vatican II the Catholic Church formulated this as fo l
lows: "In her task of fostering unity and love among men, and even among 
nations, she gives primary consideration in this document to what human 
beings have in common and to w hat promotes fellowship among them"'4. 

Taking non-Christian religions seriously, learning to know them and 
looking upon them with esteem 

In the encounter with other people, the fundamental attitude of Christians 
is inspired by the attempt to take them and their rel igion seriously, for the 
non-Christian religions are a source where people search for answers to 

" Dec/aration on the Relationship o f the Church to the Non-Christian Religions "Nostra 
aetate", art. 1 . 
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he rightfu l and important questions of life. Vatican II formulated these 
t uestions as follows: "What is a man? What is the meaning and the pur
\se of our life? What is goodness and what is sin? What causes us sorrow 
~nd why? Where lies the path to true happiness? What is the truth about 
death, judgment, and retribution beyond the grave? What, finally, is that 
ultimate and unutterable mystery which engulfs our being, and w hence 
we take our rise, and whither our journey leads us?" '5 

To these relevant questions the other rel igions also try to give right an
swers and to offer adequate means of salvation in the context of all serious 

human concerns. 
Yet whoever makes an effort to encounter the other must take the trou

ble to gain a more thorough knowledge of their heritage, language and 
customs, and above all of their system of moral values, religious regu la
tions and innermost ideas, which inspire them and shape their life. 16 

To acknow/edge, preserve and promote what is true and good in 
the religions 

Christians should reject nothing they discover to be true and good in the 
non-Christian rel igions. Vatican II sees in thesc c lcmcnts "a ray of that 
Truth" which is the truth of God and his incarnate S0n11 and an effect of 
God's Providence. 18 So, we must adopt a positive attitude to these religions 
and acknow ledge, preserve and promote what is true and good in them. 

3.3 W hat has changed? 

Salvific relevance of non-Christian religions 

The non-Christi an religions are no langer indiscriminately condemned as 
paganism, sinful aberrations and false religions; their doctrines, norms and 
behavioural patterns are no langer comprehensively rejected. 

The possibi lity of non-Christians attaining everlasting salvation is ac
knowledged. "Those also can attain to everlasti ng sa lvation who through 
no fault of their own do not know the gospel of Christ or His Church, yet 
sincerely seek God and, moved by grace, strive by their deeds to do H is 
will as it is known to them through the dictates of conscience. Nor does 
divine Providence deny the help necessary for salvation to those who, with-

" lbid. 
16 Decree on the Church's Missionary Activity "Ad gentes", art. 26. 
" "Nostra aetate" (fn. 14), art. 2. 
1
• Oecree on Priestly Formation "Optatam totius", art. 16. 
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out blame on their part, have not yet arrived at an explicit knowledge of 
God, but who strive to live a good Jife, by His grace."'9 

Thus the possibi lity of attaining salvation is linked for non-Christians 
with what they recognize as true and with their fundamental faith in God 
(cf. Heb 11 :6), wh ich is mediated to them through their religions and 
through the good they do (cf. Ac 10:35; Rm 2:10; 1 Jn 2:29). And it is pre
cisely this which unites them with the grace of God and relates them in 
some way to Christ's salvific act, who died for all human beings - "through 
him God was pleased to reconcile to himself all things" (Col 1 :19 f. ). 

In the context of the salvi fic relevance of non-Christian religions, theologi
cal controversies have taken place which were focused on the appreciation 
of these religions20

, and on describing the Christian path of salvation and 
the non-Christian religions as ordinary and extraordinary or as general and 
special paths of salvation.21 

More detailed interpretation of Christianity's claim to absoluteness 

This statement helps us to understand better and formulate more precisely 
Christianity's claim to absoluteness. For it is not the Christ ian rel igion as 
the institutionalized form of the Christian profession of faith with its mix
ture of good and less good things, as a form legally established in a certain 
period of time, which can make the claim to absoluteness. What is ab
solute is Christ, grace, faith, which means ultimately God. Christ alone is 
11the way, and the truth, and the l ife" Un 14:6). Christianity, and the lega!ly 
estab lished Church, have also to follow more and more Christ's example; 
they must constantly purify themselves, so that the face of Christ can come 
to shine more and more purely within them. This implies that Christian ity 
as it exists in actuali ty remains a sinful pi lgrim Church until at the end of 
time it will attain the "measure of the full stature" of Christ (Eph 4:13; cf. 
Col 2:2; also 1 Cor 13:9). Nevertheless Christiani ty has a definite advan
tage w hich is its direct relation w ith Christ, and with the unsurpassable 
salvation which God has granted to mankind in Christ. In this respect the 

19 Dogmatic Constitution on the Church "Lumen gentium", art. 16. 
20 At the centre of these controversies there were the term "anonymous Christians", coined 

by Karl Rahner, and the existence of error and evil in the specific non-Christian religions un
derlined by those who criticized him; cf. amongst others K. Rahner, "Das Christentum und die 
nichtchristlichen Religionen" (fn. 1) pp. 157-158; id., "Die anonymen Christen" (fn. 1) pp. 
545-554; J. Ratzinger, Theologische Prinzipien/ehre. Bausteine zur Fundamentaltheologie. 
München, 1982. 

" See amongst others H. R. Seh lette, Die Religionen als Thema der Theologie (fn. 1 ). 
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actual Church, despite all her imperfect traits, understands herself as the 
place where what is true and good in the religions is fu lfilled. 

3.4 The relationship of Christian ity towards non-Christian religions 

various theories have been presented about defin ing the relationship of 
Christianity towards non-Christian religions, including Islam. 

Christianity - crisis of the religions 

Crisis may mean condemnation. This is the fundamental thesis of the dia
Jectical theology of Karl Barth, who understands religions as human attempts 
to take hold of God and therefore as sinful ways. Non-Christian religions 
do not proceed to Christianity through a form of continuity but only by 

radical conversion.22 

However, crisis may also mean assessing and weighing up. This is con
nected with differentiating between truth and error, what is good and what 
is evil, and continuously searching for the seeds of the Logos and the traces 
of Christ's truth. This is confirmed in the documents of Vatican II as a task 

of the Church. 

Christianity- fulfilment of the religions 

The search for "elements of goodness and truth11 in non-Christian religions 
is justified by the fact that they possess them "by God's Providence"23 and 
"reflect a ray of thatTruth which en lightens all men"24

; this means they are 
nothing strange to the Church and to Christianity. On the contrary, Chris
tianity is the reference point of relig ions and the place of their fu lfilment 
since, according to Vatican 11 , non-Christians 11are related in various ways 
to the People of God", and "whatever goodness or truth is found among 
them is looked upon by the Church as a preparation for the gospel. She 
regards such qualities as given by H im who en l ightens al I men so that they 
may fina lly have life". A ll this lays the foundations for the claim and the 
task that "whatever good is in the minds and hearts of men, whatever good 
lies latent in the religious practices and cu ltures of diverse peoples, [ ... ] is 
also healed, ennobled, and perfected." 25 

22 Cf. the analysis of Hendrik Kraemer's position, who at least at the beginning acknowl
edges dialect ical theology, in: G. Vallee, Mouvement cecumenique et religions non c/1retiennes 
(fn. 1) pp. 43-52. 

" "Optatam totius" (fn. 18) art. 16. 
" "Nostra aetate" (fn. 14) art. 2. 
" "Lumen gentium" (fn. 19) art. 16 f. 
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This task tobe the fulfilment of re ligions also implies the acknowledge
ment that Christian ity itself is on its own way towards the full knowledge 
of truth. The measure of the fu ll stature of Christ wi ll only be attained at 
the end of time (cf. Eph 4:13; Col 2:3; also 1 Cor 13:9). Until then the 
Church must be open for the Spirit of God to guide her " into all the truth" 
Un 16:1 3). One of his ways of doing so can certainl y be seen in the en
counter w ith other religious traditions and simultaneously in the readiness 
of the Church to present herself as open to these traditions and to rely on 
the freedom of the Spirit to blow w here he chooses.26 

3.5 How to continue? 

From what has been said, some conclusions may be drawn which support 
new orientations and suggest stages on the way towards an "ecumene of 
rel igions" . 

Towards a theology of religions 

Acknowledging true and good values, and also religious values, in non
Christian rel igions, allows further questions: 

In which way are these values true and good, and efficacious for salvation? 
Here it is a question of a more detailed definition of the salvific relevance 
of non-Christian rel igions and thei r re lationship towards Christ and Chris
tianity within the scope of a theology of religions. Are non-Christian rel igions 
proper paths of salvation for their fo llowers? Are they paths of sa lvation 
positively willed by God? How are their ways of bringing about salvation 
related to the act of salvation of Christ, the one med iator between God 
and humankind (cf. 1 Tim 2:5) in which alone salvation is tobe found, as 
Peter testified before the high-priestly counci I? (see Ac 4: 12: "There is sal
vation in no one eise, for there is no other name under heaven given among 
mortals by w hich we must be saved.") What part do these rel igions play 
in God's economy of salvation? 

In this context we also have to deal adequately with the question of how 

2
• That the Spirit acts freely and cannot be tied down within the narrow frame of insti tu

tiona lized forms is show n in the story of Cornelius' conversion (Ac 10:23b-48). Al ready be
fore Cornelius and his family were baptized, " the Holy Spirit feil upon all who heard the word. 
The circumcized believers w ho had come with Peter were astounded that the g ift of the Holy 
Spirit had poured out even on the Gentiles, for they heard them speaking in tongues and ex
tolling God. Then Peter said, 'Can anyone withhold the water for baptizing these people who 
have received the Holy Spirit just as we have?' So he ordered them to be baptized in the name 
of Jesus Christ'' (Ac 10:44-48) . 
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and by whom these true and good values, upon which the salv ific e.fficacy 
of non-Christian religions :s based, have been introduced? How d1d they 
emerge in the religious traditions of various human societies? Here it must 
be noted that the non-Christian religions- seen from a historical perspective 
_ mostly developed in their ow n ways, and that their true and good values 
originated from w ithin their own tradition. This means that these religions 
demonstrate a certain self-sufficiency vis-a-vis Christian ity. They do not 
owe their holy and rel igious values, which are relevant for salvation, to 

historical Christianity. 
This means that the relationship between Christians and non-Christi ans, 

and between Christianity and the non-Christi an religions must be one of 
partners in dialogue, and that this dialogue must not be a one-way street, 
but an exchange between partners who are both l isteners and speakers, 

recipients and givers. 
lt also means that those who are engaged in dialogue have quite gen

erally to be ready to learn from one another, to take up the values recog
nized and acknowledged in the partner's rel igion, and to integrate them 
into their own trad itions, for those values which are acknow ledged as true 
c1nd good are God's signs and a result of his Spirit's impact on the life of 
human beings. So the partners together start searching for God, the God 
common to all, and for the essential, liv ing truth. 

All this leads towards the affirmation of the complementarity of all pow
erful manifestations of God's Spi rit in humankind and history, so that be
lievers of all rel igions can recognize more deeply and clearly - even in 
the traits of their fellow human beings - the perfect form to w hich they all 
are call ed. Thus they learn to know and accept more ful ly and in more de
tai l the working of God in history and, linked with that, to recognize and 
put into practice the true dimensions of un iversality, w hich is intrinsic to 
the re ligion of God. 

4. Islam within the economy of salvation 

Among other approaches, the concepts and theories referred to above are 
currently applied to Islam in the following forms.27 

" Cf. a very informative presentation of the different theological attempts to c lass Islam 
into sa lvation economy in R. Caspar, Traite de theologie musulmane, vol. 1 (Collection "Stud i 
arabo-islamica"; 1). Rome, 1987, pp. 76- 11 6. 
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4.1 Islam is on the way towards the true Christ 

Islam, as wei l as the other re ligions, is at a stage of preparation for Chris
tianity, not w ithin the framework of a chronological succession but w ithin 
the scope of the economy of sa lvation. From the perspective of salvation 
history it is therefore on a level wi th the pre-Christian religions, which are 
on their way towards acknowledging the fullness of the truth of God's 
revelation in Jesus Christ. 

Ludwig Hagemann sees, for instance, the fo llowing indications of lslam's 
connection w ith the truth in Jesus Christ: "Even though in the lslamic fai th 
this christological element is not fully spelled out, but presented in a shortened 
form, Islam may sti ll be seen as a step in the right direction, as a stage on 
the way towards the perfect knowledge of Christ (cf. Eph 4:13) in a three
fold transition a) from a mere blood relationship towards a community in 
faith, b) from the age of human ignorance (djähiliyya; cf. Ac 17:30) into the 
age of knowledge ('ilm) and 'revelation', and c) from magic polytheism to 
the strict profession of faith in the one and only God."28 

Hans Küng tries to place Islam at the stage of Judeo-Christian belief29, 

which d id not fully acknowledge Christian christology as it was ultimately 
developed in the Counci ls. In the landscape of a fulfi lment-theory, th is af
firms that a further development towards Chri stian ity is conceivable, even 
though such a further development is defin itely rejected by Islam. 

Of course, Islam in some of its critical statements concerning Christian 
dogmas can be understood as a reminder of the necessity to protect faith 
against excesses and an admonition to fai th fully preserve monotheism.30 

Vatican II underlined some points, connecting lines, even commonali ties 
between Christian and lslamic teachings: it speaks of Muslims, "who, pro
fessingto hold the faith of Abraham, along wi th us adore the one and merciful 
God, who on the last day w il l judge mankind." 3

' In "Nostra aetate", art. 3, 
besides fai th in God and expectation of judgment, a moral life and worship 
of God (prayer, almsgiving and fasting) are also emphasized.32 

28 L. Hagemann, Propheten - Zeugen des Glaubens (fn. 7) p. 199. 
29 Cf. H. Küng- J. van Ess, Christentum und Weltreligionen: 1. Islam (GütersloherTaschen-

bücher Siebenstern; 779). Gütersloh, 1987, pp. 179-185. 
'
0 In this way once formulated by C. Geffre, cf. his words in: R. Caspar, op. cit. (fn. 27) p. 104. 

" "Lumen gentium" (fn. 19) art. 16. 
" Cf. Hans Zirker's comments on the special case of the relationship between Christianity 

and Islam and the importance and limits of the statements ofVatican II concerning the non
Christian religions, in his book: Christentum und Islam. Theologische Verwandtschaft und 
Konkurrenz (fn. 2) pp. 18-37; pp. 38-54. 
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4.2 Islam belongs to a salvation economy parallel to Christianity 

Based on the complementarity of truth and moral standards, wh ich has 
been mentioned above, some think of a salvation economy that runs in 
parallel with and independently of historical Christianity. Just as the non
Christian religions cannot be deduced from Christianity, and their salvific 
relevance is not directl y based on the impact of the institutions of Chris
tianity33, one cou ld draw th ree parallel lines w ithin the Biblical tradition: 
Judaism is in the line of Isaac and Jacob up to Moses, Christian ity in Jesus 
Christ's line of salvation, Islam in lsmael's line of salvation down to Mubam

mad. 

4.3 Christianity makes it possible to define the relation towards the 
Christ mystery 

Christianity relates the other re ligions to Christ and can therefore appre
ciate them in this perspective. Christianity is neither the crisis of the reli
gions nor primarily their fulfi lment; it is the place where a relation towards 
Christ is mediated.3

• 

4.4 Specific clues 

In all these attempts to integrate Islam into God's salvation economy, what 
must be done is to examine how specific matters of Christian faith are seen 
and appreciated in Islam: the trinitarian God, and Jesus Christas the in
carnate Son of God and redeemer of humanity. Another issue is to eluci
date the prophetic claim of Mubammad more closely from the perspec-

33 So-called pluralistic theology infers from this that Christianity can make no claim to cen
tral importance; Jesus Christ is basically j ust the foundation of a particular salvation history, 
whose va lidity can only be ascertained w ith in Christianity and cannot be transferred to the 
other religions; cf. L. Swidler, Toward a Universal Theology of Religion (Faith meets faith series). 
Maryknoll NY, 1987; J. Hick, "The Non-Absoluteness of Christianity", in: J. Hick - P. E. Knitter 
(eds.), The Myth of Christian Uniqueness - Toward a Pluralistic Theology of Religions. New 
York, 1987; P. E. Knitter, Ein Gott - viele Religionen. Gegen den Absolutheitsanspruch des 
Christentums. München, 1988. - This approach gives up positions essential for Christian faith. 
The identi ty of Christ ianity cannot be extended infinitely, for at a certain point every identity 
gets lost. Beyond this, the cri terion of truth and salvation here seems to be no longer Christian 
faith but the salvat ion doctrines of the different religions. This is a reversal of the cri teria for the 
religious truth of sa lvation w hich raises the question: where can we ultimately stop? Are the 
many sa lvation doctrines, no matter how they express themselves, their own internal cri terion 
of truth and of the impact of sa lvation? Are they in fact all equivalent? 

" Cf. P. Knauer, Der Glaube kommt vom Hären. Ökumenische Fundamentaltheologie. 
Graz etc., 1978. 
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t ive of Christian re l igious teaching.35 Fina lly, dialogue between Christ·, an-
ity and Islam has to be defined more c losely as to its scope, its dimensio 
and its content, and to be vigorously developed.36 ns 

5. Finall y: further reflections 

In the context of a Christian theology of religions in general and of Islam 
in particular, many questions remain open and much further reflection is 
needed. At the end of my lecture, 1 would li ke to formulate three questions 
which in my view express a rewarding subject for theological reflection: 

1. How can we interpret and make intelligible the Christ of Christianity 
- who is of course also a concrete person in the concrete history of salva
tion - as a universal sign of salvation in all religions, as the "cosmic Christ"? 
Here what is particular in fact attains a universal dimension. The Gospel ac
cording to John already has Jesus saying, " I am the way, and the truth, and 
the life" Un 14:6). Accepti ng a cosmic Christ alone, without referring hirn 
back to the historical figure of Jesus Christ, wou ld favour the formation of a 
myth and make the connection w ith Christianity appear dispensable. 

2. How can we appreciate the other religions' otherness and make this 
assessment compatible with the need of having them - by means of Chris
tianity - posit ive ly related to Christ? For the fact that they are pregnant with 
truth, and their relevance for salvation, are not based on their irreducible 
otherness but on their capacity to entertain a positive relation wi th Christ. 

3. Could it be helpful to consider a theory of different levels of salvific 
truth and their re lation to Christ? 

Much time will inevitably pass and much effort w ill be needed before the 
most important theological issues concerning the re lationsh ip of Christian
ity to Islam and the non-Christian religions wi ll be clarified. Perhaps here the 
words of the Gospel can help: the truth has to be done ("But those who do 
what is true come to the light": Jn 3:21). With th is in mindVatican II recom
mended that Christians and Muslims forget the centuries of quarrels and hos
tilities: "On behalf of all mankind, let them make common cause of safe
guarding and fostering social justice, moral va lues, peace, and freedom."37 

35 Cf. R. Caspar, Traite de theologie musulmane, vol. 1 (fn. 27) pp. 182- 199; A. Th. Khoury, 
Wer war Muf:,ammad?. Lebensgeschichte und prophetischer Anspruch (Herder Taschenbuch; 
1719). Freiburg etc., 1990. 

,. See C. Geffre, "La portee theologique du dialogue islamo-chretien" , op. cit. (fn. 2). 
" "Nostra aetate" (fn. 14) art. 3. 
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(Study Group 1 l 

new approaches 

following 

Questions and Interventions 

LEUZE Today it seems to be w idely accepted that me
dieval theological arguments, as referred to in the lec
ture, are no langer appropriate for the encounter with 

V · n II atica Islam, if they ever were. For they only proved what had 

tobe proved then: that Islam is a false rel igion. 
current development in the argumentation, particularly in Catholic the
ology, bears the strong imprint of the statements of Vatican II which pro
ceed from the conviction that salvation is given in Christ and then raise 
the question of whether and to what extent non-Christian religions should 
be understood as legitimate rel igions. The thesis of the anonymous Chris
tian has developed in the context of this new approach, w hile a 'p luralist 
theology of rel igions', w hich is an approach supported primarily in the 
English-speaking world, takes a decisive step beyond that. We may ask 
whether this thesis of the 'anonymous Christian' goes too far in including 
the other. Al though non-Christians sometimes accept this term quite posi
tively, does it sufficiently recognize the otherness of non-Christian reli

gions? 
On Today we may very easily find ourselves in a 

mutual inter- di lemma. There is on the one hand the perception that 
pretation and its 

bl we should interpret other believers in some way be-
pro ems cause it is no langer adequate to say we simply leave 

all these questions to be resolved by God, trusting that he w il l find ways 
to save those he wants to save. lt is no longer possible to ignore these ques
tions or avoid them. By interpreting others from the po int of view of our 
own fa ith positions we show that we are taking them seriously. Conversely, 
Christians must then accept being interpreted by other religions from the 
point of view of their own systems. The necessary dialogical tension is thus 

preserved. 
But w hat is the source of the patterns of Christian interpretation - is it the 
event of dialogue or, as it were, 'from above'? Consider, for example, an 
interpretation based on the conviction that all the issues raised by other 
religions (even though they may have their ow n justification and their own 
elements of truth) find thei r true and definitive answer in Christ and in 
Christian truth. Does this interpretation not unavoidably give the impres-
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sion that it comes 'from above' and therefore prevents dialogue? lt is hard 
to harmonize these two requirements fully: to interpret the other on the 
basis of one's faith wi thout simply anticipating the dialogue encounter 
and to remain open to d ialogue. ' 

LEUZE W ith regard to Islam we must not forget that it has always had its 
own way of res isting such attempts at interpretation by Christians because 
it came after Christianity. As everybody knows, it was easier to say that all 
the religious and moral truths of the Greek world were fulfi lled in Christ 
and that everything points to him. Christians have therefore tried to clas
sify Islam within Judaism and to describe it as an offshoot of Judaism. 

di fficulties are 
already inherent 
in the 
New Testament 

FücusnR This difficulty is already present in the New 
Testament. Particularly in Paul one cannot avoid the 
fact that he believes everyth ing is corrupt and re
demption is only possible for those who bei ieve in Jesus 
and are baptized. Moreover, in the Letters to the Ephe

sians and the Colossians there is no doubt that God has chosen his children 
in order to glori fy them: that is, those who, together w ith Christ, are born 
from the dead in baptism. 

We must ad mit the existence of these difficulties in such texts as Mk 16:16, 
"The·one w ho believes and is baptized w ill be saved; but the one who 
does not bel ieve w ill be condemned." Up to Vatican II the teaching was 
"extra Ecclesiam nulla salus". The movement which then took place dicl 
not happen accidentally; it had already been prepared. And it seems tobe 
very important not onl y to interpret the Old Testament in the light of the 
New Testament but also, vice versa, to interpret the New Testament in the 
light of the Old Testament. 

Israel is chosen 
tobe a blessing· 

for the peoples 

Israel is the chosen people. However, this choice is 
functional - oriented towards the nations. Israel is God's 
servant and also the priestly people to mediate salva
tion to the nations. lt is I i ke a sacrament of God's pres

ence among the nations. lts existence is tobe found in the context of Abra
ham's vocation to become a bl essing for all the families of the earth (cf. 

Gn 12:2 f.). The tabernacle is pitched in the midst of the people: when God 
becomes present in the tabernacle, all the people are under the sign of his 
presence. "You shall be forme a priestly kingdom" (cf. Ex 19:6; 1 Pt 2:9; 
Rev 5:10, as weil as ls 61 :6): Israel is for the whole world what priests are 
for a body of people. 
Something similar is true of the 'missionary mandate' in the New Testament. 
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The Jews do not expect all peoples to accept the Torah. Their realutopie is 
that all peoples should profess one God as the highest guarantor of peace 
and the universally acknowledged arbitrator. Then there can be peace. 
Thus the New Testament must constantly be seen in the l ight of the Old 
Testament, and be understood on the basis of the FirstTestament. 

responsibility 
and the search 
for dialogue 

B 1RK Of course everyone who holds his faith re
sponsibly is bound to declare (both w ithin the frame
work of his community and in the sense of personal 
integrity): "th is or that is binding for me, and th is is 

what supports me." But it is a very different thing to state right from the be
ginning, "There is no other name under heaven given among mortals by 
which we must be saved" (Ac 4:12). Should we not consider it appropri 
ate to take the historical context of such statements more seriously into 
consideration in order to maintain an acceptable openness? In the context 
of a sincere dialogue, does the form of our own faith not need tobe shaped 
by our persuasion that the partner in dialogue has the same integrity?Then 
it would be qu ite possible for the God of surprises to allow something to 
emerge in the faith of humankind which they had never imagined. 

living in 
anticipation of 
the future 

KAHLERT The way we perceive truth in this earthl y life 
implies a trustful attitude, and it always has someth ing 
to do w ith an anticipation of the future. We can see 
that thi s is a structu ral principle of New Testament es

chatology and it could even help us along in the issue of truth in dialogue. 

in the milieu of 
an enl ightened 
secularism 

Moreover, we must pay attention to the specific spirit
ual environment of our dialogue initiative, which is 
one where many people outside probably prefer sit
ting in the audience w ith an enl ightened secu lar atti

tude, looking at Nathan the Wise and saying: all three paths are equa ll y 
justified in their claim to lead towards salvation; and even God does not 
know wh ich is the right path, for the father himself can no langer distin
guish between the rings. 

the New Testa-
ment, dependent 
on how it is 
received? 

Z IRKER lt may be necessary to anticipate a theory and 
we need not refrain from this as lang as we remain aware 
that it is a hypothesis. Before entering into dialogue with 
others verbis expressis, we do, of course, have the dis
cussion first w ith the other in our own minds. For usu

ally we do not meet people who are completely unknown to us and wi th 
whom we have not already had exchanges in internal discourses before. 
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We may ask here to what extent the recept ion the New Testament receives 
depends on changing contexts - in those days, today and in future gener
ations and m i I ieux. The New Testament was written on the basis of the ex
perience that an expanding dynamic is inherent in its message and of course 
there was also the experience that here and there one met wi th limits 
although of course, this cou ld be perceived quite differently by peopl~ 
who had the experience of being swept along by this expanding dynamic 
of the Spirit, and seeing that new communities were constant ly being 
founded, etc. 

There is, however, a kind of experience not known in 
a new experience 
with cultures that the New Testament, because it came along centuries 

seemingly do not 
need the Gospel 

later: there are cultures and rel igions which apparently 
do not need the Christ ian message at al l. Today we try 
to cope w ith this experience, which certainly chal

lenges the Christians of our t ime, and the theory of the 'anonymous Chris
tians' seems to be only a rather makeshift attempt to come to terms with 
it. lt cannot be expected that the problem of the plural ity of rel igions w ill 
be solved on the level of theological reflection alone. lt must be negotiated 
much more via other processes of communication. 

New Testament 
approaches to an 
answer to these 
questions 

these questions? 

KARRER With statements such as "there are re l igions 
that do not need Christianity", we actually get close to 
the p lural ist theo logy of re l igions. ls the New Testament 
perhaps the greatest obstacle in this context? Where 
can we f ind in it an approach that is usefu l to answer 

The radical passage "but the one who does not bel ieve w ill be condemned 
[l iteral ly: condemned to the ground, Ka:taKpt~TlO-e'tat]" (Mk 16: 16) was 
only included later by the Church; it is missing in the oldest manuscripts. 
In Acts the formulat ion closest to the passage quoted is only in the positive: 
bel ieve on the Lord Jesus and, being baptized, you wi l l be saved (cf. Ac 
16:31.33); in Acts there are also other stories that do not yet include the 
negative counterstatement (esp. 2:38). However, in Johannine theo logy this 
development is brought to the fore with the negative restriction U n 3: 18) and 
decisive importance was tobe attributed to it in the early Church. 
A passage in the New Testament - in Paul, interestingly - opens up an
other approach: it is the famous passage in 1 Cor 8 w hen Pa ul takes up the 
early Christian form ula of fai th and introduces it rather strangely: "Even 
though there may be so-ca lled gods in heaven or on earth," fo ll owed by 
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insertion: "ö:icrmp doi.v ... as in fact there are many gods and many t ds" . He then continues, "yet for us there is one God, the Father, [ ... ] and 
0
~e Lord, Jesus Christ, through whom are al l th ings [ ... ]" (vv. 5 f. ). 

~o there is a passage in Paul which is open to the perception that there are 
many gods. Today we are trai~ed t~ take the implicati?n of this ~omparison 
seriously, so if such a companson 1s made on the bas,s of expenence, then 
in Paul at least one thing is clear (and seems tobe indispensable in the light 
of the New Testament), and that is that, as with everything eise, this com
parison must be seen as having its point of departure in Christ. 
With this, our del iberations have arrived at a point w here we quite rightly 
find an area of tensions which is hard to overcome: on the one hand there 
is an approach open to the concerns of a pluralist theology of religions and 
on the other great difficulties arise for Christian fa ith if it completely re
nounces that 'perspective from above'. lf that were to happen, could we sti 11 

explain why such great importance is attributed to the incarnation? 
Perhaps it would be better to ask: does this perspective of faith necessarily 
have tobe cal led a 'perspective from above', or could it also be formulated 
as a 'perspective from below'? After al l, the passage quoted above from 
1 Cor 8:6 says of Christ: "8t ' ou 'tCX 7tCX.V'ta .. . through whom are al I th ings", 
just as in the assertion about creation in the Colossian hymn (Col 1 :16). lt 
simply must appreciate that in some way even the multitude of the gods 
belang to a creation that was made accessible through Christ. How we 
can come to terms w ith this remains an open question. But how could we 

deny it? 
LEUZE There is no doubt that these del iberations point to an important 
issue, but they are hardly relevant in this form to the encounter with Islam, 
for the main issue there is the one God and not other gods, which is a di
viding line that p lays a part in making the distinction between Jews and 
Genti les. 
KAHLERT W hen Paul speaks of "gods and lords", is this in fact as defin itely 
positive as the impression being given now, or is there not some equivo

cacy? 
KARRER lt is indeed equivocal, which is why the even more crucial ques
tion was ra ised by Mr. Leuze. In fact, for clarification, 1 must add that in my 
explanations of 1 Cor 8 1 was not referring to Islam, and it has been rightly 
said that this passage cannot be applied to Islam, but I was pointing to fun
damental reflections on a theo logy of re ligions in general , for this is an area 
where it is sti ll necessary to further develop relevant hermeneutics. 
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VANONI Let us make a linguistically based observa
a linguistic note 
on Mk 16:

16 
t ion on M k 16:16: "the one who believes and is bap-
t ized will be saved - but the one who does not believe 

wil l be condemned." lf we put this difficul t form ulation alongside similar 
statements, we should take into account from the linguistics perspective 
not only semantics but also pragmatics; we would then infer that the state
ment is not so much centered on a proposi tional truth, a definition of those 
who are saved ar those who are condemned, as on a command to act: 
"Engage yourself unconditional ly for the salvation of the others!" Sentences 
like this w here an opposite is juxtaposed, are normally pleonasti c state
ments and usually have a supportive fu nction. W hen Pilate says: "What 1 

have written I have written" Un 19:22), he is not using tauto logy simply for 
the sake of it. He wants to say quite b luntly: don't bother me any longer, 
this is the way it is and there it stands. 
And when Jesus says: " lf you forgive the sins of any, they are forgiven them; 
if you retain the sins of any, they are retai ned" Un 20:23), he does not in
tend to define propositional truths and say: if you do not forgive, then you 
do not leave God a chance to forgive. Rather, he wants to emphas ize how 
important it is that we forgive each other. Similarl y, if a mother proposcs 
an al ternative to her ch ild and the child then rejects it, she may say, if she 
loses her patience: Weil, so be it then! And by this she defines the oppo
site of w hat she actually wants and expects the child to do. 
That being so, we should understand that contexts formulating a counter
statement mean to underl ine how important the first basic statement is and 
to say: this is the way it is and there it stands. In the case of Mk 16 this 
would mean: it is most important that you declare your convictions and 
what has been entrusted to you for yourselves and also for others; it can
not be left unsaid . However, to go on to deduce from this that God would 
have no other possibi li ty would be unacceptable. 

SALMEN In statements both about Christ as the path 
of salvation and about the salvation relevance of non-

the one path of 
salvation for all 

Christian re ligions, is the point at issue a problem of 
and the salvation 

mediation or fundamental exclusiveness? Cou ld we 
relevance of 

h 1
. . not approach this questi on using an analogy w ith the 

ot er re 1g1ons h . 
1 

. 
1 

. . h I Ch h? A h t c nsto og1ca controvers1es in t e ear y urc . t t a 
t ime assertions about the divinity and humanity of Jesus were final ly placed 
for the first t ime directly side by side. So, w ith our own quest ion too, could 
we not initia lly maintain both the general salvation re levance of Christ and 
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the salvation possibili ties of non-Christ ian religions, even though the two 
assertions are not yet theologically compatible? 

clairns rnust 
always be 
challenged 

W ESS lf every revealed rel igion took it for granted that 
it was based on the ward of God without al lowi ng that 
fact to be questioned, dialogue between them would 
certainly not make sense. So then our own statement 

stands against the other's. ls there not the danger that there is an underly
ing vicious circle w hich presupposes what has tobe proved: a certain re
ligion asserts that it possesses the truth because it is based on the ward of 
God, which must be true. Therefore its statement that it is based on the 
word of God must also be true. So, for the sake of sincere dialogue, should 
not every re ligion's claim to truth be questioned? Islam probably does th is 
less than Christianity, which today is rather in danger of going to the op-
posite extreme. 

moral sinfulness 
and the doctri ne 
of the Church 

One aspect of the problem seems to be that, because 
ofour own sinful ness, weareonceagain critical lycon
fronting our own fa ith and our own understanding of 
fa ith, and finding ourselves motivated to do so from 

outside, since an outsider often sees the problems better than we do our
selves. The Church is sinful as weil and has to measure itself against Christ. 
lf we admit that the Church is maral ly sinful, can we not now admit that 
this also has an effect on its knowledge of the truth and on the doctrine it 
holds true? lf we say that the fides quae is contained in the fides qua, then 
of cou rse an inadequacy in the fides qua, in the realization of faith, would 
also have its effects on the fides quae, the content of faith. 
W o LBERT Perhaps the actual problem is not so much moral fai lure and 
confession that we are all sinners. Admitti ng that we have made a m istake 
when we were intending to do good is much more difficult. 
KAHLERT As for the term 'claim to absoluteness', it would be helpful to 
know more about the history of th is term. Since when and in which con
text has th is been d iscussed? In his book TheAbsoluteness ofChristian ity 
and the History of Religions (1902; London, 1972), Ernst Troeltsch ind i
cates a great awareness of the prob lern . The debate over relativeness and 
absoluteness is the focal point here, and the texts do not say much about 
cla ims. So if we want cri ti ca lly to d istance ourselves from this term, we 
should clarify once again very precisely who it is that speaks of absolute
ness in this context and what approach to the prob lern is in the background 
when he does so. 
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LEUZE lt seems that the expression 'cla im to absoluteness' is only used 
where one is no langer sure that absoluteness can be proved. Even though 
the fundamentalists do not like to hear it, the term goes back to a phi loso
pher: Hegel, however, does not speak directly of the claim to absolute
ness, but tries to show that Christianity is the absolute religion; the other 
rel igions are not ca lled false relig ions, but each of them has a different im
portance. Probably it is only later that we started to speak of a 'cla im' with 
regard to something we can only claim w ithout being able to prove it. 

anticipating 
interpretation of 
the other and 
dialogue 

• 
On Vigilance in the anticipation of a general inter
pretation of a religion by others is primari ly a methodo
logical factor. Mutual interpretation itself is an essen
tial part of sincere dialogical discourse, all the more 
so if it is one in w hich we confront another religion or 

its followers. The point is really that we should react to the other - w ithin 
the 1-You encounter as weil as in encounter between groups: to perceive 
the other and then also interpret him/ her. Caution is an aspect of method
ology and is meant to be exercized in respect of umbrella-interpretations 
and general interpretations which arise even before we have held the 
dialogue. lf we put forward a general interpretation beforehand, it means: 
1 already know who you are. There is nothing left tobe learned. This can
not contribute anyth ing to dialogue. 

truth coming 
from the other 

In dialogue we should start out from expectation rather 
than from an umbrella-interpretation. lf something 
comes to us in the encounter that shines w ith truth and 

is plausible, then it is Christ who is approaching us; not in the sense of a 
plural ist theology of religions, but in Christ's truth, bringing a new per
ception, a ray of l ight emanating from that truth "which enl ightens all men", 
as it says in 11N ostra aetate11

• What comes to us as al ien, from the side of 
the other, may be a correction of possible corruptions in our own doctrine 
of faith, but it may also be an inspiration which in that case also comes 
from Christ. 
Of course, a conception li ke this may more easi ly be linked wi th the idea 
of a cosmic Christ than with that of the earthly-historical Chri st or wi th 
Jesus; it implies the issue of integrating the cosmic Christ w ith the earthly
historical Jesus, w hich Father Bsteh has already raised in the last plenary 
discussion. This issue has yet tobe considered more seriously. 
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dialogue
between the 
other's otherness 
and necessary 
anticipation 

ScHMÜCKER In this context the ideas of Emmanuel 
Levinas deserve attention. 1 They may help to avoid 
'umbrella-interpretations'. Levinas contrasts two fig
ures to exemplify the problem that exists in under
standing another re ligion, namely, the problem of re
specting the other in his otherness and at the same 

time maintaining a necessary anticipation. One is the mythical figure of 
odysseus, who sets off but finally arrives home again within himself. This 
circle is an allusion to what may be implied in a general understanding 
that never really grasps the object in itself and leaves us always in danger 
of remaining w ithin ourselves, on the assumption thatwe are in some sense 
already wi th the object. The other is the figure of Abraham, who sets off 
towards uncertainty, not knowing where or when he will arrive or whether 
he wi ll ever return. 
This comparison strongly emphasizes the danger that threatens dialogue 
if we try to put ourselves in the place of the object to be examined or of 
the other. In that case we ultimately make ourselves the subject of dis
cussion. Our understanding of the other rel igion in its otherness must not 
come down to the religion's becoming for us an object of our conscious
ness. Despite all necessary reservations, it must remain clear that there is 
always something more w hich is proper to the subject, something more in 
the subject matter tobe examined or in the other himself. This 'something 
more' makes it impossible simply to subsume the other into one's own 
view and of course also entails a feeling of uncertainty about the final out
come of the dialogue. 
This knowledge of the l imits of our own understanding may also help us to 
stay open to an awareness of new developments. lndeed, the subject can 
only perceive changes when it understands itself capable of only fin ite and 
limited interpretation and always takes into account that the whole that con
fronts it is never completely under its control or completely fathomable. The 
task is to search for this structure in other religions too, an endeavour that 
is not necessarily restricted to interreligious dialogue. After all, other reli
gions also put forward c;onceptions and interpretations of the world. Simi
larly, when we perceive the other, it should become clear that he also has 
a certain understanding of his own finitude, so that we may conclude that 

' Cf. E. Levinas, Die Spur des Anderen. Untersuchungen zur Phänomenologie und Sozial
philosophie [Alber-Broschur Phi losophie] . München, ' 1987, pp. 211 .215 f. 
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the other also understands himself as fi nite in his rel igion which, although 
it is different from mine, does not try to subsume me. 
LEUZE In fact here we are encountering a fundamental problem: on the one 
hand we continue to assess other rel igions from our own Christian point of 
view and on the other, at the same time, for example in a pluralist theology 
of religions, a re lativization is taking place which no langer seems acceptable, 
for it becomes doubtful whether and to what extent theological statements 
remain possible at all, and it seems that God himself might evaporate and 
become some 'thing in itself ' . Maybe we then become unable to say anything 
any longer, because everything is already merely an interpretation? 
W hen interpreting the other, and there is no avoid ing this, we shou ld still 
try to leave enough room to perceive the other in his/her unmistakable other
ness. Both these aspects should be connected with one another. 

dialogue 
grounded on 
faith and not on 
ideology 

GLADKOVSKY In the interest of this whole discussion 
1 

a clear distinction between faith and ideology is es-
sential. Only fai th can be the basis of any interreligious 
dialogue. But we so easily leave the basis of fai th and 
become entangled in our own theories and concep

t ions - both when wc considcr our own fo ith, and also when wc attempt 
to understand and interpret other rel igions. The road from fa ith to ideol
ogy is always open and quite often it is hard to discern where one ends 
and the other begins. lf, however, we remain grounded on faith, we make 
more space for truth. This also applies to dialogue. W hen Christians are 
seeking an encounter w ith Muslims, it shou ld be an encounter w ith Mus
lim believers in which there is an open space for God. W hen people lis
ten to God, their encounter will become fruitful. 

anthropological 
question raised 
in dialogue 

KRÜGER lf, in dialogue w ith Islam, it is difficult to ar
rive at mutual understanding when we sta rt on a very 
high theologica l level w ith the doctrine of God, a fruit
ful alternative might perhaps be to speak with each 

other about anthropology. Asking about human beings, how they act and 
perceive themselves, would probably al low us to get closer to the prob
lems we are facing today, if we think of the global vil lage w hich is about 
to develop and in w hich the rel igions are also becoming ever closer to one 
another. In this context the idea we may have read recentl y should make 
us think : that in our time the point w ill be reached when as many people 
will be living simultaneously on our earth as have lived here altogether 
since the beginning of history. 
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Another remark is about the negative apologetic atti
on the apologetic tude to Islam adopted by Christianity in the past. lf, for 
attitude in the example, Luther comments negatively on Islam in one 
past way or another, the question arises of the extent to 
which the Reformers real ly knew Islam. On the other hand, in the consti
tution of the Franciscan Order (no matter what in fact took place when 
Francis of Assisi visited the Sultan) there is a section dealing with how to 
associate with the Saracens where it says: one should go to the Saracens 
and live with them; and if the friars are then asked about their way of life, 
they shou ld respond to those who ask them.2 We might also mention here 
a humanist such as Erasmus of Rotterdam who, on the occasion of the 
siege of Vienna in 1529, published a text under the title "Utilissima con
sultatio de bello Turcis in ferendo". 3 Herein he answers the question of how 
to wage war against the Turks, by replying: Not at all. The Christian world 
should rather take stock of themselves and follow Christ. That wou ld be 
the right way to tackle the Turks. 
LEUZE In Luther too, we find the statement that, as Christ ians, we actu
ally need not be unhappy if the Turks are the v ictors for then the Christi ans 
would suffer and thus imitate Christ'. There are also many other statements 
that point in this direction. On the other hand, as Christians we may ask 
ourselves critically how often Muslims today suffer under Christians, and 
whether this consti tutes an ' imitation' on the part of Muslims although cer
tainly without their seeing it as such. 

[Study Group 2] 

necessity and 
limits of 
apologetic 
argumentation 

NEUMANN Has Christianity's apologetic attitude to 
Islam in the past been overcome or does it still play a 
role today? 
KHOURY In our ti me there are still forms of argu
mentation that depend for their content on the apolo

getic system of the past. These arguments cannot be rejected a priori and 

' H. U. v. Balthasar, Die großen Ordensregeln (Lectio Spiritualis; 12). Einsiedeln, ' 1974, 
pp. 301 f., cf. p. 321. 

' Des. Erasmi Rot., Opera omnia, Lugduni Batavorum 1703-1706 (= Hildesheim 1961/62), 
vol. V, pp. 345-368. 

' Cf. R. W. Southern, Western Views of Islam in the Middle Ages. Cambridge (Mass.) etc., 
'1980, p. 106. 
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in general, they should be examined as to whether they are sound or not. 
As was mentioned before, there is only one definitely negative criterion: 
whoever preaches against God cannot be God's prophet. So it says in 
Deuteronomy (cf. Dt 13 :2f.6; 18:20-22), in the New Testament (cf. Mt24:24· 
Mk 13:22; 2 Pt 2:1) andin the tradition of the Church.5 The value of all othe; 
arguments is only relative. After the many centuries du ring wh ich, as every
body knows, numerous disagreements and hostilities between Christians 
and Muslims arose in which it was almost always only what divides thern 
from one another that was emphasized, Vatican 11 in "Nostra aetate" 
art. 3, underlines that today the first and foremost task is " to forget the pas~ 
and to strive sincerely for mutual understanding". 
Basically, an apologetic system worked out from the structure of a particu
lar rel igion is not universally applicable, i. e., not appl icable to all other re
ligions. lncidentally, Muslims make the same mistake when they say: the 
Qur'än is the word of God and if the Gospel deviates from it, then it is not 
the original Gospel, but a falsified one. In this view, the Gospel would be 
only a Christian tradition and not the word of God. Moreover, it would not 
even be a genuine tradition, because in the form in which it exists today it 
cannot be traced back to the actual words of Jesus in the same way as thc 
lslamic understanding of tradition claims with reference to the words and 
acts of Mubammad. On the basis of the structure of our own religion, we 
build up arguments in order to reject the structures of other rel igions. Given 
the fact that every specific rel igion has specific structures of its own, this 
cannot be-admissible. The only argument seems tobe the agreement in faith, 
analogia fidei, which determines the binding quality of a certain religion's 
tenets of faith. Anything that overtly contradicts these binding truths cannot 
be considered as true w ithin the rel igion in question. 
DuPRE Although everyone has to know w ho he/she is and apply his/her 
own standards in some way to others, nevertheless, our dai ly existence is 
primarily a matter of give and take, communicating ourselves and listen
ing to the other. So what sort of relationship with other religions are we 
expected to develop against the background of our own apologetic tradi
tion, where the objective has always been to establ ish contrasts in order 
to assert our own identity th rough them? The relevance of the question of 
the legitimacy of apologetic argumentation in general must by no means 

' See A. ßsteh (ed.), Islam Questioning Christianity (Christian Faith in the Encounter with 
Islam; vol. 1 ). Mödling, 2007, pp. 21 - 33, esp. pp. 29 f. 
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be underestimated. One point among others is in fact to do justice to the 
apologists of the past who worked before Vatican II: they were generally 
by no means malicious people ~nd t~ey tried to give of their best. Since 
dealing w ith truth formed them 1n th1s way, should w e not ask ourselves 
whether w e may be aboutto overlook something very essent ial atth is point 
_ that the one truth emerges as truth in a vari ety of centres but neverthe
less has tobe understood as manifold in the religious context too? 

ff . h d Furthermore, in this context the question about the 
tenets O 

. a,t . anl 'Christ of Christianity' must be aired: here the issue is 
religio-hiSlonca not so much the Jesus of the Bible whom we believe 

symbols tobe the Christ, but the Christ of Christianity from the 

perspective of the history of rel igions, who, as a symbol, belongs to this 
very definite history which we call Christianity. And this is not immedi
ately identical with w hat is present in the form of faith. To what extent then 
is the 'Christ of Christianity' the expression of human longing, reflection, 
hope, and also of human fai lings, etc.? And to w hat extent is there also, 
like the 'God of Christian ity', a 'God of Islam' - a God of human making, 
who must not immediately be identified w ith the God in whom we be
lieve, to whom we testify, whom we worship, and w ho wants tobe alive 
and exist beyond this symbolism. 

signa externa 
because faith 

ScHAEFFLER The apologists of former times are also con
cerned wi th the question of signa externa which, before 
faith is accepted, contribute to the recognition of the 

wants tobe 
.bl legitimacy of someone w ho appears in public as God's 

responsi e spokesperson, for behind the question about the signa 
externa there is a concern to understand obedience in the faith as a ratio
nabile obsequium. After all, it cannot be a matter of acknowledging some
one and obeying him in the faith simply because he claims to be God's 
spokesperson. This obedience requires a sense of responsibility. 
Even though we may assume that some criteria were incorrectly formu
lated, th is does not detract from the genuine concern to act responsibly 
especially in matters of faith and in this context to look for well -founded 
criteria. Does it make dialogue with Islam more d ifficult if we want to know 
the circumstances in which responsibi l ity can be accepted for acknowledg
ing a prophet as a prophet and a messenger as a messenger? According to 
the lslamic fa ith, may we raise th is question in the encounter with Islam, 
or would this not be permitted out of respect for their obedience to the 
word of God conveyed in the Qur'än? Leibni z o nce referred to the fact 
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that, although the order of the king must always be obeyed, everybody has 
the right to examine the king's signature when someone brings him a royal 
decree. This concern for an obedience with accountabi lity seems tobe be
hind the apologetic arguments and the signa externa. Could someone sim
pl y say: the fact that I come from this (Christian or lslamic) tradition, is in 
itself sufficient reason to acknowledge the binding force of the Bibl ical 
scriptures or the Qur'än? 

Ch 
. . . The distinction made in the lecture between the ab-

nSlianity I f Ch . d f Ch . . h. 
1 Ch 

. . . , so uteness o nst an o nst1an preac ing, may 
aso nst1anitys b f l 

1
.b . h .. h h 

.. 
1 

e et as very I eratmg. T e quest1on 1s w et er we 
CrlSIS. h Ch . . . b h . . f may t en assess nst1an1ty to e t e cns1s o re li-
gions, and conclude that the ward of Christ also j udges ou r attempts to be 
Christians and simi larly too our Christian traditions. lf this were the case, 
other religions cou ld not only uncover Christ ianity's deformities, so to 
speak, that is, its undeniable mistakes, but also motivate us to reflect once 
more on the infin ite difference between truth on the one hand and our 
knowledge of it and our professing it an the other. Although these rel igions 
da not understand themselves tobe helping us in self-reflection, if we are 
ready to learn, we may l isten to them in this way. 

criteria for the 
K HOURY A supplementary remark on the criteria for 
judging the Qur'än. The Q ur'än does not only say that 
it is the ward of God which must be believed in and 

Qur'än being a 
revelation 

obeyed. There are also criteria which are app lied in 
the discussion about the Q ur'än between Mu~ammad on the one hand 
and Jews, Christians and polytheists an the other. 
Thus the Q ur'än says that it is a true revelation because it is in agreement 
with the holy scriptures of the early revealed rel igions, namely Judaism and 
Christianity, and confirms them (cf. Q ur'än 2,41; 4,47). Thus it goes further 
back to what is acknowledged in its env ironment as revealed rel igion. 
According to the Qur'än, another cri terion is the judgment of rel igious 
scholars among Jews and Christians: if you da not know what this is sup
posed to mean, go and ask those w ho possessed the message before, Jews 
and Christians - they have knowledge concern ing rel igious questions (cf. 
Q ur'än 16,43; 21,7; 10,94). The tradition simply took this over. W hen 
Mu~ammad had his vocation experience, he had doubts as to whether he 
was encountering God or the devi l. Then they turned to a scholar - this 
may have been a Jew, a Christian or a Judaeo-Christi an - and he confirmed 
the authenticity of Mu~ammad's vocation. Furthermore, a legend says that 
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Mu~ammad, when he still was a small child, once travel led harne to Syria, 
and there he meta Christian monk, who recognized in him the signs of 

the prophetic mission . . 
When the Muslims were involved in discussions wi th Jews, Christians and 
polytheists, the miraculous character of the Qur'än itself was the u ltimate 
criterion: the Qur'än in itself is a sign of its own truth (cf. for example Süra 

11 ,13f.). 

criteria are indis
pensable, but not 
necessarily 
unequivocal 

VANONI The m iracles - as signa externa - are never 
unequivocal, if one looks at them from a Biblical point 
of v iew. We may even pointedly say: the miracle is a 
matter of faith; it may sometimes produce an adverse 
effect, as can be seen in the New Testament passage 

where some scribes are mentioned who said that Jesus "has Beelzebul, 
and by the ru ler of the demons he casts out demons" (Mk 3 :22 parr.). This 
shows that if we start comparing things w ithin a certain community or re
ligion, the signa externa may remain equivoca l. Then it w i ll be difficult to 
raise the quest ion of the signa externa in comparing two different religions 
and say that one can boast of them, but the other cannot. However, in 
logic there is not on ly an exclusive, but also an inclusive 'or'. Therefore in 
a comparison we should not assume a priori that what exists an the one 
side does not ex ist on the other side simply because it is the other. 
Since Christians bel ieve that Christ achieved reconciliation through his 
death, some Christians deduce from this that there is no reconcil iation else
where. There are some New Testament exegetes who maintain that there is 
no true reconcil iati on in the O ld Testament, even though it belongs to the 
fundamental truths of God's O ld Testament revelation. lt is even right at the 
centre of the Torah, if we count the chapters: exactly in the middle between 
Genesis and Deuteronomy, namely in Lv 16, there is the ritual for the Day 
of Atonement, the yöm kippur, which remains to th is day one of the Jew
ish High Hol idays. So it may be necessary to accept an inclusive 'or' and 
to admit that a certain truth does have a central position in one's own fa ith 
- and th is remains true even if it also has a central position elsewhere. Th is 
may be l ife-threaten ing to religious communities, if they are not able to dis
tingu ish in thi s way between inclusive and exclusive. 
Criteria are indispensab le in the realm of fa ith, just as they are for dis
cern ing w hether a signature is authentic or not. Considering the problems 
that ex ist in the world of today, shou ld the true purpose of apologetics not 
rather be to account for one's own faith? In any case, we cou ld then more 
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easily accept Christas a universa l symbol instead of saying that he cannot 
be a universal symbol for us as lang as others do not accept it. 

h 
. h BsTEH A. With regard to the criteria of fai th: in trying 

no ot er s1gn t an 
h f h to prove our love of others, can anyone go further than 

t at 
O 

Jona Jesus did, when he laid down his life for his friends (cf. 
Jn 15:13)? "The sign of Jonah" is the sign given to humans (cf. Mt 12:38-40). 
At the same time the question arises of whether there is a proof that is more 
diffi cult to appreciate than th is proof given by Jesus. 
Thus Corinthians I rightly speaks of the µwpia: wü KllPU'YJ..La.1:0c;, the " foolish
ness of our proclamation", through which God decided " to save those who 
believe" (1 :2 1 ), and of the oKav8a.A.ov, the "stumbling block" that is caused 
by this way of arguing (1 :23). Concerning the question of the criteria of 
Christian faith, there is therefore on the one hand the insurpassable striv
ing of Jesus to prove the truth of his coming by the action of his life, and 
at the same time there is no other proof that leads so much into darkness, 
although it does become bright and persuasive to the extent that it can and 
must be interpreted as a light on God's incomprehensibil ity. "The Myo~ 
'tou o'ta.upou - the message about the cross" is at the same time "fool ish
ness" and "the power of God" (1 Cor 1 :18). 

Christ - the crisis 
of Christianity 

And as for the question of whether and how the ward 
of Christ judges our own attempts tobe Christians and 
hence also our Christian traditions - it cannot be suf

ficientl y underlined. Jesus is still also and even primarily a cr isis of al l that 
emerges from his truth, that is of whatever kind of system, establishment, 
development and social ization of rel igion; Christ rema ins the crisis of Chris
tian ity. This also appl ies similarly to all great rel igions: that the heart of a 
religion always remains infinitely greater than any particu lar tradition de
veloping from it, and that all religions are cal led to hold on to this differ
ence w hich they w ill never be able to overcome; they should not play it 
down, but remain aware of it. In a similar way Buddha will always remain 
the crisis of Buddhism; and his original experience of transcendence will 
judge the history of its impact on all forms of experience in the diversity 
of Buddhist traditions.6 

• Cf. Y. Takeuch i, The Heart of Buddhism. In Search of the Timeless Spirit of Primitive 
Buddhism (Nanzan Studies in Religion and Culture). New York, 1983. 
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SCHAEFFLER The signa externa are indeed indispens-
signa externa - able for taking a responsible decision about faith; but 
indispensable 

this does not mean that these exterior signs are un
and signs which 

equivocal. The supreme sign of God's love is the sign 
are be;g d of the cross. This sign in particular is one that wil l also 
contra ,cte be opposed (cf. Lk 2 :34). lt is by no means a matter of 

course that there are those who fall because of it and others who ri se, but 
it could also weil be that those who fall for the sake of this cniµ1olov avn
:>-,i,y6µ1ovov are at the same time those who ri se again because of it. Further
more, there are probably not those who reject it and others who assent to 
it; it is rather a matter of " the inner thoughts of many being revealed", the 
inner 8ta.A.oyt.oµoi for the sake of this sign (v. 35). Perhaps we should say 
that the sword wh ich pierces the soul, divides even one's own soul (l ike 
that of Mary): in the face of this sign we are inwardly split and in each of 
us this gives rise to conflicting speech. The sign of Jesus is so contradictory 
that it provokes in the heart of everyone agreement and opposi tion - an 
experience that even the mother of Jesus is not spared - so that our sou l 
at first threatens tobe ripped apart and the ava.o'ta.mc;, the rising from th is 
fall, remains a promising hope. 

how can the sign 
of salvation be 
made under
standable to 
other believers? 

What has been said about the necessity for the signa 
externa was also meant to express the conviction that 
self-criticism of Christian faith in its re lation to the truth 
which must be proclaimed by Christians, could hard ly 
have been articulated more radical ly than in the pas
sage of the Gospel accord ing to Luke quoted above: 

know ing about this sign of sa lvation that provokes opposition can make 
us open to self-criticism and it can also, however, make us open to taking 
seriously opposit ion from outside. The pressing question, therefore, re
mains one of how the sign of salvation which we already know tobe cru
cial for our own soul, can be made understandable in interreligious dia
logue. This is not meant to give the impression that Christians themselves 
would not know w hether they should say yes or no or that they are only 
capable of saying 'on the one hand' and 'on the other hand', w ithout ar
riving at clear decisions. But the question remains of whether this inner 
crisis of the believer facing the divine sign of salvation, can be outward ly 
'professed' at all, if we take up this term again here [cf. above p.144 f.], 
and introduced into interreligious dialogue, or whether it only has a p lace 
in the inner-dia logue of the Christian soul. 
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HAGEMANN. So how is it actually possible to make w~at has j ust been said 
- and prev,ously too by Father Bsteh - relevant to drscussion in the con
text of interreligious dialogue? Or is there for the Muslim necessarily such 
an opposition between "the message of the cross" and the message of the 
Qur'än that he a priori refuses dialogue? 

Lk 2 :34 also VANONI Particularly in the context of an attempt to in-
troduce into interreligious dialogue what has been said 
by Mr. Schaeffler in connection wi th Lk 2:34, it seems 
important to apply these reflections even to Jesus him

applicable to 
Jesus himself? 

self. In the Gethsemane scene (Mk 14:32-42), does this divided heart not 
become visible, a heart which is not sure of itself or of its God and which 
does not know how th ings can go on?To the extent that Christians, in a mono
physitic way, do not want to believe that Jesus is truly man because he is truly 
God, they block their own way to an understanding of what happened on 
the Mount of Olives. Jesus did not know what would come next, and so it 
was an act of fai th when he said, "But you know it, 1 bel ieve that your guid
ance is right and that you know what is right; 1 entrust myself to you". lf we 
are able to convey th is to Muslims, it w ill help them to see more clearly that 
Christians do not mP.an to associate anyone to God. Would it then be ac
ceptable to apply the passage in Lk 2 to Jesus, in the Gethsemane scene? 
SCHAEFFLER This application seems acceptable, even though it was prob
ably not intended by Luke. 
VANONI Not intended by Luke, but it is in the statement in Mk 14. 
ScHAEFFLER This could be accepted. 
G LADE This is al so mentioned in Eucharistie Prayer IV where the Church 
expressly refers to the Letter to the Hebrews saying, " ( ... ] a man l ike us in 
all things but sin". Jesus took the plunge into empty space, hoping that the 
Father's hand would cushion his fa ll. 

the ever greater -
and the ever 

smaller God 

ELSAS Two Christian hymns have already been men
tioned: the Colossian hymn, in which the focus is on 
God's absolute dign ity revealed in Christ, the1t11:ftpcoµa 
of the divini ty, the ever greater God; and the Philippian 

hymn, where the focus is on the ever smal ler God. In Islam God's ever greater 
greatness, the Allähu akbar is strongly emphasized. Are there also assertions 
about the opposite po le of the Christ ian concept of God, concern ing the 
ever smaller God, the one who descends to human beings? 
KHOURY In the Q ur'än there are various references to the fact that God, 
although he is the sublime God, still occupies himself w ith the specific 
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h. tory of the community. As a matter of fact, he is always present as the 1
~1irne one on the horizon of the community's li fe. 
~ the sarne time there are assertions about the relation of God to human-

k
. d in which not only his mercy, but frequently also his thoughtfulness ,n , 

. referred to. A sign of his proximity is primarily his readiness to forgive 
:nd to forget about the sins people have committed against him. He is not 
only the distant God, but also the close one. His divinity is characterized 
by transcendence and immanence, even in Islam. But any kind of incar
nation, in the sense that God in his fullness could be present in a human 
person, simply goes beyond the foundations of a clas_sical lslar:iic theol
ogy. Here again, the ward of God that became a book 1s someth1ng totally 

different. 
ELSAS lf recitation is the core, can we then not speak of a ward of God 

put in the mouth of man? 
KHOURY lt is not the process of recitation but what is recited that is the 

word of God. + 

DUPRE The Qur'än understands what Mubammad 
does in the tradition of the prophets. The idea of con

discontinuities 
. . tinuity seems tobe of fundamental importance. But in 

amid 

also continutty 1 . lf · 1 d" · f h h t ls am,c se -percept1on, t 1e tra 1t1on o t e prop es 
also features distortions on the part of the Christians, characterized pri
mari ly by the fa lsification of Jesus' original message, a falsification which 
was already becoming apparent in the New Testament. 
Nevertheless, amid all these discontinuities and dissents on the doctri nal 
level, there is obviously a persistent continuity and agreement in the fie ld 
of personal relig ious commitment and atti tude in the realm of piety. When 
the important point is what we are, we discover signs of a common authen
tici ty and togetherness. In what way shou ld this reality find expression in 
our terminology too, in order for us to take up the question of unity as one 
of incl usiveness? 
NEUMANN As Christians, we should however also be careful about the ten
sions between 'sa lvation and truth' and fulfil our task to testify to the truth 
of faith and proclaim it. Al though we have to resist the temptation to feel 
better than others or to show a know-i t-all attitude, Christian faith is bound 
to this task - which, as is weil known, once made Paul say, "( ... ] and woe 
to me if I do not proclaim the gospel" (1 Cor 9:16). lt is not others who have 
to come to us, we have to go to them. How is this task tobe understood and 
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lived in the context of the sense of solidarity among al l who are pious in the 
various ways characteristic of their religious worlds? 

continuity and 
sequence of time 

KHOURY First I would like to refer to the problem of 
continuity. In the context of Muslim self-understanding, 
as it was stressed by Mr. Dupre, a clear distinction has 

to be made between continuity and chronology. Islam argues on the level 
of chronological sequence: Judaism, Christianity, Islam - and in this con
text Islam is understood as the ultimate and conclusive expression of God's 
w ill to show us the straight path. Unlike this pre-set sequence on the level 
of chronology, what is in fact the decisive issue in the controversy with Islam 
is the question of continuity: is Christian faith really to be understood in 
terms of continuity, or is it not rather, as far as the essential points are con
cerned, a matter of discontinuity and contradiction? Someth ing similar ap
pl ies, al though the other way round, in the case of Islam. 
DUPRE But you have to be aware of the problem of whether and to what 
extent it is the richness originally given in the Qur'än andin the Bible that 
characterizes the h istorical development of the lslamic or Christian under
standing of faith, or w hether in the course of later developments (as also 
in al I other rel igions) narrowing defin itions and blockages have taken place. 
In other words, does the Qur'än not say substantially more than what was 
perceived later in lslamic tradition? Do we not here - as in Christianity 
too, and elsewhere - too easi ly fall victim to our own fixed ideas on the 
assumption that they are blessed by God? 

on a 'pluralist 
theology 
of religions' 

KHOURY lt is the purpose of this symposium to pursue 
theology taking account of the terms of reference of 
the other religions. In this light, how shou ld we regard 
the other approach to the diversity of mankind's rel i

gious heritage, which sees itself as a 'pluralist theology of religions'? Severa l 
factors suggest that this approach does not really help us make progress 
in resolving the questions tobe answered. 
First there is the danger of overlooking too easi ly the figure of Jesus Christ 
by assuming that we do not need him in order to atta in salvation since 
sa lvation comes from God alone. But according to the New Testament, it 
is not possible to do wi thout Jesus Christ in this way. ls not the guidance 
of the New Testament and faith being abandoned too qu ickly, and for what 
reasons? lt probably happens because others do not accept that salvation 
for mankind takes place in Jesus Christ. However, does this not imply a re
versal of criteria: is the criterion here no longer Christian faith but the sal-
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vation doctrine of other religions? In order to integrate the salvation doc
trines of other religions into Christianity, we start to hold the opinion that 
it is possible to renounce the salvific relevance of Jesus Christ and say that 
God in his transcendence is simply enough; this would then become a 
shared basis for Christian faith and at least some other religions. 
This concept was initial ly developed in the context of the encounter with 
Hinduism, and then extended towards Buddhism. How far is this to go 
now? (an Christian identity in fact be expanded to such an extent that the 
salvation doctrines of all other religions, and possibly also of the various 
religious sects, find acceptance in it? 1 would suggest that Christian iden
tity does not seem tobe infinitely extendable. Can we as Christians in our 
theologica l thinking really renounce the Christian faith's original and 
foundational relation to Christ and do without it? We must note the at
tempts made in this direction by John Hick or Paul Knitter, but are these 
attempts, in their present form, sufficiently mature to meet the essential re
quirements of a Christian theology? lt is good to open up to others but not 
at the price of one's own identity which ultimately cannot be extended ad 
infinitum. 

[Plenary D iscussion] 

PESCHKE There is a danger of casting doubt on Chris
what is essential 

tianity till nothing is left. What is it that real ly (and 
in Christianity 

therefore also in encounter w ith other religions) can
not be dispensed with about the Christ in whom and through whom we 
believe? 
KHOURY W hat is indispensable is what was formulated in the Creed of the 
Church, the Christian community: whatJesus is in his relationship to the Fa
ther, Jesus' work, his act of salvation, and that this Jesus is not only the Jesus 
of history, but also the eschatological Jesus. Of course, we must constantly 
review the more detailed interpretation of these statements, but they are 
binding and form the essential basis of al l further explanations. 
1 would like to make one more remark concerning a general theology of 
rel igions following on from the image of the pilgrimage of the nations to 
Jerusalem (cf. ls 2; 60). lt would certainly be problematic to say: the na
tions come to Jerusalem and when doing so remain the nations they were 
before. A lthough by coming to Jerusalem, they have not becomejews with 
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respect to thei r national ity, they have nevertheless recogn ized Yahweh and 
praised him, and in doing so have acquired a different quality. We must 
distinguish between the development of faith on the one hand, and be
longing to a particular people or nation on the other. Christi anity, there
fore, should not so much be seen as the med iator of a certain cu lture, but 
first of all as the mediator of the good t idings of the reconci liation of all 
mankind wi th God in Jesus Christ. W hen Christians today demonstrate a 
much less certain culture than in former times, th is need not mean that 
Christianity has lost its v igour and impetus. Christianity rather has to be 
measured by its endeavours to live and hand on reconciliation for all w ith 
God in Jesus Christ. When the nations make their pilgrimage to Jerusalem 
and there believe in Yahweh and praise him, then they have become a dif
ferent people, they have become open to a greater faith. 

transcendence of ls there in Islam any sense of inadequacy that would 
God tobe taken make it possible to open up to what is different? This 

question can only be answered in a very differentiated 
way: for Islam as a formal rel igion, subject to the law 

under wh ich it was establ ished, this is not the case. But insofar as Islam 
conceives of its current situation as the living commun ity of Muslim bc
li evers, there may very wei l be an awareness of this kind. There are many 
books by Muslim authors who speak of a sick lslamic society - aware of 
the fact that the present lslamic society does not attain w hat Islam is meant 
to attain, either in theory or as a social order. 

more seriously 

We must also admit the inadequacy of our language, which means that, 
even in Qur'änic usage (cf. Sü ra 18,109), the transcendent God cannot 
fu l ly express himself in words: for God, in revealing himself, rema ins ul
timately beyond this revelation, and is not completel y attainable and avail
able through it. In fact, it is hi s revelation itself that refers most to his 
supreme transcendence. lf Christians and Muslims took th is transcendence 
of God a little more seriously than they have so far, it would perhaps be 
easier to find ways towards a mutual understanding not directly in the area 
of dogma but most probably in general religious terms. This would not yet 
amount to an understanding in detail, but it wou ld be an overture for a re
ligious understanding that is aware of the transcendence of God in our re
spective trad itions and rel igions. 

lslamic theology 
of Christianity 
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Fina lly w ith regard to an lslamic theology of Chris
tian ity, two levels can be discerned: one about truth 
and the other about the question of sa lvation. 

truth in 
Christianity? 

As for the truth of Christian ity: 
(1) W ith regard to its origin there is initial ly a funda
mental assertion that is thoroughly positive: since lslam's 

first emergence, it understands Christianity as a revealed religion. Jesus is 
not only prophet (nabi), as the proclaimer of a message conveyed to him 
by God, but he is also messenger, rasül, since he came with a scripture on 
the basis of w hich he proclaimed a religion and founded it in God's name. 
Wi th regard to its origin, Islam therefore understands Christianity as rev
elation and law; Christians have something li ke a document providing a 
complete doctrine of faith and social order, as it had previously been given 

to the Jews in the form of the Torah . 
(2) In the course of time, however, this document of faith and order was 
somehow lost, or was fa lsified, and it is the Christians who are tobe b lamed 
for this. There are several theories about what kind of falsification this is. For 
example, it was thought from quite early on that the Christians distorted, 
changed and thus falsified the words of the revelation. This applies to doc
trinal statements that are points of confl ict between Islam and Christianity: 
the Trin ity, the divinity of Jesus Christ, his task as redeemer and his act of 
salvation on thc cross. From the lslamic perspective, nothing in the Gospel 
(or more precisely: the four Gospels) that affirms these doctrines could pos
sibly be part of Jesus' original revelation. Another theory held by important 
theologians in the early period holds that we are not deal ing here w ith a 
distortion and fals ifi cation of the texts, but only with a false interpretation 
of them. Finally there is today a (rather small) group of Muslim theologians 
who agree that there has been neither textual manipulation nor thoroughly 
false interpretation. Christians and Muslims only differ in having ways of in
terpreting the person of Jesus Christ which are mutually unacceptable. Thus, 
if Chri stians interpret the statements of the New Testament aboutJesus Christ 
as they were interpreted by the early Christian Councils and if it is clear that 
this interpretation contradicts the Qur'änic statements, then their christology 

is unacceptable to Islam. 
(3) A thi rd approach to the truth of Christianity is the lslamic rejection of 
the so-called exaggerati ons or di stortions within Christian ity, as it says in 
the Qur'än, "O Peop le of the Book! Commit no excesses in your religion: 
nor say of God aught but the truth. Christ Jesus the son of Mary was (no 
more than) an apostle of God, and His Word, which He bestowed on Mary, 
and a Spirit proceeding from Hirn: so believe in God and His apostl es. Say 
not 'Trinity': desist: it w ill be better for you: for God is One God: Glory be 
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to him: (far exalted is He) above having a son. To Hirn belang all things in 
the heavens and on earth. And enough is God as a Disposer of affairs" 
(Süra 4, 171; cf. 5,75). 

salvation in As for the concept of salvation, we find in lslamic the-

ch . t· .t ? ology a main I ine of thought and some variant positions· 
ns 1an1 y. . . . · 

(1) From the beginning t1II today the vast majority of 
Muslim theologians assume that the original unfalsified Christianity, even 
though it is a path towards salvation because it is based on a revelation of 
God and is in agreement with the Qur'än, represents nothing but, as it 
were, a first or second version of Islam which was afterwards completed 
by the Qur'än. 
Today Muslims no langer consider this unfalsified Christianity, and Chris
tians have simply become people who deviate from the right path (which 
sometimes equates them with unbelievers) and who, since they do not ac
knowledge Mul:iammad as a prophet, stand outside the faith that brings 
salvation. Therefore, until the present day, the vast majority of Muslims 
think of Christians (as well as Jews and above all polytheists) as people 
who do not attain salvation. Those who do not believe in God in a perfect 
way and refuse to submit to him by fol lowing thc straight path shown by 
the Qur'änic message, must be tolerated politically, but religiously they 
are seen as on the wrang track and on the way to hell. lt is no consolation 
for Jews and Christians that there is an idea of something like levels of hell 
to which people are assigned depending on their proximity to or distance 
from Islam: a very severe hell is th reatened for unbelievers and polytheists 
because of their absolute incompatibil ity with Islam, whereas others who 
have a certain proximity to Islam may expect a less severe degree of pain 
and torment. But although these pains are less severe it is nevertheless hell, 
eternal hell, w hich awaits them. 
(2) However, in lslamic theology there are also voices of great weight who 
hold a different opinion: among them are al-Ghazzäl, (d. 11 11 ), Mul:iam
mad 'Abduh (d. 1905) and Maf:imüd Shaltüt, renowned Rector of al-Azhar 
in the 20th century. 
al -GhazzälT distinguishes between three groups of non-Muslims. Firstthere 
are those w ho have never heard anything about Islam. lt is not their fau lt 
that they did not attain lslamic fa ith, so it wou ld be unjust if God sent them 
to hell. lf these people maintain the fa ith proclaimed to them by their re
spective prophets - for God sends a prophet to every people (cf. Qur'än 
13,7; 35,24) - and try to do good, they wi ll go to paradise. 
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Another group are those who know about Islam but have been given a false 
understanding of it; they have been told that the Qur'än is a false scripture, 
Mubammad is a false prophet and Islam is a false religion. How should these 
people, who include Chri stians, be persuaded that Islam is the true religion 
if access to it is blocked? lf these people live according to their faith, which 
is at least partly based on Christ, and if they maintain this faith and try to do 
good, they too will go to paradise. The third group, those who go to hell, 
are those whose hearts are impenitent, who know that Islam is the true re
ligion and nevertheless do not adopt the lslamic fa ith. 
The first and the second group, according to al-GhazzälT, are to be con
sidered like Muslims: "They believe in God and try to do good" -this was 
the fundamental definition of Muslims before Islam became an established 
community and an additional more specific meaning was attributed to the 
ward Islam. 
Mal:imüd Shaltüt, the former Rector of al-Azhar and a great authority, adopts 
this argumentation almost ward for ward. His book a/-/släm, <aqTda wa 
sharra (8th edition, Beiruts. a. [ca. 1978], pp. 19 f. ) has been published in 
numerous editions. 
Muf:iammad 'Abduh in turn makes reference to Süra 2,62 w hich says, 
"Those who bei ieve (in the Qur'än), and those w ho fol low the Jewish (scr ip
tures), and the Christians and the ~äbians, - and who believe in God and 
the Last Day, and work righteousness, shall have their reward with their 
Lord: on them shall be no fear, nor shall they grieve." In this text no dif
ference is made between the groups mentioned and those who, as be
lievers, may hope for their reward with God. 'Abduh is irritated with the 
theologians who say that Jews and Christians do not go to paradise. What 
are the reasons, he asks, for excluding those of whom the Qur'än speaks 
in this way?7 

• 
the whole SCHAEFFLER From the Christian point of view, what is 
testimony about unnegotiable in dialogue with other religions? When 
the whole Christ we consider this important issue, the process of sub-

traction probably does not help: should we always ask 
what more can be subtracted from the total content of the Christian creed, 
or how can we arrive at a 'hard core' of what is not negotiable? We must 

' M. 'Abduh, Koran-Kommentar Manär /. Kairo, 1948, pp. 336-337. See in this context 
also A. Th. Khoury, Der Koran. Arabisch-Deutsch, Übersetzung und wissenschaftlicher Kom
mentar, vol 1. Gütersloh, 1990, pp. 285-290. 
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always hold to the whole testimony of the whole Christ and the econorny 
of hi s salvation. But the questi on how this testimony is understood, how 
to bear w itness to this whole Christ, opens up a wide scope for discussion 
of trad it ion w ithin the Christian community and there is nothing wrong 
with our learni ng in this inter-Christian discussion from our mutual ex
changes wi th the followers of other rel igions. This is wi th regard to the con
tents of dialogue. 

content and 
basis of dialogue 

The basis of dialogue is another issue. The shared con
viction that we may entrust our lives into the hands of 
God, and we ask together questions about the w ill of 

God and trust in God, would, for instance, be a basis for dialogue with 
Islam. But the actual contents of our dialogue are not limited to that. The 
contents become possible because we start w ith a certain basis, but the 
basis, as also in human relations in general, does not set the limits for what 
we speak about. Every scienti fic discourse is based on an agreement that 
all the partners in dialogue abide by certain rules of interpretation, butthat 
does not mean that they speak only about those rules. 
The history of Christian theology, especia lly in the medieval period, shows 
that, through the encounter wi th Islam, Christianity learned a lot about 
how to bear w itness to the Christian message. Just to mention one name, 
there wou ld be no Thomas Aquinas if there had not previously been a dia
logue with Muslim Aristotelians. Learning from the other how, through a 
better understanding, the unabridged message of one's own religious tra
dition can be declared, is d ifferent from distinguishing between w hat we 
can and cannot discuss. 
WEss When Mr. Khoury said in his lecture that the Creed represents the 
essential in Christian faith, does he refer to the Apostles' Creed or to the 
so-called N icene Creed? 
KHOURY To the N icene. 
W ESS The lecture asked for a cr itical examination of our own religion. 
With reference to the historici ty of fai th and the sinfu lness of the Church, 
which may also have an impact on the contents of fa ith, should we not 
accept that there may have been certain erroneous developments wh ich 
might now and then lead to an obl igation to correct the language used? 
For instance, did the Council of Chalcedon not correct the doctri ne of the 
preceding Counci l of Nicaea concerning the rational soul of Jesus w ith re
gard to the subject matter, not on ly the manner of speaking? - this ques
tion is relevant for the dialogue w ith Islam too . 
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KHOURY Even if such a correction had been made, it would still not be a 
reason to ca ll into question the fundamental message of the Council of 
Nicaea. Read ing these texts in the light of history cannot relativ ize them to 
the point where they become irrelevant. lf a certain clarifi cation was made 
by a later Council, that becomes part of the contents of faith first establi shed. 
The Holy Spirit cannot be excl uded from the journey of the Church towards 
an ever deeper understanding of Christ's truth (cf. Jn 16:12- 15). H istorical 
awareness makes us read things in a ' relative' context but not that we can 

read them in any way at al l. 
WESS I did not mean to imply th at the Council of Chalcedon made the 
Counci l of Nicaea irrelevant. The point was rather that what the Council 
of Nicaea really intended to speak of was the divinity of the Logos, and to 
say that in Jesus Christ it was not some created being, neither one nor the 
other, that spoke to us, but God himself. And this propositional intention 
which must be reflected on and expounded anew, is also binding on our 
own way of seeing things, because a dogma cannot become irrelevant. 
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Trinity as the Core of Christian Faith 

Gisbert Greshake 

lf a peaceful dialogue or a polemic dispute between religions, philoso
phies and weltanschauungen is to make sense, it is not enough simply to 
discuss a number of controversial points. The purpose is actually to dis
cover and treat the ultimate and crucial idea. In the case of Christian-Mus
lim rel igious dialogue this means that it is not enough to debate whether, 
for instance, it is Christ or Mubammad who is the last prophet, etc. What 
must be considered is rather the various formal horizons, or one cou ld also 
say interests, wi thin w hich this and other problems are situated. What must 
be focused on is the hidden centre that underlies all the dissimilarities. 
With this in mind, 1 would like to put forward the following thesis: the 
quintessence of Christian faith is faith in the trinitarian God wh ich at the 
same time is also the heart of Christianity's difference from Islam. The Chris
tian belief in lhe Trinity implies (1) that the relationship between God and 
man must be understood as one of dialogical love, and this already in the 
perspective of creation; it is indeed the prerequisite for a conception of 
creation that is free of contradiction; it explains (2) that God really com
municates himself most rad ically, redeems humankind and leads them to
wards perfection; it explains (3) that time and history have a productive 
meaning: the 'communal ization' of reality. In brief: fa ith in the Trinity is 
the integration of Christian faith insofar as it meaningfully interprets the 
assertion "God is love". Therefore the fundamental questions addressed to 
Islamare: (1) ls it possible to develop a plausible theology of creation, rev
elation and history free from contradictions without the background of a 
trinitarian theology?' (2) ls Islam in a position, and does it wish, to under
stand love as the ultimate meaning of all reality? 

' In order to prevent misunderstandings wh ich have already arisen in the discussion about 
the paper in hand, the following has tobe kept in mind: in this lecture the issue is not to prove 
Trinity, or to assert that every reasonable thinker would in fact have to arrive at faith in Trinity, 
or that w ith in trinitarian fai th each of the problems dealt w ith in what follows has been 're
solved'. The only concern is to lay foundations for a rational discourse, in which - this is at 
least what Christian faith hopes for - it can also stand the test as the 'greater' and all-i ncorpo
rating truth. 
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In what fol lows we shall try to unfold this in a Christian-theological, dog
matic perspective, although in such a way that, in the background, there 
is always the Muslim partner in dialogue. 

1. The perspective of creation theology 

1.1 The divinity of God and the subsistence of creation 

Although Jews, Christians and M uslims agree wi th each other that man is 
God's creature, there are very different emphases in their understanding 
of this fundamental assertion. According to Biblical-Christian fai th, the 
qual ity of being creature impli es the fundamental dialectic of man - he 
radically depends on God and yet is extremely free; he owes himself to
ta lly to God and is, at the same time, w i lled by him as an independent free 
being, even in his relation to God. This dialectic inherentto fa ith in creation 
necessarily presupposes a trinitarian God.2 For if God were an undiffer
entiated abso lute power of being, a creaturely being cou ld have no place 
'beside' him, for an undifferentiated-one absoluteness without differences 
excludes any independent self-govern ing 'beside' or 'vis-a-vis' and any 
furrnulatiuns such äS 'Gou ancJ crealion', 'God and man' would become 
self-contradictory. Ta the absolute one and whole, no 'and' may be attributed. 
lf, nonetheless, there is creation, it must be either a particula divina, an 
abridged emanation of the div ine, or a moment in the divine life process 
w ithout any real self-governing potential in its merely apparent being along
side God, or eise - another possibi lity - the abso luteness of God must be 
limited, or even dismissed. Since, in the form of an autonomous creation 
to which at least a relative independence is proper, 'something' is positioned 
vis-a-vis the self-determining divine-unitarian omnipotence, that 'some
th ing', be it ever so subtle, is opposed to the divine self-determination -
at least a passive quality to wh ich God's power extends. Therewith, how
ever, the concept of God as a power determining everything becomes 
aporetic. 

Th is aporia, this always thinking of God as dependent on creation, de
spite and in his being different from it, can only be resolved by conceiv
ing of God's nature in such a way that the concept of God's self-determi
nation includes that of seif-surrender (namely that of the passive 'a llow-

' lncidenta lly, Thomas Aquinas rernarks briefly: "The knowledge of the divine persons is 
necessary in order to thi nk creation correctly" : Summa theol. 1 q.32 a. 1 ad 3. 
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ing itself to be determined by the other'). This is exactly what the trinitar
ian concept of God means: as one who realizes his inner divine life in an 
exchange of love, God is no absolute that subsists in itself, but a commu
nal unity, each of the divine persons receiving their divinity from the oth
ers and giving it to them. The individual persons in God (pure relations of 
a 'wherefrom' and 'whereto') are such that, according to their deepest na
ture, they grant to the others space 'beside' themselves, by being recep
tive each of the other person. With reference to creation this means: God, 
as it were, need not grant to creation a space 'beside himself'; this space 
already exists in God, w ithin the inner-trinitarian mutual giving and re
ceiving, that is, in the realization of trinitarian life. Through his grace, crea
tion receives its subsistence by being integrated into God's mutua l giving 
and receiving. As the persons in God " live towards each other, as it were, 
mutually setting each other free towards thei r own being, so God is able 
to grant room to the fin ite being through creation"3

• As the Father recog
nizes the fullness of his own divinity 'facing' the San and receives it again 
from the San as a gift of love, so (extending, as it were, and developing 
the Son's being) he ca ll s into being and bestows creation: in it he recog
nizes and realizes in a finite way the fullness of his divinity and accepts it, 
so to speak, anew in the creation's free recognition, without the creation 
thereby being something that is 'beside' God. lt rather has its place in the 
'San' to w hom the Father has given everything he possesses. Thus the crea
tion holds its 'space' and 'subsistence' in the life of the triune God. lts in
finite distance from God is grounded an the "prototypical distance be
tween God and God"4

• In this way the trinitarian life of God also demon
strates that the reality of difference wi thin being does not happen only 
through creation (i. e., through a diminution of being), but the supreme 
being, God himself, estab lishes and is difference, alterity between the one 
and the other. In this, however, the self-d ifferentiation in God realizes also 
the most intense form of unity, namely, unity in difference. This is called 
communio: unity in and originating from diversity. This trinitarian basic 
law also applies to creation: difference from God as such implies neither 
diminution of the creation's subsistence nor diminution of the divine being, 

. ' Wie die Personen in Gott "zueinander leben und sich gleichsam gegenseitig in ihrem 
Se111 freigeben, so ~ermag Gott durch die Schöpfung endlichem Seienden Raum geben", in: 
A. Brunner, Dreifalt1gke1t. Personale Zugänge zum Mysterium (Kriterien; 39). Einsiedeln, 1976, 
pp. 25 f. 

' H. U. v. Balthasar, Theodramatik. vol. 2/1 . Einsiedeln, 1976, p. 242. 
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but precisely that in the difference lies the highest form of unity. So the to
getherness of God and man, of the Creator and his creature, can, accord
ing to Christian understanding, be 'understood' in a non-contradictory way 
only against the background of a trinitarian concept of God. 

1.2 Freedom in creating 

Let us assume for a moment that God is not to be conceived of as com
munio, but as strictly unitarian, as in Islam. Does this not immediately give 
rise to the objection: isn't God in need of man? In order tobe love, does 
God not have to create a partner? Does God not need creation, first and 
foremost, in order to constitute himself as love by creating man? But would 
God then still be God, the one who is perfect in himself, self-sufficient, 
embracing everything and sublime? God's freedom and sovereignty, and 
with it man's true creatureliness, are guaranteed only if God is love in him
self, w hich means if he in himself is personal exchange, mutual giving and 
taking in love. lf this is not what he is, there is the danger of functional iz
ing creation for the purpose of God's self-constitution as love, by which 
the creature would become a means to an end, and the absoluteness of 
God be destroyed. 

This shows, from a Christian perspective, the fundamental aporia of 
Islam: either it is God's sovereignty that overwhelms man, so that the crea
ture's "Woe is me! " remains the last ward faced w ith God's all-defeating 
majesty and finally reduces the creature to nothingness, orman has to per
ceive himself tobe a 'part' or 'particle' of the divine Seif. In both cases re
ligion ends up demanding too much of man: the rel igious relation becomes 
a totalitarian power submerging the freedom of man. Ultimately on ly faith 
in a God who is love in himself can make man comprehensible as a crea
ture created for love and predestined to love. For only then does it become 
evident that God is not a God 'above us' who overpowers man in his 
almightiness, nor is he a God 'below us' who needs us, but rather the God 
'with us' and 'within us', who invites us into the freedom and love that he 
is himse lf. 

1.3 The trinitarian structure of creation 

The creation's participation in the trinitarian life of God does not only apply 
to the transcendental condition of possibi I ity of its existence, but also to 
the inner categorial structure of its essence. Participating in God's 'com
munal' being, creation mirrors in its perceptible form the very nature of 
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the trinitar ian God. The Holy Scripture speaks of this in various ways. lt 
says, for instance, about the creation of man, "So God created humankind 
in his image, in the image of God he created them, male and female he 
created them" (Gn 1 :27). Some exegetes interpret this passage as follows: 
man is the image of God precisely in that the individual is created towards 
the 'other' who is different from him. In their being different from one an
other and mutual ly oriented towards one another, forming the primordial 
communio of mankind, humankind as male and female is the image of 
God. But not humankind only. All the rest of creation also has communal 
features, as an image and reflecti on of the communal God, and is designed 
to attain communal perfection. This becomes clear when we see that the 
communal structure of creation is continued in the history of salvation. 
From the beginning, God's action in creation is not aimed at individuals 
as such, but at communio: at the gathering of a people, of the Church, of 
mankind, of the whole creation. And w hen it happens that single individ
uals are called, they are always assigned to serving the formation of com
munity. 

Thus, according to the Holy Scri pture, the structure of creation is utterly 
communal, not only insofar as it originates in the way it is created, from 
the communio w ith God, but also insofar as creation lives out its own 
being in history. In particular, it is human nature that is structured in such 
a way that it can on ly rea lize itself authentically in commun ity w ith 
others. This however means that the human person is placed in a twofold 
communio: with God and with his/her human brothers and sisters (and of 
course wi th al I the rest of creation too). But they are not two different 
'communiones', for they are inseparably linked and interrelated with one 
another. With the God who himself is communio, and who freely destined 
himself to enter a communio w ith human beings, we can have a liv ing re
lationship onl y if we place ourselves in his communio, if, as it were, we 
live the principl e: the friends of my friend are my friends too. This is why 
the 'vertical' communio between God and every individual is eo ipso a 
'horizontal' communio, in which the individual participates by perform
ing God's all -embracing communal movement. 

Small wonder that, because of the communal character of all created 
th ings, ontology also encounters the communio-structure of being. The 
basic metaphysical problem of unity and diversity can only be ultimately 
solved if the fundamental assertion is valid: "Being is not only what es
tablishes commonality, unity or even identity [ ... ] but also what differenti-
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ates."5 This is exactly what corresponds to our understanding of communio: 
the mediation of unity and difference, which structures not only creation 
but also the infinite being. Thus communio turns out to be the innermost 
structure of being. This of course applies especial ly to interpersonal relations: 
"The greater the unity the greater d ifference. This means: the more the in
dividual persons open up to and enter into relations with each other, the 
more they realize themselves. The diversity of persons therefore shows the 
quality of an inner connection, a communal unity, which means identity 
and difference.116 These findings and thoughts, which are also accesssible 
to phi losophical reflection, may be confirmed in many respects, for instance, 
even by empi ri cal anthropology and scientific evolutionism, so that if our 
point of departure is trin itarian fai th, as it were, a key is provided to under
standing rea lity. 

2. The perspective of salvation history 

Belief in creation, since it refers to the enduring primord ial relationship 
between God and humankind, also leads from another perspective to con
ceivi ng of creation as the beginning of a process, ca l lerJ history, which is 
aimed at the radical self-giving and self-commu nication of God to man as 
it became apparent in the Chri stevent. God's unconditional love and self
giv ing! Here aga in we are dealing w ith a basic difference. lt is true that 
the Q ur'än also speaks of God not on ly as the powerful legislator, but be
yond that as the one who wants "a people whom He will love as they w il l 
love Hirn" (Qur'än 5,57). lt also says, "God is the Protector of those who 
have faith" (Qur'än 3,68) and "He is nearer to man than (his) jugular vein" 
(Qur'än 50, 16). Such assertions, however, which seem to speak of a mu
tual, loving relation between God and man, are actually not speaking of 
humankind's participation in the li fe of God. God's concern about man 
"refers in the Q ur'än to the good deeds of man [ ... ], to a successfu l com
munity of humans among themselves, in w hich 'the Believers, men and 
warnen, are protectors one of another' (9,71 ). So what the Qur'än is con
cerned about is that humans should come close to each other by the help 

' B. Weissmahr, Ontologie (Grundkurs Philosophie; 3) (Urban Taschenbücher; 347). Stutt
gart etc., 1985, p. 93 . - This book shows especially great 'sensitivity' concerning the communal 
character of bei ng. 

' B. Weissmahr, op. cit. (fn. 5) pp. 95 ff., p. 11 7. 
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of God, their place being in their mutual union and not 'with God' ."7 The 
trinitarian concept of God stands for another structure of faith according 
to which God, through his own divine initiative, radically invites humankind 
into the loving real ity that he is himself. In his word, in his Son Jesus Christ, 
God gives himselfto man. This means that when God's ultimate warden
counters him, man does not encounter some thing, and God does not com
municate to him some part of himself; in God's word man is not given on ly 
a partial and transitive medium of communication, but rather in it God 
gives himself to man completely. In Jesus Christ, the divine Logos in which 
God expresses himself completely, is made man. Therefore in him ex
pression and reality expressing itself, human nature and divine self-asser
tion and self-commun ication become one. 

Th is is the background to the Christian conviction that in Jesus Christ 
the word of God reached its culmination and hence, when understood 
correctly, its conclusion too . God's speaking reached its conclusion not 
because God decided to stop speaking and has remained silent ever since, 
but because in him, completely and without reservation, radical love 
opened up "quae maior cogitari nequit11

1 such that nothing greater can be 
conceived of, and for this reason, essentially, it cannot be surpassed. 

Let us take one step fu rther: according to lslamic and Christian under
standing, the ward of God actually reaches man and this confronts both 
rel igions w ith a fundamental problem. 

lf the word of God cannot be perceived independent of its creaturely 
mediation - for the ward of God that is superior to the world has to mani
fest itself in what is creaturely-fini te, and has tobe mediated in and through 
human words - does not the word of the infinite, transcendent God con
sequently become fin ite through its creaturely mediations? ls it not then 
modelled, as it were, on the fin ite creature and its possibilities and, at the 
most extreme, even made avai lable by being immanent in the world? SunnT 
theologians also teach that although the Q ur'än has existed eternally wi th 
God, it was created in time.8 However, if created, how can it then pro
nounce and be in itself the ward of God? How can it be that the difference 
between God himself and his created, fin ite verbal expression does not 
fa ll victim to the idolization of something fi ni te? In brief: how can the ward 

' H . Zirker, "Die Hinwendung Gottes zu den Menschen in Bibel und Koran" in Una sancta 
43 (1988) 234. 

• H . Zirker, Christentum und Islam. Theologische Verwandtschaft und Konkurrenz. Düssel
dorf, 1989, p. 84. 
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of God remain the word of Cod if, in order to reach man, it embarks upon 
creaturely mediation? 

This problem is answered by Christian faith as fo llows: if the word of 
God is really expected to reach man as it is in itself w ithout losing its po
tency by creaturely mediation, then God must avai l himself of a creaturely 
medium in such a way that it becomes transparent and revealing of what 
he enunciates. And into this creaturely medium God has to convey such 
a malleable, pliable figure that it is capable of referring to his div ine word 
w ithout fa lsifying it. Such a medium is man, w ith his mental capacities 
that enable him to open up to God in such a way that God can accept him 
to mediate his divine speech. Wherever, through God's operation a human 
being becomes thoroughly sincere, transparent and avai lable, the divine 
word itself can appear through him or rather in him. lt is against this back
ground, that we must see the task of the prophets w ho in certain situations 
and historical contexts are taken over by God in such a way that their words 
become transparent vehicles of the div ine message. According to Christian 
faith, thi s transparency of human nature attained its supreme culmination 
in Jesus Christ. In him a human nature is adopted and, as it were, 'occupied' 
by the divine word in such a way that it makes the word of God rresent 
not only with reference to a certain historical context or situation, but in 
the whole breadth of a man's living and dying, with nothing excluded. lt 
is he "who has made him known" Un 1 :18), and this not only by an audibly 
spoken word, but also in his non-verbal rea l ity. He is the word that is life 
and that is, passed on as the living one, in the Church by means of Biblical 
word and sacrament. W hereas in Islam the decisive pointer in faith is re
presented in the form of a book, for Christianity it is in a person9

, who lives 
on and works on, mediated by the Holy Sp irit. 

However, these del iberations do not yet provide a complete answer to 
our in itial question. Even if God may mediate himself through what is crea
turely - concretely in man and his infini te capacity tobe transparent, how 
can man then, w hi le being finite, perceive the infin ite God? ls the word of 
God not after al l made fin ite in man's receptive capacity? M etaphorical ly 
speaking: if the ward of God is infini te fullness, how can thi s enter into 
the circumscribed vessel of human understanding? ls God's infinite fu llness 
not then reduced to the modest limit of the finite human being? Or - and 
this is the other possibi lity- is man's creatureliness not annihi lated by his 

• Cf. H. Zirker, op. cit. (fn. 7) p. 229. 
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experiencing the infinite majesty of divine proximity? lf these are the only 
two possibi lities- either making the divine ward finite, or annihilating the 
creature - then there would be no relationship at al I between God and man 
in which both cou ld remain what they are, that is, infinite God and fin ite 
man. Or is there another possibility? 

In Christian understanding, the person of Jesus Christ is evidence of the 
fact of a real community between God and man. lf the word of God is to 
enter man w ithout lass, it must be a precondition that it is possible that 
God himself brings about this capacitas within man, the potential for per
ceiving and accepting him. God must himself become the possibility of 
his entering into man. At the time of the Church Fathers, this was already 
the great theologians' way of interpreting the Psalm:"[ .. . ] in your light we 
see light" (Ps 36:9). This means: the light that is God, when it approaches 
man, can only be seen by man in the l ight within him that is God himself. 

In Biblical and theological tradition, this light of God within ourselves, 
by which the word of God can be heard in itself, is called the Holy Spirit. 
This Spi rit of God brings about in us the possibility that the ward of God 
as it is in itself can enter into us and that we can understand it as Cod's 
ward. As it says in 1 Cor 2:1 0 f.: "[ ... ] for the Spirit searches everything, 
even the depths of God. For what human being knows what is trul y human 
except the human spirit that is wi thin? So also no one comprehends w hat 
is truly God's except the Spirit of God." 

So there are three aspects to the Christian understanding of God's self
communication to man: 

First: he is real ly the infin ite God, the Father, who in his ward commu
nicates himself completely to man in order to enter into a community of 
love w ith man. 

Second: in its highest and supreme form, this ward of love is no langer 
a ward that occurs partial ly and wi th reference only to a particular histori
cal context or si tuation, but is God himself as ward, as the Logos, in w hich 
God has expressed himself since etern ity and w ho, in Jesus Christ, adopted 
human nature and human li fe to make them transparent for God. 

Third: the reception of this ward of God which he himself is, happens 
in man in a divine manner, i. e., the subjective reception of God's ward is 
once again through God: the Holy Spirit. 

So it becomes obvious that, if we want to conceive of God's self-com
munication, namely the real ity of his radical love of man, without contra
dicting ourselves, it presupposes a trinitarian understanding of God: not 
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on ly does God live his life by way of three different actua lizations of his 
divine being, but in receiving God's self-communication man too is in
cluded in this trinitarian God's actualization of his own life. Only by virtue 
of the Spirit dwelling in him is man able to receive the Word that is God 
himself, Jesus Chri st, and through this Word, understood in the Spirit, to 
enter into a relationship with God the Father. 

Only such a trinitarian concept of God and the event of his divine self
communication is, according to Christian understanding, consistently 
monotheistic, because in this way "God is not conceived of simplistical ly 
only in his transcendence and thus, as a matter of fact, as a concept cor
relative to the world; he is conceived of as transcendent and simultaneous
ly immanent and therefore all-embracing."10 The divine Word brings the 
listener into the transcendent and immanent reality of the one and only 
trinitarian God and thus grants him participation in the divine li fe, in wh ich 
alone all the longing of the human heart finds its fu lfi lment. 

This ana lysis of the event of divine self-communication as a trinitarian 
process could also be radicalized in a trinitarian analysis of the specific 
event of salvation. Redemption, in the Christian concept of it, does not ulti
mr1tP.ly mP.r1n <;imrly clivine forg iveness, but that God himself enters into 
the depths and abysses of human guilt and forlornness, so that even what 
is negative and evil does not remain outside of God, but is integrated -
through the Son of God, w hom "for our sake he made tobe sin" (2 Cor 5:21) 
and who experienced hell, and through the operation of the Spirit - into 
the li fe of God in a transformed and converted way. Only in this way is 
evi l overcome from w ithin and does not remain as a negative ' remainder 
of reality' for ever 'beside' God. These few suggestions must suffice here 

for lack of time. 

3. The eschatological perspective 

lf we consider the understanding of time and history in Islam, it may look 
rather static from a Christian point of v iew. In the lslamic view of creation, 
man is the li stener to God's ward, and this in the sense that God grants 
him by his ward the gift of 'right gu idance', i. e., the foundation and norm 

•• w. Pannenberg, "Rel igion und Religionen. Theologische Erwägungen zu ?en Pri~zipien 
eines Dialoges mit den Weltreligionen", in: A. Bsteh (ed.), Dialog aus der Mille chnstltcher 
Theologie (Beiträge zur Religionstheologie; 5). Mödling, 1987, p. 192. 
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of right human acting, those eterna lly val id, lasting d irectives which God, 
according to his unfathomable wi ll, but in wisdom and mercy has decreed 
should be so and only so, and has revealed them to man. God, so to speak, 
gives a helping hand to man and gu ides him on the right and straight path 
through life.11 In this way God, the 'Wholly-Other', the one who transcends 
the world and is elevated above al l creatu res, through the power of his 
ward introduces to his creature the atti tude of surrender and the right re
lation of obedience to him. 12 In this sense Mubammad is the last and con
clusive mediator of God's w ill, wh ich has remained the same since the 
world was created. "Through him God gave his guidance in such a way 
that humans would have to conceive of themselves as being final ly rightly 
guided; they wou ld be given no further chance, if they did not make use 
of the one given. In th is sense Mubammad's proclamation overrode all the 
preceding ones [ ... ] not, in fact, because he was believed to have brought 
some decisive new thing."13 For what Mubammad says only passes on a 
final explanation of what, from the beginning, guided every righteous 
human being. Therefore, time and history, including Mubammad, serve as 
an explanation of the norm-giving ward, and time and history are ultimately 
destined to be characlerized uy righteuus, but strictly unified ethica l be
haviour. 

In keeping with its trinitarian core, the Christian understanding of time 
and history unfolds very differently. lt may be summarized as follows: by 
his nature as a creature, man is designed and called to participate in the 
communion that is the communal-trin itarian God. However - as we have 
already explained - this communion has a twofold orientation: it is com
munion with God and communion with one's fellow men and warnen. 
Only where man has become communa l, can he participate in the li fe of 
the communal God. Otherwise he would be, as it were, an alien element 
in the life promised to him. This twofold communion, or more precisely: 
this twofold-one passive communalization of humankind, is the subject
matter of time and history. Although, in the flow of creation, being cal led 

" In this context see also A. Th. Khoury, Zur Theologie des Gesetzes im Koran, in: M. Fitz
gerald et al. (eds.), Mensch, Welt, Staat im Islam (Islam und westliche Welt; 2). Graz etc., 1977, 
pp. 73 .76. 

" Cf. Th. Mooren, "Muslimische und christliche Spiritualität: Zwei Weisen des Handelns 
und In-der-Welt-Seins" in Wissenschaft und Weisheit. Zeitschrift für augustinisch franziskani
sche Theologie und Philosophie 52 (1989) 70: "The issue about power is, as it were, the key 
for understanding lslamic monotheism". 

" H. Zirker, op. cit. (fn. 7) p. 229. 
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to communion represents the primordial need of man, since it is directed 
to freedom, it must also be attained in freedom. The attainment of finite free
dom, however, essential ly means attainment wi thin time. In other words 
time is essentia lly 'time in between': between God's call and man's answe: 
between divine expectation and human fulfilment of it, but also a time i~ 
between so that encounters between human beings in all the dimensions of 

th:ir_ sh~red 'We' _and of their commun'.on wi th each other, may develop 
w1 thm t ime. That 1s why the communal1zation of mankind needs the his
torical dimension: in passing through the world, in being challenged by con
crete situations and encounters, in the analysis of society and zei tgeist, man 
is set the task of freely catching up w ith what was given to him in creation. 
The gift of time and the task, throughout our li fe, 'of putting time to good 
use' in freedom, are direct, essential consequences of the communion-idea 
that is grounded on tri nitarian faith: real communion comes about on ly 
where everyone, by giving and receiving, participates in bringing it about. 
So it is not only God who gives; he also sets us the task of acting, so that he 
himself may receive something from his creature. His gift, therefore, always 
immediately becomes a task, equipping and chall enging humankind to joint 
action, so that the creature, endowed w ith the spirit, is free to cooperate in 
the attainment of the goal of creation - that is, perfect trinitarization, per
fect communion. Thus time is given so that the divine being's actuali zation 
of life, namely communion, which God operates by virtue of the ful lness of 
his own divi ne nature, may also be imitated by the creature, not only passively, 
i . e., because God sovereignly ordains it, but actively, in the strength of his/her 
own freedom. Although the creature has nothing that it did not receive from 
God, it is (once the end of the time given has come and it participates for 
ever in the life of the trinitarian God) not just a passive beggar into whose 
lap the gift simply has fallen, bLit a person similar even to God in that he/she 
participates in attaining for him/herself in freedom the form of their eternal 
being, analogous to God himself, which is communion w ith God and the 
many brothers and sisters. 

From this perspective it is also poss ible to understand the inherent com
munal logic of the Old and New Testament history of salvation and its promises. 
Here we may have to point primarily to the rea lity of the 'covenant' as the 
constant key to sa lvation history. Jesus Christ is ultimately the one who gathers 
the dispersed children of God to become one, who, as the 'head' joins and 
knits together the many members to become one body, who has broken down 
the dividing wall between human beings so that they may all be one in him. 
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After Easterthis universal-communalizing 'extension' is real ized in the Church, 
in the gathering of Jesus' disciples, whose purpose is then to bring the whole 
world to unity. "That they may al l be one" - this is Jesus' prayer for his disciples 
_ "as you, Father, are in me and I am in you" Un 17:2 1 ). The communion in 
which the trinitarian God ex ists wi ll characterize the body of disciples, who 
are sent out in order to lead the whole world from its sinful fragmentation 
into their own communion w ith God and w ith one another. Therefore - as 
Vatican II says - the Church " is a kind of sacrament of intimate union wi th 
God, and of the unity of all mankind, that is, she is a sign and an instrument 
of such union and unity".1

• In and through the Church this communion into 
which all humankind are ca lled is tobe realized. "Wherefore this People, 
while remaining one and unique, is tobe spread throughout the whole world 
and must exist in al l ages, so that the purpose of God's will may be fulfi lled."15 

The Church, who "shines forth as 'a people made one w ith the unity of the 
Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit' 1116

, who is th us shaped in keeping with 
the image of the trinitarian God, wil l extend so that the whole world may, as 
it were, be ' trinitarized'. 

A communion of this kind does not come about without the freedom 
of man and his own cndcavours, and yct, ultimatcly it is not man-made. 
lt is above all the 'mystery of unity', worked by God primarily in the Eucha
rist and - in particular ways - in all the other sacraments. lt is important 
to observe that the idea of the Church as the body of Christ, which is so 
centra l for Pau l, emerges first in connection with the Eucharist (1 Cor 
10:14-17): by every individual's participating in the eucharistic meal and 
receiving the body of Christ, "those who are many" become "one body", 
the body of Christ. lt is Augustine who expanded this idea in a special way. 
In answer to the question: "What is it actual ly that we receive in the Eucha
rist?", he gives the daring answer: "We receive our own mystery.1117 For, 
since in the Eucharisti e meal we receive the body of Christ which, however, 
consists of head and members, we do not receive the Lord in an isolated 
way (Christus solus), but also the many brothers and sisters, w ho indeed 
are members of his body (Christus totus). In this context the Bishop of 
Hippo formulates the well-known statement: 11Become what you see, and 

14 Dogmatic Constitution an the Church "Lumen gentium", art. 1. 
" "Lumen gentium", art. 13. 
•• "Lumen gentium", art. 4. 
" Cf. Augustinus, Sermo 272: " lf then you yourselves are the body of Christ and his mem

bers, then your own mystery l ies on the Eucharistie table". 
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receive what you are: body of Christ" .18 The ind ividual people's Eucharistie 
communion with Christ leads to communion between them, that is, to the 
Church, which is the one body w ith the many different members, drawn 
and joined together, insofar as the body does not ex ist without the members 
and the members cannot be members w ithout being integrated into the 
body. But the unity of the Church does not subsist in itself; it is as the sacra
mentum unitatis directed to the communion of the world . lndeed, striving 
to promote unity against a background of permanent antagon ism between 
divisive evil doers and those who cooperate in doing good, consti tutes the 
whole drama of human history, on the small and the large scale. As has 
been said before, the aim is that the world and man (who is at the head of 
the world as its member equipped for action) become more and more in 
the image of God, and this means more communal and more 'trin itarian' . 
Only in th is way can creation eternally 'play its part' in the commun ion 
which is God himself. In tradit ional usage, this goal of ultimate and perfect 
communion w ith God and between one another is cal led 'heaven', which 
is not a private tete-a-tete between the individual and God, but a 'social 
entity'. lt is the communion of communal humankind with the 'communal', 
trinitarian God. The world, and even Christ himself w ith the world, arc stil l 
on the ir way towards this goal; it w ill be attained only when, together with 
him, the w hole creation has entered into communion w ith the triune God, 
when God wi ll be "all in all" (1 Cor 15:28). 

lf we put together the three aspects under wh ich I have tried to demonstrate 
fa ith in the Trin ity as the core of Christian belief, what I stated at the beginning 
now becomes obvious: tri nitarian faith means the concrete and also intel
lectual ly plausible demonstration of the assertion that God is love, that his 
deeds are love and that creation and history can have no other meaning but 
to extend love towards a common life in love. To me th is actually seems to 
be the crucial point of di fference between Christ ian and lslamic rel igion. This 
does not mean to say, of course, that in the Christian world love is practised 
more than in the Muslim world, but that in Christianity love as the core of 
all reality is more obviously, even supremely obviously, the point of refer
ence in speaking, experiencing and calling for decisions. This is what we 
should di scuss w ith one another and with Muslim theologians. 

•• lbid. 
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[Study Group 1] 

a differentiated 
concept of God 
in Judaism 

Q uestions and Interventions 

VANONI Did the lecture do justice to the teachings 
about creation in Jewish trad ition? Did it not give the 
impression that on ly the Christian concept of God, 
more precisely the Christian doctrine ofTrinity, allows 

a logical unfolding of the concept of creation? Seen in the light of Jewish 
faith - and something similar probably also applies to lslamic tradition -
God is by no means a monolithic entity w hich, as it were, overwhelms the 
creature and inevitably expects too much of it: God's w isdom and ward 
are central elements of Jew ish faith, even to the extent that the question is 
raised of whether they should be understood as hypostases in God. Should 
we not take more seriously the fact that these elements of Jewish faith in 
God were pushed into the background to such an extent that it was the 
Christian concept of God that became the subject matter of Jewish-Chris
tian polemics, since Jewish faith wanted nothing to do with its trinitarian 
th inking? lf we look at it in this way, it might weil be thatthe strict monothe
ism of post-Christian Judaism is somehow connected with a reaction to a 
trinitarian concept that remained completely misunderstood or was wrongly 
explained. Then the idea of the so-called Zimzum, for instance, the idea 
that God himself gets into difficu lties because of evil in creation (which of 
course has been interpreted in many varying ways), would not be thought 
of as necessari ly representative of Judaism.1 

do the Chri stians Z IRKER W ith regard to the subject matter, the lecture 
addressed both Judaism and Islam, although Islam was 
in the foreground. With reference to the power of logic, 

two th ings were addressed: a specu lative development of Christian self
understand ing and an interpretation of the others. Stating that it is only in 
Christian doctrine that a non-contradictory relation between God and man 
is developed (including all dimensions, encompassing creation, redemp
tion and eschatology), gives rise to the pressing question: do the others, in 
their system, simply not employ logical rigour, or are they not aware of 
this problem? How would Jews and Muslims perceive such statements, 

'exaggerate'? 

' Cf. on the understanding of the Zimzum, the 'self-restriction of God', C. Thoma, Das Mes
siasprojekt. Theologie Jüdisch-christlicher Begegnung. Augsburg, 1994, pp. 372- 374 . 
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and the questions and perhaps also the reproaches, presented to them 
here? 
When human beings go too far in their theological thinking and exagger
ate their ability to approach God, lslamic theology speaks of 'excess _ 
gb_ulüw' and subsequently notes religious discord (as, for instance, in the 
quarrel between Christians and Jews and in the dogmatic controversies 
among the Christians themselves). With this in mind, might not a Muslim 
react to the lecture w ith the reproach that it is speculative imperialism? 

what role does 
philosophy play 
in Islam? 

NEUMANN ls th is not also a questi on of the role phi
losophy p lays in Islam? Does Islam not sometimes give 
the impression that phi losophical thinking is neglected, 
as compared wi th the weight of theological argumen-

tation? Although lslamic scholars brought us Aristotel ian philosophy, does 
it have the position it deserves in lslamic thinking, or do they not perhaps 
too quickly revert to Qur'änic assertions? Do they really reason out par
ticular questions, for example, those concerning the laws of nature, or are 
they too quick to think that by doing so they would probably compromise 

· their relation to God? One frequently gets the impression that Islam resists 
defin ing conceptual ly the relation between God and world, because God 
himself, the Creator, should not be defined more closely in any case. For 
example, does not the atomisti c conception, that at every moment God 
must create the world anew, refer to the fact that, although one takes cog
nizance of the problem, as also in other domains, one does not reason it 
out for fear of 'exaggerating' things? 

strivi ng for 
harmonization 
between 
Qur'än and 
phi losophy? 

ELSAS On the other hand, Islam conceives of itself as 
a 'reasonable rel igion' especial ly in the encounter w ith 
Christianity, and reproaches Christianity for not having 
admitted philosophy at all in the beginning, having 
adopted it only through the mediation of Islam. Thus 
the Creek phi losophers were first translated into Syriac 

and Arabic and only later into Latin. Then there were of course the fami liar 
arguments about al-Ghazzä lT, who tried to find a synthesis between or
thodoxy and mysticism. In the course of these controversies, some over
sophisticated philosophical formulations were rejected if they seemed to 
be too A ristotel ian, as for instance, certain teachings about the prime 
mover. Later, however, a harmonization between the Qur'än and philoso
phy was fina ll y arrived at w hich largely accommodated Musl im seif-per-
ception. 
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varying 
assessments of 
philosophy in 
Islam 

SCHAEFFLER In Islam simi lar developments have ap
parentl y taken p lace as was the case in Judaism. Ob
viously, in the Middle Ages philosophy, as inspired by 
Islam, was more open than we may observe it tobe in 
modern times. This seems even to apply to various 

specu lative philosophical elements in the interpretation of Islam. This may 
be partly due to historical circumstances, primarily the decline of Arab 
high cul ture during the Ottoman period; after all, in that period quite a 
!arge amount of Arab theology and philosophy was shattered, because it 
was deprived of its social basis. lt may also be partly due to the fact that 
their phi losoph ical insights were appropriated by Christian theology, w hich 
made the representatives of Islam even more cautious. This is comparable 
w ith certain developments in Judaism. 

W ith regard to the general orientation of the lecture from parallels with 
Hermann Schell's the perspective of the history of theology, we may certain-

ly th ink of a paral lel I ine of argument in Hermann Sehei 1, arguments 
since it was Schell who undertook a confrontational deagainst Brentano 
fence of the doctrine ofTrinity against his teacher Franz 

Brentano. In the late period of his li fe (after he had left the Catholic Church), 
Brentano advocated the idea that anyone who conceives of God as trinitarian 
no langer conceives of God at all because making assumptions about the 
inner processes of the d ivi nity would amount to relativizing God's oneness; 
Schel l, his pupil, tried to respond with a counter-thesis: that it is precisely in 
conceiving of God as trin itarian, that he is conceived of as God. 

Schell's l ine of argument is as follows: 1 accept your, Brentano's, intentions 
and want to show you that it is precisely when I conceive of them as trini
tarian that they are fulfilled more perfectly. With regard to its content, Schel l 
tries to apply this line of argument, even vis-a-vis Judaism and Islam, by 
saying: because we conceive of Christianity in a trinitarian manner, you 
think we have abandoned monotheism, and I want to show how your con
cern for monotheism is better safeguarded by a trinitarian concept of God. 

S h II ' th . In presenting his thesis, Schell did not accuse the oth-c e s es1s - . 
·t· 1 . • ers of making a mistake, but offered his thesis as a cr iti-a cn 1ca inqu1ry . . . . 

cal inqu1ry: how can the aponas of creat1on, redemp-
tion and eschatology be resolved, if one does not conceive of monothe
ism by way ofTrinity? Schel l has indeed emphasized that this inquiry is 
based on reflections on God's oneness. Thus his argument does not resu lt 
in an immediate condemnation of the other opinion, by cal ling it fool ish 
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or wicked . Rather, he wants to say: 1 have made your concern my own and 
1 am trying to introduce a Christian-tr ini tarian faith specifically in fulfil
ment of you r concern. lt does not then seem to be such an imperialistic 
line of argument as appeared at first sight. 

doctrine of the 
There is a twofold question to be raised here: first, 
w hether it is possible to separate the Christian doc-

Trinity and event d d f trine of Trinity as far as the lecture i rom its origi
of the cross 

nal emergence as a hermeneutic of the event of the 
cross. The focus of the lecture was certainly the doctrine of Trinity, the 
hermeneutic foundation on which the relevant contents of fa ith become 
understandable, but it did not make sufficiently clear why and how thi s 
doctrine was originally developed. 

And second, we may ask whether the concepts of 
are the concepts humankind's 'communalization' or ' trinitar ization' can 
'trinitarization' 
and 'commu-
nalization' 
synonymous? 

in fact be used synonymously, as was done in the lec
ture. The Son certainly does not need to be forgiven 
by the Father, whereas each of us knows that we need 
tobe forgiven by the Father. In this respect (particLJlarly 

from the perspective of soteriology, wh ich is sti ll considered tobe a point 
of access to the Chri stian message) transferring inner trin itari an relations 
to the creator - creatura relationship is problematic. 

DuPRE Even if we respond positively to such attempts 
logical necessities to think about faith, we may still ask what Jesus would 
and the 

probably say if he heard all this about the inner life of 
incomprehensible God. But when we have tried to do that, it is important 
God 

to remain aware of how problematic it is to refer to im-
plied necessities. Perhaps it would be rewarding in this context to l isten 
to Nicholas of Cusa, especially with regard to trinitarian issues. He has 
taken up these problems, also w ith Islam in mind, and has tried to look at 
them particularly in connection w ith the concept of creation; but at the 
same time he never ti red of referring to the fact that nobody knows who 
God really is and so nobody can reall y tel1. 

SCHAEFFLER When the lecture spoke of logical neces
no deductive 

si ties, Mr. Greshake was not deducing what 'must be' 
th inking, but from a presupposed knowledge of God's being, whether 
reductive 

. . creati on, redemption or eschatological perfection. He 
questioning approached it from exactly the other direction: if God 

revealed himself as love in Jesus, how then -as rightly or w rongly as humans 
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are capable of it - is God to be conceived of? The need to th ink that has 
been mentioned, refers to the need to find an interpretation of the statement, 
"God is love" (1 Jn 4: 16) that makes sense. lt does not consist in deducing 
creation, redemption or sa lvation from God's being, but is based on a re
ductive enquiry: in what way- speaking in Johannine terms - has the Logos
made-flesh revealed the God whom no one has ever seen (cf. Jn 1: 14-18)? 
And in this context logic, in the form of further enquiry about what kind of 
exegesis to practise here, is by all means justified. 
This does not challenge God's incomprehensibility either. lt wou ld be chal
lenged, if an initial assessment were made of exhaustive knowledge of 
God's being and the acts of God were deduced from it. But this did not 
happen in the lecture. 

b Furthermore, Mr. Greshake did not look for a gap along-

d
n?ffgap, u: aG d side or in God (as is the case, with all the many ques-

1 erence in° · · · · H Shll)b f d'ff t1ons ,t ra1ses, in ermann c e , ut or a , erence. 
He was looking for a difference in God that is required for us to conceive 
of creaturely participation: that al l know ledge of God is knowledge through 
the light of God, and man's love of God is love worked by God. Th is does 
not on ly invi te agreement but is almost tobe taken for granted. And in his 
presentation he tried to think in logical terms about the unlimited trans
parency to the divine Logos of a particular human being - Jesus, and the 
unlimited self-giving of God in Jesus. Then the '.l.hyo~ ·wü cnaupoü is not 
completely set aside either, for when Greshake says that God gave him
self up for us in Jesus, this self-giving can only be spoken of in terms of the 
Cross - even though the ward itself was not used. lt is an attempt to think 
about the theology of the Cross as a theology of God's self-giving. And, 
notw ithstanding some possible criticism of the detail, this seems tobe not 
only admissible, but an on-going central task of Christian theology. 

faith and reason ZIRKER To refer aga in to lslam's appeal to reason: this 
in Islam is made on the basis of Qur'änic statements that Islam 

can be understood by "those who give thought", by 
"men w ho are wise" (cf. Süra 16, 11-13 .69, etc.), although nowadays this 
frequently takes on a merely apologetic character. And of course, those 
who appeal to reason, need not themselves be reasonable or be speaking 
reasonably. Nevertheless, the attempt to harmonize fa ith and reason plays 
a major role in Islam. This was particularly clear in thetheological tradition 
of the Mu'tazi la (which reached its peak in the 9th century). Although it 
was soon ousted and disappeared, not least for political reasons, this does 
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not mean that no more efforts were made in theology, kaläm, to reflect 
reasonably upon what is confessed in faith.2 

if logical -
why not 
communicable? 

And then concerning the expression 'speculative im
perial ism' [see above p. 258]: 1 did not mean to use 
this to characterize the whole lecture. 1 rather distin
guished between the way Christian ity presents itsel f 

and the way it assesses others. With regard to the latter, 1 asked how what 
was said in the lecture would be received emotionally by a Muslim or a 
Jew, the central prob lem being where a logical consistency can be reached 
and w here in matters of faith we continue to be met w ith inconsistencies. 
The purport of the lecture throughout seemed to be that, in contrast to 
Christ ianity, Judaism and Islam as monotheistic rel igions get caught in logi
cal inconsistencies, when the believer comes to think about creation, sa l
vati on or eschatology. But should these other rel igions not become aware 
of this deficiency (if there is one) themselves? Can Christ ians real ly be satis
fied wi th simply shifting the burden onto others, or should they not ulti
mately accept the deficiency of their own theologica l theory if, despite its 
assumed logical superiority, it is not communicable to others?The polemi
ca l express ion 'speculatively imperia listic' was meant as a protest against 
this questionable theo logical self-confidence. 

further develop- NEUMANN Are we not also faced here w ith the issue 
of historica l development in matters of fai th and 
w hether in one case or another we stick w ith certain 
assertions instead of continuing to reflect on them and 

ment in matters 
of faith? 

bringing about a new, deepened understanding of them. 
ScHAEFFLER Here perhaps it is useful to draw a disti ncti on: development 
can take place in the sense of an ever deeper intellectual penetrat ion and 
an ever more detai led exposition of tenets of fa ith that are given once and 
for all, and in that sense cannot be developed historically any further. Dis
t inct from th at, there can also be an intellectual development in response 
to new developments in history. 
In the lslamic understanding Moses, Jesus and Mubammad bas ically said 
the same thing. There is not, as in the Christian understanding of faith, a 
Concordantia Veteris et Novi Testamenti to take account of the differences 
between them. The ward of God is basica l ly the reiteration of what has al
ways been the same. 

' Cf. T. Nagel, Geschichte der islamischen Theologie. Von Mohammed bis zur Gegenwart. 
München, 1994. 
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In contrast, the relation between the covenant of the O ld Testament and 
that establ ished by the blood of Jesus is, in the Christian understanding, not 
the reiteration of what was before, buta stage in a progressing history. When 
Mr. Greshake emphasizes th is difference in his lecture, it does not seem to 
be polemical. He is only trying to use this as a point from where to con
tinue his enquiry into how this attachment to a history in which really new 
things are coming up and new covenants are established that are not sim
ply repeti tions of previous ones, is compatible with the traditional concept 
of a God who is eternal and unchanging. And again his v iew is that any
one who does not accept that the divinity has an inner life will find it more 
difficult to engage intellectual ly with the d ifference between the acts and 
contents of a divine communication that addresses humankind. 
In the preceding sentence a comparative was consciously used: "he wil l 
find it more difficult", and it was not simply stated that one wi ll be unable, 
whereas the other wou ld be able. Obviously, Mr. Greshake was neither of 
the opinion that others are foolish or wicked or that such contradictions 
escape their notice. We can certainly f ind that lslamic scholars (j ust li ke 
Christians, by the way) have thei r difficu lt ies in conceiving of God's om
nipotence and human freedom as being c:omratihle. Whether and to what 
extent the attempt succeeded, the lecture did try to show that a trinitarian 
understanding of God is offered in response to a shared problem thatJews, 
Christians and Muslims raise al ike and of which they all are weil aware. 
So we should not accuse the lecturer of claiming that 'We have the an
swer and the others do not'. 

where is the 
actual point of 
departure of faith 
in Trinity? 

However, what seems tobe much more important is the 
question of whether the Christian faith in Trinity is some
thing 'beside' the problem of monotheism, or w hether 
Christian fa ith in Trinity is a way of understanding the 
oneness of God in the context of the creature's and 

history's self-sufficiency and sinfu lness. The lecture could be understood as 
an answer offered in response to this question, and whoever rejects it of 
course faces the question: so what is your answer? For the problem remai ns. 

analogous con
tents in lslamic 
understanding 
of faith 

ElsAs From the perspective of the history of re ligion, 
we might imagine that a Muslim would point to sub
ject areas in the lslamic faith tradition that are analo
gous to the areas dealt with in the lecture: first w ith 
reference to the creation-word " Be! - kun" (cf. Qur'än 

2,1 17) at the beginning of creation, w hich is also reca lled when Jesus is 
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created in and from the Virgin Mary (cf. Qur'än 3,47). Creation-word and 
revelation-word are deeply related to one another. Both are eternally in
trinsic to God and this is an aspect of lslamic tradition which became es
pecially prominent in the controversy wi th the Mu'tazila. 
As for the element of 'salvation history', which for the Christians is linked 
with the transparency towards God that is characteristic of Jesus' human
ity, a Muslim wou ld probably li ke to point to the Qur'änic word's similarly 
transparent quality towards God. This also finds expression in the lslamic 
tradition of cal ligraphy - in significant ana logy with the Christi an art of 
icon painting. 

We might recognize another meaningful analogy in the character of the 
Muslim umma which is founded on the Qur'änic word as the Church is 
founded on the humanity of Jesus.3 

can rel igion 
expect too much 
of man? 

DuPRE The opinion was expressed in the lecture that, 
without a trin itarian understanding of belief in God, 
too much is inevi tably required of man. This may re
mind us of a major concern in lslamic thinking: that 

the aim of religion is not to make life difficult for man, but that God rather 
wants to make it easier for us (Qur';:in 2,185; cf. 2, 1 78; 5,4, etc.). 
So then we have first to ask the Christians, what were the relevant results 
in practice? As far as their rel igious existence and spiritual ity is concerned, 
to w hat extent has the doctrine ofTrin ity made life easier for Christians to 
cope w ith or has it not ultimately resulted in expecting too much of them? 
ScHAEFFLER There are different types of demanding si tuations, and I shall 
mention two here. One is when new commandments are continuously in
troduced with the claim that they are the wil l of God, so that final ly no 
one is able to fu lfil them. The other, however, could be regarded inherent 
even in the smal lest commandment God has given to man or in the sim
plest obligation -to ca ll upon God in prayer, and it comes into play when
ever we think that we have to do what pleases God in our own strength. 
The mere fact, for instance, that the words of prayers we can repeat have 
been handed down to us, be it in the Bible or in the Q ur'än, does not of 

' Cf. the lecture of Mohamed Talbi at the 6th Religio-Theological Symposium St. Gabriel, 
where he pointed to "the importance of the word for the structuring of the Umma which by 
listening to His word maintains its inward coherence and experiences itself as moved forward 
on the straight path - al-$irät al-mustaq,m" in M. Talbi, "Hören auf sein Wort. Der Koran in der 
Geschichte der islamischen Tradition", in: A. Bsteh (ed.), Hören auf sein Wort. Der Mensch als 
Hörer des Wortes Gottes in christlicher und islamischer Überlieferung (Beiträge zur Religions
theologie; 7). Mödling, 1992, pp. 11 9-150, here: p. 120. 
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itself mean that we can then real ly pray or that we know how to pray prop
erly (cf. Rm 8:26). So rel igion can be expecting too much from us not only 
because too much is demanded, but essential ly, if rel igious actions are un
derstood as an autonomous human act by which human beings mustre
spond to the divine challenge. 
From a Christian perspective, in the light of the doctrine ofTrinity we can 
see that it is from the beginning the Spirit who intercedes for us and gives 
us the abilility in everything we do, even in praying. This is God becom
ing active within the believer, about which Paul for instance says, "Not 
that we are competent of ourselves to claim anything as coming from us; 
our competence is from God" (2 Cor 3:5). This is a way of God's becom
ing active, which is interpreted by Christians in the line of a theology of 
the Spirit who is both the Spirit in God and the Spirit granted to us. 
VANONI Whether we think of Islam or Judaism, there arises in fact a fun
damental uneasiness as to whether we do justice to them if we assert that 
they on principle expect too much of man. Did the pious Jew not know 
already before the time of Jesus that he can only love God because God 
grants it to him? As it says in Dt 30:6: "Moreover, the LORD your God w ill 
circumcise your heart and the heart of your descendants, so that you w ill 
love the LORD your God wi th all your heart and with all your sou l, in order 
that you may live." Al ready before it is stated in Dt 10:16 (and here the de
mand made of man is specified): "Circumcise, then, the foreskin of your 
heart [ ... ]". But they learn in Deuteronomy that it is in fact not possible for 
man to circumcise his own heart, and so God himself does it- "your heart 
and that of your descendants". 
Z IRKER When Muslims say in the light of the Qur'än that God is the one 
who shows us the straight way, then we may understand this as corre
sponding w ith the Biblical fa ith about redemption, for showing us th e 
straight way means that God guides on the path to salvation even those 
who are sinners. 

on the 
importance of 
love in the 
Christian and 
lslamic context 

ELSAS lf Christians think that they can develop every
thing logical ly and without contradictions from the per
spective of love, may we find parallels in Islam or are 
there differences that deserve discussion in greater de
tail? 
Z IRKER There are substantial differences between the 

importance given to the concept of love in the Christian understanding of 
faith and that given to it in Islam. When the Qur'än states that God sees those 
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"whom He wi ll love as they wil l love Hirn" (Süra 5,57), it is certainly refer
ring to a mutual, deeply feit re lationship between the Creator and his creature. 
However, this statement in the Qur'än and in lslamic theology does not oc
cupy the central position held by comparable ideas in the Biblical scriptures. 
When the relationship between God and man is fundamentally defined in 
terms of ' love', we mainly think of a Jewish-Christian perspective. 
ELsAs lf this is true, do we not have to ask ourselves whether a systern 
central ly based on love can be so exclusive of others? 

love in the l ightof 
God's self-giving 
in Jesus 

SCHAEFFLER In the context of Christian fai th, the dis
course about love is not on ly given a more central place, 
but it has also an unmistakably new meaning as far as 
its content is concerned, since it refers to God's self

giving in Jesus. lt is in him that what love is can be seen, and in a very defi
nite way this even goes beyond the central assertion of God's love in Ju
daism, even though there is no doubt that declaring the love of God - who 
loves us and who therefore also makes us capable of loving him - is of cen
tral significance in Judaism. The commandment to love, as it is handed down, 
for instance, in the Gospel according to Mark (12:28-34), was most cer
tainly already known to the scribe in his own religious tradition (cf. Dt 6:4-9). 

But there it does not have the meaning of God's self-givi ng for the world and 
humankind. So when Mr. Greshake presents Christianity's self-interpreta
tion in his lecture, he is right to recognize that as the core of the Christian 
message, and he must also state that he can do th is on ly in a trinitarian way, 
because otherw ise the death of Jesus cannot be understood as the self-giv
ing of the Father. lt is because of this thatTrini ty is the core of Christian faith. 
The question that then remains tobe addressed to Judaism and Islam is how 
they conceive of God's love for humankind. In fact there are in post-B ibli
cal Judaism attempts at reflecti ng on the self-giv ing of God, whose Shekhi
nah is sent into exile w ith his people and who participates in the suffering 
of his peopl~. lt is absolutely legi timate tobe interested in such attempts at 
reflecting on thi s and to consider their coherence. 

community of 
people w ith each 
other - and with 
God 

NEUMANN The umma is understood in Islam in the 
sense of a brotherly un ion of people joined w ith one 
another in accordance w ith God's providence, whi le 
the Christian understanding focuses on the friendship 
w ith himself that God grants to humankind and which 

cal ls humankind into communion w ith God. lt may be that the differently 
accentuated concept of God's love and mercy in both re ligious traditions 
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corresponds w ith these different perspectives. Love that grants community 
and mercy as in the lslamic faith is characterized more by careful atten
tion and giving guidance than by self-communication. 
ZiRKER The Qur'än does use the ward kha/TI, which means 'friend' or 
'confidant' to refer to Abraham : "Who can be better in religion than one 
who submits his whole seif to God, does good, and follows the way of 
Abraham the true in fai th? For God did take Abraham for a friend" (Süra 
4

1
125). And in the Qur'än God is frequently called wa/T, a term qu ite often 

rendered as ' friend ' : " God is the friend of those who have fa ith: from the 
depths of darkness He w ill lead them forth into light" (Süra 2,257); it is 
also translated as 'protector' or 'patron'. So there is a w ide spectrum of 
meanings linked w ith th is term, extending to its usage in mysticism, where 
it indicates the most intimate communion with God. Finally, there is also 
the term muqarrabun, those who have been brought close to God, such 
asJesus: "0 Jesus! 1 w ill takethee and raisetheeto Myself [ ... ]" (Süra 3,55). 
From an eschatological perspective, the umma is the flourishing commu
nity of people at peace among themselves, where there are no more tears 
or sufferings; it is the joyful feast into w hich the glory of God shines.4 

NEUMANN In this context I am reminded of a dialogue meeting at St. 
Gabriel where this mystical path in the lslamic religious tradition and oth

ers was considered.5 

DUPRE In everyth ing that can and should rightly be 
overlappings in said about comparing different conceptions in Islam 
basic human 

. and Christianity, there ultimately remains a great un-
expenences easiness. W hen we use such terms as love, mercy and 

sympathy, we are touching upon such fundamental matters of religious life 
that it is probably difficult to say that this or that is tobe fou nd in one tra
dition but not in the other. There are experiences which simply belang to 
the self-awareness of pious people and which find expression in statements 
such as "ubi amor, ibi Deus est", or the saying, well-known from Anti quity, 
that God is wherever one person helps another - 1'0eus est mortali iuvare 

• Cf. in this context alsoA. Schimmel, "Man's Path in the Presence of God. Worldly Happiness 
and Paradisiacal Perfection", in: A. Bsteh (ed.), Islam Questioning Christianity (Christian Faith 
in the Encounter with Islam, vol. 1). Mödling, 2007, pp. 283-293, and the subsequent dis
cussions pp. 294- 328. 

5 Cf. M. Ayoub, " Das Wort und der Weg. Des Menschen Suche nach Gott in der islami
schen Mystik", in: A. Bsteh (ed.), Hören auf sein Wort. Der Mensch als Hörer des Wortes Gottes 
in christlicher und islamischer Überlieferung (Beiträge zur Religionstheologie; 7). Mödling, 
1992, pp. 167-187, here: pp. 182 f. 
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mortalem" (Pliny the Eider, in Nat. hist. 2. 18). Here, profound perceptions 
open up that are common to all mankind in spite of all the differences 
perceptions that should consequentl y have an impact on the interpretatio~ 
of religious statements because we can see that they are fundamentally 
va lid for both traditions. 

is it the mystic BsTEH A. lf we cannot ignore what Mr. Dupre has just 
who really said, especially in the utterances of the mystical move-
understands his ments, it seems urgent to raise the question of whether 
faith? the path of mysticism leads to peripheral areas of faith 

or towards the core of fai th - whether, in other words 
it is the mystic who understands his faith better (or perhaps even ' really'): 
or the 'orthodox' believer. lf we do not raise this question, would we not 
be in danger of depriving ourselves of a depth dimension in faith which is 
indispensable and which is in any case present in all rel igions? 

[Study Group 2 

questions 
subsequent to 
the lecture 

LEUZE lf we take the argument of the lecture quite for
mally that the doctrine ofTrin ity is a prerequisite for a 
consistent monotheism, a dialogue with Islam should 
be easy, since it is precisely a consistent monotheism 

that Islam ultimately aims at. So should it not be possible to make the doc
trine ofTri nity more credible to Muslim theologians than has been the case 
in the past? 
Another question resu lts from the thesis presented in the lecture, which is 
that the doctrine ofTrinity is the exposi tion of the statement "God is love." 
Does lslamic theology not have a major problem w ith defining God as 
love at least as far as the majority of its practitioners are concerned? 
MmERHÖFER Do Christians want to know too much about God in their 
attempt to find a way into him, as it were, whereas Muslims, in awe of 
God, refuse to step across th is holy threshold? lf so it would then also be 
easy to grasp w hy God's revelation in the Qur'än is oriented towards giv
ing humankind correct ethica l guidance, rather than being concerned with 
how God communicates himself. And similarly, are the 99 names of God 
not tobe understood doxo logically, as expressing awe vis-a-vis the 'Un
approachable-Other', rather than as statements about God's ' inner life', or 
attempts to find a way into him? 
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l(AHLERT And then perhaps we should consider whether dialogue with 
Islam might break off the moment Christians try to explain to their Mus
lim partners how to think about monotheism consistently? This obsession 
with consistency, they would say, is your problem - and you have suffered 
from it for centuries. 

similar questions 
asked also in 

Islam 

GRESHAKE But there are quite similar problems and 
discussions in Islam too, for instance, concerning the 
matter of the nature of the Qur'än - w hether it is eter
nal or not, whether it is created or not. So they cannot 

say: you Christians speculate, and we do not. 
And wi th regard to what has been said about attempts to penetrate into 
the inner li fe of God, as it were, and to know too much about God - we 
can only share this apprehension; after all the lecture was not trying to 
deal wi th that issue, and if it did, then certainly not more than the way 
Muslim theologians speak about the relation between God and the Qur'än. 

KARRER Right at the beginning of the lecture, a cen
tral question was raised: what approach is it possible 
to take in order to think about creation? And it seems 

creation vis-a-vis 
the oneness of 
God in fact plausible that it is easier to include both God 
and creation by taking a trinitari an approach. How is this problem resolved 
in Islam since it insists on the stri ct oneness and non-differentiation of God 
and the creation's nature as completely other than him? 

differences also 
on the existential 
level? 

Orr On the basis of what was sa id in the lecture we 
might think thatChristians and Muslims are actually con
cerned w ith the same issue; that basically they have the 
same intention and that the difference between them is 

only on the theoretical level, insofar as Christians, for their part, very con
sistently and w ithout contrad iction reflect theoretically on what both actual ly 
mean. However, it has also been suggested that an existential difference is 
implied too. lt wou ld be good to hear more about this. 

between 
modalism and 
tritheism 

A second question concerns the communion concept. 
Th inking about Trin ity as communion in God is not 
new. Karl Barth, for instance, frequently emphasized 
that God is not in need of a communion w ith anybody 

eise, because he already has the fu llness of communion in himself. 
ls the whole doctrine of the Trinity not always a tightrope between tritheism 
and modalism? lf we are more inclined towards modalism (as personal ly 
1 am), then speaking about a communion in God may rather give the im-
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pression of a tritheistic imbalance. What is actual ly behind the concept of 
communion? How can we give it concrete content? In his treatise on the 
doctrine of the Trinity as explained in Mysterium Salutis6, Karl Rahner pro
cedes from the assumption that the Trinity first reveals itself ad extra, towards 
the outside, by God's communicating himself in this threefold structure and 
then, on the basis of the axiom that the 'economic Trinity' is the 'immanent 
Tri nity', arrives at the proposition that God (as the One) must be structured 
wi thin himself. This would be another angle, which is also tobe found else
where in the history of theology. Whereas, in the lecture the element of corn
munion was brought in more strongly, and we may note that this is somethi ng 
firmly emphasized in the Eastern Church. 

characteristics of KHOURY Islam certainly is more cautious when it 
the lslamic comes to matters related to the knowledge of God. 

When asked once about the nature of God, Mubam
mad is said to have replied, 11Do not so much con
centrate on the nature of God but rather on his will; 

teachings about 
God 

you are not capable of knowing his nature.117 In fact, practice has priority 
over theological reflection in Islam. But this does not at all mean that Mus-
1 i ms have made no effort to develop a doctr i ne about God, and they do not 
lag behind the Christian scholastics of the Middle Ages in this respect; they 
also had thei r disputes wi th Christian theologians and tr ied to compare 
their own theology with that of the Christians. 
As for the 99 "most beautiful names" of God, as the Qur'än calls them (cf. 
Süra 59,24; 7,180), they are certainly assertions about God; some are about 
his nature, but most of them are about his actions - his relationship to his 
creation, to nature, the world and humankind.8 

In al-GhazzälT (d. 1111 ), the great theologian, we find the idea that, given 
God's transcendence which does not al low us access to his nature, the 
Qur'änic assertions about God are rather a help in the practical develop-

• In: J. Feiner-M. Löhrer (eds.), Mysterium Salutis. vol. 2. Die Heilsgeschichte vor Christus. 
Einsiedeln, 1967, pp. 369 ff.; cf. also K. Rahner, "Einzigkeit und Dreifa ltigkeit Gottes," in: A. 
Bsteh (ed.), Der Gott des Christentums und des Islams (Beiträge zur Religionstheologie; 2). 
Mödling, 1978 (reprint 1992), pp. 119-136. 

' Cf. Khälid Mul)ammad Khälid, Kamä ta(laddatha al-Rasul. vol. 2. Beirut etc., 1973, p. 
1 S; A. Th. Khoury, "Gottesbegriff im Streit von Theologie und Philosophie. Bemerkungen zum 
islamischen Voluntarismus", in: D. Papenfuß et al. (eds.), Transzendenz und Immanenz. Philoso
phie und Theologie in der veränderten Welt (Internationale Fachgespräche/Alexander-von
Humboldt-Stiftung Bonn-Bad Godesberg). Stuttgart, 1977, p. 1 72. 

• Cf. A. Th. Khoury, Der Islam. Sein Glaube, seine Lebensordnung, sein Anspruch 
(Herder/Spektrum; 41 67). Freiburg etc., ' 1995, pp. 1 10-1 1 2. 
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rnent of piety. Thus, the Qur'än wants to teach humankind how to speak 
to God, how they can and shou ld address him -without there necessarily 
being implied any access to an understanding of his nature. Nevertheless, 
orthodox theology also recognizes in these Qur'änic assertions something 
Jike the mediation of a cogn it ion of God himself, a knowledge about God, 
although the theologians avoid using analogy in this context, because the 
Qur'än says, "[ ... ] there is nothing whatever like unto Hirn". (Süra 42,11; 
cf. 2,255; etc.). Nonetheless, lslamic theology finds it helpful to consider 
thatwhat is conveyed by human language could be someth ing like intima
tions of what is in God. 

God's absolute 
freedom in his 
omnipotence 

How then is the passage from God's oneness to crea
tion conceived of in lslamic theology? In this context 
Muslims prefer to begin with the infiniteness of God's 
omnipotence and his absolute freedom in his omnipo

tence and his actions. What for us looks like a contradiction, need not be 
the same for God. 

possible if 
factual 

Given the fact that creation exists, it is ultimately con
sidered rather futi Je to reflect on the possibi I ity of its 
existence. lf Christian theology tries to recognizc thc 

conditions in God that make creation possible, Muslim theologians refer 
to man's inabil ity to define the conditions that would make the transcend
ent God's relation towards his creation possible. Mankind and all other 
creatures are denied the possibility of conceiving of God in his divine na
ture and understanding him. Although Muslim theologians may debate 
about God for hours, at the end they w ill always say, "God is All-knowing, 
AII-Wise"; we are trying to articu late our thinking, but as for the way it really 
is - God knows better. 

Many other questions arise with regard to what was 
tri nitarian access 

said in the lecture about the trinitarian concept of God 
to creation 

giving access to thinking about creation. lt is first of al 1 
the question of how, in the context of this trinitarian conception, the relation
ship comes about between the Son of God and the Spi rit of God (who is 
present in creation and makes us capable of encountering God in his self
communication in Jesus Christ), and then the relationship to other human 
beings who of course are not Jesus Christ. lf creation, as it was stated, has 
its place ' in the Son', w hich creation is meant here? Does this idea imply 
the whole creation, with al I its elements and al I human beings? ls the Spiri t 
of God granted to every human being? And, does every human being there-
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fore part icipate in God? W hat happens if somebody fa lls victim to sin and 
distances him/herself from God? 

W hether conceived of as trinita ri an or unitarian, the transition from God 
to individual creatures and individual human beings does not seem to 
occur logical ly, in either conception. And even though the thesis presented 
in the lecture may be persuasive and helpful from a Christian perspective, 
can it also become useful beyond that to overcome the aporias of other 
systems? 
WESS There is no doubt that it is necessary and makes sense to reflect on 
the implications of the relation between God and creation and the history 
of salvat ion, and hence also to reflect about God himself. As for the spe
cific way in w hich this was done in the lecture, two questions arise: 

fundamental 
forms of love in 
God i nstead of 
'communion'? 

The term communion refers to persons who are related 
to one another. In the doctrine ofTrinity, however, there 
is the fundamental ax iom "in Deo omnia unum sunt, 
ubi non obviat relationis oppositio11

• This may al so be 
understood as fo llows: God, as relatio subsistens, is 

giv ing love, receiv ing love and sharing love. Seen in this way, would it not 
be better to speak of 'three fundamental forms of love' which are actual 
ized in God, who is love, instead of 'communion', because this entai ls the 
possible misunderstanding just mentioned? 

can a human 
being be trans
parent for God? 

The other question refers to the issue of whether man's 
hori zon is really as infinite as Christian theology main
tains (under the influence of Creek phi losophy or of 
idealistic concepts, etc.), and whether the human mind 

has an infinite capacity that is capable of relat ing to God and therefore 
also capable of being completely t ransparent for him. lf we begin w ith the 
fundamental principle agere sequituresse, a l imited creature can on ly have 
limited capacities. In his sel f-communicat ion God then remains the infi
nitely greater, whose glory nobody can perceive w ithout being burned, 
"whom no one has ever seen or can see" (1 Tm 6:16). Thus man could be 
integrated into the divine, but only in such a way that God once again re
mains the all-embracing one. 

GRESHAKE The difference between the Christ ian and 
God is love - the 

the lslamic points of v iew is certainly not on ly on the 
basic existential 

. level of theoretical explanati on, but can first of all be 
option characterized as a basic existential option. For if God 

is primari ly love, then, from the perspective of thi s central proposit ion, Chris-
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tian faith is enab led to understand reality in general in a new way. For in the 
statement, "God is love" a fundamental existential option is expressed, which 
then also has consequences for the theoretical explanation. 

neither tritheism 
nor modalism -
God is 
communion 

As for the question tritheism or modalism, we may 
begin by asking when, in the course of Christian his
tory, have tri theistic positions ever been seriously ad
vocated? W hen Rahner, referring to tritheism and 
modalism, li ked to speak about a tightrope walk and 

then said he would rather be a moda list than a tritheist, who would not 
have agreed with him? But who, in Christian history has ever spoken in 
favour of tri theism in such a way that it had tobe taken seriously? Modal
ism on the other hand had, and sti ll has, many followers. 

With regard to the concept of person, several serious investigations have 
since shown that, instead of 'person', Rahner was actually introducing in 
this context the modern concept of 'subject'. Of course in God there are 
not three subjects in the modern sense, of autonomous beings, etc. But 
that was never intended in t rin itarian theology. The problem may also be 
formulated as foll ows: even if one tries to think of God as the "Wholly
Other", it is not possiblc to refrain from imagining him al all since it is gen
erally impossible for man to live w ithout imagination. For instance, to con
sider Christian prayer: what do I imagine when I am praying? Do I imag
ine a simple 'one' or a communion of three? In the early Church it was 
considered to be heretical to address God as a simple 'one'. From the be
ginning, early liturgy always prayed in a differentiated manner vis-a-v is the 
three persons: to the Father through the Son in the Holy Spirit. In God per
sonal communion is of course utterly different from anything we may imag
ine, and the princip le and permanent key to the inner mystery of the Trin
ity remains, as Rahner frequently emphasized, the revelation of the Trinity 
in the history of salvation. There the Christian believer experiences three 
persons; he experiences the one God as communion, as it is expressed in 
the high-priestly prayer of Jesus: "[ ... ) that they may all be one. As you, 
Father, are in me and I am in you, may they also be in us, so that the world 
may believe that you have sent me. The glory that you have given me 1 
have given them, so that they may be one, as we are one" Un 17:21 f.). 
Note that it does not say, "that they may be one" as if referri ng to some
thing inexpressible, but "as we are one". In my opinion the rea l danger 
seems to l ie in modalism w hich is characterized by a rational ization of 
fa ith and is essentially a philosophical position. 
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difference not 
only through 
creation, but 
al ready in the 
nature of God 

As for the passage from God, the abso lute one, to
wards the reality of the world in the act of creation: 
the actual, inexpl icable ' leap' consists in the absolutely 
transcendent, self-suffic ient God creating a creation 
because he wills it. This freedom can be seen as the 
' leap' that cannot be explained beyond j ust that. And 

it is thi s leap that u ltimately implies the infinite freedom of God and in 
wh ich the unity between Islam and Christ ianity consists - w hich is their 
shared awareness that God had no counselor w hen he made his decisions 
(cf. Rm 11 :31- 36) . 
W hat makes the Christian perspective d ifferent from that of Islam is not 
this, but something eise. Any non-trini tarian position inev itably conceives 
of the relat ion between God and his creat ion in such a way that it is only 
through creation that something comes into being v is-a-v is God, intro
ducing for the first time 'difference' and 'negation' . But then we very quickly 
move on to the Neoplatoni c pattern, which conceives of creation as being 
always decl ine and deficiency - like a ray of light proceeding from the 
source of light and becoming weaker and weaker the further it moves from 
its source. Seen in this way, creati on is characterized by difference and 
negation. When God creates, a 'non' (non-God) comes into being, whereas 
up to that point there had on ly been pure affi rmation. Now Trinity theol
ogy maintains that difference and negation do not come into being only 
by creation, but are already intri nsic to the nature of God: the Father is not 
the Son. A v is-a-vis is not only emerging w hen creation is establ ished, but 
has always been a reality in God. Moreover this means that being differ
ent, being non- identica l, is not something negative (in the bad sense), but 
something extremely posit ive. From this perspective creation is also set 
free from the ultimately Neoplatonic conception of its deficient and emana
t ive condition and eventuall y its fa ll ing into decay. 
Thus the tr ini tarian concept of God can explain w hat remains ultimately 
unclear in Islam: not how there can be creation at all (on this Islam and 
Christianity do indeed agree on the basis of the mystery of God's freedom) 

. but how God's absolute transcendence can be seen as compatible w ith it. 
Concern ing M r.Wess's explanat ions about person and relation, the pri n
cip le quoted by him, w hich refers back to Anselm of Canterbury, accord
ing to w hich everything is one in God ubi non obviat relationis oppositio, 
precise ly describes w hat is person in God: relatio. And w hy do we call it 
'person '? Probably because, in the rea lity known to us, being person is the 
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highest th ing we know, and if we speak of God, we must at least attribute 
to him what is highest in our human understanding - that he is person. 
And it is then a completely different issue to state that person in God is ac
tual ized in a totaliter aliter way. 

h lf Whether man is capax infiniti or not has already been 
Jesus - ~ e sef G- d frequently discussed w ith M r. Wess. We are here fac-
express,on o o . f d 

1 
• 8 h · b · ing un amenta opt1ons. e t at as 1t may, eing ca-

pable of the infini te appli es to Jesus when he says: "Whoever has seen me 
has seen the Father" Un 14:9). In Christ we cannot distinguish between 
what is and what is not divine. Of course we are not here to discuss the 
factthat God is the always greater one, as shown w hen Jesus himself speaks 
of the Father as being greater than he (cf. Jn 14:28), and that even in the 
state of eschatological perfect ion he w i ll remain the ever greater one in 
the sense, as tradit ion has it, that in the visio beatifica we shall see God 
totum, sed non totaliter. All this is undisputed. But the question here is 
whether Jesus is the self-expression of God. 

KHOURY Muslims do not want to accept the trinitar
ian model because they think that if God alone is there 

God necessary in 
and a crcat ion vis-a-vis, then there is on ly one differorder to conceive 

is difference in 

ence and negat ion. 
of creation? 

Why should it be better to see d ifference and negation 
in God first and then transfer it from there to c reation? lf difference and 
negati on do not ex ist only between God and creation, but already exist 
eternally in God himself, this would in fact mean that they are no di sad
vantage. What is good w ithin God can also be good between the one God 
and his creation. From this perspective the t ri nitarian model would ulti
mately not really be helpful or necessary for grasping the difference be
tween God and his creation. 

Furthermore, in the trinitarian model as it was presented in the lecture, are 
there not in fact sti ll points characterized by logical dislocation, so the 
aporias are not resolved? For even if the trinitarian model is assumed and 
in all this communication and communion there sti ll remains someth ing 
that is not divine, i. e. that is not God, the aporia returns. 
G RESHAKE In principle we could perhaps say that even in a 'unitarian 
model ' the relation between God and creation can be conceived of posi
tively. Nevertheless, the category of creatureliness has always had a rather 
negat ive connotation. The questions this gives rise to are in fact better an
swered by the trinitar ian model. 
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KHOURY The real problem is how it is possible for the finite to occur at 
all . In both models the problem seems tobe equally unresolved-whether 
God is thought of as substanti al or as relational. The existence of the finite 
alongside this God is w hat constitutes the aporia. 

W ith regard to the concept of love in Islam, a discus"God is love" 
sion is on-going between mystics-who want to underin lslamic 

d d' stand God as love - and orthodoxy. Whatever the case 
un erS

t
an mg orthodoxy rejects the idea that "God is love" if love i; 

defined as communicative friendship, for this would mean placing God 
and man on the same level, wh ich in the eyes of Muslims would not be 
compatible w ith the concept of God's transcendence. lf, however, love is 
understood in the sense of the repeated Qur'änic assertion that God loves 
human beings who l ive according to his right guidance, then this seems 
acceptable, for it means that he grants man grace and merciful care: the 
love of God is then his attention in grace and mercy, and the human beings' 
love for God is their surrender to his wi ll . 

communion with 
the whole variety 
within the world? 

KARRER The problem is repeated, as M r. Khoury al
ready said, if communion is extended: at first it is ab
solutel y fascinati ng from a rational point of view to 
imagine how the tri nitarian community extends to the 

world. This commun ion must then also extend to the other religions, and 
in a certain form natural ly to Islam too. The problem of its extension to the 
evil in the world, however, is essentially different. ls it still possible to pur
sue this idea, and if so, how? 
GRESHAKE As for the effectiveness of the inner-d ivine communion in crea
t ion as a whole, in the world and therefore also among the world rel igions, 
there is much to support the argument thatthis communion wi ll on ly reach 
its goal in God's eschatological action when the dead will be ra ised, so 
that the effective action of the trini tarian communion in the whole world 
and thus also in all religions, is re lated to the eschatological promise - and 
for that very reason signs of it should already now be in evidence. 

once again the 
concept of 
person in the 
doctrine ofTrinity 

LEUZE Do we really do justice to Rahner if we assess 
his reservations about certain tritheistic tendencies in 
the doctrine ofTrin ity as Mr. Greshake has done? Was 
Rahner not correct in pointing out the difference be
tween the modern concept of person and that of the 

early Church - although even then there was a certain reservation about 
applying the concept of the person to the doctri ne ofTrinity, as we see if 
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we only look at Augustine? And did not Moltmannn, for instance- and to 
a limited extent perhaps even Pannenberg - come precisely to the point 
at which the lslamic cri ticism really seems justified? ls 'person' not con
ceived of in such a way that, although the divine persons forma wonderfully 
united ideal community, they are ultimately in fact three gods? 
KAHLERT But if we look at our own rel igious sociali zation, we must note 
that we quite often tend towards a naive theistic conception, and that not 
only are average Christians relatively quick to manage without a differen
tiated trinitarian doctrine, but not uncommonly pastors too. From this, 
which is easy to prove empirically, we should in fact discern that there is 
a significant task for Christian preaching and for catechetical teaching: to 
explai n to bei ievers in a responsible way approaches to trinitarian theology 
that are relevant for their actual Christian living and prayer. 
GRESHAKE In the past century Christians may have been incl ined to rather 
tritheistic ideas; however, today Christians are often undifferentiated theists, 
addressing their prayers to a vague and blurred God- unlike Christian l iturgy, 
wh ich, in its prayers, differentiales clearl y when invoking God the Father 
through the Son in the Holy Spirit. Tritheist tendencies appear in Jürgen Molt
mann, when occasionally at least it looks in his writings as if the commu
nion, which is God, manifests itself as the conduct of three persons. 

KHOURY Since the trinitarian way of understanding 
Christian faith must absolutely not be mistaken for 

that opens up for 
tritheistic conceptions, we must make this clear in 

others 

faith in Christ 

Christ ian theology and practice. lt would indeed be of 
supreme importance for the positive future development of relations be
tween the Christian and Muslim rel igious communities, if we could onl y 
succeed in convincing Musl ims that their accusing us of tritheism is un
justified. lf this obstacle could really be overcome, Christian theology would 
also be in a better position to convey to Muslims some idea about Christ's 
image as it appeared in Mr. Karrer's presentation: Christas God's gift of 
reconciliation for all. Was Christ not in the past often linked w ith delimi
tation and exclusion and sometimes even used as a weapon 'against others', 
or at least feit by others tobe used in this way? Whereas the opposite should 
clearly be emphasized, namely, that fa ith in Christ entails that Christians 
should open themselves up to others, particularly to Muslims. Similarl y, it 
should be made clearer in the practice of Christians that no oppos ition 
shou ld be set up between faith in the Trinity and the Oneness of God, but 
rather that the former represents a 'differentiated view of the O neness of 
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God'. These wou ld represent decisive steps towards a true rapprochement 
between Christians and Muslims. 

the need for a On O ne may learn from Mr. Greshake's presenta-
phenomenology t ion that in the fundamental Christian and lslamic 
of love and understanding of real ity, and above all in the re lation 

between God and world, there is not only the theoreti
ca l d ifference to be defined by reasoning out th is 

relation without contrad ictions, but also the difference as it is known exis
tentially wh ich is based on how reality is experienced, and above all on 
the experience and understand ing of love. Furthermore, he referred to the 
fact that the concept of person is actually not part of the discussion in Karl 
Rahner and, in his theological reflections about the Trinity, Rahner ulti
mately rejects not three persons, but what would be defi ned today as three 
'subjects'. In the end it may sti ll be difficult in the encounter w ith Islam to 
accept the idea that the self-giving of God is not possible or permissible 
since nobody is l ike God or participates in him; or that we may perhaps 
speak of a relation of friendship w ith God, but the concept of love and, 
even more, of man being a chi ld of God goes too far. 

person 

In the w hole controversy wi th Islam as a brother rel igion thc three points 
mentioned here aim at the questions about a phenomeno logy of love and 
person, and about the connotations of the two concepts in the context of 
both their theoretical and their existential self-defin ition. 

ideal-typical 
expressions 

G RESHA KE In the encounter wi th the various contexts 
of life (not on ly among Musl ims, but also among Bud
dh ists in Asia and others), we may (for instance, in the 

practice of married li fe) observe various ways of expressing fundamental 
human values li ke those of love and fr iendship. But, with respect to the ques
tions just raised, 1 am rather dealing wi th ideal-typical expressions, and then 
we may weil ask whether a similar ideal with regard to our marriage partners 
is held by other cultures and comparably valued: that is the ideal that love 
means above all self-communication, not only giving something to the other, 
but giving ourselves. Love in its ideal-typical form means thatthe other opens 
up his/her existence to me completely out of his/her inexplicable freedom 
and that I respond to this by opening up my own existence completely to 
him/her. Although, in its idea l form, this is rarely found, the ideal is sti ll al ive 
in most people, particularly in young people, and we may rightly ask whether 
this is not a fruit of Christian fa ith, for it is a love that, in its self-giv ing radi
cal ity, we can learn from the initiatives of God in the history of salvation. 
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From th is the des ideratum of a phenomenology of love and person is clear.9 

ßut here the question remains of whether and to what extent the subject 
we are ultimately dealing w ith here can in fact be handed down by means 
of a theoretical 'treatise about love', or whether it must happen the other 
way round, by love being I ived in its radical ity to the extent of self-giving, 
so that on the basis of this existent ial experience a wider and deeper 
prospect may open for the understanding of a love that causes the lover 
to give him/ herself. 

the shape of love 
and prayer 

On This topic may be linked with the experience of 
prayer. Here the inner shaping of the relationship to 
God is bound to present itself in a particularly intense 

way, the essence of prayer being most closely connected with the phe
nomenology of love. 
The special relationship wi th God as it appears in Jewish prayer should 
also be considered in th is context. For the Jewish believer, who is also a 
radical monotheist and disapproves of the Christian understanding of the 
Trinity and the Son of God in a similar way to Muslims, has this intimate 
way of praying, in w hich he may even struggle with God and in his con
test with God may sometimes even be right in the end. 
LEUZE This direct way of speaking with God, which is so characteristic of 
Jewish prayer, somehow in fact receded in the New Testament. The OldTesta
ment does give examples of a di rect relation with God, lived and realized in 
prayer, the li ke of which can no langer be found in the New Testament. 
KAHLERT lt is hard to ignore the intimate relation implied in the surrender 
and performance of Muslim prayer if we are invited to witness communal 
and personal prayers in the Mosque. We cannot easily turn our backs on the 
intensity of this atmosphere and, in order to understand better that here we 
are encounteri ng very personal matters, we should be much more interested 
in the practice of Muslim prayer, which is performed on different levels.10 

And then, even from the perspective of fundamental theology we should 

• Cf. also G. Greshake, "Göttli ches und vergöttlichendes Wort," in: A. Bsteh (ed.), Hören 
auf sein Wort. Der Mensch als Hörer des Wortes Gottes in christlicher und islamischer Über
lieferung (Beiträge zur Religionstheologie; 7). Mödling, 1992, pp. 89-118, esp. pp. 89-102. 

10 Cf. in this context the explanations of A. Schimmel in her contribution "Man's Path in 
the Presence of God. Worldly Happiness and Paradisiacal Perfection", op. cit. (fn. 4) and the 
subsequent contributions to the discussion, esp. pp. 297-3 11 ; on the Muslim life of prayer cf. 
also Constance E. Padwick, Muslim Devotions. London, 1960-according toA. Schimmel "one 
of the most beautiful and most commendable books" (op. cit. p. 216) and: Gebete des Islam. 
Erläutert und ausgewählt von A. Th. Khoury (Gütersloher Taschenbücher; 710: Weisheit der 
Religionen). Gütersloh, 1995. 
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fol low up much more explicitly than has been the case so far, w hether and 
how Christians and Muslims can pray together. 

relationsh ip 

to God 

characterized by 
lslamic mystic ism 

GRESHAKE How does the average Muslim discover 
that the mystical traditions of his own religious com
munity speak of ways to understand, think and live the 

relationship with God very differently?These traditions 
which are characterized by a great intimacy with God 

where God almost becomes one with man, are u ltimately much closer t~ 
Christians. How does an average Muslim get to know these completely 
different expressions of his own faith? 

M ITTERHÖFER And then - in the context of the above mentioned desider

atum of a phenomenology of love and person - there is the question of 
the extent to which Muslims, out of regard for God's transcendence, shrink 
from using the concept of person . 

KHOURY The question of the possibility of applying the concept of per

son to God has been a matter of permanent dispute between Christian and 
Muslim theologians since the Middle Ages. In fact Muslim theologians 
avoid applying this term to God. Even though God is there face to face 
w ith man, so to speak, ;:irlrlressing him by His word, the One in whom man 
can believe and to w hom he can pray, if we refer to God as a person (as 

if he were a human being), it could be an offence against God's transcend
ence. This is also the reason w hy the Church avoided using the concept of 
person in the Declaration on Islam in "Nostra aetate". 
As for the question of the immediacy and intimacy of prayer in Islam, as 

we know, there is obligatory prayer performed according to fixed rites, 
f}alät, and there is also personal prayer, du'ä', and in the tradition of the 

latter we find all the forms of prayer that we find elsewhere in other rel i
gions, to the extent even of complaining to God, and this variety of forms 
testifies to the fact that there is an intimate relation between God and man. 

However, in most Musl ims' minds there remains a certai n reticence about 

going too far in the intimacy of p rayer, because God always remains the 
transcendent One. His wil l must not be questioned and his absolute free
dom must not be called into doubt. 

As for the matter of love, the Qur'än states clearly (cf. Süra 30,21) that love 
between husband and wife is the foundation of married l ife. Even w hen this 
is here and there not so obvious, partly because of the social conditions in 

various Muslim cultu res, and also because we do not see th is intimate love 
of husband and wife in forms recognizable to the outsider, this does not by 
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any means imply that it may not be found in the intimate circles of family 

life. In the lslamic world there is a very intimate love between husband and 
wife which we cannot but admire andin the light of th is it is clear that Mus
lims certain ly have access to an understanding of a kind of love that is more 

than just mercy or careful attention on God's part. lt is this that helped the 

mystics to long for more than just to surrender to God and expect his mind
ful attention. They real ly were striving for mystical love. 

The attempt to define the relation between mystics and orthodox believers 

must start w ith the fact that the overwhelming majority of Musl ims live 

thei r piety by way of the sharT'a or the law. For centuries the mystics were 
suspected of taking God's transcendence less seriously than is requ ired 
and of undermining the orthodox faith. When, from the beginn ing of the 

12th century, mysticism obtained the right of abode as it were in the world 
of Islam, it cou ld nevertheless only develop for the most part in esoterical 

circles, and the mystics' contact with the common people remained slight. 
Thus the mystics exercise no great influence on the life of others, except 

when they appear in public in such a way that they cannot be ignored, as 
is the case, for instance, in some regions when they form brotherhoods. 
These mystical movements even exercized a certa in political influence 
especial ly in North-Africa, and black African Islam is still under their in
fluence. However, the mystics d id not succeed (unlike, for instance, the 

religious orders in the Church) in having a decisive impacton the spiritual ity 
of Islam in the lslamic religious community as a w ho le. They remained 
and conti nue to remain a group apart. 

[Plenary Discussion] 

d ifferent i ated GRESHAKE Some spontaneous reactions to some of the 
issues discussed in the study groups. understanding of 

God in Judaism First we should not immediately equate the problems 
that arise in the Jewish faith in the context of thinking 
about creation with the parallel posit ions held in Islam 

although some developments may be sim ilar. Hegel after all ranked Ju
daism w ith the "Religion der Erhabenheit" [religion of the subl ime]: God 

remains the transcendent one, exalted above everything he created. Yet, 

particularly in Judaism, great efforts are also made to master intellectual ly 
the problems inherent in the relation of God to creation. W e may th ink 

here of various sayings in the Jewish mystical tradition or of certain of 

too 
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Martin Buber's statements affi rm ing that the problem becomes insoluble 
un less we speak of relationship in the sense of relationship to the 'attributes' 
in God. That is to say, we cannot understand God, unless we take for granted 
a certain polarization of the attri butes in God. In this context, a Christian 
believer cou ld and might speak here of 'persons' rather than attributes. In 
other words: there is a certain affini ty with the theology of the Trinity. Thus. 
the Jewish idea of the Shekinah includes the idea that God must be con~ 
ceived of as both transcendent and immanent. 

The impression may have been received that the in
important things 
to be learned comprehensibi I ity of God was not given sufficient atten-

from the lslamic tion in my lecture, butone simply cannot say everything 
faith in God at once and in a short t ime. At an earlier conference 

in which M uslims were also participating, 1 raised the 
question of what we could learn from M uslims and referred in this con
text to the stories of some conversions of this century, which were w ith
out doubt decisively motivated by an encounter w ith Muslim piety as, for 
instance, in the case of Charles de Foucau ld and Louis Massignon. In their 
encounter w ith the re ligious worl d of Islam, they experienced to some ex
tent the deep transcendence-related attitude of adorati on and devotion 
which indeed does not dream of being able to tap the bon Dieu, the good 
Lord, on the shou lder, as it were. 11 

lt is not absolutely necessary to be afraid of the ex
responsibility in 

pression 'specu lative imperial ism', although the term 
face of truth 

does not seem to me to be at all well-chosen. In the 
first Christ ian centuries, through God's revelation, people were sti ll deeply 
convinced they had been given the truth and were able and obliged to 
confront others w ith the cla im of truth . In my view it would be good for 
contemporary Chri stians to regain just a little of this attitude. Peop le are 
more convinced today by Lessing's attitude of being constant ly on the way 
towards the truth, instead of even once being al lowed to say: we have been 
granted a truth which we must wi th good reason hand on. And we should 
not rush to call this 'specu lative imperialism'. 

about the danger 
of the negative 
possibi lity 

As for thei r actual behaviour, is it easier for Christians 
to begin their thinking from the love of God? Not at 
all. W hen love emerges as the ultimate and highest 
value in the l ight of which decisions must be made, 

" Cf. G. Greshake, op. cit. (fn. 9) here: pp. 116- 11 8. 
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the opposi te (of love) certain ly also becomes greater. W hen in Christ the 
ward of God manifests himself, the tempter, the evil one, is also given 
greater power. The fact that Christians are exposed to committing even the 
most horrible crimes, is from this perspective not contradictory to the law 
of love to which they are subject in Christ. When the highest goal is tobe 
decided on, according to a certain inner logic the opposite may also happen 
and often does. As it was emphasized, Christians do not necessari ly have 
more love, but the issue in question is for them more clearly defined. 

the problem 
of hell 

Are all problems resolved if the basis of all differences 
is found w ithin God himself? From this perspective, is 
hell found within God too? Hans Urs von Balthasar 

once said: when hell - even if on ly one single person enters it - remains 
outside of God, it would primarily be a tragedy for God himself, for then 
God wou ld not achieve the reconci liation he enacted in Christ. Then, apart 
from all the human concerns, hell wou ld be a problem for God himself -
a problem that seems insoluble. 

aporia of the 
'coexistence' of 
God and creation 

As for whether, against the background of the thoughts 
developed in the lecture, the aporia of the coexistence 
of the fin ite and the infinite is resolved, the answcr is: 
certain ly not. The most fundamental aspect of thi s 

question is the fact that creation originates in the unfathomable freedom 
of God. Therefore, a priori, the essent ial issue cannot be rationalized. On 
the other hand, we are concerned here wi th a very unique re lationship, 
for w hich there are no analogies in the sphere of creation. And for this 
reason the problem cannot be resolved. Nevertheless, in a non-trinitarian 
understanding of the matter, these problems would remain not aporias but 
contradictions. lt is in this sense that the explanations proposed in my 
lecture should be understood. How can we think rad ically of the tran
scendence of God, as Islam tries to do, and at the same t ime deal with the 
phenomenon of creation? 

theoretical 
questions only 
or existential 
questions first? 

Of course the most important problem seems to be 
whether what ultimately separates Christianity and 
Islam is neither a theory nor a Bible nor a Q ur'än, but 
fundamental options concerning the understand ing of 
one's own life and of rea lity. On the Christian part, the 

understanding of reality is characterized by love and nothing eise. So, do 
we final ly discover here lived fundamental options that ex ist alongside one 
another? lf so, the dialogue shou ld not so much be about theories and the-
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ologies; it should rather be a matter of starting to speak or exchange opin
ions about the fundamental options in li fe. Then theology, like any theory, 
would always come too late. We should start much earlier. 

the doctrine of 
the Trinity in its 
historical 
effectiveness 

VANONI The statement in the Letter to the Ephesians 
about the divid ing wall that Christ has broken down 
(2: 14), is contradicted by so many dividing walls that 
came into the world through Christianity, and unfor
tunately also through the doctrine of the Trinity. lf th is 

doctrine is so plausible, should the opposite not have happened? In Juda
ism there have indeed been several approaches in the direction mentioned 
above by Mr. Greshake such as, for instance, the concept of shekinah. They 
are much less emphasized today, and this may not be so because they 
were simply lost by the Jews, but because in the course of their history 
Jews began avoiding them in face of the Christian doctrine of the Trini ty. 
Conversely, today scholars of Judaism increas ingly support the thesis that 
it is not unlikely that the Christian doctrine of the Trinity cou ld originally 
have been based on precisely these Jewish expressions of the experience 
of God as it was articulated in the conception of the shekinah and such 
like. 

However, Christians have also fa llen out w ith one another about fai th in 
the Trinity. ls Islam in some way not also a reaction to the Christians' hav
ing become divided amongst themselves (cf. Qur'än 3,105; 42, 14)? lf we 
do not only look at what is now left in the Orthodox Churches, but at the 
whole history of heres ies w ith all the excommunications, we can sense 
that it is an extremely urgent matter to address how that communalization 
in fact emerges in history, as was mentioned in the lecture. 

trinitarization 
from a historical 
and 
eschatological 
perspective 

CRESHAKE To deal first w ith the relation between Jews 
and Christians as a 'model ', so to speak, of a fundamen
tal f issure: it forms the background of the statement in 
the Letter to the Ephesians wh ich was mentioned by 
Mr. Vanoni. In this context we should perhaps also refer 
to Rm 11 :25 f., where it says express ly: in the "mystery" 

of God Israel w ill be saved, and it w ill be then as in the resurrection from 
the dead (Rm 11 :1 5). This means that here the code " life from the dead" 
is used for God's eschatological action. In the meantime, the tri nitarization 
of reality is not at all a continuous process. Rather the principle also proves 
true here, that where the ho ly appears in its intensest form, the powers 
of darkness also emerge at their strongest. Compare in this context also 
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1 Cor 15:24 f., which states that Chri st is about to destroy "every ru ler and 
every authori ty and power". 

This polarity can also be found in Teilhard de Chardin when, on the one 
hand, he dea ls extensively with the unification of humanity in history 
emerging as a continuous process, w hile on the other, we also find very 
different statements: namely that the transition towards the point omega 
is characterized by a fina l struggle between good and evi l, because then 
the ruling powers of evil wi ll be strongest. 

The concept of tr in itarization has both an individual and an ecclesial aspect. 
"[ ... ] so that all may be one"; it is for th is that we are sent out. Each group in 
the Church, in whatever situation, must strive for this ideal. The fact that the 
opposite frequently happens does not contradict what is stated here. The trini 
tarization of real ity is rather the content of God's eschatological promise and 
has something to do w ith what " li fe from the dead" means. This is a matter 
of the whole dialectic of present-day and future eschatology. 

The idea of the unity of mankind, however, and the ethical challenge to 
strive for and bring about the lost unity of mankind, is also an essenti al 
Musl im idea. This is weil known and was also mentioned in Mr. Khoury's 
contribution to the discuss ion. On this question, there is no fundamental 
dissent between Muslims and Christians. The difference only emerges in 
what the Christian faith says as a further, deepening addition: this is not 
only an ethical postu late addressed to man, but has something to do wi th 
the vocation of creati on in the image of the triune God. 

1 am frequently asked whether it is possible to makethe Trinity as the quint
essence of faith plausible to others. This question will in the end remain 
open here. W hat seems to be important is that a theory rarely becomes 
plausibl e because of the strength of its arguments alone. lnsofar as various 
theories are finally grounded on lived fundamental options, a theory can 
on ly become plausible to the degree that such a fundamental option is 
convincingly lived and testified to 'as life'. 

can polytheism 
also be 
conceived of as 
consistent with 
monotheism? 

DuPRE The subject of our discussion here is the doc
t rine of the Trinity, its contents and how it can be con
veyed to others. At the same time, however, this dis
cussion has also centred round monotheism, which on 
the part of Islam (and possibly on the part of Chri s
tianity too) is also characterized by the rejection of 

polytheism. Should we not go for once into greater detai l here and address 
the question of where this rejection actually comes from? 
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Judaism had its reasons, so had the Prophet - but what did they really know 
about the peoples that live on this earth? Here we should have not only 
Hindus in mind, but also, for instance, Pygmies and Bushmen. As little as 
was known about these people, so just as little was also known about their 
idea of God and their contribution to the rel igious history of mankind. So 
the question should be raised of whether not only the doctrine of the Trin
ity but also a rightly understood polytheism cou ld be a true consequence 
of monotheism. This seems paradoxically formulated, but it is not neces
sarily therefore incorrect. 
GRESHAKE This may certainly be regarded as a problem. But as far as the 
early theological speculation about the Trin ity is concerned, it was charac
terized absolutely by the oneness of God. The oneness of God has always 
been beyond discussion, so no connection whatsoever can be established 
between the theology of the Trinity and a modified polytheism. 
The controversy with polytheism, wherever it is not simply based on a polem
ical reaction, is carried out in the early Church partly in the context of 
angelology. The legitimate concerns of polytheism are taken up in a differen
tiated manner in that context, but not in the theology of the Trinity. 
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Created by the Word - Created for the Word: 

On the Transcendence and lmmanence of the Divine Word 

Richard Schaeffler 

Preliminary remarks 

In contrast to Mr. Greshake's lecture, in which he tried to describe the en
tirety of Christian faith from one single integral departure point, the in
vestigations that follow wi ll deal with quite specific problem-perspectives 
from which we shall look at the relation between transcendence and im
manence. Moreover, a focal point will be used whose justification may be 
contentious. In keeping w ith my special area of knowledge, this point will 
be the question of the meaning the problem of the transcendence and im
manence of God, and more specifically of the ward of God, may have 
within philosophical-theological dialogue. 

1. Posing the question at three levels 

In the attempt to define the relation between transcendence and imma
nence, three problem-levels must be distingu ished, which are distinct al
though they relate to each other: the question on the relation between the 
transcendence and immanence of God, then the question on the relation 
between the transcendence and immanence of his Word, and finally the 
question, which particularly interests the philosopher, concerning the re
lation between the transcendence and immanence of truth. 

1 .1 Transcendence and immanence of God 

Belief in the transcendence of God is clearly the common heritage of the so
called 'monotheistic rel igions', whereas speaking about the immanence of 
God in the world or in the soul of man is a point of possible confl ict between 
them. lf one asks what is the religious intention behind belief in God's 
transcendence - as distinct from the philosophical-rnetaphysical intention 
of explaining the total ity of real ity on the basis of a single principle - then it 
seems tobe clear: the spec ifically re ligiou~ intention is focused on the free
dom of God vis-a-vis his creature - in the act of creation as well as in all his 
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salvific acts - a freedom w hich is not apparent if God is seen as an inner 
consti tuent of the creature and its life, or if the creature is seen as an inner 

constituent of the divine life. lt seems to me equal ly important, however, that 

it is the religious aspect that retains a place for the human capacity for ex
periencing guil t, w hich is misunderstood if human life and history is declared 
tobe an inner constituent of the divine l ife, as easily happens, for instance 
in the various schools of idealistic philosophy. ' 

Speaking of God's immanence, of his dwelling in the world or in the 
human soul , is a point of possible conflict between the 'monotheistic 
religions', and this is particularly apparent in the protest made by Muslim 

partners in dialogue, w hen they hear something like God's immanence 

being referred to. Nevertheless, speaking in these terms does occur in 
monotheistic religions. At this point I am only referring to one single motif 
in this theme which has become important for the religions of the O ld and 

New Testaments and w hich has already been mentiond here before: the 
term ' immanence' is a philosophical term, wh i le the term 'dwelling', in 
Hebrew shechinah, is a rel igious term. 

As far as I know, this term does not appear in the Old Testament, but it 
is used by the rabbis, initially to denote the presence of God - or, morc 

precisely, of his name - in the temple. lt is here that the name of God, i. e. 
God himself, dwells insofar as he allows himself tobe invoked by man. 
After the destruction of the first, and even more, of the second temple, the 

term 'shechinah - dwelling' is used to denote God's sharing the journey 

w ith his people in the diaspora. The Shekinah joins the Galut, the exile 
and the d iaspora. 

Both constituent meanings of the term Shekinah, God's dwelling in the 

temple and his sharing the journey w ith his people, return in the New Tes
tament w hich speaks of the tabernaculum Dei cum hominibus (Rev 21 :3). 
God does not only live 'among' humans, but 'with' them in that tent w hich 

is the new Jerusalem. Then God's dwell ing wi th and in humans comes tobe 
understood in a new way: as his dwelli ng in the believers. "[ .. . ] and we wi ll 
come to them and make our harne w ith them" Un 14:20-23; cf. Jn 17:2 1 ff.). 

Here too, there is a philosophical, or more precisely a transcendental
phi losophical, intention in speaking of God's making hi s harne with man. 
The div ine truth in particular, the phi losophers have stated repeatedly, must 

be interio r to man if it is tobe understandable that it becomes the ' light' that 
enables him to attain knowledge of all thi ngs. 11/n interiore homine habitat 
veritas11

, Augusti ne explains. But here the point is the speci fic rel igious in-
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tention behind speaking about this ' inhabitation', notwithstanding the un

diminished belief in God's transcendence. And to me this intention seems 
tobe based on the fact that it is in this that di rect access to the source of life 
is granted. 1 am referring here to Jn 4: 14, where Jesus states, "[ ... ) The water 

that I wil l give [to the bel ievers) w ill become in them a spri ng of water gush

ing up to eternal life." According to this text, humans wi ll not only receive 
gifts that are always new, but w ithin themselves the new l ife granted to them 
wi ll become the weil, constantly bringing forth new life. 

From this and similar texts the question arises: how can it be conceived 

theologically - and also phi losophical ly - that God makes his home w ith 
his creatures notwithstanding his freedom vis-a-vis the creature: in all things 
he is the source of their vitality, in the human mind he is the source of its 

cognitive faculties, and especially in the bel iever he enables him to perform 

religious actions, which of course cannot be seen as man's action independ
ent of God, but must always be received anew as a gift in every act of faith, 
every act of adoration, and every act of obedience? For this to take place 

the operation of God has to become interior to man, so that hi s action does 
not only happen to man, but enables him to live his own intellectual and, 
cspecially, his own religious l ife and freedom. 

1.2 The transcendence and immanence of the divine Word 

The general issue of the transcendence and immanence of God becomes 
particularly focused when it is linked with a specific question relating to 
the transcendence and immanence of the divine Word. 

Belief in the 'exteriority' of the d ivi ne Word - that it can never become 

a mere constituent in human monologue - is part of the heritage of the so
called 'monotheisti c rel igions'. Th is exterio rity expresses the freedom of 
God that is also expressed by bel ief in his transcendence. H ere too, in the 

bel ief in the exteriority of the Word, the implied religious intention is to 
maintain the freedom of God w ho reveals himself to w hom he w ills, con
ceals himself from whom he wil ls, and also makes stubborn whom he 

w ills: in his Word God remains free vis-a-vis the hearer. And, incidentally, 
he retains this freedom after the Word of revel ation is spoken. 

And as w ith belief in God's transcendence, so too in the matter of the 

exteriority of his Word, belief in div ine freedom is linked w ith the experi

ence of the human capacity for experiencing gu ilt: the hearer recognizes 
himself as a " man of impure lips" who is judged by the Word that is put 
on those lips. 
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All this would be impossible if the event of the Word were considered 
tobe a process taking place only in God himself, as a Word remaining im
manent in God, or conversely, if it could be understood as a mere 'exter
nalization' of inner-sou l processes, as a Word immanent in man. 

Despite this shared bei ief in the Word's exteriori ty, re ligious texts do speak 
of the Word's making a home with man. And here again is a point of pos
sible conflict between the 'monotheistic' rel igions. In Judaism and in Chris
tianity, there is the leading idea that the divine command is not so far away 
that one would have to cross to the other side of the sea or go up to heaven, 
but it is "in you r mouth and in your heart" (Dt 30:1 1 ff.). When perfection 
is attained - and this has also been mentioned before in the course of this 
symposium - the law will be written on man's heart so that "they no longer 
teach one another" Oer 31 :31 ff.). On the Christian side, these assertions are 
expressly' taken up in the Letter to the Romans (Rm 10:8 ff.) and Johannine 
texts On 14:26 and 1 Jn 2:27) also speak of man's capacity for putting into 
practice what he has heard (Ex 24:7), or professing it himself, as a sign of 
the inward operation of God and his Spirit in man. The Word does not only 
resound in the ear as a Word coming from outside, but can also be spoken 
and practised by man with the power granted by God, which is now pres
ent in man and becoming operative in him. 

Moreover, a question arises from the Bibl ical records: how can it be 
conceptualized theologically that the Word of God should become the 
inner source of man's capacity to believe, obey and profess fa ith, without 
that Word thereby becoming a mere constituent of the pious monologue 
of the soul? There is no doubt that this danger exists, but the Bible clearly 
declares that man does not necessari ly succumb to this danger. 

lf we th row in here a just ifiab le question: how does this concern the 
philosopher?, my initial reply is that, regardi ng the problem area referred 
to here, there is an answer offered by fa ith to a phi losophical question and 
at the same time an answer offered by phi losophy to a question raised by 
fa ith. 

The philosoph ical question concerns the re lation of human subjectiv
ity to truth. On the one hand, truth is different from the way we conceive 
it; it is not a mere constituent of our subjectivi ty. The veritas semper maior 
frequently mentioned by phi losophers, wh ich is always greater than the 
way in which we become conscious of it, rema ins exterior to us insofar as 
we are permanently only on our way towards it; and the appearance of 
such a truth is always characterized by its being a cont ingent event that 
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cannot be calculated in advance by any law intrinsic to reason. On the 
other hand, this truth shou ld not si lence reason as a mere stupendum, with 
which it is confronted bewildered and perplexed. lf this is tobe avoided, 
then truth has to become internal to reason and operative within it as a 
new principle of its activity. 

This is a topic that may occupy philosophers and theologians alike, and 
also believers in general. For it applies to revelation too and we must ask: 
how can the manifestation of God's truth retain the character of a contin
gent event resulting from no intrinsic necessity and being moreover freely 
granted, without its thereby becoming a mere stupendum, confronted with 
which man either falls silent or has no choice but to merely repeat it, recit
ing the outwardly heard ward without understanding it? 

1.3 The transcendence and immanence of truth 

The theological question of the re lation between the transcendence and 
immanence of God and his Word is thus related to the philosophical ques
tion of the relation between the transcendence and immanence of truth. 
The relation between these questions therefore sets up a certain area of 
ph ilosphical-theological discourse. lf wc look at it from this angle, sur
prising impulses in both directions result: from theology towards a ques
tioning phi losophy and from philosophy towards a questioning theology 
that strives for an understanding of the word-event. 

What unites relig ion and phi losophy is the conviction that truth tran
scends human knowledge about it, the fact of the veritas semper maior. But 
it is the thesis of the immanence of this truth in human knowledge that de
notes not only the point of possible confl ict between them, but also the sub
ject of their dialogue. The phi losophical, and more precisely transcenden
tal-philosophical, question is: how is it philosophically conceivable that 
both the subject's capaci ty for cogn ition (veritas qua cognoscitur) and the 
binding force of the objects (veritas quae cognoscitur) proceed from the sub
ject's own activity w ithout cognition thereby becoming a mere constituent 
of self-mirrori ng? lf the latter were the case, the alleged cognition would 
rather become a means of the self-isolation of the subject, wh ich in all al
leged encounters wi th objects would be led to nowhere eise but 'itself'. And 
the theo logical question is: how can both the capacity to believe and the 
content of faith be attributed to man as constituents of his new being, think
ing and acting, without both the act and the content of faith becoming a 
mere explication of what man has always been and has unconsciously al-
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ways known? lf this were the case, man's alleged listening to the Word of 
God wou ld become a means of the self-isolation of man who, in all alleged 
encounters w ith God, is only led towards ever new forms of self-affirrna
tion. The correspondence of these two questions is what makes an intensive 
dialogue between theology and phi losophy possible. 

2. The teaching on creation as a 'protology of the Word' -
the offer of a theological answer to a philosoph ical question 

The phi losopher who gets involved in dialogue with theology encounters 
a surprising experience: the theology of creation as 'protology of the Word' 
implies an answer to the philosophical question concern ing the relation
sh ip between the exteriority (transcendence) and immanence of tru th . 

2 .1 The transcendence and immanence of the creative Word 

According to some Biblical statements, the Word is constitutive for every
thing there is. 1 am here of course allud ing to the sequence of divine ac
tions in the creation of light: "He said, there was, he separated, he called" 
(Gn 1 :1 ). Even though in the further acts of creation, narrated in thc first 
chapter of the Book Genesis, this sequence of verbs does not recur in the 
same form and the connection between God's Word and acts is descri becl 
in very different ways, it sti ll seems tobe permissible to understand the 
first verse, wh ich contains these four verbs, as a fundamental model of the 
whole story of creation. 

Here the word as a creating Word is first and foremost a command; it 
does not presuppose its addressee, but brings him about. And this is already 
why it is d ifferent from anything the creatu re could be and say of itself. At 
the same time the d ivine Word as a Word of specifying and naming is ad
mittecl into what is created and inheres in it in a lasting manner. Obvi
ously, this specifying and naming is not the outward establishment of a 
nomenclature, but has a 'word-character' that is intrinsic to the creatu re; 
it is what it has been intended by God in his specify ing and naming. 

In this context man's task is obviously, if not to speak the word of com
mand, then ultimately to speak on his own authority the word of specify
ing and naming the creatures - incidentally, in dissociation from his pre
vious commission to name the creatures, Adam is aiming at the goal of 
being enabled to say, "Th is at last is bone of my bones and flesh of my 
flesh" (Gn 2:23). Thus giving his own word of specifying and naming, man 
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specifically expresses the word-relatedness of what has been created. And 
the extent to which this is made man's own responsibil ity is made clear by 
the intense expectancy, as it were, with which God himself waits " to see 
what he [Adam] wou ld cal l them [the creatures]" (Gn 2:19). 

In answer to the question of how man must have been created w ith the 
capacity to fulfi l such a task, we usually say: man's capacity to express the 
truth of things through his word presupposes that he is a rational being. 
However, when the Holy Scriptures mention the spirit, be it the spirit of 
man or the Spirit of God, it always means at the same time the breath of 
Jife and the bearer of the word, for man's capaci ty to breathe is linked with 
his capacity to speak. This already applies to the anatomy and physiology 
of the human body: we speak with the breath of life. But this anatomical
physiological aspect seems tobe an important presupposition for the B ibl ical 
way of speaking about man: thinking and speaking is not something added 
to life that might also be absent; and, conversely, being alive is not a sec
ondary add ition to man's rationality. Rather, the rational word is breathed 
out with the breath of life, which for its part, emerges from the self-com
munication of God, who "breathed into his [Adam's] nostrils the breath 
of l ifc" (Gn 2:7). Undcrstood in this way, man's partic ipation in thc divinc 
life is the condition for the possibility for man's part icipation in the divine 
power of the Word. 

2.2 Consequences for the relation between truth and subjectivity 

The philosopher who hears the Biblical assertions about the divine Word 
of creation and the div ine gift of the breath of life and the capacity to speak 
granted to man, may lea rn that it is the foremost task of man to speak this 
word that is inborn in things; the second task is also thus simultaneously 
introduced, which is for the divine Word that specifies and names to pro
vide an image in the human verbum mentis et oris, the inward ward af 
thaught and the outward enunciated ward af speech. 

In this Biblically inspired assertion aboutthe task af man's word anather 
tapic is included which may be discussed philosaphically: it is not by 
chance that it was between Muslim and Christ ian Aristotelians that the 
whale medieval discussion concerning the verbum mentis and the intel
lectus agens taak place, i. e., concerning the creative and formative ac
tivity af human reason, w hich forms the subjects af rational cognitian fram 
the material of sensual conceptians and an ly thus brings them abaut. This 
philosophical discussian cannat be adequately understaad an the basis of 
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Aristotle's rare Statements on the subject. Looking back from the medieval 
texts to the Aristotelian sources, one is extremely disappointed that the 
statements one finds there on the active reason are so peripheral and poor. 
lt was theologically engaged phi losophers who, because as theologians 
they were concerned with the Word, came to see the Aristotelian texts in 
a changed light and above al I understood the urgency of the question about 
the mean ing of the human specifying and naming of things. 

Thus the 'protology of the Word', those statements about what 'hap
pened in the beginning' in order to make human thinking and speaking 
possible, became an attempt to answer the phi losophical question: how 
can the truth be living in the mind of man and become a principle of his 
autonomous activity w ithout dissolving into a mere function of human 
subjectivity? Understood on a Biblical basis, the flash of truth retains the 
character of a contingent event; for it is important for the whole context 
di scussed here to see that the breath of life must be received anew with 
every breath taken. Breath of life, breath of spirit, that enables man to exist 
and gain knowledge, thus far remains 'exterior', someth ing tobe received 
always anew, never dissolving in human subjectivi ty; and therefore the 
flash of truth remains a contingent event, but one by which reason is not 
silenced, but is specifically granted the capacity to enunciate the auto
nomously spoken ward. 

The answer to the philosophical problem of the transcendence and im
manence of truth offered by lslamic and Christian phi losophers can be 
summarized as fol lows: the truth of things, institu ted in them by the div ine 
Word of creation, and the cognitive capacity of man, instituted in him by 
the divine breath of li fe, are images of the same divine Word wh ich ca lls 
things into being and man to gain knowledge. As such images, things and 
the human mind bear the truth wi th in themselves; however, since the 
prototype remains exterior to the image, truth is not l imited to being an 
inward constituent of creaturely being or human subjectivity. 

3. A philosophical contribution to a theological discussion 

So it has become clear that a theology of the Word, inspired by lslamic or 
Christian phi losophy, has developed an approach of its own towards re
solving the problem of the transcendence and immanence of ward and 
truth. From this perspective, this theology of the Word has time and aga in 
been in a position to contribute to the theological discussion about the ex-
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tent to which it is the same Word of w hich we may say that it is in God 
and wi th God, and, on the other hand, that it is the Word spoken into the 
world, dwelling in it as the innermost principle of its life. The philosophi
cal teach ing of the verbum mentis could thus become helpful for inter
preting a theology of the Verbum Dei. 

For in the controversies between Jslamic and Christian philosophers, 
and particu larly between Jslamic and Christian Aristotelians, a philosophical 
epistemology was developed which could in its own way bear fru it for a 
theological understanding of the creative and redemptive divine Word. Jf 
the activi ty of man wh ich is seen only to bring about the subjects of cog
nition as such can be understood as the image of the divine Word of crea
tion, and every cognitive activity of man should therefore be understood 
th rough its being the image of the divine Word of creation, then it is also 
possible to exp lain how the divine Word of revelation too calls man into 
a new mode of existence: through the Word's making a harne with him, 
the hearer of the Word becomes a self-sufficient and autonomous subject 
of the actus essendi as weil as of the actus credendi, without the divine 
Word thereby ceasing to be the transcendent Aeternum Verbum Patris. 
The self-sufficient and autonomous act of human subjectivity becomes 
possible particu larly because and insofar as man, as a hearer of the Word, 
is addressed by the God whose nature is different from him and from all 
creatures. 

W hat can such reflections mean for a possible Christian-Mus! im dialogue? 

1. To start with a histori cal reminder: there was a time when Christians 
were learners in their re lationship to a philosophy inspired by Islam, even 
though it may have been a learning in confrontation "Contra Gentiles". 
Was thi s the result of a unique, unrepeatable set of conditions? Or is there 
a possibility that it may recur on the basis of the specific character of Islam 
and of Christianity? 

2. This learning of Christian theologians from philosophers who had 
been inspired by Islam was mediated by a fruitful mutual relationship be
tween a theologically inspired philosophy and a theology taking up philo
sophical methods. A theological treatment of the Verbum Divinum and a 
philosophica l treatment of the verbum mentis ferti lized each other in an 
extraordinary way. Now, we point out that these lslamic Aristotelians have 
far fewer successors w ithin Islam than within Christian theology. Now, at 
a time when even Christian theo logians seem to have got somewhat weary 
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of philosophy, 1 finally dare to stress that the great turning point in Chris
tian-Muslim dialogue became possible exactly because the mutual rela
tion between philosophy and theology was held in high esteem, at least 
by some representatives of both religious communities. Christian as weil 
as lslamic contempt for philosophy would thus obstruct an important op
portunity for Christian-Muslim dialogue. Therefore once more the ques
tion: was the encounter between Christians and Muslims in the field of a 
theologically inspired philosophy, a philosophy that fertilized theology, 
on ly possible in unique and unrepeatable histori cal conditions? Or is there 
a possibility that is important in principle and grounded in the specific na
ture of Islam and of Christianity, so that it cannot be ignored w ithout detri
ment to both religious communities? 

3. The theology of the Verbum Oivinum and the philosophy of human 
subjectivity expressed in the verbum mentis seem to show in an exem
plary way that, and how, a mutual relation between philosophical and 
theological questions open up specific possibilities for both philosophy 
and theology which cannot be neglected without disadvantage to both. 
And in this context it seems helpful to remember that the fact that there 
are good Biblica l - and presumably also good Qur'änic- reasons for main
taining that one cannot adequately speak about the creative power of the 
human cognitive capacity wi thout at the same time speaking of the Word 
of God, and also, conversely, that one cannot adequately speak of the 
divine Word's creative power if one does not accept that the assertion of 
the rationality (reasonableness) and rationabil ity (accountability) of faith, 
which is so strongly emphasized by Muslims and Christians, also requires 
an appropriate theory of human cognition. Without such a theory of human 
cognition, the thesis that faith is reasonable and accountable would re
main a mere assertion that does not live up to its promise. 
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[Study Group 1 J 

Adam and 
naming in the 
Bible and the 

Questions and Interventions 

ZIRKER As was mentioned in the lecture, the Bible 
says that in paradise God called on Adam to give names 
to the an imals - "to see what he would call them" 
(Gn 2:19). 

Qur'än 
There is an interesting parallel to this scene in the Qur'än 

(Süra 2,31-33) which at the same time significantly contradicts the Biblical 
story, for in the Qur'än all this takes place in the context of competi tion and 
controversy wi th the angels who do not want to recognize the sovereignty 
of man or Adam. God calls on the angels to tell him the nature of all things, 
whereupon the angels w ithdraw, saying that God alone is perfect in knowl
edge and they have none. Then God calls on Adam to tell them the nature 
of all things - and Adam knows the names which God has taught him. 
This naming of the animals, w hich Adam is asked to do in the Bible, may 
of course refer back to God's preceding act of creation - but it is nonethe
less Adam who autonomously gives Lhe names. According to the Qur'än, 
however, Adam knows the names (and is thereby superior to the angels), 
although not by v irtue of his own ability, but in the sense of repeating God's 
naming of things. 

LEUZE Accordingly, the important aspect of the human power of speech 
would be reduced in the Qur'än to a knowledge of the names that already 
existed. 
KAHLERT And then the focal point of the Qur'änic story would be man's 
position of dignity ... 
ZIRKER ... especially as compared with the angels. This introduces the 
crucial Qur'änic concept of kha!Tfa, meaning 'vicegerent' or 'successor', 
referring to the position due to man. The concept is used in the Qur'än in 
this twofold meaning, not in a political sense: man is characterized as 
'vicegerent', meaning a representative of God, and as 'successor', prob
ably meaning successor to the angels. 

the discussion GRESHAKE With regard to the history of theology, 
we are in this context reminded of the dispute between concerning the 

'intellectus a ens' the Christian West and theArab Aristotel ians, a dispute 
g that was also sign ificant for the Lateran Counci l V 

0 512-151 7): there the issue was whether the intellectus agens is given to 
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every human being individually or whether there is just one that is active 
in all humans. Although the latter position, held by the so-called 'Neo
Aristotel ians', was rejected by the Church as pantheistic, underlying this 
problem (whether it is God's intellect that, being universal, brings about 
understanding in every human being) was ultimately the creature's impl ied 
self-sufficiency vis-a-vis God. 
Z 1RKER Which is why we must bear in mind that in the lslamic tradition 
it was particular ly these phi losophers, such as Ibn STnä (d. 1037), w ho had 
much less standing than they had with us and were considered by ortho
dox Islam to be heretics. 

a theological 
dialogue about 
the Word of God 
should be held 

KARRER What developed in the course of history in 
the field of philosophical dialogue between Islam and 
Christianity is extremely impressive, and we may weil 
consider how much today we lag behind the M iddle 
Ages in this respect. O n the other hand, it was ulti

mately not a specifically theological dialogue, but a dialogue whose sub
ject was actual ly a third party, Aristotle. 
lf we look today for a dialogue about the Word of God, should we not try 
to pick it up from where the Qur'än actually speaks about the Word and ob
viously in some passages even links Jesus with the Word? We should ex
amine this anew and fo l low up the question of how Islam, in its conception 
of God's transcendence, actually proceeds from the assumption that the 
Word of God remains forever external to and distant from mankind. Would 
it not be possible to bridge the gap in another way than via Aristotelian phi
losophy, which is on the whole suspected of heterodoxy in Islam? 
ZIRKER A relevant theme in the lslamic tradition, which plays an impor
tant role in mystical thinking, says that God summoned all people in their 
pre-ex istence and asked them, "Am I not your Lord?" and they said, "Yea! 
We do testify! " (Süra 7,172). The point here is God's call and question ad
dressed to mankind - and mankind's profession in reply. What is striking 
is that the externality of God's question addressed to man and of man's 
answer continues; however, th is is not the externali ty of a historica l event, 
but of a pre-historical event that precedes all individua l histories. Th is may 
initially appear tobe a response to a very different question from the one 
that was raised, but perhaps it is ultimately relevant. 
FücusTER Complementing this conception of pre-existence in Islam, in 
theJewish tradition we find a seemingly very similar conception of a 'cham
ber of sou ls', in which al l souls are already pre-existent. More specifically, 
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a certain analogy may be found in the Jewish Midrash, w here a gathering 
of al I the (seventy) peoples is mentioned; the Torah is offered to al I of them, 
but Israel alone accepts it. 

WESS In all this there is an unanswered question: how 
finite man facing 

does the createdness of man's cognitive capacity affect 
the infinite God 

his knowledge of God and his Word. lnThomasAquinas 
there are two assertions concerning this question : one suggests that the 
human intellect is simply limited, simpliciter finitus. When it comes to the 
transcendence of God, Thomas thus advocates the view that God is not only 
incomprehensible in the sense that He cannot be understood within the 
human horizon, but that he also simply transcends this horizon. The other 
speaks of an intellectus finitus capax infiniti, a f inite intellect capable of the 
infinite. These two assertions do not seem tobe compatible. 
GRESHAKE Mr. Schaeffler sa id in his lecture that the exteriority of the tran
scendent Word - by virtue of this very Word itself - creates an immanent 
capacitas that makes man capable of accepting this Word. The question 
concern ing the inf inite character of man is therefore answered by stating 
that it is the Word which, as a transcendent one, addresses man and simul
taneou~ly brings about within man his capacity to accept that same Word. 
In th is sense, man on his own is not capable of receiving the Word, but 
the capacity is granted to him. 
WESS Then there stil l remai ns the question of whether it is intrinsical ly -
and therefore even for God - possible to create a finite being with an infinite 
capacity, or whether God's true nature remains hidden and inaccessible. 
M ITTERHÖFER Did not the First Vatican Council also deal with the ques
tion of the extent to which the truth of faith, God's infinity, is accessib le to 
man? lnsofar as it is so, it is not in the sense that man, as it were, may be 
seen as a vessel containing God's infinity, but in the sense that he has the 
capacity to strive for it, which enables man to approach this infinity and 
to conceive of part of it. 
WESS lf God in his true nature transcends the horizon of man, he cannot 
be striven for in himself, but only in w hat he grants to us. This would mean 
that man does not seek to become God, but that he is striving for an eter
nally fu ll human li fe w hich he can share with his brothers and sisters. 

man infinitely 
transcends man 

GRESHAKE Man's striving tobe God must not be con
trasted with his wanting to be a human being. lf man 
transcends man infi nitely, as Pascal says, it means that 

being human itself reaches out towards being God. 
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As Mr. Mitterhöfer has already said, Thomas Aqu inas speaks of an infini te 
horizon and of a striving open to infinity. In Aquinas finitude and infinity 
are not on the same level such that they cou ld exclude each other. In keep
ing with the transcendental nature of being tobe true - ens et verum con
vertuntur- man is granted a horizon open to infinity, which nevertheless 
does not imply that man cou ld actually perceive all being. The fact that 
man can be addressed by God himself does not prejudge God's freedom 
to communicate to man w hat he wants him to communicate. 
Z1RKER From a Muslim perspective, it wou ld of course not be possible to 
link a human being's increasing in knowledge, or enter ing more deeply 
into striving, with the concept of 'becoming God'. Being God is forever 
separated from being human. In lslamic mysticism there are statements 
that speak of a human longing to become God, but for theological ortho
doxy, this is something utterly presumptuous and reprehensible. 
GRESHAKE ls it conceivable that a Muslim could accept a phenomenology 
of man against the background of Pascal's statement referred to before: that 
man transcends himself infinitely? Do M uslims also sense an insatiable 

longing and desire that can be fulfilled by God alone? 
. ZIRKER lt is harder to speak about Muslims in genera l 

lslam1c o~h_odoxy here than in relation to any other topic. In mysticism 
and mysticism we may, as has already been said, find th is longing for 

God as something that may even be fulfilled. But from the perspective of 
the Qur'än and orthodox theology, paradise is not a matter of being w ith 
God, but rather of a prosperous shared human li fe granted by God. Par
ticularly in this context, the open question w hich Father Bsteh mentioned 
this morning and to wh ich we shou ld probably pay much more attention, 
remains the question of the status of mysticism in Islam. M eaningful as 
mysticism is, the cr iti cal question certainly always remains of whether it 
entails that 'exaggeration - gbulüw' which is defin itely rejected in lslamic 

theology. 

critical tendencies 
in Protestant 
theology 

LEUZE In Protestant theology there have also been ten
dencies to reject or at least treat critically the anthropo-
logica l approach presented by Mr. Greshake to man's 
infi nitely striv ing and reaching out for knowledge. So 

this is not only a difference between rel igions, but between denominations. 
WESS The theological question should also be raised of what the differ
ence would be between this longing for deification and sin, which ac
cording to Genesis means wanting tobe like God (cf. Gn 3:5). Would the 
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difference on ly be that the sinner wants to seize something for himself 
which he can and will receive anyway? 

t t. . FüGUSTER To address once more the issue of the visio ten a 1ve usage in . . . 
the Bible b~atif1ca. lt ~eem_s 1mportant not to compare apples 

w1th pears - in th1s case not to compare the Christian 
conception of a beatific vision, as it was developed only in later patristics 
and scho lasticism, with Qur'änic statements - but to draw a paral lel be
tween statements on the same level, i. e. Qur'änic texts and Biblical texts. 
lf we look at the Bible, even at the New Testament: what in fact is bl iss? In 
the Revelation to John, we find mainly OldTestament metaphors: God wi ll 
wipe every tear from their eyes (21 :4), they will not thirst again (2 1 :6); and, 
interestingly, these phrases which in the Old Testament apply to Israel: he 
will dwel l with them, and: they will be my people and I will be their God 
(21 :3), or: 1 will be their God and they w i ll be my children (21 :7), as weil 
as the promise - quite in line with Deutero-lsaiah: there wi ll be no tem
ple any longer (21 :22). And then, right at the end, it says once more: "They 
will see his face" (22:4). 

As has already been suggested in Mr. Greshake's lecture, there are some argu
mcnts in favour of speaking of an 'experience of God' rather than 'visio Dei', 
justas Moses experiences God very personally in his vision. In Hebrew, how
ever, seeing corresponds to experiencing. Here too, the rest of the New Tes
tament is very cautious, with the single exception of one passage in 1 Cor 
13:12 which states that then "we will see face to face". And when it says at 
the end of this Song of Love, " then I wi l l know fully, even as I have been fully 
known", it does not say in more detail what we will know. So we should be 
careful when saying with reference to the Qur'än that for Musl ims life in 
paradise is just a blessed l ife with God only now and then looking in, as it 
were, whereas our Christian faith teils us there will be a visio beatifica. Ob
viously, in traditional Christian theology perfection has been understood too 
much in terms of the visio beatifica, whereas actually in the New Testament 
it is only referred to very sparingly. 

GRESHAKE On the basis of today's usage, terms like 'vision of God' and 
'blessed vision of God' are indeed not very appropriate in the context of 
the subject we are discussing here, but this is because of a fundamental 
change of meaning of the word 'see'. In Creek Antiquity 'seeing' implies 
the most intense contact with reality; Creek culture is, as it were, a 'culture 
of seeing'. In fact 'seeing' and 'being seen' stand for what we understand 
today as 'exchange' of li fe. In looking at each other, the deep import is a 
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mutual self-givi ng, a communication. With regard to the New Testament 
is th is not exactly what shou ld be emphasized much more expl icitly? Afte~ 
all, atthe time of Jesus, there were a great number of eschatological images 
- it is said that once several hundred were counted; it is therefore all the 
more significant that Jesus has ultimately selected on ly one of them, the 
image of the meal. Th is is the metaphor which, against the Jewish back
ground, expresses the most intense community. Then heaven is seen es
sentially as a 'social event'. And are not all the metaphors quoted from the 
Revelation to John also meant to emphasize precisely this social, com
munal character of perfection - the perfection in the completed commu
nity of created beings in company w ith each other and wi th God? 
FüGUSTER lt is al I the more regrettable that the conception of the beatif ic 
vision has been so indiv idualized in the course of history. 
G RESHAKE Last but not least by Thomas Aquinas, who expressly asks if 
man needs his brother to atta in everlasting bl iss and gives the answer: no; 
although there is then a very excit ing sequence of interpretations of this. 

• 
'th I f h KARRER ls there in Islam a theology of the ward, as we 

:ar;oi:r:iaom~ e may ultimately fi nd underlying Mr. Schaeffler's lecture? 
Protestantism after all l inks some essential concepts with 

a theology of the word. lf, as Christian theo logians, we speak about the ward 
and look for commonali ties w ith Islam on this topic, it is now looking rather 
necessary to disregard a theology of the ward in favour of medieval ph i loso
phy. But are there not a number of statements in the Qur'än referring to the 
word, and is there not an inner connection between these passages or a 
theological reflection on these Q ur'änic statements? 
ZIRKER Acco rding to lslamic understanding, the Q ur'än is the ward of God 
as such and there is intensive theo logica l debate about what thi s tenet of 
faith really means. Analogously to the Christological controversies, there 
have been controversies in Islam over whether the Qur'än is created or un
created . The solution that the Q ur'än is both created and uncreated is 
strongly reminiscent of the dogmatic dec ision of Chalcedon: the Qur'än is 
uncreated insofar as it is the eternal ward of God, and created insofar as it 
was declared historically, and here and now litu rgically proclaimed. 1 

' Cf. in this context also M . Talbi, "Hören auf sein Wort. Der Koran in der Geschichte der 
islamischen Tradit ion", in : A. Bsteh (ed.), Hören auf sein Wort. Der Mensch als Hörer des Wortes 
Gottes in christlicherund islamischer Überlieferung(Beiträge zur Religionstheologie; 7). Mödl ing, 
1992, pp. 11 9-150, here: p. 11 9. 
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So there is a very decisive word-of-God-theo logy in Islam. Jesus is called 
"His ward" as weil (Qur'än 4, 171), wh ich of course must not make us connect 
the Christian Logos-theology wi th the lslamic assertions about Jesus. How
ever, links with the r'r11µa-understanding in Syrian theology are obvious. 

about man being 
dependent on 
God 

KAHLERT Was it not at the heart of Mubammad's early 
preaching that man shows excessive wickedness if he 
is proud of his own ach ievements and arrogantly in
tends to be dependent on nobody? Does the Qur'än 

not suggest openness towards God by speaking about his dependence on 
God? Th is is ultimately known because man can recognize the signs of 
God in creation which he hasset everywhere.2 

Z1RKER Man's dependence on God has tobe distinguished from his open
ness towards God. The sense of dependence results from belief in God as 
Creator. Daily food, wool for making clothes, animal furs for tents, ships 
on the ocean, etc. - according to the Q ur'än all this has been created by 
God for mankind (cf. e. g. 2, 164; 14,32; 16,80 f.; 17,66). The Qur'än (even 
more strongly than the Bible) decl ares God's thoughtfulness for man w ith 
a naivety that may lead one to ask how a Muslim theologian would cope 
today w ith the objections ra ised by criticism of religion, even if he ac
cepted the challenge. lncidentally, in a dialogue between Christiani ty and 
Islam crit ic ism of religion could also have a part. 

lslamic thinkers 
and modern 
philosophy 

WOLBERT There are lslamic philosophers who are in
tensely occupied w ith European phi losophy- as for in-
stance w ith Descartes. Do they see European philoso
phy - at the t ime of the Enlightenment or at present -

as a total ly al ien world, or do they recognize in it problems they also share? 
Z IRKER In the lslamic world there are, on the one hand, representatives 
of an extreme cri ti cism of rel igion (partly of a Marxist provenance), who 
may sti ll ca ll themselves Muslims, but who mean by this only that they 
want to be seen as belonging to a certain cu ltural context. On the other 
hand, there are lslamic theologians and scholars - mostly holding profes
sorial chairs in Western countries - who take up the modern history of 
ideas and its methods very intensely, including historical-critical questions 
about Mubammad and the Q ur'än. However, if we went to al-Azhar, for 
instance, it would be hard to find modern thinking in theology. 

' Cf. M. Zakzouk, "Der Mensch im Koran als Hörer des göttlichen Wortes. Gnade, Freiheit 
und Verpfl ichtung", in: A. Bsteh (ed.), Hören auf sein Wort. op. cit. (fn. 1) pp. 35-70, esp. pp . 
41-44.60 f. 
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SCHMÜCKER Perhaps we shou ld not focus so much on the contrast be
tween theology and phi losophy in Islam, but on the philosophical con
troversies that arise in the field of theology, as w hen the Mu'tazi la tried to 
understand the tenets of faith by means of reason, but then later, for the 
Ash'arTs, only the word ing of the revelation is decisive. So perhaps Arab 
philosophy only emerges when the philosophical problems have already 
been formulated in theology? 

Z IRKER lt is interesting to know that the Mu'tazila had already receded 
into the background when the great philosophers, Ibn Rushd and Ibn STnä, 
came on the scene. The problems had also changed. Another reason why 
the philosophers had fallen into such disrepute was, for example, their 
teaching about the eternity of the world and the subsequent controversies 
w ith orthodoxy which did not consider these teach ings compatible w ith 
the Qur'änic concept of creation. For the Mu'tazila the issue was above 
all the competence of reason and free wi ll in their re lation w ith God's 
causation of everything. To resolve these questions, the Mu'tazila proposed 
models which found little acceptance, not least because of their poli tical 
implications. 

MITTERHÖFER Thinking of Mr. Greshake's lccturc and the trini tarian theo
logical approach developed there, it would be interesting to know the ap
proach he would have chosen to develop the subject M r. Schaeffler dealt 
w ith in his contribution. 

GRESHAKE At first we should probably note a certain convergence be
tween the approaches of both lectures. I would probably have referred the 
problem of transcendence and immanence, the question of identity and 
difference between the created being and the divine being, back to the 
inner-trinitarian process of one person's receiving the divine being from 
the other. 

Fundamentally characterizing being as gift, which Mr. Schaeffler emphasized 
very much and which he himself sees in a similar way to me, has its proto
type in the quality of giving that distinguishes inner-trinitarian re lations. 

• 
LEUZE Could one find in Islam something similar to 
Barth 's theology, in which al though he accepts criti
cism of rel igion, he does not see that Christian revela
t ion is affected by it? 

criticism of 
religion-butonly 
concerning the 
position of others? 

KAHLERT Perhaps we might see someth ing compa
rable in the thinking of modern lslamic authors w ho, on the one hand, are 
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enthusiastic about the application of historical cri ticism and the results of 
historico-critical research to the Christian Scriptures on ly in order then to 
state that the Qur'än, on the other hand, is the revealed word of God. 
LEUZE Perhaps this has also something to do wi th the fact that statements 
are made aboutJesus in the Qur'än, which can be more easily harmonized 
with historical criticism than with New Testament statements when they 
are read without that cr iticism. • 

ZIRKER Two different dimensions must be distinguished 
old and new h d in the message of the Qur'än. There is, on the one an , 
thin?! i_n the the simple primordia l faith of Islam which man bears 
Qur anic message w ithin himself from creation and can probably be sum-

marized as: "God is my Lord; he gu ides me and helps mein mercy; but, 
on Judgment Day he w ill also call me to account." In lslamic understand
ing, this awareness wh ich is immanent in man's nature, may also be found 
in the teachings of Jesus and Moses and the rest of the prophets - up to 
the preaching of Mubammad. 
On the other hand, the Qur'än also presents a special social order for the 
umma Lhal is only established wi th the activity of Mubammad. This sharl'a 

need not be identical w ith the shar"i'a of Jesus and al I the other earl ier mes
sengers of God. Thus Islam has a particu lar understanding of the historicity 
and diversity of revelation. But since the Qur'än was proclaimed, according 
to its own universa lly authoritative claim, there can no langer be a legitimate 
plurality in the history of religions. 

FüGUSTER This is quite similar to the position of Or-
ultimate finality thodox Jews, for whom the Torah is definitive, and it is 
of an originally d h 

. 
1 

d 
7 

where the practical problems arise: accor ing to is 
part1cu ar or er. . . 

1 
. • M h d t d t t bl. h ongina intent1on u . amma wan e o es a 1s an 

order initially for his smal l umma, and then for the Arabs. Eventually this 
was declared to be de facto universal. This is where the problem lies. 
Z IRKER lt could be very fruitful to fol low this up, particu larly since in the 
short revelation-period between 610 and 632 it was possible to annul com
mands of the shar"i'a, as is expressed in the doctrine of abrogation, whereas 
later this can no langer happen. So the question arises: why should it have 
been possible at that time, when they were learning to dea l w ith prob
lems, to w ithdraw certain regulations (or, according to lslamic under
standing, for God to abrogate them), but not later? 
What is fe it to be very frustrating and irritating in Christian-Musl im dia-
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logue is that, according to lslamic understanding, all the other prophets, 
including Jesus, are considered to have had a specific mission and only 
Islam is the universal religion. Muslims feel supported in this view if they 
can say, by referring even to Christian exegetes, that the histarical Jesus 
believed himself tobe sent to his own people alone, and that it was only 
the post-Easter Jesus who sent his disciples to all parts of the world. 

the messenger's 
relationship to 
his message 

LEUZE The fact that, in Islam, Jesus (like Mubammad) 
is seen as separate from his message can indeed be feit 
as a serious problem for Christian-Muslim dialogue. lf 
Jesus declares his message, but not in such a way that 

his person and his message are one, it may even lead to Jesus appearing 
to support the Qur'än. 
ZtRKER In this context there is an interesting parallel which Muslims some
times draw between Mubammad and Mary: just as Mary gave birth to Jesus, 
the "Word" of God (Süra 4,171) in a way beyond human capacity, with
out the cooperation of a father, entirely through the creative power of God, 
similarly Mubammad proclaimed the ward of God without being himself 
remotely capable of doing so. He is "unlettered" (umm1; Süra 7, 157), even 
ill iterate. lf we class the Prophet as low according to the level of his edu
cation, the miracle of his message is all the greater, as though it were the 
virginal conception of God's word.1 

d f G d 
KARRER ls the Qur'än seen as the ward of God, and 

war -o - o -
h 1 

. 
1 7 

how is this word-of-God-theology developed further? 
t eo ogy rn ls am. 1 . ff . d' D . h d . , s ,t an e ect,ve war I oes ,t ave a re eemrng poweri 
How is it conveyed to man? 
ZIRKER From a Muslim perspective, one could not say that the world was 
created through the Qur'än, through this ward of God. Th is implies an impor
tant difference from the ward-of-God-theology in Christian understanding. 

KARRER ls there any mention of a 'creative ward' when 
the Qur'än speaks of creation? 

the Qur'änic 
ward is not a 

ZtRKER Süra 2, 11 7 says of the Creator of the heavens 
creative ward ... 

and the earth: "When He decreeth a matter, He saith 
to it: 'Be', and it is." Yet, this spoken ward of God is not identified with the 
ward of God in the Qur'än. Another context is of considerable importance 
for understanding the Qur'än. 

' Cf. also A. Schimmel 's reference in: A. Bsteh (ed.), Islam Questioning Christianity (Chris
tian Faith in the Encounter with Islam; vol. 1 ). Mödling, 2007, p. 31. 
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... but an 
unfathomable 

word 

Two passages (varying the metaphors) say: "And if all 
the trees on earth were pens and the Ocean (were ink) 
[ ... ], yet would not the Words of God be exhausted" 
(Qur'än 31 ,27; cf. 18,109). Here the question has to 

remain open of whether lslamic theology has ever digested the difference 
between this unfathomable, inexhaustible ward of God, and the ward of 
God in the Qur'än defined in Süras and verses. 

historically 
selective, 
but sufficient 

Finally, there is a further important aspect to the ls
lamic ward-of-God-theology: the histarical selective
ness/specificity of the revelation. How can the event 
of the Qur'än, which emerged in the 7th century, be

tween 610 and 632, du ring this particular period of Mubammad's life, be 
thoughtof, in its historical limitedness and contingency, as an eternal ward? 
And why was this ward given precisely then? Why not before? And why 
was this universality not already found in the proclamation of Jesus ar 
Moses? The revelation of the Qur'än is in itially on ly ascertained as a fact. 
The question of the basis for th is is not raised - as little as the question is 
raised in Christian theology of why God supremely and ultimately revealed 
himself in Jesus of Nazareth and not somcwhere eise in the history of 
mankind. 
WESS Should we not also probably ask not only why the ward of God 
should have been given only here and now, but also why there cannot and 
wi ll not be a further revelation to follow? 
ZIRKER In lslamic understanding it is simply a given that this ward of God 
in the Qur'än is sufficient. The issue is therefore not, as in the Christian 
ward-of-God-theology, the ward of God as such, which we comprehend 
more and more in its unfathomable fu llness - sharing and approaching it, 
but the transmission of a ward which is sufficient for mankind and which 
has no need to be excelled by later prophets or later books. The Book is 
sure, everybody can open it, it is universal ly present. There is therefore no 
need either to 're-enact' the ward of God in any sacramental signs. 

G d I füGUSTER But the Qur'än also says that God alone can o a one . 
can explarn the Qur'än. 
Z IRKER Th is is stated in Süra 3,7: "But no one knows 

explain the 
Qur'än? 

its [the Qur'än's] hidden meanings except God.11 God's 
statement in Süra 75, 19 is similar: " lt is for us to explain it (and make it 
clear)." - Moreover, the Qur'än refers to the fact that it contains "allegori
cal" passages, followed by those " in whose hearts is perversity [ ... ] seek-
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ing discord, and searching for its hidden meanings" (3,7). But it does not 
say w hy there is this obscurity and ambiguity. 
WOLBERT ls there agreement among Muslims about which passages are 
clear and which are obscure? 
Z1RKER The answer wou ld probably be: look at what you start fighting 
over because the one reads it like this and the other like that. However, 
there shall be no discord among you, so search for those passages that are 
clear. And it is basically God who also provides the commentary. 
FüGUSTER However, it is also frequently said - particularly in connection 
with controversies between Christians and Jews or Jews and M uslims: God 
will show it and that only at the end of time (cf. Qur'än 5,51 ). So the Qur'än 
does not claim that everyth ing is clear: there are points that remain open 
and God will show what the truth is. 

why binding in 
the Arabic 

KRÜGER l t is known that only the Arabic text of the 
Qur'än is binding. How do Muslims deal w ith the ne
cessity for the Qur'än to be translated? 

language only? 
Z IRKER Translation is permitted, but it is essentially 

impossible. All translations are only intensive endeavours to interpret the 
meaning of the Qur'än in Turkish, German, etc. In fact, a lranslated edi
tion of the Qur'än is on ly acceptable as such if the Arabic text is along
side the ' translation' . From this perspective it was quite surprising that the 
Secretary Genera l of the lslamic World Congress w rote the preface to Adel 
Th. Khoury's translation of the Qur'än, although there is no parallel Ara
bic text in this ed ition.4 

KRÜGER So does this mean that somebody who does not have a good 
command of Arabic cannot really be a Muslim? 
Z IRKER We should not perhaps put it in those words, but it is certainly 
true that as a Musl im one should in fact learn Arabic. 
But th is ra ises a certai n discord w ithin Islam that is based on the Qur'än, 
which says expressly (cf. Süra 41 ,44) that it is w ritten in Arabic so that the 
Arabs cannot avoid it, objecting: What is this supposed to mean for us w ho 
are people speaking Arabic, a book written in a foreign language (for in
stance, in Hebrew or in Creek)? Then, however, this book went to Persia, 
and Turkey, etc. How should we respond to this obvious contrad iction be
tween the new situation and the old argumentation, between the univer
sally oriented proclamation and the l inguistic-cu ltural limitation? 

• Cf. in this context also op. cit. (fn. 3) pp. 230 f. 
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GRESHAKE Would thi s not also possibly imply, for an lslamic theology of 
the word, that simply reciting the Qur'än in Arabic has its effect - even 
when it is not understood? On the other hand, there would be a great ten
sion between this and the idea that the Qur'än is a right guidance of God, 
a word tell ing man how to live his life. How can this be true, if the word 
is not understood? 
ZIRKER At this point the Muslim would probably say that simply reciting 
the Qur'än wou ld be inadequate; preaching and teaching wou ld have to 
be added. 
KAHLERT But in the Arab mosque we may come across a massive sense 
of superiority over the Turkish mosque. 

[Study Group 2] 

ELSAS In the lecture the Jewish concept of Shekinah 
was mentioned. For the purpose of Christian-Muslim 

conception also 
found in lslamic dialogue itwou ld be importantto knowwhether a simi-

Shekinah - a 

tradition? lar concept is tobe found in the lslamic tradition and, 
if so, how Christian theology might approach it? 

KHOURY A certain correspondence could be seen in the Qur'änic affir
mation of God's presence among humankind, which brings them tran
quillity. The point, however, is not so much God's making a harne w ith 
man, but rather "pouring his calm on the believers" (following the term 
sak'ina- a Hebrew loanword), w hich God sends down on the Apostle and 
on the beli evers (cf. Qur'än 9,26 and 46, 18.26). " lt is He W ho sent down 
Tranquillity into the hearts of the Believers" (48,4). 

does God remain A question to Mr. Schaeffler arises from his statement 
free in relation to that God is not only free before the word of revelation, 
his word of reve- but remains so after it was pronounced. How is God's 

1 iberty tobe understood after his word of revelation was 
spoken? lf he reveal s himself, God in a certain sense 
commits himself. lf this were not the case, man would 

lation, even after 
it is spoken? 

also remain free to accept or reject that revelation and this would then also 
directl y affect the human obligation to obey in faith. God at least commits 
himself in the sense that he no langer allows what he reveals to be con
tradicted, even taking into account his own freedom. The Aib'arTs, for in
stance, used to think that everything is but a positively decreed revelation, 
absolutely everything, including what is good and what is evi l. lf God for-
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bids kil ling in the Bible or in the Qur'än, he could in theory order exactly 
the opposite tomorrow, and then we wou ld be expected to kill. 
ScHAEFFLER lf we consider initially the effects of the divine ward, we may 
say that God remains free to determine the effects of his ward even after 
he has spoken. A ward that was sent to sanctify humans and make them 
a new creation, can also, if God so wil ls, make them stubborn and push 
them into darkness. The hearer of the ward, even w hen the ward is given, 
remains constantly dependent on the freely granted grace of God if the re
deeming ward is not to judge and condemn him. 
lf we raise a further question about the subject matters of God's ward, we 
may think time and again of the passage at the beginning of the First Book 
of Samuel. Seeing what the sons of Eli have done, God says: Although I have 
said that the priesthood wi ll stay with your family unti l the end of the world, 
1 now declare: far be it from me, your hause and your father's hause. lf you 
refer to my prom ises and assume that nothing can go wrang any more, then 
1 say: Away w ith you! (cf. 1 Sm 2:30). These words show that God is free, 
even from his own prom ise. And incidental ly, we may rightly sense that it is 
not accidental that these words are found at the beginning of this Book of 
Samuel, if we remember Saul's fate, his vocation and his rejection. 
We fi nd a similar striking example of the fact that God remains free vis-a-vis 
the ward that he has spoken in the Book of Jonah, where it says that Jonah 
comes to N ineveh and cries out: "Forty days more, and Nineveh shal l be 
overthrown!" You would th ink that the person of faith is the one who says 
in reply to the ward spoken by God: We have to obey, all this wil l happen 
just as the prophet announced it. The king of Nineveh, however, gives a 
completely different answer which we would normal ly interpret as a reply 
of unbel ief, when he says: "Who knows? God may re lent and change his 
mind; he may turn from his fierce anger, so that we do not perish ." Uon 3:9), 
which made Jonah very irritated and he became angry Uon 4:2 f.). In the 
first case (1 Sm 2:30) a promise of sa lvation is revoked, although it was ex
pressly given "for ever". In the second case Uon 3 :10) the announcement of 
a disaster is revoked, although it was definitely decreed ("Forty days more, 
and Nineveh shall be overthrown! "). Thus, in both good and evi l, God is 
the master even of what he himself has declared through his ward. The ten
sion between the freedom of God and the reliability of his ward cannot be 
removed by emphasizing one or the other. 
KHOURY In the lslamic tradi tion, the idea that God remains free even with 
regard to his own word has its classical paral lel in the Qur'änic doctrine of 
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abrogation or withdrawal, an-näsikh wa-1-mansiJkh, which says that God re
mains free with regard to his revelation so that he can later revoke what he 
has once stated and replace it with something eise, not, of course, simply 
someth ing opposed to it, but something simi lar or better. This would be the 
case w ith Jonah: it is better to save the people than to let them perish. 

God's remain ing 
free characterized 
by a dialogical 

process 

ScHAEFFLER In the story of Jonah, emphasis is obviously 
p laced on the dialogical character of the narrative: after 
all, there is a certain correspondence between God's 
turning from his anger and the humans' giving up their 
sin, which then conveys the impression to the prophet 

- whom God had fi nally brought very painful ly to the point of speaking in 
his name - that his prophetic mission eventually put him to great shame. 
VANONI Concerning the whole story about Jonah, we must notice a cer
tain trick the narrator plays. On the one hand, there is no doubt that Jonah's 
vocation has something to do wi th wickedness and evil (cf. Jon 1 :1 f. and 
3:1-3) and that Jonah, by setting out and walking, does what he is told. 
However, it remains uncertain w hether the content of his proclamation in 
fact corresponds to his mission: in Jonah, the dabar YHWH, the word of 
Yahweh, is a guiding ward, w hich gets very close to the concept of Shekinah 
insofar as the ward of God, through the power by which it works, already 
makes itself somewhat independent by achieving inexorably w hat God 
wi lls. Even before the king responds to it, the whole city had turned from 
their evi l ways: "And the people of Nineveh believed God [ ... ]" Uon 3:5). 
Finally the king orders the people to do what they had already done lang 
ago. Jonah's prob lern is an important question facing the theology of God's 
ward. A lthough the ward of God is preached by humans inadequately and 
clumsily, the theory underlying the Book of Jonah is that, despite all this, it 
is always a matter of the w hole ward of God which achieves in and of it
self what God w ills. 
ScHAEFFLER Whatever the case, it seems remarkab le that in the story of 
Jonah, the ki ng l istens to a prediction of disaster - whether Jonah delivered 
it correctly or not - and replies w ith the strange idea that God may change 
his mind. This reflects an idea that God is free in respect of what he has said. 
At first, it seems scandalous after all to speak about God as we would about 
a man who we hope wil l change his mind. But it implies a distinct reference 
to God's sovereignty w hich remains in the face of everything- even with re
gard to an elected priesthood guaranted ti l l the end of the world, as was clear 
in the chapter of the First Book of Samuel already quoted above. 
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NEUMANN ls it part of the intention of the Book of Jonah to say that the 
call to repent is also addressed to the pagans? 
VANONI As in the parable of the two sons (cf. Lk 15:11-32), where it is 
the elder son who stays at home who is the real problem, it is Jonah's prob
lern that he must learn that God works beyond the limits of theological 
conceptions and that the so-called pagans (basically not a Biblical term) 
are considered to be more pious and religious than the lsraelites them
selves. Apart from the lsraelites at the Red Sea (Ex 14:31 ), in the whole Old 
Testament it is only the people of Nineveh who are said to believe in God 
Uon 3:5). This is initially a new self-criticism of Israel calling them tobe
come aware that they should actual ly open up: being chosen is ultimately 
always characterized by being chosen for others. 

• 
KHOURY Adam's being told to name the creatures, 
wh ich was mentioned in the lecture, may also be 

capacity to name 
found in the Qur'än in the context of Adam's creation 

the creatures 

on man's 

(cf. Süra 2,30 ff.): as in the Jewish tradition, there is 
a dialogue between the angels and God in which the angels r1sk God what 
he actua ll y wants mankind for - after all they are celebrating his praises 
and glorifying his holy name, whereas mankind will make mischief on 
earth and shed blood. Whereupon God says that he knows what they do 
not - and teaches Adam the nature of all things. Final ly God cal ls on the 
angels to teil him the nature of things, which they cannot do, whi le Adam 
can . Through being given the names by God ("And He taught Adam the 
nature of all things", v. 31 ), Adam, according to the Qur'än, also has a key 
to understanding. 

can man under
stand the word 
of God? 

Furthermore, it was also said in the lecture that the 
word of God is perhaps not understood by man, and 
as a result the texts are merely recited. In fact, the 
Mu'taziilswere of the opinion that humans cannot un

derstand the word of God because they cannot approach his transcend
ence. lf the Qur'än is God's eternal word, it is not possible for man to un
derstand it (even when expressed in human language); although it con
tains a series of juxtaposed logical statements, their reference to God still 
remains inaccessible to humankind. In contrast, the ljanbalTs tried to hold 
a more moderate view, saying that, through the interpretation of the Prophet, 
access to understanding the word of God, which is impossible to man on 
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his own, i. e. directly, does become possible. Mankind therefore owes his 
understanding of the Qur'än to the Prophet's interpretation. 
ai-Ghazzäl"i (d. 1111 ) developed another model of access to understand
ing the language of God when he says that God remains inaccessib le to 
us in his transcendence, but that his word in the human language of the 
Qur'än is meant to help us shape our piety. lf a human being wants to turn 
to God in prayer, he can use the language of the Qur'än and finds in it a 
secure vehicle for his prayers. 

As for the intellectus agens, this concept was intro
duced into lslamic philosophy by al-Färäb1 (d. 950) 
and Ibn S1nä (d . 1037) and later Ibn Ruilid (d. 1198). 
In earlier periods it had been fitted into an emanation
theory of the world's origin. 

limited meaning 
of the doctri ne of 
the intellectus 
agens for 
dialogue 

However, the view that this theory goes back to Aris
totle was due to a misunderstanding in lslamic theology. Rather the doc
trine of the intellectus agens was probably taken over from Plotinic theol
ogy, more precisely from the doctrine of Porphyrios. On the assumption 
that it stemmed from Aristotle, there was extensive specu lation about how 
this emanation-theory could bc compatible with Aristotle and with faith 
in general. lt was only in the 12th century that Ibn Ruilid proved the error 
and that two different tradi tions had been confused by mistake: in fact 
Aristotle had said something different. So we may ask whether and to what 
extent it would be helpful in dialogue with Islam, to refer back to the 
doctrine of the intellectus agens, since this would immediately create the 
suspicion that we were supporting the doctrine of emanation. 
SCHAEFFLER The discussion about the intellectus agens, as it took place in 
the 13th century between Christians and Muslims (cf. Thomas Summa 
theol. 1 q.79 a. 3-5) was sparked off by a passage in the writings of Aris
totle about the soul (Peri Psyches r 430a 10 f.). There Aristotle distinguishes 
two powers of the sou l, both of which he calls Nous: "The one is Nous by 
becoming everything, the other one is Nous by working everything". lt is 
this Nous that works everything by turning all possible objects of cogni
tion into real objects of cogn it ion - just as the lightturns all possible colours 
into real colours. The dispute between the interpreters was concerned with 
the question of whether this " light" of the mind is a power of the ind ivid
ual sou l (the passage from Peri Psyches suggests this interpretation), or 
whether one identical light shines "from outside" into individual souls, 
thus making the subjects of cognition communicable. 
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This interpretation was supported by a passage from the Aristotelian treatise 
"On the origin of living beings", w here it says: "Thus the only assumption 
remaining is that the Nous alone enters from outside and that it alone is 
divine" (Peri Zoon Geneseos 736 b27 f.). This gave rise to the question of 
whether the intellectus agens is "a/iquid animae" or "unus in omnibus" 
(Summa theol. 1 q. 79 a. 4-5). The subject of the dispute was therefore 
one between exegetes of Aristotle. The thesis that the intellectus agens as 
"one in al l human beings" cou ld then combine with a neo-Platon ic doc
trine of emanation, was refuted by Averroes and Aquinas, and Mr. Khoury 
has rightly referred to this. The question which was tobe answered by the 
doctrine of the intellectus agens could only originate within an Aristotelian, 
not a Platonic, ep istemo logy. lt was the question of how we who, ac
cording to the Aristotelian conception, are not capable of attaining the vi
sion of ideas, can obta in from sensory appearances those species intelli
gibi/es which constitute the object of intellectual cognition . This is w hat 
Aristotle and the Aristotelians saw as the specific achievement of the ac

tive intel lect. 
1 wou ld then observe that the passages in which Aristotle speaks about 
the intellectus agens are rare and rather peripheral to his work. Ncver
theless, in d iscussions between Muslim as weil as Christian Aristotelians, 
this idea gained astonishing importance. And my thesis is that this inter
est was theological ly motivated, for, in the question concern i ng the " I ight" 
by means of which only sensory appearances become objects of intel
lectual cognition, the matter of the relation between transcendence and 
immanence is open to discussion. 
This ph ilosophical problem is closely linked w ith the theological ques
tion about the relationship between the transcendence and immanence 
of the div ine ward. Thus, discussing the intellectus agens to me seems to 
be an example of how a theological interest of Muslims and Christians 
made them sensitive to the impact of a philosophi cal problem. And I would 
like to have my thesis understood to mean that it was a fel icitous moment 
in the history of philosophy and theology, when Muslim and Christian 
thinkers in mutual dialogue discovered the connection between two ques
tions: the general ep istemological question of how the human intellect 
should be conceived of when the relation between transcendence and 
immanence is correctly described, and the theological question about the 
relationsh ip between the divine ward and the human capacity to accept 

it in fa ith. 
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N EUMANN This pair of terms-transcendence and im
the transcendence 

manence - also raises the problem of how the ward of 
and immanence 

God can come to man's mind at all so that he can then 
of the ward of Gad 

transmit it to others. This question may also have a sci-
entific aspect, in the form of a hypothesis based on the assumption that in 
the human brain there are cells wh ich react to impulses of a non-cosmic 
origin. In other words, haw does the immanence of transcendence come 
abaut in man? 
SCHAEFFLER Fi rst, 1 completely agree that speaking of ' the transcendence 
and immanence of the word' is related to the question of how the word of 
Gad can come to man's mind so that we can hear it and even pass it on 
in our own language. But I think this question is not primarily about either 
the psychic or the physica l mechanism of information-reception, but is 
rather a semantic problem: how does the ward of God, as a ward heard 
and passed on by man, remain distinct from any ward that man could say 
af himself, i. e. from any soli laquy of the human soul? 

freedom of God This question has recently become remarkably topical 
in the context of attempts at an exegesis of depth psy
chology. lt comes down to an attempt to direct the 

hearer towards recognizing in the word declared to him some processes 
which take place in the depths of his soul, so that through the word some
thing that has already been wai ting hidden w ithin him is simply and ex
plicitly brought to man's mind. Alongside this, it seems necessary to me 
to emphasize a twofold freedom: the freedom af God vis-a-vis the hearer, 
ta whom God may say something the former does not already have w ithin 
himself in any hidden form, and the freedom of the hearer, who may ac
cept the ward or refuse it because of the very fact that it is a new ward, 
different from anything he could say himself. Theological interest in the 
transcendence of the word and of truth is at heart an interest in this twofold 
freedom of God and of man. And theological interest in the immanence 
af the ward and of truth has essential ly to do with an interest in the idea 
that the word of God, spoken in freedom, may be freely acqu ired by man 
and thus may become his own ward . 

and af man 

1 would here like to comment on the use of terms: in my lecture I used the 
phi losaphical terms 'transcendence' and 'immanence' because they are cur
rent. But I tr ied ta underl ine that these terms become meaningful for the un
derstanding of the Biblical message an ly to the extent that 'transcendence' 
expresses the freedom of God vis-a-vis his creature, while ' immanence' in-
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dicates that indwelling of which Jesus speaks when he says: "[. .. ] and we 
will come to them and make our harne wi th them" Un 14:23). 

the ward heard 
in faith and the 

DuPRE As for the question of the logical position of 
transcendence, Anselm of Canterbury begins by con
ceiving of God as "id quo maius cogitari nequit". From 

response given in 
this perspective, can transcendence be understood as the ward 
an impetus for moving towards what is greatest, be-proclaimed 
yond which nothing greater can be conceived? At the 

same time this impetus would be corrected by the idea that true transcend
ence can only be conceived of when true immanence has been conceived 
of too. Otherwise transcendence wou ld remain unfulfil led. Conversely, true 
immanence can only be conceived of if complete transcendence is also be 
conceived of - and then such thinking always remains characterized by 
that 'beyond', so that transcendence and immanence would be, as it were, 
the impetus towards articu lating the idea of God. 
lt was mentioned above [p. 297 and p. 312] that God was curious to see 
which names Adam would give things and in this context the anthropo
morph ic character of this story was pointed out. Now I ask myself: is our 
speaking about transcendence and immanence reall y less anthropomor
phic than this Biblical reference to God being curious to see what Adam 
would do? 

SCHAEFFLER First, 1 completely agree that St. Anselm's concept of God "id 
quo maius cogitari nequit" is not so much meant to describe the nature of 
God, but should rather be seen as an indication of how the idea of God 
can be articu lated. This becomes even more obvious if we remember that 
Anselm also re-formu lated his concept of God as: "ma ius quam cogitari 
possit" (Proslogion cap. 15). There can be no doubt that here the transcend
ence of God is most pointedly emphasized without denying that he is 
simultaneousl y inherent in the human intellect, being, as it were, the 
stimulus of the transcending movement. 

Nevertheless, in my lecture it was not w ithout good reason that I avoided 
the terms 'Gottesgedanken' (thoughts of God) or 'Gottesidee' (idea of God). 
1 was not concerned wi th approaching the reality of God from the per
spective of a certain concept of God - for instance the concept of "quo 
maius cogitari nequit11

1 but with describing the word-process, which has 
two aspects: the ward spoken to man is such that he could never have said 
it of himself (the aspect of the word's transcendence), but he can only hear 
it by responding to it from his innate knowledge, and by his response making 
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it his own ward (the aspect of the word's immanence) . lt seems to me that 
in this context the concept of God is secondary, though indispensable. lt 
then enters into the word-process by which man seeks to discern whose 
word he is receiving. My reference to the doctrine of the intellectus agens 
was also an attempt to interpret the meaning of the conceptthat the verbum 
extemum is put on man's lips in such a way that by speaking he is capable 
of responding to it and passing it on. 

anthropomorphic 
language about 
God 

As for the anthropomorphisms used in speaking about 
God, the point is that we need to distinguish between 
two things: all terms at our disposal are human terms, 
but not all terms at our disposal describe humankind. 

Anthropomorphic terms, such as 'change one's mind', which are also ap
plied to God, originate in man's self-recognition. From this general statement 
that all the terms we use (even if they are the most philosophically abstract) 
are human terms which, of course, if one analyses them, reflect the specific 
character of humankind, we must then specify that anthropomorphisms, in 
the str ict sense of the term, use descriptions of humans to speak of God. 

how can this 
kairos in the 
encounter be 
revived? 

BsTEH A. How can we revive this historical opportu
nity for fruitful dialogue between Christians and Mus
l ims, which we have referred to here, and which began 
and made considerable progress in the past? 
SCHAEFFLER In this context it would be interesting to 

ask the Muslim believer what rationality and rationabil ity mean to him, 
for what he says about it would of course imply some anthropology and 
general epistemology. So if he explains how he understands the rational
ity of fa ith, he expresses something about the human ratio, and we could 
tel 1 him how the Christian believer tr ies to understand the gift of the word. 
This could clarify some interesting points quite apart from the theological 
realm of Christian-Muslim dialogue. 

original 
approaches 
relevant for 
searching for new 
ways of dialogue 

KHOURY The problems lie first in the structure of ls
lamic theology itself and secondly in the state of that 
theology today. Concerning the structure of lslamic 
theology, there are two main elements which seem to 
hinder the fruitful development of dialogue: on the one 
hand, the tendency to voluntarism, that is to prioritize 

God's wil l over the inner intell igibility of his message and, on the other 
hand, an ethical positivism that sees in what God wi lls a positive assess
ment of God which cannot always be explained in a rational discussion. 
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The result is the difficult situation in which lslamic theology has found it
self ever since the 13th century, inviting the question of whether it has re
ally undergone any development since then. In the 20th century there has 
been some kind of renaissance of the Mu'tazila tradition, the most ratio
nalistic school of Islam. This is at present being rediscovered and has pro
duced a number of publications. An important contribution on this ques
tion was made by Josef van Ess.5 We may expect new approaches from this 
revival of lslamic theology, if it does not remain limited to the current still 
relatively small circle of intellectuals and if it begins to deal with really 
theological and not only juridical issues. On the level of dialogue, a new 
lively exchange of ideas would have to develop in the field of the essen
tially theological approaches of Christian and lslamic faith. There is no 
doubt that here, in the theological efforts to understand faith, great im
portance would be given to a renewed philosophical reflection. The way 
of thinking demonstrated by our philosophers within the framework of 
these symposia, and also especially in the area of a topical and lively phi
losophy of religions, Biblical studies and the w ider context of the Chris
tian tradition, would greatly encourage such a concern. 
How then should the mutual relationship between human reason and the 
word of God be seen and, more closely, how should the ward of God be 
seen to inspire and fructify the use of human reason from wi thin? 

mutual reference 
of theology and 
philosophy 

ScHAEFFLER An adequate understanding of the nature 
of reason requires more than this dia lectic of the ex
teriority and interiority of truth - the truth which I do 
not have and w hich I can on ly recognize because it 

grants itself to me, and whose knowledge is nevertheless creatively brought 
forth by myself as verbum mentis. 
There can be no resolution to the philosophical problem of this dialectic 
unless the philosopher listens to what the theologian says about the ward 
and listening to the ward. This was what I meant to say here. And con
versely, there cannot be an adequate theological theory about the ward 
and hearing the ward, about the ward and responding to the ward, if the 
theologian does not at the same time take note of what must be said about 
the relation between the exteriority and interiority of truth. They do each 
other an injustice, if they avoid dialogue with one another. 

' ld., Theologie und Gesellschaft im 2. und 3. Jahrhundert Hidschra. Eine Geschichte des 
religiösen Denkens im frühen Islam. Berlin etc., 1991 ff. 
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KHOURY This dialectic, formal as it may appear, w ill 
... is of decisive 

obviously be of decisive importance for every revealed 
importance for 

religion. For, if all that finally counts is what can be 
every revealed r . read, that is, what is positively written in the revela-
re igion tion, so that autonomy and responsible thinking is dis-
missed, the resulting positivistic voluntarism inevitably becomes a fatal 
danger to the I ife of every revealed rel igion, particularly Christian ity, Judaism 
and Islam. A differentiated view of this problem is therefore of vital im
portance for their self-understanding and their capacity for dialogue. 

God himself 
magnifies him
self within man 

• 
ScHAEFFLER lt would be interesting to know whether 
there has even been reflection in lslamic theology on 
the inner prerequisites of praising and honouring God. 
W hen we read in the Bible the Magnificat of Jesus' 

mother, the words are usually watered down by the translation "My soul 
proclaims the greatness of the Lord", although what she actually says is, 
" it magnifies him - µi::ya1uvi::t [ ... ] -cov ripwv" (Lk 1 :46). lf we isolate this 
from its context, we might consider it a blasphemy. But the key Lo seeing 
it as non-blasphemous lies in connecting Mary's hymn w ith a passage in 
Ezekiel, where it says: "so I w il l display my greatness and my holiness" 
(Ezek 38:23, etc.). Between this statement that God alone can display his 
greatness and hol iness and the passage from the Gospel according to Luke, 
there are several intermediate stages - but the point in all of them is that 
man can contribute to the greatness of God, because God himself displays 
his greatness in man. This has a decisive relevance to transcendence and 
immanence. ls there something like a theory of hymnology in Islam, or are 
there any approaches to it: for example, the idea that Al läh does not profit 
from my praising him because there is nothing I could give him which he 
would not have already, but that it is stil l my task to praise him? 
KHOURY W ithout being able to point to a specific work, 1 would assume 
that there is something of the kind and I would naturally think of al-Ghaz
zälT (d. 111 1 ), and of his work "lf:,ya' 'u/Om ad-d,n" (meaning someth ing 
like: the revival of re ligious knowledge) for instance. He was a theologian 
who had formerly been a mystic and he tried to combine both traditions 
in his theological doctri ne. 
DUPRE Does the statement in the Magnificat "My sou l magnifies the Lord" 
refer to God or does it refer, as one may assume, to the name of God? 
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ScHAEFFLER A link between the above mentioned statement in Ezekiel 
"So I will display my greatness and my holiness" (38:23, etc.), on the on~ 
hand, and the Magnificat, on the other, can probably be found in the Jewish 
evening-prayer, which was already prayed at the time of Jesus and wh ich 
is both the evening-prayer in a Jew's lifetime and the funeral prayer at his 
open grave. lt says, "The exalted name proclaims its greatness and holiness" 
[in Hebrew: yitgaddal weyitqaddash shm eh rabbä]. Thus, it is possib le for 
man to proclaim the greatness of God in his speaking about him - because 
in this God magnifies himself. 
NEUMANN Do we not also have here an exhortation: magni fy my name 
among the nations, among people? So that, by the uttering of his praise, 
the name of God is made known among human beings? 
ScHAEFFLER The reason for remembering here first the Jewish prayers for 
the dead is that in Judaism thi s has an extraordinarily lasting meaning: it 
is the first thing a Jewish boy is taught when he learns Hebrew, so that he 
can later say it at his father's grave. In this context it is not the Gentiles who 
are thought of as those who are expected to listen to it, but it is I ike draw
ing up a balance of Jew ish life: that one may say at the grave of the de
ceased that God showed his greatness in the former's life, and so he wi l l 
have a share in the world to come, adding the beautiful sentence: "And 
you wi ll live to w itness it and all Israel w ill live to witness it, and about it 
we say, Amen." 
This idea that it is God who magnif ies himse lf as the precondition for our 
being able to magnify God's greatness in our words, represents a thought 
often tobe met in Jewish theology of the language of prayer, and one w hich 
we can certainly include in Christian reflection about speaking of God. 
Since there are also doxologies and praises to God in Islam, it wou ld be 
interesting to know how Muslims understand the fact that human beings 
can do this. 
KHOURY In Arabic (as in other Semitic languages) the translations of the 
Magnificat also say: "My soul magnifies the Lord - tu'auimu ar-rabba nafsT", 
but this does not mean that man makes God greater, but that he proclaims 
his greatness. 

concerning 
intentionality in 
speaking of God 

DUPRE Do we not have here two things that merge: on 
the one hand, the intention which we l ink w ith the term 
'God' and which underlies al l our speaking, and, on the 
other hand, what has been called 'performative speech', 

which seems tobe present in our awareness that the name of God is power-
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fu l on earth? By exalting this name- after all it is not God but his name that 
we say is powerfu l on earth - it positions itself, as it were, in front of God's 
ineffability. What is decisive here, however, is perhaps not even this metaphor, 
which we may find adequate or perhaps not quite adequate, but that some
thing happens to our intentionality. lf we put it as a question: when we think 
of immanence and transcendence, interiority and exteriority, are we deal ing 
with the same intentional ity or does it change? 
ScHAEFFLER This differentiation makes sense if we say, for example: God 
is enthroned in heaven and his name dwells in the temple. But otherwise, 
the name of God means God himself, insofar as he allows himself to be 
invoked. lt must not be made into a hypostasis. Therefore it seems ques
tionable whether we should distingu ish so strictly between the name of 
God and God himself. 

DUPRE My intention was not to establ ish a distinction, but possibly to 
offer a symbol of the transcendence which makes us think that we cannot 
speak of God as we doof all other things. 
ScHAEFFLER lt is undeniable that there is transcendence and that we there
fore cannot speak of God as we doof other persons or things and this should 
not be connected wi th the term 'name'. The central question is rather whether 
something changes wi th regard to our intentionality- unless, like Levinas, 
we want to abandon the term intentionality on principle. In the tension area 
between immanence and transcendence, not only is there something about 
intentionali ty that changes, but the reason for its possibility emerges. That 
we can generally refer intendendo to God is the result of this contrasting 
combination of transcendence and immanence. lf God only remained out
side us, we could not refer to him. lf he were on ly inside us, it would amount 
to an incurvatio in seipsum and then intentionality would be unnecessary. 
The possibi lity of our being freed from our self-addiction and that this kind 
of intention is made possible, is based on this dialectic. 

a soliloquy 
open for hearing 
the word 

The quest ion of the sense or non sense of the sol i loquy 
can then be taken up once more. In fact, there is a so-
1 i loquy that is open to hearing the word: it is a kind of 
asking oneself, a self-questioning, etc. What must be 

rejected here is something that exists in human relations and also in the 
religious domain: that one only hears what one has always been saying to 
oneself. 1 refer here to those stubborn people to whom we can say what
ever we like but who wi ll always reply: ' 1 quite agree with you, this is what 
1 myself have always been saying.' But this is all they can say, because they 
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(who never disagree or find any contradictions) only hear what they them
selves have always been saying. 
Thi s danger also threatens pious people who always find on ly their own 
piety affirmed in what the alleged verbum externum teils them. This is a 
danger to human relations and inter-religious relations, and to be freed 
from it is a very important experience. A percussion of the self-contented
ness of the indiv idual rel igious and/or profane subjectivity can have only 
liberating consequences for the person concerned. 

VANONI For people living in different systems of refer
the experience of 

ence, the subject of transcendence-immanence, as it was 
transcendence -

presented in Mr. Schaeffler's lecture, is an important point 
of contact, because it touches upon an anthropological 
constant. There is no doubt that it is in the nature of 

an important 
topic for inter
cultural dialogue 

human language that humans can also have a meta-lan
guage, which means that we can reflect upon our speech and speak about 
it. Here the link with theology is that on the human level I already have the 
experience that there are insights that, when I reflect on them, make me re
alize that this or that is not of my own making, where in German we like to 
speak of 'E ingebung' (inspiration). In this case, it is not a matter of a mere 
sol iloquy of the sou l, but what the lecture refers to in connection wi th Gn 1 
and 2. When we think about God, we must also real ize that no matter how 
hard we try to articulate it in human language, we have to admit that all our 
word5cannot comprehend God and express him. As lang as people in other 
religions accept the existence of a divine being, we should try to enter into 
dialogue with them about these fundamental religious experiences, on the 
basis of open-minded anthropology and linguistics. 

exteriority 
becoming 
interiority in 
personal 
encounter 

On Concerning the subject of 'exteriority and interi
ority', and 'transcendence and immanence', we could 
also ra ise the question of the extent to which thi s is mir
rored in the experience of personal encounter. What ex
actly does it mean that man " is told something that he 
cannottel I himself" - a basic formulation that frequently 

recurs in Karl Barth's thinking? lt would be easy to understand th is as a fig
ure of thought in which transcendence is the point at issue: a 'You' arrives, 
an other, who tei ls me something new, which is not of my own making-but 
which then becomes mine, living inside me as something of the other, whose 
very transcendence or exteriority then becomes forme an interiority, an inner 
(perhaps the innermost) consti tuent of myself. This only seems to be contra-
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dictory, and is in fact mutual permeation in the deepest sense, and it hap
pens in the world of our experience - in the everyday occurrence of personal 
encounter, dialogue and sharing, or whatever we may call it. 
At this point we may add a remark about the concept of the soliloquy: we 
may of course take it to be a term denoting the state of being closed up 
within oneself. But in the so liloquy a decisive opening-up may happen, a 
certain transparency, since there are in fact soli loquies in which there is a 
sudden inspiration, a fundamental permeability towards the other, as is 
shown, for instance, in Augustine's Soli/oquia which, through his dialogue 
with his own reason, become 'transparent' sololoquies. 
ScHAEFFLER lt is plausible initially to see in this an anthropologica l con
stant, and we may here also be reminded of a saying, which is said (rightly 
or wrongly) to be an Ethiopian proverb: "You cannot say to yourself the 
ward that you need." Nobody can ever speak to himself in the same sense 
as, for instance, his w ife does when she says : "1 love you", or: " I forgive 
you" . Perhaps the words that man needs most are those which he cannot 
say to himself. On the other hand, they are only given to him as his own 
if they have the potential for h im to answer them himself. There is no doubt 
that this can be adequately described by linguistic psychology and phe
nomenology and forms an analogon of what is discussed here. 
Concerning the exteriority and interiority of the divine ward, what must 
be added of course is that there is no equality between the speaker and 
the listener. My fellow human who says something to me is of the same 
nature as 1, and so the echo w ithin me is triggered more easily than when 
an infin ite difference between speaker and hearer is involved. This prob
ably needs another interpretat ion, which one may then perhaps associate 
in Greshake's sense w ith the inspi ration of the Spirit: 1 can on ly pray be
cause the Spirit intercedes forme. However, by introducingthis very strong 
metaphor for the unity between breath of l ife and ward, we may imply 
that my li fe is so exterior to myself that I literally have to receive it anew 
with every breath I take - and it nevertheless becomes my own I ife. The 
same is true of the ward that I must receive, but which must become my 
own ward, if I am to answer it. 

We may think of two ways of continuing Christian-Mus-
prayer as access lim dialogue: fi rst, that we try to find statements about 
to faith in the 
relevant other 
tradi tion 

heari ng the ward in the tradit ion inspired by Islam, and 
second, that we aim at a mutual exchange of thoughts 
about our own prayer and try to stimu late each other to 
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say what we are doing when we pray. We may certain ly hold the opinion 
that theology is the meta-language of rel igious speech and that therefore 
what theology speaks about is first already alive in the language of belief'. 
hymnology and other ways of praying. Theology does not in fact invent its 
own subject, but finds it in the subject already addressed in the language of 
faith and becomes the meta-language of this discourse. Thus, in dialogue, 
prayer wou ld give ready access to the subjects of faith and theology in the 
other rel igious tradition involved. 1 wonder whether there is in Islam a theory 
of spirituality, l ike that which exists in Judaism and Christianity- a reflection 
on what we do when we pray, as, for instance, Hermann Cohen did in his 
analysis of the liturgy of the Day of Atonement. 6 

infinite differ-
ence, infinitely 
deepening the 
relationship 

BSTEH A. Where there is no equal ity between the one 
who speaks and the one who hears, but there is rather 
the infinite difference that characterizes the relation
sh ip between God and his creature, thi s difference 
should in fact infinitely deepen the relationship and 

not, as it were, raise it above the clouds. Where the one who speaks not 
only addresses the one who hears, but also constitutes him as the hearer, 
is not a lasting inner re lationship established of an intensity that cou ld not 
be dreamt of elsewhere? This was also the question at issue on the occasion 
of our Christian-Muslim encounter in St. Gabriel in 1990, when the topic 
was " Hören auf sein Wort" [Hearing His Word]. lt dealt with man who is 
called to l isten to the ward of God, but who has already received himself 
in hearing the ward of God.7 

SCHAEFFLER There is no doubt that the infinite difference between God and 
man does not make their relationship impossible, but on the contrary is what 
makes it possible as a relationship different from all the re lations that exist 
between creatu res. W hen every hearing between human beings is already 
giving an answer provoked by the word of the other, then hearing the word 
of God is an answering of a kind where, in all that it is, the answering sub
ject is cal led into being by this divine word only. The ward constitutes the 
human hearer and speaker, for instance the one who prays, not only be
cause it is answered in the prayer, but because, only through this answer 
stimulated by the divine word, does man become the one he is meant to 

' Cf. H. Cohen, Religion der Vernunft aus den Quellen des Judentums. Wiesbaden, ' 1988 
(reprint), chap. XII: "Der Versöhnungstag". 

' Cf. A. Bsteh (ed.), op. cit. (fn. 1 ). 
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become through the ward of God. But what this says about the word wh ich 
summons man into his being still remains tobe elaborated. This raises a 
question about a theology of language. This is an indispensable element of 
any theology of spirituality, which may also offer quite fertile approaches to 
philosophy beyond the theological context. . . 
We leave it open as to whether we must develop something utterly new in 
this context, or whether it suffices to modify existing philosophical ap
proaches in linguistics. Thus the term "Sprachhandlung" [performative 
speech], which is so much in favour today, was first coined by Hermann 
Cohen to describe the language of prayer. He starts from the fact that, when 
he prays, man does not have to inform God, since God knows everyth ing 
already; nor does man have to motivate God, since God always does what 
is good. Man in his prayer rather performs a "Sprachhandlung", "den Ein
tritt in die Korrelation" [an entering into correlation], as Cohen called it. This 
example shows very beautifully how fruitful a theological approach may 
become for philosophy, and the same is also of course the case vice versa. 

[Plenary Discussion] 

approaches for 
Christian-Muslim 
dialogue 

theological 
reflection on 
'word' and on 
'hearing the 
word' 

ScHAEFFLER As is evidenced by the reception and crit
ical evaluation of Arab Aristotel ianism by Christian the
ologians, two themes may be indicated, which could 
become fruitfu l in future Christian-Muslim dialogue: 
(1) On the one hand, we can see here that a theolog
ical ly conducted reflection about 'word' and 'hearing 
the word ' may give a decisive stimulus, even con
cerning the philosophical question about the relation 
between truth and inward knowledge. The theories of 
verbum mentis and intellectus agens are examples of 

this. An appreciation of the Aristotelian tradition from the perspective of a 
theology of the word (no matter how it should be assessed philosophi
cal ly), was able to recognize here more than would have been possible 
w ith eyes that were not theological ly sharpened. On the other hand, a cer
tain philosophy did have repercussions here for a theology of the word 
and its being heard. 
This example may perhaps show that for both Christians and Muslims there 
are shared problems concerning the divine word, on the one hand, and 
human hearing and speaking of that ward, on the other. From this we can 
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see how, under certain conditions, shared problems may give rise to philo
sophical impulses even beyond theology, and how philosophy may vice 
versa provide valuable impulses to a theology of the ward. lt goes with
out saying that under present-day conditions this dialogue between phi
losophy and theology shou ld take the form of raising questions of a dif
ferent kind and dealing with other types of problem. 
lt has been correctly said that attempts to develop a philosophy on the 
basis of Islam (for example to develop Aristotelianism further) as well as 
lslamic mysticism (which, like any mysticism, is of central importance re
garding the matter of truth and efforts to grasp it) were suspected of heresy, 
similar to the medieval controversy between dialecticians and anti-dialecti
cians which was conducted very vehemently wi thin Christianity - simply 
because theologians naturally saw the danger that a theology of the ward 
spoken to man and entrusted to him, cou ld suddenly become a general 
theory of the human intel lect. 

Another question arising for Christians and Muslims alike is how to con
cretize the claim raised by both, that their faith is rational and rationable, 
reasonable and capable of a reasonable explication. lt cannot of course 
bc cnough simply to say: it is w ritten in the Qur'än that the Qur\:.in itself 
is rational. lt is rather a matter of explaining w hat this means for someone 
who wants to understand the ward given in the Qur'än and what this says 
about man as a being capable of rationality. The question remains, even 
though today we no langer wish or are able to discuss it in the context of 
Aristotel ian epistemology. 

reflections about (2) The second theme I would like to mention here 
man's calling to which cou lcl become fru itful in future dialogue be-
praise God tween Christians and Muslims, may be broached with 

the question of what it means to man to be ordained 
by God to name him, God, and glorify him: what does this say about man 
and God? lt would be a matter of reflecting on man's capacity to praise 
God (with reference to God's instruction to do so), which was granted to 
man, regard less of whether and how we want to discuss this using com
pletely different philosoph ical tools and w ithin completely different phi
losophical contexts, or whether we want to introduce it into Christian
Muslim dia logue via partly re-discovered and re-edited sources from past 
centuries. 

In this context of course the relation between finitude and infin ity also 
plays a role, and whether we can simply say finitum capax infiniti. In other 
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words, how can we do justice to the infinite difference between the aeter
num verbum Dei and the way we can hear and answer it, wi thout estab
lishing an unrelatedness which leaves man with no option but to admit 
that he does not understand what God teils him? In the Middle Ages the 
idea formulated as participatio, which today must certainly be modified, 
was always of a decisive importance, the idea that active hearing, the in
terplay between intellectus agens and possibilis, the active formulating and 
at the same time passive perceiving of the intellect, in their reciprocity, is 
only understandable as a participatio in the creative power of the divine 
ward. This participation implies finitude and a relatedness to what the 
human intellect participates in. Even though we probably need new terms 
to articulate this, the fact sti 11 remains that there is no hearing which is not 
already a response. The medieval epistemologists stated, nihil cognoscimus 
nisi verbo mentis - there is no cognition which is not already there in the 
hearer's speech. This insight has been even more emphasized in modern 
philosophy where what is said concerning the constitution of the object 
and transcendental reflection is certainly nothing but an interpretation of 
the insight that it is on ly in responding that we can hear, and of course also 
Lhat it is only in hearing that we can respond. 
When this question continues tobe asked and, through the encounter wi th 
modern thinking (which he cannot deny, even if he rejects the modern 
theory of subjectivity), the Muslim's attention is drawn to the problem of 
subjectivity, he will also face the question of how there can be a human 
response which simultaneously expresses the ward of God: for the ward 
of God is always expressed only in the human response, be it the response 
of the Prophet. Here a common problem must be perceived and the ques
tion must be raised of the terminology that should be chosen under the 
present conditions in order to do justice to this problem. This seems tobe 
a promising task, and one that can probably be most directly approached 
if we concentrate on reflecting about the central words of faith: praising 
God, profess ing his glory, etc. For here it becomes clear once again that 
all our speaking about God and all our speaking to God is a response to 
being addressed by God, so that the question of transcendence and 
immanence must find its concrete point of departure in a theology of the 
divine and the human ward, a theology which, as the example of the 
M iddle Ages shows, cou ld also become extraordinari ly fruitful for answer
ing the philosophical question of w hat man's rationality and rationability 

actual ly mean. 
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who is the subject 
that, affected by 
truth, turns to
wards the truth? 

DUPRE In this context, 1 would like to bring up another 
point. lt is the matter of the veritas qua, the cognitive fac
ulties of the subject, that, affected by truth, turns towards 
tru th. From a historical perspective, these problems con
cerned with the relation between veritas qua and veri

tas quae with in a certain tradition often seem to be linked with an internal 
controversy and a defensive atti tude towards the outside. Even Thomas Aqu inas 
writes his comprehensive work Contra Gentiles by opposing what comes 
from outside in order to gain a greater inward transparency. 
Who is therefore the subject that, affected by truth, turns to truth ? On the 
one hand, it is the individual bei iever who does not of course say, "There 
is something in me that believes", but, " I believe." However, in a decisive 
sense, it is also the community that says, "We believe." ls there not today 
a chailenge to philosophy, and possibl y also a phi losophical chailenge to 
theology, to go beyond the individual subject and ask, who in fact is the 
communitas that thinks and acts, and who is the communitas that also 
thinks and acts in the other form of a tradition? Does the veritas qua not 
have to be interpreted in this twofold way? How can the individual un
derstand another tradition and, vice versa, how can the othcr traditi on un
derstand him? And how is the wider context included in th is thought 
process, and w hat consequences does thi s also have for our concepts? 
Emile Durkheim rightly referred to the fact that our thinking is much more 
strongly t ied to society than we previously thought. 

a history not only 
of delimitation 
but also of 
dialogue and 
reception 

ScHAEFFLER For many reasons we have become aware 
of the fact that our capacity for thinking, speaking and 
even praying is embedded in communities and their 
history, wi th their parti cularities and variabilities. This 
has already been mentioned here several times - often 
in the context of analogia fidei [cf. above pp. 23 f. 40 f. 

47 f. , etc.]. Since this must always be taken into consideration, it seems 
advisab le in th is context to proceed from the ward, both the ward that we 
hear and the word that we speak, which is ultimately always re lated to the 
community of those w ho hear and those who speak and their history. The 
more clearly we perceive that our thinking is ti ed to the language we speak, 
the more we become aware of its relatedness to society. This can be verif ied 
w ith regard to the Bibl ica l ward and similarl y the Qur'än and the convoca
t ion of the rel igious community, the umma, w hich emerges from it. 
Christian-Muslim encounter, unlike some other interreligious encounters, 
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has always taken place in a context of mutual reference. As is weil known, 
this goes back to the origins of Islam: the Prophet cannot speak without 
referring to Judaism and Christianity. He expressly refers to it as the his
tory that precedes his own prophetic mission. Yet, the new community of 
bel ievers, the umma, w hile claiming that it supercedes those who went 
before it, soon has to acknowledge that the communities of the Jews and 
the Christians cont inue to exist, so that subsequently there is a history of 
Christian-Muslim encounter which is fu il of grief, although in many phases 
also very fru itful. So when Christians and Muslims speak with one another, 
they do not completely abandon their ind ividual history, unlike the greater 
difficulty in relations w ith rel igions from completely alien cultures for rea
sons of language as weil as subject. 
lt should be possible to come to terms w ith this history of mutual related
ness, which is weil attested in many different phases and particular aspects 
of our religious traditions, much better than has so far been the case. The 
fact that both sides have generaily perceived the relationsh ip between 
Christianity and Islam as a histary of barrier building, whereas in fact it 
has been characterized much more by a positive history of dialogue and 
acceptance, is a different matter. The remembrance and acknowleclgment 
of commonalities in our histories - without our necessari ly being able to 
speak of a common history- might constitute an opportunity in the Chris
tian-Muslim context, in addit ion to the common ground in va rious sub
ject matters that has already been mentioned here many times. 

the word of God Another question arises from the concern on the part of 
the Muslim rel igious community that the ward of God 
wou ld lose its claim to absoluteness if it were histari
caily-criticaily made into a part of human history. The 
reaction against a historical-critical evaluation of the 

in the response 
when man hears 
the word 

Qur'än has parailels in Christian th inking about the Bible, but it is hard to 
imagine that a Muslim thinker who in other literary genres, such as profane 
lyrics, historiography, etc., is us~d to reading texts historicaily, would remain 
totaily unaffected by this approach when he turns to his Qur'än. There are 
obviously internal tensions within the self-understanding of Islam wh ich we 
should never play off triumphalisticaily against each other, but wh ich we can 
include in the dialogue as a mirror image of our own difficulties. 
A re lated question is whether the transformation of our cognitive capacity 
through the word which we cannot speak to ourselves, can be conceptual
ized in such a way that it cannot be accused of pantheism. In mysticism 
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above all, there is in Christianity as in Islam the temptation to think of the 
immanence of God in the believer's soul as if it were not man who perforrns 
the act of faith, but God who affirms himself within man. A possible answer 
to the question of how we may arrive at a concept of God that overcornes 
this temptation might be: God is the one who addresses me in such a way 
that it is precisely through his ward that I am called to give my very own 
personal response, which nobody eise can give. In arder to achieve this, 
however, th is ward must make me a new creature, who is able to hear this 
ward in responding to it and respond to it in hearing it. 
The mutual questions: "What do you mean when you speak of the rational
ity of your fai th?", and: "What do you mean when you say you are only able 
to speak to God and about God th rough and under the ward of God?" seern 
tobe topics that tauch Muslims and Christians alike and disturb them in the 
same way, and may therefore be chosen as subject matter for dialogue. 

the ward of God DuPRE Can we go as far as to say that the Muslim tra-
dition, like the trad iti ons of Jews and Christians and all 
those in whom piety is alive, is word of God? 
SCHAEFFLER I would not say that the tradition is word 

and other 
religions 

of God, but that it is wovcn of rcsponscs in w hich this ward appears. The 
tradition is always subjected to the ward of God, and even to its judgment; 
that is what the Reformation reminded us of. For, even though the ward of 
God can only be perceived in the response, the response always follows 
after the claim of the ward and leads to self-adaration if it ident ifies itself 
with the ward. 
Neither do I th ink it is possible to place the traditions of Jews, Christi ans and 
Muslims on the same level as the tradition of "a ll those in whom piety is 
al ive" . Fi rst it is clear that the self-understandi ng of Judaism, Christianity and 
Islam contains a sort of mutuality or a fabric of relations that does not exist 
in the same way in the self-understanding of the Buddhist or a fol lower of 
a nature religion. So there is a mutual relatedness and also, with regard to 
speaking of God, the awareness that Jesus recognized the God of the Old 
Testament and did not introduce a new God, and sim ilarly in Muslim self
understanding, Mubammad did not introduce a new God either. 

learning how to 
speak, even from 
other religions 

Th is often seems to be forgotten, so that Christi ans 
sometimes doubt whether Mubammad's Alläh is iden
t ical with the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, 
w hereas Mubammad for his part never had any doubt 

about this. Overa ll , the identi ty of the God who is worsh ipped seems to 
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imply a relation between Judaism, Christianity and Islam wh ich cannot be 
seen immediatel y to apply to religions in general. This is not to deny that 
the Jewish, Christian and lslamic faiths would deprive themselves of their 
0 wn language if they tried to eliminate everything that is not specifically 
Abrahamic. All the Psalms and the sayings of the prophets are composed 
in a language that was also used in the religions of the neighbouring peo
ples. Similarly today, we would deprive ourselves of our religious language 
and so become incapable of hearing the ward of God in responding to it 
if we were to reject 'religion' in its generally human forms, as opposed to 
an exclusively Bibl ical phenomenon. We may- perhaps I should even say 
we must always learn religious language anew, even from followers of 
other rel igions. This of course does not exclude the possibility that, in the 
language we have so learned, we may contradict decisively what the fol
lowers of other religions say. We can say the most unmistakably individ
ual things while using a common language, for the dec isive rejection of 
alien gods also belongs to the commonalities of the three Abrahamic re li
gions. "The general gathering at Shechem" and its call, "You must choose 
whom you will serve" (cf. Jos 24:15), could not have taken place in all re
ligions. So the three Abrahamic religions are strangely in agreement with 
each other in denying alien idols and even at times suspecting each other 
of idolatry.8 

piety does not 
protect against 
idolatry 

What does it mean that there are religions whose mes
sage includes the idea that piety does not prevent idol
atry? One may be very pious and an idolator in another 
rel igion, and sometimes even become one in one's own 

religion. We must not leave aside this problem. But w hat does it actually 
mean that, according to the testimony of Jews, Christians and Muslims, 
making one's own gods is a particular temptation for religious people? 
Here we encounter someth ing specific which prevents us from deal ing in 
the same way with the commonal it ies of all rel igions and the joint en
deavours of Jews, Christians and Muslims. This is not to denigrate the others, 
but it shows that someth ing special is at work here. Sensitivity to the possible 
perversion of religion is not equally developed in al l religions. 

• Cf. R. Schaeffler, "Wahrheit, Dialog und Entscheidung", in: A. Bsteh (ed.), Dialog aus der 
Mitte christlicher Theologie (Beiträge zur Religionstheologie; 5). Mödling 1987, pp. 13-42, 
here: pp. 22 ff. 
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New Creation: 
The Eschaton in H istory? 

Martin Karrer 

11What do you want to do to the world? God has already made it, / The 
Lord of creation thought of everything" - is how Goethe begins one of the 
aphorisms of his West-östlicher Divan. 1 Creation wisdom is a segment in 
the great cycle of poems wh ich he designed under the influence of the Per
sian Muslim poet 1-:iäfiz ("the preserver" who learned the Qur'än by heart; 
he died in 1389/90). For West and East, lslamic2 and Christian cultures are 
linked by their conviction that God has created the world and man, and 
has pre-conceived what happens in it. 

But it does not link both religions in the same way.3 lf I am not mistaken, 
the Qur'än does not use the term "new creation", w hich is the subject of 
my paper and points to a specific theme in early Christianity. lndeed, in 
our symposium it seems to have been chosen expressly for this reason: 
theology of religions is not supposed to conceal difference, but rather to 
awaken people towards perceiving what is also specifically their very own. 

However, what is special, what is proper, to early Chri stian talk about 
new creation? In order to trace it, we have to start w ith Paul and the New 
Testament Letters composed under his influence, for it is Paul who intro
duces this term into Christian theology. 

1. New creation in Paul and in Ephesians 

1 must begin with a brief but important rel igio-theo logica l preface: until 
recently the concept of "new creation" was considered to have been shaped 
in Israel lang before Pau l, but the more accurately the sources were read, 

' " Was machst du an der Welt? sie ist schon gemacht,/ Der Herr der Schöpfung hat all es 
bedacht": quoted from Goethes Werke (Sophienausgabe), vol. 6. Weimar, 1888, p. 120 (Buch 
der Sprüche). 

' From the Qur'än, Süras 22,5 and 23, 12 ff. may be mentioned as the most important 
passages. 

' So even Goethe's persistence mentions only one possible meeting point between the 
religions, namely his-Goethe's-conclusion (in continuing the aphorism op. cit. [fn . 1 ]): "Dein 
Loos ist gefallen, verfolge die Weise,/ der Weg ist begonnen, vollende die Reise [ ... ] ." [lt feil 
to your lot, continue the manner, / the path has been started, complete the j ourney.J 
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the more the evidence shrank, especially evidence of this specific phrase.• 
lt is true that the idea that God creates something basically new refers back 
to Deutero-lsaiah (ls 43:16-21 )5 and this new beginning is tobe inferred 
from the metaphor of a new heaven and a new earth that goes back to Trito
lsaiah (ls 65:17-1 Sa).6 But the phrase "new creation" is on ly tobe found 
in an inter-Testamental text Uub 4:26; cf. 1 :29). 7 lt did not then spread widely 
in the pre-New Testament period either8

, most li kely in so-called apoca
lyptic literature.9 The main writings of Qumran come close to the exact 
phrase only twice, and that following the two different verbs possible in 
Hebrew to denote " to create" (1 QS [community rule) 4:25 with 'sh, 1 QH 
[hymns], 13:11 f. w ith br'). 10 The term "new creature" (bryh bdshh), applied 

' Just to mention the research progression from W. Foerster, art. "K1:isro K'tA.", in: G. Kittel 
et al. (eds.), Theologisches Wörterbuch zum Neuen Testament. vol. 3. Stuttgart, 1938, pp. 
999-103_4 (p. 1020 fn. 144) and P. Stuhlmacher, "Erwägungen zum ontologischen Charakter 
der KatV11 K1:ic:nc; bei Paulus," in Evangelische Theologie 27 (1967) 1-35 (especially 10-20) via 
J. Baumgarten, Paulus und die Apokalyptik. Die Auslegung apokalyptischer Überlieferungen 
in echten Paulusbriefen (Wissenschaftliche Monographien zum Alten und Neuen Testament· 
44). Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1975, pp. 164 ff., down to U. Mell, Neue Schöpfung. Eine traditions'. 
geschichtliche und exegetische Studie zu einem soteriologischen Grundsatz paulinischer 
Theologie (Beihefte zur Zeitschrift fiir rl if' nf'11tPst~mPntlirhP Wi~sPnschaft und die Kunde der 
älteren Kirche; 56). Berlin, 1989, pp. 9-257. 

' For "create" v. 19 in Hebrew 'sh, in LXX 1totEro. 
• In this Trito-/saiah goes significantly beyond ls 51 :6 (cf. also Ps 102:27). More details in 

U. Mell, op. cit. (fn. 4) pp. 48-67. 
' Here, in Jub [Book of Jubilees], "new creation" is not necessarily tobe understood escha

tologically; renewing creation in history may also be inferred: see references in K. Berger, Das 
Buch der Jubiläen Uüdische Schriften aus hellenistisch-römischer Zeit; II 3). Gütersloh, 1981, p. 
320 (fn. i ad 1,29). - The phrase does not occur in the Greek fragments of the Book of Jubilees. 
After all, the phrase does not appear so far in the Greek literature of pre-New Testament Judaism 
(concerning the pseudepigrapha tobe verified in the Concordance grecque des pseudepigraphes 
d'Ancien Testament [Publications de !' Institut Orientaliste de LouvainJ par M. Denis. Louvain, 
1987, p. 491; JosAs Uoseph and Aseneth] 8:9 - as already elaborated by J. Baumgarten, op. cit. 
[fn. 41 p. 166 - is tobe approached more carefully than in older literature). 

• U. Mell, op. cit. (fn. 4) pp. 104 ff., p. 254 refers to 11 QTemp [Temple Scrolll 29:9 as the 
second central text. However, the reading is controversial and even decyphering it as ywm 
hbryh (coming "day of creation"), does no more than imply the concept of "new" creation (Ph. 
Callaway, "Exegetische Erwägung zur Tempelrolle XXIX,7-1 O", in Revue de Qumran 45 [121 
(1985) 95-104, here 97-99 refers to a glorifying creation of the temple). 

• In pre-NewTestament times it is in particular äthHen !Ethiopian Book of Henoch] 72:1, 
which refers back (intensifying ls 65:17; 66:22). The scope of apocalyptic conceptions widens 
in the late 1 st century (most recent evidence in Mell, op. eil. [fn. 41 p. 255). 

'
0 Both are verbal phrases, the first referring to ls 45:19 and the second to ls 65:17; cf. 

U. Mell, op. cit. (fn. 4) pp. 97 ff., pp. 100 ff., p. 254. The thesis, operative up to J. Roloff, 
"Neuschöpfung in der Offenbarung des Johannes", in Jahrbuch für Biblische Theologie 5 (1990) 
pp. 119-138, here p. 120, that the sectarian community paraphrases "a human being's turning 
away from his old ways and his reception" in the community as a 'new creation', proves tobe un
tenable in a strict sense given our concept of 'new creation' (cf. Mell, op. cit. [fn. 4] p. 11 O, etc.). 
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to someone w ho has experienced that his si ns are forgiven, finally develops 
only in the post-New Testament Rabbinic period. 11 

What remains clear even after this cri tical examination of the sources 
is that, by the time of Paul, Israel had been reflecting for centuries about 
what is fundamental ly new in creation and about new things that supercede 
the existing creation . However, only at the beginning of the Christian era 
do these conceptions concentrate into the expression "new creation". Paul 
participates in this process of concentration and has an opportunity for 
rnanoeuvre that shou ld not be underestimated. A new term which, if it was 
used at all, was part of Greek usage12 makes it possible for him to give spe
cific accentuations. 

This of course simultaneously also raises a problem for exegesis: a widely 
and long-used phrase must be interpreted more precisely than a recent 
one, especially one that occurs only twice in Paul's Letters (2 Cor 5:17; 
Gai 6:15). The exegetical angles I am now going to present must be heard 
with this reservation. 1 wi ll place each of them under a theme and after 2 Co
rinthians and Galatians, 1 sha ll add a third theme arising from Ephesians. 

1. New creation - a deep-rooted change in knowledge (2 Cor 5) 

"von nu an / kennen wi r niemand nach dem Fleisch. Und ob wir auch 
Christum gekand haben nach dem fleisch / so kennen wir jn doch jtzt nicht 
mehr. Darumb ist jemand in Christo / so ist er eine newe Creatur / Das alte 
ist vergangen/ sihe / es ist alles new worden." This is Martin Luther's trans
lation of the first passage that is central for our topic, 2 Cor 5:16 f.13 In the 

11 Mell, op. cit. (fn. 4) pp. 182.256 situates all the evidence only in the post-Tannaitic pe
riod (4th century). Even if we trace some preliminaries back to the Tannaitic period, it is no 
langer possible to use it directly in interpreting 2 Cor 5:17 (here more discretion is needed 
than we find in Ch. Wolff, Der zweite Brief des Paulus an die Korinther !Theologischer Hand
kommentar zum Neuen Testament; 8]. Berlin, 1989, pp. 127 f.). 

" According to cu rrent lexicographical evidence, our phrase is not found in profane Greek 
before Paul. There K1:ic:nc; denotes creation mainly in the sense of foundation (of a city, etc.; see 
H. G. Liddell et ~I., A_ Creck-English Lexicon, new ed. w ith a Supplement 1968. Oxford, 1983, 
s. v. 1003). Katvri K1:tmc; wou ld therefore at first be "new foundation", and the phrase (in the 
plural) seems to occur in exactly this sense a generation after Paul in Josephus (Antiquitates Ju
daic~e 18,373; in this context see Mell, op. cit. [fn. 4] pp. 221 ff.). Neither does Josephus use 
KatVll K1:ic:nc; in the theological sense (singular). The special importance attached by Pau l to 
the intensi fication of the Greek term is confirmed. 

. " D. Martin Luther, Biblia. Das ist die gantze Heilige Schrifft. Deudsch auffs new zugericht. 
Wittenberg 1545 (ed. by H. Volz). vol. 3. (Deutscher Taschenbuchverlag; 6033: Textbibliothek). 
München, 1974, pp. 2332 f. ["Wherefore henceforth know we no man after the flesh: yea, 
though we have known Christafter the flesh, yet now henceforth know we him no more. There
fore if any man be in Christ, he is a new creature: old things are passed away; behold, all things 
are become new." (King James Translation)!. 
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1545 edition of the Bible a marginal note turns our attent ion to the begin
ning: no langer knowing Christ from a human point, das " ist nichts fle isch
lich an j m suchen / oder gewarten / w ie d ie Jünger theten fur dem leiden 
/ Sondern an seinem wort begnügen" .,. Being a new creatu re means being 
placed w ithin a new sphere of know ledge, no langer knowing Christ after 
the fl esh - today we would say: as the earth ly Jesus- but as the livi ng ward. 
We must leave aside the earthly appearance of Christas the signpost; a 
great Protestant exegetical tradit ion continues this idea.15 

Recently a somewhat deviant read ing of v. 16 ph i lo logically speaking has 
gained ground: "nach dem Fleisch" [after the flesh] fo l lows v. 16a "wirken
nen" [we know]. 16 Accord ing to this, we must first read that our knowledge 
after the flesh is over. Even then, we no langer know Christ after the flesh 
(so that the di fference from Luther must not be exaggerated into a contra
diction). The orientat ion point, however, shifts from the question concern
ing our relation to the earthl y Jesus, to the defini tion of our knowledge in 
general: this know ledge is new, fundamental ly and in every respect. 11 The 
New Revised Standard Version al ready fo l lows this understanding of the 
text: "From now on, therefore, we regard no one from a human point of 
view only; even though we once knew Christ from a human point of view, 
we know him no langer in that way. So if anyone is in Christ, there is a new 
creat ion: everything old has passed away; see, everything has become new!" 16 

W hat does th is mean for our access to the concept of ' new creation'? 
The development in v. 17 is signif icant: so if anyone is in Chri st, he is a 
new creation (Km vh K:11.mc;). The assertion starts wi th the person who is in 
Christ. 19 But since thi s person is new - fo llow ing the text more precisely, 

" l" is not searching for something in him after the flesh / nor expecting i t from him / as the 
apostles did before he suffered / But be content with his ward" .] Op. eil. (fn. 13) p. 2332 . 

" Cf. in the 20th century for instance R. Bu ltmann, Der zweite Brief an die Korinther (ed. 
by E. Dinkler). (Kritisch-exeget ischer Kommentar über das Neue Testament. Sonderband). Göt
tingen, 1976, pp. 156 ff. In a considerable part of German exegesis ti l l now, "according to 
human standards", philo logically linked w ith "Christ" (resulting in the formula " Christas kata 
sarka"), has been predominant (for instance Mell, op. eil. [fn. 4] p. 380 etc.). 

" The position of v. 16b is between " wir haben gekannt" (we were familiar w ith) and "Chris
tas"; since no article, etc. attributes it more closely to "Christas", an adverbial position is to be 
assumed. 

1
' Sharply contrasted w ith Mell by J. Murphy-O'Connor, " Pauline Studies", in: Revuebiblique 

98 (1991 ), pp. 145-151, here p. 149 (lit.) ("the creation is not objective or ontological [ ... ], but 
subjective and epistemological"). 

1
• As emphasized by Karrer. In the first ed ition of the 1972 Einheitsübersetzung the trans

lation is still undecided. 
19 Cf. J. Baumgarten, op. cit. (fn . 4) p. 166. Luther captured th is by personali zing "new crea

tion" as "new creature" [see above). 
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through reconciliation in Christ20
- he perceives everythi n? in an esc~at~

logical-defini tive new way. The renewal of knowledge gams a cosm1c d1-
mension. For whoever "sees" 2 1 in Christ, " the past w i ll not be remembered", 

"new things have been created" .22 

2. New creation - a deep-rooted change in being (Gai) 

In the Pauline congregations a concise way of speaking developed to de
scribe the specificity of God's chi ldren vis-a-v is their env ironment: amo ng 
them there is no langer Jew nor Creek, neither slave nor free.21 lf w e read 
this in the perspect ive of the development of a rad ical change in know ledge 
we have referred to, then the issue is to set Chri st ian know ledge free from 
al l cri teria that could degrade anyone. In the Christian understanding, no
body held in low estimation socially can be rightly discriminated aga inst 
as a slave, a new-comer to the re ligion2

• or a foreigner from among the 

Gent i les. 25 

New creation then means a new way of life based on new knowledge. 

,o The understanding of which is currently controvcrsial: cf. particularly o_n the one hand 
c. Breytenbach, Versöhnung. Eine Studie zur paulinischen.Anthropolog,e (W1ssensc~aft l1che 
Monographien zum Alten und Neuen Testament; 60). Neukirchen-:fluyn, 19~9 (espec1ally P,P· 
107 ff.), and on the other P. Stuhlmacher, "Ci lliers Breytenbachs Sicht von Suhne und Versoh
nung", in Jahrbuch für Biblische Theologie 6 (1991) 339- 354 (especially 345 ff.). We cannot 
go into further detail here. . . , , ,, ,, . 

21 Continuing the focus on know ledge, Paul inserts in v. 17b t6ou see (wh1ch, problem-
atically, the Einheitsübersetzung leaves out). . 

" Cf. ls 43 :18 f.; 65:17. The textua l tradition intensified the cosmolog1cal nuance: many 
manuscripts comp lemented " alles / das All ('ta navta.) ist neu geworden" [everything/ the uni
verse ('ta nav'ta.) has become new] . P. Stuhlmacher, "Erwägungen ... ", op. cit. (fn. 4) p . 22, sees 
this complementation (which Luther fol lowed, see above) as fa~tuall_Y gr?unde?; J. Baumgarten, 
op. cit. (fn. 4) pp. 166 f. tries to set i t aside in favour of an ex1stent1al line of 1nterpretat1on. 

" This way of speaking is supported w ith slight variations 1 Cor 12:13; Gai 3 :28; Col 3:1 ; 
cf. also 1 Cor 7:19; Gai 5:6; 6:1 5; Col 3 :11 f. The variations mean we cannot refe~ to an es
tablished formula strictly speaking. However, in the numerous examples the context 1s in every 
case one of motifs already widely know n before being written down. More details on the re
construction are in H. Paulsen, "Einheit und Freiheit der Söhne Gottes Gai 3, 16-29", in Zeitschrift 
für die neutestamentliche Wissenschaft und die Kunde der älteren Kirche 71 (1980) 74-95, 
here 77- 85 and G. Dautzenberg, "Zur Stellung der Frauen in den pau linischen Gemeinden", 
in: id. et al. (eds.) Die Frau im Urchristentum (Quaestiones Disputatae; 95). Freiburg etc., 
31988, pp. 182-22

1

4, here pp. 215L (ac~ording. to id :, "'.Da ist. n_icht männlich und weiblich' . 
Zur Interpretation von Gai 3,28", in Kairos. Zeitschrift fur Rehg1onsw1ssenschaft und Theolo
gie 24 11982] 181- 206). 

' ' This cou ld be suggested by the development of "Greek" contrasted w ith "Jew" (as a mem
ber of God's people). 

" Cf. the extension of the phrase by adding "barbarian" in Col 3 :1 .11 . 
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In Pau line congregations thi s perspective is tobe expected.26 Today it is very 
powerful as a socially commun icable incentive against all di scriminations. 

In his most famous use of the phrase, in Gai 3:28, Paul takes a step fur
ther. To the sentence: "There is no langer Jew or Greek, there is no langer 
slave or free", he adds "there is no langer masculine and feminine".27 ln
voluntarily, we read "no langer male and female". In Greek there is in this 
passage a broader formula which is so important for Paul that he is not 
w illing to modify it for the sake of fluency:28 the formula of Gn 1 :27 Sep
tuagint "So God created man [ ... ], masculine and feminine (apcmv Kai 
-öi}1u) he created them." Gn 6:19 and 7:3 applied this formula to all crea
tures: of a 11 1 ivi ng creatures, clean and unclean, there sha 11 be a pair aboard 
the ark, so that they may be saved from the great flood, "they sha 11 be mas
cu l i ne and femin ine (apcrcv Kai -öi'J'A,u)".29 lt is on ly in this context that we 
come across this formula in the Bible. 

Th is is not enough; we also have to translate more precisely the intro
duction of the three phrases in Gai 3 :28. 1 n Greek it is ouK 1':vt, the sharpest 
possible negation, so we should render it "there is not"; the usual transla
tion, " there is no langer", modifies the sentence at the cost of its forceful
ness. But what is the point, beyond the modification? lt is this: the way in 
which God created man, namely as mascu line and femin ine, is not valid; 
the pairs, in w hich God saved the living creatures from the flood, "are not" 
among those who are children of God30 through faith in Christ Jesus. They 
are "one" in Jesus Christ.3' 

2
• Most clearly in Col 3:10 f.: according to v. 10, Christians have put on a new Seif, specifi

cally "which is being renewed in know ledge"; therefore " there is no langer Creek ... " (v. 11 ). 
27 Quoted from The New Revised Standard Version, however, cf. also already Luther's trans

lat ion in "ß iblia", op. cit. (fn . 13) p. 2350. 
" In Creek this is even more distinct than in German: in order to leave the formula un

changed, Pau l also puts up with changing the conjunction; between the first two parts there it 
is ou<H: ("and not"), now it is rni ("and"). 

" Here the Septuagint translation approaches the Creek formulations on the structure of 
society: cf. particu larly Plato, leges 665C; further examples in G. Dautzenberg, "Stellung der 
Frauen", op. cit. (fn. 23) p. 217. 

'° Cf. v. 26. V. 27 concretizes th is argument by mention ing baptism w ith the bald metaphor 
that Christians have clothed themselves with Christ. 

" The use of the masculine gender Eie; is striking (in some manuscripts so striking that they 
correct it to ev). lf this was clone in order to lead the reader in a straight line towards 3:20 ("God 
is one"), the radical change in creation thus presented wou ld lead to a perception of Christians 
from the perspective of GosJ's oneness. The most far-reaching reflections in this direction (in
cluding the christologica l Eie; suggested in 3:16) are those of N. ßaumert, Antifeminismus bei 
Paulus?. Einzelstudien (Forschung zur Bibel; 68). Würzburg, 1992, pp. 13- 22 (cf. id., Frau und 
Mann bei Paulus. Überwindung eines Mißverständnisses. W ürzburg, 1992, pp. 264-276). 
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So here Galatians goes beyond 2 Cor 5:16 f. The new creation does not 
only mean breaking w ith the way knowledge had been in use till then. The 
new creation also means a radical change of being as it had so far been 
conceived. The cosmos, as it existed before Christ, is literally crossed out, 
if we further read in Gai 6:14 f., where it says that the radical change of 
creation is grounded in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ. lt is because of 
the cross that (abbreviating our formula): "neither c ircumcision nor un
circumcision is anything; but a new creation is everything!" (6:15).32 

Paul leaves no doubt that he does not want this tobe understood sim
ply as an abstract theologoumenon. No, this principle has tobe put into 
practice, or in the language of Gai 6:16, "has tobe followed." Thus up
dating the idea to apply to the present is justified, even required. lt is right 
to use our Pau line text against discrimination against women,33 foreigners 
and our fe llow men and warnen who do the work of slaves in our present
day society. Nevertheless, this stil l lags one step behind Paul's words in 
Gai 3:28; 6:15. According to these passages, in Christ society should be 
fundamentally designed anew. 

But how is such radical action tobe conceived? 1 shall leave Paul and 
present the most far-reaching scheme found among his successors: 

3. Creation in Christ - creati on for good works (Eph 2:10) 

lf you l isten attentively to this title, you wi ll realize that I have omitted the 
expression " new creation". 1 have a good reason for doing so, for Ephe
sians does not contain it; the phrase KatV11 K'ti.01c; in the New Testament 
remains proper to Paul. Nevertheless Ephesians belongs here, for it does 
not avoid our phrase because it wants to hold back, but because it develops 
Pau l's approach a step further. 

The step is obvious: according to Paul, Christian warnen and men are 
a new creation in Christ, destined for new knowledge and a new exis-

" As explained by W. Klaiber, Rechtfertigung und Gemeinde. Eine Untersuchung zum 
paulinischen Kirchenverständnis (Forschungen zur Religion und Literatur des Alten und Neuen 
Testaments; 127). Göttingen, 1982, p. 98, "New creation is tobe understood cosmologically, 
insofar as the congregat ion is not set alongside Judaism and paganism as a third progeny, but 
is characterized as the eschatological foundation of the new mankind." - Further remarks on 
the passage in the commentaries and in U. Mell, op. cit (fn. 4) pp. 261-325 (with some rather 
controversial posit ions). 

" Same very important reflection has taken place in this area; cf. for instance E. Schüssler 
Fiorenza, In Memory of Her. A feminist theological reconstruction of Christian origins. New 
York etc., 1983, pp. 205-241. 
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tence. In Chri st they have been newly created. Do we need to retain the 
word "new" in this assertion? Whoever is thus newly created in Christ is 
certainly wholl y created in Christ. To her and to him the new creation in 
princ iple becomes the decisive creation. Al I creation must be thought of 
as in Christ3•; the events of creation and sa lvation (protology and soteri 
ology) must be l inked. This step takes us to Ephesians where the verses 
which are crucial for this discussion also begin with an assertion about 
salvati on. They deepen thi s into creation and lead it towards ethics. 1 am 
quoting from 2:8-10: " For by grace you have been saved through faith, 
and this is not your own doing; it is the gift of God [ ... ]. For we are what 
he has made us, created in Christ Jesus for good works, which God pre
pared beforehand tobe our way of l ife." 35 

"Grace", "gift of God", "salvation" are the headings of creation. God's 
prerogative is that of the gracious God. Full of strength it is like - no, it ;5 

creative action. Everything is because of God, not because of man's deeds.36 

Therefore the Christian man/woman, is not simply created,37 but created 
to do good deeds.36 To leave no doubt that they are part of God's gift, these 
good deeds are said to have been prepared beforehand by God. 39 From the 
pcrspcctivc of history of rcligions, conceptions here have been radical ized 
in that man of himself can do no good, and just acts in the full sense are 
the work of God.40 The ethical consequence is that the Christian man /woman 
does not have to acquire good deeds, but finds himself/ hersel f already 

" In all probabil ity Eph presupposes Col whose concept of Christ's creation-mediatorship 
was presented above in the lecture " The Fullness of God and Time. On New Testament Chris
tology" . Cf. Eph particu larly 1 :4. 

" According to The New Revised Standard Version. 
•• Expressly inserted in the part of our passage (v. 9) that was not quoted. Ephesians thus 

no longer puts forward the Pauline concept of justi fication; by pushing its crit ica l potential to 
the background, it rather intensi fies and develops soteriology (cf. particularly R. Schnacken
burg, Der Brief an die Epheser [Evangelisch-Katholischer Kommentar zum Neuen Testament; 
1 O]. Zürich etc., 1982, pp. 97 f. 100 about the passage in question). 

" Eph expresses this by means of the two stems not(1,µ o:) and Ktisro and thus mirrors the 
two Hebrew guiding verbs 'sh and br', to w hich reference has been made above. 

3• The plural "good deeds" is not supported in Paul, but at least the singular occurs in 
2 Cor 9:8. Again, in its own way, Eph continues a Pau line approach. 

" Even more intensively, we find the active in Greek: the point is God's active working for 
andin the good deeds. Concern ing this discussion see particularly A. Lindemann, Die Aufhe
bung der Zeit. Geschichtsverständnis und Eschatologie im Epheserbrief (Studien zum Neuen 
Testament; 12). Gütersloh, 1975, pp. 138 f. (Lit.). 

•• Cf. particu larly 1 QH [hymns] 1 :26 ff.; 4:3 1; 16:5 (cf. R. Schnackenburg, op. cit. [fn. 36] 
pp. 99 f. fn. 242). We may add the idea that fundamental things have already been prepared 
in God before they are put into practice (evidence in A. Lindemann, op. cit. [fn. 39] p. 139). 
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within them. Consequently Eph 2:10 ends by ushering them not into an 
ethical "should", but towards "walking" (1tept1tmelv) in the good deeds, 
Jike men/women walking in a protected domain. Eph 4:24 articulates this 
once again w ith a somewhat different ensemble of images concerning our 
(new-)creation subject: the decisive expression is "clothing yourselves" 
(tv8ucro:cr1'}m) w ith the new seif created by God, as a man/woman puts 
on a good gow n in which he/she is weil w rapped around. Then he/she 
finds himself / herself surrounded in true righteousness and holiness.•1 

For whoever conceives of the i ndicative - God's creati ng and savi ng work 
in Christ-as radically as Ephesians, w ill ultimately find every action of his 
Jife emerging from th is indicative. Ethics is nothing apart from it; to Chris
tian women and men it is the space granted for l iving out their being cre
ated in Christ. Th is eth ical approach can only be conceived of clearly within 
a Christian context. The eth ical bridge towards Islam becomes compl icated. 

II. The eschaton in history? 

lf we limit ourselves to the development of the three passages described, 
taken from 2 Corinthians, Galatians and Ephesians, it is beyond question 
that the Christ-event is a definitive manifestation of God's working in his
tory. The end, the eschaton, becomes or rather is present for the one who 
allows himself / hersel f to be clothed in Christ and walks in the new crea
tion. Christian life and ongoing history can in fact just enter into what ac
tually exists already.•2 

This is a striking way of approach ing creation and history, entailing the 
ethical consequences of liv ing as a new creation. But how strictly can it 
be carried through? ls it not too bold, living in history, to leave history and 
enter the eschaton? The Chri stian man and woman must ultimately real
ize that history has not al I been transformed. On the contrary, history tends 
towards restriction rather than freedom and manifests need and hostility 
that are increasing rather than coming to an end. lf free fulfilment is not 
to remain on ly hypothetical, ethics have to contrast it with action limits 
down to insolub le conflicts. Creation-theology must ask itself whether it 

" For an interpretation, besides the commentaries see A. Lindemann, op. cit. (fn. 39) pp. 
72 f. The topic is already introduced in 1 :4. 

. " Expounded in the strictest way (and so perhaps too strictly) for Eph by A. Lindemann, op. 
c,t. (fn. 39) passim: for him "new creation", according to Eph 2:6 f . is ultimately " identical" 
with heavenly existence, "ascension" (13 7); instead of ongoing time, one wou ld have to speak 
1n Eph of an "annulment of time" (see title of his book!). 
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is feasible to consider beginning and end as being as close to one another 
as Ephesians does, or whether it is more appropriate wi th regard to the 
world and God to discern a w ide band of tensions between the creation 
of the beginning and the creation of the end, which has not yet been com
pletely covered.43 

These questions have not arisen only in the present time. A theology of 
new creation that is as consistent as the one I have presented is also to be 
found in the New Testament, but only as apart of the reflection on the ex
istence of Christians in the world and history. lt therefore needs broaden
ing. Of course it is impossible to treat the subject exhaustively, so I am 
going to choose two sign ificant points: 

1. On the problem area of ethics: 'conscience' in the present creation 

lt is not by chance that I begin with a short section on the meaning of con
science. For in the New Testament 'conscience' is of considerable signifi
cance in the context of human existence in creation. 1 think there is no 
exact l ingu istic equivalent of 'conscience' in the Qur'än. Accordingly, for 
the task that faces me, 1 choose a term especially signi ficant for Christian 
thinking, in order to use it to discuss thP. rrohlem of Christian ethics in the 
present creation. 

On the other hand, the specia l character of the concept of conscience 
must not be given too much weight, for the Qur'än, w ith its lack of a pre
cise equivalent, stands in the Semitic lingu istic trad ition; we already have 
similar difficul ties in fi nd ing an equivalent in the Hebrew O ld Testament.•• 
The ward belongs to the context of the lndo-Germanic languages, where 
it is not a Christian neologism, but a considerable impulse towards the 
philosophical-jurid ical generalization of the idea in Western cu ltures, even 
when they distanced themselves from close t ies w ith the Church.45 

In ancient Creek ward formation, the term connects the prefix cruv ('con') 

" A major question in creation-theological themes till today: cf. C. Link, Schöpfung. vol. 2 
(Schöpfungstheologie angesichts der Herausforderungen des 20. Jahrhunderts) (Handbuch Sys
tematischer Theologie; 7,2). Gütersloh, 1991, pp. 494-599 accord ing to pp. 351 ff. 

" In the LXX, cruveioT]m<; is only once written down in parallel w ith a Hebrew term of the 
MT [Masoretic text], in Eccl 10:20; however, the interpretation of the Hebrew term (md') is not 
unequivocal there (cf. the commentary of A. Lauha, Kohelet [Bib lischer Kommentar. Altes Tes
tament; 19]. Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1978, p. 196); when choosing their terms, the translators slant 
the text in their own way. 

" Fora genera l survey of this more recent development see H . Reiner, art. "Gewissen", in: 
J. Ritter (ed.), Historisches Wörterbuch der Philosophie. vol. 3. Darmstadt, 1974, pp. 574- 592, 
here: pp. 584-592. 
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to 0 {8a ('know'); analogously, the more recent Latin term 'con-scientia' 
(only in general use since the 1 st century CE) places the prefix 'cum' ('con') 
before 'scientia' ('knowledge'). In Antiquity, con-science has tobe read pre
cisely as co-knowledge.46 Before the Christian era, a philosophical focus
ing took place only in part and we cannot assume that it was accepted by 
early Christianity to the extent that has been previously supposed.47 After 
the Septuagint, texts in Hellen istic Judaism show the possibility of ap
proaching the term in the context of the people of God w ithout its crystal
lizing in ethics to become a comprehensive lsraelite guiding principle. 48 

We find that it is a phenomenon already known to us: a term already known 
offers space for developing further meanings and Christian theology enters 

th is open space. 

1.1 Paul 

An essential passage for our discussion here is one in which Pau l com
bines his consideration of div ine creation and human conscience. He does 

" The German term "Gewissen" (conscience) is a neologism created by Notker of St. Gallen 
(about 1000 CE; see H. Reiner, op. cit. [fn. 451 here p. 574). The formation of the word (as an 
~hstract noun derived from a verb) derives directly from the stem of the verb "wissen" [to know]; 
a comparable example is the German phrase "ich habe gewusst" [I have known] . Hence, ac
cording to the German derivation, he who has conscience is one who has acquired knowl
edge. Compared with Latin and Greek, there is an unequivocal process of abstraction. Notker 
did not develop this, but in the Middle Ages it gained more and more weight: conscience came 
to be seen as having two focal points. Before the co-knowledge accompanying the deed, was 
the ethical knowledge wh ich God had given to man with creation before man did anything, a 
conscience in the sense of a habitus ("having") of the highest moral principles. The Biblical 
term syneidesis (in the Vulgate conscientia) was no longer adequate to express it. As a resul t 
of a misreading of a passage in H ieronymus, a medieval neologism for the fundamental mean
ing emerged: synderesis. In the main, conscientia can maintain the sense of the conscience 
(co-knowledge) which accompanies and follows the deed (for examples and necessary differentia
tions see H. Reiner, op. cit. lfn. 451 pp. 582 f.). 

" For examples see particularly H.-J. Eckstein, Der BegriffSyneidesis bei Paulus. Eine neutes
tamentlich-exegetische Untersuchung zum 'Gewissensbegriff' (Wissenschaftl iche Unter
suchungen zum Neuen Testament: Reihe 2; 10). Tübingen, 1983, pp. 35-104. For instance, 
Seneca's famous phrase in ep. 41 :2 that "conscientia" was "sacer intra nos spiritus malorum 
bonorumque nostrorum observator et custos" ("a holy spirit within us, observer and guardian 
of our wicked and good [deedsl" - even in th is concentration, in the motif of observing, the 
origin of co-knowledge can be fei t) has tobe seen as an independent philosophical concen
tration at the time of Paul. In the history of philosophy it is only after late Antiquity that the tra
ditions of the terms merged. 

48 References in the Septuagint, beside Eccl 10:20 previously mentioned, with clearly dif
ferent nuances: W is 17:11 ; Sir 42:18 S. - Beside this, special weight must be given to Philo: three 
times cruveioTJm<; of injustice or sins (De Specialibus Legibus II 49; Quod Deterius Potiori in
sidiari so/eat 146; Oe Virtutibus 124); however, for his own reflections Philo prefers cruvet86<;, 
which is not taken up in the New Testament (for more details see H.-J. Eckstein, op. cit. [fn. 
471 pp. 121 ff.). 
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this when he reflects that man is w ithout excuse before God, in Rrn 
1 :18-3 :20. For the Creator, as stated in 1 :20.25, may be understood through 
the things he made; everything that takes place in creation happens be
fore the face of the Creator. This is concretized in conscience: it knows 
what a human being does and thinks. lt is an uncomfortable 'co-knower' 
of our affairs, co-knower until Judgment Day, for then the co-knower be
co;nes the witness. Conscience testifies juridically•9 that man in his deeds 
consciously or unconsciously refers to an ethical norm, the ' law'. Man is 
concerned w ith this until God's Judgment: "Man, you have knowledge of 
the Law", including the people among the nations who do not turn to
wards the one God (the 'pagans'). 

In this line of thought conscience accompanies and follows man's ac
tivities in creation. 50 U ltimately conscience becomes relevant at God's Judg
ment to which the whole creation, not only the new creation, is subjected.51 

According to Pauline theology, conscience therefore belongs rather to the 
f ield of tension wi thin a 'not yet' that is moving speedily towards the end, 
than to a realized eschatology of the new creation.52 lt actualizes itself as 
co-knowledge w ith the other, not avoiding the tens ion between the pre
sent world and the strength of faith, but reflecting it.53 lt even ;:i l lows adap
tation to the order of the state and its legislation, a particu larly conflict
ridden institutional area of the present creation (Rm 13:5).54 

" In Greek in 2:1 5 the juridical verb "cruµµo:pt'llpetv" is chosen (again with the prefix 
"eo"). 

'
0 A conscientia antecedens in the strict sense is not yet tobe found in the Pauline refer

ences. Behind all the examples, the starting point of co-knowledge is noticeable (especially 
clearly in 2 Cor 1 :12; 4:2). 

" For a more detailed interpretation of this difficult passage see the commentaries and 
H.-J. Eckstein, op. cit. (fn. 47) pp. 137- 179 (lit. ). 

" Therefore it is perhaps no coincidence that cruvmlla / cruvEiöTJcrt<; does not occur in Gala
tians which contains Paul's most far-reaching reflect ion concern ing the new creat ion. Even less 
by chance, the gap between verband noun is found in Ephesians. 

" As in the passages where Paul most frequently suggests our concept of conscience, in 
1 Cor 8 and 10 (most important in 10:28-29a). A more precise interpretation is controversial; 
references in H.-J. Eckstein, op. cit. (fn. 47) pp. 232-276 and (for a position that raises, w ith
out concluding the discussion, the idea that in this passage conscience should be taken to 
mean 'bad feeling') P. W. Gooch, "'Conscience' in 1 Corinth ians 8 and 10", in New Testament 
Studies 33 (1987) 244-254. 

" In this passage the position of cr'\lvEtöTJcrt<; - conscience, or more precisely co-knowl
eclge - is crucial and such that three interpretations are possible: first, it is simply a matter of 
co-knowledge about actual good and evil; this means, a general ethical knowledge about right 
ancl wrang (cf. Rm 2:15) wh ich supports the lega l authority of the state (if, in keeping with the 
preceding 6pyi1, we cliscern a pena l context, it takes shape especially in reflections about the 
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1 .2 Pastoral Letters and 1 Peter 

By no means all New Testament writings expound the concept of a new 
creation. This must have been mentioned already. But how then does the 
term 'conscience' develop, which, in the perspective of creation-theology, 
is more open to debate than in Islam? 

lf we begin w ith Paul, we shall first turn towards the Pastoral Letters. 
There we encounter a completely different line of argumentation from that 
in Ephesians (which avoids the term conscience). For the Pastorals do not 
simply refer to creation in general. They assert more precisely that what 
God has created is beautiful and good (KCXA.6<;; 1 Tim 4:3 f.). But this does 
not mean they give up the eschatological tension .55 Rather they give space 
to an existence that has co-knowledge of the surrounding envi ronment 
and knows the norms of God. The concept of conscience emerges: the 
"good conscience" or "pure heart" appears (1 Tm 1 :5.19; 2 Tm 1 :3), the 
like of w hich Paul has not mentioned before. lt is "good" because it knows 
that the Christian believer, in the concrete situation of his life, is capable 
of acting according to God's norms; an ethics of love, based on a good 
conscience, gives the Christian believer an orientation with which to face 
all threats.56 

1 Peter takes a remarkable further step. lt demonstrates the certai nty that 
God is the Creator to people w hose experience of the world is different 
from that of the Pastorals: the society in which the Christians, God's own 

consequences of our own deeds; cf. M. Walter, art. "Gewissen II", in Theologische Realen
zyklopädie vol. 13. Berlin etc., 1984, pp. 213-218, here p. 216). Second, especially vv. 1-4 
suggest the Christ ian's co-knowleclge vis-a-vis the responsibility of the state as a servant of God 
even where there is not a Christian government (on both these interpretations cf. U. Wilckens, 
Der Brief an die Römer. vol. 3 [Rm 12-161. [Evangelisch-Katholischer Kommentar zum Neuen 
Testament; 6,3 ]. Zürich etc., 1982, pp. 36 f.). Third, in contrast with the aforementionecl wrath 
(hard ly mentioned in any studies probably because of the linguistic analogy between ötcx 't!lV 
cr'\lvelliricrtv and 1 Cor 10:25.27, w hich is not strictly required by the context) one could also 
think of the co-knowledge of God; the gen. subj. of 6py11 as weil as of cruvEl011crtc; which is 
leh open in the text wou lcl thus impl icitly refer to God. A particular correspondence with verses 
3 and 4 would then occur because there wrath is linked with the evil deed (v. 4b-d). Under
stood in this way, God's co-knowledge is seen to have an orientation towards the good in whose 
interest the state is intended to serve the individual person (v. 3c-4a). The state would have to 
be particularly aware, besides taking the culprit to law, that it is God who, in his co-knowleclge, 
accompanies the service of the state for the sake of the good. 

" See in the immediate context of the passage mentionecl 1 Tm 4:1; cf. 1 Tm 6:14 f., etc. 
" Above all aga inst wrang ethical teachers: 1 Tm 1 :5 ff. - On this top ic see particularly J. 

Roloff, Der erste Brief an Timotheus (Evangelisch-Katholischer Kommentar zum Neuen Testa
ment; 15). Zürich etc., 1988, pp. 64 ff., pp. 68 ff. Conscience conceived in this way is of course 
also vulnerable in a new way, as M . Walter, op. cit. (fn. 54) p. 217 emphasizes (cf. especially 
1 Tm 1:19c). 
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people, 1 ive is al ien to them (2 :9). The legal status given to them is that of 
people who are aliens and exiles (2: 11 ).57 What is important is therefore 
not that everything God has created is good, bu t that God is faithful.5s 

Uniquely in the New Testament, creation here is balanced between the 
divinely and the humanly created institution (2 :13).59 In an alien environ
ment which confronts the Christian in an evil rather than in a good way, 
the "good conscience" has to assert itself (3 :16; cf. 3 :21 ). 

Speaking of the "good conscience" reminds us of the Pastorals. How
ever, an additional element w hich we hardly expect to be implied in the 
concept of conscience, is brought to bear in the extremely tense relation 
to the environment described in 1 Peter, which includes more intensive 
confrontation and suffering. Here my comments must be a li ttle far-rang
ing and take you back once again to co-knowledge as an approach to the 
term 'conscience' in Antiquity: man knows together wi th his fe l low man. 
But God the Most High knows still more. Pre-New Testament Jewish w is
dom states that he knows all that may be known (Sir 42:18 Hebr text). From 
this idea it is but a small step to the thought that God has all 'co-know l
edge'. So we cannot exclude the possibili ty that one of the three references 
for cr'Dvd8ricnc; in the Septuagint should be translatf'rl as Gorl's 'rn-knowl
edge' rather than as (human) 'conscience'.60 

" A great topic of 1 Pt elaborated recently by R. Feldmeier, Die Christen als Fremde. Die 
Metapher der Fremde in der antiken Welt, im Urchristentum und im 7. Petrusbrief (Wis
senschaftliche Untersuchungen zum Neuen Testament; 64). Tübingen, 1992 (passim, espe
cially pp. 153 ff.). 

•• The latter is only stated about the Creator in 1 Pt 4:19. 
" In Greek, Ktlm<; is a nomen actionis (creation seen from point of view of creating); read 

from th is perspective, avtlpoonlvT\ K'ticrt<; 1 Pt 2:13 would have to be rendered as "human" in 
the sense of "man-made creation". Earlier research has hesitated to make this step. However, 
the philological argument carries weight. lf one ponders the possible combination of a gen
era l Greek conception of creation (as a [human] institution) with the specifically theological 
creation concept (God as Creator), i. e., that man the creature wou ld himself become creatively 
active, a substantial step forward is made: the development of human institutions (dealt with 
in 2:1 3 f. ) is (clearly beyond Rm 13) initially tobe traced back to human creation and but in
directly to God. (Further detai ls in M. Gielen, Tradition und Theologie neutestamentlicher 
Haustafelethik. Ein Beitrag zur Frage einer christlichen Auseinandersetzung mit gesellschaftlichen 
Normen [Athenäums Monographien: Theologie: Bonner Biblische Beiträge; 75]. Frankfurt/M., 
1990, pp. 396-400). To me this does not seem tobe unimportant in the context of the discus
sion of socia l and political eth ics in 1 Pt, which is partly very cri tica l (for instance 0. L. Balch, 
"Hellenization / Acculturation in 1 Petr", in Perspectives on First Peter. National Association 
of Baptist Professors of Religion. Special Studies. M acon, GA 1986, pp. 79-101 ). 

'° This concerns the Greek tradition of Sir 42:18. lt is divided into two lines. According to 
the first (manuscript A,B) God generally "knows" in the sense of "possesses" (cf. the Hebrew 
yd' d't). According to the second (manuscript 5), God has "a l l co-knowledge" (1tcicrav 
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lf we follow this line of thought, 'conscience' at the beginning of the 
Christian era has a place not only in anthropology, but also in the context 
of understanding God. There is much to support the idea that 1 Peter in
tends to deepen this conception. In the central passage, 2:19, it speaks of 
"God's cruvEtof\<nc;" (conscience / co-knowledge"). Since Luther, transla
tions have understood this as a genitive in the object position: " Denn das 
ist gnade/ so jemand umb des Gewissens willen zu Gott/ das ubel vertregt 
; und leidet das unrecht." [For this is worthy of thanks, if a man for con
science toward God endures evil and suffers unjustly.] 61 lf we fo llow this 
line, then, in 1 Pt 2: 19, suffering for the sake of conscience is not only re
warded because it is an inescapable distress; it also becomes a place of 
grace, of God's turning towards man, where the sufferer may feel joy about 
God (according to the stem xaipEtv "to feel joy" in xaptc;). 

This nuance of the genitive in the object position is, 1 think, not to be 
rejected, but it must be complemented. For in Greek it is far more likely 
that the person referred to in the genitive rather becomes a nomen actionis 
(as with (J'l)VEtöf\<nc;) as a genitive in subject position.62 As a further stra
tum of the text, the translation must be: "das ist Gnade/ so jemand um des 
Mitwissens Gottes willen und begleitet durch dieses63 Schmerzen in un
gerechtem Leiden erträgt" [this is grace / when somebody for the sake of 
God's co-knowledge and accompanied by it bears the pains of unjust suf
fering]. The idea deepens: grace in suffering grows from the conviction that 
God knows about this suffering and accompanies it. That God shares in it 

0'1lvEio11m v). In the Sir-context, both variants can be combined w ith one another: God is the 
knowing one, and as such he has co-knowledge of everything; nothing, not even a single word, 
escapes him. - In Hebrew the alternative understanding that God knows every (human) eo- = 
conscience (maintained in the field of research up to H.-J. Eckstein, op. cit. [fn.47] pp. 114 f.) 
is less probable philologically, although not impossible as a further development in Greek. 

" Quotat ion according to Luther, op. cit. [fn.13] p. 2412; emphases by Karrer. The trans
lation shows how strong and linear was the orientation of conscience towards man, and this 
held in the h istory of philosophy / theology till Luther (cf. the references with H. Reiner, op. 
cit. [fn. 45] pp. 580-583). 

" The object position of the genitive in Philo (op. cit. [fn. 48]) andin the New Testament 
(certain only in Heb 10:2) is always constructed with the impersonal object (as Ge-/Mitwissen 
der "Sünden" [as conscience / co-knowledge of the "sins"J, etc.). The only proof in pre-New 
Testament Jewish literature with a personal pronoun in the genitive position concern ing 
cruvdof\crt<;, Test XII Rub !Testament Rubens] 4:3, is clearly to be rendered as genitive in sub
ject position ("my conscience"; there the description of the object follows w ith m:pi). - lnter
estingly, many later manuscripts of 1 Pt 2: 19 ([manuscript] C, but also substantial minuscules 
and earl y-Church-translations) clarify it as cruvEio11m<; napu 't(jl tle(jl, "with (!) God". 

" Öta in the accusat ive case rendered causally and temporally. 
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- accord ing to 1 Pt 4:12 ff. because of Christ's sufferings - makes Christian 
joy possible even in suffering.64 

1 .3 Consequences 

Let us leave these deliberations behind and return to our main question _ 
the eschaton in history. From the perspective of the early Christians, this 
can absolutely not be thought of only in the way found in Ephesians, namely 
as the life of a new creation, which the Christians experienced as a radi
cal change that had already taken place. lf we follow the development of 
the concept of conscience in Paul, it can also be seen as an introduction 
to an extremely tense position between the 'a lready' and the 'not yet'. Fi
nally, according to 1 Peter, it can be thought of as an existence that, al
though it is in the alien terri tory of this world, is nevertheless guided by 
God who, after Christ's suffering, co-knows all sufferings away from home 
and thus lays the foundations for action in al ien lands.65 

Th is area of tension seems to me important for interreligious dialogue 
about ethical questions. When facing the critically aggravated problems 
of the present in partnership66, it is easier to begin with the awareness that 
history is not yet perfected, even though the l ine of ethical argumentation 
in the religions wil l certain ly be different. (1 note here that in the Qur'än 
a linguistic equivalent for the term conscience is lacking, so an equiva
lence wi 11 have tobe developed by a different approach.) At the same time 
the radical nature of the form ulati ons concerni ng 'new creation' up to Eph 
remains a great challenge: far-reaching as specific Christian efforts may b·e 
towards peace, justi ce and preservation of the creation we are given, they 
must never abandon the perspective of thinking of and living in creation 
as principally based on Christ - indeed even in Christ. 

64 As a ru le, the discussion in the field of research is restricted to the renderings with the 
genitive in the obj ect posit ion, but this leads to substant ial problems of interpretation : cf., be
sides the commentaries, especially H.-J. Eckstein, op. cit. (fn. 47) pp. 308 ff. (who, concern
ing this passage, finally feels obliged to give a problematic ' improper' interpretation of <Yl)VEtÖT]crt<; 
as 'awareness'). 

•• Th is does not bring the New Testament concept of conscience to an end. Hebrews in 
particular should also be consulted; first references and lit. in this context in M. Wolter, op. 
cit. (fn. 54) p. 218. 

66 This concern is by no means new: as regards the particularly important question of peace, 
may I recall here, at a Catholic Faculty ofTheology, for instance R. Schneider, Gesammelte 
Werke (hrsg. von E. M. Landau im Auftrag der Reinhold-Schneider-Gesellschaft), vol. 8, (Der 
Friede der Welt (19561). Frankfurt/M., 1977, pp. 3 79-406, here: p. 399. 
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2. On the problem area of soteriology: congregation and the 
extra-Christian world 

1 do not want to evade a second question that is difficu lt for interreligious 
dialogue, although I can only tauch upon it marginally: where does non
Christian mankind fit in w ith the 'already' and the 'not yet' of the Chris
tian experience of salvation? What does early Christianity expect or hope 
for them as God's creation? 

From the early Christian insights I choose Rm 8:18-22 and Rev 21 f., 
because they contain the concept of creation or the concept of the new 

creation: 

2.1 Rm 8:18-22 

"In the midst of the renewed creation, the community of salvation both 
Jews and Christians w il l be allowed to praise the Creator", is how Peter 
Stuhlmacher characterizes the Pauline idea in the context of Rm 8:19-22.67 

Although the passage (li ke Rm in general) only mentions creation in gen
eral and does not speak of the "new creation" in particular, it is thus di
rectly part of our topic.68 

However, what does " in the midst of the renewed creation" mean? The 
question central for us is difficult in the interpretation of Scripture.69 So 1 

go to verses 21 f. (following the Einheitsübersetzung): 11Creation too shall 
be set free from slavery and forlornness to obtain the freedom of the glory 
of the eh i ldren of God. We know that the whole creation has been groan i ng 
in labour pains unti l now." Here a distinction is made between creation 
and the chi ldren of God. 1° Creation must therefore mean what is created 
other than the Christi an community. The majority of exegetes th ink this 
refers to creation as a whole.71 A minority think it means "mankind that is 

67 P. Stuhlmacher, Biblische Theologie des Neuen Testaments. vol. 1 (Grundlegung: von 
Jesus zu Paulus). Göttingen, 1992, p. 271. 

'" Cf. id., Erwägungen (s. fn. 4) p. 9 . 
•• lt has been so since the early Church, according to J. Ernst, Schöpfung ... op. cit. (fn. 72) 

p. 196 since August ine, De octog. trib. quaest. 67, 1: "Hoc capitulum obscurum est, quia non 
satis apparet, quam nunc Apostolus vocat creaturam." 

10 The rendering of Rm 8:2 1 f. here according to Einheitsübersetzung. Even more distinctly 
vv. 19 f. 

" Supporting texts in N. Walter, "Gottes Zorn und das 'Harren der Kreatur'. Zur Korres
pondenz zwischen Römer 1, 18-32 und 8, 19-22", in: Christus bezeugen. Festschrift für Wolf
gang Trilling zum 65. Geburtstag (hrsg. von K. Kertelge u. a.) (Erfurter Theologische Schriften; 
59). Leipzig, 1989, pp. 218-226, here: p. 220 n. 9 and in the commentaries. 
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not reached by the Gospel and does not believe in Christ".72 Even if we 
take the view that the latter is too specific73

, in this text non-Christian 
mankind cannot be excluded from what is meant by 'creation' .74 lf we take 
a moderate position, we might read it as, "Creation too (nature and crea
tures including non-Christi an mankind) shall be freed from slavery and for
lornness to obta in the freedom of the glory of the children of God [ ... ]" . 

According to the final words of v. 21, Paul presents a free and glorious 
existence as children of God, like that of the congregation, as the goal of 
the renewed creation. 75 Verse 22 follows. The Einheitsübersetzung unnec
essari ly omits the Greek prefixes of the verbs. Taking them into account, 
we should translate more precisely: "Wir w issen, dass die gesamte Schöp
fung bis zum heutigen Tag mitseufzt und mit in Geburtswehen liegt."76 [We 
know that the w hole creation is co-groaning and co-suffers in labour pains 
until now.] This means that v. 22 also contains a relational component, a 
motif of "togetherness" (in Greek cruv). lf the verb is intransitive, the crea
tures are groaning together in labour pains, indicating - according to the 
apoca lyptic metaphor of labour pains, that it is referring to the birth of 
eschatological perfection77 

- the birth of something new.78 A reference to 
the ch ildren of God in v. 21 is also possiblc, so that creation is groaning 
in labour pains with them.79 In the background, lies the (untranslated) v. 

18: facing the congregation, Paul cannot and does not want to pass over 

72 For the most substantial arguments (among others, reference to Pirqe Abot 1, 12 as com
parable usage), see N. Wa lter, op. cit. (fn . 71) pp. 220 ff. (citation 220). Further representatives 
are mentioned by J. Ernst, Das Heil der Schöpfung(Catholica. Münster; 46). 1992, pp. 189-206, 
here p . 196. 

" Criticism ofWalter particularly in P. Stuhlmacher, Biblische Theologie, op. cit. (n. 67) p. 
271 (in my view not conclusive). 

74 Since in these verses there is no definitive evidence for an interpretation in this di rec
tion. However, in more recent exegesis, this posi tion is very widespread (up to J. Ernst, op. cit. 
[n. 721 pp. 196 ff.; older examples also in N. Walter, op. cit. Jfn. 71 J p. 220 n. 10). 

" Cf. among others J. Baumgarten, op. cit. (fn . 4) p. 175. 
1

• In Greek the ouv-element is vi tal in both verbs: examples tobe found via H. G. Liddell 
et al. (s. fn. 12) s. v. (1730, 1 735) and W. Bauer, Griechisch-deutsches Wörterbuch zu den 
Schriften des Neuen Testaments und der frühchristlichen Literatur, hrsg. von K. u. B. A land. 
Berlin, ' 1988, s. v. (1583, 1586). 

" Cf. J. Baumgarten, op. cit. (fn. 4) pp. 175 f. (referring to 6 Esr 2 = 4 Esr 16:38-40). Further 
material in W. Harnisch, Eschatologische Existenz. Ein exegetischer Beitrag zum Sachanliegen 
von 1. Thessalonicher 4, 13-5, 11 (Forschungen zur Religion und Literatur des A lten und Neuen 
Testaments; 110). Göttingen, 1973, pp. 62-72. 

78 This is the main line of research till J. Ernst, op. cit. (n. 71) p . 197 (Lit.). 
,. Luther emphasized th is aspect in his translation ("alle Creatur sehnet sich mit uns" [all 

creatures are longing together w ith us]): Biblia (s. fn. 13) 2282. 
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in silence " the sufferings of this present8° time", yet he sees them in the 
light of the glory to come. 

The fol low ing perspective suggests itself for interrel igious dialogue (1 am 
here going beyond our passage): just as certainly as Christian men and 
women experience the new creation in themselves (see above what was 
said with regard to '2 Corinthians' and 'Galatians'), they continue to en
counter the sufferings of the present time. They therefore wait "with eager 
Jonging for the reveal ing of the children of God" - and they may believe 
that al l creation is involved in their turn ing towards God's future. lt is not 
primarily a rupture between Christian and non-Christian creatures that 
rnust be constructed, but a relation, a relationship in suffering and a rela
tionship in hope.81 Life as children of God, towards wh ich all creation 
presses, thus begins from the Christian congregation w hich in this respect 
does remain special. However, all creation participates in the birth. Life 
as children of God must be conceived of not as excluding but wi th in
stances of opening out towa rds creation as a whole. This gives access to a 
possible inclusive approach in the theology of religions. 

2.2 Rev 21 f. 

Access to this from Revelation is much more difficult, for, al though it pre
sents in its final chapters the most comprehensive vision of a new heaven 
and a new earth tobe found in early Christianity (21 :1-22 :5)82

1 this is strictly 
focused on the Church.83 

W ith regard to the non-Christian earth, an unresolved tension emerges. 
On the one hand, the seer has a vision of the gates of the heavenly Jerusa lem 
- in whose image the new creation is crystall ized-that will never be shut 

00 Nüv l ike v. 22 . 
81 Cf. EA.Jtt<; V. 20. 
82 Rev 21 :1 refers particularl y to Trito-lsaiah (ls 65:17; 66:22). On all this see especially W. 

W. Reader, Die Stadt Gottes in der Johannesapokafypse. Diss. Göttingen, 1971 , and (trying to 
interpret the new heaven and new earth as denying the annihilation of the world) A. Vögtle, 
"'Dann sah ich einen neuen H immel und f ine neue Erde .. .' (Apk 21, 1 ). Zur kosmischen Di
mension neutestamentlicher Eschatologie', in Glaube und Eschatologie. Festschrift für W C. 
Kümmel zum 80. Geburtstag, ed. by E. Grässer - 0. Merk. Tübingen, 1985, pp. 303- 333 . 

8
' See the development to 22:3 ff. and numerous individual motifs; on th is topic particu

larly see J. Roloff, op. cit. (fn. 10) pp. 122-138. The line culminates in 22:17: the mot if of the 
bride develops from 21 :2, so it must be understo,od to refer to the heavenly bride. But this heav
enly bride does not remain beyond, at the level of a new creation. Rather, the earthly congre
gation can hear her (probably during the service) together with the Spi ri t of God and the Lamb 
calling: "come". The perfection of the new heaven and the new earth extends to the earthly 
community, when the word is spoken and Christ is encountered (cf. v. 20). 
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by day. According to 21 :25, the gates wil I never be shut by day or by night· 
"and there w ill be no night there". "The nations" will walk by its light with~ 
out restrictions (2 1 :24, already anticipati ng the picture of the open gates).84 
On the other hand, the holy also remains exclusive in its perfection; the 
imperfect and unclean have no place in it (21 :27a). Therefore all those 
who, when they face perfection, cannot make a claim to holiness, are ex
cluded. They are named in the damning catalogue in 21 :8, and in other 
lists found in the polemics against other religions of the time. Excluded 
from renewal by God, those who, according to the seer, deny God's truth, 
are afflicted by suffering the second and final death.85 From the perspec
tive of the theology of religions, the new creation has the most stringent 
conditions attributed to it. 

From the perspective of a theology of history or of creation, Revelation 
does not know a balance of tensions.86 This makes it difficult to fol low. 
Nevertheless, its conclusion does also suggest that the seer does not want 
to stop at an eschaton in history, where there is an unbridged separation 
from the non-Christian environment. In contrast with all the excluding 
negations, he chooses as the last sentence of Revelation the encouraging 
words: "The grace of the Lord Jesus be w ith all . Amen." (Rev 22:21 ).87These 
encouraging words continue the tone of the early Christian letters where 
Pau l wishes grace to his addressees; however, at a dec isive point it goes 
beyond the letters, for while the letters usually conclude by wishing the 
Lord's grace to the addressees of the letters ("to you", etc.), the seer John 
wishes it to "be w ith all".88 The Greek makes another point which can only 
be paraphrased in English, because, in the wish for grace, as in almost all 
the wishes for grace in the early Church, the verb is missing in Greek. The 

.. Even the kings of the earth, so far mostly seen as being extremely negative (see esp. 17:18; 
19:19) will bring their glory into the city (in this context see W. W. Reader, op. cit. [fn. 82] pp. 
129 f.). 

" They appear in the catalogue of vices as idolatry and as theological falsehood; the polemic 
does not differentiale. On interpreting 21 :8.27a, apart from the commentaries, see W. W. Reader, 
op. eil. (fn. 82) pp. 188-194, pp. 134 f. 

86 Especially tough criticism based on depth psychology in H. Raguse, Psychoanalyse und 
biblische Interpretation. Eine Auseinandersetzung mit fugen Drewermanns Auslegung der 
Johannes-Apokalypse. Stuttgart etc., 1993, pp. 182-209, etc. 

•
1 Here 'Einheitsübersetzung' and the revised translation of Luther are in agreement. 

88 In the early Church this was already so striking that some manuscripts revised it to: grace 
be with "the saints" or something simi lar (see the apparatus in the critical text edi tions). Luther, 
who had a very bad Greek translation at his disposition, read "with you all" (Biblia [see fn . 13] 
p. 2513). The more recent translations rightly correct th is. 
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optative "be" may therefore be inserted, which is fami liar to us, or eise "is" 
in the indicative of affirmation. The optative suggests the certa inty that God 
is full of grace. Rev 22 :21 bases it on the Christ-event. And so we may read 
it: "The action of grace, which our Lord Jesus brings to bear, be - since it 

is- with all!" 
Compared with the line of thought in Rm 8:19-22, we are here, in Rev 

21-22, on another level of reflection according to which we cannot by 
human reason resolve the religio-theological problem. But in Christ we 
can trust God even where man can find no solution. Even the rnost criti
cal position possible in the New Testament arising from the context of the 
new creation motifs, is opposed to a strictly exclusive understanding of 

Christianity. 
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Questions and Interventions 

[Study Group 1] 

the meaning LEUZE With reference to Gai 3 :28- "there is no langer 
of difference male and female" - it was said in the lecture that among 
'in gender those who, thr~ugh their faith in Christ Jesus, are chil-

dren of God, d1fference of gender no langer exists· in 
Christian tradition this continues with regard to the expectation of paradise 
(cf. Mt 22:23 ff.). In comparison, we may ask to what extent the difference 
of gender is maintained in the Qur'än. 

good works _ Another question arises from Eph 2:1 O, which states 

1 d t d
? that we are God's creation, in Christ Jesus created "for 

a rea y crea e . 
good works, wh ich God prepared beforehand to be 

our way of life" . In the Christian faith, do we not generally say that the 
works must be done by us ourselves and have not been created before
hand? ls it not rather in the lslamic tradition that we may expect statements 
about works which have already been created? 

lslamic ethics uf HAGEMANN lf we <1ss11me that lslamic ethics are ethics 
obedience _ of obedience, oriented towards God who guides man 
Christian ethics along the right path through his commandments, how 
of being? would we make a comparable characterization of Chris-

tian ethics? lf through Christ, as was stated in the lec
ture, a new dimension of knowledge is attained, should Christian ethics 
then rather be called ethics of being? 

creation and GRESHAKE lt was both surprising and fascinating to 
salvation have the passage Rm 8:18- 22 interpreted as it was in 

the lecture. ls this interpretation - that creation be
longs to the non-Christian realm rather than to that of God's children -
generally accepted among exegetes? 
Fücu snR Does this passage really mean that all things are groaning and 
waiting for the revealing of the children of God, and that ultimately uni
versal salvation will on ly come through the children of God, through the 
Church? In that case, the whole creation would be what will be restored 
at the end, including non-Christians. Does this not contradict the sharp di
vision between destruction and salvation that may also be found in Paul, 
according to which the believers, the baptized, gain salvation, whereas 
the others are subject to destruction (cr0Yt11pia - ancoA.Eta: Phil 1 :28; cf. 
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arnong others Rm 9:22 f.)? However, Paul does ~~t go into detail about 
th is destruction; he never speaks a~out hell. But 1t 1s cl~ar that the others 

·11 not participate in the new creat1on. Does the Revelat1on to John (chapt. 
~v~ and 21) not state that everything that is non-Christian will be thrown 

into the lake of fire and sulfur? 
GRESHAKE The lecture correctly refers to two ap-

'ethics of ~eing' proaches- 'new creation' and 'conscience', if we can 
ard consc1ence put it like that. How can these two approaches be rec-

onciled w ith one another, not only intellectually,_ but als? practical_ly, in 
the performance of li fe? On the one hand, followmg the 1d_ea of e_th1cs of 
being, we only have to live out the salvation that already ex1sts, or in other 
words, once we are saved, we cannot but do good works; on the other 
hand, there really is still the difference between being and action. How 
can these two approaches be reconciled with one another? 
WOLBERT These two understandings of morals must be differentiated: the 
consecutive one, according to which one already has to be a good person 
in order to do good, and the teleological one, according to which one has 
to do good in order to become a good person. lt ~s interesting tha~ these 
problems were already dealt w ith in Aristotle's Nicoma~hean Ethics, al
though normally philosophical ethics are very strongly onented tow~rds a 
teleological understanding. lf, however, a consecutive understa~dmg_ of 
morals already exists in the classic metaphor of the good tree and 1ts fru1ts, 
it is deepened in Christian understanding by the assertion that one becomes 
a good tree through the work of God, not by virtue o_f o~~'s o_wn strength; 
finall y here the problem of the doctri ne of grace and 1ust1f1cat1on emerges. 
The two levels of understanding morality must not be confused. 

One also has to make differentiations when dealing with 
on the iss~~ ~f the question of moral positivism, in awareness of the 
moral pos1t1v1sm problem of what religious language is in this context and 

what are the literal meanings implied. When Ockham states, for instance, 
that we should obey God even if he orders us to hate him, this naturally 
would result in a contradiction, insofar as it would make hating God a form 
of loving him. After all, it is said: the one who loves God will obey his _com
mandments. lf we are probably right to assume that Ockham as a philoso
pher supports a different theory from that of a theologian, we ~ay _similarly 
ask ourselves whether a Muslim would not also articulate qu1te d1fferently 

the problem that Plato articulates in this way in the Euthyphron. 
HAGEMANN Even though the concept of moral positivism arises from a 
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society that does not belong to the lslamic cultural tradition, it has still 
been transferred there. In medieval Islam there is a school that maintains 
that tomorrow God may turn what is truth today into a l ie. The different 
s~hools_ have fo_cused intensively on this problem, however, and even today 
d1scuss1ons of 1t have not been concluded. In our terms, notwithstanding 
all reservations concerning this concept, the best possible way of statinP 
this problem is in terms of moral positiv ism. 0 

ZIRKER And yet God forever remains the one who as the Creator estab
lishes his order positively and who is trustworthy, so that man may depend 
on his faithfulness in all things. 

how are ethics to KARRER The one focus of our discuss ions here seems 
be reconsidered to be whether, from the perspective of early Christian-
an a New Testa- ity, there is simply a system of ethics that is inconsis-

tent and follows various lines, or whether the 'ethics 
of being' are predominant. lt is tempting to follow two 

different approaches. One focuses on God's trustworthy acts from time im
memorial so that the incentives of the Torah are of great importance, and 
the other is strictly christological in conception. 

ment basis 

Even if we have the impression that the two approachcs havc not been har
monized in the New Testament, there is still perhaps a possibility of syn
thesizing the two different approaches in our thinking. For this purpose, 
the christological approach cou ld be further developed: if we assume, as 
Ephesians does, that in the Christ-event the baptized person is granted a 
new being and enters into the approach of the 'ethics of being', the bap
tized then stays in a space that is granted to him, in which he may move, 
but which may simultaneously be more closely characterized on the basis 
of God's action that has been already effected. In a 'hearing' space, the 
Christian believer may not on ly hear w hat is utterly new and strange and 
situational, but he may also hear how God has granted his guidance and 
effective ward from t ime immemorial. So, depending on the individual 
situation in dialogue, we may discover many different aspects . 

lf we try to introduce this into the dialogue w ith Islam, 
we w il l not be able to manage wi thout interfering a l itin dialogue with 

Islam? tl e in the interpretation of Paul w hich favours thinking 
in terms of dist inct contradictions. In the fie ld of ethics 

this would mean, for instance, not thinking of 'new being' in such a way 
that w ith Christ came the end of all that preceded him. The new being in 
Christ in fact proceeds from a God who has always been one and the same, 

... and included 
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that ultimately what is new is the goal of all that has been so far. This 
:~so explains why considerable elements of the Torah may be found in Paul 

supporting ethical teaching. . . 
. The other question is concerned w1th the 1nterpreta-

on the meanings tion of Rm 8:18-22. 1 chose this passage becauSE; in 
of icti.crt<; th is context it seems to me tobe the most appropriate. 

My attention was drawn to its importance by Nikolaus Walter, a theol~
gian who comes, not incidentally, from the former G~r_man ~en:ocr~tt c 
Republic, once again seeming to confirm that the spe~1f1~ socta~ s1tuat1on 
co-determines the interpretation of Scripture. In a Christian soc1ety, crea
tion was of course generally the Kncru;, the creature, which is mentioned 
in Rm 8:18 ff. However, in a society w here Christianity had become a mi
nority view (as was the case in the Federal Provinces of Eastern German:), 
the question arose as to whether the text was not rather _concern~d w1th 
the Christians' non-Christi an compatriots. Walter takes th1s exeget1cal op
tion with regard to non-Christian mankind, and to prove his view refers to 
the fact that the Greek always thought from the perspective of humanity 
towards all the other creatures and not vice versa. We may perhaps not 
want to go as far as N ikolaus Walter, but ir we Lake into account the Greek 
environment in which Pau l lived, it seems inescapable that the Greeks 
would not have thought of K-rimc; as creation without including man. 
FüGUSTER We would indeed wish very much that all this were the case. Of 
course a Ktlmc; includes mankind. However, how can this be reconciled 
with other very preci se statements which are equally to be found in Rm 8: 
•
11And those whom he predestined he also called; and those whom he called 
he also j ustified; and those whom he justified he also glori fied." (v. 30)? This 
formulation is so pointedly formulated with Christians in mind that it is im
possible to say apodictically that al l human beings are included in the new 
creation which is groaning in labor pains and that they will all be saved. 
Even though Rev 21 is another genus litterarium, the new heavens and the 
new earth are mentioned there too - as weil as the burning lake of fire and 
sulphur into which are thrown those who are cowardly and unbelieving, 
and who are tainted w ith th e horror (of ungodliness), etc. 

faithful under-
standing in face 
of the mystery 
of God 

KARRER There is one point that has not yet been ex
pressed clearly enough: we would certain ly be interpret
ing Rm 8 wrongly if we understood it to mean that non
Christi an mankind is also drawn into the new creation . 
The point is rather that Christians are the children of 
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God, and the non-Christian creation/mankind is groaning, which means it 
must be understood as a creation that is also approaching reconciliation or 
that must be seen in the perspective of reconci l iation. But, there is a difference 
between saying that it is approaching reconciliation and must be seen in this 
perspective, and saying that it is already reconciled. Th is would be a theology 
of rel igions that could somehow be grounded on the New Testament. 
Ultimately, the salvation of creation remains a mystery for Paul, like the mys
tery of lsrael's salvation. In Rm 8 and 11 , Paul approaches this mystery, rec
ognizing that the acts of God cannot be anticipated. lf Paul were asked what 
his personal hopes were, he would probably reply: it is the mystery of God, 
who in Christ acted radical ly in reconci liation, and the way in which this gift 
of reconci liation becomes effective for al l through Christ. What must cer
tain ly not be entertained is that there is a reconciliation apart from Christ. 
Nevertheless, reconci liation in Christ is to be hoped and contemplated for 
all, although without presuming to control God's acting in Christ. 
FücusrER Here of course a crucial problem remains in the scheme which 
is taken up and eschatologized in the New Testament: mankind is created 
at the beginning in the image of God, but is nevertheless destroyed and 
only a remnant remains with Noah, and Lhis rern ndnt is then the seed of 
a new creation. 

'newly create' 
in the Qur'än 

ZIRKER As for the phrase 'new creation': this term is 
certainly not found in its New Testament sense in the 
Qur'än. 'Newly create' there means 'create a second 

time' (cf. Qur'än 17,51; 30,27, etc.). In opposition to those who deny resur
rection, apologists refer to th is 'repeati ng creation' wh ich the senses perceive 
in nature's re-awakening: if God can create new things after the winter, and 
the grass can grow again and again in the following spring, then he can also 
as a matter of course "give life to (men) who are dead" (cf. Q ur'än 41,39). 
But this is not what is meant by the Biblical term 'new creation'. 

1conscience1 as 
recognition of 
the will of God 

Concern ing the term 'conscience', Mr. Karrer has drawn 
attention to the fact that we must be careful about the 
way the lslamic tradition refers to it. lt is a matter of 
recognizing the w ill of God, not on ly through physi

cal heari ng which became possible in later t imes through the Prophet's 
message, but also in the inner knowledge passed on in creation, which 
has always been intrinsic to man. lt is hard to differentiate between this 
and Biblical perspectives. This kind of knowledge is a knowledge that car
ries responsibility towards the community and towards God. 
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The idea that creation is groan ing wou ld also be com-
creation is h h pletely at variance wit t e Qur'än. Creation is not 
thoroughly good groaning, it is thoroughly good: "[ ... ] So turn thy vision 

again: seest thou any flaw? Aga in turn thy vision a second time: (thy) vision 
will corne back to thee dull and discomfited, in a state worn out." (Qur'än 
67,3 f.) . Nor is there any reason for groaning for mankind as a whole, but 
only for the individual and for individual groups, who are doing harm to 
thernselves. There is no such evi I in the world so fundamental that creation 
shou ld join together groaning. Rather, there is joint praise and veneration: 
"Whatever beings there are in the heavens and the earth do prostrate them
selves to God (acknowledging subjection); with good-wi ll or in spite of 
themselves: so do their shadows in the mornings and even ings." (13, 15) -
" ( ... ] their (very) shadows turn round, from the right and the left, prostrat
ing themselves to God, and that in the humblest manner." (16,48). Nature 
assumes the attitude of those who pray. 

man and woman 
in paradise 

Mankind's being newly created on Judgment Day, ac
cording to the Qur'än, means being newly created as 
male and female; it is not permitted, however, to pro

ject matters ur legdl slalus, superior and inferior rank and family arrange
ments, onto these paradisiacal relations. 

it is the whole 
creation which 
is rejoicing and 

KRÜGER Joachim Jeremias had his difficulties wi th 
K'Ctcrt<; in Rm 8, with the idea that 'the cabbage-heads' 
are said tobe groaning, i. e. with the groaning of inani
mate and animate creation. 

groaning 
KARRER This passage in the Letterto the Romans where 

the 'groaning of the creation' is mentioned, is often quoted as an argument 
that here 'creation' is rather intended to mean man. lncidentally, it is most 
probab le that Paul is here speaking metaphorically in every case, because 
it is not possible to say that mankind as a whole, which is around us, is 

groaning. 
FücusnR In the language of the Psalms, it is also the whole creation 
which rejoices - all creatures, beasts and plants. Genesis 3 should also be 
drawn upon as a parallel, where the whole creation - illustrated by man 
and woman, but then also by man and animal, animals and plants - is in
volved in man's sin. The meaning here is that everything is concerned with 
sin and is groaning, including all creatures, and nature. And so too, on the 
other hand, everything will be saved by Christ. There is no doubt that the 
whole is included here, human beings as weil as animals and plants. 
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"there is no 
langer male and 
female" 

KRÜGER Another question, also addressed to Mr. Kar
rer, relates to his apparently quite justified statement 
that, according to Gai 3 :28, " there is no langer male 
and female". Does this mean an end to every distinct 

individual human characteristic? Should it be somehow understood es
chatologically, in the sense that ult imatel y all these distinctions are no 
langer needed? Must we consequently bei ieve that through Christ they are 
all brought to an end? 

GRESHAKE lt says, " For all of you are one in Christ Jesus", d~ ecr'te - and 
not ev. ev would mean it results in a ' levell ing'. But, d~ means that rea l
ity has attained its oneness, and so does not mean negating difference: 
being human has attained its personal oneness in Christ. Beyond this, there 
is the image of Christ's body w ith its many members. lt is one body, it is 
d~. So when Gai 3:28 says that "there is no langer male and female", it 
does not mean at all that male is the same as female. 
KARRER In fact, it may be assumed that Paul thinks theologically in this 
way. Now there is one, namely Christ, in w hom the many have attained 
their oneness. Since here d~ is emphasized so very much, we may even 
cons ider whether it is the one God who is meant, who reveals himself in 
Christ, so that we are included in this God-event and Christ-event. There 
is an investigation which cou rageously elaborates on these lines'. How
ever, as far as Pau l is concerned, a more carefu l approach may be followed. 
For him, it is ultimately clear that Christian existence should be seen from 
the perspective of Christ. But the question which Mr. Krüger raised, of how 
this is real ized in greater detail, sti ll remains unresolved. 
With respect to "no langer male and female", much is in favour of Paul having 
drawn the conclusion: as a person I am defined by Chri st - to me it does not 
matter that I am male. However, his ethics show that in rea lity this generates 
confl icts. From the perspective of sexual ethics, this would mean that living 
without physical sexual activity would demonstrate that the former order of 
creation no langer exists. At the same time, however, it appears that the area 
of behaviour can and must be defi ned theologically in a different way, namely 
through a sexual ity practised with God, the Creator, in v iew. 

protologically · 
grounded 

FüGU STER The meaning of "no langer male and fe
male" - because both are "one", d~ev Xptcr'ttj') -seems 
tobe based on the fact that they are both Christian in 

' Cf. fn. 31 of my lecture, p. 338. 
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the fu ll sense of the term. This assertion is ultimately grounded not escha
tologically, but protologically. In the beginning God created humankind 
in his image, male and female he created them - regardless of gender or 
position, race or religion. They are all his image. Unfortunately Paul does 
not quite sustain this w hen he says in 1 Cor 11 :7, "For a man [ ... ] is the 
image and reflecti on of God; but woman is the reflection of man." How
ever, through the christological focus - Christ is the image of God - the 
general statement, which must be understood protologically, really exists 
from the beginning and is of fundamenta l importance: that in principle all 
humans are equal before God. 
In this context it is interesting that in Islam man is not described as ' image 
of God', but khal,fa, successor and vicegerent.2 

'conscience' 
in the New 
Testament 

• 
WoLBERT In the genuine letters of Pau l 'conscience -
cruvdorim( seems to have a meaning which is differ
ent from that in the Pastoral Letters, the Letters of Peter 
and the Letter to the Hebrews. What is meant by this 

term can of course be expressed by mcans of synonymous terms, for in
stance, 'heart', as previously mentioned. Conversely, one may of course 
also use the term 'conscience' very differently, as can be observed in the 
New Testament, when there someone is referred to who inwardly 'accuses', 
'j udges' or 'consoles', primarily in good conscience, which finds classic 
and beautiful expression in one of the variants of the story of the adultress, 
where it says: "and they, convicted of their own conscience, went away, 
one by one" Un 8:9). 
In the Pastoral Letters, on the other hand, the Letters of Peter and the Let
ter to the Hebrews, cruvdorim~ actually no langer denotes the one w ho 
is the inner prosecutor and judge, but the addressee of the phrase, so to 
speak, is the moral subject, and here the term could also be rendered as 
'heart ' or 'attitude' . So Heb 9:9 states that "gifts and sacrifices are offered 
that cannot perfect the conscience of the worshiper". In a parti cular in
stance the meanings of 'heart' and 'judge' may even coincide as, for in
stance, in 1 Jn 3:19-22, " [ ... ] whenever our hearts condemn us; for God 

2 Cf. on this topic R. W ielandt, "Man and His Ranking in the Creation. On the Fundamental 
Understanding of lslamic Anthropology", in: A. Bsteh (ed.), Islam Questioning Christianity 
(Christian Faith in the Encounter w ith Islam, vol. 1 ). Mödling, 2007, pp. 75-82, esp. 78- 80, 
as weil as the subsequent discussion esp. pp. 84-90. 
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is greater than our hearts" . In the encounter w ith Islam especially, we 
should be aware that the New Testament uses the ward 'conscience' in 
varying meanings.3 

'new creation' -
rea l or only 
believed? 

• 
HAGEMANN When, as Christians, we speak of the 'new 
creation ' -a concept that does not occur w ith the same 
meaning in the lslamic tradition (unless we think of the 
'new creation' at the resurrect ion from the dead an 

Judgment Day) - an urgent question may arise as to w here this new crea
tion that is believed to exist can be found in reality. Johann B. Metz once 
raised the question, "What do we mean if we speak of repentance?, do we 
repent or do we 'believe' in repentance?, and he also illustrated these ques
tions w ith various examples. In a similar way, here too, the question must 
be raised of w hether the 'new creation' in the New Testament is only a 
new creation that is bel ieved in but to which nothing corresponds in re
ality. 
When we rightly refer to the Christ ian community as the germ cell of eth i
cal relations, thi s in Islam corresponds to the umma a/-islämiyya, which 
is, according to the Qur'än, "the best of Peoples, evolved for mankind" 
(Qur'än 3,110) and w hich is now to "strive as in a race in all virtues" wi th 
other communities (Qur'än 5,51 ). 
KARRER The question is addressed to all theologians, and there is a long
standing dispute about it runn ing through the history of the Church. No 
matter how often we may have seen new creation on ly as something be
l ieved in, ultimately a 'believed new creati on' which does not become a 
reality does not really seem tobe a new creation at all . Paul can hardly 
have thought of it in this way. 
As already ind icated, this gives rise to the problem of Pau line ethics: after 
all, Paul's sexual ethics, for instance, are based the first place on the fact 
that these ethical conceptions correspond to rea l ity. But when Pau l tries to 
move on from sexuality, confli cts deve lop. His aims cannot be realized in 
the communities. These confli cts can only be explained if we move on 
from the conception of a new creation that is on ly believed in to a new 
creation that is real. 

' Cf. on this topic Annemarie Schimmel, in: A. Bsteh (ed.), Islam Questioning Christianity, 
(fn. 2), p. 90. 
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on striving "as in 
a race in all 

Great importance is to be attached to the other motif 
mentioned by M r. Hagemann, that of the striving as in 
a race between the communities that do and commu

vi rtues" - as a 
·f f d" 

1 
nicate the will of God. lt is a fascinating challenge to 

motr o ra ogue h . . f 
1
. . t e 1nteract1on o re 1g1ons. 

KAHLERT In Rm 11 :14, does not Paul's hope that God will make the Jews 
jealous also contain this element of striving as in a race that can become 
extremely fru itfu l, and not on ly for Christian-Muslim dialogue? 
FOGLISTER More precisely, in Rm 11 it is the Christians who are expected 
to make the Jews jealous. 
Z1RKER Apologetically oriented Muslims frequently interpret this passage 
in Süra 5 on the striving of the divergent groups as if the tolerance of Les
sing's Ring Parable had already been defended in the Qur'än. This would 
certainly be a misinterpretation, for Lessing proceeds on the assumption 
that we cannot judge at all - that our positions are equal when we are 
strivi ng and only later will it emerge who has the fu ll and fruitful truth. 
By contrast, the striv ing referred to in the Qur'än is meant to show that the 
cornmunity of the Muslims wi ll actually turn out tobe the best. Accord
ing to the Qur'än, therefore, it is not a striving in which the ranking and 
the truth of a rel igion still remains tobe ascertained. lt is rather a striving 
in which the other relig ious commun ities will ultimately realize that they 
are not as good as the Muslims. 
Even though, in the light of this, the parallel with Lessing is not correct, 
there sti ll remains the positive fact that in the Qur'än people are called to 
start walking on a path that puts them to the test and not simply assume 
that everything has already been achieved. 
LEUZE Another positive aspect of this Qur'änic statement can be seen in 
the fact that other religions are noted and as such are also acknowledged. 
On the basis of th is text in Süra 5, there seem tobe possibilities of regarding 
other rel igions in ways that appear to go further than the New Testament. 
HAGEMANN As we all know, the starting point for Islam is easier since, in 
revelational and theological terms, it defines itself over and against Jews 
and Christians, whereas for Christi anity Islam is a post-Bibl ical re ligion. 
Vati can II made great endeavours to integrate this post-B iblical religion 
into Christ ian theology and, referring back to the tradition of the Church 
Fathers, did this in the form of an argumentation that emerges from the 
perspective of sa lvation history (whereas Islam argues from the perspec
tive of contemporary history). 
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"world ethos" 

or/and ethics 
conditioned by 
culture? 

Another question relates to the "Project World Ethos" 

presented by Hans Küng. ls not ethos conditioned by 
culture, and therefore a "world ethos", at least as pro
posed by Küng, is difficult to conceive of? How does 

such a scheme appear in the light of the New Testa
ment - is the concept of a "world ethos" possible at all in the light of the 
New Testament, or is it a syncreti stic concept? 

KARRER lf one tries to conceive of a "world ethos" 
" creation-ethics" from the perspective of the new creation, an approach 

towards it from the Christ-event, which comprises the 
whole world, wou ld certainly be possible. However, a christologically de

signed world ethics would hardly provide an appropriate possibility for in
creasing understanding in interreligious dialogue. 

lf we are aiming for understanding between the re ligions, we should perhaps 

proceed more simply from some kind of 'creation-ethics'. Israel saw in an

cient times that God had given good instructions in the Torah. lt is actually 
a good ord inance for the whole world, someth ing that extends to all peoples 
and is already present in a hidden way everywhere and it is the basis for the 
structure of Jewish apologctics: Moses is older than the Greek legislators, 50 

that what is good in Greek law is nourished by the law of God. 

a good living lt is a matter ~f the livi~g space in w hi ch_ humans act; 
space for the the new creat,on, even in the understanding of Paul, is 

whole world not a rupture from the present world, but the space in 
w hich it takes place already exists. In this sense several 

passages in Paul assume that w hatever is pleasing and commendable in the 
environment, is pleasing and commendable before God (cf. Phil 4:8). Some

th ing could be developed from this, though it does not seem to be Küng's 
approach. 

The term 'Weltgesetz', universal law, is frequently used, but it is a d ifficu lt 
term. Antiqu ity here has a system of coordinates to structure the human 

living space: the laws, for instance, as in the Greek 1t61vt<;, were in fact de
signed to shape a human livi ng space w here the citizen was free, if and 
insofar as he had the law - for w ith it he had an area of activity w hich 

granted him the possibi l ity of livi ng free. On the other hand, those w ho 
had no law were in fact not free. This is a completely different concept of 
law from the one we ho ld today. 

Th is area of thinking could be shared wi th Islam. On the w hole, however, 
a rather compl icated relig ious dialogue wou ld result, for we would have 
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to search every religion for appropriate points of contact. In addition, we 
would have to take into consideration the point that they would only be 

relevant for us Christians w hen seen from a christological perspective, since 
it wou ld be impossible for us to forget, for the sake of interreligious har

mony, that Christian ethics have tobe conceived christologically. 

the core of the 
Christian mes

sage not to be 
commun icated? 

Z1RKER Here again the question arises of the extent 

to w hich our focusing on this Jesus of Nazareth, this 

one historical person, does not also lead to a kind of 
embarassment, if we are aware that this is both the 

very core of the Christi an message and also, at the 
same time, something that, to a !arge extent, cannot be communicated to 

the non-Christian world. 

GRESHAKE A God who is, as it were, suspended like a 'big brother' over 
everythi ng, would not be a God w ho made himself incarnate. lncarnation 
by definition involves the irritating here and now and nowhere eise. This 

has been explained by Karl Rahner in his attempt at a 'transcendental de

duction' of the absolute saviour: if we begin with God's radical engage
ment in his creation, an engagement that goes as far as his becoming part 
of the world and of hi story, then this event must indeed happen at a cer
tain time and place in history. That it is Jesus on whom this particular at

tention of God is focused and not, for example, Mubammad must remain 

an open question in this transcendental deduction, but it is no embarass
ment to me that th is is part of the inconvenient incarnation of the logos 

and is a consequence of radical love. 

ZIRKER A Hindu would reply that the incarnation does not cause problems 
for him, but the 'once for all' in the vast history of mankind is very much a 
problem. In the contextofour own self-understanding and our being in agree

ment with those who share our convictions, a way of thinking such as that 
presented by Mr. Greshake may be very beautiful and consistent. However, 
if we consider the great expanse of human culture, and see that reasonable 

people cannot comply w ith our convictions, and either shake their heads or 
say clearly that it rouses objections in them, then this must make us feel em
barrassed. We could of course say that the others wi ll understand one day; 

that the eschaton wi ll enl ighten them. But then we would always be those 
who want to have their relationsh ip with others settled now and in such a 

way that the others agree to our terms. This is the embarrassment. 
FücusnR The same problem exists in Islam too. The incarnation is necessarily 

contingent, in space and time. But this also applies to God's becoming ward. 
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HAGEMANN Islam also has the concept of the pre-existence of the Qur'än. 
FüGu STER The concept of the pre-existence of the Torah also exists among 
the Jews. In Islam, analogously speaking, this ward is incarnated in the 
Qur'än. For this reason the Qur'än is, li ke MuDammad, historical. The ls
lamic tradition has tried to cover this up, but in the lang run will it be re
ally possible for Mus lims to get round this historical conditionality of 
MuDammad and the Qur'än? 

Christianity -
most close to 
'thinking about 
God'? 

KARRER The problem of 'embarrassment' in encounter 
with 'others' does not only concern Christianity, but ex
ists simi larly in many other religions. Of course this does 
not make decisions easier. A classic solution would be 
to say that Christianity is rationally the 'most logical' re

ligion. Impressive as Mr. Greshake's deliberations have been, the question 
arises as to whether there are not equally rational magnificent deliberations 
in other religions. In principle, the lecture seemed to confirm that there is 
such a competition in the fie ld of religion, and yet at the same time to arrive 
at the conclusion that Christianity is the rel igion that is most appropriate for 
' thinking about God'. There is no doubt that this is a fascinating perspective. 
The ultimate decision, however, seems to lie in every case on the existential 
level of a personally expressed affirmation of the Christ-event. 
Among New Testament exegetes there is a trend in interrel igious dialogue 
not necessarily to place the Chri st-event in the centre of the New Testa
ment, but to emphasize other aspects of the New Testament. Hermeneu
tically, this seems to me to be too influenced by the contemporary situa
tion. lf we hold the view that christology remains central, the existential 
reply depends on whether I experience something essential for myself in 
the Christ-event - especially in its ultimate cu lmination in Jesus' death an 
the Cross and Resurrection. Luther sees living this fai th as a gift of God. lf, 
an the other hand, we leave this existential answer to the ind ividual per
son, this wou ld ultimately result in a decision ism. 
This certainly does not provide a satisfying solution to these problems. Ulti
mately, however, one can on ly give a theological answer, unless one wants 
to argue from the perspective of phi losophy of religion with Christianity's 
claim to absoluteness. 

universality 
grounded an the 
'once for all' 
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On The discussion about 'embarrassment' is prob
ably the most crucial that arose in this study group. Just 
as a comment an it: the incarnation is intrinsic to the 
rad ical nature of redemption. lf we examine the de-

velopment of the Christian dogma of the incarnation, we cannot fail to see 
that un iversality is expressly imp lied in the once-for-all of incarnation. 
Rahner l iked to formulate th is as follows: God at the incarnation of his 
Word, did not only somehow 'dress up' l ike a human being, but in truth 
assumed human nature - naturam humanam assumpsit; and natura hu
mana is the nature of every human being. Perhaps today we would no 
langer use the term natura, but would translate it differently, but it sti ll re
mains that in the Christ-event, including the incarnation, mankind as a 
whole is affected. 
KAHLERT In this discussion, however, the fundamental question also arises 
of what is the aim of the speculative consideration of faith: is it in order to 
be right or is it to attain an inner calm in encounter with the other? lf it is 
the former, seen from a human point of view, we would reduce ourselves 
and our subject matter to absurdity. For indeed nothing can be more dev
astating in human relations than if one party is adamantly right and nobody 
has a chance to contradict. The result would be the opposite of building 
relations. lnstead of guiding the other towards agreeing with what has been 
said, it would arouse the other's anger and defiance. lf, however, speculative 
consideration enables me to face the other more calmly, a greater openness 
for talking would be ach ieved. 

GRESHAKE The poi nt is certai n ly not tobe right vis-a-vis the other; it shou ld 
rather become evident that we want to discuss not 'my truth', but the truth 
of God. As Mr. Karrer's lecture has shown, there is a new creation in the 
context of knowledge too. There is a truth that liberates and I must present 
it to the other as liberating. Today, we sometimes have the feeling that it is 
almost indecent to have the truth (having in the sense of 'having received', 
not in the sense of 'having it in the bag'). In the tradition of modern times, 
of Lessing and others, it is easier to say: 1 da not have it, and neither da 
you; we are all in search of it. 

turn ing towards Much cou ld be sa id about man being concerned with 
Christ wi thout his incapacity to communicate what he has to others. 
giving up any- In any case, should it not be our goal to formulate Chris-
thing, but gain- tian t ruth in such a way that others can become 
. th· Christians and gain everything without giving up any-ing every mg 

thing of their own? As lang as Christianity is still some-
th ing alien, where one has to give up part of the truth that has been valid 
so far in order to be able to become another, the universality based in the 
Christ-event has not yet become communicable. lt is clear that ultimately 
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faith is a grace. Nonetheless, if the other does not attain faith, 1 should ask 

myself w hether I have succeeded in real ly presenting Christas universal truth. 

[Study Group 2] 

creation and 

resurrection of 

the dead 

KHOURY In Christ a new creation has come about, 

but this concept of a ' new creation' does not occur in 

the Q ur'än. There is, however, the concept of a 'sec
ond creation ', an act of creation that is repeated. Thus, 

in order to make the resurrection of the dead on Judgment Day plausible, 
it says: "Say, 'He w ill give them life Who created them for the first time! '" 
(Qur'än 36,79). 

old and 'new' 

Adam 

ElsAs How can it be made clearer in conversation 
w ith a Muslim that the word of creation at the begin

ning: 11kun - be! " (Qur'än 36,82; 2,117; 3,47, etc.) is 
the very word by w hich Jesus Christ was created from the Vi rgin M ary (cf. 
Qur'än 19,35). Does this not imply at least a formal parallel - a new and 
an old Adam ? 

KHOURY The term 'new Adam' which means so much to Christians, is 
not acceptable to the Muslim. Jesus is like Adam, like any other man: God 

cal led him into being through his creative w ord. The word of God brings 
forth creation, it is a creation that extends from the beginn ing to the end, 

a creative activity that continues permanently. lt is not possible to speak 
of a ' new' creation. 

'conscience' and VANONI In dialogue w ith Islam it may be important 
1creation ' in to begin w ith the Hebrew language, since of course 

Semitic languages the language of the Q ur'än is also Semitic. A great deal 
of what Mr. Khoury has spelled out also appli es to Bib

lical Hebrew. The most important ward we shou ld refer to is ' heart - lebab1. 
With regard to conscience we should not rashly argue that the word does 
not ex ist, but the substance of its meaning does. 1 think that in Semiti c lan

guages the word does exist, but it is a different one. There are many pas
sages in the Bible where 'heart' and ' knowledge' are linked and this would 
be a possible bridge. 

The matter of the 'new creation ' is more difficu lt. Without knowing how it 

is expressed in Arabic, 1 can sti ll say that in Biblical Hebrew there is no ab
stract noun for 'creation' (brT'a, the verbal noun that occurs on ly in Nm 16:30 
means an 'unusual interference' by God; it only occurs in post-Bibli ca l times 
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·n the sense of 'creation'). In concrete terms, the Bible refers to "the heavens 
1 
nd the earth" (Gn 1 :1 ) or "al l things - hakko/1' (cf. in German "das Al l"). In 

~reek, by contrast, there is a word for 'creation' (K'ticrn;) which certainly 

makes it easier to speak of a 1new creation'. Wou ld it be easier to bui ld a 

bridge towards Islam from here? Moreover, we should note that the Hebrew 
term 'new - l)adash1 may also mean 'renewed'. "Creating something new" 
means that it is possible for God to assist where humans are at the end of 

their resources. But there are concrete contexts: in Deutero-lsaiah it is the 

end of the Exile (ls 43:19), in Ps 51 :12 the forgiveness of sins. 
NEUMANN In ls 43, is the term 'to make' or 'to create' used, w hen, for in

stance, in v. 19 it says, 1 am about to do a new thing? 
VANONI In thi s passage it is 'to make - 'asa 1

• However, Deutero-lsaiah 
elsewhere uses 'to create - bara('Y; sometimes both verbs are used side by 
side; he even uses bara(')with 'evi l' as the object-wh ich annoys the pious. 

KHOURY In Arabic there is the word 'creation': to make, to create on the 

part of God is khalaqa, and the creation is the kha/Tqa1 a term used in the 

Qur'än as w eil as elsewhere in Arabic. 

does the 'new 
creation' mean 
being a citizen of 
the world to 

come? 

ScHAEFFLER lt is exegetical ly sign ificant to ask w hether 
there are comparable terms and statements in the Se
mitic Janguages, especially in Biblical Hebrew or in 
the Arabic of the Qur'än. Ultimatel y, it is also a matter 

of reading w hat is said in Greek in the New Testament 
against the background of a Hebrew-Aramaic linguis

tic tradition. Here we may ask w hether what is meant by 'old' or ' first crea
tion' and 'new creation' has something to do with 'ha'ölam hazzä - thi s 
(world)time' and 'ha'ölam habbä(')- the time to come'. This is a distinc

tion made in Judaism, w hich must also be seen as a shared conception un

derly ing many New Testament writings: the ölam, as it occurs even in the 
Bible, is understood at the time of the Second Temple as the sequence of 
two world-times: ' this eon', w hose end is imminent, and the 'coming eon' 

to w hich this w ill give way. 
The question wou ld then be: does the 'new creation' mean being already 
now 'citizens of the world to come'? And, would the statement 'You are a 

new creation' then have tobe seen in the contextthatwhoever is ' in Christ' 
is already now a c itizen of ' the w orld to come - ha'ölam habbä(')? We 
would have here an area of connotations, where the New Testament's spe

cific reference to the one w ho has become a new K'ttm~ cou ld be posi
tioned. And the context of speaking of the 'new creation' would then be 
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determined by the dialectic of the obvious 'not-yet' and the hidden 'al
ready' of the new world-time. Then we could continue asking whether, in 
inter-Testamental Judaism, citizenship in the world to come is only un
derstood futuristical ly, or whether there is already a present tense element 
in this concept and whether in Islam it is also possible to say that we may 
already now parti cipate in what we hope for in the world to come - for 
this certa inly seems to be a connotation of the statement 'You are now a 
new creation' . 

KHOURY In the Qur'än the question cannot be seen to be raised in this 
explicit form. We might, however, consider in this context that the Qur'än, 
when it speaks of being put to the test in one's li fe, for instance, means to 
say: w hoever passes the test, i . e.1 whoever obeys the wi ll of God despite 
all the troubles of life, w i ll be rewarded by God in the hereafter and in the 
life on earth (cf. Qur'än 16,97; 10,64; 30,44 f., etc.), so that the blessing of 
God is bestowed on the person and guarantees that he wi 11 receive not only 
the reward of paradise, but also a reward in this life. lf we draw a parallel 
between the grace received in the earthly life and in the hereafter, may we 
speak of man participating already now in what he hopes for? Even if for 
the Muslim paradise is not necessari ly a 'new' life, and it is not a new heaven 
and a new earth that he hopes for, it is sti ll a fulfill ed life that is no longer 
threatened and, compared w ith the present life, it contains a new quality 
which can also be experienced already in this world. 

SCHAEFFLER The passage from 1 Peter which was cited in the lecture [cf. 
above pp. 345-348], draws the conclusion that, since we are now God's 
people, we are aliens and exi les in this world . Linked w ith the quality of 
'new creation' that is promised to us, is also the dialectic that we have to 
live in this world although having no right of abode in it, since we are now 
already citizens w ith Christ of the world to come. 

the Christ-event BSTEH A. Fol lowing up on the story of Jonah, the 
Gospel accord ing to Matthew refers metaphorical ly to 
the fact that the Jesus-event - h is death and his resur
rection - takes place " in the heart of the earth: t v -rfi 

"in the heart of 
the earth" 

Kapoiq.'CfJc;yfic;" (12:40). In his life, wh ich is perfected in death and res
urrection, the Son of Man does not remain I imited to a particular event of 
any kind, but essenti ally has a relationship w ith rea lity as a whole; his l ife 
has its 'Sitz im Leben' in the life of the whole earth, t v 'rfi K<Xpoiq. 'CfJc; yfic;. 
lf we look at it in th is way, the whole creation has become another and a 
new creation through the Christ-event. 
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Another idea follows on from the Christian reference 
the goal of to something 'new' that has come about through the 
creation as its d f . . 

1 
Christ-event. In the Christian understan ing o creation, 

ongma concern in view of the figure of Jesus and what originates in 

hirn, this something 'new' is on the one hand something that has not al
ways been - we do not simply arrive again at where creation was at the 
beginning or at some other moment in the course of its history. In creation 
Christian faith recognizes a historical dimension and acknowledges the 
theo-drama of history in which creation is on its way towards a point omega. 
ßut on the other hand this goal of the whole creation is at the same time 
the most original thing, the primum in intentione. As we say of the para
bles of Jesus, in them is proclaimed "what has been hidden from the foun
dation of the world - ano Kmaßo1d1c; K6crµou" (cf. Mt 13:34 f.; 25:34), 
and as the Letter to the Ephesians says: proclaiming Christ's message of 
salvation means " to rnake everyone see what is the plan of the mystery 
hidden for ages in God who created all things [ ... ], in accordance w ith the 
eternal purpose that he has carried out in Christ Jesus our Lord." (cf. Eph 
3:8-1 1 ). So what is new in the Christ-event is simul taneously the oldest, 
the most original thing. lt is God's original intention in creation. Rightly 
understood, what is new in Chri st is not something that emerges all of a 
sudden as something that happens 'afterwards' in creation, but w herever 
this new thing turns up, it is in Christian understanding, the outworking of 
the most origina l thing; it is what God originally intended when he cre
ated the world. In the dialogue with Islam, this subject should always be 
borne in mind, and the unresolvable tension between 'old' and 'new' 
should be taken into account. 

KHOURY lf Christi an men and warnen are the new 
creati on, w here are the others? Following on from the 

creation exclude 
lecture, an answer to this question may be found in 

does the new 

others? 
the statement of the Letter to the Romans, that the 

whole creation waits with eager longing for the fulfilment of the prornises 
of God and for the revealing of the children of God. lf the all-embracing 
sacrament of reconciliation in Christ is the crucial issue, as Mr. Karrer ex
plained in hi s first lecture, and if the whole creation is pregnant with its 
eager longing for the revea ling of the chi ldren of God, then we should, in 
anticipation of the fu lf i lment of this longing, regard and treat all human 
beings as reconc iled children of God, i. e., offer them community and try 
to bui ld up a re lationship in suffering and in hope. In this way the knowl-
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edge of being a new creation in Christ would not only avoid excluding 
others, but on the contrary, wou ld lead to a new opportuni ty for more 
openness towards others. 

starting from DuPRE The efforts to balance against and compare 
the core, to find with each other the matters of substance in Christian 

. and Musl im faith, as we are doing here in the context compansons 
of the question of creation and new creation, generally 

ra ises the question of how we should go about making such comparisons. 
We should first begin with the question of what happens to the believer, to 
the one who surrenders himself utterly to the divine - be it in the Christian 
or the lslamic context. The next question would then be what terms are a; 
such a believer's disposal to convey adequately what is happening to him 
in th is act of fai th: is this possible, for instance, wi thout introducing the 
category of newness, and wi thout referring to issues of conscience and ethics 
of meaning, beginning and end, here and now? The comparison would prob~ 
ably have tobe made in this way, and then particular questions of whether 
incidentally a certain expression occurs in one of the basic texts of a reli
gious tradition or not would become less important. 
ELSAS On this basis, beginning wi th the question of what happens to the 
believer in Islam, we could consider a parallel w ith the first three points that 
were dealt w ith in the lecture from the point of view of Christian tradition: 
With regard to the new dimensions of knowledge that are opened up for the 
Christian believer in Christ, one could ask whether similarly and to what ex
tent new possibilities of acqui ring knowledge are opened up for the Muslim 
believer by the Qur'ä.n: how, for example, man has always been able to rec
ogn ize the Creator, but how what was original ly intended in creation or what 
was intended tobe communicated by the preceding prophets becomes rec
ognizable only from the perspective of the Qur'än. 
Second, the way the Christian believer experiences himself to be a new 
creation in Christ; does the Muslim experience himself to be guided in a 
new way into a life before God? 
Finally, from the perspective of the mean ing of ethics for Christians as part 
of their being created in Christ, the question wou ld arise: to what extent 
are ethics for Muslims too not limited to mere gu idance that comes from 
outside and remains outside, but are perhaps also considered by them to 
be part of their createdness, and of their being newly consolidated as mem
bers of the umma. 
In these comparative discussions from the perspective of the history of re-
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ligions, Muslims should first be asked whether they do in fact consider 
these matters to be interrelated in this way and whether they cou ld then 
also try, on that basis, to coordinate their concepts accordingly. In any 
case, initially the fundamental anth ropological element would have tobe 

proposed as a point of comparison. 
. ScHAEFFLER lf we want to stay w ith the considerations 

new creat1on -
presented by Mr. Karrer, we should, for the sake of the 

becauf se 
0

1
n
1 
e context, not forget the first lecture when listening to 

died or a 
the second. 

The citation from the Second Letter to the Corinth ians, where it says: "So 
if anyone is in Christ, there is a new creation" (2 Cor 5: 17), is an inter
pretation of the preceding sentence: "[ .. . ] one has died for all; therefore 
al l have died" (v. 14). We are all a new creation, because everything old 
has passed away w ith the death of Jesus. That being so, the question of 
what happens to the believer is essentially connected w ith the question of 
how the end of the old world and the emergence of the new world have 
arrived wi th the death of Jesus. 
In sermons we often hear that if someone is in Christ he is a new creatu re, 
becausc he walks in this new situation - and this is then immediately un
derstood morally and in relation to new attitudes and actions, al though in 
the Paul ine context and generally in the New Testament al l this is seen in 
the context of having died w ith Jesus. And it is indeed not only an indi
vidual who has died, but all have died. The concept of an old eon and a 
new eon may already have existed before Christianity, but now it is con
cretized not so much as ante and post Christum natum, but rather to ante 
Christum passum and post Christum passum. The necessity of using such 
categori es in New Testament texts, and also the new meaning they acquire 
in thi s context, can be made understandable from the context of the sub
ject matter as weil as on the bas is of the literary context. 

being human in 
the encounter 
with God as the 
basis of a mutual 
approach 

DuPRE There is no doubt that in Paul certain catego
ries belang to a special context and combine in the 
mystery of Easter, but we intend here to refer to the 
question of what happens when people really believe 
in God the One, the M ercif ul and Compassionate. 
Cou ld it not be that the encounter with God - man's 

encounter w ith God or the encounter of God with man - is such that the 
fundamental categories which have perhaps been revealed in the Jesus
event in a very special way, are present and, in the attempt to arrive at an 
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adequate description of this event, a rapprochement could happen, not on 
the basis of our concepts, not doctrinally, but based on pietas formata, per
formed piety. 

KHOURY This recalls a suggestion already made at this symposium to re
flect on prayer or on spirituality and hence on an implied shared concern ... 
SCHAEFFLER ... at least as a precondition for Christian self-understanding 
and the understanding of other religions. We should speak here of a precon
dition, because we must remain aware that sharing a specific common form 
does not mean that the difference in professed faith no longer matters. Thus 
for instance, a Baal-hymn and a Psalm may not only be simi lar in their lit~ 
erary form, but some Psalms show that they are strongly influenced by Baal
hymns and reveal a comparable spiritual ity -without thereby weakening the 
Psalmist's protest against the veneration of Baal. Logical ly, however, this only 
follows as a second step when we perceive what praying means. 

the new creation VANONI The points the lecturer has chosen to present 
characterized by ra ise something indi spensable for Christianity. What he 
'already' and said refers to what others have to confront in dialogue 
'not yet' wi th us, if they want to understand us. And in the en-

counter it wi ll emerge whether or not there is agree
ment on this or that point. 

The subtitle - the eschaton in history? - refers to an essential subject in New 
Testament writings: the present eschatology, the change which made a new 
time and heaven begin with the death of Jesus and his rising from the dead. 
But what about the time 'before'? Speaking of a new creation and generally 
of something new appears in the O ld Testament on ly in the context of the 
Exile. The total rupture which the Exile entai ls for Israel raises the question 
of what was actually brought about by it, and whether this was the end of 
Israel. In this situation the ward 'new' appears at various points: "new heav
ens" and a "new earth" are mentioned (ls 65:17; 66:22). The Psalm says, "put 
a new and right spirit wi thin me" (Ps 51:10), and a "new song" is referred to 
(ls 42:1 O; Ps 40:4). Originally all this was seen almost as a real ized eschatol
ogy:Yahweh will put an end tothe Exile, Kyros ison theway. Al l this isspoken 
of as if it were expected tomorrow (cf. ls 43:19). 
After the Exile the problem of the parousia-delay begins. In fact they had ex
pected something utterly new, but it has not yet arrived. Various models are 
suggested in order to work out this problem of 'already' and 'not yet': some 
say, since it is not yet known all over the world that God is king, we shou ld 
at least celebrate it in si nging the Psalms and make him present as king (cf. 
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Ps 96). Others have said that the only thing tobe done is to sing a song say
ing that at the end of time everything will turn out weil (cf. Ps 149). We all 
know that this tension may also be found in the New Testament. 

linked to 
For Christians the present eschatology remains indis
pensable - the fai th that in Christa new creation has 

newness: serving d begun. In this context one question remains: why o 
reconciliation 

M r. Karrer's comments on 2 Cor 5 refer only to a change 
of knowledge and not also to that other change, which is the gift of recon
ciliation? The gift of reconciliation seems to include an important constant 
relating to al l the OldTestament texts which promi se change and mention 
the forgiveness of sins (cf. Ps 51) and the new covenant that is written on 
their hearts Uer 31 :31 -34; cf. Ezek 36:25-27). This is also a distinct call to 
the ministry of reconciliation linked to the beginning of something new (cf. 
2 Cor 5:17-21). lf, as we seem tobe called to do, we begin with the as
sumption that together with the new creation the min istry of reconci I iation 
is also entrusted to Christians, we may have great doubts in view of the cur
rent situation as to whether it is not particularly in this that Christians are 
most unbelieving. To have a gift for reconciliation should become for Chris
tians a fundamental motif in their encounter with people from othPr rPli-

gious communities. 

conscience -
word and 
substance 

+ 

KHOURY A lthough in Arabic, as in Semitic languages 
generally, the term 'conscience' does not exist, we do 
find something of similar meaning in lslamic tradition. 
There is in the ti adTth, for example, a text w here 

Mubammad tries to define good and evil: evil is what makes your sou l or 
your heart worried; what gives you peace of mind, is good.4 Here the word 
'soul' can be seen as parallel w ith the word 'conscience'. 
However, as Mr. Karrer said, conscience also has something to do w ith 
'co-knowledge'. Thus the Qur'än speaks, for instance, of attaining the 'age 
of discernment - l)ulum' (24,58 f.; 52,32), when one learns to discern be
tween good and evi I; or of a 'capaci ty for understanding- /ubb, pi. : albäb' 
(2, 179.197.269; 3,7.190; etc.) that provides man with w isdom. These words 
mean something comparable to conscience, and this also applies to the 
word 'heart', which teils us what is good, although in the Qur'än even the 

• In Muslim, Ti rmitlh1 and Ibn f:lanbal: see A. Th. Khoury, So sprach der Prophet. Worte aus 
der islamischen Überlieferung (GTB; 785( . Gütersloh, 1988, pp. 321 f. [N r. 629 f.( 
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ward 'knowledge - 'i/m' has th is connotation of co-knowledge. So, even 
if the ward 'conscience' does not ex ist in various languages, the substance 
of its meaning may very weil be there. 

conscience and 
the will of God 

DuPRE And what about that reference to conscience 
in Islam which always plays a certain background role 
in the whole discussion about conscience, and which 

can provide man wi th a certain justification for a way of his own? 
KHOURY Islam does not permit a reference to conscience as something 
wh.ich might lead to man no langer obeying the commandments. Con
science can never be played off against the w il l of God. lts task is rather 
to prompt us to act according to the law of God. On ly when man is ab
solutely unable to fi nd out what is the known w ill of God can conscience 
alone be rel ied on, because then of cou rse the precondition is missing for 
man to freely choose the w ill of God. 

VANONI Since the language of the Q ur'än is also a Semitic language, 
what has just been said appl ies for the most part also to Bibl ical Hebrew. 
Thus we wou ld, for instance, have to advance the ward 'heart - lebab' as 
probably the most important ward in thi s context. So we could say, espe
cially if we have in mind the combination of heart and knowledge, that 
the concept of conscience does ex ist in the Semitic languages, but the 
ward used is a different one. 

common 
'spirituality of 
the way' for 
Christians and 
Muslims? 

BSTEH A. Cou ld what is meant by conscience unite 
Chri stians and Musl ims in a comprehensive sp irituality 
of the way? The motif of acting with the co-knowledge 
of God could then play a special ro le. The motif so often 
mentioned in the Qur'än - God knows everything and 
he is merciful - makes man sure of being allowed to 

l ive in the light of the co-knowledge of God. Being aware that this is a 
knowledge accompanied by mercy, shows very distinctly that it is not a 
knowledge that continues to calculate, as it were, how one's life is str iking 
a balance - but a knowledge that is always creating balance anew. 
So do not Christians and Musl ims share a common spiri tual ity of the way, 
since for both of us it is ultimately infinitely beautifu l to know that God 
knows about everything and that we- because he is the A ll-merciful - may 
both be full of hope that we will reach the destination of our paths? For 
the Muslim this is concretized in his faith in the right gu idance of God, 
which means everythingto him: he does not bel ieve in a God who is some
where unknow n, but has a fa ith that speaks of Hirn being present in every-
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thing, taking the bel iever's hand and ensuring that he w i ll truly arrive at 

the goal of his journey. 

Muslims - newly 
created for God
pleasi ng deeds? 

NEUMANN In scholastic theology we are accustomed 
to reproach Musl ims, as weil as others, for thinking ex
trinsica lly and not believing in the inward renewal of 
man. Considering what has been said above, does a 

change of consciousness not take place in the Muslim believer too? Do 
they not feel like new human beings because and insofar as they are ad
dressed by the A II-Merciful, and are rightly guided and act accordingly? 
Does not th is deep-rooted change of knowledge lead to a change of being 
for them as wei l? In this sense, when we consider the concept of a 'new 
creation in Christ', cou ld we not, in the interpretation of Islam, think of a 
'creation towards new action' instead of a creation ' in Christ'? As a matter 
of fact, there are certa inly many paral lels in reflecting about w hat happens 
in believers, so that we can in fact speak in a deeper way of a 'spirituality 
of the way' in wh ich M uslims and Chri sti ans can share a lot with each 
other - also in the awareness that God is with us in our knowing, our ac
tions and also our suffering. Perhaps all this cannot be seen very much in 
the Qur'än itself, but rather in the fa ith lived by the Muslims. There could 
be fruitfu l approaches here for Christian-Muslim dialogue. 

new propositions 
for the relation
ship with others 

KHOURY W hatever the case may be, on the basis of 
these deliberations, it seems important in the d ia logue 
w ith Islam to perceive more clearly w hat we cou ld 
offer Muslims from the perspective ofour Christian self

understanding. How cou ld the deep-rooted change we have discussed 
here, the newness of our knowledge, affect Christian attitudes vis-a-vis oth
ers? lf it means, for instance, that for Christi ans there is no langer Greek 
and Jew, or male and femal e, and that they are free from al l categoriza
tions that degrade others, this would certain ly imply a propos ition for their 
relationship w ith others. lf, in this sense, Christians can understand their 
life anew in the light of Christ, it means, as far as their relationship w ith 
other people is concerned, that we are al l reconciled in Jesus Christ. So 
reflecting about our own fa ith in the encounter with others should create 
new poss ibil ities for rel ations with them. 

DUPRE The clearer the ideal becomes of the removal 
conflict between 
ideal and reality 

of the various walls separating Jews and Chri stians, 
male and female, the clearer the possibility becomes 

of a comprehensive reconciliation entrusted to Christians for others, and 
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the tougher is the reality one experiences where Christians within thei r 
own religious community andin dialogue with other believers fal l short 
of these aims. 

readiness 
for continuous 
repentance 

W 1ssE In the midst of th is on-going tension there is 
yet another sign, which is the readiness for repentance 
found in lived Christian fa ith, the repeated readiness 
for reconcil iation after conflicts. In this endeavour we 

can see the knowledge of Christian faith that we are on the way towards 
the ideal reality, and that the ideals are becoming reali ty at least by way 
of signs and testimony. 
DuPRE This may be the case in the personal l ife of Christians and they 
may also experience it, but the structural problem remains. 

l·t t b VANONI Perhaps it is particularly dialogue with peo-rea , y o e 
. t d t d ple who profess another faith that can motivate us to orien e owar s . 

th .d I become peaceful - if together we find a way of not 
e I ea s · 1 "d 1 · h 1· b h measuring t 1e, ea s against t e rea ,ty, ut t e reality 

against the ideals, and if we manage to encourage each other to keep the 
ideals alive. This was the path we walked at the Christian-Muslim Confer
ence "Peace for Humanity" held in Vienna in 19935, where an effort was 
made to measure neither oneself nor the other constantly against the prac
tice of one's own li fe and the other's and subsequently to condemn the 
other or tear oneself to pieces, but in pondering one's ideals to find one
self encouraged again and again to present them wi th the reali ty. Chris
tians are always in danger of losing awareness of the rad ical change in 
knowledge which initially made such an impact on their life, and they are 
cal led to l isten to those whom the Spirit has given them as teachers to 
direct them always anew towards the original ideals. 

suffering as a 
path to I ived 
hope 

BSTEH A. Suffering from our own history and from the 
history of mankind as a who le can help Christians to un
derstand what thei r fa ith rea lly means, and where it 
teaches that the whole creation has not yet attained its 

ultimate, perfected form, but is "groaning in labor pains" - hoping tobe set 
free from "its bondage to decay". lt is certainly a special grace for us Christians 
that we may have this vision of creation as a whole actually groan ing in labor 
pains, which gives even suffering an intrinsic meaning, so that we will even 

' Cf. A. Bsteh (ed.), Peace for Humanity. Principles, Problemsand Perspectives of the Fu
ture as Seen by Muslims and Christians. New Delhi, ' 1998. 
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be able to rejoice if we have accepted and gone through it (cf. Jn 16:21 f.). 
And quite spontaneously and frequently we may ask whether and how this 
value may also be found in the mainstream of lslamic tradition. 

f KHOURY Suffering within the horizon of New Testa-
aspe~ts? ment expectation, as expressed in the Letter to the Ro-
lslami_c int~r- mans with respect to "the whole creation", is most 
pretat_ion ° probably tobe understood quite generally in the per-
suffering spective of the salvation that has not taken place yet, 

which the Christian believer hopes for and in the expectation of which he 
is allowed to l ive. lf it is a matter of suffering in the more specific sense, 
of pain, i llness, etc., there are main ly three approaches which are brought 
to bear in the lslamic tradition, which are, however, utterly different from 
the problem area discussed here: there is first the idea that human suffer
ing goes back to the snares of the devil who was driven out of paradise be
cause he did not obey God's command and did not want to bow down 
before Adam. This caused enmity between man and the devil, and led to 
the snares of the devi 1. 
Second, suffering may also be the consequence of man's own sinfu lness. 
A passagc in thc Qur'än says that " mischief has appeared on land and sea 
because of (the meed) that the hands of men have earned" (Süra 30,41 ). 
Finally, suffering may also be a test to which man is put by God because 
he wants to fi nd out who is really fa ithfu l and believing so that he can then 
reward them (21,35; 27,40, etc.). 

futili ty also 
as "bondage 
to decay" 

ScHAEFFLER The passage from the Letter to the Romans 
mentioned here uses two specific expressions: the whole 
creation is subject to "futility" and "decay". Obviously 
11µmm6'IT1<;-futility11 heredoes notonly mean distance 

from salvation in a closer spiri tual sense, because we then find a "bondage 
to decay", a 8ou).,da 'tf\<; cpt'}opd<;. So the meaning is not only that creation 
is mortal and subject to decay, but that it is forced into a bondage that com
pels it to work its own decay. Today we can illustrate this statement with 
very much actual experience, and probably at the time of Paul it also ex
pressed a great many painful experiences. Probably each generation makes 
its own experiences of everything we do turning into a bondage to decay, 
often particularly when we intend to do our bestand so in this radical sense 
it proves tobe futile effort. This applies to creation outside the congrega
tion, the non-Christian earth, as was shown in the lecture. But beyond this 
it also applies to Christians who also do much µmmo-tfl<;, futility, and pro-
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duce very much cpi>opa, decay - and they suffer from it together wi th the 
whole world. The question here is of a futility that is not on ly a lack of sal
vation in the strict sense, but what we do ou rselves, and what is a bondage 
to decay. This can be seen inside and outside the Church. 

[Plenary Di scussion] 

new creation in 
Christ opened up 
to others 

KARRER W hen Christian men and women are a "new 
creation", th is can only be understood from Paul 's per
spective in the sense of a new creation " in Christ" . 
However, the new creation of the Christians exists in 

the world wi th its suffering, and produces a being linked with the world 
and with mankind in the shared groaning of bi rth pains. This could be a 
way of find ing an answer to the question: w hat about "the others", if we 
say that Christians have become a new creation? 
In today's rel igio-theological d iscussion, could we extend this towa rds an 
' inclusive' approach? 1 would rather speak from the perspective of the New 
Testament and call it a 'Seif open ing' approach, because the term ' inclu
sive' could give the impression that the whole creation is includcd when 
the new creation comes about. In Paul the structure is different: 
Christians have become the new creation. Before - and here Paul has the 
gentile Christians in mind - they were what the rest of creation still is. They 
were not yet a new creation; they were stil l in need of it. This can of course 
on ly be experienced and recognized through the Christ-event. W hen Islam 
sees the world as a good world, we must therefore keep in mind that Paul in 
fact sees it as a groan ing creation on ly from the perspect ive of his Christian 
existence. In any case, we cannot of course interpret 2 Cor 5:14 f. w ithout 
saying that we are new creation because we are reconc iled in Christ. 

consc ience and 
co-knowledge of 
God 

As for the question of conscience, the idea of a 'co
know ledge' of God seems to be important. Atthe same 
time we would like to hesitate to see Islam as simp ly 
characterized by an eth ics of obedience. Would it not 

be possible in New Testament thi nking to go fu rther and say: ultimately 
the space granted to us from the beginning is, since God remains the same, 
not anotherspace; rather, w ithin th is space there are wa ll s and chairs, ta
bles and other objects as weil as opti ons granted by God. Since God co
knows about us and we co-know about these objects and options, we 
could find approaches to j oint act ions. 
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Fora further clarification of the questions raised here, it wou ld probably 
be good if we could also work first with the issue of a "world ethos", as 
proposed by Hans Küng, w ith regard to Islam and Christianity. 

further questions 
about speaking 
of the 
'new creation' 

DurRE In sacred texts we may come across statements 
which, on the one hand, belang to a certain historical 
context, but wh ich are at the same time also valid here 
and now. How then can experiences of our here and 
now be conveyed in such a way that the statements of 

the Holy Scripture do not simply appear to be claims about w hich nobody 
can say whether they are true or false? W hen Scripture says that we are a 
new creation living wi thin the same space, we would actual ly also like to 
know what this means exactly and whether it is a basis for dialogue tobe 
continued and deepened. 

learn ing to live 
with the 
difference 

lt is indeed hard to understand that faith in Christ could 
be understood as an offence in dialogue with Islam and 
general ly wi th other religions - unless every rel igion is 
considered to be an offence. Why should Christ be an 

offence if we are Christians - or is our existence per definitionem already an 
offencc? Thcn of coursc thc cxistence of the Muslim would also be an offence, 
because as far as Christians are concerned, there is no need for him to exist 
at al l. In the context of fa ith in Christ, it is ultimately a matter of the identi ty 
of the Christian and the question of how to I ive with the differences that ex ist. 

'new creation' 
and ' old eon' 

ScHAEFFLER Confidence in being the new creation or 
1 iv ing in it -they are of course both variants of the same 
thing - is rooted in the belief that w ith the death of 

Jesus the old eon is brought to an end. lf "one has died for all, therefore 
all have died" (2 Cor 5 :14), it is, of course, even for Christians, a frustrat
ing claim, since the old eon hangs on so tenaciously. But it is an even 
greater offence in the understanding of the Muslim or the fol lower of an
other religion that there are people who assert that the w hole world in its 
bondage to decay has been brought to an end. 
lf it is true that Paul only declares in the light of his Christ-experience what 
the state of this world is, we may ask: are there points of contact w ith these 
two experiences that constitute in Romans 8 the precondition for every
thing that fol lows: the experience of futi I ity, that everything is subjected to 
µa'tatü'tl)<;, and the experience that, in addition, we are even condemned 
to serve thi s futility as slaves? 
In this respect Paul probably has very specific experiences in mind. How-
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ever, perhaps there is an anthropological way of expressing this experi
ence that the w hole world is not only subjected to futility, but also to the 
bondage to decay, and therefore needs a particular kind of renewal. 
This is not to suggest that everybody should profess that this renewal hap
pened through the death and resurrection of Jesus. lt is rather meant as a 
question w hich everybody wi ll have to answer in his own way: what do 
you do about your experience of futility and about your experience that 
you are condemned to drag along this cart of decay? 

what is behind KARRER The last question is addressed to all of us and 
the term 'new needs no further comment, but now the other ques-
creation'? t ion is to be taken up: how can we speak comprehen-

sibly about the new creation? 
One possible approach would be to begin wi th the term ortho-'doxy', 
which after all expresses 'glory - o61;a'. We could see in thi s an indica
ti on that the 'new creation' does not initial ly refer to a right doctrine, but 
to opening one's eyes and realizing that there is the glory of God. What 
becomes essential is the strange tension between the knowledge that on 
the one hand creation - and we with it - is groaning in labor pains, and 
that on thc other, the manifold experiences of God and of happiness make 
doxology at the same time an essential part of Christianity. 

ethics of The greatest difficulty is of course to accomplish in our 
way of l ife what the new creation is. New Testament 
ethics indicate this strongly, which was perhaps the reason 

for the relatively limited spread of the term 'new creation' in Christian tradition. 
What is required is at least a deep-rooted change in knowledge. 

reconciliation 

This may be concretized in one point: even though the Christian believer 
is not capable of acting in the newly created space as he shou ld, he must 
still realize that reconciliation has been achieved for al l and is tobe handed 
on in the message of reconciliation. So the Christian believer must face 
the world knowing that the event of reconciliation in Christ has arrived. 
The fact that, on the basis of the ethics of the new creation, no reasons 
may therefore be advanced for any kind of hostility in interreligious dia
logue, is of inestimable importance. 

a path towards 
encounter 

On Can this specifically Christian motif, as a theo
logical or perhaps as a general religious category, be 
a means of access to an interpretation of the phenom

ena of fa ith, or perhaps rel igious matters in general, in other rel igions? lf 
this were actually the case, it would also be helpful for encounter and 
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dialogue between religions. In order to illustrate th is, 1 would like to refer 
to 1 Cor 15, where Pau l answers the question of how dead people are raised, 
as follows: "Fool! What you sow does not come to life unless it dies." (vv. 

35 f.). There is no simple identi ty any langer, but eschatological transfor
mation - conceptually expressed, KcxtV1'] Ktl<n.~, new creation. 

forgiveness of 
sins and 'new 
creation' 

Does not something of th is kind also happen when sins 
are forgiven, which can bebest interpreted by means 
of the motif of 'new creation'? lncidentally, problems 
of identity are implied here: w ith the coming into being 

of the newly created, eschato logica l, true Seif, the Seif is at the same time 
identical and non-identical: Kmv11 K'tt<n.~. ForWestern logic and substance 
ontology this is of course hard to grasp or cannot be grasped at all. In order 
to understand the substance of Christian faith better here, perhaps some 
help can be looked for in Buddhist logic. ls it possible to think that some
thing specifically Christian might be conceptually w idened in this way? 
KARRER Such a conceptual w idening is- in the transition to Christian sys
tematics - hermeneuticall y legitimate. Then the question still remains of 
what things w ill be like at the point that is then reached: to w hat extent is 
it helpful in the transit ion to spccific intcrrcl igious dialoguc? Hcrc thc lcad 
must be handed on to the experts in lslamic studies. 
When we come to the matter of the forgiveness of sins, things become very 

difficult. For the Muslim sins are forgiven through God's mercy; there is no 
need for the concept of a 'new creation'. So in this context a logic would 
have to be developed which unfolds and specifies 'yes' and 'no' even at 
the risk of systematic incompatibility. 1 prefer to ask here the prel iminary 
question: is there for the Muslim something like a co-knowledge on the 
part of God that accompanies human action and could moderate a pure 
eth ics of obed ience? 

the foolishness of Concerning the question of the stumbling block of 
Christ crucified and the dilemma in w hich Christian 

the cross to save 

humankind 
fa ith finds itself in the encounter with non-Christian 
religions: acknow ledging this stumbling block of the 

cross is not new; as is weil known, it can already be found in Pau l. On the 
one hand, it unmasks to us Chri stians our own foolishness and, dialecti
cally, the foolishness of the others, which is doubtless a very difficult si tua
tion in interreligious dialogue. But Paul does not stop there. For, although 
for him the foolishness of the cross has a polemical objective, the actual 
goal is that sa lvation is effected particularly through the fool ishness of the 
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cross. When for Christians human foolishness is unmasked through the 
cross, the thought should be followed up with the idea that God made use 
of this foolishness in order to save and reconci le mankind. 

. f . ÜTT Here a certain parallel seems to appear· if God 
are sins org1ven, . , . . · 
b t t f tt l has forg1ven man s sins, he has w1ped away his sinful u no orgo en. 

past. On the other hand, the past remains and then it 
is as if God 'forgives' the sin, but does not 'forget' it. This 'yes' and 'no' in
dicates a tension that becomes clearest in these strange thoughts in the 
context of KatVll K'ticrn;. 

God is the one VANONI TheOldTestamentknowsofaconceptofsin 
who truly which might look archaic and atavistic: it knows of a 
reconciles context of sin, a field of malignant influence. Ps 130 

states: if you should mark the interweaving of our sins, 
Lord who cou ld stand? There is a new logic, a logic that transcends that of 
man. We keep measuring our fellowmen by what they do and pin others 
down by what they do and what they say, but not with what they actually 
want to and shou ld believe according to their own tradition; so we do not 
measure their practice against their own orthodoxy and ideals. God acts 
very diffcrcntly. He does not p in us down, and this is certainly in 2 Cor 5 
indicated by the new creation, because he reconciles in truth and he puts 
an end to this recording and perpetuating and continuing to weave this 
web of sinfulness. 

reconci I iation 
'before' and 
'beside' Christ 

ELSAS lf we assume that Christian fai th can only rec
ognize the new creation in Christ, and then try to sug
gest what can be read in 1 Cor 10 - the way Paul sees 
the rock in the desert which gives the water of life to 

the people, as already prefigured in Christ-we may ask whether this some
what remote typology might be a bas is for opening out the Christ-event 
towards other facts and relating this through a moti f portrayed in a certain 
Trin ity-icon. Here the " I am the One who is here for you" is revealed on 
the occasion of the prophecy of the birth of a son to Abraham and this an
nouncement obviously includes a promise concerning Abraham and Sarah 
taking the law into thei r own hands. So God enters in for mankind, al
though they are acting on their own. He also enters in for Hagar, although 
she flees without permission. Seen from our Christian perspective and also 
from that of Paul, is a work of reconci l iation an the part of the tri nitarian 
God conceivable in the context of other pre-Christian and extra-Christian 
developments? 
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communio-
an event that 
reaches out to 
the whole world 

KARRER From Paul 's perspective hardl y, at least be
yond Israel. But if we continue to reflect in Christian 
systematics and arrive at a trinitarian approach such 
as that presented by Mr. Greshake, a transition cou ld 
be possible by understanding Trinity as an event that, 

in the communio, reaches out to the world. According to Paul, this thought 
could be further developed in such a way that this trinitarian God's emp
tying himself into creation also becomes manifest outside, even in the 
world outside Christianity. However, this wou ld be a systematic sugges
tion, not one suggested by Paul himself. 

incarnation -
in libration and 
the pouring-out 
of the Spirit 

BsnH A. Everything that is suggested by Christians 
with regard to the concept of 'new creation' is founded 
in Christ andin his Spirit. Obviously it is also the Pen
tecost-event, the pouring-out of the Spirit, that links 
the Word of God in its becoming man and becoming 

scripture inseparably together - the Pentecost-event seen as both the birth 
of the Church and the birth of the Scripture, in which the Chuch's faith in 
her birth finds its binding w ritten expression. 

... so that in the 
end God may be 
all in all 

lt is equa lly truc that, in the understanding of Christian 
fai th, wi th the incarnation worked by the Spirit, ulti
mately the whole of history, the history of the whole 
creation, is set free towards the future of God. There

fore, the ultimate finality of the Christian faith does not in principle close 
or exclude anything; it rather gives expression to the definitive openness 
of the whole creation towards God. And the Church, begatten of the Spirit, 
is in Christ the sacrament of this will of God that nothing but he himself is 
the goal of mankind's and creation's history. 
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Final Reflections on the Resul t of the Symposium 

[lntroductory Statements] 

applying history 
of rel igions 

DUPRE Exercisi ng the art of dialogue with people from 
other re ligious traditions, which brings joy but is some
times also a burden, motivates us to consider lines that 

may guide us into a new situation. In a context where peoples rights, claims 
and expectations are at issue, it is important to acknowledge that it is only 
possible to have confidence in the universal aspect of our own Christian 
identity as it exists in specific circumstances, if we simultaneously look at 
the history of religions. Ultimately, the real problem is that there may be 
different un iverses of meaning of religious faith, each of them striving to en
compass the whole - and yet they always remain entangled in their own 
particularity and are expected tobe happy in it. How can the tensions that 
arise here be reconciled with one another? 

key position 
of non-literary 
traditions 

Besides referring to the history of religions, we must also 
face the prob lern of the extent to which we humans share 
a common origin that is present in every situation anrl 
whose resources are not completely exhausted by any 

of them. In all dialogues we should therefore constantly refer back to this 
origin, and thus remember the possibility that a key position shou ld be 
granted to the non-l iterary traditions. This seems important because, on the 
one hand, the I iterary traditions permanently distance themselves from these 
non-literary traditions. The latter are often still classified as unbelieving, al
though the former ultimately originale from them. On the other hand, the 
meaning of the shared beginning and of the concrete actuality of a pious or 
less pious existence is particularly accessible in this context, for here the 
constraints exerted by the scripture and the invention of writing in general, 
and which have found expression in the context of literary traditions in Holy 
Scriptures, do not exist. In such circumstances, there is a special opportu
nity for the examination of the common origin. 

ZIRKER I would like to mention four points, wh ich are 
initiation into a 
1 

. 
1 1

. not simply desiderata, because they have often been 
astmg p ura 1sm . 

1 
k h. S · b h d senous y ta en up at t 1s ympos1um, ut t ey eserve 

being explored further: 
First it seems important to understand interreligious dialogue as an initia
tion into a plural ism which is perhaps to a large extent unsurmountable. 
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The goa l then becomes to know about each other more intensively and to 
allow people be affected by each other in an open experiment where 
processes of mutual persuasion can also take place. ln itially, however, it 
should suffice to perceive and face up to the mutual embarrassments and 
a consensus should not be urged. 

where is there 
no need for 
community? 

Second, we have to perceive and consider theologi
cally which are the points of Christian faith in which 
the other religions do not need commonality with us 
- even though they are open to understand Christian 

faith as far as possible. 
A third element is to take note of mysticism, even though 

the im~o~ance rather an obscure function is attributed to it in compar-
of mystic,sm ison with thefundamental language of faith in Islam and 

the more varied language of reflection in lslamic theology. The considera
tion of mysticism can, however, be motivating, disquieting and enriching. 

the secular 
society 

Finally, it seems tobe of substantial interest to give at
tention to a point wh ich was not expressly referred to 
as much as it deserved: w hen Christians and Muslims 

speak w ith each other in today's world, and specifica lly in the West, there 
is always a third party at the table, even if only in our heads: the secular, 
plural society, which is shaped by the justifiable perception that no rel i
gion is in a position, on the basis of its tradition, to promise, !et alone guar
antee, a peaceful commun ity, a world ethos. Our states already live on the 
basis of a consti tutional law that is a modern fruit of religion. 

theology 
as an obstacle 
to dialogue? 

HAGEMANN Some years ago, Peter Antes wrote an ar
ticle about "Theologie als Dialoghindernis?" [Theol
ogy as an Obstacle to Dialogue?J .1 What he wanted to 
avert is the a priori separation of Christian theology 

from the theologies of non-Christian religions. With reference to our sym
posium here on "Christian Faith in D ialogue with Islam", this begs the 
question: how distinctly may and shou ld Christian faith be articulated so 
that it may be understood and accepted, or at least accurately represented 
by others? What Muslims want is tobe able to recognize themselves in 
what the other says about Islam, in the same way as Christians may expect 
to recogn ize themselves in what Muslims say about Christianity. 

1 In: L. Hagemann, et al. (eds.), "Ihr alle aber seid Brüder". Festschrift für A. Th. Khoury 
zum 60. Geburtstag (Würzburger Forschungen zur Missions- und Religionswissenschaft; 14). 
Altenberge etc., 1990, pp. 29-39. 
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In fact, Christian theology can become an obstacle to dialogue when sub
jects such as the message of the Cross or, for instance, the understanding of 
Jesus as the Son of God are introduced too early. As has been said several 
times du ring this symposium, the issue in dialogue is 'a merging of horizons' 
between Christians and Muslims. lt is therefore necessary somehow to un
derstand ourselves before we can understand each other. So Christians must 
ask themselves beforehand, what is meant by 'Son of God' in the New Tes
tament. As we all know, there are great varieties of theologies about this. For 
somebody who grew up in the Greek world, enquiry about the 'Son of God' 
was very reasonable, whereas for a Jew the term 'Messiah' was more l ikely 
to make Jesus Christ accessible to him. Today all this should be made clear 
in the dialogue with Muslims, in order to show that even in the New Testa
ment there are very varied approaches to understanding Jesus Christ and 
helping others to understand him. On the other hand, when consideri ng the 
Qur'än, this would mean there shou ld be a way to ask historico-critical ques
tions, in order to find out what there is new in the Qur'än. 
In a so-called dialogue, or on the way to it, the point is to develop a the
ology of religions by taking into consideration the possible objections of 
the partners in dialogue, which a priori shou ld be included. lt is not enough 
to elaborate a Christian theory or theology which is precise and coherent 
for Christians, but for Musl ims is not accessible. 
In his Cribratio A lkorani, Nicholas of Cusa as early as 1460/61 expressed 
the opinion that one should, as it were, take Muslims by the hand in order 
to guide them towards an understanding of Christian faith; in this context 
he literally speaks of a "manuductio ad Tri nitatem". This is a possibility 
that could be taken into consideration at a meeting like this, which tries 
to develop Christian theology in the encounter with Islam. 

Two questions have been left open: from a Christian 
open. perspective, if we refrain from using a purely compar-
quest,ons ative re ligion approach, is Mubammad a prophet or 

not -or are we neither able nor w illing to decide this? And: can Islam bring 
about sa lvation, and can it bring about salvation for Muslims only or also 
in a universa l sense? 

analogia fidei 
as a cr iterion 

Fücu srER First, referring to this question about the 
prophetic character of Mubammad's mission: this ques
tion was the topic of my own lecture. We are al lowed 

to begin with the assumption that Mubammad was a legitimate prophet, 
primarily for his umma; but there is also something he has to say to us, not 
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least because God, who is above everything, works through everythin 
and within everything. 1 also showed that the so-called analogia fidei ull 
mately serves as the on ly cri terion for true prophecy, and that it is therefore 
impossible for a Christian to accept Mul:iammad as the one he thought 
himself tobe- the last, decisive and unsurpassable Prophet. Fora Christian 
the christological statement "Kupwc; ' lricrouc;, Jesus is Lord" is certainly un~ 
shakable. So here the uncrossable line is found in christology and hence 
in the doctrine ofTrin ity. 
Conc:rning what Mr. Gresh.ake said about the Tri nity, it is ultimately only 
plausible to someone who 1s already a believer. However, even the strict 
logic of h is explanations is not easi ly accessible, either concerning creation 
- the question of how there can be a finite being alongside the infinite 
or the history of salvation or eschatology. 

the greatest In practice and in livi ng together, the ever-greater love 

h 
. 

1 
seems to have a function that is more important than the 

owever 1s ove . . . . 
analog,a f1de1. Th1s becomes clear if we go back to the 

message of the prophets, including Jesus, where we find commonal ities. For 
instance, we may consider the ward of Micah: "He has told you, O mortal, 
what is good, and what the LORD requires of you." This means very con
cretely: to work for the rights of the poor, the oppressed and disadvantaged; 
it means to love kindness, to strive for loyalty, sol idarity, practical love of 
one's neighbour, "and to walk humbly with your God" (Mi 6:8). In fact this 
means the same as Islam: treading one's path, surrendered to God. 
In view of th is actual standard - the ever-greater love - we may rightly feel 
ashamed and hesitant in affirming that we belong to this new creation, 
that we are 'a new man', that we are those of whom Ezekiel says God wi ll 
remove from their body the heart of stone, the rigid heart in,;:apable of lov
ing, and give them a heart of flesh instead - the new heart and the new 
spirit (Ezek 36:26 f.) . There is no doubt the point here is not so much ortho
doxy as orthopraxy, a practice to which we all, Jews, Christians and also 
Muslims, must return. 

widening 
Christian-Mus! im 
dialogue to 
Judaism 

Finally, in the discussions we have had in these days 
something obvious has emerged once more as a per
spective of fundamental importance: that the New Tes
tament, the Second Testament, must necessarily be in
terpreted in the light of the First, and so it fo llows that 

the dialogue between Christians and Muslims shou ld become a trialogue in 
which Jews should be included. This is not onl y because the problem areas 
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are similar, but because the Old Testament and Judaism, because of their 
special experiences, are able to make a particular contribution to the whole 
controversy about a proper understanding of plurality in the world and in 
history, and above all of what it means tobe chosen - that chosenness must 
be understood instrumentally and functionall y. The individual in the com
munity is always chosen to serve the community and thus all Israel, the 
whole people of God, is chosen to exert a kind of sacramental function in 
respect of mankind as a whole. With regard to the understanding of the 
Torah, this means that it is valid for this particular community, so that it may 
become a blessing for all human beings and peoples. 

approaches 
towards a 
phi losophical
theological 
cooperation 

KHOURY M y first idea concerns the question of pos
sible cooperati on between Christianity and Islam on 
the philosophical-theological level. lt is important here 
tobe aware that today Islam is mainly concerned with 
politica l and social problems, so there is relatively lit
tle t ime left for philosophical or theological specula

tion. Nevertheless there are approaches that could bear fruit if we take 
them up in the West or here w ithin the work of the Institute for Theology 
uf Religions in St. Gabriel and try to develop from them points of contact 

with the lslamic world. 
A second suggestion: it is not always necessary to strive to discover in Islam 
all the subjects and angles that have been developed in Christian ity. Every 
religion has its own system with its own internal logical coherence. Con
cerning the situation of dialogue with Islam, we are called, on the one 
hand, to realize and develop what Christian self-understanding may offer 
to Musl ims. This reflection, which aims at self-confidence in faith, both in 
its content and as an attitude, is the task of theology and has also been the 
goal of these symposia. Alongside this, however, there is also reflection in 
encounter with others, in which others are included - and there is final ly 
reflection as part of the dialogue itself. 

ff f h 
However we look at it, the most important issue within 

o ers rom t e h f k f . f h' k. d b 
lf d d

. t e ramewor o a sympos1um o t 1s in seems to e 
se -un erstan mg h . h Ch . · · , lf d d. 
f Ch 

. . . t e quest1on: w at can nstranrty s se -un erstan ing 
o nst1anrty ff Ch . . h · 1 M 1· o er to non- rrstrans, ere more prec1se y to us 1ms, 
and which of its elements can be introduced into our dialogue with them? 
Specifica lly, we might here, for instance, refer to two motifs which have 
been mentioned in this gathering: first, there is the idea of a general recon
ciliation in Christ and of an inclusion of the whole creation into the hope 
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for redemption. Cou ld not and should not this awareness of a universal 
act of reconciliation w ith God be introduced in a very new way into the 
dialogue w ith Muslims, because in this Christian vi ew of c reation and his
tory their position is not 'outside', but inside it? 
Secondly, in anticipation of the fu lfilment of the creation's longing for a 
comprehensive reconci li ation, all human beings may, in Christi an faith, 
al ready now be considered as reconci led chi ldren of God and Christians 
may re late to them accordingly: they are no langer distant- they are close; 
they are no langer aliens- they are members of God's family, so thatthrough 
a re lationsh ip in suffering and hope, as M r. Karrer expressed it, we can 
share life w ith them. Christians may know that they are open to others in 
the love of the Trinity and show others that they do not regard them as 
those who are left aside, but as partic ipants. 

alienness and 
friendship 

On Alienness and friendship - two keywords under 
which these summarizing thoughts can be presented. 
Already at the first of these symposia and now even 

more strongly, a feeling of sympathy has arisen, a feel ing of closeness, of 
the ri ches of the rel igion of Islam and of a broad offer made to us, who, as 
Christians, of course are and remain 'searchers' for C od too . In this way, 
the religious world may be experienced as a space for encounter, where 
treasures are kept for us, w hich has a depth and which promi ses that the 
spiri tual adventure of the encounter is worthwhi le. The promise is that we 
may hope to get closer to God, that even here, in this tradition, inspira
t ions are wa it ing for us, and that we cou ld go more profoundly into the 
depth of being, the depth of the all -embracing mystery. 
However, in th is hopefu l atmosphere of the initial encounter, an element of 
alienness also arises. There is no self-communicat ion of God, which for us 
Christians is ultimately the central idea of faith expressed in the fundamental 
dogmas of incarnation and Trin ity. That is why there is no participation in 
the community, no being the children of God. God is much too distant, too 
transcendent, only his w il l, his law, is our portion, and we are expected and 
called to be obedient, to surrender, to be devout - to practise Islam. But is 
this surrender ultimately simultaneously the deepest communion w ith God 
himself, w ith God as a person (insofar as this term may be used at all)? ls 
God the absolute mystery wh ich embraces, surrounds and penetrates me as 
described in Psalm 139? ls he sufficiently immanent to be real ly radica lly 
transcendent, interior intimo meo? ls there that safety and security in him
self which is the final ful fi lment and perfection? 
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All these are not rhetorical, but open questions. The feeling of closeness, 
which was conveyed last year and particularly this year by Mr. Khoury, is so 
great that one would wish everything to be different and that the view held 
so far might be modified. lt may currentl y still be the case that Hinduism and 
Buddhism, and of course the God-fervour of Judaism, seem tobe closer than 
Islam to the world of Christian faith - despite the monotheistic kinship which 
ult imately unites Islam and Christianity. Perhaps we should not make such 
sharp dist inctions between monotheistic-prophetic and Eastern-mystical re
ligions as Hans Küng and Horst Bürkle do. These two types of religion are 
probably closer to each other than we might th ink, because radical transcend
ence must at the same time be immanence or, to put it differently: because 
ward is necessari ly intertwined w ith silence. In this context lslamic mysticism 
is a special source of hope in the encounter. 

At present it seems that these tensions must general ly 
simply be endured and the encounter must be contin

endured - com-
ued w ith a basic atti tude that should be characterized 

tensions to be 

mon questions to 
be followed up 

by the second keyword, fr iendsh ip. In my ow n contri
bution to this symposium, fo l lowing Martin Heidegger, 

friendship and neighbourli ness were mentioned. The al ienness that has 
been described does not, of course, eliminate closeness. There are common 
questions and qu ite a number of things tobe discovered together. For this 
reason, there shou ld be no quarrels about tradit ional and persistent divergen
cies - j ust as there are practicall y no more quarrels between Catholics and 
Protestants about whether or not marri age is a sacrament. lnstead they are 
asking together what a sacrament is in general. But shared questions should 
be fol lowed up: not only questions concern ing practical world problems, 
but also spiri tual-theological questions, where both sides could learn from 
each other and w ith each other and should also try to practise what they 
discover and acknowledge inwardly, so that each party could be spiritual ly 
enriched by the other. 

the missionary 
mandate of the 
Church 

KARRER A quest ion that extends a I ittle beyond w hat 
has been discussed so far, but which has always been 
in the background, is the question of the missionary 
mandate of the Church. The most difficu lt passage con

cerning this mission is the end of the Gospel according to Matthew, a passage 
that has no paral lel in the New Testament. From all that has been suggested 
du ring these days of discussion, there seem tobe two main exegetical points 
that are relevant: 
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One is the fact that the disciples have doubts. When the disciples came to 
the mountain, it says " they worsh iped him; but some doubted" (Mt 28:16 f. ). 
We may interpret this to mean: some of the disciples doubted, or even: they 
al l doubted. The Gospel according to Matthew includes the doubts of the 
disciples. lt has already referred to Peter walking on the water and mentions 
his doubts that make him sink (14:30 f.). lt is especially exciting in this con
text that the disciples' rising insecurity is not removed by the missionary 
mandate. The Gospel makes no further remarks about the disciples; it does 
not say that having doubted they obeyed; it simply maintains: they however 
doubted. In this situation, Jesus' missionary mandate stands. 
The other point is the image of Jesus in Mt 28:16-20: authority whol ly 
wi thdrawn in favor of companionsh ip. Usually the scene is interpreted as 
indicating enthronement: "All authority has been given to me" is a diffi
cult background for any mission, since it sounds initially as if mission were 
close to exerting imperial authori ty. But something more striking is to be 
noted in the context: "a ll authority in heaven and on earth has been given 
to me" in Mt is not explained as ascension. lnstead, there is a complete 
wi thdrawal of authority by Jesus, who says, "1 am w ith you always, to the 
end of the age" (v. 20). A small, stri king element in the text supports this 
approach: the passage is not introduced with a predicate of sovereignty 
for Jesus. lt does not say that "the Lord", " the Lord Jesus" or "Christ Jesus" 
spoke; only Jesus is mentioned. For Matthew this is extremely important: 
the one w ho will cont inue on the path w ith the disciples is the Jesus who 
appeared earlier in an earth ly form, and his path is one of renunciation of 
the exercise of rule. 
lf we combine both elements, what emerges is the following: according to 
Mt 28, the disciples' mission is the miss ion of those who worship Jesus and 
doubt; their doubts are intrinsically included. And it is a mission that renoun
ces rule; he who has the authority defines authority as being with others. 
Coming to a conclusion concerning hermeneutics necessarily implies risks, 
because in every situation of the Church, both coordinates should be con
creti zed according to the respective situation: Islam exposes us to the spe
cific situation of a post-Biblical religion which knows of the Biblical mes
sage and may also address Christians or direct their attention to matters of 
substance. So it may be that we would never confront the issues of chris
tology or Trinity in this way were it not in response to the message of the 
Q ur'än. lt seems to emerge here very specifica lly that we have to face and 
live a situation of uncertainty for Christianity and, unsure as we feel , we 
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can confront it, because he who brought about the reconciliation of the 
world is always with us. 

new challenges 
to the 
understanding 
of the Christian 
message 

ScHAEFFLER First: the intention to enter into dialogue 
w ith Islam, or to prepare ourselves for it by means of 
a theology of religion, might have raised new chal
lenges to the sel f-understanding of the Christian mes
sage. No one who interpreted the Christian message 
at this symposium would have spoken exactly as he 

did, had he not spoken w ith Islam in mind. So it seems that, in listening 
to Islam, something can be learned even on the Christian part and even if 
it is learning in terms of contradiction. 

comparable 
intentions of the 
dialogue? 

On this basis a second question arises: do Christians and 
Musl ims enter dialogue with comparable intentions? Do 
Christians want to listen to the testimony of Muslims be
cause the latter have something to teil them that they 

cannot teil themselves? lf Christians are convinced that God has left nowhere 
without a testimony to himself, it is worthwhile for Christians to listen to the 
testimony of those whom he did not leave without such a testimony. But what 
are the reasons for Muslims to listen to the testimony of Christians? ls there 
not the deterrent for Muslims that they believe they have already been in
formed about what there is in Christianity worth noting, because it is already 
written in the Qur'än, whereas what is not written there is not worth heeding 
and only leads into temptation? Then the situation wou ld be like that de
scribed in the certainly malicious legend about the burning of the library of 
Alexandria: if what is written in the books is what is written in the Qur'än, 
then we do not need them, and if what is written in them is not written in 
the Qur'än, they are ruinous. So what sort of interest may Muslims have in 
listening to the testimony of Christians? 
Third: selecting subjects for dialogue, as Mr. Khoury has rightly sa id, shou ld 
take the form of suggestions. However, not only the concern of the pars 
ponens, the proposing party, shou ld be taken into consideration, but also 
that of the pars tollens, the tolerating party, i. e., of what the others reject. 
We should understand them even when they misunderstand us - w here, 
for instance, they condemn us for associating partners with God. lt is 
relevant to ask questions related to the tolerating party and to allow these 
questions to be answered, taking this as an opportunity for critical self
examination. The same of course also appl ies to what Christians mean 
when they say that "there is no other name", or similar assertions that imply 
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contradiction or even condemnation. How is it possible for the ears of non
Christians to hear someth ing that opposes their teaching without it being 
understood as simply destructive? 

interrelationship GRESHAKE I think there would be a particular interest 
between life in in the further examination of problems in two areas: 

practice and 
rel igious doctri ne 

There is, on the one hand, the interrelationship be
tween Muslim life in practice and Muslim religious 
doctrine. lt has frequently been clear du ring these dis

cussions that we need to consider further an anthropology that refers to 
the need for salvation and how the average Muslim experiences it. For ex
ample, what role does the longing for love play in his life in practice? The 
extent to which we learn to understand the basis on which l ife is worked 
out in reality, determines how far we can make Christian faith plausible to 
others. lf the longing for unl imited love is not a l ived reality in one's life, 
and if the desire for what is beyond that, for closeness to God, does not 
exist, then of course every Christ ian statement about a 'deifying grace', 
'love as the core of reality', and ' radical salvation' remains quite inacces
sible and ideological in its nature. So what does this mean quite specifi
ca lly in the life of a Muslim? How could a phcnomcnology of Muslim life 
be elaborated? 

Christ the 
pleroma 

On the other hand, w hat is essential is Christas the 
centre of faith. When Christ is the pleroma, medium 
tenens in omnibus, it must also be possible to estab

lish connections between him and all the religious concerns that move 
and inspire lslamic fa ith. Th is means demonstrating that nothing that is 
valuable in the faith, as much as what is valuable in the life of a person in 
general, has to be given up in the encounter wi th Christ; and that it may 
all be upraised in the pleroma of Christ. This statement of Christian faith 
should not remain a mere claim, but should be filled wi th substance and, 
as it were, examined. In practice this musttake place in dialogue, in talks 
w hich make it possible to ask Muslims what they find disturb ing about 
Christianity, what they feel to be a dividing line and what is, on the other 
hand, perhaps really experienced as an invitati on towards a greater l ife. 
To fo llow up the questions that arise in this context cou ld be important 
and rewarding for the future. 
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[Panel Discussion] 

'conscience' and KHOURY The question of the extent to which some
co-knowledge of thing may be found in lslamic tradi tion concerning the 
God co-knowledge of God [cf. above p. 375-377] should 

be spelled out in more detail in the context of the gen
eral subject of 'conscience'. That God has co-knowledge of all things is a 
concept shared by all religions that assume the omniscience of God. So 
what specific issue beyond that was intended by this question? 
KARRER The point here is a co-knowledge of what man does, but also a 
co-knowledge in which God completely enters into what man experiences 
and what he suffers, so it is a co-knowledge in the sense of sharing life and 
sufferi ng. From a Christian perspective the cu Im i nating point wou ld be that 
decisive expression of God's co-knowledge in which he entered into the 
suffering of man in Christ on the Cross. Although we could not expect to 
find a fu ll equivalent to this, we may still ask whether there are in Islam 
some indications of a comparable co-knowledge of God of the deeds and 
sufferings of man, and whether we might find here something like a mu
tu;il hori7on. 

the problem of 
term inology 

FücusnR In reply to Mr. Ott's question concerning 
man's being the chi ld of God, the Qur'än and the ls
lamic tradition certainly consciously avoid such terms 

as 'ch ild' or 'son' of God, because in polytheism they imply very definite 
conceptions which were completely unacceptable to Mubammad because 
they would have contradicted the absolute transcendence of God. How
ever, we must bear in mind that something may exist without being named 
in the expected way. There is in the Qur'än, and then particularly in the 
l:iadTth, a deep-felt love of God that is tru ly amazing. We must presumably 
keep the same principle in mind concern ing the word 'conscience', and 
above all when considering what the ward 'love' actual ly means. 
GRESHAKE This is exactly why the ward 'love' was not mentioned, but 
whether there is love, and what it means, can be found in the actual life 
of the Musl im. 

FücusnR In any case, only things of the same kind must be compared: 
the practice of an average Christian w ith the practice of an average Mus
lim, the practice of a Christian mystic w ith the practice of a Muslim mys
tic or the comments of an above-average Christian theologian wi th those 
of an above-average Muslim theologian. 
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questions to be 
formulated on the 
level of mutuality 

DUPRE Going back to what has been said about the 
pleroma of Christ, cou ld it not become important par
ticularly here to keep on pursuing dialogue about the 
basis of dialogue? The question of the extent to which 

the Muslim cou ld find his place within Christian fu llness becomes legitimate 
when it is echoed by the other question of the extent to which the Chris
tian might find his place in the pleroma of the Muslim. Does dialogue not 
make particu lar sense when it builds up a new world, based on the event 
of dialogue with its own realities, insights and ru les, a world in which our 
religious traditions have their place, aiming at a peacefu l, but quite possi
bly combative friendship? 

on the 
co-knowledge 
of God 

KHOURY A few remarks concern i ng some of the ques
tions raised. As for God's co-knowledge in sharing man's 
life and sufferings, there is certain ly little tobe found 
in the Qur'än itself, but perhaps we may say, although 

also with reservations, that it may be found in the mystics. 
What might be the reasons and interests that could mo

lslamic interest 
. d' 

1 7 
tivate a Muslim to concern himself with Christianity and 

111 
ia ogue. Christian theology? For the time being, to a largP ex-

tent, it will continue tobe a polemical, apologetical and missionary inter
est aimed at making obvious the errors and deviations of Christianity and 
guiding Christians towards accepting the Qur'än. In many ways a healthy 
curiosity or a scholarly interest is blocked because many non-theologians 
and even theologians in Islam th ink that they already know enough about 
Christianity from what the Qur'än says. lt does, of course, contain some 
statements of theologica l appreciation or condemnation, and this seems to 
be sufficient for many; and so it is difficult to find efforts to deal more inten
sively w ith Christian theological reflection. 

. , As for man's need of salvation, Islam wou ld speak of 
condcerfnmgl m~n 

5 
man's need of salvation and of a sa lvation granted di-

nee o sa vat1on . . . 
rectly by God, rather than a redempt1on wh1ch 1s me-

diated. Concerning man's being in need of God, there are several state
ments: "God is free of all wants, and it is ye that are needy" (Qur'än 47,38); 
"it is ye that have need of God: but God is the One Free of all wants" 
(35, 15). On this basis we can develop a theology of man's need of sa lva
tion before God and bui ld a bridge between Christianity and Islam, leav
ing aside what is specifically Christian, which is that this took place in 
Christ. In Islam, however, it is true that there is evidence tobe found of 
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the anthropological component, of man's being in need of salvation, and 
this is developed with reference to God himself. 

elements of an 
interest in 
dialogue are 
developing 

ScHAEFFLER What about the interest in d ialogue that 
goes beyond the interest in presenting oneself and is 
open to I isten to the testimony of the other? lt is not 
long ago thatjewish partners in dialogue said to Chris
t ians: although you Christians must learn aboutJudaism 

because it is your roots, we Jews need not learn about Christianity, because 
Judaism had existed for centuries before there were Christians, and after
wards none of the Christian writings became part of the Jewish canon, 
whereas the Hebrew Bible has canonical status for Christians. By this logic, 
the conviction arose that, although one cou ld be a good Jew without know
ing anything about Christianity, one could not be a good Christian wi thout 
knowing something aboutJudaism. So initial ly Jews had only an 'educational 
interest' in Christi an ity on the basis that one should know the environment 
in which one Jives. 
In Judaism it is on ly recently that the question has arisen of what happened 
to the Torah when it was taken to the genti les. This is a question that may 
concern a Jew and which hP can only answer if he listens to the testimony 
of Christians. Much later other questions have arisen too, referring to experi
ences Christians have had, but not Jews because of their own history - ex
periences which they do have to confront today. An example is when they 
had to confront in Israel, in practical and concrete terms, the existence of 
several "judaisms", which of course they knew about before, but which they 
now had to cope with in practice. Then Christians were asked to teil them 
about their practical experiences with the various "christianities". Even though 
these are not particu larl y exemplary experiences, they have nevertheless 
been a painful part of Christian history, and listening to this is rewarding for 
the Jew. Similarly we are told today by Jews: we have experienced how to 
be powerless with dignity. Now we have never had the experience of how 
tobe powerful with dignity, and we now need that quite urgently. 
This cannot, of course, simply be transferred to Muslim-Christian dialogue, 
but there are nevertheless two aspects which deserve to be noted: first, 
what happens to a shared Abrahamic tradition in the hands of other peo
ples and cultures? - for this is what happened with Mu~ammad. And sec
ond, when Muslims ask us Christians: you have had cultural experiences 
wh ich we expect to have in the future, and above all specifically the ex
perience w ith the secularized world. What are you doing with it? 
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[Plenary Discussion] 

exchange about 
common theo
logical aporias 
and questions 
that arise 

LEUZE On the one hand certainly none of the partici
pants in this symposium would want a theology that 
is an obstacle to dialogue and in the dialogue with 
Islam much can certainly be done to avoid this dan
ger. Umbrella questions can be found which concern 
both rel igions and make a dialogue possible. On the 

other hand, there are also problems which exist in both religions and can
not be resolved, for instance, questions related to the doctrine of predes
tination. Cou ld it not be a shared objective to identi fy these common apo
rias that arise in monotheistic fa ith as such? 
Then there are posi tive shared intenti ons, for instance, to conceive of God 
truly monotheistical ly. lf the objective is the same, it is easier to start speak
ing w ith one another. Without intending to go as far as Mr. Greshake did 
on this question, we cou ld still think, w ith regard to the doctrine ofTrin
ity, that lslamic theology shows that God, when he revea ls himself, must 
be conceived of as an ex istence in difference. In this context we may have 
the impression that the pathos of unity in lslamic theology is too dominant 
to do it justice. This is a point that we could imagine would get a dialogue 
going. 
Concerning the doctr ine ofTrin ity, we cou ld try to find Christian traditions 
in which this doctrine does not play such an important partso that Christian 
theology need not necessarily be presented as identical w ith a theology 
ofTrinity. lf we think of prominent theologians, including Protestants, this 
is of course difficult in the 20th century because there is a general consensus 
among them. However, if we think of 19th century Protestant theology and 
of a theologian such as Schleiermacher, we f ind that he made the Trin ity 
only an appendix to his religious doctrine and, in contrast to what Mr. 
Greshake tried to show, was of the opinion that the doctrine of the Trinity 
cannot be made intell igible. 
Finally, are H induism and Buddhism closer to Chri stianity than Islam? In 
this respect, we may certain ly hold a different opinion from Mr. Ott. De
spite al I the differences, we can find points of contact w ith the common 
tradition shared by Christianity and Islam in many subjects of dialogue and 
prob lem areas that may be discovered and developed. At least as far as the 
original form of Buddhism is concerned, do we not have to walk much 
further before we may f ind points of contact useful for dialogue? 
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h . rt f FüGUSTER The aporias shared by the monotheistic re-
t e 1mpo ance o 

1
• . h . d b f 
1g1ons t at were ment1one y Mr. Leuze are signi i-common aporias 

cant: the created within the uncreated, the self-com-
munication of God, the problem of theodicy, the question of the origin 
and meaning of mal um physicum and mal um mora/e - these are aporias 
that cannot be resolved, particularly on the basis of the thought patterns 
of strict monotheism, even if we appeal to a trinitarian understanding of 
God, or incarnation or Jesus' suffering. We may weil keep pointing to the 
Cross, but that does not resolve the problem of Auschwitz, the problem of 
suffering that ends in absolute despair - even though the suffering of Jesus 
may be an example for us and motivate us tobe patient in suffering. Suf
fering may lead to maturity, but also to despair. lt goes without saying that 
Mubammad did not resolve this problem either by simply saying that dif
ficulties are tests we are given, thereby alluding to God's omnipotence and 
incomprehensibili ty. But strictly speaking, the Christian does not get any 
further on this point either. 

KHOURY First, just a brief remark on the question of whether Hinduism 
and Buddhism are closer to Christianity than Islam. lnsofar as it is claimed 
that the transcendence-immancncc prob lern is resolved by these religions, 
is it not at the cost of negating or, at least relativizing, the reality of the 
world and w hat Christian fa ith calls creation? Does this theory, as it is con
ceived of here, not suffer from the very aporias which also result from the 
understanding of the monotheistic re ligions? 

steps towards a 
'theology in the 
encounter' 

W hen theology is undertaken within the horizon of the 
presence and questions of other religions, whether it 
leads to the thwarting of dialogue depends on whether 
we want to excl ude the others by presenti ng the specif i

cal ly Christi an view as the only possibility. This however remains outside 
the scope of this symposium. On the other hand, the intent at such meet
ings cannot be to start by elaborating a theology that is ready to be con
veyed to Muslims, Hindus or Buddhists. This symposium rather intends to 
discover steps towards expressing the Christian understanding of fa ith not 
in opposition to others, but in an endeavour to develop an explanation of 
the world and of man's relation to God which is in keeping wi th God's al l
embracing love and reconcil iation. Such a theology does not want to ex
clude, but to show a great openness. 

lf I may say so, 1 actuall y have the impression that what was offered in the 
keynote lectures and discussions cou ld present new and revealing per-
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spectives and offer valuable help for the agenda of direct dialogue. lt is 
not possible to ach ieve everything at the first attempt. After all, much is 
still in process and we are, as was already said last year, largely stil l in the 
run-up to dialogue: major advances have yet to happen and valid princi
ples, methods and strategies of dialogue remain tobe elaborated. 

the lack of 
theology as an 
obstacle to 
dialogue 

SCHAEFFLER The following is meant tobe abrief de
fence of theology. Reproaching theology has become 
so usual today that we may feel provoked to present 
such a defence. The thesis " theology as an obstacle in 
dialogue" will therefore be opposed here by the anti

thesis that the Jack of theology is the most obvious obstacle to dialogue. 
The less theological the reflection, the more the supposed dialogue tends 
tobe exhausted by reciting the usual formulas, be they Bibl ical, Qur'änic 
or of any other origin. 

critical seif-
reflection makes 
dialogue possible 

Furthermore, how does theology originate? Same peo
ple think that it exists because the Bible itself is imper
fect and that theologians have the task of turn ing it into 
a comprehensive system of theories. But theology does 

not owe its origin and present form to the fact that we want to know th ings 
better than the Holy Spirit who i nspi red the Books. Rather, theology emerges 
from the experience that faith is not immune to aberration, so that there is 
not only the alternative of other beliefs or unbel ief, but also that of a cor
rupted faith . A magical understanding of the sacraments and a corresponding 
practice may serve as examples of cases when theology attempts to protect 
faith from going astray or to develop cr iteria for judgment. In this way the
ology is a sign of possible - though unfortunately not always real - cr itical 
self- reflection by the re ligious community, and th is makes dialogue possi 
ble, because w ithout self-criticism no dialogue is possible. 

re-translation of 
theological state-
ments into criti
cally considered 
religious life 

Thirdly, thi s needs w hat Mr. Greshake spoke about: the 
corresponding re-translation of theological sentences 
or constructs into a considered religious life. lf they re
main isolated, merely remaining shut up in themselves, 
they cou ld indeed become obstructive to dialogue, but 
they would then probably also lose their context and 

meaning. Unless they are the expression of a critically considered rel i
gious_ l ife, they no langer speak of anything or say anything. For this we 
need simple Christians and simple Muslims who, compared w ith theolo
gians, may be lacking in reflection, but they are not lacking in experience 
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of faith and can therefore sometimes remind the theologian of what he is 
talking about when he talks about God. lf we understand theology as 
critically considered religious l ife, it is indeed necessary to speak with each 
other "eK 1ti0'Ceroc; de; 1tl0nv - through fa ith for faith" (Rm 1: 1 7). 

concept of truth 
and cu ltural con
text relevant for 
the dialogue 

DUPRE Theology may appear as an obstacle in dia
logue when it works with a concept of truth that only 
corresponds to the meaning of truth very inadequately, 
or because the cu lture in which it appears is not ready 
for a theological development of rel igious life. Efforts 

must be maintained in the interest of dialogue both in a theoretical direction 
-with which truth do we live and think?, andin a practical direction-which 
culture do we need in order to guarantee religion free development, not only 
in the context of one's own Church, but in the wider West European secu
Jarized context and fina lly even in a worldwide context? 

anthropological 
approach turns 
theology into 
an obstacle to 
dialogue 

Z IRKER The phrase "theology as an obstacle to dia
logue" was used by Peter Antes in relation to a particu
lar theological approach. He was not warning against 
theology as a whole, but against an anthropological 
approach to thcology which structures a certa in way 
of thinking about God on the basis of human condi

tions. He assumes that this would inevitabl y cause irritation to Muslims, 
because thinking about God is already an extremely problematic matter 
for them; in addition there is the anthropological approach that designs 
theology on the basis of human need and striving. In this respect, there is 
no reason to suspect Antes of suggesting that theology as a whole would 
be something dangerous. 

conflicting 
conditions also 
make dialogue 
necessary 

DuPRE The question of whether and to what extent 
the objectives of dialogue are accepted is certain ly also 
a practical problem that shows in situations of conflict 
of interests. U ltimately, people in different parts of the 
world realize that the crucial problems of the present 

day can only be solved together and that it is therefore better to speak w ith 
each other than not to speak with each other. We may certain ly hope that 
there is something like rational cunning, which manifests itself in given 
circumstances when people, whether Christians, Muslims or others, are 
constrained to speak with each other. 
Sometimes we get the impression that the Muslim world is ready to speak 
about very practical questions, such as education, family prob lems, famine, 
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etc. rather than about theological issues. Nevertheless, if we succeed in 
working towards a cultural situation that is shaped by the spi rit of dialogue, 
then we do indeed perform God's work. 

religious interest 
in dialogue in 
view of lasting 
differences 

KAHLERT Recently, a very different, strange experience 
has occured in a district ofßremen: fol lowing talks with 
Muslim theologians about eterna l life, a cu lture of 
friendship and trust had developed in this part of the 
city, which even stood the test in the chal lenges after 

houses were burned. The mosque leaders, for their part, insisted on not 
speaking about social issues, but they wanted to speak w ith a man of God 
about such theological topics and even wanted to be surprised. And the 
differences remain. 

situation of dia
logue in schools 
and in other 
areas of life 

KRÜGER The real ity of dialogue with Islam has at
tracted specia l interest in relation to the training of 
teachers of religion and in classroom work. After all, 
in school Christian teachers of religion have increas
ingly to face the situation of having Christians and Mus-

1 ims together in their classrooms. So the question arises quite urgently of 
how teachers of re ligion can be trained and prepared to meet this chal
lenge. 
KHOURY In their current experience people face this situation of encounter 
in various areas of life. Christians are asked about their fai th, and Chris
tians also ask Muslims what they believe in. In th is dialogue of life on all 
levels the need is to help people to cope w ith this situation, w hich is after 
all largely new to them. 
As for the si tuation in our schools, especial ly in the German Federal Re
publ ic, much has already been done. As an example, there is a special 
study group which critically examines how Islam is presented in Christian 
schoolbooks. In Erlangen, Professor Lähnemann is now attempting the re
verse: a study group is to examine how Christian ity is presented in lslamic 
schoolbooks. We shall then become aware of how much knowledge is still 
lacking. 

critical evaluation Orr The experience of which Mr. Kahlert spoke is 
very interesti ng: that a cultu re of friendsh ip and dia
logue can develop, even though all the differences re
main, and no opin ions change, but perhaps only the 
ways things are experienced becomes different. An im

of one's own 
faith also impor
tant for dialogue 

portant step in this direction is obviously that dialogue also serves a criti-
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ca l evaluation of our own fai th. lf this really is the case - quite apart from 
the others' reactions - then the present symposium has achieved its pur
pose very weil. This of course requires that when the time comes the part
ners in dialogue from the other religious communities wi 11 participate again 
in future events. 

St. Gabriel 
tradition tried 
and tested in 
the practice of 
dialogue 

KAHLERT From the perspective of my own practice of 
dialogue, theology as it has been presented in the vari
ous academic meetings in St. Gabriel since 1977, has 
made me able to begin actual dialogue calmly and 
without any preconceived goals. At the first of these 
meetings in 1977 no one had foreseen w hat would 

come along. Quite unexpectedly, from the perspective of what was known 
at that time, Islam has become a challenge in our society. Today, as Mr. 
Zirker rightly emphasized, seculari zed society is now present as the third 
partner in dialogue, when we are asked, for example, by Muslims about 
human rights or historico-critical research. 

secularism 
as partner in 
dialogue 

In this context it may weil be that Muslims, when con
fronting the chal lenges that emerge from contempo
rary secu larism, such as the qucstion of thc thcory of 
evoluti on, expect us tobe on their side and are bewil

dered if we cannot easily be so. Christians then need to come to terms 
more careful ly between themselves about how to proceed in such situa
tions. In any case, it is the goal of our endeavours to testify that rel igion is 
in fact a power for peace, and in these endeavours also to find partners in 
dialogue. The important thing here is to free ourselves from the fear of sid
ing with the wrong allies. 
Z IRKER The previous remark about how important it is to find the right 
partners in dialogue, is of course in many cases limited to conferences 
where certain participants may be invited, in contrast w ith si tuations in 
loca l communities and in schools, etc., w hich already exist and where it 
is hard ly possible to choose w hom we talk to and whom we do not. In any 
case, Muslims in European countries also profit from those things that do 
not simply originate from our Christian tradition, but are largely the prod
uct of secularization. In this context it would also be mean ingful, in our 
theological endeavours towards the dialogue, not to ignore non-theologi
cal and non-religious l iterature such as the literary work of Nobel Prize 
winner NagTb Ma~fü:?, in which he presents a wide spectrum of contem
porary lslamic life in relation to the Western world. 
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what are human 
beings that you 
are mindfu l of 
them? 

ßSTEH P. Just a few fragmentary remarks with refer
ence to previous contri butions; they are also based on 
continuous reflections on dialogues wi th Muslims. 
First: in the context of belief about creation, the hori
zon of 'everything' should be ecl ipsed by 'the whole' . 

And this 'totum' is only achieved through a qualitative leap: the 'totaliter 
aliter' must be pondered in our deliberations - "what are human beings 
that you are mindful of them" (Ps 8:4), God thus creating the possibi lity of 
considering history wi th him. lt is onl y because the heart of man "is rest
less until it rests in God", that it starts exploring everything to find and 
shape human partnership on d ifferent levels and in wide circles. 

Second: in this same context the truth is revealed to us 
a name given to 

that a name is given to us, the name of the one whom 
us as a gift 

God cal ls "my Son, the Beloved", with whom "I am 
weil pleased" (cf. Lk 3:22). So once again the 'totum' is integrated into the 
dialogue of his life story, which can then in fact only be unfolded through 
the personal pneuma. Here the _institution of the legacy of this name emerges, 
here is clarified the meaning of anamnesis, koinonia and parousia of the 
Christas Pantokrator; here may also be found the hermeneutical key to thc 
understand ing of what is otherwise in danger of remaining a tough and 
hard ward of theological speculation . 

the question 
about the 
mysterium 
iniquitatis and the 
Pascha Christi 

Third, the agonizing question about the mysterium iniqui
tatis must be admitted: that in fact salvation history begins 
only where God's covenant promi ses go so far beyond 
fail ing human efforts that everything comes to a head in 
this final mutua l offer, which has its unsurpassable point 
of culmination and conclusion in the Cross of Jesus Christ. 

This Pascha remains definitively the core of salvation history, where God and 
man exchange the final ward with each other. 

the eschaton 
characterized by 
an inextricably 
interwoven 
mutuality 

From this perspective, we shal l once again haveto con
sider whether the eschaton shou ld not be seen in the 
way repeatedly suggested by Augustine, which is of a 
personal nature. lt is then no one-dimensional infinite 
process. lt is rather God's mercy towards man - as one 
who is "chosen from" and "put in charge of" in the 

sense of eK Kat unep (cf. Heb 5: 1) - which leads towards an inextricab le 
mutuality, which is the actual theme of the eschaton. All th is is connected 
with the mysterious name of Jesus, where God and man are open to one 
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another - ultimately in a wondrous si lence, to which all that is verbal leads. 
His mercy is present there to release tears and w ipe them away, and on ly 
there does our name become so pure and whole that everything in it be
comes new. 

Ch 
. . f . h SCHMATOVICH When it is said that Islam is a re ligion 

rist1an a1t too . . . 
b 

. 
1 

that 1s easy to understand, we should certa inly pomt 
can e s1mp e h f h Ch . . f . h b . 1 tot e act t at rist1an a1t too can e very s1mp e. 
This is especially clear if we go back to the beginning and ask, for instance, 
what stands out in the Acts of the Apostles as the specific early Christian 
kerygma. This kerygma is based on the promises made to the prophets, 
showing the great sensitivity of the early Church concerning the· past, the 
Old Testament and the monotheism alive in it. Then it speaks of these 
promises being fulfilled in Jesus' work and death on the Cross, show ing a 
sensitivi ty concerning historici ty and immanence. In its declaration of the 
enthronement of Christ and the authority he exerts on behalf of God, the 
early Church shows its openness to transcendence and its belief in the 
Spi rit of God, who carri es forward the cause of Jesus, and it shows the 
element of a present eschatology. And final ly in the apostol ic proclamation, 
the faith of the Church in th f' Sf'c:onrl coming of Christ becomes clear, when 
he returns his rule to God, in the profession therefore of a future escha
tology - and also in the mission of the disciples to cal l mankind to repent
ance and to belief in the good news. In thi s way, considering the begin
nings of Christian faith draws attention to the fact that not on ly Islam, but 
also Christianity, is by nature a simple re l igion. 

simplicity of 
fa ith, because 
everyth ing con
verges in Christ 

Füc usTER lt is particularly the relationship between 
promise and ful fi lment that points to the fact that the 
matter is perhaps not quite so simple after all. 
First we are reminded that much has been promised 
that sti ll remains tobe ful fi l led such as the kingdom of 

God and the parousia of Christ, his coming as Kyrios and Christas. Chris
tians are still awaiting this parousia of the Messiah, just as the Jews are also 
stil I awaiti ng him. Of course the Christian believes that Jesus is the absolute 
mediator of salvation (as we may put it, although the term remains danger
ous). But thi s fa ith is not so much rooted in the fulfilment of individual 
promises handed down in the so-called promise-texts. What is wonderfu l 
and persuasive in the New Testament rather is that in Jesus - the one who 
came in history and is st i ll to come - everything is fulfilled and al l expec
tations of a mediator of salvation, divergent as they may be in themselves, 
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converge in Christ Jesus: he is the prophet in the full sense of the servant of 
God's existential engagement, who also gives up his life as a victim in order 
to testify that he is the royal mediator of salvation (the "Messiah"), the Son 
of man, the Word, the Sophia, the Yahweh angel. The convergence of all this 
so magnificently in Christ, is not, of course, tobe found in Islam. 

GRESHAKE Seen from the perspective of religious psyan elementariza-
tion of faith tobe chology, lslam's plausibi lity and efficacy certainly has 

introduced into 
the dialogue 

something to do w ith its didactic simplicity, compared 
with which simple Christians may frequently have the 
feeling that faith is something extremely complicated, 

someth ing for experts, for theologians. Here perhaps a great deficit really 
may be observed in Christian tradition. And the important thing would be 
to present the Christian faith in its basic elements analogous to the lslamic 
faith. Then it would be very interesting to introduce such a break-down 
into Christian-Muslim dialogue. Otherwise it may weil be that we speak 
about all sorts of things, but lose sight of what is essential. 

theology and 
practice in Islam 
not at al.1 simple 

KHOURY The simplicity of Islam is not the simplicity 
of theological reflection, but derives from the formal i
zation of the tenets of faith . When we ask theologians 
what this simple, formalized substance of faith - faith 

in God and in the Prophet - really means, it leads to complicated reflec
tions that are thorough ly comparable wi th Christian reflections. To men
tion just one example: there are detai led and extensive treatises on the at
tributes of God in Islam, which is a subject that also interested classical 
Christian theology. lf we look particu larly at the practice of faith in Islam, 
heretoo it is really not as simple as we might think at first sight. For every 
question, there are in Islam varying opinions or practical references on 
how to answer it. lt is simpler only because the Muslim can choose this 
or that solution, according to which f its better with the specific circum
stance of his l ife. 

theology tobe 
included in the 
dialogue on both 
sides 

For the future we might consider that at this symposium 
complex theological reflections were presented from 
the Christian side, and when the question was raised 
as to what could be found in Islam about these issues, 
generally on ly texts from the Qur'än and f:iadTths were 

offered. This meant that lslamic theology was neglected, although it would 
certainly be fa ir to take into consideration the theological elaboration of 
the various problems and questions that has taken place in Islam. 
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other processes 
of tradition in 
Islam 

ZIRKER The fact that simple formalization succeeds 
more easily in Islam is certainly also related to the fact 
that in Islam theologians do not hold the same position 
as in Christianity. The processes of tradition are differ

ent. There is, at least in SunnT Islam, no teaching authority and there are no 
binding synods; their catechisms have a very different character from ours 
with regard to their subject matter and validity. From this point of view Islam 
has a very different social system to keep faith present and binding. 

different 
simplicity of 
Christian faith 

ScHAEFFLER There is another relevant difference wh ich 
is not accidental and which concerns Christian faith 
with regard to the simplicity and complex ity of its sub
ject matter. lt consists in the fact that Christians have 

the one testimony of Christ but in a great variety of testimonies. This makes 
any kind of brief formula of fa ith difficult. lt is not the theologians' fault, 
but a blessing of Christian tradition that there is not only one Gospel text, 
but four Gospels and in addition a number of other canonical texts, par
ticularly a highly diverse collecti on of epistles, w hose theology is on many 
points quite divergent. Moreover, there is the fact which has also been dis
cussed du ring these days, that Christians have a prophct who did not leave 
a book himself, but who inspired the variety of testimonies which then be
came books. 
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245 Cornelius 

Fitzgerald, M. 319 210 Durkheim, E. 
253 HAGEMANN, L. 

BSTEH, A. 328 
Gielen, M. 38-40. 88 f. 92-94. 132-Preface 7 f. Cul lmann, 0. 

Förstel, K. 346 134.232. 354-356. 362-
32f. 90--92. 139. 177. 179 f. 117 Eckstein, H.-J. 364. 366. 388 f. 184 f. 188 f. 193. 230. 343 f. 347 f. 198 

268. 317. 324. 370 f. 376- Cusanus s. Nicholas of GLADE, W. 16. 21. 23 f .. 106. 198. 

379. 385 Cusa Eli Foerster, W. 145. 232 201.212.388 

~- 14. 34 f. S4. lüb. 108. 310 334 

174. 176. 197.226.252. Daniel, N . GLADKOWSKI, K. G. Haggai [Prophet] 
264. 267. 270. 279. 302 f. 198 Elijah [Prophet] Fossum, J. 46. 78.224 42 
306. 324. 331. 361 f. 378 21.42 116 

Danielou, J. Glei, R. Hananiah 
BSTEH, P. 197 Elisha [Prophet] Foucauld, Charles de 198 35 
127. 406 f. 17 282 

Dautzenberg, G. Goethe, J. W. von Harnisch, W. 
ßuber, M. 337 f. ELSAS, Ch. Foy, w. 333 350 
57. 167 f. 174. 194. 282 34. 44. 84. 89. 93. 142 f. 54 

David 232 f. 258. 263- 266. 309. Gooch, P. W. Harth, D. 
ßucer, M. 44 368. 384 Francis of Assisi 344 88 
105 

225 

Buddha 
Deichgräber, R. Emmanuel < lmmanu-EI> Grässer, E. Hegel, G. W. F. 
114 136. 165 f. 177 Friedrich, G. 351 52.84.91. 222.281 230 

11 0 
ßürkle, H. D elcor, M. Engels, P. GRESHAKE, G. Heidegger, M . 

393 108 198 FÜGLISTER, N. Trinity as the Core of 79. 161. 179. 393 

Oelling, G. Erasmus of Rotterdam 
The Prophets: Vocation - Christian Faith 243-256; 

Heintel, E. al-Bukhär, (d. 870) 
110 225 

Mission - Criteria 9-25; 269. 272-286. 297-302. 54 44 26-29. 36- 39. 42-44. 47 f. 304. 309. 354 f. 360. 365. 

ßultmann, R. D enis, M. Ernst, J. 76 -79. 81. 136 f. 151 ( 367 f. 396 f. 408 Heislbetz, J. 
188. 336 334 110 f. 119. 349 f. 168-170. 175 f. 216 f. 298 f. 34. 279. 282 197 

301 f. 305. 307 f. 354 f. 
Busse, H. Descartes, Rene Ess, J. van 357-36 1. 363. 365 f. 389- Griffiths, B. Hick, J. 
11 303 24f.212.318 391. 397. 401. 407 f. 192 126. 197.213. 235 
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Hippolytus Jenni, E. KARRER, M. KLOSE, D. Levinas, E. Massignon, L. 
111 108 The Ful/ness of God and 

179 223. 32 1 282 
Time: On New Testament 

Hofrichter, P. Jeremiah [Prophet) Christology 7 05-12 6; Klostermaier, K. Liddell, H. G. Mauer, G. 
124 14. 24. 38 New Creation: The Escha. 54 11 0. 335. 350 12 

Jeremias, J. 
ton in History? 333- 353; 

Knauer, P. Lindemann, A. Maurier, H. Hoppe, R. 
359 729- 732. 737 f. 145-750. 

109. 123. 340 f. 197 114 f. 121 752- 155. 772f.2 78f. 213 

Joel [Prophet) 269. 216. 298. 302. 306. 
Knitter, P. E. Link, C. Mell, U. Hosea [Prophet] 

42 356-360. 362-366. 
213. 235 342 334-336.339 16 380-385.393- 395.397 

Hossfeld, F. L. 
John [Baptist] 

Katsch, A. 1. Kraemer, H. Löhrer, M. Merk, 0. 
42 .44 

197.209 270 351 
21 11 

John [the seer] 
Kehl, N. KRÜGER, F. Lohse, E. Merklein, H. 

Hübner, H. 352 
113 11. 729. 766. 224 f. 308. 119 120 

113 359 f. 404 
John XXIII [Pope] 

Kellenberger, E. Lona, H. E. Metz, J. B. 
Hume, David 30. 55 

124 Küng, H. 111.1 19.121.1 23 362 
51 24.1 5&212.364. 381 . 

John Paul II [Pope] 
Kertelge, K. 393 Luhbahn, E. Meyer, 1. 

Ibn f;lanbal, Abmad 93 
113. 349 113 21 

(d. 855) 
Jonah 

KUSTUSZ, G. 
MITIERHÖFER, J. 375 Khä lid M ubammad Khälid 87 Luther, Mart in 

12. 230.310-312.370 
270 86. 105f.118.121.126. 82. 98. 787. 268. 280. 

Ibn Ruilid <Averroes> Lähnemann, J. 165. 189. 225. 335 f. 338. 299. 304 
(d . 1198) 

Jones, H. 5. 
KHOURY, A. Th. 120. 404 347.350. 352 . 366 

110 
Islam as Seen by Christian Moltmann, J. 304. 313 f. 
Theologians 791-274; Landau, E. M. Luz, U. 277 

Joseph [husband of Mary] 348 108 Ibn STnä <Avicenna> 11 7 26. 35 f. 40 f. 45. 73-76. 
Mooren, Th. 

(d. 1037) 79-82. 98f. 740-744. 750f. 
Lattke, M. Magen, U. 179. 253 

298. 304. 313 Josephus Flavius 776-779. 782 f. 794 f. 
113 12 

335 225 f. 228 f. 232-239. Moses 
lrenaeus of Lyon 270-272. 216-278. 280 f. 

Lauha, A. Mabfü;:., Nagib 9. 13 f. 21. 24. 27. 29. 39. 
123 Jung, C. G. 309-3 73. 377-320. 

342 405 43 f. 124. 158. 200 f. 203. 
78 368-372. 374-377. 379. 

213.262.305.307.364 
Isaac 39 7 f. 397- 399. 407 f. Leibn iz, G. W. Malach i [Prophet) 
44. 91. 213 . 330 Kähler, M. 404. 408 227 f. 42 Münderlein, G. 

188 16. 21.. 24 f. 44. 169 f. 21. 118 
lsaiah [Prophet] 194. 198. 200-205. 214. LeSaux, H. Mani (216- 276/7 AD) 

14 
KAHLERT, H. 239. 253. 270.2 79.308. 192 9 M urphy-O'Connor, J. . 31. 38. 721. 733. 277. 375 336 

lshmael 
279. 221. 269. 277. 279 f. Lessing, G. E. Margull, H. J. 
297. 303-305. 309. 363. Khoury, P. 282. 363. 367 161 M uslim (d. 875) 44 . 367. 404 f. 198 44. 375 

Jacob 
LEUZE, R. Mariya 

Kandler, K.-H . Kittel, G. 26. 39 f. 45. 74. 77. 80- 11 7 Nagel, T. 
91. 97. 213. 330 105 110. 334 82. 700 f. 732. 734. 766. 262 

215 f. 2 19. 222. 224 f. Mary [mother of Jesus) 
Jaspers, K. Kant, 1. Klaiber, W. 268. 276 f. 279. 297. 300. 189. 231.237.264. 306. Nathan <the Wise> 
168 74 339 304- 306. 354. 363. 400 319. 368 217 
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NEUMANN, B. Pascal, Blaise Rahner, K. Sanders, E. P. SCHMÜCKER, M. Smith, W. C. 
29. 33. 46. 84 f. 87. 92. 299 f. 75. 163 f. 166. 169. 173 109 174. 223 f. 304 158 
94. 102. 139f. 181 f. 185. 177f.181.197.208.27() 
225. 233 f. 258. 262. 266 f. Paul [Apostle] 273. 276. 278. 365 . Sarah Schnackenburg, R. Sn i jders, L. A. 
312.315.320.369.377 12. 21. 27- 30. 36. 44. 112 f. 384 340 107- 109 

120. 124. 127. 130. 136- Ranke, L. v. 
Nicetas of Byzantium 138. 152. 173. 181 f. 193. 22 Saul Schneider, G. Söding, Th. 
203 f. 216.218f. 233 . 255. 265. 310 13. 120 113 

333.335.337- 340.343- Ratzinger, J. 
Nicholas of Cusa 345.348.350.352.354- 208 Schabestari, M . M . Schneider, R. Solomon, N. 
<Cusanus> 362.364. 373.380f.383- 174 f. 348 57 
50f.53. 129.260.389 385 Reader, W. W. 

Schnider, F. 
351 f. SCHAEFFLER, R. Southern, R. W. 

Noah Paul VI [Popel Created by the Word - 13 
198.225 

13. 15. 202. 358 135 Reiner, H. Created for the Word: On 
Schoneveld, J. 

342 f. 347 the Transcendence and Stuhlmacher, P. 
Notker of St. Gallen Paulsen, H. /mmanence of the Divine 124 

334. 337. 349 f. 
343 337 Richter, K. Word 287-296; 

Schreiner, J. 
205 27-29. 35. 86. 88 f. 91 f. 

107 f. Stuhlmann, R. 
Ockham, W. of PESCHKE, K.-H. 95. 142. 144 f. 147-149. 108 
355 84. 140. 144. 111. 185. Ricks, St. D. 189 f.227 f. 23 1 f. 239 f. 

235 11 259-266. 310 f 313-331 . 
SCHREIN ER, L. 

Swidler, L. 
Odysseus 129. 167 

Peter [Apostle] 
369 f 373 f. 379-382. 395 f. 213 

223 RIEDL, J. 399. 402 f. 409 Schröter, M . 136. 184. 193.210.394 45 54.86.331 72 Takeuchi, Y. Oporin(us) [Herbster], 
Ph ilip [Apostle] 230 Johannes Ringgren, H. Schebesta, P. Schüssler Fiorenza, E. 

105 35 107 98 339 Takizawa, K. 

on, H. Philo of Alexandria 165 

The Ultimate Finality of the 108. llOf.116.122.343. 
Risse, G. Schell, H. Schütz, P. 

347 
117 259. 261 165 Talbi, M. Christ Revelation 157-165; 

14. 264. 302 31 f. 73. 75 f. 79 f. 82 f 
Pi late Ritter, J. Schelling, F. w. J. Sehwartländer, J. 

100. 128 f 166-170. 173-
220 112.342 72 93 Teilhard de Chardin, P. 

175. 786-194. 196. 215 f 
187. 285 

222. 269 f 278 f. Plato Rob les Sierra, A. Schimmel, A. Schweizer, E. 
322 F. 382-384. 392 f. 404 f. 77. 100. 338. 355 198 16. 267.279. 306. 362 llJf.120.122 Thales of Milet 

Padwick, C. E. Rodenberg, 0. Schleiermacher, F. D. E. Scott, J. M. 
11 0 

Pliny the Eider 
279 267 f. 113 400 112 Theobald, M. 

Panikkar, R. Roloff, J. Sehlette, H. R. Scott, R. 
124 

Pl iny the Younger 
163. 187. 192 151 108. 120. 334. 345.351 197. 208 110 

Thils, G. 

Pannenberg, W. Pokorny, P. Rossano, P. SCHMATOVICH, J. Seneca, Lucius Annaeus 197 

197. 252. 277 120. 122 197 407 343 
Thoma, C. 

Papenfuß, D. Porphyrios SALMEN, J. Schmid, H. H . .s.haltüt, Mal)müd 257 

270 313 40 f. 74 f. 71. 168. 220 f. 113 238 f. 
Thomas Aquinas 

Paret, R. Raguse, H. Samartha, S. J. Schmidt, W. Shenouda III [Patriarch] 77. 198. 240. 244. 299 f. 
1 5 f. 19 f. 2 3 f. 352 56 98 135 302. 313 f. 328 
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Thornton, C.-J. Vroom, H . M . WOLBERT, W. SO URCE INDEXES 110 52 74. 76. 135 f 221. 303. 
308. 355. 361 f References to the Qur'än and the Bible are printed in italics. In the respective line below, the 

Thyen, J. D. Walter, N. 
corresponding pages of the book are given in 'standard print'. 11 113f. 122.349f.357 Wolf, E. 

188 
at-TirmidhT (d. 883 or 888) Watt, W. M . Qur'än 
375 14. 16- 18. 20. 23 f. Wolff, Ch. 

335 Süra 2,30 ff. 2,257 Süra 5 7,172 Todt, K.-P. Weippert, M. 
312 267 363 171.183-185. 298 198 11 f. 17. 26. 30. 38 Weiter, M . 

345. 348 
2,31-33 2,269 5,4 7,180 Troeltsch, E. Weissmahr, B. 
297 375 264 270 221 248 Zakzouk, M. 

303 2,31 Süra 3,7 5,19 7, 196 Ullmann, W. Welch, A. T. 
312 33 . 307 f. 375 14 15 112 14. 16- 18. 20. 23 f. Zarathushtra IZoroaster] 

9.29 2,41 3,47 5,35 Süra 8,43 'U.thmän ibn 'Affän WESS, P. 
228 118. 264. 368 66 19 iCaliphJ (644- 656) 45. 75. 83 . 101 f 127 f. Zechariah [Prophet] 

39 135. 154. 169{. 174. 191 f. 42 2,62 3,49 5,51 Süra 9,26 
221 . 240 ( 212. 299- 301. 43 . 239 117 f. 140 308. 362 309 

Val lee, G. 307 Zimmerli, W. 
197. 209 23 2,117 3,55 5,57 9,29 

Westermann, C. 263.306. 368 267 248.266 195 
VANONI, G. 106. 108 ZIRKCR, 11. 
28. 30. 35. 87 f. 93 f. 139- 2 7 f. 32 f. 45 f. 87. 89 f. 2, 124 ff. 3,68 5,60 9,71 
141. 143. 153. 177. 180f. W ieland!, R. 93. 95. 127 f. 133 f. 146 f. 44 248 195 248 
185 f. 194- 196. 220. 229 361 151. 171 f. 114. 116. 
f. 232. 257. 265. 284. 317 217 f. 257 f. 26 1 f. 265- 2, 129 3,105 5,69 Süra 10,2 
f. 322. 368 f. 374- 316. Wi lckens, U. 267. 297 f. 300. 302-309. 24. 44. 201 284 43 203 
378. 384 345 356. 358 f. 363. 365. 

387 f. 403. 405. 409 2,164 3,170 5,13 10,16 
Vögtle, A. W iles, M . 798. 212. 249 f. 253 30 3 362 41 23 
351 70 f. 

2, 178 3,190 5,75 10,36 
Volz, H . WISSE, St. 264 375 238 87 
335 34 f. 85 f. 779. 378 

2,179 Süra 4,47 5,85 10,64 
375 228 195 370 

2,185 4,123 f. 5, 113 10,94 
20. 264 43 117. 140 228 

2,791 4, 125 Süra 6,35 Süra 11, 13 f. 
375 16. 267 177 229 

2,213 4,157 6, 707 Süra 13,7 
14. 185 128 177 238 

2,255 4,117 Süra 7,157 13, 15 
271 41.238. 303. 306 24. 201.306 359 
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Süra 14,32 Süra 21,7 Süra 33,40 46, 12 Süra 69,44 ff. 75,16-18 Süra 85,3 Süra 97, 1 
303 228 9.31 202 23 35 18 20. 39 

Süra 16, 11-13 2 1,35 33,45 46,18 Süra 74,2 75,19 85,21 f. 
261 379 15 309 14 307 143 

16,43 21,92 f. Süra 35, 15 46,26 Süra 75,16-19 Süra 87,23 f. Süra 93,3 
228 128 398 309 23 19 23 

16,48 Süra 22,5 35,24 Süra 47,38 

359 333 238 398 

76,69 Süra 23, 72 ff. 35,31 Süra 48,4 Bible 
261 333 202 309 

Old Testament 
16,80 f. 23,53 Süra 36,79 48,8 

303 128 143.368 15 
Genesis (= Gn) 3 3:74 f. 14:27 

76,97 Süra 24,58 f. 36,8 7-83 48,27 11 0. 359 14 109 
1 and2 

370 375 143 12. 19 
11 6. 118 3:5 3:74 16:30 

Süra 77, 7 Süra 25,32 36,82 Süra 50, 16 300 101. 136 368 
1 

19 39 368 248 
37. 107 3:8 74:31 Deuteronomy 

Süra 26, 796 f. Süra 47,3 f. Süra 52,32 110 312 (= Dt) 
77,5 7 1:7 
358 202 11 375 

115. 121. 292. 369 6:73 6:4--9 79:6 
Süra 53, 7- 78 107 216 266 

17,60 Süra 27,40 47,39 1:2 
19 379 358 19 106 6:79 6:4 

338 
20: 71 47. 120. 137 

77,66 27,59-64 47,44 53,2-4 
1:22 11 7 

303 133 308 17 107 7:3 10:76 

338 24:7 265 
77,88 Süra 28,86 Süra 42, 11 53,5-10 7:26 290 
25 23 271 20 116 9:1 73:2 f. 

107 40:34 f. 21.226 
17,90-93 Süra 30,27 42,74 53, 73-18 1:27 109. 119 
21 280 284 20 247.338 9:7 13:6 

107 leviticus (= lv) 226 
17, 98 f. 30,27 42,57 53,28 1:28 
143 143.358 18 87 107 12:2 f. 16 18:9-22 

216 229 23 
17, 106 30,30 Süra 43,4 Süra 56,77-80 2:1- 3 
39 44 143 143 11 7 25:24 79:18 18:15 

13 
107 113 

Süra 18,709 30,4 7 43,63- 65 Süra 59,24 2:7 18:19 
236.307 379 128 270 11 6 f. 293 32:23-33 Numbers (= Nm) 13 

97 
Süra 79,35 30,44 f. Süra 44,3 Süra 6 1,6 2:79 6:5 18:20-22 
368 370 20 24.44.201 293. 297 Exodus(= Ex) 107 226 

Süra 20,133 Süra 3 1,27 Süra 46,9 Süra 67,3 f. 2:23 3 f. 12:6- 8 18:22 
202 307 12 359 292 20 19 21 
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30:6 36:21 12:19 17:11 43:70 65:17-78a 23: 14 f. 42:7 

265 108 109 343 15 334 22 23 

30:77ff. 36:22 90:4 Sirach {= Sir) 43:72 65:17 23: 17 Lamentations 

290 108 185 {Ecclesiasticus) 15 334. 337. 351. 374 22 {= Lam) 

Joshua {= Jos) Tobit {=Tb) 96 24:23 
43:76-21 66:22 23:22 4:18 

375 143 
334 334. 351. 374 15 107 

24:15 14:5 
331 107 702:27 42:18 

43:78 f. Jeremiah {= ]er) 23:23 Ezekiel (= Ezek) 

334 343.346 
337 109 

Judges {= Jg) 1 Maccabees 1 1-3 

(= 1 Mc) 110:1 lsaiah (= ls) 
43:19 20 23:24 20 

17:5 136 
186.334.369. 374 109 

108 2:55 2 1:2 2:3 f. 

108 730 
44:8 18 23:25-32 14 235 

17:12 384 
15 19 

108 2 Maccabees 6 1:4 2:8ff. 
44:26 

{= 2 Mc) 739 20 18 23:30 18 
1 Samuel (= 1 Sm) 14 24 

392 
14:35 6:3 45:19 

1:5 3:14 
2:30 119 20 28:2 20 
310 749 109 334 35 

Job (= Jb) 
375 1:1 

2 Samuel (= 2 Sm) 
6:8 46:70 28:8 f. 

3:17- 33 

Proverbs (= Prv) 14 186 14 14 
28:21 ff. 23 

7:12 11 6 1:9 8-11 
107 8:22 ff. 6:9 f. 48:6 28:9 

116 48 186 20 19 
Psalms (= Ps) 21 

22:20 1: 11 10 
118 8:4 Ecclesiastes 8:11 51:6 28:11 - 17 

(= Eccl) 20 334 19 
23 

109 
406 

1 Kings (= 1 Kgs) 
19 52:7 6:11 13:5 

24:1 10:20 107 
28:11 

22 
2:27 11 2 342 f. 93 14 35 
108 15:10 

36:9 
19:24 f. 53 28:73 13:19 

Wisdom (= Wis) 11 
18:46 251 93f. 11 35 22 

20 1:7 f. 
40:4 40:28 f. 55:4 f. 15:18 28:15 ff. 14:9 

109 23 
22:20-23 374 186 15 21 48 

48 1:7 
44:4 41:4 55:70f. 78:1-12 29:23 33:1-9 

2 Kings (= 2 Kgs) 11 8 
131 186 108 19 22 14 

3:15 f. 51 
1:7a 41:8 60 18:18 31 :31 ff. 36:25-27 

17 375 109 16 235 18 42.290 375 

2 Chronicles 51:10 7 :26 42:10 61:1 20,7 31 :31-34 36:26 f. 

{= 2 Chr) 369.374 11 6 374 14 20 42. 375 390 

36:15 68:17 7:27 43 61 :6 20:9 42:2 ff. 38:23 

14 11 9 15 369 216 21 23 319 f. 
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40-48 Arnos (=Am) 3:1-3 Zechariah (::: Zech) 28:76-20 Luke (= Lk) 3:16 14:26 
19 311 394 140 290 

3:1 1- 6 1:46 
Daniel (= Dn) 15 3:5 19 28:76 f. 319 3:18 14:28 

311 394 218 275 
9:2 3:8 Malachi (= Mal) 

2 

107 f. 18. 21 3:9 232 15:13 
310 28:20 3:21 

3 :7 394 2:34 102. 199. 214 230 
Hosea (= Hos) 6:8 14 231 f. 107 3:10 16:12-15 
1 310 Mark(= Mk) 4:14 

241 
19 7:1 - 9 2:35 289 

19 4:2 f. 3:22 parr. 231 16:13- 75 
3 310 229 5:23 183 
19 7:15 3:22 199 

20 Micah (=Mi) 6:4 parr. 406 16:13 
9:7 42 5:45 f. 40.42.200. 210 4:21 
16 8:1 -3 3:5 124 

19 22 70:45 par. 
189 16:21 f. 

12 :11 11. 180 10:18 7:1 7 379 
18 

8:1 f. 3 :11 45 
19 22 19 

12:28-34 17:3 

Joel (= JI) 9:1-4 6:8 266 15:11-32 8:9 14. 199 

19 390 312 361 
2:28 f. 12:29 

17:8 

42 Jonah (= Jon) Haggai (= Hag) 120 John (= Jn) 8:31 f. 14 
199 

3:1 f. 1: 1 f. 1:13 
1 17 :14 

12:31 122 200 19 311 14 53 
8:32 

1:1 
100 

17:18 
12:32 143 8:36 

14 
120 199 

New Testament 1:3 17:21 ff. 
13:22 139 288 
226 

10:10 

Matthew (= Mt) 12:38-40 16:21-23 22:37 parr. 1:10 193 17:21 f. 
230 193 47 14 124 273 

7:15 12:40 
20 232 1:14-18 48 17:2 1 

12:40 17:11 f. 23:34 par. 261 14. 255 
7: 16 370 42 43 14:24 par. 13:34 f. 
22 11 1:14 101 17:23 

13:14 f. parr. 18:20 24: 11 par. 124 14 
7:20 48 83 20 14:32- 42 14:6 
22 232 1:16 199. 208.214 17:25 

13:34 f. 19:8 24:24 
11 2. 124 14 

8: 11 f. 371 44 21 . 226 
16 

1:17 14:9 
92 220 35 . 275 17:26 

124. 199 136 

17:14 
14:30f. 2 1:31 25:34 16:15 f. 14:20-23 

371 
1:18 19:22 

42 394 92 200 288 250 220 

11:27 16:16 22:23 ff 28 16:16 1:45 14:23 20:23 
199 184 354 394 184. 216. 218. 220 124 316 220 
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Acts (= Ac) 1:20 8:30 73:3 f. 9:16 14:29 ff. 5:16a 6:14 f. 
344 357 344 f. 233 42 336 339 

2 
42 1:23 9- 11 73:3c-4a 70 15:23 ff. 5:16b 6:75 

28 112. 185 345 344. 384 138 336 335.337.339 
2:32-36 
136 1:25 9:5 73:4b-d 70:14-17 15:23-28 5:7 7-21 6:16 

344 138 345 255 120 375 339 
2:38 
218 2:10 9:20 73:5 70:25 75:24 f. 5:17 Ephesians (= Eph) 

208 139 344 345 285 335.373 
3:22 f. 1 
13 2: 15 9:22 f. 13:10 75:24 5 :77b 153 

10:26 337 344 355 113 112 138 7 :3-14 3:22 
42 70:8 ff. 75:29 5 :21 122 3:30 10:27 15:26- 28 252 120 290 113 345 136 1:3 4:12 

9:8 151 199. 210.217 4:12 71 1 Corinthians 70:28- 29a 75:28 340 
44 358.363 (= 1 Cor) 344 135 f. 138. 256 1:3- 10 7:37 

Galatians (= Gai) 122 f. 151 13 8 71:12 7:7 11:7 75:35 f. 

70:23b-48 
358 f. 381 112 29 361 383 3:16 1:4 

338 340 210 8:18 ff. 71:74 7:18 12:3 2 Corinthians 
357 363 230 23 (= 2 Cor) 3:20 1:10 10:35 

338 11 2. 123 . 125 208 8:78- 22 11:75 7:21 12:10 7:72 
349. 354.357 284 230 21 344 3:26 7 :13 f. 70:44-48 

338 122 21 0 8:18 17:25 f. 7:23 72: 73 3:5 
350 284 230 337 265 3:27 1 :74 

76:3 7 338 151 
218 8:79 f. 17 :25 2:10 f. 12:28 f. 3:17 

349 11 2 251 42 199 3:28 1:22 f. 
16:33 337-339.354.360 123. 125 
218 

8, 19-22 11:29 2:11 12:28 4:2 
4:3 2:6 f. 

17:30 349.353 185 21 43 344 
112 341 

212 
8:20 71:31- 36 7 5 12:29 4:4 2:8- 10 

28:26 f. 351 274 36 21 335. 375. 384 112 340 
48 

8:21 f. 11:32 7:19 5:74 f. 73 4:5 2:9 
Romans (= Rm) 349 91 337 99 380 112 340 

1:4 8:21 12:6 8 13:9 5:14 5: 1 2:70 
136 199. 350 23 218. 344 208. 210 373.381 199 339. 341.354 

7 :1 7 8:22 f. 13 8:5 f. 73:72 5:16 f. 5 :6 2:14 
403 350 346 219 301 335. 339 337 284 

1:18-3:20 8:26 73:1-4 8:6 14:6- 19 5:16 5:14 2:19 f. 
344 265 344 f. 116. 120. 219 12 336 113 42 
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3:8-17 7:74-20 2:9 2 limothy (== 2 Trn) 4:19 4:10 f. 19:19 27:8 
181 f. 371 122 112 f. 119. 122. 346 140 352 352 

125 7:3 
3:19 7:15-20 345 2 Peter (= 2 Pt) 4:16 20 21:20 
123 113 2:10 261 355 351 

122 Hebrew (== Heb) 2:7 
4:6 1:15 f. 226 2 John (= 2 Jn) 27-22 21:22 
9. 47. 120 114 3:7 5:7 349. 351. 353 301 

337 406 3:8 9 
4:10 7:15 185 200 

27:7-22:5 21:24 
123 113 f. 116. 151 f. 3:70f. 9:9 

351 352 
338 361 1 John (= 1 Jn) Revelation (= Rev) 

4:13 
7:7 6 

(Apocalypse) 
2 7 21:25 

123.208. 210.212 3: 17 f. 70:2 
1:3 352 116.119. 121. 219 347 7:1 f. 355. 357 337 200 19 4:24 27:27a 

341 7:17 
3:7 7 7 7:6 2 1:7 

352 2:23 116 337 24.208 200 
4: 7 351 

5:18 19 
22:3 ff. 

123 7 :78 1 limothy (= 1 Tm) James (= Jas) 
2:27 

27:2 351 
116.119.122.200 5: 10 351 

2:19 290 216 Philippians (= Phil) 7:5 ff. 22:4 
7:18b 345 120 

2:29 27:3 301 
7:28 115 73:8 288. 301 

2:23 208 191 354 7:5 22:17 
1 : 79 f. 345 16 

3:79-22 27:4 351 13:13 
2:5 ff. 125. 140. 208 361 f. 21 301 
128 1:19 

1 Peter (= 1 Pt) 
22:21 

7: 19 345 2 4:1 ff. 17:18 27:6 352 f. 
2:5 112-114.118. 42 23 352 301 
11 4 120. 147 7:79c 

345 2 :9 4:1 79:6 27:7 
2:70f. 7:20 216. 346 20 136 301 
136 11 3. 11 8. 121. 2:3 f. 

123. 199 199 2:17 
2:11 346 Vatican II (1963-1965) 47. 135. 152 7:20bß-c 2:5 

121 120. 135. 137 f. 2:13 f. 
4:8 199. 210 346 Decree on the Dogrnatic Constitu- Declarat ion on the Decree on Priestly 
364 

7:20bß Church's Missio- tion on the Church Relationship of the Formation 
115 3:16 2:13 nary Activi ty "Lumen gentium" Church to Non- "Optatam totius" 

Colossians (= Col) 114. 152 346 "Ad gentes" Christian Religions 
7:22 

Art. 7 "Nostra aetate" Art. 76 
7 

122 4:7 2: 19 Art. 26 255 207.209 
140 345 65 f. 205 347 207 Art. 4 

2:2 255 Art. 7 
7:3 4:3 f. 3: 16 Dogmatic Consti- 206 f. 
152 208 345 346 tution on Divine Art. 73 Art. 2 Revelation 255 52. 194.207.209 
7:72- 20. 2:3 6: 14 f. 3:21 "Dei verbum" 
151 210 345 346 Art. 16 f. Art. 3 

36 209 212.214.226.280 
7 :72 2 :8 6:16 4:12 ff. Art. 2 Art. 76 Art. 5 
151 f. 120 272 348 163 208 53 
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Vol. 1 and 2 fitna l:iak,m ibn as-sabil Jizya 
1: 49 1: 164 1:304 2: 195 

Terms from the lslamic tradition fu rqän hama üst i'Qjäz al-Qur'än Ka' ba 
1: 200 1: 157. 169 1: 18 1: 13. 16. 20. 45 . 

'aba.than ama bi-.s.b.än qur'än Qjamäl al-futül:iät 
286. 288. 303-305 

1: 77 1: 88 1: 64 1: 284 al-makkiyya 
l:ianlf iQjmä' 2:44 
1 : 14 f. 1 7. 66. 2 69 1: 133 

amäna bismilläh Qjanna (pi. Qjannät) 
1: 170 käfirün 'abd 

1: 72. 77. 87 f. 104 1: 79. 83 f. 1: 217 1:321 ghäl, (pi. ghulät) l:iaq,qa mul:iam- il:,räm 1: 342 
madiyya 1: 288 

2 : 15 1: 2 79 
anä 1-qar,b dal,I at-tamänu' Qjihäd 1: 159. 169. 195 kähin 
1: 65 1: 37 1: 115. 121. 124 f. ghazal 

il:isän 2: 16 
'abd alläh 154.309.330- 1:159. 223 al-1:iaqq 1:271. 290. 363 
1: 72 

' aql där al-1:iarb 332.349 1:155.228.258 kaläm 

1: 190 f. 1: 115. 123. 329 2: 134 ghulät s. ghäli 
al-iläh 2: 262 

'Abdalläh l:iaräm 1: 14. 36 
1: 87 asbäb an-nuzü l där al-isläm al-Qjihäd al-akbar ghulüw 1: 288 ka.thrat al-' ilm 

1: 123. 285. 329 1: 124 'ilm 1: 59. 161.168 1: 212 2: 258. 300 
'Abdarral:imän l:,awrä' (pi. 1:i ür) 1:294. 316 
1: 87 a.s.b.räf 

darasa Qjinän hä' 1: 320 2:212. 376 khalaqa 
1: 19 1: 174 1: 178 f. 2:140. 369 1: 48 'abduhü hiQjra lmäm 

1: 87. 105 aslama 
dayyän Qjinn l:,abib Alläh 1:1 9. 163.255 1: 118. 273 khal,fa 
1: 259 1: 17. 47. 73. 86. 2:16 1: 70. 78 f. 85 f. 1: 244 2 : 22 

aQjläf Jlb 1män 248.273 
1: 48 

dhikr 2: 16 badd 1: 84. 244. 271 . äya (pi. äyät) 1: 155. 163 f. 167. f;l irä' 2: 297. 361 

1: 18. 67. 70. 174. 201 . 224 
1: 113. 122. 347 1: 15. 170 290.363 

'adl Qjizya 
135 f. 1: 343 al-häd, 2: 17 inQj,1 khal,fat Allah 

1: 113 dhimm, 1: 284 1: 18 1: 247 
äyat al-i.s.b.häd 1:330.334 du'ä' bizb a.s.b.-.s.b.aytän 

adyän s. d,n 1: 78 1: 300 f. badiJ.h 1: 348 al-insän a l-kämil khallfat rasül Alläh 

ah I al-kitäb 
dhü 'l-bil.til.tia 2:280 1:47. 49. 61. 85. 1: 105. 169 1:247 

balä 1: 288 108. 114. 134. 172 f. hudä 
1: 343 1: 358 fanä' 204. 210. 213 f. 1: 72. 98 iqra' khalil 

d,n (pi. adyän) 1: 153 . 166 221 . 228. 238. 266 f. 1: 15 2 : 26 7 
ahl al-qibla baraka 1: 132. 244. 246 f. 

279. 284. 302 . l:iulül 
1: 286 1:217.298 252. 259 f. al-Fätiba 

314 f. 326. 336. 1: 172 'irfän khalTqa 
271 1: 61. 217 

345.357. 362 1:159. 187. 193 2 :369 
ahl as-sunna wa ba.s.b.Tr bulum d,n al-fi tra fatra 2: 44. 134. 169. 'I-Qjamä'a 2: 14 1: 225. 246. 252 2:23 375.397. 408 2:375 isläm khätam 
1: 286 1: 11. 166. 199. an-nabiyy,n 

basmala kä dü lham d,n wa dawla fatwä bad11h quds, bür s. bawrä' 244. 256. 271. 1: 27 
'alä fitra ti n 1: 217 1: 247. 271 f. 1: 278. 309 1: 64 f. 362 290. 363 
1: 224 'ibädät kun 

bast Qjähiliyya fT sab,I Alläh bal.til.ti 1: 294 'i$ma 1: 106 
albäb s. lubb 1:256 2:212 1: 283 1: 182. 287 f. 1: 172 2: 2 63. 3 68 

lblis 
alif bä\in Qjalä l Fidä'I bäfi4'. (p i. buffä4'.) 1:47. 83 . 88. 193. isqä\ al-farä'iQ lä $alät lahü 
1: 169. 179 . 1: 219 1: 284 1: 188 1:217 325 1: 182 1: 286 
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läm muslim qäc;IT rasül 185 f. 213. 227. subuf lbrähTm umma yä qahhär 
1: 178 1:253 1: 127. 130 1: 22 247 f. 252. 254. 1: 344 1 : 46-48. 130 f. 1: 155 

2: 14. 27-29. 237 262.265.268- 218. 246. 249. 
latä'if mutailiäbihät qahwa 271. 280. 283 f. sunna 265. 277. 289. zähir 
1: 190 2:33 1: 224 ridda 294.296.347.353. 1: 114.119. 172. 298. 331.348 1: 219 

lubb (pi. albäb) nabT qalb 
1: 333.349 2:1 71.281. 305 204. 215. 228 f. 2: 128. 176. 264. 

238 f. 241. 279. 266. 305. 328 f. zakät 
2: 375 1: 22 1: 190 rüb 372. 389 1: 125. 131. 287. maykh 286. 304 

maQhhab 2: 15 . 28 f. 237 
qara'a 

1: 190 f. 1: 295 289.304 

(pi. madhähib) 1: 199 tarljallT al-umma 

1: 283 
an-nabT al-ummT ru'yä shaykha 1: 172 al-islämiyya 
(nabT ummT) qasTda 1: 16 

1: 164 2:134.362 

madTnat an-nabT 2:1 5.24 1: 223 2: 19 tabannu.th 
1: 19 S,hT'a 2: 17 umma wasat / 

naQhTr qibla sä'is 1:172.247 umma wustä 
magj.dhüb 2: 14 1: 286 1: 272 tabrTf 1: 289 
1: 179 f. iliirk 1:203.206 

nafas ar-rabmän qist sakTna 1: 40. 62. 67. ummatT 
maghäzT 1: 269 1: 113 2: 309 

235 f. taklTf 1:291 .323 
1: 223 1: 79 

nafs qiyäma salät ummT 
milal wa-nibal 1: 154. 161. 174. 1: 290 f. 1: 285. 287. 300. 

shürä 1: 31 f. 171 
1: 21 1 190 f. 310 1:46. 131 taqiyya 

al-qiyäs 1: 123 2: 306 
2:280 sT morgh millat lbrähTm nafs ammära 1: 267 'umra 

1: 20 1: 190. 328 as-salät mi' rärlj 
1: 160 taqlTd 

1: 288 
qur'än 1: 279 

1: 311 sidrat a l-muntahä min düni llähi nafs lawwäma 1: 199 f. 'urs 
1: 36 1:90. 190. 328 sälik 1: 310 tarTkh al-adyän 

1: 295 
qur'äna 1-farljr 

1: 179 f. 283 
1: 259 

mi'rärlj nafs mutma' inna 1: 199 Sira uswa basana 
1: 170. 286. 310 tarTqa 

1: 90. 190. 328 sawm 2: 20 1: 283 qur'änahü 1 : 150. 15 7. 182. 
al-muc;!ill 1: 199 1:287 

sirä.Qj munir 283.294. 297 
1:284 an-näsikh wa-1- wa'd 

mansükh qutb iliafä'a 1: 24. 284 2:14 

al-mubsinün 2:311 1: 182 1: 291 . 322 f. 
tarTqa mubam-

1: 271 
as-sirät al- madiyya wadüd 

naskh Rarljab iliahäda mustaqTm 1: 171 1: 155 
mukallaf 1: 202 2: 37 1: 69. 285 2:264 

1: 180.314 tawbid wabdat al-wurljüd 
ni yya ar-Rabmän iliahTd sirr 1: 38 1:59.157.161. 

muqaddimat 1: 298 f. 1: 163 2: 15 1: 190 2:134 167-169 
as-salät 
1: 324 nür mubammadi rak' a iliakhs siyäsa tawrät waby 

1: 170 1: 286. 298 1: 364 1: 132. 247. 272 1: 18 2: 18 
muqarrabün 
1: 321 pir Ramac;län shari'a $Üf 'ulamä' wa'Td 
2:267 1: 187. 295 1: 23 f. 88. 118. 1: 40. 79. 109. 1: 153 1: 294 2 : 14 

180. 285. 287. 113- 11 5. 119-
muilirikün qabc;! 289. 307 f. 124. 126- 128. süfi umm al-kitäb walT 
1:40. 62. 342.345 1:256 2: 20 150. 180. 182 f. 1: 174 1:233 2: 267 
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Quotations from the Qur'än 

a-lä bi-dh ikri llähi tatma' innu '1-qulüb 
(73,28) 
1: 155 

alastu bi-rabbikum - ba lä ihahidnä (7, 112) 
1: 90. 358 

anä khayrun minhu (38,76) 
1: 83 

bi-smi llähi r-rahmäni r-rabTm 
1: 217 

ihdinä Viirät al-mustaqTm (7,6) 
1: 283 

inna n-nafsa la-ammäratun bi-s-sü' (12 53) 
1: 82 ' 

lä ikräha fT d-dTn (2,256) 
1: 91 

min düni l lähi (22, 721. ) 
1: 36 

subbäna lladhT asrä bi-'abdihT (17, 7) 
1: 87 

wa-karramnä banT Adama (11,70) 
1: 76 

Professions and Expressions from the lslamic Tradition 

A llähu akbar 
1: 258. 270. 362 
2:232 

al-amr bi-1-ma'rüf wa-n-nahy 'ani 1-munkar 
1: 107 

anä ' 1-haqq (a/-f:lalläs:!JJ 
1: 155. 167 

hama Ost 
1: 157. 169 

baqqu ntifä'in wa-ri'äyatin 
1: 112 

istafti qalbaka 
1: 90 

kuntu kanzan makhfiyyan 
(extra-Qur'änic word of God) 
1: 65. 158 

lä iläha illä A llah (lläh) 
(p rofession of faith) 
1: 153. 164. 276 

lauläka, lauläka, mä khalaqtu 1-afläka 
(extra-Qur'änic word of God) 
1:24 
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al-madjäz qantarat al-haqTqa 
1: 172 

nafsT, nafsT ... ummatT, ummatT 
1: 291 

takhallaqü bi akhläq i lläh 
1: 154 

INDEX OF SUBJECTS 

The ' Index of Subjects' relates to both volumes Islam Questioning Christianity and Christian 
Faith in Dialogue with Islam. lt aims to link the manifold aspects broached in the various 
contexts of both volumes. Completeness proved tobe unrealistic, even undesirable. The super
script 1 or 2 refers to the pages in volume 1 or 2. 
The ' Index of the Terms and Dicta from the lslamic Tradition' and the 'Name Index' shou ld 
also be consulted. Although the technical terms are frequently included in the 'Index of Sub
jects', it should be kept in mind that the reader is dealing here with very complex contents 
that are often specifical ly linked with the terms and can only be understood correctly in the 
relevant textual context of the two volumes. 
(i. :) refers to statements that relate to the lslamic tradition and (c.:) to statements that relate 
to the Christian trad ition; the superior figures before the page quoted refer to the volume. 

Abraham / lbrähfm 
(i.:) the first .,, Musl im '20. '245f., /:,anif '269, 
the religion of A. (millat lbrähTm) '20. '269, 
A. and the .,, Ka'ba '20. '304f., the sacrif ice 
of A. '303f., the pages of A. (~u/:,uf lbrähTm) 
'344. 

abrogation (naskh) 
(i.:) the a. of some Qur'änic verses and regu
lations '202 . '208. '31 Of. 

acceptance 
one of the criteria for a .,, prophet '2 1. '30f., 
on the reception of original assertions of faith 
'139f., difficult ies that arise from a wrong in
terpretation w hich a religious tradition has 
maintained for a more or less long time ' 140, 
the listener is always implied and is consti
tutive for the reception of a text '208f. '2 11, 
since there is no binding teaching authority 
in Islam, the factual reception of the direc
t ives expressed in the .,, Qur'än and the 
.,, Sunna is of decisive importance '249, also 
the .,, New Testament, dependent on how it 
is received ? ' 21 7. 

Adam 
his role in the history of the prophets (i.) '269, 
old and 'new' Adam (c.) '368. 

Agha Khän lsmä'ilis 
a ShT'T sect '46. '279. 

Ahmadiyya 
becauseof the prophetic claim of i ts founder, 
excluded from the lslamic community '27, 
bi I i ngual edition of the Qur'än, publ ished by 
the A. '229. 

'Alawids 
ultra-filli'is of thc lsmä'ili group '279. 

Alläh (--? God) 
in the religious life of ancient Arabian tribes 
(pre-lslamic) '13f. '35 f. '46f., Christ ian and 
lslamic name of God in the Arabic language 
'35f. 

Allähu akbar 
(i.:) "God is greater" - there always remains 
a st ill higher perfection beyond, ' theologia 
negativa' '258f. '270. '358f. '232f., and the 
immanence of God in the human heart 
'362-364. 

alms for the poor (zakät)--? solidarity 
(i .:) one of the five.,, pillars of Islam '287, as 
a means of just distribution of property '125, 
a duty towards the community '288f., also 
for the benefit of non-Muslims? '304. 

analogia fidei 
agreement in faith and search for the truth 
within the community of faith - the decisive 
criterion when it comes to the genuineness 
of a prophetic mission and the binding qual -
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ity of a certa in religion's tenets of fai th '23f. 
' 40f. 245. 247f. ' 226. ' 328. '389f. 

analogy 
in the encounter with other religions 2l 86f.1 

accord ing to lslamic understanding, there 
can be no a. between God and the world 
'234f. ' 270f., a. in the theological system of 
the " A~ 'arTs? '234f., we necessarily speak 
about God in parables or in a.ies '56f. 

angels 
(i.:) they consti tute no ground for arguing 
against the concept of " unity: they are min
istering spiri ts in the service of God '47, a. 
and man have the standing God gives them 
'76f. '84. '135f. '32 1, a. may intercede too 
'323, are a. made out of light? '326. 

'anonymous Christians' 
' 159. 2173. ' 192. 2215. 2218, and conversely, 
good Christians are perceived as anonymous 
Muslims ' 194f. 

apologetic attitude 
Christian a. and polemic attitudes vis-a-vis 
Islam in the past '200-204. 2225, has Chris
tianity's a. been overcome or does it stil l play 
a role today? '225-227. 

apostasy (ridda) 
a. in Islam '333f., 'Ridda-War' '334, tracli
t ion decrees capital punishment for it 1333, 
some modern authors would like to have free
dom of religion respected '340f. 

Arabic 
A. - the language of Gocl? ' 33, the revela
t ion of God in A. - specificity of Muham
macl 's mission '16. '19. '32f. '63f. '203. '227f., 
modern A. and the language of the Qur'än 
'223f., the problem of the translations '230f. 
'308f. 

Arius / Arians (-) christology) 
'44f. ' 1 SOf. 

ascetism 
(i.:) first period o f lslamic history also char
acterized by otherworldliness and a. '165, 
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strongly influenced by Christian monks and 
hermits '163, from a. to mystic ism ' l 65f 
tension between ascetically oriented mysti~~ 
and normative Islam '315f. 

A~'ari school 
represents lslamic orthodoxy '204, reason 
and revelation '53f. '236. ' 303f., 'quasi-anal
ogy' in the relation between God and man 
'234f. '204, language of revelation is both 
understandable and related to real ity '204, 
voluntarism as answer to the problem of free 
will ' 73. '80f. '205f. '226, vision of God in 
paradise? '320. 

association (m.irk / m umrikün) (-) polythe
ism) 
(i.:) condemnable multiplicity '38-42. '62f., 
does dea ling with holy scriptures entail the 
danger of a.? '235f. 

asymmetry 
intrinsic a. in the event of fa ith ' 189- 191. 

attention 
an act of fa ith w ill never match up to God's 
a. that is promised to us, because God's turn
ing towards man is always infin itely more 
important than the bel iever's turn ing towards 
God 2189. 

attributes 
what is the relationship of God's a. to his 
nature? the controversy over the divine a. in 
Islam '51, a. in God - a certain polarization 
of the a. in Gocl? Uudaism) 2281 f. 

autonomy (-) ethics) 
'autonomous' and 'religious' ethos '149- 151. 

Bahä'is 
persecuted because founded by a post
lslamic prophet '27, if M uhammad were 
acknowledged by Christi ans, why not ac
knowledge also the founder of B.? '30. 

being (-) truth of being) 
ens et verum convertuntur ' 75. '77. ' 299f., 
in classical metaphysics, esse is interpreted 
as symbol of God ' 77, concerning a phe
nomenology of personal reality (-) fides qua) 

' 163 f. ' 1 68-1 70. ' 1 7 4f., the b. of a person 
exposed to " dialogue ' 75, " ethics of b. , 
ethics of obedience and conscience ' 354-
357. 
(c.:) communion - the innermost structure o f 
b. '247f., " new creation - a deep-rooted 
change in b. ' 337- 339. 

Bible 
(c.:) the criteria for prophetic authentic ity 
(rather precarious:) authenticating mirac les, 
fulfi lment of predictions, success '21 f., (less 
problematic:) selflessness ' 22, perplex ity ' 23. 
'35f., analogia fidei ' 23f. ' 40f., the B. is the 
ward of G od and genuinely human ward, 
therefore a historico-critical method must be 
applied (" hermeneutics) '36f., a complex 
concept of truth in the B. ' 93f., important to 
interpret the OT in the light of the NT and 
vice versa 2216. ' 390f. 

Biblical exegesis 
is there a Muslim Olcl or New Testament 
scholar, j ust as there are certa inly Jewish New 
Testament scholars? '21 Of. 

Bohoräs 
a group of the lsmä'Tliyya, they have a law 
elaborated in the 10th century '279, some
thing like a sacred kingship has ruled over 
the centuries '46, Fyzee, one of their lead
ing scholars, spoke against over-emphasizing 
the Arabic element '48. 

brotherhoods (orders, tarTqa) 
(i.:) small cells of mystics developed into for
mal orders or b. ' 157. '170. '256, for the 
major b., the ,,. s.b.arT'a has always remained 
the indispensable foundation of thei r life ancl 
actions ' l 82f. '281 , s;!JJ,ikr a special charac
teristic ofthei r spiritual life '167, regional in
fluence, fight against communism '295 . 

Byzantines 
"apologetic and polemic attitudes vis-a-vis 
Islam '200- 204. 

calligraphy 
(i.:) c., the central art of Islam '218, c. and 
modern print technology '222 f., God is the 
calligrapher '360, transparency towards God, 
in analogy w ith the Christian art of icon paint
ing ' 264. 

canon (-) Bible, -) Qur'än) 
(i.:) c. icity - finality - universality '237f., c. 
and historico-cri tical method '36- 39. 
(c.:) formation of the c. concluded prior to 
formulating dogmas ' 147, is the scriptural c. 
in Christianity complete in such a way that 
there is no room to consider the Qur'än or 
other scriptures? '213. 

catechisms 
(i.:) rhyming c. for children, muqaddimat 3$· 

$alät '324. 

child of God, man as the 
(i.:) not child, but servant of God '66f. ' 77f. 
'103-105 . ' 392. '397. 
(c.:) creation too shall be freed from slavery 
to obtain the freedom of the glory of the ch i l
dren of God '349-35 1, they are "one" in 
Jesus Christ ' 337-339. 

childhood of Jesus, stories about the 
in the Gospel according to Thomas and in 
the Qur'än ' 117f. 2140- 142. 

Christianity (passim) 
(c.:) has Chr. remained true to its origins? '63, 
a challenge for Muslims to perceive Chr. more 
c learly in the development of its faith '52f., 
the search for " truth is never concluded 
' 40-43, Christ - the crisis of Chr. ' 230. 2106, 
what is essential in Chr. 2235f. '239- 241, Chr. 
most close to ' thi nking about God', the 'most 
logical' religion? '366. 2243. '260-262, on 
the theological evaluation of certa in his
torica l processes '349f., the " schisms w ithin 
Chr. exist ing at the time of M uhammad '44f., 
through much of the history of the Church 
the peaceful principles of Chr. did not stand 
the test '348f., Chr. and non-Christian reli
gions: new approaches in Vat. II which led 
to a new perception of the religious tradi
tions of other peoples and a new theologi
ca I eva luation o f thei r salvific re levance 
'275- 286, Chr. as the p lace where a relation 
towards Christ is mediated '213. 
(i.:) general assessment '38-42. '329- 341 , 
lslamic theology o f Chr. ' 236-239, strained 
relations w ith Christ ians '344f., c lose to the 
unbelievers? '344f., Islam continues to con-
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sider Judaism and Chr. as part of the lslamie 
tradition '25f., Chr. rather than Islam blamed 
for damage to ;,, ereation '141 f. 

christology ( ~ Jesus) 
(c. :) The Fullness of Cod and Time: On New 
Testament Chr. (Karrer) ' 105- 126, subsequent 
diseussions ' 127- 155; the full ness of God 
encountering us in Christ ' 112- 124, pleroma
ehr. and ;,, transeendenee of God ' 127-129, 
pleroma and the earthly Jesus 2129f. ' 147f., 
the 'cosmie Christ' ' 128f. ' 165. ' 187-189 
and the earthly Jesus ' 183. ' 188f. '214. '222, 
reeoneil iation has a eosmie effeet ' 121 and 
has its eentre in the ;,, Church ' 122, as head 
of the Chureh, Christ is the head over all 
things ' 123, Kyrios-ehr. ' 129-13 1. 2135. 2390, 
Kyrios-profession as formula of enthronement 
' 136- 138, Jesus as the symbol of God's pres
enee - cou ld Muslims agree with this? '67, 
Jesus as servant of God '103-105, Jesus- 'the 
Son of God' '49-5 1. '56. '66f., approaehing 
the ehr. of the Qur'än? '50, theoeentrie and 
christocentrie in the NT ' 136- 138, howean 
fullness be reeognized and professed? ' 144f. 
' 149- 153, dogmatie ehr. grounded in the 
New Testament ' 150f. ' 154f., The Ultimate 
Finality of the Chr ist Revelation (Ott) 
' 157-165, subsequent diseussions ' l 66-196; 
tobe sought in the ;,, esehaton? ' 172f., ehr.
logiea l eontroversies in the early history of 
the Chureh '39f. '44f. ' 150f. 

Church 
the Ch. must declare that the world has been 
reeonciled ' 125f., concerning the ;,, mis
sionary mandate of the Ch. '393- 395, the 
Ch . as the ;,, saerament of God's wi l l that 
nothing but he himsel f is the goal of 
mankind's and ereation's history '255. ' 385, 
eongregation and extra-Chri stian world 
'349- 353, eosmic ;,, ehristology has its 
eentre in the Ch. '122. ' 132. ' 140, moral 
sinfulness and the doctrine of the Ch. ' 221 . 
'240f., prophets in the New Testament eom
munities ' 42. 

circumcision 
(i.:) e. - without a religious meaning in Islam 
(eannot be compared w ith e. in Judaism or 
with baptism) '275 . 
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claim of valid_it~ (: elaim to absoluteness) 
the e.s of Chnst1an1ty and Islam '259-265. 

claim to absoluteness (~ ultimate finality ~ 
dialogue) ' 
absoluteness with in eertain conditions in hi . 
tory and soeiety '239-242, ;,, general ord; 
of rights and the e. ' 82, claims must alway: 
be ehallenged '221f., lslam's claim to uni
versality and of 'relative absoluteness' '25f. 
'248. '251f. '254f. '259f., e. in Christianity 
'353f. ' 208f. 2220. 

closed areas 
(i. :) in Arabia there shal I be only one religion 
not more '345f., non-Muslims are not ad'. 
mitted to the holy sites in Meeea and Medina 
and their surroundings '346. 

communion (~ Trin ity) 
partieipating in God's eommunal being, erea
tion mirrors the very nature of the trinitarian 
God 2246-248, God's self-eommunieation 
and the event of ;,, salvation as a trinitarian 
process 2248 252. '385, communalizaliun 
of humankind is the subjeet-matter of time 
and ;,, history ' 252- 256, the goal of ;,, crea
tion: its ultimate and perfeet e. with God 
'256. '276, differenee from the lslamic con
ception of God's providenee '266f., Trinity 
as e. in God and the danger of a modalistic 
or tritheistie misunderstanding '269f. 

community -> communion 

'conciliar process' 
contemporary Islam and responsibility for 
preserving ereation, for justiee and for peace 
'110- 116, Christians and Muslims vis-a-vis 
the ehallenges of thei r status in ereation 
'134- 149. 

congregation / community (~ Church, 
-> umma) 
(i.:) the Prophet and his e. (;,, aeeeptance) 
'25. ' 30. 

conscience (~ ethies) 
it is God who, as Creator, sets man free tobe 
responsible before him '151, to live in the 

light of the eo-knowledge of God - a eom
rnon 'sp irituality of the way' for Christians 
and Muslims? '376f. 
(i.:) on the coneept of e. '90. '358. ' 368f. 
,375f. ' 397f. 
(c.:) e. in the present ereation '342-348. 
'361f. ' 380f. ' 397, ;,, ethies of being and c. 
2355f. 

consultation (mürä) 
(i.:) a joint meditation on the word of God 
set down in the;,, Qur'än, as souree of;,, jus
tice '46, the prineiple of m_ürä '131. 

convergences 
amongst all the di fferenees between Chris
tianity and Islam on a doetrinal level, c. 
should also be notieed ' 176-181. 

conversion (~ religious freedom, ~ apos
tasy) 
c. to Islam '276f., a c. from Islam could not 
take plaee without possibly life-threatening 
sanetions '90-92, on the fate of eonverts 
1347f. 

"coranisation de la memoire" (Nwyia) 
1154. '218f. '22 1. 

Councils 
statements of the C. testi fy to constantly re
newed attempts to speak adequately about 
;,, God '50f., speaking in a way that disrupts 
the religious communi ty so profoundly ean
not be legitimate '52, relevance and prob
lerns of the C. of N icaea up to Chalcedon (;,, 
ehristo logy, ;,, God) '44f. '52 f. ' 47. ' 151. 
'127- 129. ' 240f., even forma lly defined 
dogma speaks of the ineffable God ' 33, new 
approaehes towards the non-Christian reli
gions following Vatiean II ' 194. ' 205- 210. 
' 214f. 2226. '363. '46. ' 65f. 

creatio n ( ~ God, ~ man) 
c. for Muslims and for Christians the pri 
rnordial reality of the world '95f. '103. '253 f., 
differenee between Christian and Muslim be
lief in c. '142- 144, the rel igions' shared re
sponsibility for the world ' 142f. ' 146. ' 144. 
'364f., preservation of c. - we are respon
sible before God andfuture generations '136, 

an exalted position in e. is attributed to man 
in monotheistic rel igions '141. '138, e., ;,, 
revelation, ;,, salvation - it is the one ;,, God 
who works everything '95-97. ' 104, media
torship of Jesus in c. - no bridge towards ls
lamic faith ' 140-142, reeoneiled e. - basis 
of a common ethic of peaee 2144f., Franeis 
of Assisi ealls his fellow ereatures brothers 
and sisters '134. '146, the;,, mystie need not 
despise the world when he beeomes one with 
God '175. 

(i .:) The World is His Creation (Hagemann) 
'69-74; the term e. and the e.-word "Be! -
kun" ' 106. ' 263f. 2368f., the unity of God 
and his innumerable names '58-60. '158, 
God's absolute freedom in his omnipotenee 
'271, e. gifted with praising God '134f., its 
destiny: submission to God ' 73, God turning 
to man in revelation and e.: e. as sign of his 
omnipotenee and compassion '72f.; Man and 
His Ranking in the C. (Wieland!) '75-82, sub
sequent diseussions '83-106. ' 134- 143; 
Muslims understand their ;,, religion to be the 
order of the c. 1246. 1248. '251f., 'newly cre
ate' in the Qur'än 2358. 2368, Muslims -
new ly created for God-pleasing deeds? '3 77. 

(e.:) full ness - goal of God's ereative aetion 
' 106f., the strueture of our thinking about e. 
must be refleeted on anew in view of the 
Christevent 2115f. ' 12Df. ' 148f., the firstborn 
from the dead - an interpretation of Jesus' 
death on the Cross and his being raised from 
the dead ' 115f. ' 189f. ' 142f. e. as a whole is 
where God brings about his salvation ' 139f. 
' 187f. ' 370(. ' 354f., the divinity of God and 
the subsistenee of c. ' 244-246. '269. ' 271. 
'274-276, aporia of the 'eoexistenee' of God 
and c. ' 283, transeendenee and immanenee 
of the ereative word '292f., freedom in ere
ating '246, God's aetion in c. is aimed at eom
munion - the trin itarian strueture and dy
namies of c. '246- 248. '248- 256. '371, on 
the meaningsofrnmi;' 357, tension between 
theologies of e. and of eleetion? '127. 

['new creation1 
New Creation: The Eschaton in History? 
(Karrer) 2333- 353, subsequent diseussions 
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2354- 385; n. - real or only believed? '362. 
' 377. ' 382, n. -a change in knowledge ' 335-
337, n. - a change in being '337- 339, crea
tion for good works 2339- 341 , 'conscience' 
in present creation '342-348, congregation 
and extra-Christian world '349-353. '370, 
the whole creation has been groaning 2349-
351. '359. '378-380, n. -a new opportunity 
for moreopenness towards others ' 372-375. 
' 377. ' 380, 'n.1 and 'old eon' '38lf., forgive
ness of sins / reconciliation can bebest in
terpreted by means of the motif of 'n.1 '383 . 

crisis 
(c.:) Christ- thec. of Christian ity '230, Chris
tianity - c. of the religions, but the word of 
Christ also judges our attempts to be Chris
tians ' 209. ' 228. 

criteria ( "7 prophet) 
c. for prophetic authenticity ' 20-25, objec
t ive c.? '37- 39. '45f., c. are indispensable, 
but not necessarily unequivocal '229- 232, 
selflessness and perplexity ' 22f. '35- 37. 
245- 481 ;,, analogia fidei 223f. ' 40f. ' 47f. 
'389f., sufferingorfailing '38, in practicestill 
more important: the ever-greater love '390, 
the c. for prophetic authenticity and their im
portance for dialogue '40. ' 45-48. 

criticism of religion 
c. as a radical challenge to the Christian com
mun ity '264f., representatives of c. in the 
lslamic world '303, c. only concerning the 
position of others? ' 304f. 

Cross, event of the 
" the firstborn of al I creation" - an i nterpre
tation of;,, Jesus' death on the Cross and his 
being raised from the dead ' l 89f., beyond 
the sufficiency of Jesus' death on the Cross, 
there is no possible or necessary satisfaction 
' 190, an attempt to th ink about the theology 
of the Cross as a theology of God's self-giv
ing '260f., ;,, salvation is effected through the 
foolishness of the Cross '383f. 

cult 
(i.:) Muhammad took over rites from pre-ls
lamic time, but not without fi rst stripping 
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them of all meaning they had held till then 
'302-305, various actions of the c. are per
formed in the community, but not as a corn
munity '273f., freedom of religion and wor
ship is given to " protected citizens '335. 
(c.:) criticism of c. '313f. 

culture 
man and c. ' 61 -63. '78f., the wealth of non
literary c.s ' 98, c. and identity '206, a mean
ingful coexistence of people and c.s is only 
possible when it is preserved by a ;,, general 
order of rights ' 49, Islam as culture '248-250. 

Day of Judgment "7 eschatology 

death penalty 
in Christian and lslamic traditions '126- 129 
the Qur'än does not expressly specify a pun~ 
ishment for;,, apostasy in this world, the tra
dition decrees d. '333f. '346f., in the Chris
tian tradition as understood by Thomas 
Aqu inas, man can forfeit his r ight to live 
' l 26f., in the new Catholic world catechism 
the permissibi lity of imposing the d. is re
ta ined for certain cases '128. 

deification 
(c.:) God's self-revelation implies the idea of 
;,, participation: a sharing which, especially 
in Orthodox theology, is understood as 'd.' 
2166, what wou ld be the difference between 
the longing for d. and ;,, sin, which accord
ing to Genesis means wanting tobe like God? 
'300f. (" eschatology) 

devil ~ Satan 

devotion / religiosity 
d. in and before the diversity of;,, religions 
'312f., lived d. and approach to ;,, dialogue 
between religions '3 11 f., piety does not pro
tect aga inst idolatry ' 33 1. 
(i. :) 1 ived rel igion of the bei ievers '93. 'l 80f. 
'313f. '322f., religiousness expressed through 
human efforts '98f. 

dialogue ( "7 encounter, "7 person, "7 truth) 

d. in general 
D. and ;,, Truth (Dupre) ' 49-72, subsequent 
discussions ' 73-103; ' 74. ' 84. '95-97. 

'101-103. ' 195, d.ical relation and the truth 
ofbeing ' 56-61. ' 73-75. ' 79f. ' 84f. ' 90f. ' 98, 
d. between revealed ;,, religions ' 83. ' 88f. 
2101, d. and the ;,, general order of rights '49. 
263-66. '74. ' 91 - 101 , the word in the con
text of personal encounter ' 82f. ' 167f., d. as 
a sign of friendship and "neighbourl iness" 
2160- 162. ' 179. ' 186f. '393. 

interreligious d. 
i. d. gains importance in that truth, freedom 
and dignity get in tauch '90- 92. ' 93, ;,, mys
ticism and i. d. ' 189f. ' 388, lived ;,, devotion 
as an approach to i. d. '31 1-314, the path 
towards peace '340. ' 195f., the Assisi event 
'93, th inking through the history that has 
brought the various traditions to the attitudes 
towards pluralism that exist today '263, in
ternalization - secu larization - open spaces 
to th ink '263f. '89f. '217. '388. '405, in ;,, 
encounter with others we discover the com
mon ground on wh ich we find ourselves re
lated to one another ' 101 f., towards a 'the
ology in the encounter' ' 184. ' 401 f. '205-
211. ' 322f. ' l 94f., d. and ;,, mission '98. ' 102. 
2192, ;,, theology and the lack of theology as 
an obstacle to d. '388f. ' 391 f. ' 395. ' 402f., 
intra-religious and inter-relig ious d. '85-88. 
' 146f. ' 162f., the necessity offi ndingcivili zed 
ways of discussing problems 288. 294. 21 OOf., 
communication ('overlapping') between the 
different worlds of understanding '89f. ' 158f. 
'215f. '222- 224. ' 239f., mutually preparing 
a dwelling place for each other ' 90- 92, a 
philosophica l contribution to a theologica l 
discussion '294f., bringing to bear history of 
rel igions '387, importance of non-literary 
traditions '387. 

Christian-Muslim d. 
d. as such and actual d. w ith Islam ' 87-90. 
' 92f., Christian-Muslim d. has always taken 
place in a context of mutual reference '328f, 
comparable intentions of the dialogue? '394. 
' 398, what ultimately separates Christ ianity 
and Islam fundamental options concerning 
the understanding of one's own·life and of re
ality? ' 283f. ' 396, widen ingChristian-Muslim 
d. to includeJudaism '390f. '399, ad. of truth 
should be held '31 f. ' 176- 181. ' 186f., neces
sary tobe always in search of new approaches 

168, tenets of faith should be explained ob
jectively and concepts clarified anew '49f. 
'36lf. '397. '404, lslamic ;,, theology must 
also be taken into consideration '408, ex
change about common theological aporias 
and questions that arise '400, an anthropo
logical approach? '224, the religions' shared 
responsibility for the;,, world '142. '353-355. 
' 144, common spi rituality of the way? 
2376- 378, striving "as in a race in all v irtues" 
as a motif of d. '363, ;,, prayer of central in
terest '355f., d. characterizecl by a culture of 
friendship ' 186f. 2392, initiation into a lasting 
" pluralism '387f., ;,, Trinity as the core of 
Christian faith and the heart of al I differences 
from Islam '243-256. '268-270, when truth 
is a ;,, person - Jesus Christ '80f. '306. '396, 
the u ltimate finality of the Christ revelation 
as subject of Christian-Muslim d. 2157-165. 
' 239-241, the ;,, transcendence and im
manence of the Divine Word - its meaning 
for d. ' 287-296 ('297-331 ). '298. ' 306f. 
' 325-327. '329f., Paul as rasül and the d. 
w ith Islam 227, d. and the ;,, criteria fo r 
prophecy '40f. '45-48. 

diaspora 
(i. :) the situation of Muslims in the d. '122-
124. '273f. '280f. '309. '351-353, varying 
attitudes of Muslims vis-a-vis polytheists, Jews 
and Christians '329-341 (342-364). 

dissent 
seeing different religious doctrines as a chal
lenge, possible convergences should be un
covered '176-180, behind dialogue there is 
the concrete heart-to-heart ;,, encounter 
where competing disagreements must have 
a part- a reasonably arguing and at the same 
time concordant disagreement ' 193-195. 

Qj,abriyya 
'73. 

gj,ihäd 
(i.:) ;,, peace and Jjj,. '11 5f. ' 121. ' 123- 125. 
'329-333, !lj_. even between Muslims? '349, 
al-dj_. al-akbar '11 6. ' 124. ' 154. 
(c. :) time and again even ' theologies of war' 
developed '348. 
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gj.inn 
(i.:) small intermediate beings between the 
spirit world and ours, made of fire, may be 
good or evil '47. '326. 

dogma 
even formally defined d. speaks of the inef
fable ;,, God '33-35, the d.s of the Church, 
summarized in the Creed, are not at our dis
posal ' 41, in the history of d. the issue has 
always been the tension between the Scrip
tures and the teach ing authority of the Church 
- the dilemma, but also the opportunity in 
Christ ianity '241f. 2146f., in the NT „ chris
tological foundations of the later develop
ment of dogma ' 154f. 

doubt 
when Jesus' disciples came to the mountain, 
"they worshipped him; but some doubted" 
(Mt 28: 16f.); in this situation, Jesus' ,. mis
sionary mandate stands '393f. 

duties 
(i.:) d. of the individual and of the commu
nity '288f. '329f., the path of outward d. and 
inward growth '298, the fundamental d. (five 
pillars) - are all assigned the same ranking? 
'305-309, women have the same religious 
d. as men '285. '314. 

Eastern Church 
the Prayer of the Heart in the E. and lslamic 
;,, mysticism ' 163-165, does the apophatic 
thinking of the E. have an important bridge
building function with regard to our th ink
ing and speaking of God? '49f. 

ecumene 
the e.ical-interdenominational potential in 
the recent eruption of intercultural and inter
religious encounter ' 162f. ' 186f., on the way 
towards an 'e. of religions' '21 Of., a quali
tative distinction between an intra-Christian 
e. and an 'e. of religions' ' 160-162. 

embarrassment(s) ("7 stumbling block) 
in the encounter of religions '261 f. ' 365-368. 

encounter ("7 dialogue) 
priority of the practice of truth: the „ truth in 
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personale. is earlier and reaches farther and 
truth only becomes binding and obliging 
through e. ' 54-56, the word in the context 
of personale. ' 82f., "revelation in Christian 
understanding: God encounters us person
ally and establishes a personal „ commu
nion with us ' 163f., for Muslims and Chris
tians the relationship to God is one of aper
sonal e. ' 174, bu t applying the concept of „ 
person to God is not unproblematic for Islam 
' 174f. '373f., a 'theology in the encounter' 
'401f. 

Enlightenment 
internal lslamic approaches towards E.? ' 132. 

eon 
(c.:) the 'new creation' and the 'coming e.', 
ha'ölam habbä(') ' 369, 'new creation' be
cause the old e. is brought to an end '373. 
' 381f. 

eschatology ("7 ultimate fina lity, "7 hereafter, 
"7 vision of God) 
(i .:) worldly happiness and the hereafter 1.11 Sf., 
the destination of the path - Judgment and 
the hereafter, man between death and res
urrection, hell and paradise '290-293. '317f., 
Qur'än and e. '224f., imminent „ Day of 
Judgment and the present time ' 175f., e. ical 
aspects are comrnon to the Jewish-Christian 
trad ition ' 176, the hereafter is not seen in the 
light of a community with God, but is char
acterized by the success of the human umma 
'176. '359. '370, the relevant metaphors in 
the Qur'än '325. ' 175f., paradise and the 
punishments of hel l eterna l? '291 f. '323f. 
'326f., varying hells for unbelievers, poly
theists, Jews and Christians ' 238f., hell as a 
means of educating people '324, purgatory? 
'327, in lslamic mysticism '164f., the good 
deeds appear personified at the Judgrnent 
and bear witness for man '322. 
(c.:) the Hebrew ;,, prophets did not preach 
an e. which involved the hereafter ' 24, in the 
late OT period ' 107, according to the NT, for 
Jesus the end of time has come 21 75f., a crea
tive dimension has entered time through the 
e.ical presence of the Spirit 2183, the e.ical 
perspective of fai th in „ Trini ty '252- 256. 

'284f., visio beatifica '301 f., New Creation: 
The Eschaton in History? (Karrer) 2333-353, 
subsequent discussions ' 354-385. '374f., the 
eschaton characterized by an inextricably in
terwoven mutuality ' 406f., eternity is non
time ' 185, particu lar judgment and general 
judgment on Judgment Day '317f., hell a 
tragedy for God himself'283. ' 170, hell as a 
means of educating people '324. 

ethics ("7 man, "7 monotheism) 
(i.:) the Qur'än as norm for decision making 
'200f., Human Responsibility for the World 
as Seen by Muslims (Wielandt) 1107-116, 
subsequent discussions '117-151; humane. 
vis-a-vis the divine will '93, the theoretical 
question of establishing precepts '117f., the 
e.ical dimension of „ monotheism '37f. '46f. 
' 134, 'autonomous' and ' religious' ethos 
'149-151, justice, mercy and brotherliness 
'100, ;,r :;hari'a and the just order willed by 
God '114, tendency to voluntarism, that is 
to priori ti ze God's will over the inner intel
ligibility of his message and an e.ical posi
tivism-elements that seem to hinder the de
velopment of „ dialogue ' 317f. 
(c. :) e. of fullness ' 131, creation in Christ -
creation for good works 2339-34 1, the prob
lern of Christ ian e. in the present creation 
2342-348, e. of being, e. of obedience, ,. 
conscience and the dialogue w ith Islam 
' 354-357. '383, 'newcreation' - real oronly 
believed? ' 362, 'world ethos' in the per
spective of a 'creation-e.' '364f., Christiane. 
have to be conceived of ;,, christological ly 
' 365, signa externa because faith wants to 
be responsible ' 22 7f. 

Eucharist 
the 'mystery of unity' di rected to the;,, com
munion of the worlcl '255f. 

evil 
the origin of e. according to lslamic faith 
'100- 103. 

exaggeration (ghulüw) 
(i.:) the Christians 'exaggerate' '237f. '257f. 
' 268f., the critical question always remains 
of whether „ mysticism embraces that e. 

which is definitely rejected in lslamic theol
ogy '300. 

expectation of an imminent Day of Judg
ment 
e. '318f., e. and the present time ' 175f. 

exteriority ( "7 transcenclence) 
e. of the divine Word expresses the freedom 
of God - a common heritage of the;,, 'mono
theistic religions'; despite this e. religious 
texts speak of the Word's making a home with 
man 2287-291, e. and interiority of truth 
' 318f., e. becoming interiority in personal 
encounter '322f. 

faith ("? fides qua creditur and fides quae 
creditur) 
to what extent can the richness originally 
given in the „ Qur'än and in the „ Bible be 
founcl in present day understandingof Chris
tian and lslamic f.? '234, it is f. (above all as 
fides qua) that unites Jews, Christians and 
Muslims '48. ' 184f. '224, the topic of f. par
ti cu larly characteristic of Christianity ancl 
Islam 2172f., Fides facitpersonam ' 95, truths 
of f. to be fully recognized only in ;,, dia
logue? ' 79f., dilemmas when theory of f. does 
not correspond with reality '261. ' 134, see
ing different religious doctrines as a chal
lenge ' 176f., f. as personal realization ' 174f. 
(i.:) f. is the core of;,, Islam '329, it can only 
be the self-willed f. '91 f. '98f., f. and reason 
must be harmonized ' 261,;,, mysticism and 
f. '296f., f. as expressed in „ prayer '60-62, 
f. in the one God and the diversity of crea
tu reliness '58-60, interrelationship between 
life in practice and religious doctrine '396. 
(c.:) asking which fundamental structure is 
due to the fides qua, we end up with „ chris
tology ' 172f., theessential in Christian f. '240, 
intrinsic asymmetry in the event of f. 2189f., 
certainty of f. - subjective and intersubjec
tive '45, further development in matters of 
f.? '262f., ,. sinfulness may also have an im
pact on the contents of f. 2240f., f. in „ Christ 
that opens up to others ' 277f. 

falsification, the theory of (taf:,rrf) 
the " Qur'än - a corrective to the deviations 
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of the earl ier rel igions, with it the correction, 
perfection, surpassing and abol ition of for
mer .,, rel igions is achieved '206f. '209f. 
'237f., have the criticisms that the Old and 
New Testaments have been falsified ever been 
checked closely by Muslim scholars? '21 Of. 

fasting 
(i.:) fast ing, $awm, during Rama<;län -one of 
the five.,, pillars of Islam '287. '308f., it is a 
communi ty affair '289, the Feast of the Break
ing of the Fast '307f. 
(c.:) f. and Bibl ical criticism of cult '3 13. 

fatalism 
(i.:) an inward frame of mind that allows me 
to take a deep breath after an experience of 
hard luck, saying: .,, God has willed it in this 
way '93. 

fear and hope 
(i .:) the two wings that carry man to God 
'284. ('289), '296. '299f. (cf. 'Law and 
Gospel'). 

fear ofYH W H 
f., relevant for man's responsibil i ty towards 
the world in which he lives ' l 44f., f. - the 
Jewish expression for religion, an analogy to 
din? '259. 

feasts 
(i.:) in the course of the year: Sacri ficial Feast, 
Breaking of the Fast, Mu~ammad's Ascen
sion, Feast of the Prophet's birth '307. 

fides qua creditur (the act or practice of faith) 
fides quae creditur (the content and propo
sitions of fai th) (7 faith) 
in connection with.,, devotion '3 l 2f., .,, rev
elation seen as happening on the level of f. 
qua creditur into which the f. quae creditur 
is integrated ' 163- 165, the f. qua and the 
super-abundance in God's self-revelat ion 
' 166. ' l 89f., based on common fundamen
tal structures, differences with in the realm of 
f. qua can be found between people of dif
ferent religious communit ies, but also within 
one and the same community ' l 69f. ' l 72f. 
' 182. ' 190, differences in the f. quae may 
also be seen as a cha llenge ' l 76f. ' 179, it is 
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~ai~h, above all as f. qua - 'emunä, nlo,ii;, 
,s/am- as absolute surrender, that unites Jews 
Christians and Muslims, already now! '48'. 
' l 68f. ' l 74f., this does not mean that fai th 
propositions can be arbitrarily inserted orex
changed ' 169, f. quae may be seen as part 
of the original f. qua ' 177-181. ' 221, feeling 
uncertainty makes f. quae more important 
2181 (cf. veritas qua and veritas quae cog
noscitur '2 91 f.). 

firstborn ( 7 christology) 
(c.:) "f. from the dead" - "f. of all creation" 
1114-116. 1148f. ' 189f. 

foolishness 7 stumbling block, 7 Cross 

forgiveness 
(i.: ) the relation between .,, peace and f. 
' l 45f., readiness to forgive even beyond one's 
own fellow believers ' l 46f. ' l 29f. 
(c.:) m.alöm, on God's siele, is grounded in 
his read iness to forgive ' l 44f. 

freedom 
f. of speech simply has to be possible '74, 
truth and f. call for each other ' l 00. 
(i. :) the passage from God's oneness to .,, cre
ation on the basis of the infiniteness of God's 
omnipotence and his absolute f. in his om
nipotence and his actions '271, man's free 
will is also a prerequisite for the purpose of 
creation tobe fulfilled '73, the problem of f. 
'80f. '93 f. '99f. '151, amäna- i tenab les man 
to act from within in accordance w ith the di
vine law '83, the .,, Qur'än exhorts humans 
to exercise the f. God wants to grant them 
'212f., different emphases between lslamic 
and Christian fai ths '99f. 
(c .:) f. in creating is guaranteed on ly if God 
is love in himself, personal exchange '246. 
' 274f., f. of God vis-a-vis his creature- in the 
actof creation and in al l hissalvificacts 1287f. 
'309-312. ' 3 l 5f., man is set the task of freely 
attaining what was given to him in creation 
- that is why the communalization of 
mankind needs the historical dimension '254, 
the problem of grace and f. '99. 

freedom of conscience 7 religious freedom 

freedom of will 7 freedom, 7 conscience, 
7 predestination 

Friday 
(i.:) its character, the Friday prayer '306. 

friendship, culture of 7 dialogue 

fullness (7t1T)proµa) (7 christology) 
(c.:) The Fullness of Cod and Time: On NT 
Christology (Karrer) 2105- 126, subsequent 
discussions '127-155; approaches for a;, the
ology of religions that resists hostile separa
tions ' l 25f., pleroma-christology and .,, tran
scendence of God ' l 27f., an originally Chris
tian motif? ' 128-130, f. and peace ' 129. 
'131., f. and Christian un ity or disunity ' 131 f., 
f. of God only in the Church? ' 140, how can 
f. be recognized and professed ' l 44f., a tex
tual question concerning Col l :19 ' 147f., the 
statement 'Christ the pleroma' should be filled 
with substance in dia logue with the other re
ligions '396. ' 398. 

fundamentalism 
f. in general '24. '137. 'lüb. '331f., f. and 
s./J.arra ' l l 3f. '119, f. ancl s;Jjihäd '33 1 f., re
lslamization tenclencies today '350f. 

general order of rights (7 dialogue, 7 reli
gious freedom) 
g. necessary because a meaningful coexist
ence of people and cultures is only possible 
when it is preservecl by a g. which embraces 
the whole world ' 49. 263-66. '73. '91, g. -
a fundamental right '94f., a g. expresses the 
idea of a g lobal task which hard ly seems at
tainable without the efforts of religious tra
ditions to support it '9 1, a g. begins by prac
tising it ' l 01, nexus between g. and discourse 
.,, eth ics '74f. '99-101 , soc ial equality and 
the question of truth '82, .,, truth and ;, free
dom call for each other ' l 00, convergences 
of the g. and religious freeclom ' l 77f. 

gnosis 
(i.:) about the relation between .,, mystica l 
experience and g. ' l 93f. '186-188. 

God (7 transcendence, 7 creation, 7 revela
tion, 7 man) 

(i.:) He is God, the One - Join not Any Part
ners with Him! (Zirker) '35-43, subsequent 
discussions '44-68. '66f. '69. ' l 32f. (;, name 
of God, .,, attributes), absolutely beyond all 
worldly reality '42f. '49-53. '59f. (.?1 Allähu 
akbar), the incomprehensible One '257f., "do 
not so much concentrate on the nature of G. 
but rather on his will" '270f., G. is the abso
lute Lord '205f. '257f. '359-361. '2 71 (;, pre
destination), G. as 'person' '53 . '363f., the 
One who created the heavens and earth 
'69-74, condemnable multiplicity (.,, associ
ation) '38-42. '235f., theone G. and the unity 
of.,, society, it is G. who enforces justice '45f., 
no community between G. and man '65f. 
' 171, does a greater proximity of man to G. 
lead to a more intensive solidarity between 
humans? '46f. '5 lf. '73. '362-364, a human 
being - the symbol of God's proximity? '67, 
G. and his .,, prophets ' 11 -20. '22f., al l 
humans are equal before G. '275f., 'cleus ab
sconditus' - 'deus revelatus' '65. ' 72. '232-
234, the experience of G. in ;, mysticism, the 
ethical dimension of monotheism '36-38. 
'46f., dialogue between G. d11d 111<rn '363f., 
G. is the friend of those who have .,, faith 
'267, mystical experience - endeavours of 
man characterized by the initiative of G. 
' l 76f., the one G. - is it then possible to pray 
together? '60-62. 
(c.:) human language and the ineffable G. 
'49-51. '56f. '191. '32f. '316f., intentional
ity in speaking of G. '320f., ;,, Trinity as the 
Core of Christian Faith (Greshake) ' 243-256, 
subsequent discussions '257-286; the divin
ity of the Logos and the divinity of Jesus Christ 
(;, christology), Unity andTrinity of G. '49- 68, 
'Father' as denoting G. in his relation to the 
world '60-62. 166. '31 lf., transcendenceand 
immanence of G. '23 1-233, G. as mystery -
'Non-aliud' (Nicholas of Cusa) '53, 'id qua 
maius cogitari nequit' (An sei m) '3 l 6f., love 
- the central value in Christianity ' l 00, G. 
forms lightand creates darkness 'l 03, G. who 
is infinitely holy- and yet grants the sinner a 
right of abode with in his own divine being 
'90-92, he is a 'God of surprises' ' 183, his
toricity of Jesus in view of the unchangeabil
ity of G. ' 129, G. also remains free vis-a-vis 
the word he has spoken 2309-312, important 
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things tobe learned from the lslamic faith in 
G. 2282, the Byzantine encounter with lslamic 
teachings about G. ' 204. 
if Christians and Muslims took the ;,, tran
scendence of G. more seriously, it would be 
easier to find ways towards mutual under
standing '236, the ever greater and the ever 
smaller G. '232f., the relation between the 
transcendence and immanence of the Divine 
Word '289-291. '329f., a differentiated con
cept of God in Judaism too '257. ' 281 f. 

grace 
g. and ;,, freedom in Islam and Christianity 
'99f. 
(i.:) the divine ;,, law in itself is g. '77f., the 
gift of g. is granted directly by;,, God '273f. 
(c.:) the fact that there is evil in the world 
does not contradict the universal ity of God's 
g. ' l 66f., the wish for g. (Rev 22:21)- that it 
"be with all" '352f., perhaps all rel igious 
paths share a common fundamental struc
ture which bears a christological stamp ' l 69f. 

guidance on the right path (hudä) 
(i.:) d ivine g., hudä - by means of this en
ergy, God is at man's side '98f., g. may be 
understood as corresponding w ith the Bibli
ca l faith about redemption '265. 

/:,adr!h ("? Sunna) 
(i.:) different authority of Qur'än and Sunna 
'238, i). and the passing of laws '266f., a 
version of the Lord's prayer handed down as 
a i). '61 , individual i).s '47. '49. '85. '345f., 
i). quds, '64. '362f., apocryphal b. '173 . 

l;lanafis 
in Sunni Islam, one of the four main ;,, law 
schools 1133, Muslims living abroad are not 
bound by the commands and prohibitions of 
the ,marra '123. '351. 

l;lanbalis 
in Sunni Islam, one of the four main ;,, law 
schools ' 133, on the understanding of;,, rev
elation '203f. '213. '240. 

happiness 
(i.:) Man's Path in the Presence of God: 
Worldly Happiness and Paradisiacal Perfec-
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tion (Schimmel) '283-293, subsequent dis
cussions '294-328. '31 Sf. 

Häshimids 
the clan of Muhammad '13. 

hearing the word 
hearing in the encounter between the one 
who speaks and the one who hears, ;,, exteri
ority and interiority '322-327, there is no 
such thing as the pure word; it is always only 
the 'heard word' into which the world of the 
listener enters '52f. '211. 2330, about the ne
cessity in faith to listen to one another '53f. 

heart ( "? sou 1, "? spi rit, "? conscience) 
(i.:) the relation between the h. and the mind 
'189-191, the h., qalb, the actual dwelling 
place of „ God '190, the;,, Ka'ba - symbol 
of the h. '305, " .. . but the h. of My faithful 
servant embraces Me" '362f. 
(c.:) the „ Jesus-event, his death and resur
rection, takes place "in the heart of the earth" 
'230. '370. 

heavenly journey of Muhammad 
(mi'räQj) 
h. going up to the throne of God - there 
Muhammad is said to have received the fun
damental revelat ion of the Qur'än '170, it is 
specifically linked with the obligatory daily 
prayers '3 1 Of., ,. prayer - a repeated en
counter with what Muhammad experienced 
during his h. 1286, for the mystics, a para
digm for theirown mystical experience '311. 

hermeneutics 
the listener is always implied and co-consti
tutive for the reception of the text '209. '2 11 , 
a conditiona l unconditionality, conditioned 
by the context of history and society '239f. 
'241 f., historico-cri tical method as a way to
wards understanding the Holy Scriptures '36f. 
'39, the question of testing a new interpre
tation against the original testimony of fai th 
always to be raised anew '240, the word of 
God, should it be understood conceptually 
or rather as a sacrament? '240, on the rela
tionship of Scripture, teaching authority and 
history of dogma in Christianity and the re-

lationship of Scripture and Sunna in Islam? 
' 241f., interreligious h. ' 167f., 
(i.:) problems of h. '208-2 14. '239-242, if 
the Qur'än understands itself to be a cor
rection of the preceding revelations, the lat
ter should be read alongside it so that the 
corrections can be recognized as such '208f., 
have the criticisms of the OT and NT ever 
been checked closely by Muslim scholars? 
'21 Of., on the transferability of time-condi
tioned assertions 1211-214, 'sacramentality' 
of the Word of God exposed to the danger 
of a 'magical' misunderstanding? '2 13, h. 
needed to explain how concrete norms for 
very definite situations can be deduced from 
the general aims of God's will found in the 
Qur'än ' l 08f. 

higjra ("? calendar) 
'19. '255f. 

hierarchy 
Islam - a rel igious community without a h., 
teaching authority or sacraments? '273-275 

Hinduism 
on Muslim relations with Hindus (and Bud
dhists) '342- 344. '361, Islam incompatible 
w ith the caste-system '289, openness of ls
lamic „ mysticism towards other religious 
traditions, especially in lslamic lndia '195. 

l;lirä' 
at the age of 40, from time to time Muham
mad began to withdraw to Mountain l;l. ' 15. 

historico-critical method "? hermeneutics 

history 
(i.:) Qur'änic „ revelation and h. '23-25, on 
the lslamic understanding of the h. o f 
mankind, lineal and cycl ical ' l 05f., the h. of 
mankind only begins with ;,, Muhammad; 
what went before, was a particular h. of in
dividual communi ties and peoples ' 171 f. 
'252f. 
(c.:) covenants of the OT and NT as stages in 
a progressing h. 2262f., about the Christ ian 
understanding of t ime and h. '253-256, the 
eschaton in h. ? ' 333-353, revelational faith 

and h. ' 101 f., on the theological evaluation 
of the disappearance of major early Chris
tian communities through the social domi
nance of Islam '349f., difference between 
what may be a bad and sinful disunion and 
what may be a good and thoroughly legiti
mate plurality '58-60. '312f. 

history of religions 
a religio-historical clarification in the field of 
„ christology ' 137, bringing to bear h. in the 
dialogue with people from other religious 
traditions '387. '71 f. ' 184. 

Holy Scripture(s) (passim) "? hermeneutics 

Holy Spirit 
(i.:) is there an analogy to the H. in lslamic 
anthropology? '98. 
(c.:) creative dimension in ;,, time for the sake 
of the H. ' 183, the spirit of God shall be 
poured out on all flesh Uoel 2) '42f., it is the 
pouring-out of the Spirit, that links the Word 
of God in its becoming man and becoming 
scripture '385, it is the H. who gives us the 
abil ity in everything we do ' 265. ' 251 . '34. 

horizol)s of understanding 
communication ('overlapping') between dif
ferent h. ' 88f. ' 388f. 

human dignity / human rights ("? God, 
"? man, "? religious freedom) 
in Islam '94f. ' l l 4f., human rights and the 
rights of God 'l 25f. ' 92f., 'dignity regardless 
of worthiness'? '79f. '126- 129, should Chris
tians not also link the concept of human rights 
more with their own religious tradition? ' 126. 

hymn(s) 
(c.:) how do Christ h. come about in general? 
' 149f., whom do they actually address? 
'151-1 53, h. about Christ and the category 
of professing faith ' 153f., h. in the Letter to 
the Philippians (Phil 2) ' 128. ' 135-137. 2150. 
' 152, Colossians h. (Col 1) ' 113-124. 
129-132. 145-154, Ephesians h. (Eph 1) - a 
song in praise of God '1 12. ' 122- 125. 
' 151-153. 
(i. :) something like a theory of hymnology in 
Islam? ' 319. 
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lblfs ---) Satan 

igj_mä' 
(i.:) the agreement of all jurists on the answer 
to a certain question '132f. 

idolatry 
i. no langer possible because the Qur'än so 
c learly expresses the will of God? '28f., piety 
does not protect against i. '331. 

image of God, man as the 
(i.:) not i. but kha/Tfa, yet the term i. not com
pletely absent in lslamic tradit ion '84f. 

immanence (---) transcendence,---) Shekinah, 
---) mysticism) 
(i.:) the ever greater - and the ever smaller 
God ' 232f., ... but the heart embraces Hirn 
2362-364. 
(c.:) on the transcendence and i., exteriority 
and interiority of God, of the Divine Word 
and of truth '287-296. ' 136f. 2314-324, in
dwell ing of God (;, Shekinah, lmmanu-EI) 
expresses the quintessential meaning of the 
Christ event ' 1 65. '31 5. 

incarnation (---) christology) 
i. by definition involves the irri tating here 
and now and nowhere eise ' 365- 367, uni
versality grounded in the 'once for all' ' 366f. 
' 385, the transparency towards God that is 
characteristic of ;, Jesus' humanity - similar 
to the Qur'änic word's transparent quality 
' 263f., i. and;, inlibration '63f. '214f. '218, 
i . as wei l as inlibration of the word in Chris
tianity '238f. '385, ;, sacrament and i. '274. 

inlibration 
i. of the word of God in Islam '63f. ' 178. 
'214-216. '21 8. '365, the night of i. '308. 

intellec tus agens 
medieval discussion concerning the verbum 
mentis and the i. and Christian-Muslim dia
logue '293f. '297f. '313f. '253- 330. 

intercession 
(i.:) i . with the permission of ;, God alone 
'322f., i. of Mul)ammad on Resurrection Day 
'291. '322 f., i. of the angels, of Jesus and 
other prophets? '322 f. 
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interpretation (---) hermeneutics) 
mutual i. that is performed in a spiritoffriend
ship and respect as a kind of 'dialogue-rule' 
for interreligious ;, dialogue ' 158f. and its 
problems '21 5f. '222-224. 

interpretation of the Qur'än (---) hermeneu
tics) 
(i.:) lines of Qur'änic i. '220f., relation be
tween outward form and eternal content 
'219, the mystic knows that he can attain the 
deus revelatus, if he addresses God by the 
names he finds in the Qur'än '228f., i. also 
through personal inspiration '228, a transla
tion of the Qur'än can only be an i. of the 
text '230 f. 

Islam (passim) 
(i .:) the meaning of the Arabic word isläm 
'11. '243f., isläm- imän- if:,sän '244. '271. 
'290. '363, 1. - an existential actualization, 
an attitude '244. '252-254, 1. - the religion 
of ;, creation (dTn al fitra) and ;, revelation 
'244-246. '25 1 f. '44, the;, Qur'än is the core 
of 1. ' 197- 199, a prophet has now arisen in 
the line of lshmael too - Mul)ammad 244, 1. 
as the only true ;, religion '19f., 1. as a mid
dle way between Moses and Jesus '32, l. ic 
originality and simplicity ' 171 , a 'reasonable' 
religion ' 258, /. as Religion, Society and Cul
ture (Zirker) '243-250, subsequent discus
sions '25 1- 281, present-day problems of l.ic 
identity- looking for new orientations '117. 
'143f. '213f. '350f., 1. and universal ;, soli
darity '33 7f., capable of adapting to the 
changed conditions of modern times '213. 
'144. '249, the importance of Süfism in con
temporary 1. '185f., the prophetic in 1. ' 43f., 
Indian 1. '48. '253. '342-344. 
(c. :) the status of 1. within God's plan of sal
vation ' 211 -'214. '356, /. as Seen by Chris
tian Theologians (Khoury) ' 197-214, subse
quent discuss ions '215- 241, the fundamen
tal aporia of 1. '246, exchange about com
mon theological aporias '400, Martin Luther 
and 1. ' 105f. ' 126. ' 225, Francis of Assisi, 
Erasmus of Rotterdam and 1. ' 225, simi larity 
between Muslim and Christian basic con
cerns? ' 135-137. 

lsmä'flfs 
Shi'Tsect '220. '173f. (;, Agha Khän lsmä'Tlfs, 
;, Bohoräs, ;, 'Alawids) 

Jesus 
(i .:) ). in the ;, Qur'än and in al-GhazzälT 
'38-51, in lslamic ;, mysticism: the black 
light '27, a mystic? '170f., with the permis
sion of God, at the Day of Judgment ). w ill 
intercede too '322f. (cf. stories about the ;, 
childhood of J.) 
(c. :) )., messenger of God ' 14, J. God's ex
egete, the transparency of his human nature 
'34f. '250. '260f. ' 264. ' 272. '275, J. the truth 
in person ' 79f., pleroma and the earthly J. 
' 129f., the Gethsemane scene 2232, J. the 
greatest misunderstanding of Christianity? 
' 193, a name given to us as a gift '406, dif
ferentiation between ' Last Days' prophet' and 
' last prophet' important for Christian-Mus
lim dialogue '26, the situation within Chris
tian ity in the period when M ul)ammad lived 
'44f., the Muslims' problem with Christian 
speaking of the "Son of God" '49-5 1. '56. 
'bbf., J. as servant of God '103- 105. 

Jonah, the story of 
and the word-of-God-theology ' 309-312. 

Judaism (passim; ---) people of the book, ---) 
protected citizens) 
Jewish sett lements in pre-lslamic central Ara
bia '14, prophecy in J. '42, Jewish assessment 
of Christianity and Islam '43, a differentiated 
concept of God in J. 2257. ' 281 f. 
(i. :) polytheists, Jews and Christians '38f. 
'329-341, J. and Christianity as part of the 
lslamic trad ition '25f. 

justice 
(i.:) the area of human responsibi lity for the 
world '113- 115. '141, it is ;, God who en
forces j . '46, j . and 'holy war' '124f., expro
priation as a means of social j.? ' 141. 

Ka'ba 
(i.:) Abraham and the K. '20. '304f., p lace of 
cult and destination of the pilgrimage '302f., 
the centre of the lslamic world '286, centre 
of the earth and symbol of the heart '305. 

kha/Tfa ---) man 

Khäri.dj_ites 
Kh. said as a counter-argument against the 
legiti mist $.hT'fs: the most pious among you 
shall be Caliph '46. 

knowledge 
(i.:) to what extent new possibilities of ac
quiring k. are opened up to the Muslim be
liever by the ;, Qur'än? ' 372, 'unity in the 
divine being' - 'variety in divine k.' ' 161. 
'168f., the Muslim's efforts towards k. '294. 
(c. :) new ;, creation - a deep rooted change 
in k. '335-337, a philosophical epistemol
ogy could in its own way bear fruit for a the
ological understanding of the creative and 
redemptive divine Word '294f. 

labour 
(i.:) faith in God and attitude towards 1. ' 140f., 
work as worship (parallels with Luther) '272 f. 

language (---) God, ---) Qur'än, ---) Arabic, ---) 
herrneneuli<.~, ---) symbul) 

the 1. we know has been spoken to us by oth
ers before we learned to speak it as our own 
1. 257, unlimited extent to which speaking is 
possible and limits which are imposed by ;, 
dialogue '58, language creating reality and 
predicative sentences '85f., discord also often 
due to difficulties of communication inher
ent in the use of 1. ' 135f., one rel igion can 
be enriched by the other's spiritual 1. and the 
experiences behind it ' 161 , the global age 
must try a new 1. ' 162, because of the inad
equacy of our 1., the;, transcendent God can
not fully express himself in words '236, '322, 
;, theology as the meta-language of religious 
speech '323, ;, prayer as "Sprachhandlung" 
(performative speech) '325, learning how to 
speak, even from other religions ' 330f. 
(i.:) all;, revelation provides us with 1. about 
;, God, which is reliably suffic ient for us, 
without our knowing how it applies to Hirn 
'43. '51 f. '203-206. '234, the so-ca lled con
troversy over the divine attributes '51, the 1. 
of prayer '52, the 1. of symbols in lslamic mys
ticism '167. 
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(c.:) human 1. and the ineffable God '49-57, 
tasks in the encounter wi th Islam '52 f. '56f. 

law (s.b.arra) 
(i.:) foundation and aim of the marra '120f. 
' 113, scope and enactment ' 113-115. 
' 121 - 124. '247f. '353, lslamic 1. and the con
ceptof " man as vicegerentof God '108-110, 
a just order consists in applying traditional 1. 
or newly i nterpreted s.b.. , but must be brought 
about primarily by making the general prin
ciples of lslamic ethics permeate public li fe 
ever more strongly '11 3-11 5, the ideal is that 
"God is the only source of 1. ' 130f., the clas
sical legal system of Islam divides the world 
into two" terri tories '329- 333, it provides for 
the formation of a two-class society '333-337, 
the legal position of protected c itizens 
'334-336, the special situation of Muslims 
living in the " diaspora '122- 124. '351-353, 
the medieval lslamic understanding of the 1. 
was less absolutist than that of today's funda
mentalists ' 11 9f., ;;,,: religious freedom and s.b.. 
'265, every prophet has his own s.b.. '252, the 
s.b.. of Muhammad and those of other prophets 
'22. '252. '270, Adam and Abraham had the 
true faith in God before the individual s.b..s 
came '2 69, Jesus as "the Lord of am." '40, 
the divine 1. in itself is grace '78, the 1. of crea
tion inscri bed in the heart '224, divine con
stitutional 1. and the l.s passed in an lslamic 
state '266-268. 
s.b.. - the safe path that leads to the fountain 
of life '283. '268f., s.b.. and tari'qa (s.b. . in Sü
fism) '150. ' 182f. '283. '294. '296f. 

law schools in Islam 
Islam as a form of life and the diversity of the 
1. '249. '2 77- 279. '283, in SunnT Islam four 
main 1. which broadly agree on fundamen
tal issues, but hold different opinions on many 
details: the " HanafT, the " M älikT, the " 
S,häfi 'Tand the" HanbalT schools ' 133f., their 
agreement: igjmä' 1i 32 f. 

liberation theology 
a poss ible analogy between Chri stian 1. and 
certain lslamic movements-siding w ith those 
who are soc ia lly deprived and oppressed? 
possible cooperation? '148f. 
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light 
(i.:) the Qur'änic law - a 1. which brings in
sight and enables people to make judgments 
'200, " Muhammad - "a lamp spreading I." 
'24. ' 169-171. ' 158. '283f., 1. manifestations 
on the mystical path '178f., Jesus the black 
1., Muhammad the green 1. '27. '284, the 
metaphysics of 1. of as-SuhrawardT '194. 
the 'I.' of the mind in the writings of Aristotle 
'313f. 

literature ("7 poetry) 
(i. :) present situation '223f., criticism of mys
ticism in modern literature '183. 

Logos "7 the word of God 

love ("7 God, "7 ethics, "7 mysticism) 
(i.:) the concept of 1. in Islam '100. ' 265f 
God's 1. - his attention in grace and merc;, 
and human beings' 1. for God is thei r sur
render to h is will '183. '276. '265f., thefoun
dation of married life '280f., the concept of 
the pure 1. of God in mysticism and the strug
gle to legitimize it vis-a-vis orthodoxy '154. 
' 163, later mystica l poetry becomes 1. poetry 
1172- 175. ' 190f. ' 195f. 
(c.:) "God is love", and it is the nature of 1. 
to give itself, 1. of God as the foundation and 
aim of Christian eth ics '56. ' 133. ' l 20f., 1. in 
the light of God's self-giving in Jesus ' 266, 
faith in the;;,,: Trinity meaningfu lly interprets 
the assert ion "God is I." and in this way is 
the integration of Christian faith (" commun
ion) '243-256, the difference between the 
Christian and lslamic points of v iew can first 
of all be characterized as a basic existential 
option ' 272f., the danger o f the negative pos
sibi l ity also becomes greater '282 f., over
lappings in basic human experiences'267f., 
the need for a phenomenology of 1. and per
son '278. 2396, about the shape of 1. and 
prayer '279- 281, the greatest however is 1. 
'390. 

Mälikis 
(i.:) one of the four main ;;,,: law schools in 
SunnT Islam '133, they developed special 
models concerni ng the adaptat ion of the 
s.b.arra to changing historical conditions '109. 

man ("7 God, "7 creation) 
(i.:) M. and His Ranking in the Creation 
(Wieland!) '75-82, subsequent discussion 
'83-106; creature and object of God's provi
dence '75f., divine " guidance on the right 
path (hudä) and the Christian understanding 
of the ;;,,: Holy Spirit '98. ' 265. ' 251, dependent 
on God '303. '398, special status among the 
creatures '76f., human dignity '94f., man and 
woman - are they both vicegerents of God? 
'88-90, amäna, i. e., the good tobe entrusted 
'79. '83f., of God's breath in m. '83, on m.'s 
capacity to name the creatures '312, the whole 
creation has been subjected to m. '148. '3 15f., 
God's ;;,,: servant ('abd) '72. '77f. '87f., "wit
ness of God '77f. 190. ' 183, with in the crea
tion, m. is the sign of divine omnipotence and 
compassion '70, God's v icegerent '70-72. 
'78-80. '85f. '108-11 o. ' 146. '248f. '272f. 
'297, the problem of freedom '80f., chance of 
and danger to m. '84. '135f., the origins of 
;;,,: suffering '102f., m.'s capacity tobe good 
181f., image of God? '84f., transformation of 
m. in parad ise '319-321. 
M. 's Pdih in the Presence of God (Schimmel) 
'283- 293, subsequent discussions '294-328; 
in responsibi lity before h is Creator '36f., d ia
logue between m. and God 1364, God 's in i
tiative and human efforts 198- 100. ' 176f., it 
is God who has to bring h imself c loser to us 
'51 f. '65f., a human being - the symbol of 
God's prox imity? '67, the path - a metaphor 
for Islam '283f., the five " pillars of Islam 
'285-288, duties of the individual and the 
community '288f., m. put to the lest and fac
ing suffering '356-358, the destination of the 
path '290- 293 . 
Human Responsibility for the World 
(Wieland!) ' 107-116, subsequentdiscussions 
'11 7-151; the status of m. in creation as a 
whole '134, ;;,,: creation, entrusted to m. 1135, 
subjected to m. ' 111 f., responsibil i ty for the 
fulf ilment and knowledge of God's w'ill 
' 107-110, preserving creat ion '110- 112. 
'136f., m. may not do everything he can do 
'145, justice '113- 11 5, peace ' 11 5f. 
(c.:) Created by the Word - Created for the 
Word(Schaeffler) ' 287-296, subsequent dis
cussions ' 297-331; the quality of being crea
lure implies the fundamental dialectic of m. 

- he depends on God and yet he is extremely 
free ' 244-246, capax infiniti '251. '275. 
' 299f. '326f., God himself magnifies himself 
in m. '319f., the Pauline contrasl between 
slaves and children of God '77f. 

marriage 
(i .:) mixed m. between protected citizens and 
Muslims '335, in family affairs there should 
be no relationships between the Muslims and 
the polytheists '338. 

martyrdom 
(c.:) why should Christians who are oppressed 
and persecuted for thei r fa ith become mar
tyrs? ' 191 - 193. 

Mary 
(i.:) in mysticism '196, Muhammad as ummi', 
like Mary as virgin '31. ' 171 f. ' 306. 
(c.:) the Magnificat of Jesus' mother ' 319f., 
Jesus, the Galilean, to whom Mary gave birth 
' 188f. 

Mecca and Medina ("7 Ka'ba) 
(i.:) the religious meaning of the black stone 
in Mecca before Muhammad '302f., Mecca 
;;,,: Muhammad's place of birth and activity 
'13-20, the reconquest of Mecca '303, the 
building of the Ka'ba in Mecca is ascribed 
to;;,,: Abraham and lshmael '20, the centre of 
Islam - prayers should be directed not to
wardsJerusalem but towards Mecca '20. '48. 
'303, the welcome Muhammad was g iven in 
Medina '19f., the practical arguments in sup
port of the present situation in Saudi Arabia 
are based on the royal family's c laim to be 
the guardians of the holy sites in M. and their 
surroundings '346. 

message of Jesus 
(c.:) Jesus' person and his message are one 
' 306, to what extent is the Christian preach
ing still fai thful to the original m.? ' 127. 

messenger (rasü/) 
(i. :) differentiation between " 'prophet' (nabi) 
and m. '22f. '28, ;;,,: Muhammad is Alläh's m., 
his apostle ' 14, Jesus is not only a prophet, 
but also am. 2237f. 
(c.:) Paul as rasü/ '27-2 9. 
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metaphor 
m.s and symbols in lslamic mystical language 
'177-179. 

mind (~ heart, ~ soul) 
the relation between the heart and the m. 
' 189-191. 

minorities ~ diaspora, ~ people of the book 

miracles ~ signs of God, ~ signs of authen
ticity 

missionary mandate (~ prophet, ~Jesus,~ 
Mubammad) 
the fi rst criterion of „ prophethood is the 
prophet's personal awareness of his mission 
'20f., ;, analogia fidei- the decisive ;,i cri teri
on for a prophetic m. 223f. '40f. 
(i.:) every Muslim is a missionary '92. 
(c.:) the m. in the NT ' 216f., the m. of the 
Church '393-395, ,. dialogue and m. 298. 
2101 f. ' 192f., as Christians we should be care
ful to ful fi l our task to testi fy to the truth and 
proclaim it '233f. 

mixed marriage ~ marriage 

'monisme existentiel' 
(i.:) under the sign of wai)dat al wugjüd '59f. 
'157. '167- 169, can easily lead to pantheis
tic formulations '160f. '168f. 

Monophysitism ( ~ christology) 
M . and Nestorianism -schisms within Chris
ti anity ex isting at the t ime of Mubammad 
'44f. '62f. '127. ' 151, aboutthechristological 
statements of the Councils of Nicaea and 
Chalcedon ' 127f., do the monophysite and 
dyophysite formulas ul timately mean the 
same? ' 135f. 

monotheism (~ God, ~ Trinity, ~ ethics, ~ 
society) 
(i.:) "He is God, the One-Join notAny Part
ners with Himl"(Zirker) '35-43, subsequent 
discussions '44- 68; the natural religion 
'225f., there cannot be several creators, this 
wou ld lead to chaos '2 1. '172f., m. as a 
means to overcome the schism between 
Islam, Judaism and Christianity '44. '62f., no 
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aspect of this world is capable of mediating 
grace '273f., m.ic profession also a statement 
about „ man '37, m. and solidari ty of peo
ple '46f., Christ ians in fai th m.ic - in theol
ogy exposed to polytheism? '54f., danger to 
m. also by practice - including that of the 
Muslims '62. '153. 
(c.:) m. and „ Trinity, differentiated and non
differentiated m. '53-56. '63, the unity of 
God and the diversity of creatureliness 
'58-60, the dangers of a theoretical m. 
'73-75, militant m. as a reaction to plural
ism '87f., can polytheism also be conceived 
of as consistent w ith m.? '285f., a shared ob
jective to identify in both religions aporias 
that arise in m.ic fa ith as such? 2400f. 

morality ~ ethics 

morals (~ ethics) 
consecutive and teleologica l understanding 
of m. '355, on the issue of moral positivism 
'355f., lslamic m. in Byzanti ne po lemics 
'204. 

mosque 
the m. as a space for prayer, but not a sacred 
space '301 f. 

Mubammad (~ prophets, ~ Qur'än, 
~ Sunna) 
(i.:) M. - And the Claim that He Was the Last 
of the Prophets Sent by God (Hagemann) 
'11-20, subsequent discussions '2 1-35; M.'s 
origin and socio-cultural milieu '13f., cele
bration of his birthday '24, experience of vo
cation and mission, "the Sea l of the Prophets" 
'15- 20. '25f. ' 197f. ' 13-1 6. '19f. '28, Prophet 
and Messenger '28, ' 13- 16. ' 32f., a warner, 
messenger of good tidings, witness ' 14f., no 
soothsayer, obsessed, poet, nor sorcerer 216, 
a prophet who surpasses al l others? '28f., 
Sunnis - who consider the teachings related 
to M. to be the most important '46, Prophet 
of the 'median path' '22. '32. '289, promised 
by Jesus '26, Prophet for his Arab compatri
ots? '32 f., who saw the shadows of the fitna 
arising '49, the mouthpiece of God and M.'s 
historicity '23f., the "beautiful example" and 
the sh ining lamp '283f. '24, servant and friend 

of God '87f. ' 15f., M. as ummT, like Mary as 
vi rgin '31. '171 f. '306, M., the 'perfect human 
being' '169. 
M. and the Bible '11, M. and the Torah ' 27, 
the problem of the 'ipsissima vox', applied 
to M. ' 36f., authenticated historical material 
concerni ng M.'s I ife ' 38, sociological ly seen, 
in Medina his functions extended beyond the 
role of a prophet ' 13, the Medinan period 
and the Meccan period ' 13. '35- 37. ' 45f., 
in lslamic ;,i mysticism '158f. ' 171 f., the task 
of the mystics to attain union with the M.-re
ality '169, tar,qa mu!1ammadiyya '171, the 
teaching of M.'s light '24. '170, M., the green 
light '27. 
(c.:) Christians who encounter M. with this 
prophetic claim '27- 33. ' 26-48. ' 157-165, 
M. in the opinion of Byzantine theologians 
2200-202. 

Muslim (passim; ~ Islam) 
professors of the lslamic faith, "There is no 
god besides God, and M ubammad is His 
messenger" '11, two terms must be distin
guished: 'Muslim' and 'believer' '276f., can 
someone be a M. w ithout knowing the 
Prophet? '268f., M .,. solidarity focused only 
on the lslamic community? ' 170f., good 
Christians perceived as 'anonymous Mus
lims' ' 194f. ' 173, Muslims - newly created 
for God-pleasing deeds? '377. 

Mu'tazilis 
theological school in Islam, emphasis on the 
rational nature of man '92f. '304, moral free
dom of man '80. '73. '108- 110, basic pre
cepts may be recognized by virtue of human 
reason alone (natural law) '118. '225f., cre
ated nature of the Qur'än '202, ' theologia 
negativa' '236. '204, no vision of God in 
paradise '320f., punishments of hell are eter
nal '292. '323. 

mysterium tremendum et fascinans 
the incomprehensible „ God manifests him
self in two aspects, inspiring „ fear and hope 
'284. '299f. 

mystery ~ God 

mysticism 
(i .:) The Experience ofTranscendence in ls/a
mic Mysticism (Schimmel) '153-162, subse
quent discussions '163- 196; on the history of 
Süfism '153-159. '165-167. '192- 194. '183f., 
the importance of Süfism in contemporary 
Islam '185f., a misapplication of the concept 
of Süfism currently widespread in the West 
'184f., an elite movement like Gnosticism? 
'194f. '281 , regional development of lslamic 
m. '172-174. '295, Räbi'a of Ba~ra '89f. '154. 
'163, al-G.hazzäli '156. '167, Ibn 'Arabi '157f. 
'167. '1 69. '363f., Bäyezid Bistämi '166, al
f:lalläili ' 155f. '166f., lslamic m. developed 
from meditation on the Qur'än '163. '228f. 
'297, itsspecific character - in turn ing towards 
the principle of unity and in the role of the 
Prophet '168f., influence of Gnosticism and 
Neoplatonism '193f., m. and orthodoxy '180f. 
' 171. '280f. '300, Süfism and w_arl'a ' 182f. 
'297, in opposition to the 'prophetic form of 
religion'? '183f., m. and pol itics '186-189, 
criticism in modern lslamic literature '183, 
Süfi masters '295, two types: sälik (the wan
derer) - ma.djdbüb (the attracteu u11e), lhe fool 
'179f., sometimes rebels against the estab
lishment '188f. '360, accentuation of mono
theism '153, Deus absconditus and Deus rev
elatus '65, the unity of God and the diversity 
of creation '59f., 'the box of unity' ' 105f., the 
pure loveofGod (;, amäna)'83. '154, the mys
tics' theology of passion (qabd and bast) '256f. 
'357f., communion with God? ' 266f. ' 280f., 
" ... but the heart embraces me" '362- 364, 
Ka'ba - centre of the earth and symbol of the 
heart '305, the mystical beloved '172, Jesus 
and Mubammad in lslamic m. '27. '170-172, 
lblis-the only monotheist? '83f. '193f., m.cal 
psychology '189f., the mind and the heart 
'189-191 , self-sacrificeand m.cal death '177f., 
resurrection of the body- the mystics set their 
mind against it '3 16, lslamic m. open to other 
m.cal traditions? '195f. 
Christian-Muslim and general aspects 
common and distinct elements in the m. of 
the various religions '192. 281, m. and „ fai th 
'296f. '268, m. and interreligious ;,i dialogue 
'189f. '388. '393, lslamic m. and )ewish-Old 
Testament m. '175f., lslamic m. and the Prayer 
of the Heart in the Eastern Church '1631., 
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proximity and distance of m. in Islam in re
lation to Christianity '164f., similari ties be
tween Süfi rules and the ru les of lgnatius of 
Loyola '196, m .cal experience - endeavours 
of man based on the initiative of God '176f., 
it is in death that the journey begins in God 
'177f., 7-the numberof m.cal progress '160, 
the only thing that finally remains is the love 
of God that embraces everything '195. 

name(s) of God 
(i. :) 99 n.s wh ich on the dayof creation broke 
into contingent being and they continue to 
exercise their influence on everything cre
ated '59f. '158. '168. '234. '268-271, the ex
perience of the divine only through the chan
nels of H is n.s '178, there is in the Qur'än 
no name in the sense that God is father '67. 
(c.:) the exal ted n. proclaims its greatness -
it is God who magnifies himself2319f., God 
is enth roned in heaven and his n. dwells in 
the temple '320f. 

Naqilibandis 
(i.:) the path of the N. '170. 

natural law 
(i.:) n. and ;11 revelation '118. '149- 151, n. 
among the M u'tazila and Aili'arTs '22Sf. 

Neoplatonism 
(i.:) influences of Gnosticism and N. on ls
lamic ;11 mysticism '193- 195. 

Nestorius / Nestorianism 
(c.:) one of the great schisms within Chris
tian ity at the time of Mu~ammad '44f. 
'50-53. ' 127. 21 SOf. 

"new creation" ""7 creation, ""7 eon 

New Testament (passim) 
(c.:) The Fullness of God and Time: On NT 
Christology (Karrer) ' 105-126, subsequent 
discussions 2127- 155; New Creation: The 
Eschaton in H istory?(Karrer) '333- 353, sub
sequent discussions ' 354-384; categorization 
of theocentric and christological structures 
' 136-138, the one whom we see shining w ith 
God's divinity was earthly and had to be 
spoken of through a narrative about h is 
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actions ' 130, dogmatic ;11 christology 
grounded in the NT ' 1 SOf. ' 154f., the NT must 
be interpreted in the light of the First ' 390f. 
and vice versa ' 216, NT texts of basic 
relevance for the ;11 dialogue with the other 
rel igions ' 199f., the NT dependent on how 
it is received? '21 7f., NT approaches to an 
answer to questions that derive from new ex
periences with cultu res that seemingly do 
not need the Gospel ' 218-221 . 

night 
(i.:) "the night of Power" (Süra 97), the last 
night in Rama<;fän '307f., the nights of Rama
<;fän '308. 

non-Christian religions (""7 salvation) 
(c.:) the possibil ity of Christ ian esteem for n. 
' 193- 195. ' 205-211. 

non-Muslims (""7 diaspora, ""7 protected citi
zens) 
(i. :) Polytheists, Jews and Christians (Khoury) 
'329-341, subsequentdiscussions '342-364; 
regulations in c lassical lslamic ;11 law 
'333-336, is access to major offices of state 
denied to ;11 protected citizens? '335-337. 
'270, a n. is not allowed to bear w itness be
fore the lslamic court of law '270, n. have 
their own courts of law '270, the proceeds 
from the ;11 almsgiving tax also for the bene
fit of n.? '304, the translation of the ;11 Qur'än 
by n. problematic '230f., Muslims are wor
ried about eternal salvation of n. '92, special 
situation in Saudi Arabia '34Sf., territory of 
n. (där al-barb) '123f. '329, Muslims in the 
territories of n. (;>1 diaspora) '122-124, dif
ferentiated perceptions in lslamic theology: 
al-GhazzälT, Mu~ammad 'Abduh, Mahmüd 
5.ba ltüt, and others '238f. 

obedience ""7 ethics 

Old Testament (passim) 
(cf. "Source Indexes" '379-387 ancl ' 427-
430) 

order (drn) 
(i.:) clivine will and Qur'änic o. '361, aim of 
the ;,, marf'a - to establish a just social and 

political o. ' 120f., besides din, the o. given 
by God, an area cal led siyäsa, pract1cal states
manship '132, and certain areas of freedom 
for practical reasoning '119f. 

orders (tarTqa) ""? brotherhoods 

original sin 
(i.:) the perception of a fall that permanently 
impairs the whole of mankind in the capac
ity to be good does not exist in Islam '81. 

orthodoxy, lslamic (""7 mysticism) 
o. affirms the eternity of the ;11 Qur'än which 
is elevated into the transcendence of God 
'202, mysticism, poetry and o. '163. ' 17:4-
176. ' 180-184. '156f. '276. '300, o. ma1n
tains the eternity of punishment in hell '323. 

paganization . . 
(c.:) secularization - to what extent has 1t in 
fact Jed towards a p. and a conforming of our 
behaviour to the world?, 'autonomous' and 
'religious' ethos '149- 151. 

pantheism 
Ibn 'ArabT and his doctrine of wabdat al
wu.(ljüd(unity of being) unjustly identified as 
p. (;>1 'monisme existentiel') ' 157f. 

paradise ""7 eschatology 

participation . . 
(c.:) God's ;,1 self-revelation implies the 1dea 
of p. '166, ;,1 faith as personal realization and 
the concept of p. ' 174f. 232Sf., a difference 
in God that is required for us to conce1ve of 
creaturely p. 2261. ' 244-246. 

path 

mari'a, the main p ., /ariqa, the narrow p. '1 so. 
'182f. '283f. '294. '296f., the 'p. upwards', 
the 'p. downwards' ('Attär) ' 160, journey to
wards God and journey in God '160, the two 
classical p.s of meditation and fanä'(BistämT) 
and of the love of God (al-l;lallädj) ' 166f., 
progression through the stages of the prophets 
and the ladder that climbs eventually to the 
Muhammad-reality, the l)aqfqa mui)am
madiyya '169, the wanderer, sälik, and the 
attracted one, ma.(ljdhüb ' 179f. 

Paul !Apostle] 
as rasül '27-29. 

peace 
(i.:) an area of human responsibility for the 
world ' 11 Sf., war (JI djihäd)or p. '329- 333, 
new orientation of some scholars '339f., com-
promises for the sake of peace? '147f. _ 
(c.:) in the Biblical statements about malom 
' 144-146, God's ;11 fullness in Christ has 
granted to creation the structure of peace 
2125f. 2129. ' 131. ' 140. 
reconcilcd crcation basis of a common 
ethic of peace for Christians and Muslims 
,339r. '353-355. ' 144, in theory and prac-

tice '348f. '97. 

people oflhe book (ahl af-kitäb)(""? protected 

cit izens) . 
(i.:) p. - recipients of books of ;,1 revelat1on, 
such asJews and Christians '337. '124. '198. 
'248, after the conquest of Sind the same sta
tus as was granted to Christians, Jews and 
Sabians was also granted to Buddhists and 
Hindus '343f., is it possible for a ;,1 non-Mus
lim from among the p. to hold any office_in 
the state? '270, lslam's partial agreement w1th 
the p. '18f. 136. '337. 

(i.:) Man's Path in the Presence of God: 
Worldly Happiness and Paradisiacal Perfec
tion (Schimmel) '283-293, subsequent d1s
cussions '294-328; the p. a metaphor for 
Islam '283f. '1 SO, the p. is concretized in the 
;,1 pilgrimage to Mecca '287f., outward and 
inward understanding of the p. '297f., ;,1 law 
schools - ma.d!Jhab, 'a way upon which to 
go' '283f., destination to the p. - Judgment 
and thc hereafter 1290-293 ( ;,1 eschatology), 

'performatives' . 
in rel igious language it is often a~ 1ssue of P· 
-where it lies within the dynam1cs of words 
to create reality and develop life ' 85f., this 
awareness should not lead to a downgrad
ing of the importance of predicative sente~ces 
' 86, a profession that lives ?n t~e pmm~se :-
for Christians and for Muslims in their indi
vidual performative contexts ' 144f. 
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person (7 dialogue, 7 encounter, 7 com
munion, ---c, fides qua) 
the need for a phenomenology of ;,, love and 
p. '278. '174f., ;,, communion- p.s who are 
related to one another '272. '274f. 
(i .:) God as a 'p.'? '53. '363f. '174f. ' 280f. 
(c.:) ;,, truth as p., exclusivist or open to all? 
' 80f. '277f., the word in the context of p.al 
encounter '82f., in;,, dialogue each acknowl
edges the other as a p. ' 84, the concept of p. 
in the doctrine of;,, Trinity '273. '276f. 

philosophy 
the need for doctrines with which everyone 
can agree, but first there is the responsibil ity 
for each other ' 96f., a theology of the Word, 
inspired by lslamic and Christian ph., has de
veloped an approach towards resolving the 
problem of the ;,, transcendence and ;,, im
manence of word and truth '287- 296. '313f. 
' 325-331, Christian theologians learning 
from philosophers inspired by Islam ' 295f., 
mutual reference of;,, theology and ph. - of 
decisive importance for every revealed reli
gion ' 318f., on the role that ph. plays in Islam 
' 258f. '304, ls lamic th inkers and modern ph. 
' 303f. 

pilgrimage 
the p. of the nations to Jerusalem (cf. ls 2;60) 
' 235f. 

pilgrimage to Mecca (hadjs;Jj) 
one of the five;,, pillars of Islam '287f. '302-
305, the ;,, sacrificial feast at the end of the 
p. '307. '303f. 

pillars of Islam ( 7 profession of faith, 7 

prayer, 7 fasting, ""? alms for the poor, ""7 pil
grimage) 
the five p. (or the four p. based on the foun
dation of the mahada) '285-288. '297, duties 
of the individual and of the community '288f. 
'297, in view of the p., one could speak of;,, 
sacramentality in a broader sense '274f., are 
the five p. all assigned the same rank? '305f. 

pluralism 
many ;,, religions and cultu res in a steadily 
narrowing space ' 195f., common bas is of 
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minimun:i rules for p laying the game in our 
p.t,c soc,ety '262-265, new partnership in 
face of joint questions posed to Christians 
and Muslims together '353-355, remaining 
open to ;,, d,alogue ,n the experience of p. 
'87-90, interreligious dialogue as an initia
tion into a (lasting) p. '387f. 
(i.:) the unity of;,, God and the diversity of 
creatureliness '58-60, up to ;,, Mubammad 
there could in principle be a legitimate p. ity 
of legal orders and thus also of religious com
munities '248, with lslam's claim to univer
sality, the p. ity loses its validity '248, in prac
tical life the Qur'än proceeds from a prag
mat,c p. of religions '346, the diversity of the 
;,, law schools '278f., possibilities of a p. of 
opinions '131, fundamental ists cannot ac
cept religious p. '332. 
(c.:) the New Testament and the p. of reli
gions '217-221, intra-Christian p. helpful for 
dialogue with the religions ' 146f. 

pluralist theology of religions 
p. - a new approach primarily in English 
speaking countrics 2215, a kind of experi
ence not known to the New Testament: are 
there cultures and religions which do not 
need the Christian message at all? '217-22 1, 
in the p. a relativization is taking place, for 
it becomes doubtful whether and to what ex
tent theological statements remain possible 
at all ' 224, is it possible to renounce the 
salvific relevance of;,, Jesus Christ simply be
cause God in his transcendence is enough? 
'234f., equality of people within the frame 
of a general order of rights quite distinct from 
equality and equal status on the question of 
truth ' 82. 

poetry 
(i.:) the praise of God permeates the whole 
creation, it also explains the wealth of ls
lamic p. '134f., ;,, mysticism in the song of 
the poets ' 159- 162, in the Persian, Turkish 
and Indian traditions '159f. '172-17 4. '256, 
p. and;,, orthodoxy '174-176. 

polemics 
apologetics and p. of earlier Christ ian theolo
gians in the encounter with Islam 2200-204. 

politics 
(i.:) for Islam the profession of the one ;,, God 
has an emi nently p.cal dimension '37f., 
' Islam' as 'social order', ;,, religion and ;,, state 
(din wa daw/a), religion as a system of theo
cratic governance '246-248. '270-272, 
siyäsa, which severed the sovereigns' realm 
of authority from the fundamental order of 
religion, drn '247. '272, separation of powers, 
traditionally alien to lslamic state law and 
the lslamic concept of the state '130f., ;,, mys
ticism and p. '187-189, inequalityofacoun
try's citizens on the basis of their religious 
denomination is most obvious in the p.cal 
domain '334-337. 

polytheism (7 association) 
(i . :) Polytheists, Jews and Christians (Khoury) 
'329-341, subsequent discussions '342-364; 
Old Arab p. '13f. '36f., in their multiplicity 
several Gods may oppose each other, this 
idea entered into traditional theology as ' the 
proof of a mutual impediment' '37, the most 
sweeping reproaches concern Christians 
'39-42. '54f., tcndcncy to align Christians 
close to the unbelievers '344f., polytheists 
(mu.mrikün)and unbelievers (käfirün)'342f., 
could a rightly understood p. be conceived 
of as a true consequence of monotheism? 
'285f. 

positivism 
an eth ical p. as one of the main elements 
which seem to hinder the fruitfu l develop
ment of ;,, dialogue ' 317f., the concept of 
moral p. has been transferred to the lslamic 
cultura l tradition, but till today discussions 
of it have not been concluded '355f. 

praising God 
(i. :) ;,, creation gifted with p. '134f. 
(c.:) Eph 1: 3-14, a song in praise of God 
'122-124. ' 152-1 55, the inner prerequisites 
of p. illustrated by the Magnificat of Jesus' 
mother '3 19- 321. 

prayer 
(i .:) $afät, one of the five ;,, pillars of Islam 
'52. '285f., the Prophet's;,, heavenly journey 
and p. '31 Of., the Friday p. '306, ritual p. and 

ritua l purification '301 f., duty of the indi
vidual and realization in the community 
'273f. '288. '300f., the ;,, mosque as a space 
of p. '302, t imes of p. (i n a non-lslamic 
country) '309, p.s di rected towards Mecca 
'20. '303, p. beads '3 10, the;,, Qur'än and 
p. '64. '201. '217, personal p. (du'a') '300f., 
the remembrance of God (fih.ikr) '155. '163f. 
' 174. 
p. and the theology of p. are of central in
terest in Christian-Muslim communication 
'355. '362f., Christians and Muslims praying 
together? '60-62, lslamic mysticism and the 
P. of the Heart in the Eastern Church 
'163-165, theologically-oriented;,, dialogue 
strengthens the dynamic framework for fu
ture praying and acting '160f. ' 3 73f., reflec
tion on ways of praising and honouring God 
'319-322, p. as access to faith in the relevant 
other tradition '323f., p. as "Sprachhandlung" 
(performative speech) '325, the essence of p. 
most closely connected with the phenome
nology of ;,, love ' 279. 

predestination H frppdom, ""7 fatalism) 
(i.:) as to their moral quality, are the deeds of 
man predestined by;,, God or are they a mat
ter of man's freewill? '80f. '93f., the idea that 
everything is predestined may make man shift 
his responsibility onto God, on the other hand 
everybody is responsible for his deeds '151. 

predicative sentences 
(c. :) p. of central meaning for Christian fa ith 
- 'performatives' underline their importance 
286. 

pre-existence (7 primordial covenant) 
(i.:) before their worldly existence, God has 
revealed to every individual human being 
the essential content of the later prophetic 
message '78. '90. '135. '245. '358. ' 171f. 
' 183. '298 (a similar conception in the Jew
ish tradition '298f.), p. of the Qur'än (and of 
the Torah) '366. 

preservation of creation 
(i.:) important approaches towards an ethos 
of handling of one's own environment pru
dently ' 11 0-1 12. '136f. 
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priesthood, general 
in the Protestant Churches what is under
stood as the p. of all believers with no or
dained p. and no clergy, do similar patterns 
exist in Islam? '275f. 

primordial covenant H pre-existence) 
(i .:) the day of the p., when God said to the 
human beings who were not yet created: "Am 
1 not your Lord?", and they replied: "Yea! We 
do testify!" '90. ' 105. ' 171f. ' 182f. '298. 

profession of faith, lslamic (m.ahada) 
pr. first ;,, pillar and simultaneously founda
tion of Islam '285. '11. '69. '179, whoever 
declares the whole pr. - "There is no god but 
God, and Mubammad is the Messenger of 
God" - before two witnesses, becomes a 
Muslim '276f. '30, the .dbikrof the pr. ' 164. 

prophet (nabi) (~ Mubammad) 
The Prophets: Vocation - Mission - Criteria 
(Füglister) ' 11 -25, subsequent discussions 
'26- 48; 'founding p.' ' 11, a religio-phe
nomenological definition 211 - 13, differentia
tion between definition and criterion '35, 
appropriate for defining the relation between 
Christianity and Islam? '32, the p.'s reception 
of the ;,, revelation ' 17-20, the ;,, criteria for 
authenticity '20-25, is it not necessary to in
vestigate more deeply the difference between 
the self-understanding of the prophets? '23. 
'27f., what the p.s really said and what was 
only formulated later by the community of 
believers '36f., why is there always a need 
for new p.s? '27, 'revolutionary reactionar
ies' '30, the p. as a symbol of the commu
nity '25, to what extent is human language 
capable of communicating God? ' 32-35, is 
the p. necessarily somebody who suffers? 
'38. 
(i.:) ;,, criteria for thegenuinenessof Mubam
mad's mission '21f., a p. came to every na
tion proclaiming the message of God in the 
language of the people '342f. '285, differ
entiation between 'p.' and 'messenger' '22f., 
every p. has his own marT'a '252 . '270, the 
p.ic in Islam ' 43f., lshmael as a p. beside 
Isaac? ' 44, Jesus is not only p. (nabi), but he 
is also messenger (rasül) '237. 
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(c. :) prophecy and the reception of ;,, rev
elation '261., the p.ic in Christianity ' 42f., the 
p. in lslamic understanding and the Chris
tians '27-33, p.ic intuition in the dialogue 
between God and man, which may even with 
p.s, happen in dictum and contradiction '77. 

propositional truth 
;,, truth of being - p. - truth as ;,, person 
'79-83, p. and command ' 220. 

protected citizens (.dbimmis) (~ people of 
the book) 
their legal status '334-33 7. 

Qalandar 
an eccentric group of dervishes '182. 

Qur'än (~ Arabic) 
The Qu.: the Ultimate Word of God Expressed 
in Human Language(Khoury) '197-207, sub
sequent discussions '208-242. ' 182f.; the 
Qu. as sign of authentification '17f. '24f. '47. 
'2281., thecoreof;,, Islam '197. '11, theword 
of God as a book tobe read aloud '199-201, 
aulhority and importance '202f. '225f. '238, 
grandeur '202. '229, inimitability '203. '17f., 
the word of God in human language (;,, Ara
bic) '203-206. '19. '32 f. '222- 224. '2301., 
the eternal word ("Mother of the Book") and 
the word become Scripture '219. '224. '2281. 
'233f., created or uncreated? ' 132. '2491. 
2302, a book and the spoken or recited word 
'34, the 'occasions of revelation' '212, edi
torial principles and 'formation of the canon' 
'229. '37, application of the historico-criti
cal method? '36f. '39, the fundamental mes
sage for the first time universally and finally 
set down '2061. '209f. '224. '254f. ' 171 f. 
' 305f., the ;,, God of the Qu. '35-43. '44-68. 
'69-74, the most important source for the life 
and work of ;,, Mubammad ' 11 -20, rela
tionship to Torah and Gospels ' 18f. '198. 
'209f., in the Qu . no references to a paral
lelism between Logos, Torah and Qu. ' 143, 
a reminder {.dbikr) of the law of ;,, creation 
inscribed in the hearl '201 . '224-226. '254, 
Qu. and philosophy ' 258, mystical interpre
tation, relation between the outward and the 
inward meaning '219-221 , sacramental as-

pects '216-219, a compendium of lslamic 
civilization '215f., time-conditioned asser
tions transferable? '211-213, changes in di
vine ordinances in the Qu.? '208, the Mus
lim and his Qu . '226f., new approaches to
wards certain Qu.ic stalements ' 41. 
the Byzantines and the Qu. 22021., first edi
tion of the Qu. in Latin, Luther and the Qu. 
' 105. 2126. 

Quraysh 
Mubammad belonged to the tribe of Qu. '13. 

Ramac;län (~ fasting) 
fasting, ~awm, during R. '287. '3081. 

rasül ~ messenger 

rationality (~ Mu'tazilis) 
(i.:) the position of r. in Islam '921., lslamic 
rationalism '132, personal responsibi li ty for 
the recognition of the wi ll of God '108-110, 
basic precepts which one can recognize by 
vi rtue of one's own reason and humanity 
alone, and is there freedom for practical rea
soning? '118-120. 
r. and rationability '296. ' 317, "what do you 
rnean when you speak of the r. of your faith" 
- a mutual question that touches Muslims 
and Christians alike '330. 

reason 
in interreligious ;,, dialogue, are we deal ing 
with stated ;,, truth or truth accessible by 
means of r.? ' 84f., what does rationality and 
rationability mean to Christian and Muslim 
believers? '317-319. 
(i.:) on the task of 'ratio' in Islam '92, human 
r. and the;,, revelation of God '108-110. 
'118. '226. '2361. ' 1811. '261 f., freedom for 
practical reasoning? '1191. 

recitation 
what about the spirit that is communicated 
in and with the r. of a text? '209, the r. of the 
;,, Qur'än has a ;,, sacramental character be
cause th rough it the person participates di
rectly in the word of God '216f. '233, a rightly 
meditated r. of the Qur'än is like chewing 
and tasting the;,, word of God '2271. 

reconciliation 
(c.:) the fu llness that dwells in Christ, grants 
r. to the cosmos ' 121. '1231. and can, for ex
ample, be professed in the context of a church 
service in which the memoria passionis is 
celebrated ' 1441., r. belongs to the funda
mental truths of God's Old Testament rev
elation '229, a r. in Christ is to be hoped for 
all '358. '371 f. '380, w ith ;,, new creation the 
ministry of r. is also entrusted to Christians 
'375. '383, ;,, God is the one who truly rec
onciles, and he puts an end to perpetuating 
and continuing to weave this web of sinful
ness '384. 

re-lslamization 
r. of state and society according to the model 
of the 'original' lslamic community in Medi
na '350f. 

religion 
r. refers to a word of God and to people's re
sponses to this word, so that the full truth of 
r.s only unfolds in dialogue between thern 
'79. 271 f., the r.s' shared responsibility for the 
world '142f., 'prophetic r.' '11, transcendence 
of God - the common heritage of the 
'monotheistic r.s', whereas the immanence 
of God in the world andin the soul is a point 
of possible conflict '287-296, the self-un
derstanding of Judaism, Christianity and Islam 
contains a fabric of relations that does not 
ex ist in the same way in other r.s '330f., 'mys
tical r.' tobe seen as opposed to the 'prophetic 
form of r.'? '183. '393, two areas that display 
a distinct similarity: crimes committed in the 
name of r. and devotion that has to be con
nected with fides qua - before fides quae, 
but not independent of it '3 121., intolerance 
of r.s because of their truth consciousness 
'50-53. '196, problematic assessment of 
'polytheistic' r.s by the 'high' r.s '98, wher
ever r. is truly religious, it must also be dia
logical '60f., the idea of a mutual presence 
of r.s in various cultures and traditions '98, 
dialogue of r.s in a secular society ' 89f., can 
r. expect too much of man? '264f. 
Islam terminology generally refrains from 
using the plural of din, adyän '2591., 'fear of 
the LORD', the Jewish expression for r. '259. 
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religious freedom (~ human rights, ~ apos
tasy) 
(i.:) r. in Islam '90-92. '265. '333f., new ori
entations '340f., r. of lslamic J1 minorities 
'351f., of J1 protected citizens '335. 
r. as a topic of Christ ian-Muslim J1 dialogue 
'92f., the general J1 order of rights and r. ' 64f. 
' 73, open spaces to think '263, truth that has 
become an ideology may go as far as negat
ing the r. of others 284, tolerance and r. are 
debatable '99. ' 177f. 

resignation 
dissent - mutual challenge instead of temp
tation to r. ' 176- 182. ' 186f. '253f. 

responsibility (~ ethics, ~ conscience) 
(i.:) God created man because of a ca lling 
he has to follow ' 77-82, r. for the recogni
tion and fulfilment of God's will ' 107-1 10, 
fields of r. in the world '110-116. ' 135-138, 
social responsibility even beyond the umma? 
'147. 2170. 

responsibility for the world (~ ethics, ~ crea
tion) 
Human Responsibility for the Wor/d as Seen 
by Muslims (Wielandt) '107- 11 6, subsequent 
discussions ' 11 7-151; Islam and the 'con
ciliar process': preserving creation '110-112, 
justice ' 113- 115, peace '1 1 Sf., spokesmen 
of a new r. in Islam ' 143f., the religions' 
shared r. ("world ethos" - creation-eth ics) 
' l 42f. '20Sf. ' 364f. ' 380f., r. and fear of 
YHWH '144f. 

resurrection (qiyäma) (~ eschatology) 
(i.:) the day of r. '290f. '245. '296. '358, r. of 
the dead - an act of J1 creation that is re
peated '368, what happens to man between 
death and r.? '290, r. of the body and spirit 
(soul), the immortality of the soul '316. '327f., 
r. at death or only on Judgment Day? '316f., 
the whole earth included in the r. from the 
dead? '317, objections to the Qur'änic dec
laration of a r. '319. 
(c.:) doctrine of creation i n the light of the 
proclamation of the r. ' 142f. ' l 48f., the ex
perience of J1 Jesus being raised from the 
dead - the key event in the transition from a 
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J1 christology 'from below' towards a chris
tology that transcends human existence and 
even creation in general ' 114- 116. 

revelation (~ God, ~ man) 
a rel igio-phenomenological concept of 
prophecy and r. (Weippert) ' 11. ' 26f. and of 
the prophet's reception of the r. ' 17- 19, 'truth 
of being' and ' truth of r.' ' 77, dialogue be
tween religions based on r. 283, r.al fai th has 
to prove itself as true in history ' 101 f., two 
'ultimate final' r.s irreconcilable? ' 157-159, 
r. as self-communication of God - as hap
pening on the level of 'fides qua creditur' 
' 163f. and consequences of this approach to 
the idea of the ultimate finality of the Chris
t ian r. ' 164f., r. in different trad itions? 2186, 
the r. of God refers most to his supreme tran
scendence ' 236. 
(i. :) the J1 Qur'än is si..b.ikr, a reminder of the 
fundamental message of all the prophets 
'201 f., what is new in the message of the 
Qur'än '171 f. ' 182f. '305, J1 criteria for the 
Qur'än being a r. '228f., God turning to man 
in r. and " creation '72f. '248. '25 1 r., r. and 
"reason '108. '118. '226. '236f., possibility 
of r. '232f., language of the Qur'än accessible 
to human reason? '203f., r. as expressing the 
riches of God '234, historical specificity of 
the r. ' 307, do we need a historical r. ? '268f. 
'122, the primary subject of r. (a l-FäsT) '109, 
r. in J1 Arabic - the specificity of M ubammad's 
mission '16. '233-235, the Qur'än - a direct 
r. of God, word for word '202, why obscurity 
and ambigu ity in the word of r. ? ' 307f., 
Mubammad as the mouthpiece of God '23f., 
divine r. finally concluded with Mubammad; 
it ended at his death '201. '208, textual agree
ments with earlier Scriptures as proof that the 
knowledge revealed to him did not come from 
God '19, the Qur'än as corrective of earl ier 
r.s '30. '208- 210. '254. 
(c.:) about the possibility of r. '231 f., God re
mains free in relation to his word of r., even 
after it is spoken '287f. ' 309-312, both J1 crea
tion and r. belong together, forming a medi
ated unity '104. '97, tension between the 
schools of Antioch and A lexandria, impor
tant to do justice to the r.al character of the 
Scripture '216, did the history of the prophets 

reach its end with Jesus? '27f. '32, mission 
of Jesus and mission of Mubammad - two 
expressions of one r.? '33, the unsurpassable 
nature of the Christian r. ' 248f. 

rite ( ~ prayer) 
(i.:) ri tual prayer, $alät, and state of ritual pu
rity '285f. '301 f., ritual and personal prayer 
'300f., declaring one's intention, niyya, as 
part of the r. '298f., the Prophet's J1 heavenly 
journey and the ri tual prayer '31 Of., the J1 

sacrificial feast in Mecca and the pre-lslamic 
cult '302f. 

sacrament 
(i.:) Islam has no s.s, because the ;,i ward of 
God is present, as a book, and the gift of grace 
is granted directly by God '273-276, s.al as
pects in the understanding of the Qur'än 
'216- 219. '240, the danger of a magical mis
understanding of the word of God '213, since 
a Muslim recites the Qur'än in his prayers, it 
is, as it were, a s.al act '286. 
(c.:) s.ality characterizes the realm where God 
encounters the world - s. and incarnation 
belong together '274, Israel is like a s. of 
God's presence among the nations '216, the 
Church "is a kind of s. of intimate union 
with God, and of the unity of all mankind" 

'255. 

sacred 
(i.:) ultimately it is the Qur'än that is s. in 
Islam '302, the mosque is not a s. space, in 
the sense of being consecrated through a 
ri tual action '302, but th rough the believers 
praying in it, it attains a certain s. character 

'302. 

sacrificial feast ~ pilgrimage to Mecca 

salvation ('Heil ' ) 
(i.:) man's need of s., granted directly by God 
' 398f., this creation is one that is reconciled 
for the sake of God, He wants to guide all 
humans towards s. ' 140f., s. in Christianity? 
'238f. 
(c.:) J1 creation as a w hole is where God 
brings about his s. 2139- 141 . '354f., being 
chosen is always characterized by bei ng 

chosen for others '312, it is the mystery of 
God who in Christ acted radically in J1 rec
onciliation, and the way in which this gift be
comes effective for all th rough Christ ' 357f. 
'504f., s. is effected particularly through the 
foolishness of the ;,i Cross'383f., the one path 
of s. for all and the s. relevance of other re
l igions 2220f. '205-211 , Islam within the 
economy of s. '32. '356. '21 1- 214, s. and 
truth ' 199f. '233f., about the meaning of 'his
tory of s." (vis-a.-vis Islam) '28f. '24Sf. '254f., 
the perspective of s. history of the Christian 
faith in the J1 trin itarian God '248- 252. '273, 
the Pascha Christi - core of s. history ' 406, 
signs of the history of s. '99. 

salvation / redemption ('Erlösung') 
(c.:) about the relationship between creation 
and s. '96f. '103- 1 OS, divine self-communi
cation and the specific event of s. ' 252, on 
the problem area of soteriology: congregation 
and the extra-Christian world ' 349- 351. 
(i.:) no need of a salvific in it iative by God in 
history '81 f. '398. 

salvation history ~ salvation 

Satan (lbl1s) 
(i .:) S. never appears as the opponentof God, 
but only as the seducer of man '47. '101, the 
angels were ordered by God to prostrate 
themselves before J1 Adam; all of them did 
so except S. '77. '83f., S., the leader of those 
angels who refused to obey God, the enemy 
of God and o f humans '32 5, the only 
monotheist? '83. '193f. 

schism 
in Christianity '38f. '44f. '50. '57. ' 195f. 
' 127- 129. '131f. '150f., in Is lam '45- 49 . 
'134. 

Scripture (~ inlibration) 
S. and J1 teaching authority in Christianity 
and the relationship between S. and Sunna 
in Islam '241 , J1 incarnation as weil as ;,i in
libration of the Word in Christ ianity '238f. 
' 385. 

"Seal of the Prophets" ~ Mubammad 
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secularization / secularism 
s. and interreligious J1 dialogue '263f., s. -
mainly a term of abuse in contemporary ls
lamic world '263f., hass. in fact led towards 
paganization? '149- 151. 

self-revelation / -communication of God 
(i.:) does the Qur'änic message involve a 
greater prox imity to God - and is there not 
a bridge between our Christ ian idea con
cern ing s. and Mubammad's original moti
vation? '46f., the s. does not imply a partic
ipation of man in the God who draws near 
to him ' 171, the Q ur'än uses the word kha/TI, 
friend or confidant, to refer to Abraham, and 
God is frequently called wa/f, friend, pro
tector or patron ' 267. 
(c.:) revelation is essentially se/f-r. ' l 63f. 
2182f. ' 25lf., love in the light o f God's self
giving in Jesus 2249. '261. 2266, on the 'super
abundance' in the s. ' 166 and the 'intrinsic 
asymmetry' in the event of faith 2189f. 

separation of powers ('Gewaltentei lung') 
(i.:) traditionally the concept of a s. is alien 
to lslamic state law and the lslamic concept 
of the state '13 Of. 

servant 
(i.:) man as the s. and witness of God ' 77f., 
Mubammad as 'servant of God' ' l 5. 
(c.:) J1 Jesus as servant of God; futil ity as 
"bondage to decay" ' 379f. 

Shäfi 'Hs) 
one of the four main J1 law schools in SunnT 
Islam '133, a Sh. legal opinion dealing with 
a small M usl im comm uni ty in Andalusia 
'352. 

5!J.arra ~ law 

Shekinah Uewish tradition) 
the transcendence of God must be conceived 
of as both transcendent and immanent '282 . 
' 284, 'immanence' is a phi losophical term, 
'dwell ing', sh., is a religious term '288, in Jonah 
dabar YHWH is a guiding word, which gets 
close to the concept of Sh. '311., a similar con
cept also to be found in lslamic tradition? 
' 309. 
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S.!J.i'Ts 
only one who is a direct descendant of 
Mubammad through his daughter Fätima and 
his son-in-law 'AIT can be the legitimate head 
of the community '46. '220 and the Khäri
~ites' counter-argument '46, J1 suffering is 
characterized as redemptive ' l 03 . '255, hid
ing one's true religious profession if one rea
sonably fears that it may give rise to danger 
'123, Qur'änic interpretation '220f., a role 
for a religious leader and a kind of J1 teach
ing authority '273, s.h. religiosity in some re
spects closer to the Christ ian believer '255. 

signa externa (~ signs) 
s. because fai th wants to be responsible 
'227f., indispensable, but not necessarily un
equivocal ' 229f., indispensable and signs 
wh ich are being contradicted '231. 

signs of authentication ( ~ signs of God) 
the Qur'än as s. ' 17. '202f. 224f., authenti
cating miracles are rather precarious ' 21, and 
can even remain equivocal ' 229f. 

sign(s) of God (äya, s., äyät, pi.) 
(i .:) God shows man his signs in the created 
world and in the soul of people '67f., rev
elations of the Qur'än are called "signs in the 
hands of God" '18. '138, "and everything 
bears witness for man showing him thatGod 
is One" - the Qur'än speaks frequently of 
these s. ' l 35f., but most people close their 
eyes to them ' 136. 
(c. :) the sign of Jonah '230. '370f., how can 
the sign of salvation be made understand
able to other believers? '23lf., signs of the 
history of J1 sa lvation '99. 

simplicity of faith 
in Islam and in Christian ity ' 171 f. 2175. 
'406-409. 

sin (~ redemption, ~ grace) 
(i.:) the perception of a fa ll that impairs the 
whole of mankind in the capacity to be good 
does not exist in Islam '81 f. 'l Olf., for the 
Mus lim sins are forgiven (immediately) 
through God's mercy 2383. '81 f. '398f., the 
idea of being responsible for one's own sins 

can be deduced from the Qur'än '90, the 
land and the sea are fu ll of evil proceeding 
from the s.fulness of humans ' l 02, it is God, 
who may punish man for hiss. ' l 02. 
(c.:) the phenomenon of original s. '81, a 
wrongfu l division in creation as a conse
quence of sinful discord '59, human capac
ity for experiencing guilt 2288f., God who is 
infinitely holy loves the sinner and embraces 
him with his mercy ' 91 f. ' l 69f., are sins for
given, but not forgotten? ' 384, moral sinful
ness and the doctrine of the Church '221. 
'240f. 

society 
the feasibility of a pluralistic s. (minorities) 
and of common actions '353- 355. 
(i .:) ("7 umma, ~ pluralism, ~ politics) ' Islam' 
as 'social order' '246-248. '265-268. '270-
272. '333-341, unity of G. (tawbTd) and unity 
of society '45f. 157-60. ' 134. '236. 

sociology of religions 
contributed in the past to raise critical ques
tions which broke th ruugli irnmunizing cir
cular strategies of self-defence in the Chris
tian community '264, in the MiddleAges Ibn 
Khaldün approached the lslamic world with 
relevant perspectives, criteria and methods 
'264f. 

solidarity 
monotheism and s. of people '46f., in lslamic 
understanding it is a graded s. '47. '337f., 
new orientations '339-341. ' l 46f. 

the Son Jesus Christ 
(c.:) when we experience the acts of God 'ad 
extra' through Jesus Christ in the Holy Spi rit 
- how are we then to think of this in con
nection with the relation of Jesus and the 
Spirit to God? ' l 54f., difficu lties in Christ ian
Muslim dialogue '49f. '56. '66f. 2389. 

soul (nafs) (~ heart, ~ mind, ~ conscience, 
~ mysticism) 
(i. :) the doctri ne on the sou l's development / 
education '90. '154. '161. '174. '189-191, 
;,, dhikr-a means by which the constant ed
ucation of the s. is carried out ' 155. '159. 

'174, the birth of Christ in the s. (Rüml) '196, 
immortality of the s. and resurrection of man 
'327f. 

Spirit 
the relation between 'sp.' and 'letter' '209. 

state (~ society) 
(i .:) Islam as socia l order '246-248, lslamic 
s. law and the J1 separation of powers ' l 30f., 
most supporters of the reintroduction of the 
lslamic s. sceptical of the multi-party system 
'131, on the relationship between religion 
and s. - dTn wa dawla '265-268. '271 f., re
ligion as a system of theocratic governance 
'247. '265f., theocracy ortheocentrism? '57f. 
'45f., total claim of Islam '270f. '329-333, 
'lslamic countries' and 'countries of the ls
lamic world' '133, the lsmä'TITs' concept of 
theocracy '46. 

'Streitkultur' (a culture of controversy) 
the necessity of a S., of civilized ways of dis
cussing problems in interreligious dialogue 
- not to negate is equivalent to saying noth
ing 288f., the argument is for the sake of peace 
' 94. 

"strive as in a race in all virtues" 
Qur'än 5,51: " lf God had so willed, He would 
have made you a single People, but (His plan 
is) to test you in what He hath given you: so 
str." '346. '363. 

stumbling block 
(c.:) incarnation, faith in Christ and the st. 
'365f. ' 381 , the st. of the Cross as a foolish
ness in order to save mankind ' 388. 

subjectivity 
on the relation of human s. to truth '290f. 
2293f. '327-330. 

suffering 
(i.:) the origin of evil and the s. people ex
perience '100-103, defeat and s. in the ex
istential implementation of faith in Islam 
'255- 257, man put to the test and facing s. 
'356-358. '379. '401. 
(c.:) in s. man is put to the test by God '356, 
s. as a path to lived hope ' 3 78-380, theod icy 
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and the origin and meaning of 'malum' -
aporias that cannot be resolved, particu larly 
on the basis of the thought pattern of strict 
monotheism '401 . 

Süfism ("' mysticism) 

Sunna (/JadTlhJ ("' Mubammad) 
(i.:) the tradition of the Prophet, the mouth
piece of God '23f. '46, the jurists' task - to 
extrapolate instructions for action from the 
Qur'än and the Prophet's tradition '249, being 
accepted as a prophet also implies a com
munity who say, "For us he is a prophet" '21. 
'30f., different authority of Qur 'än and 5. 
'238. '241. 

Sunnis 
general differences between 5. and " .shi'is 
'46, attitude towards " predestination and " 
freedom of will '80f., over the centuries the 
dominant position came tobe that ultim~tely 
evil in one way or another comes from God 
' l 01, 5. - unlike .shi'T - Islam has an unbro
ken trust in victory and has always taken the 
side of optimistic hope '255, no obligation 
to refer to a teaching authority '241. '247. 
'273 f. 

superabundance 
on the s. in the self-revelation of God 2166, 
intrinsic asymmetry in the event of faith 
' 189-191. 

symbol 
the prophet as a s. of the community? '25, 
the mysticsspoke in the language of s.s ' 167. 
'159-162. '174. '177-179. '305, Jesus Christ 
as an intense, for us Christians perhaps un
surpassable, s. of God's proximity - could 
Muslims agree with our asserting this? '67, 
around t_he Christ-conception a broad spec
trum of 1nterpretations of this s. ' 184. '227. 

teaching authority ("' hierarchy) 
the relationship of Scripture and t. in Chris
tianity and the relationship of Scripture and 
Sunna in Islam '241 f., not. in (Sunni) Islam 
'241. '246-250. '273 f., synodal processes 
and the " law schools in Islam '277- 279, 
among the Shi'a there is a role for a kind of 
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t. '273, finding truth without a t.: advantages 
and disadvantages '274. 

temple 
God is enthroned in heaven and his name 
dwells in the t. '321. ' 127f. (" Shekinah). 

territory of Islam (där al-isläm) 

t., the land where Muslims rule '123. '329f. 
(cf. Christian congregation and extra-Chris
tian world ' 349-353). 

territory of treaty (där al-'ahd) 

as long as the time of peace lasts, the terri
tory of war is ca lled the " t." '331. 

territory of war (där a/-/Jarb) ("' territory of 
treaty) 

t. - the land where there are no Muslims ' l 23. 
'329. 

theocracy "' state, "' society 

theology 
th. is the meta-language of religious speech 
'323f., th. dS a sign of possible critical self
reflection by the religious community and 
the need for re-translation of th.ical state
ments into critically considered religious life 
'402f., in the context of the recent eruption 
of intercultural and interreligious encounter 
' 262f. '401 f., th. and the lack of th. as an ob
stacle to " dialogue '388f. 2402f., th.ically
oriented dialogue strengthens the dynamic 
framework for future praying and acting ' 161, 
the" history of religions and th. ' 137. 
(i.:) (kaläm)deve lopment of lslamic th. in two 
directions: one placed the Qur'än at its cen
tre, and the other stresses the importance of 
" Mubammad as the Prophet bringing sal
vation '24. '57, a subordinate role in com
parison with jurisprudence '57. '249, charac
teristics of the lslamic teachings about God 
' 2 70f., open questions facing the problem of 
having to speak about God in the language 
of man '51, especially in the Mu'tazili tradi
tion: the principle of negative th. is main
tained '236. '358f., in the Middle Ages greal 
efforts to practise th . '51, lslamic th. of Chris
tianity ' 236-239, a th. of the Word, inspired 
by lslamic or Christian philosophy, has de-

veloped an approach towards resolving the 
problem of the transcendence and imma
nence of word and truth ' 292-296. '302f. 
'306-308. '3 14. '3 18f. '325f. 
(c.:) the whole history of th. testifies to con
stantly renewed attempts to speak about God, 
although he remains beyond the grasp of our 
language; the importance of apophatic th. 
'49-51. '191. '358, in faith monotheistic -
in th. exposed to polytheism? '54f., Christian 
th. is reproached for being unable to prevent 
the misinterpretation of the call to "fill the 
earth and subdue it" ' 137f. 

theology of religions ("' dialogue, "' en
counter) 
th . unlike other systematic fields of study, is 
rather a continuous process, a journey-and 
nothing but a j ourney '157, a thinking that 
arises from commitment to our own religious 
tradition in a spirit of friendship and respect 
for others ' 158f. ' 333, can a theology emerge 
from the typica lly christologica l character 
of Christianity, that opposes hosti le exclu
sions? '106- 126, Christianity seen as the 
mediator of the good tidings of the recon
ciliation of all mankind with God in Jesus 
Christ 2235f. 

time 
(i.:) " Mubammad's lifetime is the best of all 
possible times - this expla ins lslam's sense 
of history as a whole '24, comparable to the 
Christian idea of " the fullness of time"? '24f., 
from Mubammad and the Qur'än onwards, 
a m_ari'a was now to become the ultimate 
order of life for mankind as a whole '254f. 
'350f., fai th, in its self-understanding, always 
remains basica lly identical at all times - this 
is why there is nothing like a "middle oft." 
'171 f. ' 175f., imminent " Day of Judgment 
and the present t. ' 175f. 
(c.:) t. is a category of creation, eternity is 
non-t. ' 185, creative dimension in t. for the 
sake of the Spir it ' 183, h istory, a process 
which is aimed at the radical self-giving of 
God to man '248-256, The Fullness of God 
and T. (Karrer) ' 105-1 26, subsequent dis
cussions ' 127-155; Christ is conceived of as 
the middle of t. ' 168. ' 175, for " Jesus the 

end of t ime has come '175f., New Creation: 
The Eschaton in History? (Karrer) '333-353, 
subsequent discussions '354-385; this 
(world) t. and the t. to come '369f., to what 
extent can we free ourselves from the con
cept of competing spheres of salvation t. with
out thereby sacrificing some of the essential 
features of the Christian understanding of sal
vation? ' 175f., the uniqueness of the Cross 
does not seem to conflict with this self-criti
cism which is essential for Christians to apply 
w ith regard to their traditional understand
i ng of t. and history '191, the decisive issue 
in the controversy with Islam is the question 
of continuity: is Christian faith really to be 
understood in terms of continuity, or is it not 
rather a matter of discontinuity and contra
diction? '233f. 

tolerance ("' general order of rights, "' reli
gious freedom) 
the relationship of Islam to non-Musl ims -
exclusion or t. '333-337. 

Torah 
as guidanceofa God who wants what is good 
and p lans it for the world '240, a good ord i
nance for the whole world, something that 
extends to all people 2364. 
(i.:) theT. seen in the light of the Qur'än '209f., 
in the Qur'än there are no references to a 
parallelism between Logos, Torah and Qur'än 
2143. 

tradition(s) ("' Christianity, "' Islam, "' reli
gions) 
Mubammad saw the Qur'änic message as 
being in continuity with the Bibl ical t. ' 18f. 
'25f., a meaningfu l coexistence of various t. 
and cultures only possible when it is pre
served by a "general order of rights, a shared 
humaneness has become, in different t., the 
decisive criterion for being human 249-72, 
" revelation in different t.? ' 186. ' 330f., key 
position of non-literary t. '387. 

transcendence ("' God, "' immanence) 
(i.:) on the relation of t. and immanence 
'69-74. '232f., absolute t. '42f., in Islam an 
understanding oft. different from that found 
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in Christ ian ity? '23 1-233, " ... 1 am indeed 
close (to them)" '362, the word of God ex
pressed in human language '203-206, ;,, ab
rogation - with reference to the t. of God 
'208, tensions between ;,, orthodoxy and ;,, 
mysticism because of the absolute t. of God 
'181, The ExperienceofTranscendence in ls
/amic Mysticism (Schimmel) '153-162, sub
sequent discussions '163-196. ' 280f., BistämT 
bec;ime obsessed with t. ' 166. 
(c.:) on the t. and immanence of the divine 
Word '287-296. ' 297-331, Pleroma-chris
tology (;,, fullness) and t. of God ' 127f., to 
safeguard the t. of God- a fundamental con
cern in Islam and in Christian faith ' 135-138, 
the experience oft., an important topic for 
intercultural ;,, dialogue '322, if Christians 
and Muslims took the t. of God more seri
ously, it would be easier to find ways towards 
a mutual understanding '236. 

trialogue 
moving on from the dialogue between Chris
tians and Muslims and between Jews and 
Muslims, a 't.' between Jews, Christians and 
Muslims must develop ' 11, not unimportant 
to put Paul forward as rasül in the Jewish
Christian-Muslim t. '28, in t.s God sometimes 
is 'quoted' in an almost unacceptable man
ner, and every participant c laims to know 
exactly what God says '33, in practice it is 
difficult to find participants in a t. who are 
capable of contributing to the discourse an 
expression of the general concern of their 
faiths in a representative way ' 89. 

Trinity (-'> communion) 
T. as the Core of Christian Faith (Greshake) 
' 243-256, subsequent discussions '257-286; 
the perspectives of ;,, creation-theology 
'244- 248, ;,, salvation history '248- 252, and 
;,, eschatology '252-256, faith in the T. inter
prets the assertion "God is love" ' 243. '268. 
'348, the intention of Christians to live by 
faith in the t.arian God with in the framework 
of a ;,, monotheistic belief in God '53f. '88f. 
'259f. '263. '268, God's activity ad extra and 
their categorization ad intra ' 154f., no de
ductive thinking, but reductive questioning: 
how can the aporias of creation, redemption 
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and eschatology be resolved, if one does not 
conceive of monotheism by way of T.? 
'259-261. '271 f., characterizing being as gift, 
has its prototype in the quality of giving that 
distinguishes inner-t.ar ian relations '304, 
;,, christological reflexion, which begins with 
the divinity of God, presses on to 'triadic' 
structures ' 122. ' 152- 155, doctrine of the T. 
a tightrope between tritheism and modalism 
'269f. '273. ' 276f., trinitarization in a histori
cal and eschatological perspective ' 284f., 
necessary to open up in a new way to the 
people of our time the content of our faith, 
our thinking and our speaking of God '49-51, 
it is part of the importance of Islam that it 
looks back at the christological controversies 
in the early history of the Church, perceives 
their effects, and makes deductions '38-42, 
a „ culture of controversy is only achieved 
when we each allow ourselves to make the 
other feel uneasy in his/her conscience 288f. 

truth (-'> truth of bei ng, -'> dialogue) 
Dialogue andT. (Dupre) '49- 72, subsequent 
discussions '73-103, especia lly ' 82-84. ' CJJ-
95. 2102f.; is there t. only in;,, dialogue? '76, 
demands and forms of t. consciousness 
'50-54, ;,, rel igion and t. are essentially linked 
'51 f., l. is inconceivable without the thought 
of the ever greater t. '53 f. ' 290f., priority of 
the practice oft. ' 54-56, t.s we seek can only 
be addressed as binding t. if they agree with 
the t. of personal encounters and are part of 
them '54f., d ia logical relation and the ;,, t. of 
being '56-61 . ' 85f. 2100, unacceptable to 
give up the formation and development of 
dialogical relations for the sake oft. ' 61 f., the 
t. in dialogical relations needs to be devel
oped in connection with the real ity of a 
;,, general order of rights '63, the concept of 
t. in the spirit of dialogue ' 69- 72, stated t. or 
t. accessible by means of;,, reason '84f. ' 93f. 
' 233f. '282 . '289-291. '318, t. and subjectiv
ity ' 290f. ' 293f., t. as ;,, person 279-81 . '222, 
about doing the t. 2101 f., ;,, transcendence 
and ;,, immanence of t. ' 291 f. '318, concept 
of t. and cu ltural context '403, we should 
hold a dialogue of t. '3 lf. '40f., finding t. 
wi thout a teaching authori ty: advantages and 
disadvantages '274. 

(i.:) t. in Christianity? ' 237f., "1 am the t. -
anä 'l-i)aqq" '155f. '166f. ' 176. '1 81. 

truth of being (-'> dialogue) 
what does t. mean? ' 73. ' 76. ' 79f. '94-96. 
' 100, ;,, dialogical relation and the t. ' 56-61. 
'67. '84. '98. 2100, t. and 'performatives' '85f., 
t. and propositional truth ' 79f., proper to 
many rel igions that thei r adherents say some
thing they could not say by themselves - in 
th is case the t. is only the t. of the listeners, 
who do not speak their own word? ' 86. 

ultimate finality (-'> christology, -'> Qur'än, 
-'> Muf:iammad, -'> claim to absoluteness) 
(i.:) The Qur'än: The Ultimate Word of God 
in Human Language(Khoury) '197-207, sub
sequent discussions '208-242, Muf:iammad 
- "the Seal of the Prophets" '19f., u. of an 
originally particular order? '305f. 
(c. :) The Fullness of God and Time: On New 
Testament Christology (Karrer) ' 105- 126, 
subsequent discussions ' 127-155; The Ulti
mate Finality of the Christ Revelation (Ott) 
2 1 S7-l 65, subsequent discussions 21 66-196; 
u. can only be verified in the perspective of 
the end? ' 172f., faith in the ultimate promise 
shared by Christians and Muslims? '184-186, 
u. does not princ ipally close or exclude, but 
rather gives expression to the definitive open
ness of the whole creation towards God '385 . 

umma (-'> society, -'> politics) 
(i.:) Islam as Religion, Society and Culture 
(Zirker) '243-250, subsequent discussions 
'25 1- 281; the beginnings of the community 
in Mecca and Medina '16-20. '21 f., accep
tance as a cr iterion for the legitimacy of 
MulJammad's claim '2 1f. '30f. '249, a reli
gious and po litical entity '130, without a ;,, 
hierarchy and ;,, teaching authority (d iffer
ently conceived of in SunnT andin S,hT'T Islam) 
'273f., the five ;,, pillars - duties of the indi
v idual and of the community '288f., a cri
terion for Islam is theextent to which religious 
language is capable of serving the commu
nity '52, the role theologians and jurists play 
in the community '249, unity of;,, God re
flected in the unity of ;,, society '45f., plu
ra lism ofopinions and opposition in thestate 

'131, elementsof un ity, diversity and discord 
'47-49, it is a 'median' community an u. 
wustä '289, Christians - the opposite of a 
united u., not w ithstanding the tragedy that 
Islam, contrary to its original intention, did 
not ach ieve unity either '128. '48f. ' 134. 

unbelievers (-'> polytheists) 
(i.:) different attitudes towards ;,, non-Mus
lims depending on whether they are unbe
lievers or followers of a different faith (like 
Jews or Christians) '329-341, differentiation 
between u. and;,, polytheists '342f., Hindus 
and Buddhists even respected as ;,, people 
of the book '343f., tendency to align Chris
t ians close to the u.? '344f., read iness to for
give and ;,, solidarity also beyond one's own 
fellow believers? '146f. ' 170, the proceeds 
from the almsgiving tax also for the benefit 
of non-Muslims? '304. 

union with God (-'> mysticism) 
(i .:) the mystery of loving u. in mystical po
etry '159- 162, not in normative theology 
'321 . 

unity and oneness (-'> God, -'> monotheism, 
-'> soc i ety, -'> d i scord) 
(i.:) "He is God, the One - Join not Any Part
ners with Him/11 (Zirker) '35-43, subsequent 
discussions '44-68. 2132- 134. '2 71f., the 
unity of God (tawi)Td) and the diversity of 
creatureliness '58-60, the one ;,, God and 
the unityof;,, society '44f. ' 134. '236, mono
theism in danger of ideology '57f., unity to
wards the outside - unity towards the inside 
'56, ,. unity of being / existence (wai)dat al
wuQjüd) ' 157. '161 . '167- 169. 
(c.:) in the light of;,, christology the under
standing of God's oneness si multaneously 
says fullness and difference; to it corresponds 
the unity of Christians which allows forvariety 
and differences 2131 f. ' 135f. ' 146f., the prob
lern of unity and discord ' 127. '134, ;,, crea
tion and the unity of God '244-248. ' 269, 
uniqueness of;,, Jesus in terms of his w itness 
to the unique love of God that includes all 
people '127. '366f., "one in Christ Jesus" 
'338f. '360f. 
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universal reconciliation 
in Islam? '326f. 

variety 
v. among ;,, religions also a valuable asset? 
v. as a consequence of .,, si n and as an ex
pression of the riches ' 177. 2179f. ' 182. 

vendetta 
about the problems of v. ' 129f., the right of 
v. is restricted '145f. 

verbal inspiration 
of the Qur'än '18. '63f. '202- 206. '233f., and 
the historico-critical method: ;,, hermeneu
tics. 

virgin 
(i.:) Mary as v. - Mubammad as ummF '31. 
'171f. ' 306. 

vision of God ( --t communion) 
(i.:) various conceptions of paradise in nor
mative theology, in lslamic philosophy and 
in mysticism '292. '320f., differentiation be
tween v. and union w ith God '321 . 
(c.:) on the Biblical usage of the term 'visio 
beatifica' '301 f. 

voluntarism 
(i. :) the w il l of God is always oriented to
wards man's well-being '93, v. in the con
cept of God '205f. '225f. 
(c.:) in German the express ion 'will of God' 
is often used, whereas in the Old and New 
Testaments it is the concept of 'benevolence' 
and the 'good will' of God that is meant '240f., 
a positivistic v. becomes a danger to the life 
of every revealed religion; a differentiated 
view is therefore also of importance for their 
capacity for dialogue '318f. 

the West 
(i. :) when lslamic intellectuals were often fas
cinated by the W. in former t imes, today a 
picture o f a decl ining and largely already 
decadent W. is widespread '361 f., the experi
ence of the W. frequently becomes a de
pressing experience for Muslims' 264f., pres
ent situation in the lslamic world character
ized by a sense of alienation and especially 
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of lslamic identity being threatened by the 
domination ofW.ern civil ization '117. '350f. 

will of God 
(i.:) human responsibility for the recognition 
and fulfilmentof the w. '107- 110. '93f. ' 149-
151. '376f., thew. in the lightof the absolute 
greatness of God and his omnipotence '359. 
'205f., dangers of misuse '360. 
(c. :) in Old and New Testaments it is the con
cept of 'benevolence' and 'the goodwill' of 
God that is meant '240f. 

witness 
man as the slave of God is also called to bear 
w. to God in the world '78. '90. '135. '201. 
'245. '358. 2171 f. ' 182f. ' 298f. 

women 
(i. :) the dignity and role of w. '88f., religious 
duties, i. e. the five .,, pillars, are all com
pulsory for men as wei l as w. '285. '306. 
'314, honouring of the mother '314, position 
in paradise '314, exploitation of w. '263f. 

word of God (--t incarnation, --t inlibration, 
--t Qur'än, --t Bible) 
(i.:) prior ity of the textua lly formulated w. 
compared with the original, inward dimen
sion of the w. '225f., might the w. be under
stood as a sacrament? and the possibil ity of 
a 'magical' misunderstanding ofthe w. '213. 
'240, Mubammad's task is to announce the 
;,, revelation given to him by God, he is on ly 
the messenger of God '17, the ;,, Qur'än -
created or uncreated? or both created and 
uncreated? according to lslamic under
standing it is the w. as such '302f., a dis
tinction is made between the Qur'än as a 
book and the spoken or recited word 234, .,, 
abrogation. 
(c.:) Biblical prophets expressly distinguish 
between the direct w. and what the prophet 
says himself ' 36f., the Lord's word and order 
are pushed forward to fu llness ' 108f., Cre
ated by the Word- Created for the Word: On 
the Transcendence and lmmanence of the 
Divine Word (Schaeffler) ' 287- 296, subse
quent discussions ' 297- 331; Jonah's prob
lern is an important question facing the the-

ology of the w. '309- 312, a theological ;,, dia
logue about the w. should be held between 
Christianity and Islam '298f. '302f. '306- 308, 
God remains free to determine the effects of 
his word ' 310, even after he has spoken 
' 31 Of., on the relationship between reason 
and w. '318f. 
there is no such thing as the 'pure word'; it 
is always only the 'heard word' '52 f. '249f. 
'325- 330, can a 20th century ;,, historico
critical perspective dea l with the ;,, Qur'än 
differently from the way it deals with the ;,, 
Bible? ' 36f. "You cannot say to yourself the 
word that you need." '323, ;,, religion refers 
to a w. and to people's responses to the w. 
' 79. 

works 
creation in Christ - creation for good w. 
'339- 341, the good w. - already created? 
2354. 

world --t creation 

Zimzum 
the 'self-restriction of God' - the idea that 
God himself gets into di fficulties because of 
evil in creation Oudaism) '257. 
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